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THURSDAY,

JUNE i, 1837.

Mr. TA~UART, of Lycoming, presented a memorial from citizens’ti
Clearfield county, praying such an amendment of the Conetitutiqn as that
every county now or hereafter to be erected in thiw Commonwealth, may
have a representative, which was laid on the table, and ordered to be
printed.
Mr. MEREDITH presented a memorial praying such an amendment of the
‘Constitution as wili prevent the Legislature from authoriz’ ’ a lotte
2
grant, which was refered to the committee to whom was refe?Y the nm
article of the Constitution.
Mr. COPE submitted the follokkg resolution, which was agreed to :
Rerolved, That the President draw his warrant on the Stats Treasury for the smn of
three thousand two hundred and six dollars and forty-four cants, in farm of S~OSL
Saoca and 8. A, GILNOBE, for the puiposs of discharging the follow!ng bills, to wit :
A bill of M’CAPTT and DAVXI+,for PUBDO& digest, and sundry stationary, amouuting
*
.
.
.
.
.
I
.
.
gl,yJ
‘g
Joar TEOXPSOX’~ bill, for books of Constitudons,
tql99 99
JAXZS PSACOCK, on account of postape,
i-i&z

Mr. DENNY from the commi&ee to whom was refered the lirst article of
the Constitution, moved tliat the said committee be discharged from the
further consideration qf the following resolutions, which was laid on the
t&k:
No. .41. Bee&d,
That the fourth, se&ion of ths Krst articie of tlm Con&u&n
shall be so amandad that no city or county shall aver hare morathan six raprasa&ativsa
nor more @n two sfmatara
No. 46. Reoslved, That the reeond met&n of the first article of the Constitution ba
so amended, that the annual electkm of Stata and county offi~rs bs held on tbs first
Tuesday of Ssptambsr, in each year.
No. 59. Rerolved, That the committe on the fiirt article be instructed to report in
faTof of rsducing the senatorial term to two years, so that the one half of tit body w
ba ekted evsry year.
.Raolvud, T&t the a&l mm&tee be i&ucted to enquim into tbs a+ianoy
4 ths
Iq34twe
nptbg on the fit-4 Monday of Jnav of ev+~ rsqc w#- p
conm
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ned by the Governor, and adjourn on the first Monday of April, except in case of insurrection or actual war.
No. 60. Resolved, That the committee on the first article of the Constitution be instrwted to enquire into the expediency of altering the seventeenth section of satd article
as follows : lLThe members of the Legislature shall receive for their services a compensation to be ascertained by law and paid out of the public treasury, but no increase of the
compensation shall take eltect during the time for which the members of either House
shall have been elected, and such compensation shall never exceed three dollars a day”.
Resolved, That no member of the Legislature shall receive any civil appointment from
the Governor
and Senate, or from the Legislature during the term for which he is elected, or for one year thereafier.
No. 61. Resohed. That the third section of the first article of the Constitution, be so
amended that no person shall be a representative who shall not have attained the age of
twenty-four years ; and that the eighth section be so amended that no person shall be a
senator who shall not have attained the age of twenty-tight years.

Mr. DENNY then moved that the committee to whom was refered the
first article, be discharged from the further consideration of the following
resolution, and that the same be refcred to the committ.ee to whom was
refered the seventh article, which was laid on the table :
No. 44. Resolved, That the legislative power relative to the incorporation of banking
companies, shall be so restricted that no charter shail be granted for a longer time than
ten years, nor any note of a less denomination than twenty dollars issued, and that the
books, papers and vouchers of every banking institution shall he subject to the inspection
and supervision of the Legislature, who, (if they discover that any bank has departed
from the busihess for which it was created,) shall forthwith declare the charter null and
void, and the real and personal estates of the stockholders, both in their corporate and
individual capacity, shall be liable for the payment of the notes in circulation or in the
hands of the people.
Mr. DENNY then made the following motion which was also laid on

the table:
That the committee to whom was refered the first article of the Constitution, be discharged from the further consideration of the following resolutiqn, and that the same be refered to the committee to whom was refered the ninth article of the Constitution.
No. 59. Resolved, That the said committee be instructed to report against the establishment of any lottery, for the sale of lottery tickets in this Commonwealth.
FIRST ARTICLE.

The

Convention

resolved itself

int.o committee of the whole, Mr.

PORTERof Northampton in the chair, and proceeded to the consideration
of the first article of the Constitution.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. STEVENS to anlend
the amendment of Mr. DUNLOP-to strike out the word ‘6 fourth” and
insert the word “ third” -by
striking therefrom the word “third”,
and all
that follows the same, and inserting in lieu thereof, the following, viz:
“Second Monday and Tuesday of November, at which time the electors
of President and Vice Presideni shall also be chosen, unless otherwise
ordered by the Legislature ; and none of the tickets shall be counted, until
the polls have been eiosed on the last day of election, and the polls shall
close at six o’clock on each day”.
Mr. FORWARD said, he hoped the amendment would not be passed without some remarks.
It was an important question whether we should
blend the elections of our State officers, with the Presidential elections.
Me hoped the gentlernan who had offered the ames$w? would fmr tbp
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Convention with his views on the sub.ject. It strikes me (said Mr. F.)
that by making both the State and the general elections on the same day,
the influence and feeling which are called into action in reference to the
choice of suitable officers for the State Government, may be made to
operate on the Presidential election, - and that, thus the interests of the
State will be more effectually merged and lost sight of, than if the eleclt is knowu that our relations to the Gentions are at distinct periods.
eral Government are such as to reuder it certain that great exertions will
be always made to obtain the election of a particular President.
Such
has been the case, and it will be so again ; it is a fact written in our history.
Some one candidate will be supported by all the influence which
the ,State officers can bring to bear on the election.
The concurrence of
these elect.ions, would, in all probability, be fatal to the State influence ; all
would be made to yield to the cabinet influence ; unless it should so happen that, at any time, there should be raised an opposition powerful enough
to countervail this cabinet influence.
It was well known by all who
observed the course of things, that the Federal influence was expanding
itself daily-an d that it was now twice as great as it was twenty years.
ago. The number of postmasters and revenue officers had been prodigiously increased; and every one of these was a slave to the Federal Government, brought into office by the patronage of some one of influence
with the administration ; liable to be turned out, if a different party should
prevail ; a perfect dependant and slave. Every one of these was expected
to do his duty, to attend to the interestsof the cabinet. I am not (continued Mr. F.) speaking in reference to any particular party.
I am stating facts, as they exist under all administrations, and m all parties. Whoever sways the rod of power, his breath is suflicient, and every one who
holds office by this tenure of thread, is liable to be displaced by it. All
this cabinet influence will be brought to bear on the State influence.
The
elections take place on the same day ; and the success of the State officers
is influenced by it.
The people are jealous of this, and wish to cripple this Federal influence.
They expressed their desire to .do this at the last November elections.
They wish to prevent their own State affairs from being mixed no with, and
intermeddled with by, this dangerous influence,
It was not the habit of
the country to disdain and repel the influence of the General Government,
as it did any improper interference in the State elections. He did not
know how many officers there are in the State. In every counfy, there
were some. Look at the Philadelphia Post Office and see the nutiber
there : and every county too has its Post Office. All ,the military and navy
are dependent on this influence, and these are present every where, and
their presence involves the interests of the State. It should be the interest
CRthe State, and the object of the &ate, to divorce itself from this powerful and prejudicial influence?
What ia’the lesson which history gives to
us on that subject?
Yielding to the superior power, State interests
have, in all cases, been forced to bend and give away to this irresistible
influence of the cabinet. Are we strangers to it ? The object of this
amendment is to bring the State influence into immediate contact with the
cabinet influence-to
bring all the weight of Federal influence to operate
on the elections of. State officers. The country will not bear this. It
may 10 happe? that t&w may be a gxwil of the jqte$erqge crf State
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officers iu the October elections, which may be felt afterwards, and enable the State to emancipate itself before November.
Therefore, he wished the elections to be kept separate. He hoped the Convention would not
adopt the amendment. It was better to keep these elections as far from
each other as possible. The State elections might be fixed for the second
Tuesday in September ; a day, at that season, could be more easily given
up by the farmers, as he understood there was then an interval-between
their busy seasons. The weather too, at that season, was generally good ;
the days were longer ; the people would turn out in greater numbers : the
time would be further separated from that of the Presidential election : and
there would be time enough tn cool off from the excitement of the State
elections, to resume their calmness, and to get rid of their feelings of dependence. He thought it would be better to fix the elections in September, but he would not make any motion on the subject. This,fastening
of our State to the Federal Government ; this attaching of our State elections to the car of the cabinet, and bringing the influence of the General
Government into our ward and town meetings for the purpose of operating
on the elections, ought to be particularly guarded against. He would
carefully avoid this cabinet influence from which, once admitted, all our
elections would take their hue. The greater influence would soon merge
the less, and the interests of the State would be overshadowed and lost
sight of. He hoped all our officers would be elected without the interposition of cabinet influence, which, like the plagues of Egypt, could be omnipresent, and seen and felt every where throughout the Commonwealth. He
hoped the gentleman who made the proposition would reflect on the matter. Would not the introduction of 111sproposition be fatal to the little
indepcndcnce we have left ?. What do we see even now ? Whenever
any measure is proposed, is it not the inquiry by every one-Ts it demanded by the party 1 If it be, I go for it; if not, I will go with the members from the country 1 Every one has heard this language. It is the
fashion of the day, in the very greenness of the matter, to put every thing
on a party footing. If we suffer this cabinet influonce.to find its way
among LLS, every fourth year, it will merge all the State elections. What
can WC cspect but that the force of party will prove stronger than the
feelings of patriotism, truth and virtue. These considerations would indurc
him to oppose the amendment.
Mr. SAWER, of Crawford, stated that he had been a practical farmer for
many years, and he thought the convenience of the farming interest would
be promoted by the chsngc proposed by the committee, from the second,
to the fourlh Tucsdav in October. An experience of thirteen years as a
farmer in the extensive west and northwest parts of the State, convinced
In the northern parts, he adhim that the change would bc beneficial.
mitted, the alteration would not be productive of such important advautagcs as in the south, where, if the weather was tine, the greater @art of
the seeding could have been got through by the time fixed by the report
of the committee.
In the more northern parts of the State, the time
between the close of harvest aud the day of election would be shortertoo short, per!iaps, to enable the farmer to do his seeding before the
Great part might be undone. But if it should happen to be a
clcction.
met season, the change from the second to the fourth ‘I’ucsday, would
give him more time to get through his work. If there was any part of

’
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the State which would, in the slightest degree, be injured by the change,
there would be some reason for opposing it. But as the change woulcl
be advantageous to the farming interest, and would be productive of no
disadvantage to any part of the community, he hoped it would be agreed
He was not willing to go for any
to, as reported by the committee.
alterations, unless he could be satisfied that they would prove advantageous ; he would go for no changes, for the mere sake of change. As
to the amendment, which was now the question, it had been SO well
treated by the gentleman who had spoken just ‘before him, that he would
not take up the time of the committee in relation to it. On one part alone
did he differ from the gentleman.
The gentleman from Allegheny
wished to make the State elections and the Presidential elections still further apart, in order that there might be an opportunity between them for
party violence to cool down. He (Mr. S.) thought there would be time
enough to cool .at that season, without throwing back the State elections
to an earlier period.
Mr. M’CAHEN, of Philadelphia, said he was indifferent as to the issue
of this question.
But he had listened with regret to what had fallen from
the gentleman from Allegheny.
He had entertained the hope that the
worn out slang of politicians, the thread bare topics’ of party, and the
often refuted assertions of the exertion of administration influence on the
State elections, would not have been introduced on this floor. He had
believed there was no one gentleman who.serionsly thought that he could
succeed by such means, in driving any party from the position it had
assumed ; and he was surprised that so respectable a gentleman should have
taken this course. The gentleman had remarked on the amount of the
patronage of the General Government in the city of Philadelphia, and in
the State ; but, if the memory of that gentleman had not failed him, he must
know that the patronage of the Governor in the city of Philadelphia was
greater than that of the Federal Government.
He thanked God that
every man knew his own rights, and would be allowed to exercise’
them. All alike, he hoped, would shew themselves unfettered, either
by the State or General Government.
As to party influence, he
hoped it would always exist ; he was himself a party man, a radical party
man, sent here, and standing here, for the purpose of carrying out the
views of a party for the general welfare. The Government was held up
by party, and had been sustained by it. He was sorry to hear the gentleman getting into this track. Why had, he deemed it necessary to bring in
the Federal Government?
If that influence existed in the State$and a
majority was in favor of its continuance, then it was right, the opinion of
The party selects their
the gentleman to the contrary notwithstanding.
men, and he desired to support the party.
Inexperienced as he was, he
He had heard the gentleman from
would be guided by party opinion.
Allegheny speak with great talent, and he would be proud to adopt his
views if he could. But there was no good object to be effected by bringHe did not suspect the. gentleman of
ing up the General Government.
any design of a party character, in his efforts to have the local questiona
He hoped t&ear no
freed from any connexion with Federal influence.
more of this topic, but that the course of the argument would proceed.
In what he said he expressly disclaimed;
Mr. FORWARD explained.
WAN more than once disclaimed all reference to party.
He said, that
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whatever party obtained the ascendancy, the same would be t#o
He would go as far as any gentleman here in reducing the patson
the Government, and to give his aid to that object he had came here.
Mr. HOPKINSON had so much respect, he said, for the unanswerable
argument of the gentleman from Allegheny, against the proposition $o
hold the State election, and the Electoral election, on the same day, that he
would not add one word to it. He would, however, say a word or two
against the proposition to keep the polls open for two days. In the &at
place, there was no necessity for it. In the city of Philadelphia, the polls
were closed at ten in the evening. It was of the utmost consequence that
the people should have confidence in the purity of their elections.; and,
that the elections should not only be pure, but free from the suspicion of impurity.
At present, the officers of the elections never separated until the
votes were all counted, and the boxes sealed up, in the presence of men of
both parties. The votes were counted, the boxes sealed, and the returns
signed before the officers of the election se arated. But, suppose the
polls were kept open for two days-close d” at six in the evening, and
opened again at nine or ten in the morning.
In whose custody would the
votes be in the mean time? The officers of the election would walk
abroad and talk about the state of the polls, while the boxes containing
the votes, would be at the mercy of the crafty anti corrupt.
He was far
from insinuating any thing against any class of citizens.
He spoke of no
particular party, but charges of corruption, at elections, had already been
made, even in this State ; and he would, therefore, oppose any measure
which would have a tendency to bring disrepute or suspicion.upon an
In a neighboring State, where the polls are kept open two
election.
days, no election ever passes without the charge, from one party or the
other, of fraud and corruption.
As the election might be just as well
closed in one day, as in a week, he should oppose the proposition to keep
open the polls for two days.
Mr. FLEMING, of Lycoming, refered to another part of the section, and
said he disapproved of the language of the section. He would, on all occasions, move to strike out the SCcity of Philadelphia”,
unless 4‘ the county
which was one of the largest counties in the State, was
of Lycoming”,
also specially inserted.’ He made that motion now.
The CHAIR said it was not in order. That part of the section was not
before the committee.
The amendment, he said, was obje&onMr. FLEMING continued.
able, because it left it to the Legislature to fix the day of the election.
w&d
The language, “unless otherwise ordered by the Legislature”,
leave it to them to say whether the two elections should take place on the
same day, or not. But, if we left it to the Legislature to fix the day, the
other part of the clause would have no binding elect; and, if it was to
have no effect, where wai’the use of making the provision ? As to the
two days, he was, ,at first, favorable to that part of the clause ; but, on
reflection, he thought it would be better to confine the election to one day;
though, in his district, the people had, some of them, to come fifteen n&s
to the polls, and over very bad roads. He should move to amend the
amendment, so as to provide, that the election should take place in the severql cities and counties, on the first Tuesday in November. This would Rr
upon a certain day, and leave it to the Legislature to fix the same day for

’
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the Presidential election, if they think proper. The first Tuesday would
be within the thirty-four days, as prescribed by the act of Congress. As
to the effect on the elections of choosing State officers, and the Electoral
ticket, on the same day, he was not prepared to say, that it would be so
great as to subject the whole mass of the people of the State to Government influence.
He had too much confidence in the people, to believe
that they could be humbugged and gnlled, by any party that came into
power.
He did not believe that the influence of the Post Masters, and
other officers of the Government in this State, was so great as the gentleman imagined ; or, that the Presidential election created as much feeling
as he supposed. He refered, as an illustration of his views, to the fact,
that last fall, the number of votes polled at the October election, was much
greater than at the election in November.
This proved that there was not
so much interest felt in the election of President, as in that of State officers. There was never so large a number of votes polled in November as
in October. Not feeling so much immediate interest in the Presidential
as in the State election, the voters could not be induced to turn out. Now,
he wished to fix upon such a time as would bring out all the voters. If
they went with him he should be gratified, but, if not, he still wished
them to vote. He wanted to secure a full and fair expression of opinion
at the ballot boxes, and, moreover, he was perfectly content to abide by
it. In his action here, he disclaimed any thing like party motives or
feelings. If his course suited his party, it was very well, but he should
go for what he thought right, come what may. There were, he thought,
insuperable objections to the proposition of the gentleman from bdams.
Whatever day was a reed upon, he wished it to be as late as Tuesday,
out of regard for the Feelings of the religions part of the community, who
disliked to leave home on Sunday, as they must do, if the election should
take place on Monday, and not continue for two days.
Mr. CHANDLER, of the city, said:-1 rise, sir, to say but little to the
question, as it had been discussed beforet he committee-but
as delegates
have mentioned the probable effect of alterations in the time of holding
elections in their respective districts, I deem it proper, mingling, as I do,
almost professionally in every canvass, with the people, to remark, that any
day mentioned in either of the resolutions, or amendments, upon your table,
wonldbe perhaps acceptable to the people of the city of Philadelphia; but, I
cannot believe that thpy would willingly consent to an alteration that would,
In less than
for two successive d@, keep open the polls for one election.
half an hour, any vbter, in good health and sound limbs, may walk from
his residence to the polls- and there has never been, as far as I know, au
instance in which the judges and inspectors of the election could not
receive and record every vote presented to them. One day, therefore, I
believe will be found sufficient for the purposes of any election, nor need
the polls be kept open later than nine or ten o’clock in the evening,
Other reasons for limiting the term to a single day, have been powerfully and I doubt not satisfactorily urged by my respected and honorable
colleague (Judge HOPHINSON)whose arguments need no enforcement from
aRy person.
But, sir, the resolution before you, contemplates such an alteration in
the time of the State elections, as shall unite them with that of the electors
for President and Vice President of the United States, without adverting
B
.
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to the facts, that the Legislature of the State may, at times, find it for the
promotion of the general good, to choose their electors themselves.
I,
however, concur with the arguments of the highly respectable gentleman
from Allegheny, that it is of the greatest importance to separate our State
elections from the influences of the General Government, always seen and
felt at the choice of the Presidential elect,ors.
The gentleman from the county, (Mr. M’CAHEN) whom I do not now
see in his place, and I always miss him when he is absent, has declared,
that the officers of the General Government exercise no influence on the
voters in this State. Sir, I am glad to hear this from so high a source
-especially
when I know that gentleman, himself, is an efficient Government officer, is known to employ his time and eloquence in the canI say, sir, that knowing his
vass to promote the success of his party.
zeal and exertions, I am glad, as well as astonished, to hear him say he
exercises no influence upon the election.
But, sir, the General Government &es operate upon the Presidential
election in every Stat,e in the Union, and it does it inlentionall~y~ and in
some cases, avowedly.
Else, why does the administration distribute its
patronage, of various kinds, outy to those who have dist,inguished themselves by party exertions in the canvass, and at the polls ?
It is. urged, sir, that, the State patronage may be, and often is brought to
bear upon the election. I pretend not t,o deny it, though I canuot, from
experience, assert it. It was, at least, ncoer exercised througli me ; but
if it is, the State Government is only interfering in its domestic concerns,
as seeking to promote ils municipal good. ‘I’he administration of the
General Government, whet,her right or wrong, seeks to perpetuate itself
by a similar interference with the E:levtor:d election, so that the deteterious effects of the operation may be limited to the election upou which it
. is intended to bear, and not, as would be the case if the proposed amendment should be adopted-to effect the choice of every State and corporation officer voted for at the time, an effect, p&laps, not desired by the
national administration, but resulting necessarily from the prevailing influence of the Presideritial elect.ion, over the choice of lower or more
ephemeral officers.
The gentleman from Lycoming argues, that the offmers of the General
Government can not exercise the dangrrous influence imputed to them,
because, as he says, there were more votes polled at the State election in
October, than at the Electoral election in November.
The argument, sir,
if based upon correct data, might be easily combated, but unfortunately
for the gentleman, the facts are against him, the electors having,received
a greater number of votes than were polled for the State Legislature.
The mingling of the State election with that of the President of the
United States, may be producnve of another evil, by withdrawing public
functionaries from the action of the people’s censure, at the ballot box.
The voters of the State may have to admiuister their admonition to offending legislators, who will escape their punishment in the higher interest
felt for the more important ticket for national officers, and thus the influence of Government ofhcers, may not only lead to the election of a
President opposed to the interests of the people, but shield State functionaries from the operatiou of justly excited resentment.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said he had no particular preference for
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any one of the days mentioned, above another. His immediate constituents had been so often legislated out of their days of election, that they
would accommodate themselves to any day. They did not complain of
the present, nor could they, he believed, of any that might be agreed
_ upon as best accommodating the other portions of the State. There was
one feature of the amendment, however, which he objected to, and that
was in requiring the polls to be closed at 6 o’clock.
Many of his constituents were engaged in their daiIy pursuits until that hour, and if the
amendment was agreed to, it would cause them to lose more time than
was necessary to go to the election, or be deprived of their vote. As it
.vould be of no benefit to the people of any other portion of the State, and
would be injurious to his constituents, he hoped this part of the amendment would not be agreed to. Mr. B. said he had risen, more particularly, for the purpose of noticing the remarks of the gentleman from the
city, (Mr. CHANDLER) who seemed to fear the influence of the officers of
Should the general and State elections be held
the General Government.
the same day, he (Mr, B.) neither feared, desired, nor opposed such connexion.
He had too high an opinion of the intelligence, discernment, and
integrity of the people, to suppose that they would be influenced by the
oflicer of any Government, whether of the United States, of the State, or
But if any such influence was exercised or
of the city of Philadelphia.
felt, he thought that exercised by the corporation of the city of Philadelphia itself, independently of its trusts, SOfar as the numbers dependem
upon it, or the money dispensed were concerned, was more than that of
the United States, in all the State of Pennsylvania.
If the gentleman
from the city was really desirous of keeping out all extraneous influence
from the State elections, he ought to look to this immense corporation influence, of which that gentleman (Mr. CHANDLER) was a part, and which
Much (said Mr. B. had been said
he knew to be great and powerful.
zbout the Custom House and Post Otlice, in Philadelp h ia. He knew’
something of both these establishments, and he believed there were several persons in the former opposed to the administration ; all performed
their duty well, so far as he knew; but, if they had any influence in elections at all, he was free to say he had never seen or. felt it. But its supposed influence had been used by the opposition as an argument, and
perhaps not without effect, against the party who sustained the adminieNo one knows better than the gentleman from the city, the imtration.
partiality and efficiency of the Post Office-he
could not say any of its
officers have officially done wrong. So far as his colleague, who held a
situation in that office, was concerned, he was surprised to hear the gentleman from the city allude to him, when no one knew better than that
gentleman, his industry and fidelity; they had won him the approbation of
all parties.
His colleague had always been an active partizan politician ;
he was still so, but not more since he held of&e than he hadslways been
before. Mr. B. did not suppose, however, that any man forfeited his
rights and privileges, as a citizen, when he took office. If he performed
its duties faithfully, he ought to be left free to the full enjoyment of his
right; it was only when he prostituted his office to party purposes, that he
was to be condemned. He (Mr. B.) never had held office any where,
and he believed much of the alarm about official influence, had little of
rutb in it, but was designed for political effecd-he was surprised that
any gentleman should have deemed it necessary to allude to it here,
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Mr. KONIGMACHERsaid-It was my intention, until recently, not to have
troubled the committee with any remarks. I had supposed, that long before we assembled in this Ball, the opinion of every member of this Convention would have been unchangeably fixed, as to the course he would
pursue4
I have listened attentively to every speech that was delivered from the
time we first met to the present day, and can only say, that I was not
I have come to this conclusion, after weighing the various armistaken.
guments, that, judging from the political complexion of this Convention,
it is composed of three parties, viz : conservatives, moderate reformers, and
I am not right sure if the term of the last class menradical reformers.
tioned is as appropriateas that of deformers : be that as it may, there had
been enough said as to the power and the qualities of this body. I presume
that we are all convinced on that point.
I sincerely hope, that we will now get to work in earnest. We have
been in session four weeks, and what have we done ? We have adopted
our rules ; passed three sections in committee of the whole ; and are now
discussing the fourth.
At this stage of our proceedings, and as I intend, for the first time, to
vote for an amendment to this “ matchless instrument”, under which we
have lived so prosperous and happy for nearly half a century, I deem it
proper for myself, and for my constituents, to state my reasons briefly for
so doing.
Sir, if I know their sentiments, they never did believe that any amendments, we can propose to them, will be worth the expense which will be
incured in holding a Convention ; at the same time, they, as well as myself, do believe, that some amendments might be made for the better; but
I am backed, in this opinion,
those alterations must be few, and simple.
by a majority of six thousand votes, given against the call of a Convention, in the county which I have the honor, in part, to represent.
Sir, from what knowledge I have of the views of the people, I am convinced that they will not ratify a Constitution that will materially change
the features of the present, which has heen well tried. They have not
the same faith in experiments they had when the “ Old Roman” was in
power.
I like
The amendment under con&nation,
1 think, can be improved.
the amendment oRered by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) for
holdiug the general election, on the same day with the clcction for Electors
for President and Vice President of the United States, as that would obviate
the difficulty which at present exists. The farmers would be done seed.
ing, and bcstdes, it would save the State at least $30,000 every fourth year
by holding both elections at the same time. I also like the proposition
offered by the gentleman of Allegheny, (Mr. FOKWARD) that the general
election should be held on the second ‘I’uesday in September: either
would answer much better than the present day, as the farmers are generally busy seeding on the second Tuesday of October. I am in favor of
changing the day, either earlier or later. I tbercfore hope, that the amendment offered by the gentleman from Franklin, Mr. DUNLOP, will not prevail.
Mr. CHAMBERS,of Franklin, was disposed, (he said) at first, to regard
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this amendment with a favorable eye, as it afforded an opportunity to the
State Government to dispose of both elections in one day; but, after some
examination, he was led to believe that it was, in some particulars, very
The remarks of the gentleman from Allegheny, which
objectionable.
-were so forcibly addressed to the understanding and experience of all, and
which, in fact, were unanswerable, had great weight with him. He could
not shut his eyes to the influence exerted upon State elections, through ’
the agency of officers, dependants and expectants of the National Government. If there is any question on which public opinion is divided, it is
always brought to bear upon the State elections, and to extend and
increase the excitement which prevails in the Commonwealth on that
occasion. Great as was the patronage of the Governor of this State,
influential as it might be, it was still small in comparison with that of the
There were, perhaps, a thousand Postmasters in
General Government.
this State-five
times the number of all the officers who hold their offices
at the will and pleasure of the Governor of this State. The patronage of
the National Executive had become infinitely greater than was ever contemplated by the Constitution. The patronage of the Governor of this State
we had it in our power to limit, and it would probably be reduced by the
action of this body ; but there was no hope of ever reducing or limiting the
So great were the difficulties in the
patronage of the General Government.
way of any amendment to the Constitution of the United States, that we must
despair of obtaining one for this purpose. The prospect of lessening the
number of federal officers in this State, was, therefore, beyond reach or
expectation.
It would be proper, then, to separate our annual elections
from the electoral election, in which the influence of the National Government would predominate.
One reason against fixing the day of the State election at the same time
with that of the Presidential ,election, was, that the latter occured only
once in four years. The convenience of the State ought, therefore, to be
alone consulted in fixing the time. In regard to many of the citizens of
the State the time was not material; but to the farming interest it was :
and though, in reference to that interest in his neighborhood, he would
prefer the second or third Tuesdav of October, yet, for the accommodation
of the northern and western counties, he was willing to postpone it to the
fourth Tuesday of October, as proposed in the report of the committee.
But he was not willing to connect the State election with the electoral
election, by fixing the former on the day assigned for the latter. He was
also opposed to keeping the polls open for two days, believing that it would
have an unfavorable effect upon the morals of the country.
With many
persons an election was a time for frolic, idleness, and vice. A certain
portion of the community, in almost every part of the State, made this a
season for indulgence iu dissipation.
He was unwilling, therefore, to set
apart two successive days, in which those persons would be tempted to
expend their time and money at the expense of their morals.
Another objection that he had to the amendment, was, that it belonged
to Congress to fix the time for the electoral election; and it was not expedient-to appoint the day by a permanent Constitutional provision.
Congress allowed the State Legislatures to fix the time within certain
limits ; but frequent propositions had been made in Congress, to provide
a nniform mode and tiqe of electing President psd Vjq Presjcjeqt in alI
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the States. Should that power be ultimately exercised by Congress, this
clause would be of no avail.
Mr. M’CAHEN : The gentleman from Philadelphia has given me a good
character. It was unnecessary, as I have another here from the phrenologist.
It is true that I am an officer of the Government, but I am also
a citizen of Pennsylvania, and will use my best endeavors to promote her
interests. As one of the delegates of the county of Philadelphia, I shall
regard the rights and interests of those whom I represent, independently
of any connexion with party or office, and I hold myself free to act on
this and every other question in reference wholly to the source from
which I receive my power.
The Post Office had been mentioned, and
also the Custom House, as affording the Government an extensive influence in this State. But it must be recollected, as his colleague had
remarked, that all the persons employed in these offices do not think alike.
Same of them, he knew, were opponents of the administranon.
He
hoped gentlemen will not persuade themselves that persons holding a
situation under the General Government, must necessarily act against their
consciences. The venerable gentleman from Philadelphia is in the same
situation with myself: for he holds an office under the General Government;
but, I hope, that he, as well as others so employed, comes up to the polls
on the day of election as a freeman.
Mr. STEVENS felt satisfied from the reasons he had heard from various
quarters of the House, that it would probably be better that the amendment he had submitted should not prevail.
The reasons given by the
gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) were very powerful, and he
thought very true. He agreed that the General Government could bring
to bear upon the State elections a vast influence, and he also concured
in opinion with that gentleman that it had always been exercised to the
full extent.
He was sorry, however, that the gentleman from Philadelphia county had taken any offence at what had been said, for he did
not believe the gentleman from Allegheny had made any allusion to him
particularly.
Mr. M’CAHEN said he had taken no offence at it at all.
Mr. STEVENS said the gentleman was too sensitive on this subject. He
did not believe that those officers were any more influenced than any
oue else. He must still believe, however, in the strength of the argument of the gentleman from Allegheny, that those officers would have a
special eye to their own interests, and why should they not 1 Charity
begins at home. He believed, therefore, that these two elections should
not come on the same day, and that he was wrong in proposing the
amendment he had submitted.
But there was another reason which
would induce him to withdraw the amendment, which he intended shortly
to do, and this reason was, that there was a party in this House who
were opposed to carrying party into the organization of the Convention ;
and this disinterested party of ‘6 sixty-six” had held a caucus this morning,
for the purpose of fixing upon some suitable day for holding the State
elections ; he, therefore, was disposed to allow them the opportunity of
carrying out their disinterested views, and for this reason he withdrew his
amendment.
Mr. PURVIANCE then submitted an amendment, 6‘ that the general eleetion shall be held on the first Tuesday in November, at which time the
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electors for President and Vice President shall also be chosen, unless otherwise ordered by the Legislature”.
Mr. P. said he was a member of the committee which had reported in
favor of changing the time of holding the elections from the second Toesday in October to the fourth Tuesday, and now having made a motion to
extend the time to the first Tuesday in November, he deemed it neeessary to submit a few remarks, givinghis reasons for introducing this proposition. He confessed he had been led to make this change in consequence
of the very able arguments used by the gentleman from Allegheny ; because Mr. P. was sure there was no one in this Convention more anxious
to avert from the country the influence and patronage of the General Government than himself. ‘He believed, with the gentleman, that if there was
any thing which would unhinge the public confidence and sever the bonds
of union, it would be the result of that extensive patronage whieh belong
ed both to the State and the General Government.
But he would ask
that gentleman whether the influential, the leading and the active partisans
at elections, did not prepare for carrying the State elections with the very
He would ask that gentleman if
view of carrying the national elections.
these influential politicians did not prepare for the State campaign for the
express parpose of carrying the national campaign.
Now he was averse
to political wars as well as other wars ,* but if we are to have wars in this
country the fewer the better. One political revolution in one year was
enough in all conscience. He did not apprehend the difficulty mentioned
by the gentleman from Allegheny, which the gentleman feared would attend holding these two elections together.
If the elections were held on
the same day, the leading and active politicians who were anxious to carry
the national elections, would permit the State elections to be managed by
those interested in it. Those partisans who were anxious to carry the
State elections would permit the elections of the General Government to
be managed by those interested in it, and in this way, no improper influence
would be brought to bear npon either. At present, however, there was
nothing more common in the country than for political partisans to prepare to carry the State elections for the pnrpose of carrying the national
elections ; and he would appeal to gentlemen to say whether the result of
our State eleotions has not had an important bearing on the election following.
It tke majority at the State election is on one side, it produces
on the part of the, minority a kind of apathy ; and the people cannot be
rotrsed from that apathy.
But if both elections were held on the same day
there wodd be no danger of a conflict, and there would be no danger of
this apathy being produced ; and he thought it would put it out of the
power of cunning and designing politicians to interfere and wrrnpt the
elective franchise.
He knew, also, that this day would suit the people of
the north western part of the State as well as any other day which had
been named. In the committee which made the report on this subject,
Mr. P. was in favor of November, hut the majority of the committee being
of a different opinion he concured with them ,in reporting in favor of the
fenrth Tuesday of October. In regard to the remark of the gentleman
from Chester, that the season in,November was so unfavorable as to prevent; the aged and infirm. from attending the elections, he had only to say
that he would make no motion which wonld prevent those persons from
ateewdig upoueleetions,
,It always had given him .pleaeure to see the
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aged, the infirm, the halt or the blind at elections, because the measures
they supported he always looked upon as moderate, wise and patriotic.
But he would appeal to any gentleman to say whether that season of the
year was not much more pleasant than October ; aud that those persons
would have a much better opportunity of attending the polls than they
would at an earlier period. He hoped the first Tuesday in November
would be the day fixed upon.
Mr. BELL suggested that the amendment would be more acceptable if
the latter part of it in relation to elections of President and Vice President
was omtited.
Mr. PURVIANCE so modified his amendment.
Mr. READ asked for a division of the question.
Mr. DARLING-KIN regretted that the amendment proposed a day so late
in the season. In addition to what he had said yesterday on this subject
he would beg leave to call the attention of the Convention to an additional
fact. It would be found on turning to PURDON’SDigest, that the courts in
many counties were held in November, and in many of the counties the
day fixed for the meeting of the courts is the first Monday of November.
Now this might be obviated by the Legislature, but the habits of the people have become fixed and settled, and he was opposed to doing violence
to any of their settled notions. He was opposed to making any changes
in this particular, or any other which would go to unsettle the habits and
notions of the people, unless some stronger reason could be given for it
than any he had heard.
Mr. M’CAHEN was in favor of the amendment of the gentleman from
Butler (Mr. PUHVIANCE) because he knew it would suit the people of his
district, and he was persuaded it would also suit the people engaged in agricultural pursuits.
With regard to what had been said by the gentleman
fromAdams,(Mr. STEVENS) who broughtup the subjectofofficersofthe
General Government in debate, he thought he had cast areflection upon an individual who was a member of the Convention, and held a high office under
the General Government ; who was the last person the gentleman should
have cast a reflection upon, There was in the Convention a venerable
Judge who held a high office under the General Government, and he was
as liable to be affected by the remarks of the gentleman from hdams as
Mr. M’C. himself. In regard to the remarks he had made some time ago,
he had done so because he had a high respect for the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD), and entertained an exalted opinion of his talents,
and he regretted that that gentleman had introduced the course of argument
he did. He hoped, hereafter, that the gentleman from Adams would reserve to himself the operations of his own mind, and not interfere with the
judgment of another who was accountable for his actions to the source
from whence he derived his powers.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, wished merely to state that no such meeting as that alluded to, by the gentleman from Adams, had taken place. He
had understood tbat a few of the gentlemen who belonged to the party in
this Convention, numbering “ sixty-six”,
and some of the party numbering ‘6 sixty-seven”, had met together this morning for the purpose of consulting as to what day would be most convenient for holding the general
elections, but this was no meeting of any one political party.
Mr. DENNY was sorry the gentleman had modilied his resolution, be-
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cause if the day for holding the general election is to be placed beyond the
month of October, he was in favor of having it on the same day with the
election of electors, otherwise the two elections would come too near to
each other. This would also be, perhaps, inconvenient to the people, and
they might not take the same interest in the State elections, that they
would were the elections to be more distant from each other, or on the
same day. There had been occasions where much indifference seemed
to prevail at the electoral election which was one of the most important
in the country.
He was in favor of having the two elections separated as
much as possible, because he was well aware of the influence which the
General Government could bring to bear through its patronage upon our
State elections, and under existing circumstances it would be impossible to
avoid it. The long arm of the General Government has been, and will be
extended to interfere in our State affairs, and with our State policy, through
the agency of its numerous officers and dependents connected with the Custom House, the Post Office, and the “by authority” printing establishments.
This influence which has diffused itself through the community,will be exerted at our elections ; that it has been, every one knows, we see it every day,
and he (Mr. D.) hadfeltit. In some cases the federal officers obtain possession
of the newspaper press, and it becomes their organ, and is devoted almost
entirely to the interests and designs of the great central power at Washing
ton City, iustead of the promotion of the true interests and independence
of the State. This is a very great evil, is every day increasing, and ought
to be diminished : it is one alarming in its charticter, and unless checked,
may endanger the true liberties of the people, and bring us wholly under
the control of the General Government. To prevent this, if no other remedy could ?bedevised, he would be almost willing to go SO far as to say that
+beae -federal officers should not exercise the right which we now allow
them of voting at our elections for State officers. This, to be sure, might
be too sever8 a remedy ; but he would adopt any other that would be efficient to protect us in the free enjoyment of our rights, and in the pursuit
of our ownState interests and policy, from the control and influence of a
powerful General Government, wielding an extensive patronage in the
State. The influence of this patronage is more strongly felt in cities and
large towns than in the country, and perhaps the best mode of combating
it is, to resort tb some means by which the great mass of the voters in the
country may be induced to attend at the elections. The yeomanry of
th8 country are not reached by this influence.
It is not so with those who
are immediately exposed to it, many of whom may act under it without
being conscious of it. It might, therefore, be salutary to bring both elections on the same day, so .that the influence of the officers of the General
Government might be counteracted by the yeomanry of the State. If we
were to go out of October, then he would be in favor of having both elections on the same day ; but he was willing to adopt either the third or
the fourth Tuesday in October to be submitted to the people ; either of
which days he thought would be a more convenient time for the farmers
in ti western part of the State than the second Tuesday in October.
Mr. MANN did not then rise to make a speech ; for he was so worn
down with the speech mania, that he could scarcely speak good humored1 on the subjecGbut .he rose merely to make a suggestion to his friend
(Mr. I$CNNY) who complained so loudly of the officeB em A&gheny
C
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holders, and says he feels their influence very sensibly and
it
would be a good thing to disfranchise them, to destroy their in#uerme.
Now he presumed the reason the gentleman felt so very sensitive on this
subject is, because he happens to be in the minority in the General Govemment. He would suggest to the gentleman the propriety of disfranchising
the whole Democratic party.
This would precisely meet the gentleman’s
views if he understood him right, and fully carry out the principle whmh
he seems to have started on. If however the gentleman did not choose
to accept it he would not, press it upon him.
Mr. DENNY said that the Democrats of the country were not under the
influence he had alluded to : it was another class of persons who were
under it.
Mr. MANN said as to the subject before the Committee he was utterly
astonished to hear fifty speeches on a question that involves neither principle nor much interest.
He could not conceive that the change of the
day feur weeks later for holding our General elections, to suit the agicultural part of the community could convulse the whole Commonwealth.
His only desire now was that we should’be permitted to take the vote.
The thinking men have long since been prepared to vote, and they only
desire an opportunity, which he hoped the good sense of the committee
would permit them to have.
Mr. SERGEANT(President) said he had never felt a very great interest in
the question before the committee until to-day ; and if the question were
now a new one, that we were going to fix a day for the elections in future,
he should hardly have reflected on it for a moment, but since the commencement of the discussion we have had our attention drawn to the great number of State officers and officers of the United States Government who
would be brought in conflict on the same day ; and the able argument of
the gentleman from Allegheny had shown on this question, as on all others which had came before the Convention, that there was a matter of
principle involved.
Gentlemen had debated this question in various ways,
and he had risen chiefly to notice a remark which fell from each of the
two delegates from Philadelphia county, (Mr. M’CAHEN and Mr. BROWN)
and not to notice them for the purpose of entering into a conflict either
upon principle or otherwise; but to notice them for the purpose of improving them, and of bringing our own minds and feelings into the right
state of reflection as to what we have in hands. One of those gentlemen,
as he had understood him, had said that the influence of the oficers of the
General Government was more than overbalanced by the influence of the
Now, how does the gentleman mean
officers of the State Government.
to apply this fact supposing it to be true. Either the officers of the General Government and the officers of the State Government must be put on
.W ell, if they were set in opposition,
one side, or they are in opposition.
then there is a contest, in which--supposing them to be exactly equally divided-the
one neutralizes the other, and the consequence would be, that
neither would have any influence at all. That was well proposed, but was it
the fact, or had it been the fact? The influence depends upon the power
which is in operation upon the whole body of men. Is not the Government of the United States the supreme Government ? Does it not stretch
its power over the whole United States, and was its influence not felt on
all the Governments of the States ? Then he would ask another question
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of the gentleman, and if he had pondered upon it he would give us the result of his reflections.
According to his argument, there is an influence
subject to be exerted, and by whom 1 By one set of officers of the State
Government, and by another set of officers of the United States Government, and if they exactly neutralize one another then they have no effect.
But, sir, one of the great objects of the gentleman is, to take away this
power from the Government of Pennsylvania, and leave the officers of the
General Government to have full scope. If the argument then, was correct, which had been used, you must retain this influence of the State
Government to overbalance the influence of the General Government.
Well, again, who are the officers of the General Government?
Why,
they are not oflicers of the State Government.
Suppose then, they do
exercise an influence over matters relating to the General Government,
they ought not to be suffered to influence matters in relation to the State
Government, farther than their own votes go. Now, whether this influence did exist, or did not, he would leave to other gentlemen to determine
by the arguments which had already been adduced, but what had chiefly
drawn him up, was not so much what he had just adverted to, as a remark made by the gentleman who had last spoken, from the county of
Philadelphia, (Mr. M’CAHEN) that every thing which had been said in
relation to the oflitiers of the General Government, applied equally to his
respected friend from the city (Judge HOPKINSON). Now, he would ask
the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, whether there was not a
difference between an officer holding an office during the pleasure of the
person appointing him, and an officer holding his office for life ? The
venerable gentleman from the city was one of the most independent men
in the Convention.
He has got a high and honorable appointment, perhaps fulfilling the measure of his wishes, and is independent of mortal
man. He can go on the bench and do justice, and come down and exercise his rights freely ; and no one need tell him (Mr. S.) that there was
any analogy between a judge and an officer whose office depends upon
the will of a man. He did not wislz the gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia to suppose that he made any personal allusion to him, as he
had only to do with principle, aud should not take upon himself to say
any thing with regard to the character of any individual member of the
Convention, because, he should then be taking upon himself more than
belonged to him. He was now speaking in relation to officers holding
office at will ; and the difference between them and life officers was this :
That the office holder at will, can be turned out whenever the power who
appointed him sees fit to turn him out; and no power could demand of
him why he had done so. In the case of the gentleman, let the mandate
come from Washington, or from the Post Master at Philadelphia, and he lost
his employment, because it was the pleasure of him who appointed him
to turn him out. In the case of the learned Judge, however, he would
only be reasoned out of his office, and when he is removed, there must
be ample grounds for such removal.
That judge, then, can freely vote
for whom he pleases, and take what part he pleases in politics ; and no
one had any right to interfere with him ; but this was not the case with
officers holding office during pleasure; they were removable whenever
they were ordered to leave, although there may be no reason at all for it.
This was a view of the matter of vast importance, and GOD forbid that
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the judges should ever be placed on such a footing as this, that their 01%
ces depend upon the mere will of any man, or any set of men. He was
satisfied, from the argument he had heard from the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD) that t,he holding both the elections on one day
would have a bad eRect. Without pretending to criminate any body, he
would only say, that where you have a number of elections together, one
will swallow up or supersede the others more or less ; and if you have an
eleetion for President of the United States, and there is a great excitement
in regard to it, that election wil.1 swallow up all other elections, and when
you come to the election of members of your Legislature what will be the
consequence ? Why, it will be said, oh ! never mind the Legislature, the
President is the main object, and the State elections will be entirely lost
sight of. Suppose you had a particular day for the election of members
of the Legislature- which, however, he did not mean to advocat.e-the
whole mind of the people would be turned to the selection of proper candidates ; but, supposing the election of President of the United States was
to come on the same day, would this be the case? He contended, that
the Constitution was better as it stood, than the proposed amendment
would make it, because each election now could receive the attention
which it was entitled to, without the one interfering pith, or destroying
the other.
Mr. BIDDLE regretied that there should be so frequent an allusion to party :
we are here to propose amendments to the Constitution, to the fundamental
articles of Government, to endure, it is to be hoped, not for a day only, but
during a long period of time. Our duties are both responsible and elevated,
and in their discharge we should be influenced by no considerations save
those of the purest patriotism : none less pure becoming the trust committed
to our hands should be permitted to prevail. On questions of amendment our
past votes indicate noauch division as one into two great political parties, into
parties the one composed of sixty-six, and the other of sixty-seven members.
Among the sixty-seven there arc to be found some who are second to none
in the number and extent of the alterations in the Constitution they desire,
while among the sixty+
there are many gentlemen in favor of few reforms
only, and those moderate, and who are essentially conservative in their
views.
On both sides there are gentlemen entitled to our high respect
and regard, and there is no one whose purity of motive is suspected. J,et
us not then indulge in criminations ; let us not make appeals to the anpry elements of party strife; this is neither the occasion, nor is this a
fitting time. A dreadful storm has just torn and shattered our country :
every where are to be seen the scattered fragments of ruin : the signs of
blasted hopes and ruined fortunes. He would not pause to inquire into
the causes of disasters so overwhelming;
he invoked a nobler spirit, the
spirit of devoted patriotism.
Let us no longer by our dissensions tear the
bosom of our distracted country ; but let us unite our energies to bind up
her wounds; to resuscitate her resources and revive her energies. Prostrate as she now is, she possesses all the elements of greatness, and cannot
he kept long in a state of depression, if we be but, true and avail ourselves
Extending over
of the means within our reach to repair the mischief.
a vale, embracing every variet,y of climate and of uatoral productions, with
mineral riches inexhaustible ; with grea tnatural channels of communication, and aided by canals, rail roads , and every facility that modern
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improvements furnish, with a hardy, industrious, moral, religious, and
free population, it is only necessary that we should act in concert, impelled by one feeling, and direct our united energies to the rescue of our
country from impending evil, and in time all must be well. A great country like this is not, cannot he, ruined. Let us give the example the times
demand; animated by conciliation and diligently occupied in the performance of our dmies let no blame be attached to us ; let us cast from us
the apple of discord, and consider only what will best promote the permanent prosperity and happiness of the people. As to the question before
the Convention he would agree to any day for holding the elections which
would suit the people of the country generally.
Mr. R~TAHEN should not again have trespassed upon the committee
had not the President of the Convention addressed some questions which
he should endeavor to answer, without following the gentleman through
his very learned speech. He thanked the gentleman most sincerely for
the instruction he had so kindly offered and acknowledging the ability of
the preceptor he would strive to improve with the gentleman’s advice.
He confessed he had been rude when he compared the position of the
venerable Judge, who is a member of the Convention, with the humble,
yet relative position which he (Mr. M’CAHEN) occupied as an officer of
the General Government; but it was an error of education, he was one
of those humble Democrats who sometimes took liberties.
If the people
of this country were slaves, and destitute of the attributes which belong to
freemen. he might theu admit that the ofice held at will made the officer
less independent than the office held for life ; but he thought it an undeserved reproach upon that class of his fellow citizens; if they performed
their duties faithfully as pubIic officers, they wer)s not the less likely to
discharge their duties as citizens with equal fidelity.
The gentleman
from Allegheny (Mr. DEKNY) had said, that “officers of the General Government ought to be deprived of the right to vote”.
That gentleman
might have gone a little further and his object would have been as well
attained-cause
them to be put to death. You should not let these despots
occupy a place upon earth, and be permitted to run at large in the face of
day; corrupting and destroying all whom they touched.
Mr. Chairman, (said Mr. M’CAHEX) is it not remarkable that gentlemen who claim so much wisdom, should entertain so poor an opinion of
themselves and the public, as to believe, that the officers of the General
Government could divert them from the path of duty?
Why do they
confess themselves liable to these dangerous influences ? Are the persons selected to fill public offices a band of buccaniers ? Or rather, are
they selected because of their general good character and competency to
discharge the important duties assigned them? They are ; and most generally supported by the strongest recommendation-the
recorded votes
of their neighbors and fellow citizens.
They are as much freemen as
those who assail them. They are good and upright citizeus, performing
all the duties of citizens and o&era, with the most scrupulous jdelity.
And I trust, that a proper spirit of indignation will breathe from them
when. they are thus denounced. You had better banish them forever :
fer his part, he had rather in his present mind-and
he made no profession& of patriotism-he
had rather surrender life, than that right,
whikh be held, arid hoped ever would hold, wtronger than Zije-the tacred
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right of su@Truge. What ! said he, is the spirit of ‘7% extmct ? Are we
so far degenerated as to forget the fathers and their noble resistance to
slavery, in the times of peril’in that historv of our country during the glorious revolution.”
He hoped not ; he beiieved not : No generous soul !
no liberal minded man, could think so--none could charge them with
using dishonorable or unfair means to sustain their views, or the views of
their party.
Has it come to this, that to be honored with public office, you are to
surrender your franchise ! Cease to be a freeman ! To be exiled because your character has been sufficiently good to receive the confidence
of your Government?
Why, sir, might we not be deprived of any other
right or property ? Why, should they be less, or more, than other men ?
For myself, I stand here, independent of the influence of the governmentindependent of any influence, except that monitor within my own heart.
I acknowledge myself bound by the wishes of my constituents, and will
strive to obey their instructions : but I shall not compromise my sense
of honor for any power.
In conclusion, Mr. M’C. said that he would advert to a single remark
That gentleman had said, “ that he would
which fell from the President.
not have engaged in the debate, but that there was a principle involved “.
For his (Mr. MC’s) part, he regretted exceedingly, that the gentleman
had engaged in it, particularly as he had also surrendered his dignity in
feeling himself called upon to reiterate the charges which had been conceived in illiberality, and by inferior minds.
Mr. SILL, of Erie, was desirous that they should fix upon a time, if
possible, that would be disagreeable to no portion of the community.
He
apprehended, that the first part of November would not be deemed a convenient time -because, as had been stated by the gentleman from Chester
-the
course in the several counties, were held about that time, at least,
in eight of them. And, among them was the one he (Mr. SILL) represented. He admitted, that the proposition relative to holding the courts,
might be altered by an act of Assembly. But, he felt convinced, that the
people were decidedly in favor of holding them in November, rather than
at any other time, inasmuch as it suited their own convenience better, and
they had been in the habit of doing so. He was well aware, that his
constituents would think the change unnecessary, and the time inconvenient to them. Now. he had heard no complaint any where-none
by
any gentleman from the eastern or southern portion of the State-that
the
time, as at present fixed, was inconvenient.
It had been suggested by
delegates from the north and south west, that it was convenient.
He
feared, then, that this amendment would induce the people to vote against
Some gentlemen had proposed to fix the time
the new Constitution.
after the farmers had finished their fall work ; others were for fixing it
earlier-in
September-in
order that the members could make prepations for the session. For his own part, he believed, that the amendment
reported by the committee would accommodate the people of his portion
of the State, as well as any other, if not better. But, of all the propositions that have been made, he thought that fixing the time on the fourth
week in October, would be most convenient to every section of the State ;
that it would be unwise to select a day later, he believed, in consequence
of the bad weather-snow-and
bad roads after the month of November.
.
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Mr Cox, of Somerset, ‘6 Is the day fixed in the amendment ? ”
&&m-The
first Tuesday in November.
Mr. Cox-There
will be an opportunity to change the day by an
amendment on the second reading.
CHAIR-Such is the understanding of the Chair.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, said that he would go for the amendment in its
present shape. He confessed that he had this proposed amendment to
the Constitution as much at heart as any other that had been suggested,
for he believed that it was one that would be acceptable to a large majoriHe believed it to be susceptible
ty of the people of the Commonwealth.
of clear demonstration that it would be beneficial and salutary to the people. Some gentlemen bad argued that it would bring the influence of the
General Government to bear upon the State elections. Now, he entertained a different opinion.
He conceived that it would be the means of
preventing-of
breaking down, this influence, which had been so much
deprecated. It would prevent, he repeated, that influence from controling
not only the State but the National electious. The gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) and others, had certainly exhibited, in a strong
and forcible light, the evils of interference by the officers of the Federal
Government on the State elections. They had said, that if the two elections were held at the same time, that the executive patronage would be
brought to bear on them, and that the dominant party would avail themselves of it for the purpose of electing the men of their choice. Now,
gentlemen must have known, if they were at all acquainted with polities,
that the battle is not the less fought because the day of election had not
arrived.
Was it not well known that the Presidential battle in November
commenced at the outposts in October? The first skirmish was at the
election for inspectors-w hen herds of otlice-holders were on the ground
in order to elect the men of their own party politics.
And, the general
engagement was fought in October.
Well, if these men should succeed
in a county or district in electing an inspector of their own party-they
immediately despatch an account of their victory to some democratic
newspaper office (for they all call themselves Democrats) and have it
published in an extra, stating that they have elected their man by a great
majority, and that they will have a tremendous majority at the Presidential election. Yes, the battle begins there ; and when the November election commenced, the office-holders mustered all their force-brought
out
every man who had acted with them before. Now, this was the kind
of influence that was used not only in this State, but throughout the United
States. These office-holders hold a language of this tenor--” We must
have a glorious victory on that day, and we will proclaim to our friends
in other States that this State is secure for A. B. or W. H. or any body
else”.
And, the object of issuing and circulating these extras all over
this State and in the adjoining States was to make the impression that it
would be useless to oppose their candidate because the State of Pennsylvania had already decided for him. The yeomanry, and all those who
love their country, turn out to attend the October elections, for they took
a very deep interest in them. Well, then it was, as he had already remarked, that the Federal otlicers exerted their influence. They were fighting for their bread and butter, and they would be found nerther sleeping
nor slumbering at that time. No; that was contrary to all experience.
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Having gained the October election, the Presidential question was considered as decided. The defeated party, when the Presidential election
came round, would say---(‘ We were defeated in October, and probably
we shall be again at this election, and there is no use in turning out”.
He had heard this language made use of, he was going to say, hundreds
of times-but
a great number of times. In this way, the vote of the State
of Pennsylvania might be given to a man for the highest office in the Union,
when the popular voice was against him.
He thought the best way of defeating the influence of the ofice-holders
was to have the General and the State elections on the same day, then the
farmers of the country would turn out en masse, and the consequence
would be a full, fair, and free expression of opinion in regard to the candidates, for popular favor. Now, he thought that every man would arrive
at this conclusion, who gave to the subject that reflection and consideration to which it was entitled.
This was not a party question, for it made
no difference which party was in the ascendency, the evil of national
interference in State politics was the same whether it came from one
party or the other. We must go for the rights of the people, and let
them elect the man who was most acceptable to them.
He was opposed to fixing the day on the third Tuesday of October,
because it would make two elections but a few days apart. Now, he
would ask this question--” Was it likely that after the people had assembled at one election, that they would again turn out in fourteen days,
to attend another ?” It was not to be expected; it was very unlikely.
Well, then, this was a sufficient reason why both elections should take
place at th.e same time. If that course should be adopted then there would
be a larger number of voters assembled together than there had ever been
before-men
who were neither office-holders nor office-seekers-men
who would vote for what they consider the best interests of their country,
and who were incapable of being cajoled or influenced by the officeholders, who would be met on their own ground. And, should they be
found interfering improperly, let the honest yeomanry point them out,
and mark them for the future. If there was to be a change in the day,
it certainly ought to be on the day of the Presidential election; and he
believed
that much good would result from it. But, if we left the day as
. .
it m-when the farmers generally are engaged, and but few turn out, why
the consequence would be that the office-holders would again come off
victorious.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, said, that he approved of the amendment now
before the committee, because, he believed that it would meet tie views
of the farming portion of the community, especially.
He thought that
they would like it better than the first Tuesday in November.
He did
not know whether it would not be preferable to have the election on the
first Tuesday of November, or the fourth week in October.
However,
should the amendment not be adopted, he would vote for the third or
fourkh week in October. Some gentlemen were in favor of having the
Presrdential election take place on the same day as the State election.
Ho acknowledged, that if the objections of the gentleman from Allegheny
were sound-that the difficulties which he bad pointed out would arise,
they would certainly have their influence with him, (Mr. F.) and induce
him to vote against a proposition of that kind. But he could not we the
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force of his arguments.
The Presidential election took place but once in
four years, and he really could not believe, that the people of the Commonwealth could be influenced, to any considerable extent, by the officers
of the General Government, in the election of their State officers. His
opinion was, that the people regarded the election of President and Vice
President, by the electoral colleges, as one too far removed from them,
and consequently, they do not feel that lively interest in voting for the
electoral ticket, as for their own State officers.
And, with respect to
intrigue, or unfairness, being practised by any of the State officers, holding office under the General Government, they could resort to it as well
when the elections were separate, as if they happened on the same day.
Some influence would always be exercised, but the power of that influence
was increased, by allowing the Executive the enormous patronage he at
present wielded.
There was one consideration in favor of the proposed amendment;which
was entitled to some attention, and that was, that it was contemplated to
give to the people the election of their county officers. If this should be
done, their election could be fixed on the day of the township election,
and if this amendment should be negatived, there would be three important elections in the same year. And, if the county officers were to be
elected on the day of election for township officers, the argument
against this proposition, that there would be too many tickets to be voted
for, would have no force. Now, he could not suppose that any voters
would lose sight of the election of a Governor, on account of the Presidential question being introduced.
He was sure, that if both elections
were to be held at the same time, the attendance of voters would be more
general. It was a well known fact, that there were not near as many
votes given at the Presidential election, as at the October election, which
was attributable to two causes -first,
to the voters not finding it convenient to attend to deposit their votes, and second, because they do not feel
that interest in the election, for the reason, that they feel it is too remotely removed from them. He would conclude, by saying, that it was his
opinion, that the proposition of the gentleman from Butler, taking it in
all its bearings, would meet the approbation and wishes of the people of
the Commonwealth.
Mr. BANES, of Mifflin, remarked, that he had some difficulty in making
up his mind, as to whether he should vote for the proposed amendment of
the gentleman from Butler, or adhere to the day,fixed by the old Constitution.
If he could be satisfied, that the citizens of the Commonwealth,
generally, whether they lived in the city of Philadelphia, or the city of
Pittsburg, or in any other place, desired the change, he would cheerfully
vote for it. The difficulty which presented itself to his view, was that
mentionad by the delegate from Erie, (Mr. SILL) that the courts in most
of the counties were held about that time. He was aware that this could
be remedied by an act of the Legislature, but then it would occasion some
inconvenience.
There was another objection with regard to the time.
He had heard a good deal, from persons who were unable to attend the
election the second week in October, on account of the unfavorable state
of the weather.
And, this objection would apply with greater force to
the month of November, when it was even more likely that the weather
would be unfavorable, and consequently the aged and infirm would be
P
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prevented from attending the election. Now, his desire was, and no doubt
it was that of every gentleman on that floor, that every man should have
an opportunity of voting.
As to whether it would be better secured by
postponing the election from October till November, he confessed that he
had some doubts. He would ask the gentleman from Lycoming (Mr.
FLEMING) whether it would not keep more of those men whom he mentioned as having to ride twenty miles to the election, from the polls, than
were now detained by their fall work ? iluother objection might be urged.
It was, at present, contemplated to give back to the people the election of
their county officers, which were now appointed by the Governor of the
Supposing that this should be done, would it not be
Commonwealth.
difficult to prepare so many tickets 1 4nd, would there not be too many
/objects before t.he people at the same time, for suthcieut scrutiny into the
talents, character and principles of the several candidates? He would
make a remark, or two, in reply to what had falleu from the gentleman
from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD). He (Mr. B.) was surprised to hear that
gentleman, knowing how distinguished he was for talents and intelligence,
draw such extraordinary conclusions as he had done in regard to the otlicers of the General Government, of whom he asserted his belief that they
would exercise an undue influence on the State elections.
Now, if the
gentleman’s constituents were so easily influenced, all that he (Mr. B.)
could say was, that that they were different from his. His (Mr. B’s.) constituents would scorn any influence of this kind, let it come from what
quarter it might.
The officers of the General Government were few. In
the country they were chiefly confined to Postmasters, and they were divided in olitics, but most of them were opposed to the General Governmen. If e conceived the gentleman to be entirely mistaken in his apprehensions of danger from that quarter. He would vote against the amendment of the gentleman from Butler, aud, perhaps, every other amendment
which might be proposed, andlet the Constitution, in this respect, remain
undisturbed.
Mr. DENNY, of Allegheny, rose to make a remark or two, in reply to
the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. M’CAHEN) who seemed somewhat
sensitive under the remarks which he (Mr. D.) had made. relative to the
influence exerted at our State elections by the General Government through
its numerous oflice holders, and “ by authority” printers. He had not the
slightest intention of being personal -nor did he apply his remarks to the
gentleman, or mean to say that he had exerted his influence in the city or
county of Philadelphia. His observations were made in reference to the evil
as it existed, and the danger which attended it. We were all, and hemust
confess himself to be among those who were jealous of any foreign interference with our elections.
He knew office holders who were correct and
honorable men, and who would not use the influence of their official staHe would not interfere with the protion to control our State elections.
per exercise of their rights as freemen. But, there were officers who
acted differently, and used every effort and every influence at our elections,
to bring the State into subserviency to the views and wishes of the General Government.
Now, he looked upon them as connected with a Government somewhat foreign to our own, and in many instances they possess no feeling or interest in common with the rest of the community.Such was his dread of this extensive influence, which had increased, was
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daily increasing, and ought to be diminished, that he would be almost
willing, even to go so far as to say, if no other remedy could he devised,
that they should not exercise the right of voting for our State officers.
These officers 40,000 in numher, of which there are about 1000 in Pennsylvania, so says the gentleman from Franklin, look to another power for
support : they depend for their livelihood upon another Government,
which may have atrayed itself against the State administration, State
policy, and against the interests and institutions of our State.
Mr. WOODWARD said he did not know if he understood the question
correctly.
He believed it was to fix the first Tuesday in November.
He
thought the second Tuesday in October was a day which did not interfere
with any one court in Pennsylvania;
while the first Tuesday in November would interfere with the courts of the count.y from which he came,
and also with the courts of several other counties in the State. What
then .would be the condition of the people, if the first Tuesday in November shonld be fixed upon 1 In consequence of the sitting of the courts,
all these citizens, who are interested as jurors, witnesses, or ‘parties, in
suits, would have to leave their homes on business quite as important to
them, as the putting in of his seed is to the farmer. If juror@ are absent,
they are subject to fine, and consequently they would be deprived of the
right of exercising their privilege of votmg, at the elections. If ever an
alteration of the time of holding the court in his county could be obtained,
it might interfere with the convenience of other counties ; was there so
strong a necessity for a change in this respect, that we must encounter
these risks ? He had heard nothing in the course of the argument to show
that any such necessity exists. You cannot fix a day which may not be
inconvenient to some part of the State. The year throughout would not
furnish a day of which no one would complain.
He had a high respect
for the farming interest, but he also respected other interests, and he knew
of no day with which the people, as the people of all Pennsylvania, would
be better satisfied than the second Tuesday in October. He believed that
more votes would be given on the second Tuesday in October than on
any other day. Where then was the necessity for a change 1 Was it
justified on the principle laid down by a gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia, that we must do something?
That was the best reason he
knew of. No better reason had been shown him for a change, inreference
to this question.
The convenience of the farmers, it was said, would be
benefited by it in one part of the State, but it would not in others : and if
the people had called for this change, it had not reached his ear. The
people had indicated, most distinctly and clearly, what changes they
wanted; and when the gentleman fern Philadelphia (Mr. HOPKINSON)
asked on the other day, when and where was the evidence that the people desired changes, no answer was given to him. That gentleman
ehodd, at a proper time, receive an answer. He (Mr. W.) would shew,
not where the eople had instructed that gentleman, but where they had
instructed him PMr. W). Prom four counties, represented by him in this
Convention, he had never heard a whisper of any desire to change the
day of elections.
He would be afraid to change a day, on which the
people had been accustomed from the days of the revolution, to meet and
consult, and decide who should rule over them ; and which was regarded
by them as a day to be devoted to. their country.
He believed, it would
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be hazardous to the Constitution to make a change which would place it
in jeopardy, when the people were called upou to adopt or reject the
amendments which were to be submitted to them. Where would be the
chance of the amendments bein: accepted by the people 1 The people
may say to us, ‘6 we did not desire to have this change “, and so far from
reahzing the presumed 10,000 additiona! votes for the Reform Constitution, we may be told- ‘6 the dav you have changed was fixed in revolntionary times, and we have tau&t
our sons to meet ou that day for the
purpose of exercising their right of election.
We never told you to
change that day, aud therefore, we put our veto on the amendments”.
He concluded with stating that, therefore, 011reform principles, he wou’ld
not record his vote in favor of this change.
Mr. DUNLOP said the gentleman from Luzerne had stated, that he had
heard no good reasou assigned for this change. Would it not be beneficial to have the election of President and that of the State officers on the
same day, so ar to have but one day in the year taken up with the elections ? Feelings were generaly excited at one election which had not cooled down before the other came on. Was there any man, who did not
lament the bitterness of these election contests, and the enmities engendered between friends not to be reconciled, perhaps, during the remainder
of their lives 1 Was there any one who would not consider the diminution of this risk good ground for fixing the elections on the same day ?
If one day would be found to answer, why should two days be occupied 1
If one day would answer the purpose, why engross the minds and matters
of the people on two days? If one day would answer, and they were
about to make a new Constitu$ion, would it not be considered unwise to
appoint two days ? Look, also, at the expense; a matter which ought
not to be lost sight of. The expense of inspectors, judges and olerks,
for two days, at a dollar and a half a day, would be nine or ten dollars for
each election district, and there are twenty of them, on an average in
each of the fifty-four counties; the total expense is between ten and eleven
thousand dollars annually.
?Vhy should all this money be expended,
unless there IS a secessity for it. 7 When we reflect that these elections call
together, some hundred or hundred and fifty thousand voters, who will all
spend something, beyond the loss of their time, it becomes a matter for
serious consideration.
The expenses of each election, would be at least one hundred and sixty
or seventy thousand dollars. The money thus expended would, to be
sure, remain in the State, though it would pass into new hands; but the
time uselessly employed in this w?y would be utterly lost to the State.
Why should this sum be wasted on an extra election, when it might as
well be saved by having both elections on the same day 1 What advantage would there be in having the two elections on two separate days ?
Would there be any less heat and excitement displayed in carrying them
on, or any less influence exerted over them. either by the State or Federal
authorities?
It is said that the election, if held so late, would interfere
with the courts. But did not the electoral election now interfere with
the courts, and would there be auy more interference if both elections
should be held on the same day 1 Being himself a Farmer and blacksmith,
he did not much regard tile courts and their convenience.
The farmers,
pr at least those of them who were thriving and industrious, had nothing
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to do with the courts. But the court can, if need be, adjourn SO as t.o
permit the lawyers and suitors to attend the election.
The time ought to
be selected with reference to the convenience of the greatest number of
voters who were the farmers. Even if the lawyers and the courts were
put to a little inconvenience by fixing the day proposed, that consideration
was counterbalanced by the expense of the double elections. Put the hundred and sixty thousand dollars in one scale and the convenience of the lawyers in the other, and see which will kick the beam. In the first place the
time named was a leisure time with the farmers, and, second, the weather
at that season was pleasant and delightful.
It was in the height of the
Indian summer of our country which was so much celebrated by IRVIW and
other writers, and which was regarded by all travellers as one of the finest
seasons known in any country or climate. If a man is any thing of a
sportsman, he can take his rifle along with him as he goes to the election,
and, to say nothing of smaller game, he may chance to kilLa deer on his
way. The old hunters in this State always used to carry their rifles at
this season. It had happened sometimes, of late, that there was no Indian
summer-perhaps
because the Indians behaved so badly they did not de
serve any -but we have it four years out of every five. When the Constitution was framed our planters sowed their wheat earlier than they do
now, by two weeks. The depredations of the Hessian Fly had induced
many to defer the period of sowing.
Last year, most of the wheat was
sown after the October election: but a neighbout of his who sowed on
the day of election, made a good crop, while others who sow.ed later, lost
Many pride themselves on getting their wheat seeded before
their’s.
If I am done with seeding by the first Tuesday of October,
the election.
I think I have done well. A great many of the farmers were occupied at
the time of the election, as now fixed. It was, with .many, their busiest
and most important season ;-and
gentlemen might talk as much as they
liked about the buck wheat harvest, the seeding of the wheat was the most
important operation of the farmers. But it was said that the General
Government would interfere with the election if it should be fixed on the
same day with that of the election of electors of President,and Vice President. If they choose to interfere, can they not do it at one time just as
well as at another ? No more influence could be exerted on one day than
on two. It would be impossible to prevent men from interfering with an
election in the result of which they were interested.
The hangers-on
upon the General Government would look to their own interests, but he
knew of no facts which showed that the General Governmentinterfered
directly in the State elections. If the offioe holders in Philadelphia exerted
themselves at the$ polla, it was probably not because they were specially
instructed to do sf, but B,eoause it would promote their own interests. 9
certain gentlempn in,~l&de!phia,
whose name he would not mention-a
certain Postmas@--w;(a always exceedingly busy at the elections, but he
presumed not under the instructions of the general Government, though
there was good ground for believing lhat the Government had iqsoed no
We had done all that was in nur power
order forbidding such’interference.
to avoid it when we provided that no person holding an office under ‘the
United States should hold one under this state. The gentleman from Philaneed not say that men are not influendelphia county (Mr. M+AHEN.)
ced by holding a government office, All men look TV their awn interest
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and provide for it. Any man who holds an office at the will of an individual will, of course, endeavor to promote the interest of that individual,
and cultivate his favor. Every one who holds an office at the will of the
General Government, will be disposed to exert an influence in behalf of the
He did not refer to the gentleman from the county--who
Government.
had said that he was not influenced by such motives--and he had no reason
to discredit him. There was no help for this. It must exist, no matter
when the elections were held. Did not every one know that Government
influence was exerted at the October elections? and that the result of the
October elections was considered as deciding the Presidential election in
November 1 In the struggle between Jackson aud Adams, the chief efforts
were made, on both sides, at the October election ; and, at the electoral
election which followed, the polls were deserted. The question was
considered as settled by the October election.
Last year, there was a great
rally at the November election, because it was thought necessary to resist
some particular measures of the Government.
But the General Goverument would exert it.s influence at the State election, whether it was held in
October or in November.
If therefore, the first of November was a time of
leisure among farmers ;-if the season of the year was as pleasant as in
October ,-if
*
no greater influence of the General Government could be
brought to bear on the State elections at one time than at the other ; and
if it would be a saving of expense of at least a hundred and sixty or aeventy thousand dollars, it was incumbent on us, he thought, to adopt the
amendment.
Mr. EARLE was opposed as much as any one to the influence of the
General Government upon State elections.
It was his ardent desire to
diminish this influence as much as possible, and he would go at all times for
any measure which would have a tendency to diminish it : but he believed
the influence would not be exerted to so great an extent by having both
elections on the same day. As an evidence of this he thought he need
only refer to the fact that in the county of Philadelphia the delegates to
this Convention who were elected on the same day with the electors of
President, had eight hundred less of a majority than the members of
the Legislature of the same party who were elected in October.
He
might also refer to the city of New York where the candidates opposed
to the executive were elected on the same day with the Presidential ele&
tion. Gentlemen seemed to think this amendment would not be agreed
to by the people because it was too radical.
Now he did not think it so
radical, and if he was to judge of the people by the farmers in the Couvention he thought it would be agreed to, as they appeared to be favorably
disposed towards it. He understood too that in 1790 they fixed the election to come immediately after the season for sowing wheat. The seasons however had changed, and wheat was not now sowed so early as it
was at that time, so that this would be a good argument in favor of fixiug
the day later than it was in the present Constitution.
Some of the people
in the country have to go ten or twelve miles to the polls and it would
be much more convenient for them to have both elections on the same day;
and that day he thought would be most couvenient if it was in the first
week in November.
It was well known to every one who had taken
notice of the seasons that the weather was more agreeable in that month
than it was on the second Tuesday of October. He hoped the committee
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would not rise but that the question would be taken before we adjourned.
Mr. BELL hoped the question would be taken without further debate,
as it must be evident that every gentleman had made up his mind.
The question was then taken on Mr. PURVIANCE’S amendment, and decided in the negative-ayes
54, noes 58.
Mr. Cox then moved to strike out the “fourth Monday in October”,
and insert the first ‘6 Thursday in November”, which was decided in the
negative.
Mr. JENRS then moved to strike out “ Tuesday”,
and insert ‘I Thursday”.
Mr. J. said he held, that it was desirable that every citizen of the Commonwealth, who was a qualified voter, should have the opportunity of
giving his vote. Now, in many of the eastern counties, Tuesdays and
Fridays are what is called market days, and the farmers, who go to market on those days, would be unable to attend at the polls. He presumed
the amendment would not injuriously affect any other portion of the State,
and if it did not. he hoped it would be adopted.
&%r. DAR’LINOTONsaid, the religious meetings of the Friends were held
on this day, and it would prevent them from attending.
The amendment was then decided in the negative, without a divi+n.
Mr. Cox then moved to strike out the “fourth Tuesday in October”,
and insert the ‘6 second Tuesday in September, and that the electors of
,President and Vice President of the United States, shall be elected on
that day”.
Mr. STERIGERE did not know that it was necessary to say one word to
prevent the adoption of this amendment : it was merely a renewal of that
offered b the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) and withdrawn by
him. d, e would remark, however, that that part in relation to the &ctorti for President would be useless, as the Constitution of the Un$ed
States devolves the &ght of prescribing the manner ih which the electors
shall he .appqinted im the LGgislature of the State, and auth@zes.Congrees to determine the time of choosing them. This cannot be fi&d by
any provision in a State Constitution.
On this subject, the acts of Congress, and of the Legislature, would be the supreme law, and might be altered without any regard to the State Constitution.
This pari of the’
Fmendtient would be perfectly nugatory, if adopted, atid ought to be rejected.
Mr. Cox modified his amendment, by omitting that part of it in relation
to the electors of President and Vice President.
The quesiitin was then taken, and the amendment negatived, without a
division.
The amendmeit offered by Mr. DUNLOP was then negatived.
Mr. CLARKI& of Indiana, suggested, that ‘the city of Pittsburg be adde+I
after the city of Philadelphia.
The city of Pittaburg had now, he app&hknded, a# many iqhabitanta as the city of Philadelphia haJ in 1790 ; and,
if-he was not greatly mistaken, it would have, in fc&y seven years after
this, as many inhabitants as Philadelphia ndw has. He thought it ought
to have a sepaiate &presentation, but he should nqt make the motioh at
piesent, but bad merely called the attention of the delegates from that city
to the subject.
Mr. FORWARD remarked, that sutih motion corild be inade on second
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reading, if it was deemed necessary. He would not:now, however,
make it.
Mr. DARLINGTON called for the
* yeas and nays, which were not ordered.
The vote was then taken on that part of the report of the committee,
which proposed to strike out of the Constitution the “ second Tuesday”,
and insert the (6fourth Tuesday” of October, when it was negativedayes 57, noes 59.
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
again on to-morrow, when
The Convetion adjourned.

FRIDAY,

JUNE 2, 1837.

Mr. COPE, of Philadelphia, presented the memorial of a number of citizens of Philadelphia, praying for a restriction on the Legislature, on the
subject of authorizing a lottery grant, which was refered to the committee
on the ninth article.
Mr. STEVENS submitted the following resolution, which was laid on the
table, and ordered to be printed :
Resolved, That this Convention will adjourn sine Cole,on the seventh day of July
next.

FIRST ARTICLE.
The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole, on the first
article of the Constitution, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the chair.
The question being on the 3d section, as reported by the committee.
Mr. EARLE asked if it was in order to amend the 2d section.
The CHAIR thought it would not be in order. It would have been in
order to make any amendment to the report of the committee, but not afterwards.
Mr. DUNLOP said, he still considered the second section as under consideration.
The committee had decided against the report of the committee, and he now wished to amend the original section. He wished the
committee to take up the report of the committee aggin, for the purpose
of amending it. He desired to move an amendment, by striking out the
word “ annually”, and inserting 6Lbiennially”.
The CHAIR expressed its opinion, that as the report of the committee
on the whole article was befbre the committee of the whole, and as only
so much had been negatived as refered to the amendment of the second
section, the residue of the rehort was still before the committee, until the
whole of it should have been &sp&ed of.
Mr. STEVENS said the Chair was undoubtedly right, and the gentleman
from Franklin (Mr. DUNLOP) was wrong. The report was to be consiWhen the committee of the whole was
demd in the position of a bill.
engaged on a bill, the sections were open to amendment, when any
amendments might be offered, and after all the sections were gone through,
the vote was taken on the bill. If the whole of the sections were gone
through, it was not in order to re-open them for amendment.
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Mr. DUNLOP disagreed as to the fact. The section was not done with.
He asked the gentleman from bdams (Mr. STEVENS) if the committee had
refused to rise yesterday ; whether amendments might not have been
offered to the section. The committee did not report the report of the
committee, but merely reported progress.
The CEIAIR said, with a view to bring the question before the committee, it would now decide that the motion of the gentleman from Franklin
was out of order, so that an appeal might be taken.
Mr. R.EAD then appealed from the decision.
The CHAIR then put the question on the appeal. The CHAIR had decided that the second section had been disposed of, and that it was no
longer open to the action of the committee for the purpose of amendment,
and from this decision an appeal was taken.
,Mr. READ said that it was now evident that he had spoken in the spirit
of prophecy, a few days since, when he said that unless the reports of the
standing committee were before the committee of the whole in an enossed form, these difficulties would be found to meet us at every corner.
fi e still thought that it would be better to retrace our steps, and recommit
the report to the committee on the first article, with instructions to report
it iu an engrossed form. Not half a day wonld pass, without questions of
thia perplexing character being stated, unless that course should be
adopted. He would ask the Chair, whether it would not be in order, at
any time, to offer an amendment to the report of the committee ? Could
it be believed that the Convention would have consented to submit these
articles to the standing committees, if the effect was to be to preclude
gentlemen from offering the propositions which they were prepared to
submit, to carry out the views of their constituents ? He had labored
under an entire misapprehension, if under such impression, there would
have been found ten votes for such reference, if it had been understood
that by such a course, all other amendments but those emanating from the
committees, would have been precluded.
Whatever was before the committee of the whole, was, from the beginning, subject to its action. The
committee had yesterday only reported progress, and asked leave to sit
again ; and the only effect of this was to prevent, at that time, any motion
to amend, If the standing committee reported an amendment, the voice
of that committoe went no farther than that amendment. The effect of
the decision of theChair was to cut off all power on the pact of members,
to place their propositions on record, or to altar or amend. It would be
a great saving of time, if the committee would now rise, report progress,
and ask leave to sit again, for the purpose of instructing the committee on
the first artieie to report in an en osaed form. Then there could be no
di$eroucer of opinion. All woul r be fair and plain, because the engrorsed
report would be understood by all.
Mr. -DENNY : The gentleman from Susquehanna still persists that the
report should be refered back to the committee to be prercnted in an sngrossed,form.
The section under consideration is engrossed. So far, it
ir.bofore the ,committee. of the whole in the form which the gentleman
We may compare the article of the Constitution to a bill. It
requirea.
is e.ompetent to the committea to report amendments to it, or no amendnmnts. , If it be recommitted for amendment the committee do not report
back the entire section in an engrorsed form, but merely the amendment
E
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to a certain part, reporting only the words of the amendment, and referiug
by name or number to the section to be amended. The second section
The amendment of the standing committee
was yet under consideration.
had been disagreed to, but no vote had, as yet, been taken on the section
or article. He thought it still competent to amend the section, without
either a recommitment or a reconsideration.
Mr. STEVENS thought the case was put by the Chair in so plain a
manner, that it was hardly possible to misunderstand it. The several
reports of the standing committee wBre before the committee of the whole.
We take up the first report, and pass upon it. It is still open to suggestions of amendment from gentlemen, until the final vote shall be taken on
the report of the committee.
When all the propositions of amendment
shall have been exhausted, and no gentleman has any thing further to
suggest, and we take a vote on the report of the committee, there is an
end of it; and, without a vote of reconsideration, it cannot be again
touched. We cannot travel over all the same ground back again. We
may otherwise amend every section, and afterwards pass on the report ;
and then gentlemen might get up, and move an amendment to the first
section, and go over the whole ground again. Could this be done without
a reconsideration 1 Various propositions had been made to amend, and
all of them negatived.
No other gentleman had a day to fix ; all suggesthe
tions were exhausted. The question then came up, in order-Will
committee agree to the report of the standing committee ?
Mr. READ withdrew the appeal.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, moved to reconsider the vote by which the
report of the committee was negatived, and the motion was decided in the
affirmative-ayes
59, nays 44.
The question then recnring on the amendment, reported by the committee, which is as follows :
SECT. 2. The Representatives shall be chosen annually by the citizens
of the city of Philadelphia, and of each county respectively, on the@&
Tuesdu of October.
Mr. If UNLOPmoved to amend the same, by striking out the word *‘ annnally”, and inserting in lieu of it, the word ‘I biennially”;
and also by
striking out the words ‘6 fourth Tuesday of October”, and inserting in lieu
thereof, the words ‘6 second Tuesday of November”; and also by adding
at the end, the words 6‘ and shall meet every other year on the first
Tuesday of December, unleas otherwise assembled by the Governor”.
Mr. READ demandod a division of the question, so as to have a vote,
in the first instance, on the words 6‘ Second Tuesday of November”.
Mr. DAFUNQTON demanded a division, so as to make the first question
on so much of the section, as ends with the word CLbiennially”.
Mr. DUNLOP moved to postpone the further consideration of the amendment, for the present, which motion was negatived.
The question pending being on so much of the proposition to amend,
as strikes out 4‘ annually”, and inserts “ biennially”.
Mr. M’SHERRY, of Adams, stated the impression on his mind, that the
amendments proposed yesterday, commenced with this proposition ; and, if
so, that it was not in order.
Mr. DUNLOP suggested that the question was one of more importance
than was, at first view, apparent; and he trusted that it would, on consid-
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eratien, find more favor with the committee.
He was not, at this time,
prepared to give his views in support of it. He had hoped that the cornmittee would have indulged him with time to arrange his reasons, in his
own mind, that he might present them as he desired; but as that indulgence had not been accorded to him, he would, for the present, withdraw
the amendment.
The motion to amend was therefore withdrawn.
Mr. FLEMING moved to amend by striking ont the words I‘ city of Philadelphia, and of each county”, and inserting, in lieu thereof, the words
He would briefly state the reasons for his
(6several cities and counties”.
proposition.
It was of a piece with the amendment he had submitted in
the early part of the session, that each city and county should have, at
least one representative.
There were two other cities in the State, exclusive of Philadelphia, and he was willing that each should have one repreHe believed it to be his duty to make this motion, in order to
sentative.
preserve throughout the entire consistency of the Constitution.
Mr. STEVENS asked the gentleman from Lycoming, if, by this motion,
he would not be somewhat prematurely testing the strength of the committee on this principle ? It would, he suggested, be better to bring this proposition forward, when they came to that part which provided for the disThe mode agreed on to be provided, was to
tribution of representatives.
go through the several articles in committee of the whole, and then lay
them over until there could be had the final action of the Convention upon
them altogether.
He would, therefore, recommend to the gentleman to
withdraw his motion for the present. Let the other various propositions
of amendment be considered, and then he could so amend this section as
to conform to the other provisions.
He was not sure that he would vote
to give a representative to every city, but he certainly would be disposed
to give one to every county.
He did not wish to see cities springing up
like mushrooms.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, begged to suggest to the gentleman from
Lycoming, (Mr. FLEMING and the gentleman from Adams (Mr STEVENS)
a modification, which he th ought embraced their views.
Mr. FLEMING, of Lycoming, said that he had made the motion now in
order that he might not be ruled out of it by the rule-makers here who governed this body. It engrossed his whole attention and time in endeavoring to understand the right course of proceeding-for
sometimes gentlemen were ruled right and sometimes wrong.
However, confiding in the
suggestion of the gentleman from Adams, (Mr STEVENS) and believing
that he would have another opportunity of making the motion, he would,
for the present, withdraw it.
Mr. DUNLOP, of Franklin, moved to amend the article by striking out of
the first line the word 6Lannuallv”, and inserting in lieu thereof, the word
‘6 biennially”, which was negatived.
Mr. HIESTER, of Lancaster, moved to insert the third Tuesday of September instead of October ; which was negatived.
Mr. MAQEE, of Perry, moved to amend by inserting the second Tuesday in November.
Mr. PURVIANCE, of Butler, asked for the yeas and nays.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, regarded it as all important that the yeas and
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nays should be had on this motion, in order that it might be clearly ascertained who voted for, and who against it.
Mr. CURLL, of Armstrong, moved to amend the amendment by striking
out the second Tuesday of November, and inserting the first Wednesday.
The question being taken on the amendment to the amendment, it
was decided in the negative.-Ayes
38.
The question then recured on the amendment of Mr. MAGEE ; whit&
was rejected.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, said that he felt satisfied from the votes of yesterday, that there was a majority in favor of fixing a later day for the election. Gentlemen from the south, and particularly the south-west, were
satisfied with the day as at present fixed, while there weregentlemen from
the middle counties, himself among the number, who wished to have a
Iater day fixed. The delegates from the north-west desired to fix the day
two weeks later. Now, taking into consideration the great diversity of
opinion that existed among gentlemen in regard to fixing a day for the election, he thought it would be better to make a compromise, and fix the
third Tuesday of October as the day for holding the election. He was
perfectly aware thatthe question was tried yesterday, and he did not rise for
the purpose of making a motion, but merely to throw out the suggestion
and to express his hope that some gentleman who voted in the majority
against that day, would move a reconsideration of the vote.
Mr. GAMBLE, of Clearfield, then moved to reconsider the vote rejecting
the motion to insert the third Tuesday of October.
Mr. CHANDLER, of the city, said that he was satisfied that the majority
who voted yesterday for sustaining the Constitution as it is in reference
to the time for holding the general elections, felt very little interest on the
subject. They voted to retain the clause, because those who desired an
alteration were t,hemselves undetermined as to the day. If, therefore, we
would carry the clause as it is before the Convention, and it should be
found on second reading, that a change was really desired, then they
could act on the matter understandingly. But, for the present, he repeated,
that it would be better to defer it, because, in the meantime, gentlemen
who represented the farming interest, could confer together and fix upon
a day for the election. in reference to their convenience.
Mr. WOODWARD,of Luzerne, observed that he fully concured in what
had fallen from the gentleman from the city.
He was glad that the gentleman had anticipated him (Mr. W.) in making the suggestion he had
done, for it was much better stated than he (Mr. W.) could have done it.
If there was a disposition to adjourn over, the Conveniion would come
to a second reading on returning here, prepared to vote more intelligibly
than they now did. And, if it was found then to be the desire of gentlemen to change the day for holding the election, the day could be fixed.
He hoped, therefore, that the question would be left just where it stood.
But, if the Convention were to go on in this way, taking a vote one day,
and reconsidering it the next, he did not know when the Convention could
accotiplish their work. He trusted that the vote would not be reconsidered.
Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, hoped that the motion would prevail. There
were but very few gentlemen yesterday who voted against the proposition.
In comm ttee of the whole was the proper place to introduce an amend-
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ment of this sort, and he felt satisfied that a majority of it were in favor of
fixing the day at a later period of the year than that on which the elections had heretofore beeu held. He hoped that there would be no further
debate on the subject. It had been fully discussed, and nothing new could
be elicited by making more speeches. Now, he would tell the gentleman that the only way to progress with the business before them, was
to make but few speeches, and take up one proposition after another and
despatch it. By pursuing this course, a great waste of time would be
avoided, and something salutary and proper would be done in a very short
time.
.Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, would take the hint, and would, therefore,
only say a word or two. He called upon every gentleman to vote for acting on the subject now-to
go for a reconsideratiou of the vote, and to
vote for the third Tuesday of October, and then when the subject came
up again on second reading, gentlemen could act definitely on it.
Mr. DARLINQTON, of Chester, felt persuaded when the motion was made
to reconsider, that the whole subject would be again opened for discussion.
It was idle for any one to suppose that gentlemen were to sit silent in their
seats and vote. No, reasons must be given and heard, if there were an ,
and this and another, at least, would be consumed in debate before x e
question was finally determined.
Now, under these circumstances, he
would put it to gentlemen to say whether it was proper to reconsider. He
moved to postpone the question indefinitely.
THE CHAIR decided that the motion was not in order.
Mr.’ BELL, of Chester, said that it must be apparent to every gentleman
that delegates representing the farming interests desired that the day of’
election should be at a later period of the year. It was true that yesterday they did not all agree in opinion, therefore, as had been properly observed by the gentleman from the city (Mr. CHANDLER) the better course
was to defer the consideration of the question until gentlemen had confered together and come to some conclusion
Since yesterday, he (Mr.
BELL) understood much consultation had taken place, and something like
a union of opinion had been arrived at. And, probably, if they came to
decide upon the question now, and each delegate saw that he must give
and take a little, a day would be fixed upon which would be generally
satisfactory.
The committee had been told that at the period when the
Constitution of 1789-99
was formed, the day of election, fixed by it,
was convenient ; but that since a change of the seasons had produced a
change of opinion.
As far as he had ascertained the opinions. of gentlemen, they had fixed upon the third Tuesday of November.
But, if by
the time the amendment came up for a second reading, they should change
their opinion, he would change with them, as he desired the adoption
of such an amendment as would suit the farmers.
Mr. STERIIXRE said the argumeut was that notwithstanding a majority
may be iu favor of the third Tuesday, yet tile question could be settled at
the second reading. He would say that it ought to be determined now,
so that the proposed amendment might go forth to the people, and ihe
Conve tion would then get their opinion on it. They were more intereste 8 in it than the Conventiou were. It was for the convenience of
the people, and we were to be governed b their opinions. He had
heard no complaint against making the tftird 51qesday the dsy of eleqtion,
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but if gentlemen’s constituents are dissatisfied with it, why then they
would know exactly what to do when the amendment should come up
for a second reading. Like the gentleman from Chester (Mr. BELL) he
would vote for any day that would meet the approbation of the farming
interest.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, remarked that he had yesterday moved a
reconsideration, because he thought the day of election as it at present
stood, a week too early. As the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL,) had
observed-the
seasons have changed, and that which was fifty years
ago a convenient day for the farmers, was very inconvenient now. And,
when the present Constitution was adopted, the northern part of the State
was a wilderness.
The seasons were, then, about two weeks later than
at present, and the progress of vegetation was much slower than in the
southern counties. If altering the day was no inconvenience to the southern counties, why should not the northern counties be accommodated
by fixing the day of election a few days later in the season ? He was in
favor of the first Monday in November.
That time would suit the agricultural interests of his county and of the whole State. But, as it might be
doubtful whether that day would be agreed to, he would agree to the day
named yesterday, as it would accommodate Chester and other counties.
He would vote against reconsidering, and also against the third Tuesday
of October.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, said that he was desirous that such an alteration
in the Constitution should be made in regard to fixing the day of election,
as would meet the wishes of every section of the State. He was himself perfectly indifferent about the subject, and if the first Tuesday in
November was as convenient as any other day for the farmers he was
willing to go for it. It had been said after this article was through, the
Convention could adjourn, and submit what they had done to the people.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, remarked that he was very sorry to hear
the report revived that the Convention were going to adjourn before the
second reading.
Mr. CUIIIIIN, of Juniata, said that he regarded the continuance of this
debate as useless, uncalled for, and a great waste of time. His opinion
was that the further consideration of the question had better be postponed
until it was ascertained whether any of the more important changes in the
Constitution would be made, or not. Judging from the past proceedings
of the Convention, he had brought his mind to the conclusion that nothing
more would be done. It was, therefore, not worth while to spend any
more time here. The practice had been for first one member, and then
another,
to rise in his place, and offer amendments, not proper in the
.
opnnon of any man of common sense, and after being each debated for
two or three days, they were then withdrawn.
He submitted whether
this course of proceeding was very becoming in a grave and dignified body
like this-assembled
by the people of a great Commonwealth to revise
He was totally opposed to this waste of time, and
their Constitution.
was for acting in such a manner as would tend to the advantage of the
people. He knew that the lawyers were against making the proposed
amendment, because it would interfere with their court days here and
there. Every change that would be advocated by them would be for
their own benefit and accommodation,
This was the reason why they
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monopolized the debate-why
they continued to make speeches against
all the motions to change the day of holding the election. Had gentlemen entirely forgotten what was the disposition of the farmers in this
community ? Was not the agricultural interest to be supported? Were not
the farmers the stay and the strength of the land ? And, were they not
the main support of all classes, both learned and unlearned ? Were they,
then, to be refused the only amendment that was otl’ered with a view to
their convenience 1 They ought to go on and see whether they could
not get an alteration made as to the time of holding the election. But,
his opinion was, that the Convention. would not succeed in making any
alteration or revision of the Constitution.
In this body there were fiftyone farmers and forty-one lawyers : but the lawyers had all the debate to
themselves -for
the farmers from want of education and practice in
speaking, seldom addressed the Convention.
They were, however, not
the less ignorant of their wants and their interests. These, they perfectly well understood, although they did not possess the faculty of expressing themselves so clearly and logically as some other gentlemen.
Mr. SHELLITO, of Crawford, said he rose not to speak, for of that he
was incapable-but
to address a word or two to his southern brethren.
He wished to tell them that he was one of the number who went into the
northern part of the State at a very early age, when it was a wilderness,
and colder by a degree and a half than the southern counties. The farmers in his section of the State were industrious and intelligent, and in
every respect valuable citizens.
The day of the election was fixed by
the present Constitution before that country was settled. Now, he wished
to see whether his southern brethren would not, in amending the Constitution, consult the convenience of his (Mr. S.‘s) constituents in this small
matter. He thought that this trivial boon ought to be granted to them.
To make the day of election a little later would be of no disadvantage to
the southern part of the State. It would not injure a single man in the
Commonwealth.
He would put up with the third Tuesday, though it
was not late enough by a week ; and when the members of the Convention should assemble again, if it was found that the people did not approve the change, he would be willing to change back again to the second
Tuesday.
Mr. SERQEANT (President) said he thought he perceived from the remarks of gentlemen who had just addressed the Chair, that there was a’
misunderstanding in committee as to whether a motion for reconsideration was made. On consulting with many members of the committee,
he found that motion had prevailed.
Now, as to how the question was left
yesterday-whether
it was left for the third or fourth Tuesday, he could
not say positively.
He would ask the Chair how the question was left
yesterday ?
THE CHAIR stated that the question was taken yesterday on the report
of the committee and negatived. At the meeting of the Convention. this
morning, the vote was reconsidered by which the report of the committee
was negatived yesterday, and the question now was to reconsider the vote
on the third Tuesday in October.
YesMr. SERQEANT; That corresponds exactly with my recollection.
terday RU was rejected.
That is correct.
. .
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Mr. READ would enquire of the Chair what was the question now
pending ?
The CHAIR: To reconsider the vote on the third Tuesday.
Mr. READ inquired whether, if the motion to reconsider had not been
made, and the article had come up, the question pending would have been
on the third Tuesday ?
The CHAIR replied, that it would have been on the second Tuesday.
Mr. READ, then I was mistaken. I misunderstood the question. This
being the case, I shall vote for the reconsideration.
Mr. STEVENS thought that all must see the necessity of reconsidering
the vote which some gentlemen wished to sustain. He entertained the
opinion that some gentlemen must be convinced that they could not have
every thing their own way-that
they must concede something, and that
they must vote occasionally withont any reference to their own feelings.
He had no doubt that the third Tuesday in October would suit all parties.
He would recommend it to some radical reformers, who had opposed this
amendment, to make a change now and then, by way of keeping their
hand in, otherwise they might get out of the habit. We should have no
changes at all, unless the radicals went with us. He would vote for
changing the day of election to the third Tuesday in’october.
Mr. CURLL said, that his two respectable brother farmers who had just
now so ably addressed the committee were, he thought, and he was sorry
to see it, rather unkind in their remarks upon their legal friends, who had,
with few exceptions, framed their propositions to suit the views of the
farmers. He had not formed any particular opinion with respect to changing the day of election.
He had always made it a point to attend the
elections regularly, and he had not for the last thirty-six years, omitted to
be present. As it was now contemplated to change the day of holding
the election in order to suit the farming interest, he confessed that he
would rather go for the first of November, than for the third Tuesday in
October. He was as much opposed to unnecessary changes as any member of this body, and he only wished to make such as were of substantial
advantage to the people of the State. As an act of courtesy to those who
proposed this change, he would vote for the present proposition.
But, if
their conetituents disapproved of it, they could, when they met again
here,:put it back to the second Tuesday in October.
Mr. B~NRAM remarked that he should be very brief in what he had to
say. He was in favor of reconsidering the vote of yesterday.
In the
county, which he had the honor to represent, a great many of the farmers
were unable to attend at the last fall election, in consequence of being
occupied in seeding. He wished the day to be fixed at a late period of
the season, so that the farmers might have an opportunity of attending the
polls, without being obliged to neglect their more important duties at
home. He would go for a later time than the third Tuesday in October.
He wished the General and Presidential elections to be held together,
because there wauld be a great saving of time, and the convenience and
wishes of the people would be greatly promoted by such an arrangement.
As retrenchment was the order of the day, and asno inconvenience could
He had n+
result from it, he thought the experiment should be tried.
doubt that the people would approve it. He was in favor of any day in
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reference IO the present time, and thought the question might as well be
s etermined then, as at any other time.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, would make a suggestion which might be
useful now and hereafter, as applicable to the question of reconsideration.
If an amendment to an amendment was offered and rejected, could it
afterwards be moved as an amendment to the report ?
The CHAIR: That is not the question before the Chair.
The question
is-shall
the vote of yesterday be reconsidered ?
Mr. EARLE : Is it not in order to show that we can obtain\ the object
by other means, without a motion to reconsider?
The CHAIR: Yes.
Mr. EARLE: I will read the rule. Mr. E. then read as follows:
“If
the committees report that no amendment is necessary in an articie, the
report shall be considered first in committee of the whole, and again on
second reading.
Amendments may be offered either in committee of the
whole, or on second reading, whether the committee shall have reported
a endments or not, and if no amendments shall be agreed to in committee
or the whole, or on second reading, the existing constitutional provision
+hall stand”.
*he CI~AIR: The gentleman from Philadelphia is already out of order.
Mr. JENKS, of Bucks I would inquire of the Chair whether, in the
event of the committee agreeing to reconsider, we shaI1 be confined to any
specific amendment 1 It was suggested by the gentleman from Indiana
(I@.
cL4RERj
to insert the third Tuesday in November.
.The CHAIR: The simple question is, whether we are to reconsider ar
FOR.

Mr. JENPS said, that he hoped the committee would reconsider the vote
of yesterday, negativing the amendment reported by the standing committee. Facilities ought to he afforded to every qualified citizen to exercise
the elective franchise.
If the day named in the present Constitution is
not so well adapted to the convenience of the agricultural community, as
the one contemplated in the amendment which wili be proposed, should
the motion to reconsider succeed, that amendment ought to prevail, inasmtn.4 2s it Will not subject any portion of our citizens ‘to inconvenience.
‘Phe’mdst important interest in a republican community is the agricultural.
On agriculture is based the prosperity of the country-I-and to agriculturists
may we confidently look for whatever corrections may be needed in the
Administration of the Government.
It is an avocation which invites to re&&ion, and sober and considerate action.
The day named in the pie@ent Constitution was adapted to the convenience of the farmer at that
time i’ but the Constitution was. framed prior to the appearance of the
tiessian fly. The’ period of seeding was the latter end of August and
beginning of September, and’always finished sometime before the electioti. But ,m avoid the ravages of the fly, a little experience soon taugbt
the farmer that he must change his time of seeding, to a period so late as
that the autumnal frost would oripple the fly, and prevent a deposit of the
4. in the young wheat, in the fall of the year. I would prefer a period
sf kIat;er than that contemplated.
Our seasons are changed-our
climate
ia’$me&orat$. This is the general and certain result of the clearing of our
forests, and the improved cultivation of the land. The Romdn pget te&
US, that he had often witnessed .the sports of the Roman youth upon the
F
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ice of the Tiber.
From the destruction of the German forest, the climate
of Italy is so much milder, we are told, that the Tiber is now never frozen. A like result may be expected here from the same causes. I would
prefer then, a later day for the election -a period when the farmer is more
the aged
at leisure- and while the weather is pleasant and mild-inpiting
and enfeebled to the discharge of this important duty. I would extend it
into November, when the American Indian summer, so much admired by
foreigners, gives earnest of mild and pleasant weather.
The question being then taken, the motion to reconsider was agreed to.
The motion to strike out the 4th Tuesday, and insert the 3d Tuesday
of October, was then agreed to-ayes 67, noes (not counted.)
The question then being on the report of the committee, as amended,
Mr. READ moved to strike out the third Tuesday of October, and insert
the first Tuesday of November.
The CHAIR decided that t,he motion was not in order.
The report of the committee, in relation to the second section of the
article, was agreed to, as amended.
The committee then proceeded to consider so much of the report of the
committee, as relates to the third section of the first article, which declares
that it is inexpedient to make any alteration in the third section, which
section is as follows :
$63. No person shall be a representative who shall not have attained
the age of twenty-one years, and have been a citizen and inhabitant of the
State three years next preceding the election, and the last year thereof an
inhabitant of the city or county in which he shall be chosen, unless he
shall have been absent on the public business of the United States, or of
this State. No person residing within any city, town, or borough, which
shall be entitled to a separate representation, shall be elected a member
for any county ; nor shall any person, residing without the limits of any
such city, town, or borough, be elected a member thereof”.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, did not wish, he said, to see a single word
of the section altered, except that which relates to the age of the representative. He wished to leave that blank. Every gentleman would then have
an opportunity to move to fill it with whatever age he prefered.
For his
own part, before he sat down, or at some other time, he intended to name
the age of twenty-eight.
He was in favor of extending the right of suffrage as broad as the population of the country, and he wanted to see all property and tax qualitications taken out of the Constitution.
He wanted to see the time when
every citizen of the Commonwealth should be entitled to a vote ; but,
while he thus gave a broader basis for our representation, he wished to
render the Government a little more patriarchal.
He had no objection to
receiving into many branches of the public service, men of twenty-one
years of age : they were, undoubtedly, capable of serving in those capacities, which require energy and obedience to the laws ; but the framing
and judging of laws should be left to men of more mature years. Men 01
twenty-one, he considered, as much too young to make laws for such a
Commonwealth as this. There was no hardship in the proposition, as
other than legislative walks would be left open to them. However well
educated and gifted these young men might be, they necessarily lacked
that judgment and prudence which was necessary in legislation.
He had
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often known very smart young men in the Legislature, who had less skill
in making laws than in tying a cravat, or curling a pair of whiskers: they
had not experience enough to see the bearing of those alterations which
they were engaged in making.
As he wished an opportunity to put on
record his views on this subject, he would move to fill the blank, if
(6 twenty-one” should be stricken out, with twentyeight
: any other gentleman, in the mean time, could propose any other number between that
and twenty-one.
Mr. CURLL moved to fill the blank with twenty-five.
He was the
friend, he said, of young men, and he was always disposed to bring them
forwatd in life, and introduce them to the notice of the country.
He had
seen young men of nineteen, who had more talents than some men of
forty.
After’some conversation between Mr. CLARKE, and Mr. C~NNINOHAM,
as to the mode in which the object of the mover could be reached,
The CUIR stated that it might be got at by a motion to amend the
report of the committee on the 3d section, so as to leave the age of the
representative blank.
Mr. BANKS: Am I to understand that the motion is to strike out and
insert ?
The CHAIR. Yes, ,that is the question in effect.
Mr. BANES : Then, sir, I go against striking out. Knoying the liberal views of the gentleman from Indiana in regard to the right of suffrage
‘and eligibility to office ; and knowing that, in his opinion, every man in
the Commonwealth, is entitled to vats for those who represent him, and
to act as the representative of his fellow citizens, if they choose to’ elect
him, I am somewhat surprised that this motion to curtail the privile,ges of our young men of promise and talent should come from him.
Surely the gentleman had seen many lads of nineteen or twenty who
were as iritelligent and efficient, and as ripe in judgment, as many men
of forty or more. Rut this was an affair for the constituents of a representative to judge of, and determine. You have, no doubt, Mr. Chairman,
heard the anecdote of the justly celebrated JOHN RANDOLPH, who, when
he was about to take his seat in Congress, was asked by ‘the Speaker of
the House, when he came up to be qualified, whether he was of constitutional age? “.5?sk my constituents, sir, u&o sent me here”, was the indignant reply.
If, sir, the people see fit to elect a man of only twenty-one
years, it is a sufficient proof of his capacity for the station, and certainly
we have no right and no reason to object to it. Young men ought to be a
encouraged to come forward, and take a’ part in the public concerns of the
country.
In my county, and I presume too, in the gentleman’s county,
the young men from eighteen to twenty-five are among the most active
and efficient politicians. The same is probably the case in other counties,
and I have no doubt that, in general, men of this age are more relied upon
by gentlemen, for support at elections, than any other.
Mr. PURVIANCE rose, he said, to suggest an amendment to the amendment ; but before he offered it, he would like to know the age of the pntleman from lndiana (Mr. CLARKE.) He moved to amend the gentleman’s amendment by providing that no person should ,be eligible as a
Represeqtative after. forty-five -or whatever was the gentleman’s age. If
,he aqdkrs frisnd near Fim, thegentleman frnnl Ph,$Wphia,
(Mr, l3v-p
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LER) were to be excluded from the service of their country in the Legislature, he wished also to provide for the exclusion of the gentleman from
He was very glad that the gentleman was not a member of the
Indiana.
Convention of 1790, which framed the present Constitution, as his weight
and influence might have effected the adoption of such a provision as he
had now offered, in which case, he aud his friend near him, would not
have had the honor of a seat here.
Mr. DICKEY hoped, he said, that the gentleman from Butler, (Mr.
PURVIANCE) would withdraw his proposition, and that the gentleman from
Indiana also would withdraw his motion.
He regreted that the gentleman
from Indiana had thought proper to offer it. Age can no more give competence to an officer of the public, than property can qualify a man for voting; and a man of twenty-one may be as highly fitted for any duty as a
man of mdre mature age. A Senator must be twenty-five years old, and
the gentleman from Indiana should recollect that the Senate was constituted for the very purpose of checking the popular branch, and of keeping
watch over those youthful legislators, if any such there were, whose
experience and tact lie principally in curling their mustachoes and tying
their cravats. It was a sufficient proof of the competence of the person
elected, that his constituents thought him fit.
Mr. REWART said, he hoped neither motion would be adopted. For
forty-seven years this Constitution had been in operation, and no inconvenience was ever yet complained of, or felt in consequence of this part
of its provisions.
Are not the people as well qualified as this Convention can be to say who shall represent them-whether
a young man or an
old m&-a
professional man or a farmer 1 We have nothing to do with
the fitness or uufitness of those whom the people select as representatives.
The ground of the objection which the gentleman makes to the election of
persons of the age of twentv-one wss, that young men of that age have not
sufficient experience in pubbc matters, and not sufficient gravity of character
for the statiou ; but of their qualifications in these respects, the constituents
were to be the judges.
The law has always supposed a man to arrive at
the discretion and judgment of manhood at the age of twenty-one, at which
time it puts him in possession of his property.
There had been some striking instances of maturity of talent and judgmentat an earlier age than twenty-one. AARON BURR, according to the statement of his biographer, was aid
to Gen. MONTGBMERYat the age of nineteen., One man might be a good
representative at twenty-one, while another would not be fit for the station
at fifty-one. It was said by the gentleman that at twenty-eight the judgment
L was mature ; but he could point to instances wherein men of twenty
were riper in judgment than many’men of fifty. As no inconvenience had
arisen from the existing provision, he hoped that it would not be lightly
reathan ed. Unless very good reason was given for the motion-better
son ta an any he had yet heard-he should vote against either propositions
to strike out twenty, for the purpose of filling the blank with twenty-eight
or twenty-five.
Mr. PURVIANCE withdrew his motion to amend.
The motion of Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, to amend, was negatived.
Mr. KREBS moved to amend the section by striking out 6‘ three years *’
and inserting ‘6 two years “, so as to make two years’ residenes in tb@
&atesrvfhienttarenderBperson, who WBPot&Fwissqvslified,
sllqiblatq
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a seat in the House of Representative& i ZHe had known a case, he said,
in which a man was elected as a rnemb$@f the House of Representatives,
and could not take his seat because hq had not been a resident of the
State for the required time. The people who elected him, and were entitled to his services, were obliged to dbose another representative, at a
The gentleman had inoved into Franklin county from
special election.
Maryland, and had lived previously in Pennsylvania, where he was well
known.
The case was one of great hardship.
He asked the yeas and
nays on the motion.
Mr. EARLE was in favor of the amendment, he said, and was for going
still further in opening the elections.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said he should vote against the pro osition of
the gentleman from Schuylkill, because he thought we had ? ennsylvanians enough to fill our offices, without oing io other States fdr suitable
He thought the important od cebf Representative should not
.
!z:E
by persons from other States, until, at least, they acquired a residence, and a knowledge of our institutions.
MF. MARTIN : The vote of the gentleman from Beaver, then, will go to
diefranchise the citizens of Penusylv&a,
as well as of any other State ;
for Pennsylvanians
frequently change their residence, and when they
choose to return home again, they onght not to be excluded from office
for three years. It might, he thought, be very safely left to the citizens
of the State to judge who were fit and suitable persons to represent them in
-the Legislature ; and there was no danger of choosing persons who were
He was yrillipg to
unacquainted with, or hostile to, their interests.
reduce the residence to two years.
Mr. STEVENS thought, he said, there ought to be some alteration in the
clause. If it was modified so as to provitle that, if a person who has been
a voter and a citizen of the Commonw&lth,
shall loose his residence, he
may recover it again by a residence of orie year, he would vote for it.
accepted the suggestion, and modified his motion to amend,
Mr. KREBS
so as to insert the following after the words “ three years “: “ unless he
shall have been previously a qualified voter in this State, when he shall
be eligible by one year’s residence “.
Mr. STEVENS
thought this ought to be satisfactory to every one. Those
who live on the borders of the State, frequently pass the boundary into
one State or the other, and when our citizens return they cannot be electIn the case of the memed to the, Legislature for three years afterwards.
ber elect from Franklin county whose seat was vacated on the ground that
he had not been a resident for three years, the individual had been a citizen almost all his life, of this State, but had removed over into the State
of Maryland for a short time, and returned.
Mr. EARLE said the arguments used ;igainst the existing provieion w&t
He had no doubt himself,
to break down all this system of excl&ion.
that all distinctions made by our laws between the priviieges of our own
citizens and those of other States, were a direct violation of that clause
of the Constitution which declared that $6the citizens of each State shall
be entitled tp all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States “. He was desirous of breaking down this limitation, having no
doubt that it was contrary ta the spirit and the letter of the Constitution,
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into this State as citizens, upon an equal footing with other citizens of the
State, in every respect, was a question deserving of consideration.
Whether we had the right to say to one man, you shall be eligible after
one year’s residence, and to another you shall not have the same right till
after three years, he very much doubted.
Mr. FORWARD: The question is, who is a citizen?
In the meaning
of the clause in the Constitution, a minor is a citizen, and so is a female ;
and yet neither are eligible to office or entitled to vote. The gentleman’s
difficulty probably, arose from his not taking the proper distinction between
a “ citizen ” and a qualified voter. The amendment, he thought a very
satisfactory one, and he hoped it would be agreed to.
Mr. CHAHBERS was acquainted, he said, with the case in Franklin
county, which had been mentioned.
A native citizen of that county, who
had lived there forty years, moved over the line into Washington county,
Maryland, where he resided one year, and then moved back again. The
He was
community hardly knew that he had been out of the county.
taken up by his fellow citizens, and elected to the Legislature ; but in
consequence of finding that he was not eligible-not
having resided
quite three years in, the State since his return from Maryland-he
did
not take his seat, and the people of the county were obliged to hold anHe thought that this amendment commended itself to our
other election.
support, inasmuch, as it would enable persons who had lost their elegibility merely by removing into some other State of the Union, to regain
it, within a reasonable time. At the time of the adoption of the ConstiAt that time,
tution, this provision was introduced to exclude foreigners.
there was not so much interchange of residence between citizens of adjoining States, as there now is. Many persons, now, have to change their
residence from one side of the line to the other, as tenants or proprietors.
It frequently happened, therefore, that a citizen, after residing in a neighboring state, for a while, returned to this State. The reason of the rule,
therefore, dil not apply to him. He was not prepared to say that the
amendment was drawn with that precision that it ought to be. If it went
beyond its professed object, it could hc modified.
He could not agree
with the gentleman from Philadelphia county, that no qualification of residence ought to be imposed upon the citizens of another State coming into
this. He would not be willing to confer offices of profit or trust upon
strangers to the State and its interests.
Mr. BELL said the question struck him as one of great importance.
The gentleman from the county seemed to think, that any one who ~38
a citizen of the TJnited States, upon coming within the horders of Pennsylvania, should be eligible to all the offices and honors which may he
He also formed this opinion upon the
enjoyed by any of its inhabitants.
democratic principle, that the people have a right to choose whom they
please ; a principle which, though correct in theory, it would not answer
to carry out in practice, 50 far as to permit the people of Pennsylvania to
elect any vagabond or stranger to our laws, habits or feelings, without
evidence of his fitness, or of his having any interest in common with ours.
He saw in the papers lately, an account, which afforded a striking examIn a western State a
ple of the impolicy of abolishing these restrictions.
stranger took up his residence, and by his intelligence, correct depo,rtment, aud suavity of manners, sonn won the entire eunftdence of the cummu~
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nity in which he resided, and was elected to the Legislature in oppositron
to a gentleman well known and much respected, and who had faithfully
Before he took his seat, it was
served the people as their representative.
discovered that he was a fugitive from justice.
It was some time before
the people would believe it ; but, at length, it became so well known that
the member elect thought proper to abscond. He would ask the gentleman whether he would be willing to place his own constituents in a predicament like that ? No matter how slight the qualifications imposed
might be, say a residence of one month, or one day, still it would be a departure from the principle, that the people were at liberty to choose whom
He was not now willing to record his
they pleased as a representative.
vote on the adoption or rejection of this prbpositron, and he moved that
the committee rise.
The motion was lost.
Mr. WOODWARDagreed that the principle was a good one, and he did
not know but if we were adopting a new Constitution he might vote for
it, but he could not see any good reason for its going into the Constitution aa an amendment to be submitted to the people. He had on one or
two occasions expressed himself unfavorable to the amendments which
were not of importance to the people and demanded by them. This
amendment was of a character not demanded by the people; and if the
amendment providing for future amendments of the Constitution should
be adopted, these suggestions could be made to the people and they could
consider them and introduce them into the Constitution if they saw fit so
to do. It seemed to him that this waa the most proper mode of getting
rid of these amendments ; and that there was no necessity for laying them
before the people.
The amendment was then agreed to-ayes 67 : noes not counted.
Mr. HOPKINSON said the argument in favor of this amendment was’ on
presumption of persons moving from one State to another. This might
not however be the case in every instance. It might be possible that
some persons may have gone to Europe, and been away twenty years in
a country where they become attached to institutions entirely at variance
with those of our own country.
He would move no amendment on this
subject, but he merely suggested it for the consideration of, gentlemen
whether there ought not to be a distinction between these two classes of
persons.
Mr. &R~E then moved an amendment providing, that no member of
the Assembly should be elected for more than three years in any term of
four years.
Mr. E. said he should like to have the yeas and nays on this amendment, as he did not know that they should come to a second reading be-.
fore the Convention adjourned.
If gentlemen would grant him this favor
he might vote with them for a call of the yeas.and nays on some of their
propositions.
He went upon the principle that the people had the right
to select whom they pleased for officers ; but he went upon the further prmciple that the people had the right to prescribe the roles by which they
would ac,t, and he believed this proposition would be acceptable to the
people. It had been adopted in many of the counties of the State witbout
a constitutional provision, and he thought the people generally would adopt
it as a salutary measure. Power generally tends to beget corruption, and
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the officer long in the public service generally forgets the people who
placed him there. The history of mankind ia full of exam Ie6 of this
kind. It would also afford the people an opportunity of ri Bding themselves of a public servant whose services they might no longer desire, but
whose situation had given him an influence which made it difficult to turn
him out. Every one knew that a person who had lon held an official
situation had opportunities of bemg selected, which in 8.rvrduals who had
never held any place of trust had not. We know, too, that when a man
has been in office for some time he begins to look upon it as hrs property,
and that he looked upon every person who attempted to oust him from this
situation as his enemy. The adoption of this amendment, then, would
leave the people more free in making their selections, and would save
them trouble in getting out a man who did not faithfully represent their
interests, but whose influence, brought to bear in various ways, might elect
him. If, however, an officer was faithful and honest after three years
service, the people could elect him to the Senate or to some other office.
He would beg leave to refer to a clause in the old Constitution, which
provided that no person should hold an office in the House of Representatives for more than four years out of seven. Now this clause deprived
men of holding office for a term of three years in every seven, whereas
the amendment he proposed would only deprive them of holding the same
situation one year in four. He was aware this subject might lead to a
controversy in which it would be contended on one side that it was right
in principle, and on the other that it was wrong in principle; but as the
people had decided in many of the counties of the State that it was right in
principle, he had no doubt, if we adopted it, they would readily accept of
it. You have a restriction of this kind in relation to the office of Governor, and if it was a good restriction in that case he thought it would be a
good one in this case. He believed, there was no place where a provision
of this kind should sooner be applied than to th,e House of Representatives, for although a long continued fellowship with brother members,
gives a member more experience, still he becomes more careless of the interests of his constituents, and paid more attention to manceuvreing for the
purpose of keeping himself in power, than he did to the good of the Commonwealth.
He meant to say nothing of those patriotic gentlemen in this
body who had long served their constituents faithfully as their representa.
tives, because there were always exceptions to every rule, but after gentlemen had served their constituents for three years faithfully, they could
after one year’s retirement be again elected to the place they had before
filled so ably, and go back with renewed vigor after a temporary retirement. It had been frequently said, that a man long in office allowed the
cob-webs to accumulate in it, and it was necessary a new man should come
in to clear them out. The old proverb that, a new broom sweeps clean,
would apply in this case as well as in any other he knew of. It had been
said, that the officers of the General Government ought to be more frequently changed, and he agreed with gentlemen that frequent changes
were necessary ; because be had scarcely ever known it to fail, that where
officers had held their situations for many years, they became negligent
of duty.
Mr. CLEAVINGER said he entirely favored the proposition of the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia ; but he had risen merely to say
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to that gentleman, that when he submited a proposition and immediately
called for the yeas and nays, it had the appearance that he was afraid of
carrying it. Now, Mr. C. was favorable to this proposition, and was not
at all afraid of it, therefore he hoped the call for the yeas and nays would
be dispensed with.
Mr. DUNLOP was sorry the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia should have brought forward this proposition ; because that gentleman was certainly on the high road to preferment, and propositions of
this kind were calculated to throw obstacles in his own way.
The CHAIR, (Mr. PORTER, of Northampton,) said it was his duty to
enforce the rules of order, and it was entirely out of order to cast reflections upon any gentleman.
Mr. DNJNLOPshould not allude to the gentleman personally, but he
thought any gentleman in this Convention, who might be looked upon as
a leading reformer, or leading agitator, and who had introduced various projects for the good of the people, was doing himself a great wrong by introducing a proposition which would prevent the people from rewarding
him suitably for his patriotic exertions.
Why, sir, if gentlemen will
turn to page one hundred and thirty of the Daily Chronicle, they will see
at the conclusion of a speech of a learned gentleman, no less a project
for the benefit of the people, than a plan for a National Bank; and any
gentleman who had the courage to bring forward such a proposition as
this, was certainly on the the high road to preferment.
The CHAIR reminded the gentleman from Franklin, that he was wandering from the subject before the Convention.
Mr. DUNLOP was very sorry for it ; but his object was merely t.o show
entlemen that they were pursuing a very improper policy after bringing
9orward propositions so very beneficial to the people as a project for a
National Bank, that they should prevent the people from rewarding them
suitably.
Gentlemen were not only not satisfied in restricting the representatives and servants of the people, but they had commenced restricting
This appeared to him to be a new kind of Dethe people themselves.
mocracy.
The gentleman had introduced a proposition which he supported by refering to a similar proposition in,the Constitution of ‘ye.Now if that gentleman would look at section seven in that Constitution,
. he might.find another valuable amendment-to propose. There it was
provided that the House of Representatives should consist of persous
This might be a very valuable
most noted for wisdom and virtue.
amendment, as it was not so certain that our Legislature always consisted
of such persons. The gentleman might perhaps confer a benefit upon
the ublic by introducing a proposition of this kind.
9 $. SHELLITO regreted to see a subject which any gentleman might
think proper to bring before the Convention ridiculed ; and deprecated
the practice of making speeches for the amusement of the House and
galleries.
We were sent here to discharge a solemn and important trust :
and he thought it would be more becoming in gentlemen to confine themselves to a discussion of, the matters we were sent here to deliberate upon
eeriousl
than to indulge in a levity whrch was entirely unsuitable to
this bo By.
Mr. CHANDLER, of Philadelphia, concured entirely with the gentleman
who had jtit taken hi seat, that this Convention was no place for mirth
a
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or levity.
The gentleman from Philadelphia had advocated this morning
no restriction in age or any thing else as a requisite for a representative,
on, the principle of unrestricted freedom on the part of the people. He
had voted that one might be elected to the Legislature who had attained
to the age of twenty-one years ; so that no one need tarry in the county of
Philadelphia, or Al!egheny, or in Jericho, or any where else, until his
beard was grown.
But the gentleman had now changed his position and
had introduced a proposition opposed to that principle of freedom, about
Should this amendment become incorwhich he has so often discoursed.
porated in the Constitution it would be the right of the people to choose
whom they please to represent them. It might have this effect-if
the
entleman or I should happen to be overlooked by the people, and others
s“h ould meet with the popular favor, they would be obliged to give way at
the end of three years, and he or I would have another chance. But this
would abridge the right of the people to rhoose whom they please and he
shonld vote against it. He concured with the gentleman from Crawford :
but while he agreed that subjects ‘should not be treated lightly, members
should be careful not to bring forward propositions which would subject
‘them to the ridicule of others.
Mr. EARLE said he knew that men were subject to error, and he. would
rofit by the advice he had just received.
In relation to the gentleman
From Franklin, (Mr. DUNLOP) he had only to say, that he had once heard
of a gentleman from Frankliu county, whose upright course in the Legislature had caused him to be proscribed by the people.
The CHAIR said it -was entirely out of order to cast reflections upon other
gentlemen in debate.
Mr. EAUE had made no allusion to any particular person. He had
merely said that he’had heard of an individual who was proscribed by his
dbnstituents for the upright course he had pursued in the Legislature, but
afterwards the people had found out that they were in the wren and had
reinstated ‘him. Now he only wished to provide that those wi*ii less pafriotism and less zeal in promoting the interests of the people than that indiv$lual shdnld be served in the same manner.
The, CHAIR again reminded the gentleman that he was not in order.
Mr. EARLE said it had long been the fashion with certain gentlemen to
pronoynce themselves wise and other people fools. These people have a
very essy way of settling matters, for wheneverany gentleman’s proposition did not suit their views, it was sufficient for them to say it was ridicuIO&. and if a gentleman did not want to make himself ridiculous he must
not introduce any proposition but such as those gentlemen will agree to.
He hoped, however, that the gentleman from the city (Mr. CHANDLER).
who held the fathers of ‘76 in such high reverence, would not cast upon
them ‘th% #-lection, because they had introduced a measure of this kind
into their Constitution.
He trusted gentlemen would not attempt to turn
a m&sure of this kind into ridicule. ‘He knew the gentleman,from Franklin (Mr. %NLOP) had not intended any thing offensive, bpt that he had
gotinto’one of ‘his glees of speaking to the galleries, whtch he was,, at
times, very fond of. kut the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. &IA&%
LER) seemed to think that he (Mr. E.) was the first to introduce this restrictive priadiple.
The principle was introducedby the gentleman from
Beaver (Mr. DICKEY) and he wished to see if that gentleman and other
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gentlemen would adhere to it. If the gentleman from the city admitted
Qf any’one of the restrictions which had been proposed, that moment he
is in favor of the principle of restriction and cannot object to it. 80~’
Mr. E. was in favor, and always had been in favor of the principle of restriction ; but it was not a restriction on the people that he was favorable
to, but a restriction on the representatives of the people. He was in favor
of some general restrictions, and he would put it to the gentleman from
the city, Who was a methodical man, whether he had not foun-d it necessary to lay’ down ge’neral rules of conduct ; some general principle whit*h
had governed him through life. These general rules had a ood tendency, and as the people were liable to err at times, they tnroul3 be eatrally
benefited by the general rules with the gentleman from the city.
when
they were liable to be led into temptation they would be checked hy refering to ‘these general rules. If the people of Rome had had some general rules for the government of their conduct they would not have kept
CESAR so long in the Chief Magistracy.
It will be found that the dqwnfall of republics has almost always arisen from continuing men too long
in power; and it would be found upon a reference to all history that w,henever long continuance in office and restrictions upon the people were adqpted in re+blics they had declined and fallen, and there never had been an
exception from the creation down to the present day.
Mr. DUNLOP said he held that in what he had said he was entirely in
order, and that he had hurt no man’s feelings, and had intendedto hurt no
man’s feelings ; and if we are to be restricted here in what we have to say
we may as well adjourn and go home. Sir, no man’s arguments can be
judged of until they are heard. The gentleman from the city, howdser,
seemed to say that a man cannot be witty and wise. Now, Mr. D. had
always entertained a different opinion from this.
Mr. CHANDLER said e had not said so.
Mr. DUNLOP had on Pp to say to the gentleman, who was a teac&r;and
had been in the habit of teaching, that although it was an honorable Qccupation, he must not’attempt to teach him.
The CHAIR said the gentleman was out of order.
Mr. DUNLOP did not think he was out of order. He had a right to, be
heard.
‘The CHAIR said the gentleman was out of order and must take his
eeat.
Mr. STEVENS said he did, not believe the gentleman was out of order ;
and he appealed from the decision of the Chair.
The CHAIR said it would be for the committee of the whole to decide
whether the decision of the Chair was correct or not.
Mr. DENNY sug eated to the entleman from Adams to withdra\v the
have le,ave,Q
eppeal and he won f d move that tt e gentleman from lifra+n
,
proceed.
Mr. STERIQERE thought if they would be called upon tQ,decide whether
the gentleman was out of order they shouId have his .words wiitten
dowp.
Mr. STEVE& then withdrew the appeal.
Mr. SERGEANT (‘President) wished as much as possible to avoid det+tini
uestions which would lead to the ~conaumption Qf much time, bnf he
t.% ought questions proposing to introduce into the Constiiution v eaqrely
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new principle ought to have some little consideration ; and, certainly the
proposition now proposed to be introduced, was, in his mind, utterly at
war with every principle of a representative Government; and he should
feel seriously alarmed for the fate of the republic, if we hold forth in the
Constitution such an idea as this, that the sovereign people of the State
have not knowledge and virtue enough to know who to choose for their
representatives, and that we, having all the knowledge of the past and the
future, are to restrict them in the selection of their delegates, because there
was a restriction in the term of of&e of a Governor.
Now, was there a
member of the Convention who was not able to see the distinction between
the Executive and those holding office for the term of one year. Was it
possible that we debate here for the purpose of confounding things so distinct? Was it possible that any one should be so entirely devoid of knowledge as to compare the Executive, clothed with all the patronage of the
State, and who, if he wished to gratify his own ambition, might aspire to
regal or despotic power, with the humble representatives of the people in
the House of Representatives ? And will you say to the people of the State
WC will not trust you to choose your own representatives, but we will instruct you whom you shall appoint, and how long you shall appoint them.
The effect of this motion is, that you disqualify a man who has served
three years ; and, therefore, you not only deprive him of receiving a due
reward for his services, but you deprive his constituents of his services,
however valuable they may have been. Can there be a grosser libel on
a representative Government than a solemn declaration to the world that
the people of Pennsylvania are not competent to choose representatives
for themselves, but that we must do it to their hands ; that we are to make
laws for them which are to bind them forever.
We are told that in various districts the people have adopted this principle. He knew, however,
in the part of the State from which he came they never had any such law,
nor did he think they ever had such law in the county of Philadelphia, but
there was a great difference between a man making a law for himself, and
having one imposed upon hitn by another. If one portion of the people
of Pennsylvama make such a law and ahide by it, so be it ; but he apprehended it would be a different case if we undertook to impose this law
upon other districts.
Again there were members on this floor who had
been members of Congress ?nd had seen the practical working of this rule
which prevailed in some parts of Pennsylvania and New York.
The consequence is, that those two States have fewer men of experience and
knowledge in that great deliberative body ; and they do not stand so well
as those States which continue their members for a number of years.
There was no membar who had not feltthis to be the case, and he would
say further, that this very rule, which has been established in some portions of Pennsylvania and New York, is in itself wrong.
It is founded
on a principle the very opposite to the principle of a republican Government, and he would appeal to those acquainted with the practical operations of this principle, whether, what he had said, was not the fact. The
very principle of a republicirn Government is, that the representative is
appointed for the benefit of the public, and the man who is experienced in
legislation, certainly is most competent to confer benefit on the public.
Mr. S. had never heard any thing equal to this argument, which had been
got up in favor of this amendment, except, in the case of a representative
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in Congress, he believed from the State of Virginia, who introduced a resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States,
limiting the term of office of the President to four years, and on the morning of the day the resolution came up for consideration, he sent private
notes to some dozen or twenty members, saying to each, you ought to
support this amendment, because you have a chance of being nominated
for President of the United States, and only consider, that if the President is permitted to hold office for eight years, your chance of being elected is very poor. This was what might be called the argwmentum ad
horninen.
If you want to be President, vote for this amendment-vote
for the four years term. He would ask whether, in the State of Pennsylvania, we have not been deprived of the services of many good members
by the operation of this rule 1 ‘When you get a man into the Legislature,
just by the time he becomes acquainted with the business and the rules
of the House, he has to make room for a new man, who has to learn the
same thing, and thus in the Legislature you have what may be calledyearlings, and they never get to be any older. With regard to the Executive,
it was all right enough, because power was concentrated in his hands,
which was capable of increasing itself to an extent, perhaps, beyond what
was contemplated by the Constitution ; but, with regard to a representative, what was a representative ? Why, gentlemen who have been debating this question, will recollect what they told us, that the representative
,waa the express image of his constituents.
Have they not been sent ‘to
do the will of those who appointed them? And, do gentlemen then mean
to say, that when the constituents get a representative, who conforms, in
all respects, to the will of those who sent him, that he is to be cut off
from them by the application of this proposition?
What was this, but the
application of that doctrine which had been ringing throughout the United _
States, in the newspapers-the
doctrine of protecting the people against
themselves.
Yes. sir, of not trusting the people with what belongs to the
people. So much for the principle, now for the practical application of,
it. What is the object of this law ? That every man whois three years
in the Legislature becomes corrupted- that men cannot be associated in a
body, as in the Legislature, without becoming depraved, and that the possession of power will corrupt men. Mr. S. denied it, and called for the
proofs of it. He had no higher opinion of man than he ought to have,
and GOD knows they are all bad enough, but he did rrot believe men were
rhalf so apt to become corrupted, by a three years service in the Legislature, as by three years electioneering to obtain a seat there. Men were,
not obliged to practice half so many arts in the Legislature, as they were
obliged to do in electioneering campaigns.
The man who has been in the.
Legislature has a certificate of good character, which the man who is endeavoring to get in has not. Mr. S. knew many members of the Legislature who had served for a long time, and he knew this was not’ true of.
them which had been charged, and he knew men who had grown grey in
the Legislature, and who were honest to the last. He had known men
who had spent many years in endeavoring to get into o&e, and whether
they were honest, or not, he did not undertake to say; but, if he saw a
man put in the Legislature of the right sort, he never knew him injured
by the company of his fellow members. In three years struggling to get
into the hgishture,
however, a tmn quat keep C$ 40~~ nf cmupany, and
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consequently, must get into a good deal of bad compauy, and what e&t
this might have he was unable to say. Here we have in this bot&;j &
haps, between fifty and sixty gentlemen, who have been in le&lative lit&s
fcr upwards of three years, and if this doctrine was a good one, thevhave become so entirely corrupted that they ought to be thrown aside, ihe an old
spotted greasy coat, as unfit for any service whatever.
It was surprising
to him that any gentleman could advocate such a project as this; He
hoped the amendment would not be agreed to, but that the Convention
would show, by their vote, that the people were capable of self government.
Mr. EARLE complained that he should have been so peculiarly unfortunate as to be frequently misunderstood, but he would endeavor to improve
his phraseology hereafter.
He had been particularly misunderstood in
reference to what he had said on the subject of restrictions, and an argu’ ment unanswerable in itself had been put into his mouth. He had never
supposed, for a moment, that because a limitation was put on the power
of the Governor, and he was restricted in his patronage, that restrictions
must be imposed in all other cases. The argument he had used was in
reference to that which had been propounded by gentlemen on the other
side. When gentlemen say there should be no restrictions, he asked‘6 Will you carry out your doctrines “1 They say, No. Then be replied
to them that they had abandoned their principles on the Executive.
They
abandoned their principles in reference to the Governor; and they had
abandoned them in relation to this clause. Gentlemen wish to leave the
people free to judge in reference to this matter; but would they be willing
to leave the people of Beaver at liberty to take a man from Ohio, and put
him into the Legislature.
The true ground to be taken is the ground
of expediency.
The President had said that the Governor was properly
restricted, because of the great patronage in his hands, by the limitation
of which it was rendered more easy to remove him, if the people should desire to do so. This was equally applicable to members of Assembly. Every
one knew there was a great deal of private legislation.
When a member
had succeeded in getting a private bill through for A, B, or C, he naturally considered the person he had served in this matter, as under some
obligation to him ; and he would be very much hurt if that individual
afterwards refused to vote for him, and would be disposed to think it very
wrong.
Or, if an individual asked for an office, and was desirous of the
patronage of the Governor, and applied to him, or through the members
of the Legislature, which was the same thing, and through them he succeeded in obtaining the appointment ; would he not be regarded as very
ungrateful, if he should afterwards oppose those through whom he had
gained his office ‘! This is a reason which will operate with great force,
although it might not operate to as great an extent, in one case, as in
another. It was the general belief, that men who remain long in ofice,
become corrupt.
He knew a gentleman who had passed through a long
public life without suspicion ; and he also knew that THONAS JEPFEWO~~
proved, through a long period when he was in office, that he was not to be
corrupted.
On the contrary, he became more democratic the longer he
remained in office. But power does corrupt men. SOLOMONhimself, as
we are told, departed from his original purity ; and JESHURUNis said to
have waxed fat, and kicked.
A gentleman near him, had suggested that

,
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men were apt to become corrupt when they went into office early; and
some persons stated that AAEON BURR went into office at the age of
nineteen.
These were instances which shew that 05ce does corrupt
men.
Mr. M~CAHEN said he was not in favor of imposing any restrictions
onlthe $gbts of the people. They were as competent to use a correct
judgment in oelecting for themselves, as we are to prescribe regulations
for their judgment.
If a gentleman had served the people faithfully for
tlirue years, %nd they wished to continue him longer in their service, they
ought to he left free to do so. He would not consent to cast any reproash
on the public, for he held in too high estimation their character and intelligence.
He would not vote for any such proposition.
The argument
by which it was sustained might do very well to be addreesed to anot&
rutting cbmniittee, en’gaged in selecting candidates, but when ad&&e&l ib
They are as competent to judge.#htit
the people it was anti-democratic.
is Proper for them to do, as we are, Again, it might so happen that a
gentleman who is in the Legislature, may be engaged in a cane, wbih no
other is so conversant with, and so well prepared to carry kthrongb, dl
it Gould’be obviously wrong to cut him off from the opporctlnity of adooeating;it with the views which he desires to communicate.
If a man had
not .&rved f%ithfully, it was not likely that the people would send him
again.
The qnestion was then taken on the motion of Mr. E.UU.IC, and decid 4 in the negative.
4% e commrttie rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to ih
again-and
The Convention adjourned.

,

SATURDAY,

.hNE 3,’ UC-h’.

The PRESIDENT laid before the Convention the FoHawing .cokim~~~& .
iion iiird.JiatN&!ht from the Secretary of the Cotn~en~e&th;
pabli&ed
in.compliance.tiith
B retilutien
of the Convention, ~lil&
WAS I&&on
ttie”t!&le, &id @rdereB’to ‘beprinted :
SECRETARY’S
OFFS%,
HARRISBUR?, June 2, ‘OBT.
.&R :--In ‘M@$ance with two resolutions of the C&ention~~ti
pre*;%&
riiib&it ,$j ‘e
e peoplb -stmeMmentwtb Ctie f+e Cdnutitntien,.: f
@&e%he I&f&r to ti+anemit a tal%lar ntiment;
sh&ving the, whole+tt$G
ber of ersons executed, and the number of p&&as
aad ~reniW~oti$~
a
&ri*
of d5ce of ea&4overnor,
sin&3 the adoption of the present e onstitution.
Pam, sir, *cry respectfully,
‘Ydur ebedientsenant;
THOMAS W. RI!J~RIXW!%
~8e'eciiary~ bf fhk t.Tbm#M~dt~~
Hon. JOHNSLReEmT, President of. @%.f?e$t&ir.
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Statement of Executions, Pardons, and Remissions, since the ado&n
’ *
’ of the present Constitution of Pennoylvania
-----PARDONSAND RRBlISSION8.
I I

‘-1

GOVERNORS.

------

THOMAS MIFFLIN,
THOMAS M’KEAN,
SIDION~NYDER,
WILLIAM
FINDLEY,
JOSEPHHIESTER,
J. AND. SHULZE,
GEORQE WOLF,
JOSEPHRITNER,

-

-

-

-

-511

6
6
1

3
1

1061
990
431
303
724
424
17

-735
881
525
118
66
100
87
14

124
649
439
7

2696

Mr. SELLERS, of Montgomery, presented a memorial from citizens of
Montgomery county praying for a Constitutional provision on the subject
of banks and the currency, which was refered to the appropriate ‘committee.
Mr. STERIOERE submitted the following resolution :
Wasax~s, Great disappointment is experienced on account of the deh~y in the printing of the journal, and in doing the miecellaneous printing of the Convention, in cons+
quence of engaging one person to perform the whole : Therefore,
Be8olved, That no more of the mieoellnneous printing of the Convention shall be performed by the printer of the journal, and that the Secretaries be directed to have all such
printing heretofore ordered, which has not been begun, and all which may be here&r
ordered, done by some other person, that the paper may be laid on the desks of the members, no early as practicable.

The resolution having been read, and the question being on the second
reading, it was decided in the negative-ayes
39, noes 48.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, from the committee on the ninth article,
made the followingreport,
which was laid on the table, and ordered to be
printed :
‘6 That, in obedience to the directions of the. Convention, they have
again taken the subject into consideration, and report the following ss an
additional seetion of tL Bill oE Righti, to precede the last section of the
esi$r&ill,
and to be numbered accordingly :
. -. The LegAature shall never sanction or authorize any
lottery”.
Mr. STBRI;RIWRE
asked if it would be in order, again to ask for the second reading of the resolution he had just offered.
_
The PRESIDENT said it would not be in order.
Mr. GUYYIN, of Juniata, moved to reconsider the vote of the 3lrt of
May, relative to afternoon sessions.
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Mr. JOCKEY asked for the yeas and nays on the motion.
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider, and
cided’iti the negative, as follows :

aas

de-

Yeas-Messrs. Baldwin, Barclay, Bamitz, Bigelow, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler,
Carey, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncey, Clarke, of Indiana, Co&ran, Cope, Crawford; Cum&n, Cunningham, Donnell, Doran, Dunlop, Farrelly, Fleming, Fomd,
Poulkrod, Gamble, Gearhart, Hastings, Hopkinson, Jenks, Long, Martin, M’Dowell,
M’Sheny, Meredith, Merrill, Nevin, Overfield, Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Purviance, Read, Riter, Shellito, Stevens, White, Young, Sergeant, President
45.
NAxs-Messrs. Agnew, Banks, Barndollar, Bayne, Bell, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Chambers, Chandler, of Chester, Clapp, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin,
CLeavinger, Cline, Coates, Cox, Craig, Grain, Crum, Darlington, Darrah, Denny, Dickey,
Dickerson, DiVinger, Earle, Fuller, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlin, Harris, Hayhurst, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Houpt, Hyde, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Krebs, Lyons, Maclay, Magee, Mann, M’Call, Miller, Montgomery, Myers,
Pennypacker, Pollock, Ritter, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Sellers, Seltzer, Serrill, Smith,
Smyth, Snively, Sterigere, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd, Woodward-67.
FIRST ARTICLE.

The Convention then resolved itself into committee of the whole on
the first article, Mr. PORTER, in the Chair.
No further amendment being offered to so much of the report of the
committee, to whom was refered the first article of the Constitution, as
relates to the third section, the committee proceeded to the consideration
of so much of said report as relates to the fourth section, in the following
words, viz :
SECT. !V. Within three years after the first meeting of the General
Assembly, and within every subsequent term of seven years, an enumeration of the taxable inhabitants shall be made, in such manner as shall be
directed by law. ‘The number of representatives shall, at the several periodr~of making such enumeration, be fixed by the Legislature, and apportioned among the-city of Philadelphia, and the several counties, aocotiiug
to the numh& of taxable inhabitants in each ; and shall never be less than
s&y, not gmater than one hundred. Each county shall have, at least,
one repr@r&&#ive ; but no county, hereafter,erected, shall be entitled to
a separate rqesentation;until
a sufficient number of taxable inhabitauts
ah&l he cont&ed
within it, to entitle them .to one representative, agreeahly to the ratio which shall then be established.
Mr. HA~ILIN, of M’Keah, moved to amend the same, by striking therefrom all after the words u SEW. IV”, and inserting in lieu thereof the
foaowillg :
66In the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, and in every
eeveilth year thereafter, an enumeration of the taxabIe inhabitants shall be
made, in srich manner as shall be directed by law. ‘i’he number of repres&tatidks sh$, at the’next session of the Legislatire, after making sach
enumeration, be -fix’ed by thb Legislature, and apportioned among the city
of I’hil&lphis,
and the several counties, as nearly as may be, /according
to tile mimber of faxable inhabitants in each ; and shall neverb less than
eighty, nor m&e tha& on& hundred arid four. Each county, now etected,
sKd,have, Bt Ie&t, orie representative ; but nu bounty #ha h&e&r
be
eticted, un1Lss.a sufficient nnmber of taxable ilihabitanta shaIl be contained
w~blitk it, de ehtitlt?thelto ene ~epresemetive, agreeably to the ratio
H
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whcih shall then be established. No two or more counties shall be connceted, to form a district ; nor shall any county, entitled to one representative, or more, be allowed an additional representative on any number of
its taxable inhabitants, less than one half of the one hundredth part of all
the taxable inhabitants of the Commonwealth”.
Mr. HAMLIN, of M’Keau, said, this amendment was one of great interest to the northern counties of the State, and he desired to make a few
He would be very brief,
remarks to shew the merit of the proposition.
because he was aware that any protracted observations would weary the
It was known to every gentleman, that the counties, in 1835
committee.
and 1836, were apportioned according to the ratio of population, and were
classed in accordance with the policy presented as most suitable to the
general interests. According to this classification, it appeared that several counties had no separate representative, as the following statement
exhibits :
COUNTIES

NOT

SET-ARATELP

M’Kean, Warren, and Jefferson,
Tioga and Potter,
Pike and Wayne,
Lycoming and Clearfield,
Somerset and Cambria,
Juniata, Mifflin, and Union,
Northampton and Monroe,
TO

GIVE

EACH

REPRESENTED.

-

_
-

COUNTY

A

one representative.
“
one
‘L
one
two
(6
two
“
three
“
three
“

REPRESENTATIVE.

“
one
“
one
‘I
one
“
one
To give to each county, therefore, a separate representation, would
require that the number of the House of Representatives would receive an
enhancement of four or five members. The true mode, in reference to
the interests of Pennsylvania, would be, in his view, to adopt a ratio
compounded of territory and taxation, and to give to each county a distinct representation.
It might be, that while some of the populous counties had a large representation, some of the northern counties, also very
populous, had a very small, if any representation.
Every county was a
distinct community.
It was also considered by the Legislature, from motives of policy, that each county had distinct and separate purposes.
Each county had distinct and separate interests ; and it had been said that
every township, and every ward, had distinct and separate interests, and
ought to havk a distinct representation.
But there was a marked difference. With regard to matters of general moment, each county had a
common interest, distinct from that of its neighbor.
The county of
Northampton had a large representation.
Her interests were widely
scattered and diversified, but in reference to matters which concerned the
county, the interests of the couuty was a community of interest. She had
great facilities, through her large ,repPesentation, &IOS
expressing her wishes,
and promoting her interests. But where there existed no su$cient qedium for such expression, there, was, in efFect, no representation at all.
Although distinct interests might arise, every county should stand on the
Jefferson, wants
M’Kem,
66
Potter,
‘I
p&e,
6‘

_
-

_
_

_
-
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same footing. A large population must always exercise greater control
than a sparse population.
Several of the counties, extensive in territory,
but thinly settled, had no representation at all. 9 large county, densely
settled, might have a large number of votes in the Legislature ; but, at
least, one member should be given to each county.
This principle was
acted on in the easteru States, as could be seen by the following
TABULAR
STATEMENT.
WROLE KO. OF
REPRESEHTATIOH.

STATES.
-I

128
153
481

229
230
208
21
80
134
134

124
142

49

-

6 ACH
_-

TOWI

Y
I
_”

-.
.-I

I
I
I
I

I
I
/
I
L
to populatron.

not less thal

New York,
Maine,
Massachusetts,
N. Hampshire,
Vermont,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia,
N. Carolina,
S. Carolina,
Georgia,
IMissouri,

-.I

one
one
one
one
one

:*cIl COUnTI
-not less than
one

--i

seven
four
one
two
two
one
one

G.&CR TOWN
--

OB COUNTY

may have more in proportion to population.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

.

.

The other States are represented in proportion
Every State in the Union gave, at least, one representative to every
distinct demarcation, whether denominated township or county. Every
county in this State, under the Constitution of 1776, was entitled to one
representative.
Here, then, we had the example of our forefathers to sustain the principle which he advocated, and this example had not been departed from by the framers of the Constitution of 1790, and many of the
If this had been found to be an
counties had a very sparse population.
unjust principle, in the operation of the Constitution of 1776, the framers
of the Constitution of 1790, instead of giving one representative to each
county, would have deprived the small counties of their representative.
It may be said, perhaps, on the other side, that every county is represented, He admitted that nominally it was so; but, in fact, it was just
the reverse. Every county had a distmct and separate community, looking to very distinct and separate objects. If the interests of the counties
which are united for the purpose of representation, are not in unison, but
in actual collision, what representation of the feelings and interests can be
expected by the least influential county, with the larger one op osed to
her ? Measures hostile to her interests would be proposed by f: er own
representative.
The voice of the stronger county would be heard, and
The voice of the county
would prevail. against her weaker neighbor.
ought to be heard through the voice of the representative.
And how
could this be, when some of the representatives never saw the soil of the
connty which they represent. The counties of M’Kean, Potter, and Ly,ceming, were classed together at one time; but there never was a repreaentative from M’Kean or Potter : the county of Lycoming always furnished the member, who had never set foot within the limits of
However well dis
*either of the other counties which he represented.
peed, therefore, he might be to serve these counties, he could not
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do them the justice to which their interests entitled them, because he
could have no personal, and consequently, no accurate and intimate
knowledge of their wants. This state of things was a reflection on the
He never knew the interests of a county
justice of the existing policy.
furthered by one who had not been acquainted with his constituents.
A
nominal representative might go as far as he knew, for measures conducive to those interests, but without a personal knowledge, no man could do
The most important wants of a county ought to
justice to his county.
be known to her representatives.
What was the distinguishing feature in the policy of Pennsylvania ?
It was to press forward with untiring energy and unabated zeal, m an onIf any particular branch of the
ward march of internal improvements.
State was possessed of peculiar facilities for canals, or other great works,
could the policy of the State be fully. and advantageously carried out without that knowledge of localities, whmh could only be obtained from the
representative ? The march of the State might still be onward, but she
would not be otherwise enabled to bring all her means into view, and to
reap all the benefits from her spirit of enterprise to which she might be
entitled.
All the facilities of the State could never be known unless the
representatives of the different counties were men of the soil. Only
from such could the knowledge of all the resources of a county for improvement be obtamed. If there were counties with a sparse population,
ought not their claims to be heard in this Hall, where other counties contributed their influence to sanetion and adopt the principle of improvement? Every county in the Commonwealth should be heard. The
wants and wishes of each should be communicated by a man who knows
these wants and wishes. On important questions, involving the prosperity of all, the wishes of every part of the Commonwealth should be
He would not ask to take any thing away from the other counknown.
ties. But it was about as reasonable to call on a physician to preeeribe
for a disease he never saw, as to require of a representative of a district
to provide for the wants of a county of which he had no knowledge.
He
would not take any representative influence from the older counties : but
would enhance the number of representatives to one hundred and five ;
and these to be so distributed as that every county should receive a just
and efficient proportion.
His plan, therefore, would require four or five
additional members to the House. In some of the large counties, there
was one representative, and a considerable fraction over. He would add
that fraction to other fractions, by which nothing would be taken from the
old counties, which had one member for their maximum, while the smaller
counties, would receive the benefit from the combined fractions.
He
would give the Whig counties their share, and have all fairly and equally
represented.
But the impolicy of yoking the wolf to the lamh, the
populous counties to those of sparse population, must he obvious to all.
He would do the populous counties entire justice, and take away from the
. others, at the same time, all cause of just complaint.
During the seven
years that Lycoming, MoKean, and Potter, were in one district the
whole power of procuring a single measure for their benefit was taken out
of the hands of McKean and Potter, because they were unable to prevm
Lycoming from furnishing a representative during the whole time. A
measure of this kind, therefore, was required to prevent any injustice being
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dq!e to the -weak counties by the powerful ones. If the large counties received their full amount of representation ought they to complain ? He
should think not. It was said if live members more be given to the small
counties, they should be so distributed as to take them from the other
counties, and that one half should be given to the North, and the other to
the East and West. But it was not possible that the interest of any
county coul# be endangered by a general increase of five representatives.
.It was clear beypnd controversy that the balance of power would be great
.enough on the side of the populous counties, which would have one hun,dred members against five. He contended that every contiguous interest
would be subserved ; that the ties of a common, general policy, and the
.bonds of friendly feeling would be strengthened, by the adoption of the
priaciple he desired to introduce ; while no danger or inconvenience could
result ta any part of the Commonwealth.
The principle which he advocated, had been carried out, not only in Pennsylvania, but in ihe General Government.
Suppose, in reference to representation in Congress,
.it was to he required that there should be a basis of 232,000 to give two
Senators, and 116,000 to give one Senator, what would be the result?
Applying the principle to the rates of population, iive States of the
,,,Union would -have but one Senator each, and four of the States would
have no Senator. For the purpose of uniting the different branches, if
they were allowed to incorporate, why not give just proportions to each,
in every section of the Commonwealth?
Inasmuch as his proposition
would be doing the populous counties no injury, for the purpose of es,.tablishing a system founded on principles of abstract justice, let them
,come forward, and express their willincmess to sanction and adopt it.
-There was. no possibility of danger. There existed a fixed and settled
feeling against cutting up old counties for the purpose of making smaller
;ones, which would prevent any considerable addition from being made
to the numberof representatives.
The counties which he represented had been unsuccessful in obtaining
1improvements, and the consequence was, that their population was sparse,
.but give them the same opportunities of others, and you will see towns
sgrow up as rapidly as in ot,her counties; and how were they to obtain
, ithese improvements if their voice cannot be heard in the Halls of the Le,-gislature ? He conceived the claims of those counties to a representative
each, war,founded on justjce, and no injustice would be done to any other
I county by granting them this. From the fact that the counties of Potter and
,iIM’K~an have had for some years nb Representative in the Legislattire,
they have but few improvements, not that they are incqpable of being improved, hut because they were neglected; and turned off, as the unkind
mother would turn off her offspring and throw it upon the world to pros vide for itself. These counties’ were’left to take care bf themselves, the fostering hand ofthe Commonwealth had never supported them, and the sun of
. internal Improvements had never shbne upon them. They have been
; peglected by your law makers, and have almost become the Siberia of
jrPennsylvania, and so must remain until they have an opportunity of hav,+g their wants made known to your Legislature.
If, then, this Conven&on can do. ju&ice to ,the people of those counties, he would ask in all
+#own%ss that this justice m.’ ht be extended to them.
,Mr, STERIQPR~ was decidedY y in favor of the principle the ge&tleman
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proposed if he understood it; and 1X thought it was founded in justice and
good policy, and he wished, however, to put it upon still broader grounds.
This principle had the sanction of almost every State in t,he llnion ; and
it also had the sanction of the Constitution of 1790, and of 1776 ; all the
counties then organized, were rntitled to a separate representation.
He
thought, the amendment should cover hroader grounds than that proposed
by the gentleman ; and with this view he submitted the following proposition, as a substitute for the one proposed by the gentleman from M’Kean:
“ SECTION 4. In the year one thousand Light hundred and thirty-eight,
and in every seventh year thereafter, an cnnmeration of the taxable
inhabitants shall be made in such manner as shall be directed by law.
The number of the representatives shall at the next session of the Legislature, after making such enumeration, be fixed by the Legislature and apportioned among the city of Philadelphia, and the several counties as
nearly as may be, according to the number of taxable inhabitants in each,
and shall never be less than eighty, nor more than one hundred. Each
county now erected, shall have at least one representative, but no county
shall hereafter be erected, unless a sufficient number of taxable inhabitants shall be contained within it to entitle them to one representative,
agreeably to the ratio which shall then be established.
No two, or
more counties shall be connected to form a district, nor shall any county
entitled to one representative, or more, he allowed an additional representative on any number of its inhabitants less than one half of the one hun
dredth part of all the taxable inhabitants of the Commonwealth “.
Mr. STERIGERE said-this amendment proposed an enumeration to be
taken in 1838, and he had proposed that time, on the presumption that
the Constitution would be adopted in the present year, which they would
know before they adjourned, and if it would not be adopted this year, they
His amendment was more specific than that of
could change the time.
the gentleman from M’Kean, inasmuch as it provides for an apportionment to be made on the next year after the enumeration should be made,
and it proposed that every county now erected should be entitled to at
least one representative.
It also provides that no new county shall hereafter be erected, unless it embraces a sufficient representatinn to entitle iC
to one representative.
At the time the old Constitution was adopted,
this would not answer, because of the vast space of territory comprised in
some of the counties. This, however, was not the case now. It would
also have a tendency to guard against abuses arising from fractional parts
of representation which may exist in some of the counties. Without
further remark, he would submit it to the committee, trusting that it would
be adopted.
Mr. HAMLIN thought the proposition he had suggested covered the
whole ground. With regard to that part in relation to new counties, he
believed a committee had been raised for the express purpose of taking
into consideration that subject, and when that committee reported, he
thought we could act more understandingly on this subject. With regard
to the limitation of representatives t.o one hundred, he had no idea that it
would be adopted by the body, as each one was averse to having the
number of representatives in his county reduced. He thanked the geetleman for his suggestion, but he did not think the course proposed wonjd
be adopted, because he did not believe that any gentleman wonld allow
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He thought the matter of requiring
his representation to be cut down.
new counties to have a sufficient representation to entitle them to one
representative was correct. enough ; but he hoped the Convention would
first take the question on his proposition, and if that should be rejected,
then he would thank the gentleman to bring forward his. He had no objection to the gentleman having his proposition considered, but he trusted
the two would be acted upon distinctly and separately.
Mr. STERIGERE said he believed there was a feeling prevailing throughout the whole Convention against increasing the number of representatives, and he himself should always vote against it. He did not apprehend the difficulty of getting gentlemen to support this, from the large
Zounties, and he did not believe any injustice would be done, because the
fractions in many of the counties, he considered, would make up for the
counties which would be entitled to representatives under this proposition.
With relation to that part of the proposition which the gentleman had
said could be acted upon hereafter, he had only to say that this was the
section to which it appropiately belonged, and if we dtd not get it
through now, he doubted whether we would get it through at all.
Mr. HAXLIN said if the gentleman would increase the number of representatives to one hundred and five, he would accept of it as a modification
of his proposition.
Mr. STERIQERE c.ould not do this, because he did not believe it would
be sanctioned by either the Convention or the people.
Mr. STEVENS said, although the principle asserted by the gentleman
from M’Kean (Mr. HAMLIN) appeared to be perfectly correct, yet he did
not take the proper mode to carry it fully into effect. This principle
ought to be carried out to the fullest extent, but he did not think it was
possible to increase the number of representatives.
He believed with the
gentleman from Montgomery, that there was a decided feeling against this
increase ; and he believed the House of Representatives was sufficiently
numerous, and ought not to be increased. He would, therefore, suggest
to the gentlemen, whether it would not be more just to the small counties
and the whole people of the State, that the representafives in the new
counties should be increased, and that some of the ovedgrown counties
should be diminished.
In a representative body like that of the House
of Representatives, there were other interests to be represented besides
numerical strength. It was true, that every person paying a tax ought to
be renresented. but it did not follow, nor was it true in nrincide. that
everi person
repreientation
ought to be in proportion to taxation.
paying a tax should have some person to represent him, but as in the
county of Philadelphia, he did not think they should be represented
either according to numbers or to property.
That wide spread commnnities should have a representative he admitted to be correct, but in
order to effect this object older communities should not have a repretation in proportion,
He would, therefore, suggest to the gentleman
from M’Kean, to modify his amendment so as to leave the number of
Representatives as they stand, at present, and providing that each county
have at least one, and that no city or county should have more than
six. This would more effectually protect the interests of the farming
classes from the influence of those large manufacturing towns and commercial cities, which is being exerted so unjustly in this Commonwealth.
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If, however, the proposition of the gentleman from M’Kean was adopted,
you have an increase of four or five representatives in addition to your
present representation, and at the same time you will increase the repressntation of the city and county of Philadelphia.
Their representation
will be increased, and to that extent will you take away from some
of the agricultural counties the representation they ought to have; you
take then from the farming counties five representatives, and you give
to the single county of Philadelphia
three additional representatives.
He was in favor of giving to each of the counties one representative;
but by this amendment, you take one representative from the county
of Washington, one from the county of Lancaster, one from the county
of Chester, one from the county of Dauphin, one from the county of
Beaver, and one from the county of Adams.
Now, he conceived
that there was no justice in this, because the interests of those
large cities might be directly contrary to the interests of the people
of the State generally, and in some instances might be fatal to them.
It cannot be denied by any one, that no matter how the members of
the city and county of Philadelphia stand as to democracy or aristocracy, no matter how hostile they may be on any question of party politics,
the moment they come into the House of Representatives, and get officers
elected, that moment you hear no more of party on an question in which
the interests of&at city are concerned, but the go fi teen votes in a solid
phalanx, for every measure which will bene s’t Philadelphia
p
in the least.
Any gentleman who would take the trouble to turn to the records of the
Legislature, would be convinced of the truth of this assertion. With them
it is all city of Philadelphia, and no considerations of party can separate
them from their common interests ; it is not human nature that they
should be separated from them, as every man is apt to stand by his own
When it became necessary to build up a system of internal
interests.
improvements for the benefit of that great metropolis, we find the members from the city and county of Philadelphia voting against every proposition to remove obstructions from the Susquehanna ; aye, almost voting
to make it a penal offence to clear a channel in that noble river, for fear
that some persons would prefer carrying their produce down it to Baltimore, in preference to oarrying it across the mountain on horseback to
Philadelphia.
The city and county of Philadelphia have now nearly the
one sixth of the whole representation of the State, and adding to this their
plausibility of manner and profession, and the other influences they can
bring to their aid, they can pass almost any measure they please in the
Legislature, no matter how injuriously it may operate upon any other
portion of the State. Allow that city and county to retain the one sixth
part of the representatives, which they now have, and in a short time they
will have a majority, because you will shortly have great cities in the
West, Pittsburgh and Erie, which will support the interests of Philadelphia, and these three’ counties will control the whole State. In a large
commercial and manufacturing place like Philadelphia, they can increase
their representation to any extent by increasing their commercial interests,
but in an agricultural community this could not be done, as it required a
large space to carry on its operations, and these operations tended directly
to increase the population of your cities. Then these populous districts
should not be entitled to an equal representation with thinly settled com-
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Philadelphia only had fifteen representatives now, it was true,
munities.
but had it not been for a kind of Providential rascality the county of Philadelphia alone would have l!ad eleven representatives, instead of eight,
her present number.
When the enumeration came to be made of her
inhabitants, instead of putting it into the hands of the officers designated
by law, the County Commissioners appointed some worn out patriots of
the party to make the enumeration, and they made an enumeration of
upwards of thirty-one thousand taxable inhabitants, when that county
never has polled more than eleven thousand votes, but a little over one
third of the number of tasable inhabitants.
Now, there never has been a
period known when the voters of that county had been much less than
three fourths of the whole number of taxable inhabitants. Take any other
county, and the proportion will be found to be nearly about three fourths
The enumeration which
of the whole number of taxable inhabitants.
was to be t&en under the law of 1820-21, was to be an enumeration of
all the taxable inhabitants above the age of twenty-one years ; and the
enumeration which was made of those taxables, exceeded by some
thousands the enumeration of all the taxable inhabitants, when it was well
known that it should always be some thousa:lds less. The enumeration
of all the taxable inhabitants generally exceeded the enumeration of taxa
ble-inhabitants above the age of twenty-one about. one fourth, but in the
enumeration which was made in the county of Philadelphia, it exceeded
the other by about six thousand, as any gentleman could see by a reference
to the documents. The septennial assessment made by order of these
County Commissioners in the city of Philadelphia, rated the taxable8 at
18,449, while the triennial assessment made the same .year only put them
at 14,419. In the county of Philadelphia the septenmal assessment rated
the taxable8 at 31,394, while the triennial assessment of the same year
only made them 25,159.
Besides this, he had frequently heard of frauds
being practised at the time of election.
Large importations of voters were
brought in from New York, and New Jersey.
He had frequently heard
that votes could be obtained at fifty cents a head, and about that time the
steamboats and hotels are crowded with them ; indeed, he had heard of
about three hundred of them sleeping in a barn the night before the
election, and probably they stopped m the city long enough to get a
pocket handkerchief a piece washed. He hoped a check would be put
upon these frauds, and that the representation of the city and county
would be reduced; as this was actually necessary for the protection of
the great farming interests of the Commonwealth.
He would again
appeal to the gentleman from M’Kean, to accept of the modification
he had suggested. In FAct, he thought the restriction ought to be carried
further, so that no city or county should have more than one Senator;
&cause if the Senate became a concurent branch of the Government
in all appointments made by the Executive, it was not proper that the
city and county of Philadelphia, and one or two over-grown manufacturing
counties, should have the appointment of all the Judges and all other
officers for the whole State. Th e small counties have an equal interest in
those appointed, and it was but justice that they should be proteot.ed. Let
it not be said that there was any injustice in this, for it was the very usage
practised upon in the Senate of the United States. There each State had
two Senatqrs; whereas, if the representation wag apportione? as ours is
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now in our Senate, many of the States would have but one. In the
Southern States, where the free white population must necessarily be thin
in consequence of the large number of slaves, they take into consideration
the principle he had suggested, and they add to their white population
three fourths of the slave population ; and the House of Representatives
in Congress is based upon &is principle, as well as the Senate is based
upon the other principle.
Gentlemen may say that these large counties
will not give up this advantage, which they possess, He did not suppose
they would be willing to give it up, as every one who had acquired
property, or any thing else, endeavored to hold on to it ; but would the
people not be benefited generally by such a restriction, and if so, it ought
to be adopted. He should 1006 to the benefit of the people of the Commonwealth at large, and not to that of any pnrtlcular section of it.
Mr. RAMLIN then accepted the amendment submitted by Mr. STERIQERE, and modified it by inserting “ one hnndred and five”, instead of
6‘ one hundred”, members of the House of Representatives,
Mr. STERIGERE moved to strike out the words “one hundred and five”,
and insert “one hundred”.
Mr. SERGEANT thought the proposition of the gentleman from M’Kean
quite reasonable; he was very much impressed with the force of his
arguments, and he would take this opportunity of saying that although
the complaint had been that those counties had no voice in the Legislature, yet the remarks of the gentleman showed that they were ably represented here. Something had been said in relation to the enumeration of
the inhabitants of Philadelphia.
He thought it proper to exonerate his part
of it from any imputation on that account, and he would ask the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) who was in the Legislature at the time,
whether it was not a fact that the county commissioners elected not by the
joint vote of the city and county of Philadelphia-but
by a majority in
the county which overbalanced the city- did not, in tlrat enumeratlou, proceed without regard to law; and whether they did not take upon themselves, after the Legislature had passed a lalv desiwating the appropriate
officers to make the enumeration, the responsibil&v of choosing persons
of that law, a&l whether it was not a
for that purpose in utter diSregZd
notorious fact that that enumeration so taken had wronged the city and
given au undue influence to the county of Philadelphia, dcprivh1.g the city
of a portion of her representation and increasiug the representation of the
county ; and whelher the Legislature beiug informed of this flagrant violation of the law, and of the wrong done to the city, had not been driven
to the necessity of receding from the whole enumeration.
If so the city
was undoubtedly acquited for the commission of a fanlt over which she
had uo control.
Mr. STEVEXS said that the law required that the assessors should make
the enumeration, and iustead of them, other persons were appointed.
It
was admitted that the enumeration was uot m:lde by the persons who
were designated by law. He must say that the returns did full justice to
Philadelphia.
The enumeration gave her a greater number of taxables
than she actually had.
Mr, SPWEANT, wauld venture to say, that if tha enumorntian of Phila~
~IOljllliil

3v ;1do,

had bdi3l mod0 by tW UWII WXWOW, 11 WOUld hrlWl btX!ll hOUC%t*
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there was no doubt ; but, if they also gave an excess to the city, it must
hare been froin a pure love of cheating -for they were hostile to the city
of Philadelphia.
Mr. BROWN, of the county, said he had risen very often to defend the
county of Philadelphia from attacks made here, but he should do so
no mdre. If the Convention were not by this time satisfied in regard to
the object and character of those attacks, they would not be. He should
not say a word in reply to what had fallen from the gentleman from
Adams. What that gentleman had said would have little effect here or
elsewhere.
But what had been said by the President on the subject
might be of some importance, and he, therefore, rose to ask him a questiq?, which he hoped he would answer. Did he, in exonerating Philadelphla from the charges of the gentleman from Adams, intend to charge the
county with fraud in this matter ? It was important to know his opinion
on this subject. He would go for the proposition of the gentleman from
He
McKean, but not for the reasons which he had urged in its support.
wished to let representation stand upon the basis of taxable population ;
but he was willing that each county should have a representative here.
Although ihe new and the small counties complained so much of the pred~tiihance of the larger and older counties, yet he would grant them each
one representative, because it was fair and proper. Even if the operation of the measure were against us, to a small extent, still, as its object
was to do justice to another section of the State he would go for it, though
the question had never been agitated by the people whom he represented,
tie would go for it because it was just and proper to endeavor to proThe delegates from the
mote the interests of all parts of the State.
cpunty df Phiiadelphiti had aIways voted for every proposition *.hich contim$lated the improvement or the benefit of any part of the Common-.
Thd de& ates from that county were always united in favor of
tiealth.
any motion which f ad the general good or the interest of any particular
section in view.
Mr. SERC~EANT: I have no difficulty as to my opinion, if it is entitled
There is no doubt, in my mind, that the County Commisto any weight.
The coun de
sicmeti tieiit ili direct violation of the a&t of Assembly.
&led that the enutie!ation should be made by persons appoinied by xt em,
when& the act said it should be made by the assessors. As far as that
But when we come to
went, hi@ opinion was that the law was violated.
ce queijtitin whether t&$ cheated in ordei to get a great@ number of rep~edxitiitives than they were entitled to, that was a judicial question as to
which it was necessary to hear both sides. He had ,never heard the
@es&-m discussed ; and never, without hearing both sides of a question,
w&Id he tindetike
to pass ?ri dpinion upon any man or body of men.
But he would say that there was a general impression &I Philadelphia that
But this was not proof; and
&e city ‘was wronged in the apportionment.
I& would never have a case decided by popular impression.
Mr. Bkowh said the eutleman liad not answered his question. The
“litleman from Adams f Mr. STEVENS) had made a charge of fraud against
and he wanted to know whether the gentbfir e comity of E’liil#$jhia,
nian iti bQ$ii~ c& tlG city from its share of the opprobrium, iniended to
countenance and credit the charge against the county.
Mr. E~titi said, in every ctititioversy that had arisen here, it had ap-
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peared to be the object to get some other rule than nrnnberv f’or the voice
of representation.
This argument of expediency, policy, and necessity,
would justify monarchy or any thing else. It had, iu some cases, caused
the entire overthrow of republican ilw;tiu:tions.
(~cnt.lctnen of a certain
party were very anxious to elect t,o the I’rc3idenc:y an individual who
once figured as the champiou ol‘ wcal~h ae:~iust. numbers, and who, in the
Convention of Massachusetts, carried tlli’<,~~~li tbc principle that the city
* of Boston was entitled to more rcprcsentativcs in proportion to its numbers than the county, becansc its c,itizcus wcrc richer.
II’ this was not
the reason for supportiug him, it was, at ;rli events, not a reason with that
party for opposing him as a candidate for the Presidency.
But here the
saddle was on the other horse. ‘i‘ht: pc~plc of Philadelphia were democratic, and the effort was to givr them a less aharc iu the representative
body than they were entitled to bv their numbers. ‘Ibis reminded him
of a remark which was made to him hl- au 4uti-Masonic. Judge in PhilaThe Judge said the peoph~ ;,t’ tlrr city were houester than the
delphia.
people of the country, and he knew it. Hut I, (mid Mr. EARLE) do not
believe it. Mankind are much the s;tu~, t:dting t.hetu in masses, every
where ; and so it is with all professions -lawyers,
mechanics, merchants,
&c. The majority of the people of the county of Philadelphia, he said,
were a farming people, and were not, therefore, liable to the denunciation
which the gentleman from Adams had uttered against the population of
democratic cities. It was ctrtniu that the act of the County Commissioners was improper and illegal; but in violating the act of Assembly, hy appointing persons to make the enumeration , they had no illegal or improper
object. Those same people elected a whig candidate? fat the county treasurer, and supported a whig candidate for Cougreas. ‘I’lie gentlemen, therefore, accused us for the acts of his owu party.
‘I‘he act complaiued of was
done by the pure and patriotic farmers, and not hy the great rogues of the
city. It was the farmers that put in these County Commissioners.
The
Legislature refused to give us what was justly our due. They availed
themselves of the act of the Commissioners; to deprive us of our fair
representation.
A new assessment was uot made, because, if it had been,
it would necessarily have given the county a still greater preponderance
over the city. In this refusal to make a new assessment there was gross
fraud, according to the gentleman’s owu shewing.
It was clear that the
county did not get its full share of represematives.
i%lr. E. asserted that
the county was grossly and infamously wronged in the apportionment,
and went into some documentary statements to prove it. Grossly exaggerated returns gave six represeetativcs, he said to the city, but it was allowed seven: whereas the couuty which, by underrated returns, was entitled to ten, got but eight. Thus, one more was given to the city than it
was entitled to, and to the county two less thau the returns of her taxable
Inhabitants entitled her to. The Legislature, he said, seized upon the informality of the proceedings of the County Commissioners, aud made it
the pretext for depriving the county of her just share of representation.
Taking any basis for estimating the number of’ taxable iuhabitants -the
apportionment gave to the “corrupt city” of Philadelphia one more representative than she was entitled to, and to the county two less. These
facts were beyond dispute.
Mr. FORWARD, of Sllegheny, said that as his constituents had some in-
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terest in the question now before the committee, he felt justified in stating
the reasons which would govern his vote. He would promise that he
took no interest in the discussion about the enumeration of taxables in
the county of Philadelphia.
Whether gross frauds had been committed
or not, weighed nothing with him on this question. If frauds had been
committed, let measures be taken to prevent them in future. The proposition before’ the committee, was to give to each county in the State a
representative.
He was opposed to the amendment ; not that at the present time it would make any difference in the representation of the county
from which he came or seriously diminish the relative weight of that
representation.
He thought, however, that the number of representatives
should not exceed one hundred, and that representation should have no
other than a popular basis. But his principal objection was that the State
was growing in wealth and population, and in twenty-five or thirty years
the number of inhabitants entitled to a representative must be twice as
great as at present. The advance of the State in wealth and population
would make new counties desirable. Many of the present counties would
be sub-divided and then the representation would be unequal and unnatural. In the western part of the State there were counties that might be
conveniently divided, and whenewr the interests and convenience of the
people demanded it, new counties should always be made. They would
undoubtedly be erected, and their number could only be limited by the
progress of wealth and population ; but as the ratio of numbers to representation may be doubled or trebled, ne,w counties hereafter organized may
not be entitled to a representative, while some of those now existing will
have that privilege, although inferior in numbers. The population of this
Commonwealth would soon be two millions; and, in the progress of
population, separate interests would spring up requiring a sub-division of
counties. The sub-division would go on, until, in time, no county would
be entitled to more than one representative, and many counties to none
The amendment did not propose to give representatives to the new counties hereafter to be eticted.
If there was any thing in the principle it
ought to be extended to the whole.
Why should we not give to the
newly incorporated counties a representation of their distinct and separate
interests?
Even if we adopted the amendment then, we should have a
series of new counties without a representation.
Can gentlemen give us
a reason why the date of the creation of a county should entitle it to a
preference in the apportionment of representation.
Sir, you are introducing a mischievous principle, and one that will create a heartburning and
jealousy which will never end until the Constitution is again altered.
But it is said that each county has a distinct and separate interest which
should be represented.
What is that interest 1 Can any one define it?
Can we acknowledge any corporate faculty or interest as a ground or basis
of representation ? There is in a county no COrpOmte interest apart from
the people as individuals, which has a right to a voice in the Legislature.
It is not corporations but the people, that are represented.
But, says the
fz;;Fdrnan from M’Kean, the people of the small counties are not repre. Sir, said Mr. F. they are represented, and the gentleman’s
speech is an evidence, that four of those counties are represented on this
floor. With regard to the great interests of the State, every delegate was
a representative of the Commonwealth.
As between those who lived on
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diff&mt sides of a county line, what separate interests were to be represented in the legislative Hall 1 It is not the boundary of two counties
that creates different or opposite interests in the people who are thus separate&
Nor is it true that benefits derived through the Legislature to the
d&rent
counties in the Commonwealth, are regulated acc0rdin.g to the
nu&ber of their representatives.
If you give to a small county with a few
hundred inhabitants, the same representation as one with a number which
entitles it to a member, it will uot be the people that are represented, but
the corporation.
By adopting this principle, you will oppress the large
counties, and do injustice to the counties which may hereafter be established. You will violate the elemeutary principle that representation
should be based on population, and create jealousy and discontent. There
was no justice nor propriety in the claim made upon us in behalf of the
project.
Mr. MARTIN, of Philadelphia, said, that he should have suffered the
subject under discussion to pass, but for what had been said in relation to
the enumeration of taxables in the city and county of Philadelphia. Since
that matter had been introduced, he felt it his duty to place it in a fair
The gentleman from Adams had alleged that
light before the committee.
fratid was practised in this affair, by theqounty of Philadelphia.
But the
charge was not proved. He maintained that there was no fraud in the
transaction, nor even any mistake or error. Though a subsequent enumeration gave a differeni result, yet there was not a-shadow of proof that
theie
It was said bv the President.
__.._. was anv fraud in the assessment.
that the appo&tment of officers to make the assessment *was illegal ; but
his observations went, in fact, to do away the charge of fraud. It might
have been illegal without being fraudulent. Thelaw made it the duty of the
assessor to make the enumeration, and did not provide for the appointment of
an &her persons to do it. But the assessors could not do it. They could not
m & e the enumeration within the prescribed time, consistently with their
other duties. Then the assessment could not be made, nor the terms of the
law complied with, unless the omission of the Legislature to provide for this
case, could be supplied by the County Commissioners. What then was to be
done? The County Commissioners, very properly, if not legally,for he knew
nothing abdut law, supplied the omission by appointing other persons to
make the enumeration.
The gentleman from Adams says, that the persons appointed were old worn out hangers on upon the party.
He will
have it, not only that there was fraud, but that it was the fraud of one
party.
But, the board of Commissioners consisted of men of different
principles, and a majority of them, as his colleague had shewn, were not
When the Legislature examined
much attached to the democratic party.
the returns, for the purpose of apportioning the representatives, they held
that the returns from the county of Philadelphia were fraudulent, because
the number of taxables returned was greater than it had ever been before,
and too great, as it, was alleged, in proportion to the population.
They,
therefore, threw out the returns, and apportioned the representatives of the
city and county of Philadelphia upon the old list of taxables. Btit, it wailto be considered, that the population of Philadelphia county was somewhk
fluctuating.
A large number, both of the city and county, were sea-faring
men, who were sometimes at home, but genetally abroad. Another largeportion were engaged, for a part of the year, in fishing.
Hence it some-
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times happened that there might be thirteen hundred taxables in a
ward which did not, ordinarily, poll more than five hundred votes.
yet it might sometimes happen, that this ward wouId poll & thou
votes, When commerce was flourishing a large number of the citi
might be away ; but, no allowance was made for the pursuits of the p&ple of the city and county, and the Legislature could not comprehend iby
the number of taxables returned should be so much increased. T
tleman from Adams had not attempted to prove his charges. T
E
great pains had been taken here to slander the people of the cou
Philadelphia, and to produce the impression that they were not en
the respect of their fellow citizens, there was not a more steady, moral,
and industrious population in the country.
They came up, as near as
any community can, to the desirable line of mediocrity of fortune; they
were not subject to be led away by excitement nor by false appearances ;
they were a moderate, steady, and reflecting people. What they had,
they had acquired by the sweat of their brows, and they put a just es&
mate on the rights of property.
These were not the people to enter into
any of the visionary schemes which had been attributed to them. Tkf
were not the people to undertake to abolish the rights of property.
The
charge of fraud against this countv. in the enumeration of taxables. was
set Gp as an ex&e bylthe Legisianrre for defrauding the county of its
This he was prepared to prove.
proper share of representation.
Mr. STERIGERE said, he thought that the gent.leman from Allegheny,
(Mr. FORWARD) was mistaken in one point of his argument.
It was not
proposed to exclude the new counties, hereafter to be erected, from a representation in the Legislature, nor to give each county a representative as
a corporate faculty.
The object of the proposition was to give each.
county a representative in point of fact, as well as form ; to allow their
views and interests, which were now neglected and lost sight of, to be
fairly represented.
At the same time it would prevent new counties from
being erected, without sufficient reason. It would serve to quiet the
schemes of getting up new counties, not for the public interest, but for
the interests of politicians and speculators.
IO relation to that part of the
proposition which contemplates an increase of the number of representatives, he said that public opinion was decidedly opposed to any increase
of the number of representatives over one hundred, and, if not, his own
opinion was against it. An increase of the number would tend greatly to embarrass the business of the House of Representatives.
The large number
of the members of the House of Representatives of the United States,
especially since it was increased under the last apportionment,
was a
heavy clog on the business of that body.
Mr. HAMLIN, of M’Kean, said that he would, in a few words, endeavor to answer t.he argument of the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) that there was little or no separate interest in the several counties.
The county of M’Kean, iu which he (Mr. 1-I.) resided, was an example
to the contrary.
Within the last six years, there had been no less than
three distinct propositions made to detach a part of it. St another time,
there was an attempt made in the Legislature to dismember the county,
At, another, to attach a part of it to
and attach a part of it to Jefferson.
Warren,
Hm-B, than, were intttsnuss where the county of M’Kean had
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representatives from the arljaceut counties were supporting it. Now,
these were instances, in which there were adverse and separate interests.
and the propositions would never have been heard of in the Legislature
had it not been for that. Fortunately, however, the attempts were unsuccessful. The basis of the gentleman’s argument is, that every county is
represented, because every county has representatives directly, or indirectly.
Now, he (Mr. HAJILIN) admitted, that nominally, every county
” has delegates, but virtually, they have frequently none. At the last session
of the Legislature, a company was incorporated to construct a Rail-road
from Sunbury to Erie.
Well, it was always a matter of the highest importance, in making a great internal improvement of this sort, that the
most direct route should be selected as well as the best country.
It was
contended by the people of the county of LM’Keac, that the best route lies
through M’Kean, whilst four other counties, each as strenuously insisted,
that their’s was preferable.
He thought, that every one must perceive,
that this was a subject of the most vital importance-one
which came
home to the domestic firesides of the people, and it was one of those separate interests that he wished to have represented in the Legislature.
He
contended that unless each county was represented, as he had proposed,
their interests conld not be subserved. The gentleman from Allegheny
had argued that all measures brought before Legislatures were matters of
public importance.
Now, while he (Mr. H.) freely acknowledged, that
there were great interests which were represented by the members of
every county of the State of Pennsylvania, he would assert, that there
were also local interests, which could only be represented by one delegate from every separate community.
However we!1 the gentleman from
Allegheny might. represent his (Mr. HAMLIN’S) constituents, generally,
yet, in matters of a local character, it was impossible that he could enter
so deeply into their feelings and views, as one directly from their soil.
With regard to the proposition of the gentleman from ;Montgomery
(Mr. STERIGERE) to strike out five and reduce the number to one hun
dred, he would only say that it was not his proposition..
He believed that
the counties now represented, would not yield their present representation, and on that ground he was opposed to the motion.
Mr. KEIM said, I regret, sir, to find an effort now making in ,this Convention to increase the number of representatives beyond the present Constitutional limit.
If it were in my power to express the wishes of those
who sent me here, without any direct instruction from them, I would say,
they desire rather to have the number diminished than increased. Under
that impression. a proper discharge of duty requrres me to express that
opinion on this floor.
I have ever deemed it incompatible with the despatch of business, that
deliberative bodies should be composed of excessive numbers, and there
is no better illnstration of the propriety of that opinion, than the slow and
inefficient progress made by this Convention itself. But, sir, distinct
from the objection to increase the number of representatives, I am also
opposed to the principle upon which that increase is asked by the gentleman from M’Kean, (Mr. HAMLIN) when he states, ‘6 that each county shall
have a representative without regard to population “.
The system of Republican Government is so closely allied with the basis of popular enunreration, that it seems esseritial to its very e;iistence,
I.
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and, indeed, loses its character and efficacy when that principle of equality is deviated from. The American revolution originated as much from
the denial of equal representation as from any other cause, and the first
impulse of every one seems to cherish as an established truth, that representation in proportion to population is the best ground work of Republican Government.
The Convention of 1776 declares “ that representation in proportion to the number of inhabitants, is the only principle which
can at all times secure liberty, and make the voice of a majority of the
people the law of the land “. The Council of Censors, too, adopted and
approved a similar proposition of republican safety. THAT MAJORITIES
SHALL RULE, is a democratic maxim, and wherever that doctrine does not
prevail, there may be a republic in name, but rest assured a despotism in
reality.
A representative is claimed on the ground that ‘1 territory and population should form a criterion, and that each county is a distinct community
for separate and distinct purposes “. Sir, I deny the theory that there are
any interests iu counties distinct from the interests of the whole State.
Colntiee are established frequently to have courts of justice more available or contiguous to their inhabitants, frequently to make a more agreeable
geographical delineation, and too often for the purposes of speculation in
town plots or other property : they have never been created for any purposes beyond mere convenience, and cannot, by any inference, be supposed to acquire by that creation any distinct privileges, such as is now
claimed for them. Sir, as a State, we are a consolidated Commonwealth,
each integral portion, without regard to locality, possessing equal rights and
privileges, and no particular section, under the claim of mere county boundaries, can be sustained in any qualification beyond the common interest
of every portion of the State. Territorial representation is a property
qualiAcation in disguise, and captivating as it may be to awaken sympathy
for those in the ‘4 wilderness ” , yet there is delusion in the argument, and
an utter violation of the principles of a free Government.
What, at a
casual glance, does this measure propose ? Take for example, the counties of Jefferson, Warren, M’Kean, Potter, Tioga, Wayne, and Pike:
their aggregate of voters being little more than 9,000, would be entitled to
seven repretientatives, whilst the county of Berks with 11,743 voters,
would be entitled to four representatives.
The fractional difference in
ether counties, for instance in Juniata, Mifflin and Union, in Lycoming
and Clearfield, in Somerset and Cambria, would all be extinguished, and
the two thousand voters of one county would possess all the power of f&rr
thousand voters in its adioining countv.
Five hundred voters in the
north-west would have a ripreseltation
equal to a representation of three
thousdnd voters in the east.
Truly it is said, that the interests of two counties often come in collision,
but under what circumstances will a contrariety of interests be avoided?
Climate, soil, internal improvements, political ambition, and favourite projects, wiIl ever present a theme for county or individual controversy ; but
the
at principle of equal representation in the ratio of population, must
fret k e abrogated, because, forsooth, a local interest would require it. The
inconveniencies arise not from the unequal operation of a just principle,
but rather from- an overweening desire to accumulate advantages at the
expense of every principle.
J
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By what right do they ask these peculiar advantages? Are they mom
valuable citizens ? More devoted patriots ? Sir, I honor the west and
the north; but I cease to honor them, when they ask me to barter away
3,000 qualified freemen for 500 citizens of any of their counties. I have
heard of the close borough system, where the anomaly occured of a representation without a constituencv ; hut, even in a monarchy, reform abolished in some degree that ariitocratic feature: shall it now be adopted
here ?
But, sir, have not most sparsely sett,led counties participated greatly in
the public improvements of the State ? IIave they not been fostered and
nurtured by the common treasury ? Has not two thirds of the expenditure been appropriated through the very districts that now complain of
neglect?
If, however, the principle be good, that each county has separate and
independent sovereignty, pay back from your overloaded treasury the
heavy sums that have been accumulated from the county of Berks, without consideration and without benefit. She has never participated in your
expenditures, and if you now deprive her of equality of representation, or
disfranchise her citizens, there is no reason why her every township
should not be a county, and her united community a sovereign and independent State.
Mr. DUNLOP, of Franklin, coincided with the gentleman from Berks
(Mr. g~mnr) that taxation and representation should go together-that
taxation was the basis of the principle of representation.
But there were cir:
cumstances which would modify that principle.
He thought that it must
strike every man’s mind at once as it did his, that every countyin the
Commonwealth should be represented.
He concured fully in the very
excellent remarks made by the gentleman from M’Kean, (Mr. HAMLIN) but
he begged to differ from the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD)
who had said that there were no distinct corporate rights to be represented, and that it made no difference whether a representative came from acounty
less interested in any particular measure than the one adjoining ii. Now,
he (Mr. D.) thought that every man’s experience in the Legislature would
teach him differently.
For instance, suppose the county of York was to
apply to the Legislature to grant her the right of making a railroad, the
representatives from the counties of Adams and Franklin would feel themselves bound to vote for that project, because their counties would have a
deep interest in it. But they would not consider themselves bound, on
account of any thing that was due by them to the county of York.
They
would feel the obligation of voting merely because they were connected
with it. This, then, was the feeling which characterized all legislation.
Every gentleman naturally felt and manifested a stronger desire to promote the interests of his own particular constituents.
The remarks, he
thought, of the gentleman from M’Kean, were so forcible and cogent that
every gentleman on that floor must have become convinced, if a doubt
rested on his mind, that every county in the Commonwealth ought to be
represented.
But how, he would ask, was that to be done? To increase
the number of representatives in the General Assembly, would certainly
be an unpopular measure. And, he really could not believe that it had
ever entered the minds of the people generally. With all, except, perhaps,
the constituents of the gentleman from M’Kean, the attempt to Increase the
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uumber of representatives, would meet with disapprobation.
That body
was alreadvi sufficientlv , larpe. Besides. an addition of numbers would
increase the expense of legization five or 7.000 dollars-no
great sum, to
be sure-but yet, without a!ly gain to the Commonwealth.
One of the
clerks had given him en estimate of the expense of legislation for one year,
by which It appeared It would not vary much from $8105,000. Small,
however, as the additional expense wonld be, it ought not to be incured
unless somethiug was to be gained by it. Now, he proposed to carry the
object, which the gentleman from M’Kean had in view, into effect !)v a
different mode of proceeding-&U
retainiug the general principles of-his
project.
He (Mr. D.) proposed to ott’er an amendment to the section under consideration, to the effect that no city or county should be entitled to more
than six representatives.
He thought the gentleman from M’Kean was
entirely mistaken in contending that the addition of four representatives,
would, in any manner, affect the four western counties. Even should the
number of representatives be increased to 104, they must, nevertheless, be
divided according to the next septennial ratio. If his proposition, limiting
the number of representatives, as he had stated, should be adopted, then It
would be unnecessary to increase the whole number, in order to give every
county a representation.
He believed that such a restriction was necessary to secure the country interests.
Now, according to the representation of the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. BROWN) and whose word he (Mr. D.) never heard any man
doubt, that county was entitled to eleven representatives on this floor, if
she had justice done her. Now, he would ask, was there not danger to
be apprehended in regard to the interests of the country from the united
action of the city and county of Philadelphia ? The county having no less
than eleven members, and the city nine-they
would have not less than
one sixth of the whole representation of the State-not
taking into view
their Senators. He appealed to the country to look to their interests. Let
gentlemen talk as they would, so great a number of representatives coming
from a large city, did combine against the country.
Yes ! they voted in
solid phalanx against the country.
Now, he meant not to cast any reflections on the city of Philadelphia, nor on the county.
On the contrary,
he declared that the city of Philadelphia was dear to his heart. We all
know, however, that every man was influenced by his own interest. The
representatives of the city and county, then, having a common interest,
had united against the country, in more instances than one, whensoever it
was imagined that a project was not for the special benefit of Philadelphia.
A gentleman, in seeming triumph, had asked the question, where were
the instances in which they had united agaiust the country, or any portion
of it. He (Mr. D.) would answer the gentleman: They united+ as in a
phalanx, against t,he project of the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad,
which was intended as an avenue for the citizens of the valley of the Susquehanna to carry their produce to the Baltimore market.
Now, making
every due allowance--every
excuse, on account of their oppositiou to the
rival city of Baltimore, they had no right to carry their opposition so I’ar
as to work injury to the southern part of Pennsylvania, and at the same
time, to aid another portian of the State at their expense. They must
@connect, that its ?paking the opponition they did, they were endeavoring
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to exclude all the produce of the Susquehanna from being sent to the ,Baltimore market by railroad, in order that it might be forwarded by the
Pennsylvania canal, or to the Columbia railroad.
NOW, was that not a
course taken by the city and county against the country interest?
It
could not be denied. And, was that the only project against which they
had voted in solid phalanx 1 No, it was not. He well recollected that at
the time the project was talked of, that meetings werec alled on the sub’ect,
and it was entirely disapproved of. He did not complain of their con d uct,
but he would say they were concentrated in solid phalanx against the
He would call the attention of the gentlemen from the
country interests.
city and county of Philadelphia, and of the gentlemen from York, in
regard to what was done against the interests of the county of York. The
citizens of York having applied to the Legislature for liberty to make ‘a
railroad with their own money to the Maryland line, every man in the
city and county of Philadelphia opposed the application.
The city and
county opposed it from year to year, and at length the charter was granted by a majority of two-the
members from the county of Franklin having voted for it, without any regard to the interest of their county.
The
city and county also united against the Franklin railroad, a public improvement, which is not only for the benefit of the citizens of Franklin
county, to enable them to carry their produce to their natural market, but
to open an avenue from the west, through the Cumberland valley into the
State of Pennsylvania.
Now, the opposition that was manifested was to
prevent the citizens of Franklin county from going to Baltimore-to
throw
every obstacle in their way, and to compel them to go to the city of Philapelphia.
Baltimore is upon the borders of Pennsylvania, and itpoaaessea
a better market than Philadelphia.
Here, than, were instances where the
city and county of Philadelphia had united against the interests of tha
country; it was time for the country to secure its rights.
Now, he would
do nothing that should hurt the interests of the city of Philadel his; he
regarded her too highly to be guilty of inflicting injury on her. If e meant,
then, to say that the city would lose nothing by the restriction he propoaI&
It would take away from her but one member ; but it would, at the
same time, take two from the county. If the county of Philadelphia should
be afterwards divided, her local interests would akso be divided, and her
hostility to the city would also be weakened.
So far from injuring the
city, it would be an advantage to it ; and to the county, it could be no
injury whatsoever.
Although the city might have lost a member, the gentlemen re resenting her here now would have no reason to regret it, for
she woul B gain in regard to her interests. The city and county (concluded Mr. D.> have always had separate interests on local matters, and,
probably, always will have. The county line has always made them
enemies,
6‘-Who
had else,
Like kindred.drope, been mingled into one”.

Mr. MEREDITH said, that although he had felt that many remarks had
been made which would require notice by a member from the city .Q;
or county of Philadelphia, yet he had resolved to defer any reply znri\
an appropriate oacarion should be presented of disoussin the Wentened
proposititm of the ganrleman from Adamr (Mr. ~WV(ENBf , The pti&te
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he, (Mr. M.) believed to be inconvenient, as he knew it to be irregular. He
should have adhered to his determination, but for the course of his faignd
from Franklin (Mr. DUNLOP). When he saw members lending tkemselves to the support of such schemes, he could not refrain from expressing
his astonishment and chagrin.
He rose to enter his solemn protest against
the plan itself, and the principle on which it was founded. The proposition
had been stated. It provides that no city or county shall have more than
What was its principle 1 This had not been clearly
six representatives.
stated. Did it assume property as a basis of representation 1 Or territory ?
Or what basis did it assume ? If either of those which 1 have mentioned
(said Mr. M.) any man must be a madman, who should openly propose it
in Pennsylvania, and for my part I will never consent covertly to support
that which 1 would not openly and avowedly maintain.
The basis now established in Pennsylvauia is that of taxable population.
What sort of basis does the gentleman from Adams (Mr. STEVENS) propose to substitute‘? He seems to think that his plan is a composite invention, and he has wasted much declamation and some sophistry in endeavoring to explain and expound his device. But all attempts to conceal its real nature or skin over its intrinsic unsoundness must be abortive
in an assembly of intelligent men. It is obviously and even confessedly
aimed at the city and county of Philadelphia, and its effect would be the
partial disfranchisement of the iuhabitants of that city and county-that
is
to say, a freeman residing there would by reason of such residence have a
less poteptial voice in the affairs of Government than a freeman residing
in any other part of the State. The plain English of which is, that while
the other counties shall be entitled to a representation in fair and just proportion to their taxable population, the city and county of Philadelphia
alone shall be denied this privilege- shall be in effect put out of t.he pale
of the Constitution, and marked as unworthy to participate in the full enjoyment of its benefits. By what indirection can this be reconciled with
any principle of a Republican Government?
I am quite ready to meet this proposition in argument.
1 have no apprehensions in regard to the result. But the gentleman who has devised
it, has thought fit to back his plan with a most extraordinary attack upon my
He charges
constituents, in comt’non with those of some other gentlemen.
the Commissioners of the county of Philadelphia with having practised
or atimpted a fraud upon the public, in the last enumeration of taxables.
Suppose his charge of fraud to be founded (1 care not whether it be or
not)-That
the Commissioners acted illegally on the occasion in question I believe is beyond doubt, and that strong suspicion of sinister purposes fell on them in consequence is equally true. How just were those
suspicions I have no means of determining,
But suppose the gentleman’s
accusation to be founded and its truth to have been established, what then?
If there were misconduct or crime and consequent public injury, a statesman
would look to the redress of the wrong, the punishment of the guilty, and
the prevention of future simihir offenses. In this case the wrong, it seems,
was redressed by the Legislature’s disregarding the unfaithful enumeration. The punishment should be inflicted on the public officers who alone
~9 responsible for their own acts. dud if it has been found that county
officers -not
be trueted to make au euumeration of the taxable8 in their
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in confiding that duty to some other functionaries.
I see no ‘objections
to the substitution of State officers for the purpose. The expenses
would not be enhanced, and might be borne as heretofore, by the respective counties. But instead of some rational plau for removing the evil
complained of, we have heard a tirade, of which the object, so far as I
could gather it, seemed to be to blacken a whole community on account
of the alleged misconduct of some of its public officers. I mean, Sir,
the city and county of Philadelphiathey have been treated as one community in the accusation, and I disdain to separate them in the indignant
denial of its truth. What, Sir, are they to be disfranchised because their
County Commissioners have acted illegally ? Am I expected to sit here
and suffer the inhabitants of the city and county of Philadelphia to be
directly, or by implication, stigmatised en masse as a polluted and degraded population ? Sir, I have but one answer to such an attack-1
pronounce the charge, come from what quarter it may, to be a base and
insolent slander.
I came here neither to indulge in praise of my own constituents nor in
We have, in this Assembly+
dispraise of those of any other gentleman.
high and holy duties to fulfil.
We are selected by the people of a
whole Republic, not to control the public action of their Government,
but to deliberate on the frame and body of the Government itself. We
meet, after the lapse of half a century, to re-examine the original and fundamental principles of the Constitution.
How elevated-how
sacred are
our appropriate functions ! We are the authorised advisers of the Freemen
Far above the exercise of political power, our mere
of Pennsylvania.
opinions will, if we are true to ourselves and to our duties, receive the
nnbougbt and uncompelled submission of our fellow-citizens, and by their
free consent be established as fundamental laws. Our country has confered on us the highest honor in her gift. And how do we requite her?
By
By coming to her councils, reeking with the fumes of party strife!
dragging from their unhonored sepulchres, the corrupted carcases of forgotten dissensions ? By indulging in the unmitigated rancour of political
animosities ? Of what impurities have we purged our hearts-what
passions
have we mastered-what
habits of rashness or violence have we thrown
off, ‘that we might be rendered worthy of our sacred office ? Will no man
lay’his partizan feelings and private hostilities a8 a sacrifice, on the altar
of his country?
Let us hope, Sir, that we may at some time reach the
point of calm, dispassionate, and becoming deliberation.
The gentleman from Franklin has stated, that the county which he
represents, has been injured by the course of the representatives from Philadelphia, in the Legislature, and gives that as a reason why he wishes to
cut down their influence.
Yet, when the gentleman comes to state the
partioulars of his grievances, they all resolve themselves into this, that the
old Baltimore and Susquehanna question was not carried as soon as
Franklin county wished. It seems, however, that the question has been
carried at last. What shall we say 1 That the influence of Philadelphia
is dangerous, because she succeeded in delaying the measure ? Or, that
the influence of Franklin county is dangerous, because she finally carried
a measure which had been repeatedly defeated by large majorities, as unwise and injurious ? We can say neither the we thing qor the r)thftr!
’
yvie B”)’ ShQwOf r~?SOD!
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The gentleman says that he can speak from experience, of the evils
attending the large representation from the city and county, for that he
himself has, on more than one occasion, had great difficulty in overcoming
their united opposition.
Why, sir, admitting that it was right, that he
should singly have the power of overthrowing our fifteen representatives,
still, I maintain, that it was also right that ho should have some difficulty
in doing so. For one man, either int.ellectually, physically, or politically, to master fifteen, ought uot to be an easy task. But,fperhaps, part of
the difficulty lay in mastering the other 85 members, who did not come
from the city and county? If so, the evil cannot be reformed by merely
disfranchising US. It is said, the members from the city and county have
united on measures in which they had a common interest-do
not members from other quarters of the State sometimes agree ? No measure can
be carried but by the union of a sufficient number of members from the
different districts of the State, to form a majority of the whole House.
The gentleman, on this very question, calls on the Susquehanna interest
to unite against the city and county of Philadelphia.
And, what is the
strength of the Susquehanna interest 1 Reckon the number of members
from the various counties on the West Branch, the North Branch, the
Juniata, and throughout the whole valley of the main stream to the Maryland line. Sir, it is the strongest single interest in the State. But, he
will call in vain for aid in this cause, on the members from the country of
the Susquehanna.
They remember, too well, who stood with them,
shoulder to shoulder, and against whom, when the Internal Improvements *were at stake, to permit themselves to be persuaded to join
with Adams and Franklin in a crusade against Philadelphia.
The
gentleman must look elsewhere for his allies on this occasion, if indeed he can find allies any where. But, our uniting occasionally, would not
be so unpardonable it seems, were it not for thecircumstance, that the members from the city and county are generally of different political complexions.
For which reason, 1 suppose, they must never vote on the same side of
any question! An exquisite conclusion ! Gentlemen seem to think that they
have a vested interest in the discords of the city and county, and that we
are bound, at whatever cost to our constituents-to
cut each other’s throats
for the amusement of the members from other quarters of the CommonBut they must shew me the grounds of this claim, before I *ill
wealth.
admit its validity as I understand them.
The gentleman from Franklin next appeals to the members from the
city themselves, and asks them to support this extraordinary proposition,
on the ground that, although its effect will be to deprive the city of one
member, it will deprive the county of a greater number, and there is,
therefore, an opportunity of cutting down. the strength of the political
Sir, my friend from Franklin had not reflected on
enemies of the city.
the true nature of this proposal, or he never would have made it. I know
that he has the best feelings for Philadelphia.
The argnment is, that we
should do a wilful wrong to others, because we mav derive an advantage
from it. It is consistent, neither with republican pr’inciples, public right,
nor moral honesty.
Sir, no member from the city, who truly represents his constituents,
will ever lend himself to such a project. It is true, that we have had frequent contests with our neighbors of the county-it
is true, that we have
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been sometimes unsuccessful. But are we, therefore, to attempt to deprive
them of their rights as citizens --to shut them out from the privileges uf
freemen of Pennsylvania ? I would rathek they should prevail a@inst us
in a thousand contests, than that we should disgrace ourselves by victories obtained by such means, or, for the sake of a political triumph, strike
Its foundations are laid on
a fatal blow at the heart of our Constitution.
the principles of fair and equal rights, and perish the hand that #hall
attempt to remove them.
Mr. M. said, that he had already detained the committee much longer
than he had intended. With respect to the amendment before the Chair,
he woutd say, that he had not had a sufficient opportunity d eramining
into its merits to express a decided opinion.
He wished to alrcertain, the
facts in re ard to the present population of the smaller couaies.
‘l%e
retiarks 6f the gentleman from M’Kean, (Mr. HAMLIN) had struck him
forcibly, but would have had a greater effect on his mind, if it had not
been for a clause in the Constitution which he had not heard adverted to,
Mr. M. then read from article 1, section IV. of the Constitution, the fol
lowin clause :
8 ach county shall have, at least, one representative ; but no county,
he:after erected, shall be entitled to a separate representative until a sufficient number of taxable inhabitants shall be contained within’it, to eruiile
them to one representative, agreeably to the ratio which shrill be then
established”.
This clause formed an express condition on which the nepr counties
asked, and obtained for themselves, the privileges of a count organ&a;
tion, and he thou ht it should be a strong case, which ahoui B induce. us
i~ow to relieve t I em from a compliance with that condition.
stii, he
wished at present to avoid the positive expression of any opinion on a
subject of unquestionable importance, and which he wag determined; if
poiible, not-to preju ‘e.
i%fT. ~AEtLIB, Of s ‘Kean, said that the gentleman from the city (Mr.
MERE?XW) had spoken of pro’ect and concealment.
remarks, with the exception of the
Mr. MERSDITE, (interrupte d)-My
concludin part of them, had reference to subjects of a different character,
entirely, Prom the gentleman’s ropositionBe
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, saI*B he was in favor of the amendment.
thought one hundred members would be quite sn$cient ; for, Ifthefip&i
ber ia increased beyond that amount, the busineslf of that body tvy@Tnot
be so likely to be got through. He was opposed to the part whltih iwed
a restriction on the counties. That, he believed, was a’proper s&jeet fb;r
legislation, but it ought ?OJ to be in the Constitution at all. It wa, cwtainly, but an act of justice, that some counties, ntit hetetofolie represented, slipaM be represented, and if it could be done without enhancing the
dumber Of representatives, he hoped it would.
The comt&ee
then rose, reported p~o@ess, and obtained leave to &t
qaixi, and
The Uonvention adjourned.
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The journal and minutes of the proceedings in committee of the whole,
of yesterday, having been read,
A motion was moved by Mr. STPRIGERF,,of Montgomery, to correct
that part of the journal which refered to a proposition of amendment made
by him, which was, in part, accepted by the gentleman from M’Kean,
(Mr. HAMLIN) and which appeared on the record as the modified motion
of that gentleman.
Mr. S. wished his proposition to be inserted as he
had offered it.
After some few remarks from the PRESIDENT, and Messrs. CLARKE, of
Indiana, MEREDITH, M'SHERRY,PORTER, and STERIGERE, the motion to
correct was determined in the negative.
The PRESIDENT presented a petition from the city and county of Philadelphia, in favor of a Constitutional provision against lotteries, which
was laid on the table.
Mr. SCOTT, of Philadelphia, presented a petition of similar import,
which was also laid on the table.
Mr. RITER, of Philadelphia, presented a petition from the county of
Philadelphia, in favor of a resolution on the subject of banks, which was
also laid on the table.
FIRST ARTICLE.
The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole, on the
first article of the Constitution, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the
Chair.
Mr. STERIGERE withdrew the amendment he had offered yesterday, to
strike out the words a6and four”, which he considered as being no longer
his motion.
Mr. Cox suggested, that if the motion did not belong to the gentleman
from Montgomery, it was not in his power to withdraw it.
The CHAIR: The motion to amend the amendment is withdrawn.
Mr. BELL then moved to amend the amendment, by striking from the
eighth line the words 6Gand four”.
Mr. FULLER said, he believed one hundred to be a sufficient number of
representatives.
It was true, as had been stated on Saturday, that some
of the counties might be insufficiently represented in proportion to their
population.
His conclusions were all in favor of baaing representation on
population, and from that principle he would not deviate. But every enI he
tleman might be accommodated without changing this principle.
whole of the Commonwealth might be districted.
According to the last
returns, the city of Philadelphia had 14,419 taxables-taking
the ratio,
therefore, of 3052 for a representative, she would have four representatives on the full ratio, and a fraction which might be so large as to give
her a fifth representative.
She has now seven delegates on this floor.
The county had 25,159 taxables, and would, accordingly, be entitled to
eight representatives on the same ratio. By this apportionment, the small
counties would lose large fractions, while the city and county of Philadelphia would scarcely lose any. The county of Philadelphia having
25,159 taxables, would lose only a fraction of a fourth part of a ratio,
K
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while the balance of the counties would lose fractions of two thirds of a
ratio. He went on to enumerate many small counties, whose united
taxables would only entitle them to as many representatives as the county
of Philadelphia would have, and which, at the. same time, would lose a
large fraction.
Some equitable apportionment was loudly called for. NO
plan, sufficiently matured, had as yet been presented to the notice of the
Convention; and, if no other gentleman should do it, and he could find
time, he would, himself, submit something in the sllape of a project. He
hoped the gentleman from M’Kean would not urge his proposition until the
time arrived for fixing the basis of representation on population. It would
be better for the committee to rise, report progress, and ask leave to sit
again. In the mean time gentlemen might consult, and arrange a basis
He conwhich would be satisfactory to a majority of the Convention.
cluded with a motion that the committee rise, report progress, and ask
leave to sit again.
Mr. EARLE suggested, that if the committee were to pass over this section, and proceed to the consideration of the next, time would be afforded
for making the arrangement which the gentleman desired.
Mr. SMYTII, of Centre, desired, in addition to what had been already
said, to state the condition of Centre county. The returns sliew ,the
number of taxables in that county to be 4705, a ratio of 3052, therefore,
would leave a fraction of 1653 unrepresented in that small county. More,
,therefore, would be unrepresented in Centre county, than in the whole
city of Philadelphia, as the fraction in that city would be under 1000.
In the Senatorial district, embracing Lycoming, Centre,and Norfhumberland, the number of taxables stood thus-in Lycoming,“4396,;
in Centre,
4705 ; in Northumberland,
3933. The ratio of 3052 wnuld, therefore,
leave in this district, an unrepresented fraction of nearly 2000. The city
of Philadelphia had now more representatives than she was entitled to.
According to her number of taxables, 14,419, she would have four representatives, with a &action unrepresented of 2211. She had now seven
representatives, and, consequently, more than she was fairIy entitled to.
‘The western and north-western counties ought to be fairly represented.
For’these reasons, he thought the committee should rise, for it was nothin ,unfair that the counties should be equitably and fairly represented.
L r. STEVENS said, there was no doubt that every gentleman could find
some difficulty as to the exact method of fixing the apportionment ; but,
the ‘smaller counties should have a larger, and the larger counties a smaller
representation, there ought to be no doubt. But there was no necessity
for the committee to rise. It had been well suggested by the gentleman
from Fayette, (Mr. IiuLLnn) that every large county must gain largely by
‘the fractions.
Centre county loses 1700, or nearly one representative.
He had no doubt that a more equitable mode might be adopted, either by
adopting a diflerent principle as to the fractions, or by uniting the smaller
counties; so as to provide against the possibility of leavinglarge fractions
unrt?presented. But, this. might be done, if the committee would consent
to pass over this section, and to go to the next. There would, hotiever, be
r&tinielo%;if
the committee were now to listen 40 the geritlemen representing the smaller counties, to hear’ their views, on the subject. and then ’
come to a decision. He thought the better course would be to hear them
before the committee agreed to rise.
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Mr. BUTLER
said--Mr. (JIGman, so much was said on Saturday last
upon the subject now before the committee, that there would be but little
left for me to add, were it not, that in the conrse of some remarks made
by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) I denied, from my place,
some of his statements. That gentleman is so very virtuous, that it
appears impossible for him to speak of onr unfortunate county without
expressing feelings of the greatest horror slid disgust for our corrupt condition. His shorked feelir!gs h:lve found vent on several occasions, and the
very name of Philat?elp!lla county seems at once to arouse his indignation
and his ire. I am sorry, sir, very sorry tbr this; for,,as I live.ip .&at
condemned place, 1 am afraid the people of the State, if they read. apd
believe the gentleman’s character of us, will think that nothinggaod.,cau
come from that infected tlist.dct,, and so will put us all down ils.a.set of
rogues. So great, sir, seems to be the gentleman’s dislike’of Jie-county;,
that I can’t help thinkiug he must have fallen into verybad.compan~,,wh&ll
he was there : there are places of which I have beanl& tl= city. and
county both, into which innocent young men, from .th~,oo~~~trp;,like.,t~
gentleman from Adams, arr invei&d ; and there ccrtaihly.do,meet,,wrth
much harm and corruption : there are gambling tables< F;ip, to .which ..the
unwary are allured, and are very apt to’lase their monep, -NOW,
.&.I
don’t know whether the gentleman tias 30 i>nlnnky,:in Bny.of %ris-v.isits.to
the county, as to fall into :my of tl+e &res set’ to cat&the y~ung,,.the
innocent, and the unguarded ; .,~ut’if he did :iccidenWy stoay,into.any of
these gaming ho&,
or other plaetis wliera~iuiqrritjr is praetis&.w.e cannot be surprised that he $hould id t%fltiently,*.and ‘so’f~llngL~,.aenaunce
.*all ~ktmw..that those who
the wickedness of 0’~’ ‘p&r ‘mihty . J”fo~*~we
,
live in the country are a’ g&it &al~ph&r than those,who4wuell within .the
corrupting influence ,)f’ ‘a lar,g$ city; ‘I tiqw, however, &a&if&he. ,gentleman should IK$ be afraid to mhale pW ~polh~terl atmdsphero+nce. more,
that the next !ime 1~ ‘r&es Litiiitig ‘US; he “may gct+to a Jittle-.decent
companyT, 2&d pertI<+ inap be- in&iced tti form n ~better,O~ini+3x&.of US.
The gentleman’s latest denuilciation’ 0s’ us was< on+ccount,of the. .septennial enume&io;l’df’
taxabl&s tia& iii the fzzll DC,1835, which-,$e..said
Was. ,:: i&gal, .incoErect,, and, f&e” ;’ made bya a,set 0W corJ;upt warn out
.hangers o~~‘:,!?fthe Counti’ Ciiii$ii@lo’Yioli&rs, bywhom+hey
were appoint
” ed, and a-&eat &iny other hard a& irgly things he da18i,whicbjuetsow
‘He has made charges ‘zmd, assertions which. are
re&en$er.
*, 1 c&t
,..,nnwstained by either ‘fact ‘of prijof.‘, Howdoes the gentleman knaw,any
thing ,aboutJh6 p&s&
wlloti ha ‘h~.g,so.,gra~itdusly ,trad~~ced2, Or how
has he prove,d th& the &umeratibn ,rnzde by them is idcorrect 1 The only
’ ho&. there is for hiin’to’hang all’his argum~ritzlnd~~accusation u9pn,. is a
-.!‘.Ji@erenee in tlie numbei of tlxeble$‘as returnefi by,the sep&Gal cnuneration provided for by ‘the ~(htistltutiotl ,‘a~rld-on.wtlic~~ou~., representation
..+ ,b~~s&. and the taxables ,as retvrned by the Assessors, undqr.the .trienbl' pro@riy
Lind persons.in dach.\cotintntySz’N$V, Sir, there
_ till ;lf+fL%3~n~llt
, always is, and always’ must be, a difl’erincb’ betweea..these tw,o assess,.- ments.; aye, sir, if th$v&ry Sam&men were to make both,enumerations,
, there stili would be a diB’eri?nce. At the septennial ‘enumeration, all inhaI bitauts, who are liable to be tdxed, are included in the list;?n. order that
nty @ai, h&e the .benefit 6f s fn+l: representation ;. +eress., at
nia,l~~ss,espd, $de .foL;t,he purposes,of taxation;,only those are
.’ ..‘_ ,I L ,, I. I /, _(’ ,‘,
,; ,.
-...;
.. .,
I
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returned who in reality pay tax. This is a reason, sir, why there is and
should be a difference ; for, we all know, that there are many persons
liable, and subject to taxation under the Constitution, who are never made
to pay tax by the county assessors. Among this number are the free
negroes: they are certainly taxable within the meaning of the Constitution,
and are returned as such : yet, they are never taxed, for if they were,
they would have an unquestionable right to vote ; and as it is not deemed
expedient to allow them this privilege, they are not required to pay a personal tax.
When I say that negroes are never taxed, it will, of course, be understood
that I mean those who hold no property ; those who possess any real
estate, or other property of value, subject to taxation, pay tax, certainly;
but, in such cases, it is the property which is taxed, and not the person.
I have the authority, sir, of a member of this Convention-I
mean my
respectable friend from Chester, for these assertions. He has been assessor himself, in his own county, where he has made the septennial enumeration of taxables, as well as triennial assessment of persons taxed; and,
he has informed me, that there is always a difference ; that he returns
more in the septennial than in the triennial enumeration ; and, for the
very reason which I have stated, that in the county assessments those only
are returned whom they intend to tax. This is but just and proper.
There is a similar discrepance when real estate is valued : for instance,
when the triennial assessments are made in the different counties, any
property exempt from taxation is not returned ; in some counties, large
and valuable properties are so exempt ; in Philadelphia county, in particular, a great deal of property is not taxed, and therefore, is not returned.
But when an estimate is made of the value of the real estate of the whole
Commonwealth, all property is included, taxed or not taxed. Now, it is
evident, that if a comparison were made between these two assessments,
they would not agree ; and, without an explanation, one of the statements
would be condemned as erroneous.
The gentleman has made other extraordinary assertions: he has said,
the mode of making the enumeration in Philadelphia county, is, to take
the whole number and add one half to it ; that, at elections, several hundred
voters are hired at 60 cents a head, to come from New Jersey; and he
spoke of a barn in which three hundred voters had slept, the night before
an election, each one having had a pocket handkerchief washed in the
county.
But as these wholesale accusations are based only on hearsay,
or perhaps, are drawn from the gentleman’s imagination, I pass them by:
I care not for them, they are so delightfully absurd as not even to demand.
a denial.
But, sir, when the entleman condescends to libel and traduce the character of uarticular in cfrviduals. with some of whom I am well acouainted, I do fkel called upon tosay something in reply.
In obedience to a
resolution of the House of Representatives, the Commissioners of the
county of Philadelphia published the names of the persons who made the
septennial enumeration, and at the same time gave their reasons for
appointing these persons. The resolution and answer of the Commissioners, are in vol. 2, of the Journal of the Honse of Representatives, session
1835-36, page 786. I am able to speak, from personal knowledge, of
many of the persons appointed to make the enumeration, and whose cha-
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racters have been so wantonly assailed by the gent!eman from Adams.lnstead of being the “ polluted partizans”, spoken of by the gentleman,
they are men of the highest respectability;
and, instead of being the
“ worn out hangers on of the democratic party”, some of them are whigs,
some democrats, some are not politicians at all, and one or two are as
staunch bnti-Masons, as the gentleman himself could desire. The very
first named on the list, sir, is that of a good Anti-Masonic whig, a man
with whom I have been well acquainted for many years, and no man in
the country enjoys a higher character for integrity and intelligence. And,
str, in looking through the list, I see the names of several persons whom
I know perfectly well, some personally, and some by reputation ; and they
are all men of the highest character-their
names alone forbid any supposition that the returns made by them were false, or eveu erroneous.
The reasons given bv the County Commissioners, for appointing these
persons, are to me entirely satisfactory ; one of the queries put to them
was this“ Ahswer to the third query-By
virtue of what authority other individuals than the assessors were employed to make such enumeration ?&H.-BY
virtue of the act of 6th January, 1821, making it the duty of
the County Commissioners to issue their precepts to the respective townships, wards, and district assessors, on or before the first day of November, and the precedent set us by our predecessors of issuing their precepts
before the ward elections were held. And if the same had been delayed
until after the elections, it would not have afforded time to perform the
duty ; thereby, rendering the Commissioners liable to the penalties of the
law, and depriving the city and county of Philadelphia of a fair representation in the Legislature”.
But this would not do for the Legislature ; there were certain partizan
leaders there, who could not bear the idea that that wicked place, the
county of Philadelphia, should have an increased representation ; so they
forthwith got up a hue and cry of fraud and corruption, and tried to hunt
down the character of the persons who made the enumdration; just, sir.
Well, sir, as it would never do.for
as has been done in this Convention.
them to increase onr representation, they took upon themselves to say,
that this enumeration was exaggerated, although they have never been
able to prove or sustain their assertions. They accordingly sent for the
returns of persons actually taxed, as appeared by the trienmal assessment.
No fault could be found with this ; they acknowledged this to be correct ;
and according to this, they proceeded to make the apportionment.
Now,
sir, we will examine into this apportionment briefly, for I do not mean to
detain the Convention much longer, and we will see with what degree
of justice the distribut,ion was made.
The septennial enumeration made in the fall of 1836, gave the city of
Philadelphia 18,449 taxables. This number would entitle the city tojust
six representatives, for it will be borne in mind that the ratio of representation was fixed at 3057 ; one representative for every 3057 taxable
inhabitants. By the same enumeration, the county of Philadelphia had 31,
398, fully entitling us to send ten representatives.
But as certain politicians could not bear the idea of ten demacrats coming from the county of
of Philadelphia, they agreed among themselves, 1 suppose, to raise the
cry of corruption, to give them some shadow of excuse to set aside this
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enumeration, and to trample on the rights of the county.
The triennial
assessment being less than the septennial, suited their purposes. better ;
and they agreed to call this the correct one.
But this gave the city only 14,419 taxables, which number was not quite
sufficient to entitle them to five representatives, while it gave the county
25,159 taxables, entitling US to eight representatives.
NOW, sir, if there
was any fraud and corruption, it was practised by the Legislature : and as
the gentleman himself was on the committee to make the apportionment,
he ought to know something about it. And I should like to know why
the city of Philadelphia, with 14,419 taxable8, should send seven representatives, while the county, with 25,159 taxables, being 10,740 more
than the city, is allowed only eight representatives.
But, we very well
know the reason, sir, without any explanation : the injustice is too palpable, the fraud too barefaced, to be controverted, by any sophistry or any
counter charges. The only corruption was in the Legislature, and there
the infamy must forever rest.
Mr. HAMLIN said, he could not perceive how the bare, isolaled proposition
which he had offered, to give a representative to each of the four new
counties, and increase the number of representatives in the State to one
hundred and four, could be connected with the general qUe8tiOh of a di8trihution of representation.
He trusted that the motion that the committee rise would not be agreed to, and that the committee would go on and
decide today upon the proposition before them. To-morrow a more important question-the
Judiciary-would
be taken up ; but to day the commit
tee on that subject were not prepared for it. He was desirous to have
this question decided, and any suggestion in regard to the proposition
offered, he would receive with pleasure. If the views of the committee
as to the principle involved in it could now be ascertained, the details could
be filled up hereafter.
Mr. MEREDITH said, as the gentleman from Fayette wished time to
consider the question, and as others were indisposed to go on, he was
willing the committee should now rise. He was opposed to passing over
the section and taking up another, as that would get the Convention into
confusion.
He had hi8 views on the question, and should, at a proper
time, present them. But, he would remark, that to go into detail on the
subject, would, at any time, be out of the question; for it was not for us
to settle the ratio. but the basis of reoresentation.
Whatever basis was
adopted, he was ‘willing to give the ne’w counties a fair representationAs there was a strong desire to get to what was, by many, considered the
most important question before the Convention, the Judiciary question,
he hoped the committee would now rise. A8 the subject of the Judiciary
was made the order of the day for next Monday, it was probable that gentlemen were prepared to proceed to it, and there would, therefore, be
no loss of time.
Mr. BnNKs would, he said, go for the motion that the committee rise,
if he could be certain that the object of the motion could be attainedwhich was, as had been stated, to take up the Judiciary question. But
doubting whether that would be the course, he would not consent to loeve
this subject. Every member of the committee, he hoped, was, &&fled
that the am& counties must, under the present system, lose Sy&ling
large fractious, y they had but ‘one member; while the lar@Q+@Pies,
,: ‘,.” ,. .: ;;;
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with six, seven, or nine memhers, would lose no more. :VXrb,m
to get at a more equitable mode of distribution ? He thought it
to
dispose of the question, in one way or another, at once; and, i$aw entleman could hereafter satisfy himself that he could provide a b&en de,
he could offer the project on t.he second reading, and the question would
then, no doubt be satisfactorily disposed of.
Mr. MERRILL said, if he understood the question before the oommittee,
it was, whether the representation should be left at one hundred, 01 increased to one hundred and four. He was opposed to the committee
rising until the question was decided, or until there was a pretty ditinct
expression of opinion as to the question, whether the number of representatives should be increased at all. If there was a strong vote ag&nst
increasing the number? then we could turn our attention to some other
Let us know now whether, under any ciroummode of distribution.
stances. gentlemen w a agree to go over the present maximum of one
hundred.
Mr. BELL saw no reason, he said, why the committee should now rise.
It had been intimated that several gentlemen were prepared to address the
committee on this subject, and we might as well hear them now as at any
time. The subject had not yet, in his opinion, been sufficiently diecusBed. He hoped the motion would be negatived, as nothing could be
gained by rising at this moment.
Mr. HOPKINSON said there appeared to be a desire, on the part of some
gentlemen, to take up a more important business-the
Judiciary.
But
this subject which was now before us was important to some parts of the
State, and, as it would at one time claim the attention of the Convention.
it had better he disposed of now. If we went on from one subject to
another without finishing anything, we should soon have too many nagged
ends. If the object of the motion was, as had been stated, to take up the
Judiciary, he would mention, that being the chairman of that committee,
he was desirous, whenever the subject should he taken up, to lwing before
the Convention the views which governed the report of the committee ;
hut, as he was extremely hoarse to-day, he would be glad to be indulged
with a postponement of that subject till to-morrow.
Mr. SIYTH, of Centre, had not, he said, had hi8 attention turned to this
subject till recently; but finding that a large number of taxables in some
of the counties were unrepresented, he thought some remedy ought to be
provided for it. In justice to the northern and western part of&m State,
something ought to he done; if we passed over the subject now, it might
In regard to the Judiciary he had nothing to
involve us in difficulty.
say; but this was a subject of as much interest to u8 of the northern and
western connties as any other. We ask for nothing that is not fair and
right, and that we claim. He thought the committee ought to rise, and
refer the subject of representation to a select committee, or to the committee on the first article, in order to have a more equitable hasis of
representation formed and reported.
Mr. FULLER did not wish, he said, to prevent any one from speaking.
If the object of giving a fair representation to the new counties could be
.aceomplished, without extending the number of representatives, it was
conceded that it ought to he done. But, a8 no plan of that sort was now
ready to be submitted, he thought the committee had better rise, and sit
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He was perfectly willing to remedy any grievagain on the 5th article.
ance justly complained of by the people of the new counties : but, as yet,
no acceptable plan had been submitted to the committee, and no plan was
ready to be submitted.
If any one had a ulan to submit now, he would
withdraw the motion for the committee to ;ise.
Mr. FLEMING said he had a plan ready for submission.
Mr. FULLER then withdrew the motion.
Mr. FLEMING said he would as soon give his views in a subsequent
part of the debate, as now. His plan would be found by reference to the
resolution which he had the honor to submit on the 11th of May. His
attention having been drawn to this subject, he was satisfied previously to
th? submission of that resolution, that the present system of representation
required a change. That resolution contemplates the adoption of a ratio
of representatiou compounded of cities, counties, and population, in the
House of Representatiyes;
the election of o e representative by the
citizens of each city and county, and a divi & n of the residue of the
number of represent&ives according to the population of the several cities
and counties. In the proposition of the gentleman from M’Kean (Mr.
HAMJAN) was involved the difficult question, whether “one hundred”
should be retained as the maximum number of re resentatives, or whether
we should add ‘four” to that number ? In regar B to his own plan, it would
make no difference how that question was decided. He was willing,
himself, to add the four, and he could see no great objection to it. The
additional expense attending so small an increase would not be sufficient
to form an objection, nor could it be apprehended that it would render the
House of Representatives too numerous and unwieldy.
It was asked of
us that each county should be allowed a representative, and the hardship
imposed on some counties by the present system had been forcibly urged.
He made no complaint of hardship in relation to his own county. That
county was large enough always to secure one representative, and it was
not in reference to its interests that he favored the object of the gentleman
from M’Kean.
The manner in which this discussion had been carried
on, formed of itself a conclusive argument in favor of the propriety of
giving a representative to each county; for, in every respect, this discussion had partaken of the local interests and feeling of the several counties
concerned. With the particular objections raised against the city and
county of Philadelphia, he had nothing to do, and he cared nothing about
the little squabbles in relation to them. He asked for no advantage from
Philadelphia, any more than from Berks, and still less did he expect to
advance his views by exciting a prejudice against those counties. He
knew, from the intelligence and character of this committee, that no proposition would succeed here, unless it was based upon a just and proper
foundation.
To impose on this committee would be the last idea that
would occur to his mind, and he knew well it would not be in his power
to do it, even if he were so inclined.
What, he asked, are the objections
to allowing each county one representative ? It was said that it would
always be a source of jealousy and heart-burning to the new counties
hereafter erected: but this was no substantial objection.
Has it, he
asked, had that effect in the counties established since 1789 ? Has
that kind of diesatisfaction appeared in the four counties now unrepresented on this floor ? In the county where he resided, this inmnve-
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nience had never been felt, because, having a sparse population around
them, the people of that county (Lycoming)
couid, whenever they
pleased, take their own representative, and leave Potter and M’Kean
unrepresented; but, no doubt, the two latter counties felt it as a great
hardship. The propositiou of the gentleman from M’Kean was, however,
objectionable, inasmuch as it did not carry out an entire system nor provide a permanent remedy for the defect complained of in the present
system. He merely proposed to do justice to the new counties now
unrepresented, by the addition of four members to the representative body,
without saying where the residue of the representatives should come
from, or how the counties hereafter erected shall be represented.
This (Mr. FLEMING’S) project, on the other hand, was framed, after
much reflection, with a view to dispose of the whole question, by forming
a new and entire system, on principles which time and the progress of
population could not change. This proposition was, in the first plaee, to
give one representative to each city and county; and then to distribute
the residue of the number-whether
the maximum be fixed at one hundred
or a hundred and four-according
to the principle of population, taking
the State as a whole.
The number of taxables ought not to be a basis.
TO C~ITY out this principle he wanted no estimates of present or future
$opuIation or of number oftaxables, in the cities and counties. No estimate,
rn fact, ought to be a guide for this body in relation to this subject. Suppose we gave one representative to each city and county for its territory,
where, he asked, the gentleman from Allegheny, would be the injustrce
and iniquity of the measure? Would we in the north have any advanta@ over the middle or southern counties 1 Was there any inequality in
this-that
we should get one and they one ? Because they have a few
&ore houses or cleared fields, should they be entitled to a greater reprerbntation for their territory ? Then what was objectionable in this
scheme ? As to the residue of the number, after providing one for each
city and county, there would be no more difficulty in disposing of it
than there was now in apportioning the whole number, under the present
system of representation.
Did not this scheme leave the balance of
power where it ought to be, with the mass of the people ? Was there
any hardship in this? Was this borrowing from Peter to pay Paul?
And robbing Berks to pay Potter 1 No; far from it. The northern
and m&h-western counties were not going .to Berks and Philadelphia
to beg that they, in their beneficence and power, would allow them a
representative.
It was not in the character of those people to become
suppliants for what they were justly entitled to; nor had they ever
foitnd it necessary in this way to sue for their natural and Constitutional
privileges.
Why?
Because they had always found the people of Berks
and Philadelphia ready to do them justice.
This mode of distributing
the representation in the State would certainly be far more just and
eqnimb4e then any that had hitherto been suggested. Large fractions were
now thrown away in the northern and western counties, and much comniut was made in relation to their loss. He had feh the effect of those
p’rnctions in his own district.
Centre and Lycoming had a sufficient number of’taxables. within one hundred and fifty-five, for a senatorial district.
‘Fn make up these one hundred and fifty-five taxables, Northumberland
This
county, with four thousand taxables, was tacked to our district.
L
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was done by way of giving us good measure. Besides his own proper
diet&, therefore, he represented all these people gratis, as he might say.
This difficulty was unavoidable, under the present system, for every county in the north and west, with but one representative, necessarily had a
large fraction over the representative ratio ; and these fractions were more
severely felt by counties with but one member than by those with a
greater number. Those counties never would have as full a representation as they were entitled to, under the present system, in consequence of
The largest fractions would always fall upon
the loss of these fractions.
them, and they would always be entitled to a fuller representation on this
floor than the present mode of apportionment gives to them. This, then,
being the case and the interests of the different counties, which were tacked together to make a representative district, being, as has been manifest
in instances familiar to us all, oftentimes adverse to each other, it had
become necessary for us to adopt a new system, which would dispense more
equal justice to the several counties, whether considered in reference to
their population, their territory, or their corporate and local interests. We
had seen that the intereste of two counties which might be tacked together
were not .the same in relation to internal improvements and other projects.
Su pose the counties of Lancaster, York, Franklin, and Adams, were,
tat Eed together in one district, what was the interest which would induce
The counties on one side would
these four counties to act together?
advocate and promote the interests of Baltimoye, while Lancaster would
exert sll her efforts to preserve the advantages of Philadelphia.
The interests in relation to internal improvements in the northern part of the State,
were just as various as they were here. Some wish to give all the legislation on the subject such a direction as will promote the interests of
Pittsburg, while others wish to make a channel of communication with
Baltimore, and others again with Philadelphia.
So entirely different were
the views of the different counties in relation to the place where they
should market their produce, in consequence of the difference of their
local position.
The variety of these local opposite interests formed
a strong reason in favor, of iving each county at least one represeutative. If then, it can be done, without trenching on the privileges of
the lsrger and more populous counties, why should it not be done.
Is it a wild, visionary, and injudicious scheme ? .Twelve other states
of this Union, then, have been wild and injudicious enough to adopt it.
In the State of Massachusetts-where,
it was true, the number of representatives was great and uncertain, at least one representative is allowed
to <every township.
The same was the case in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Connecticut.
In New York, they are chosen by counties. In
New Jersey, one is allowed to each county. In Pennsylvania, by the
Constitution of 1790, one representative was given to‘ each county, then
in existence: and if gentlemen would refer back, they would find that as
strong objections were then urged against the proposition to allow a representative to each of the counties which had been created since the Constitution of 1776, as there were now against this proposition.
In Delaware,
seven members were given to each county ; and in Maryland, four. In
Virginia they were elected by counties, according to the basis of representation established by the Constitution, and which could not be depsrted
In North Carolina, by the .
’ from, without an alteration of that instrumept.
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old Constitution, one representative was given to each ctwnty, and &e
rule was preserved in their amended Constitution.
Is this prop&&m,
then, a departure from the book? Is it without principle and p
?
In South Carolina, the districts are fixed by the Constbtu&n.
In
Georgia, each county is entitled to one representative, and is link
to
four. Here he would remark that the gentleman from Adams had ti
for cutting down the representation of the large counties. Was not 4&t
basing representation on territory 1 Has not territory always been talpM
into consideration in the distribution of representatives, ever since Wsb
LLKX PENN set his foot here-from the earliest organization of the Govets+
ment of Pennsylvania to this day. Shall we be told then that this prop+
sition is induced by a disposition to encroach upon the old and pop&us
parts of the State? Surely we shall not be told, in the face of all &is
authority, that we are departing from principle for the sake of giving an
advantage to some new counties over the old ones. The example of twelve
States was a sufficient answer to this suggestion. In Michigan, he fomd,
that the Constitution gave each county one representative.
Were the peaple of that State, at this late day in Constitution-making,
still gropilyg in
the dark 1 Had they adopted a wild and vtsionary theory, in alloning
representation for territory ? With all the experience of the other S&tee
before them, why should they adopt a principle which had been f-d
to be impracticable or unjust ? What were the ideas of the polikal
writers and speakers on this subject ? Their opinions in regard to the
general subject of representation were various ; but there was no hastility against territorial representation in their doctrines ; and he had uover
been able yet to put his finger upon a single good and satisfactory a+ment against it. The State of Arkansas-the
last State that had formod
an original Constitution -aided by the experience and wisdom of all the
other States in the Union-had
embodied in their Constitution the pritiThen, Sir, we find that this prindple
ciple of territorial representation.
has been constantly adhered to and sanctioned, by the oldest States, and
by the newest States of this Union; and who will tell them that it in a
principle unsound, unjust, visionary, and anti-republican * It was said
that it was not the corporate interest and faculty that ought to be represented. But, Str, we do not ask a representation of borough interests.
Thecharacter of a county is altogether different from that of a borough.
When the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania marked out the boundary lines
of a new county, she gave to it, as a territory, a character and tntereste
Why was its territory thus marked out 1
that could not be overlooked.
Because its local position and interests rendered it necessary that it s&id
We do not ask a representative for each
be made a separate county.
county that may be erected, until its population shall amount to such a
We ask for the representanumber as to entitle it to one representative.
tion of no new county that may hereafter be stricken out, until its popula,
tion shall entitle it to one representative.
Now, so far from appealing to any local interests or feelings in this
proposition he ,disclaimed every thing of the sort, and if he did not
‘carry out the principle in a suitable manner he did not ask his proposition to be considered by the Convention.
He had no particular
or local interest to induce him to urge this proposition upon the Conirantion, beeduss he resided in I part of the State which could take ct~ti
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of itself. He had no individual feeling, to induce him to introduce a proposition that each county should have one representative ; here he &Iclaimed any thing like local prejudices or interests. He desired to see
the Constitution based upon something which will be substantial, and
he wished to be governed by something which would be honest, right aud
proper. We ask nothing for favor; we come here to make a Constitutiop
which will meet the wants of the whole people; and no local prejudices
are to be gratified ; hence he contended that the public interest is the common interest of all, and that the interests of the whole people were to be
taken into consideration in the adoption of a Constitution.
He believed
at the same time, that there was a particular species of public property iu
which a particular portion of the Commonwealth had a greater interest
than the other portions. A public road, for instance, passing through Potter
county was the common property of the whole people of the commonwealth, yet any interference with, or stoppage of that road would most
affect the interests of the people of the county through which it passed.
The people of Philadelphia. although it was equally their property, would
not be much affected by its being closed. The gentleman from Berks
(Mr. KEIN) was opposed to anv increase. because he feared injustice
would be done to the middle counties. Now, Mr. F. belonged to a middle county himself and he could not perceive where injustice was to be
done to those counties, when they make up the number of representatives
after giving to each county one. Where was the inj.ury to come from ?
To repeat the arguments of the gentleman from Allegheny, was it not the
common interests of the people of Pennsylvania to he represented? Then
where is that vast injury which is so seriously to effect the county of
Berks:! If their population will entitle them to a member they will get
it, and if it did not he would connect it with another couuty.
D.o gent&men suppose they can always do exact justice to every part of the Co*+
monwealth, and have their own particular counties regulated to suit therr
own particular ideas of whatis right?
He went for no such a plan. He
would go for one which would mete out ample justice to every part of the
people of the Commonwealth, and if the number of taxablea in the courtty of Berks or the county of Philadelphia, would, not entitle them to a
representative-he
would put them on ,with another county which would
entitle them to one. We are accustomed to this in the northern atid western part of the State, and don’t consider it any hardship there. Are we
to be represented in this way, and the old, wealthy, and populous countie$
in their own way ? Where is the hardship?
If we suffer any in the
north from this principle why not act upon it in the east and the south ?
Will they ask of us to practise a system which they refuse to adopt them?
selves ? The argument of the gentleman from Berks was in e$e.oi.this;
that we ought to be content with a system which they will have nothing
to do with.
Was it just, was it fair that the populous counties,should ,ask
the sparsely settled counties to adopt a system of representation w&c+
He asked for
they despise aud will have nothing to do with themselves?
n+thing but justice, and he would deal with the sparsely pop&ted cow
I#
ties as he dealt with the more populous part of the ~ommonw’eahh.
would ask of the old counties to give the new counties a ryes x~wfiylp
each; then he would leave them the balarrce of power.
He woul 0 pa,&)
the populous countier to govern u#, to make our improvam.enu or let ‘be9
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alone, as they might see proper. The gentleman from Berks had s
representation should be according to the number of taxabIe inh
Now, he had already said, all he should say on this subject; that
never been the basis of representation in Pennsylvania.
Mr. I<EIm had said that he wa.s in favor of a representation in the proportion of population.
Mr. FLEMING: Then it is one and the same thing, and there was no
difference, nor could a line of distinction be drawn. There was no d*ffference in point of principle.
He had showu, at the introduction of this
argument, that this principle of combining t,errit.ory and taxable inhabitants
had been adopted by many of the Stat,es for the purpose of getting a more
just and equitable representation.
He denied that counties were divided for a mere matter of form, and when new counties are stricken oft;,
were they to remain without any voice on the floor of the House of Rep.
resentatives ? They were stricken off with a full knowledge, it is true,
that they were not entitled to a representative under the Constitution of
1790, until they had the number of taxable inhabitants equal to the ratio
of representation.
But, when they were separated from the other counties, have they not always had an eye to the justice of Pennsylvania,
that when the Constitution should be remodeled this feature would be
altered? This same principle was adopted in the Constitution of 1790,
then why should we not adopt it? The framers of that Constitution were
noted for wisdom, and patriotism, and justice, then if we wish to step in
their tracks, and have it said of us that we were equally wise and just, as
a matter of course, we will adopt the same principle, and give to each
county a representative as they thought proper to do, and as other States
have thought proper to do. These new counties were stricken ofI
by the Legislature, and have since all become organized for judicial
purposes, and are in the full tide of operation, and the fact that
they were so stricken off, should give them a character which
ought to bring them to the notice of the Convention.
Would it curtail
the privileges of the county of Berks, or any other large county ? He did
not know what system of curtailing they had in Berks or other populous
counties, but we ask for nothing of the sort. We disclaim the idea of
haviug any disposition to cnrtail any county. There was no difficulty in
carrying out this principle to the full extent. If a county was not entitled
tp two reXpre.sentatives, but came near to it, connect it with another, and
give them another; there was no difficulty in the matter. If the number
of representatives is continued at one hundred, the ratio to a representative, according to the present population, would be somewhere near seven
thousand ; if it was increased according to the proposition of the gentleman
from M’Kean, after giving a member to each of the fifty-four counties,
the ratio would be about six thousand five hundred, then there would be
no more difficuhy in dividing the residue among the population than there
is now; and there was no hardship counected with it. Will gentlemen
say that it is any hardship in making the ratio so large ? Was there any
arture from principle ? That was all he asked, and that was the question
9wi’<ch should come up here. He asserted there was no departure from
mnc;iple, whether the ratio was six or ten thousand, the only difference
would be in the arrangement ofthe distribution.
We in the north get the
We get all the fractions, and don’t get
* EiJt undo of all fractions.
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any representatives at all. Then would it not be more equitable k, have
each county represented on account of territory, leaving the balance of
power in the hands of the populous counties, in order that those counties
which have never had a voice on the floor of the House of Representatives, may be beard from. Again, in point of principle independent of
territory, and independent of population, was it not the interest of
the people of Pennsylvania
to have every part of her State, and
every part of her diversified interests represented on the floor of
the House of Representatives ? If you were called upon to remodel
the whole legislation of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, and to
revise the whole civil code of the State, would you not have every
particular interest in the Commonwealth
represented?
Yes, sir, it
would be one of the first things which should be done, that every part of
the Stab, and each of the diversified interests should be heard, that their
peculiar notions of right and wrong might be made known to the body.
He considered it, then, nothing more than right and proper that each
county should have a representative independent of population, and independent of territory.
Surely the people of the north were not to receive
such injustice of the people of the Commonwealth, as to be deprived of a
voice in the Halls of the Legislature ? All he contended for was, that
every section of the State might be fully and fairly represented.
He had thrown out these suggestions, and he hoped the Convention
would consider them, and look into them, and if they were right, he hoped
he would be sustained, and if he was wrong, and if gentlemen would convince him of his errOr, he would go with them.
Mr. FULLER said, the gentleman had brought in a great many precedents to sustain his positions, that each county should have a representative,\and he had brought into view the State of Virginia, whose representation is a county representation. Now he merely wished to ask the gentleman whether he intended to carry out the whole doctrine of that State,
right of suffrage and all,
Mr. FLEMING had spoken of the State of Viginia,
as having each
county represented. He meant to have nothing to do with the right of auffrage basis of that State.
Mr. BAYNE should like to know if they were to have a Fystem which
was not uniform-how
they- were to manage the exceptions.
It seemed
to him this matter ought to be explained.
He should like to have his
mind satisfied how the gentleman’s scheme would be carried out, before
he could support it. He could not think of accommodating one or two
small counties, if injustice was to be done to all the rest by It.
Mr. DUNLOP should be disposed to go with the gentleman fram M’Kean, (Mr. EIAMLIN) in the’proposition that each county should be rep*sented, but there appeared to him to be a difficulty in the way as to the
manner of getting at it. The gentleman seemed to think it could be done
by increasing the number of representatives to one hundred and four.NOW he would ask whether equ& injustice would not be done in this way
to giving each county a representative out of one hundred representative6.
If there were fifty-four counties, and you give each county one,. then theie
will be fifty to be distributed among all the counties. Then take thi J
hundred as the number neceesary to give a aounty a representative, &t
pemb?r $11 hve ?Qbp @bled @MI one repganiativo
ie @keg @Twhf&
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will make sixty hundred; which will be required for each county to give
an additional representative.
Now this being the case none but the overgrown counties would have two representatives, and they would be the
only ones benefited, while the middle counties in population would be
severe sufferers. Again, if you take four hundred as the number necessary to entitle a county to a representative, that being about the number
in some of the smaller counties, you would have to increase the number
of your representatives to nearly eight hundred, to do equal justice to all
the counties. It was not possible to increase the representatives to the
number of eight hundred, and he did not believe it practicable, as the
people were decidedly hostile to any increase, to increase the number to
one hundred and four. Then he held that there was no other plan thau
by taking these four representatives needed, to give to the new counties,
from those counties most numerously represented, as he had suggeated on
Saturday; as any other mode would do injustice to the middle counties.
The gentleman from M’Kean could not expect that the delegates from the
interior of the State, would vote to take away any of their own representation, nor could he expect that they would vote to increase the number.
If he had any expectation of gaining the votes of the middle counties for
his project, it must first be determined that the representatives for the
small counties must be taken from the cities or large counties, and not
from the middle counties of the State.
Mr. HAMLIN thought the geutlemau had been raising objections to the
proposition suggested by the gentleman from Lycoming, (Mr. FLEMING)
and not to the proposition before the committee.
He contended that it
would be no injustice to any county, to give the additional representatives
on the plan proposed by himself.
In 1835-6, the number of taxable inhabitants was 317,000, then divide that number by 104 and you have
about 3048 as the ratio, to entitle a county to a representative.
But the
gentleman from Franklin fixes the ratio according to territory, and gives
to each county, at least, one representative, and then divides the remainder amoug the several counties, doubling the number required to give a
representative.
Now, Mr. H. thought there was a distinction between
these two cases. It was only necessary, if this proposition should be
adopted, that the Legislature should fix upon some principle by which the
fractions should be rejected or received, and the whole difficulty would be
obviated, and no iujustice would be done by any one. It seemed to him
that the objections of the gentleman from Franklin, were without foundation so far as related to the proposition before the committee. It might apply to the proposition suggested by the gentleman from Lycoming, but it
could not apply to the question under consideration. As to what had been
said by the gentleman from Berks (Mr. KEIM) in relation to the ratio, based upon population, he would ask that gentleman whether that principle
ever had been carried out, or whether it ever could be carried out in Pennsylvania.
He presumed an answer to this might be found in the journals
of the House of Representatives of 1835-6. In that journal it will be found
that the county of Berks has a taxahle population of 11,743. Now we all
know thatby the ratioof 3057 taxables to a representative, that county would
require some three or four hundred more taxables to give her four repreThis being the case he was not at all surprised that the gensentatives.
tleman from Berks stuck with such tenacity to the old principle. In some
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of the other counties they have large fractions which are lost,. $9~ thb
Constitution, in point of principle, may be correct enough, but, h pant cif
fact, injustioe is done. If, then, a departure is to be sa~~ctione~ in one instance, wh not sanction it in another, where there are stronger greudds
for it. If fbe Legislature has the power to favor one county and injure
another, it was but justice that each county should have a voice in that
body. As he had shown there were small counties which had no reprtsentative in the Legislature, yet you give them to those counties which are
not entitled to them. The principle that representation and popWtioh
should go together was correct in the abstract, but there are exceptions to
it in practice, as there is to every general rule. It was a general rule d
I;lw that no one should give evidence in his own case ; yet a man Was allowed to come into court and swear to his own book accounts. It was
declared in scripture ‘6 that whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his
blood be shed’; *, yet defensive war tias justified.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said it was not his intention at this time
to say any thing in relation to
from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS)
COP) that no county should have
sition had its character written upon its face ; it \kas stamped 0~ its
$orehead with its own iniquity and injustice ; and he felt satis!+ it wodif
If the propositton should
never receive the sanction of the Convention.
agAin be brought before the Convention, and he had any reason to suppose
that he had mistaken the judgment and justice of the Convention, antlthat
it v&i disposed seriously to entertain the scheme, he was ready to argue the
~queG@on,and show the whole matter in its propor colors.
The ainedme@ of 33~. STERIOERE, to strike out the words ‘* madfour”
was theti agreed to.
Mr. STEVENS then moved to amend, by adding to the end of the proposition of the gentleman from M’Keau, the following : 6‘ but no city:‘or
county shall ever have more than six representatives”.
Mr. DORAN should like to hear some good reasons in support of this
proposition.
Mr. $I~EDvENssaid, that either the gentleman had not been m the &use
an SaWday, or he had looked upon the arguments he then adduced as no
reaecurs~at all.
Be had then, at some length, given the reasons why a
Prop+dtion of this kind shoulif be adopted, being anxious, however, ta
indulge t&e gentleman, .he would briefly repeat some of the reasons he then
gave. The principle now before the Chair, contained in the amendment
be hadd,offered, seemed to be eoueeded to be correct, in almost every part
of the I&w!% and in almost all the States of the Union, and bad tIeen
edo#ted as the basis of representation in many of thmn. That is, t&
eornr9unities have a dist&t and separate interest, and that territory, v&n
oat UP- into corrnnlLni&~~, was entitled to have a voice in your H&se’ of
Tlepreaeo$&~,
independent of, and different from the amount or poel~
kimoet all the gentlemen whe bed spokhti oh
tion of these communities.
the subjea:, with.the exception of those from. the city and county of Phii
ladelphia. had admitted thnt this was the true republican basis ofrepresentqtion, aMor&
thwe eeawd to be a difference of option as to &~ismods
of gettbg at .it. There can be no do&$ but this mode bra bnen adept
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by seventeen out of the twenty-six States of the Union, in one or the
other branches of their Legislature.
Well, why was t.his so? A State,
as a community, has interests distinct from population, and, therefore,
every State was represented in the Senate of the United States, on the
basis of distinct communities, apart from population. Then, did not every
county in the Commonwealth hold precisely the same relation to the
government of the State, which the States do the Federal Government ?
Certainly they do. Your counties, as distinct communities, have distinct
and separate interests, and itsis idle.to say, your representation shall be
There
without any regard to the interests of these distinct communities.
never had been such a principle as this in this Commonwealth. The principle of representing communities had been adopted in the Constitution of
1776, and in the Constitution of 1790. The Constitution of 1776, provided that the Council of Censors should be composed of one member from
The Constitution
each county, without regard to the size of the county.
of 1790, provided that each county, then in existence, should be entitled
This principle,
to one representative in the House of Representatives.
then, has been the uniform principle of government in this State, although,
perhaps, it has not always been practised in the same form. But, how
was it in the New England States, those States which radical gentlemen
had lauded so much for their democracy, and held them up as models to
be patterned after ? Why, in Vermont, which has come so near gentlemen’s ideas of perfection, every town, which has eighty-five inhabitants,
is entitled to one representative, and no town was entitled to more than
one. In Massachusetts, every town was entitled to one representative,
but a certain number of inhabitants would entitle them to more. In New
Jersey, they acted upon precisely the same principle.
In New York,
every county was entitled to a representative, without reference to populatin ; and, the same principle prevailed in every State of the Union, except
nine. But, while.we were making these extensions in the small counties, was there no peculiar reasons why the number should be limited in
the overgrown counties 1 The same principle, which would entitle any
gentleman to claim for the small counties one representative, will sanction
ua in saying, that the overgrown counties shall not have more than six.
Was there not some good reason, which would induce and require gentle..
men from the country, in obedience to the interests of their constituents,
to support the amendment he had now offered. He had taken occasion,
when he was last up, to speak of the overgrown influence of the city and
county of Philadelphia, and the power they had of controlipg the whole
action of the Legislature of the State. The county of Philadelphia, according to the proposition of the gentleman from M’Kean, would be entitled
to.twelverepresentatives,
and the city to her present number, making one
fiFfh part of the whole representation of the State. Then, combine with
them two or three of the large manufacturing counties, or cities, and they
will control the whole Commonwealth, and make improvements where
they see fit, to enhance their own interests, without any regard to
the residue of the State. Now, was it right thatlarge agricultural territori& should be controled by the kind of population contained in these
cities? When he spoke of the kind of population, he did not speak
reproachfully.
He spoke of it as it was, and would any gentleman tell
M
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him that the population there was the same as in the country.
Would
any gentleman tell him that virtue was to he found there, to the same
extent as in your agricultural districts. Why, you might as well tell them
that your bogs and pens were as salubrious as the pure atmosphere of your
mountain country.
He would draw no comparison between that city and
county, and any other of equal size: but, he thought he might draw a
comparison between it and the country, and let any gentleman deny the
fact and show that it was not true, and then there would be some foundation for this virtuous horror which had been exhibited ; but, until that was
done, and what he had stated was shown to be untrue, gentlemen might as
well retain their blustering.
Did not, he asked, THOMASJEFFERSONsay that “great cities were great
sores upon the body politic ” ?. He did, and never was there a truer remark
made than that. They were sores and ulcers on the body politic, but there
was no such thing as geting rid of them. It was necessary, then, that
care should he taken to prevent the virus which issues from them from
spreading on the healthy parts of the community, and thereby producing
ngrene which was certain to flow from that jnevitahle source of
that
putri *f ity. He made no charges against individuals, or communities as
respected their moral character. He spoke only of their political condition.
The city of Philadelphia was as moral as any city in the Union, of equal
size, but still there was connected with it that kind of inseparable corruption, which must always stick about large cities. He hoped that before.
the gentleman (Mr. BUTLER) became again indignant, and made allegations
of the kind he had brought forward, he would examine into facts more
closely.
When the gentleman shonld have done that, then he might
attempt to disprove facts, with a better grace, and would find more room
for his wrath than he could do at present. The young gentleman seems
quite harmless, notwithstanding his malignity.
I shall not answer MS
studied effort, his Sunday’s labor. I never reply to low made personal
scurrility.
But allow me to say to that youth, that vulgarity is not severity. He need not be alarmed, however, lest I should attempt to inflict any
chastisement upon him. There are some vermin so small, that if you
would attempt to crush them, they would escape unhurt under the hollow
of your foot. Sickly, green, and rough as the plant now seems, it would
be cruel to trample on it. When it has seen more sun, attained greater
height, and been trimed and fostered by the careful hand of the gardener,
it may assume a more comely shape, and ,more useful growth, ragged and
unseemly as it now is.
But what were the facts, as he had stated them already, and to which he
had refered the gentleman from Philadelphia ? What evidence had the
-gentleman (Mr. BUTLER) brought forward in his attempt to overthrow and
controvert what he (Mr. S.) had stated yesterday ? The gentleman would
excuse him for saying that he (Mr. B.) had overlooked one or two of the
principal facts in the argument he had made. He had said that the difference between the septennial enumeration of taxables in 1835-6, and the
assessment made by the assessors, was, that at the septennial enumeration
all inhabitants liable to be taxed are included in the list, whereas in the
triennial ssseasment, only those are returned who ih reality pay.tax.
Now, that WBBnot the legal mode, and if the commissioners adoptedit,
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it was a false mode. It was not the law. The act of 18’20-21 under
which the septennial assessment was made, set forth that those taxables
only who were, at least, twenty-one years of age should be enumerated.
But the law, which allowed an assessment to be made triennially, permited the assessment on the payment. of t,axes, whether the party was a
minor or of age. He hoped, after this statement, that the gentleman would
retract this part of his argument. When the commissioners came to make
a septennial assessment they took t.he number of all above twenty-one
years of age. But, when they made a triennial assessment, they wanted
to tax them, and all owning property were assessed. Now, he supposed
that to be the meaning of the commissioners. If the commissioners adopted the mode staled by the .gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. BUTLER)
they violated the plainest prmciples of law- the plainest principles of the
right of freemen. Why, he asked, were there 6,000 inhabitants liable to
taxation within the city and county, whom the commissioners enumerated
in order to entitle the county to 3 larger number of representatives, but
refused to tax them so as to enable them to vote ?
Was there ever such a fraud heard of, as the gentleman had fixed upon
the character of the Commissioners, claiming a representation upon
Persons to whom they refused a vote ? Worse than the negro slavery of
the South, which was represented in the persons of their masters. Thus
many of the representatives of the county of Philadelphia, were the representatives of men not taxed. This was the essence of corruption.
It was
worse than any thing that he had said of them. The power of the city
and county, as exercised through their corporate agents, in the manner he
had adverted to, had been used unjustly, md to the injury of the people of
the State. He would cite another instance of injustice, and he would
pray the gentleman before he denied it, to look at the book. During the
whole time that the State tax was imposed upon the people of the Commonwealth, for the purpose of defraying the expenses of that system of
internal improvement, which was connected with the western portion of
this State, and was for the benefit of the city of Philadelphia, and which
rendered it the great, enterprising, and noble city that it was, the tax wm
honestly laid in the country, the assessors were sworn, and made returns
accordi
to the value of the property.
But, how was it laid in the city and
county “fo Philadelphia ? Why, the commissioners made what they called
an adjusted valuation, and then made a deduction of 60 per cent., and laid
the State tax on the remaining 40 per cent. Would any gentleman deny
that? He trusted not. It was a fact, and could not be denied. The
He made no
country had too much honesty to commit official perjury.
charges against individuals ; but he wished to call things by their right
names. Was the country to lay itself open to this robbery.
He made
this charge only against the action of communities, not of individuals, and
he called on gentlemen of the country to protect themselves against such
fraud. We had been told that the city of Philadelphia had stood by tbe
intere ts of the country, and therefore ought not to be deserted in the hour
of ne2d. When the public improvements were commenced, they were
intended to connect Philadelphia with Pittsburgh.
-The Susquebarma
intereetrr were then opposed to it, but were brought ‘in by extending the
canals up the Susquehanna and its branches. But, when the people of the
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Susquehanna wisbed to go down stream, and- open an avenue to the
Chesapeake Bay for their produce, then there was violent ~p~~&a~frorn
the city and county of Philadelphia.
The very moment thpr they found
they could net get their @d pro quo, what did they do 1 Why, they
went right against the Susquehanna interests. He made no chavgerp
He thought that the gentleman (Mr,
the gentleman and his constituents.
MERF;DITH)
had argued the matter right for himself and his constituentahad argued for their interests. However, there were got up memorials
from the city councils, and resolutions from public meetings, protesting
against our friends of the north going down the river, and it was only after
much perseverance and determination and delay, that they succeeded in
their purpose against the city and county of Phrladelphia.
We should never have rendered useful the mineral wealth of the valley
of Wyoming, had Philadelphia been able to successfully exereise the
power she attempted to wield. These were some of the reasons whiolz
he would submit to the candor of the gentlemen from the city and county
of Philadelphia, why he (Mr. S.) thought that the proposition should be
adopted. It would do no injustice to the city and county, if the cities
and large counties were limited, as they would still have the eighth part
hilst the rest of the cities and counties
of the whole representation-w
would have the balance-seven
eights. It would preserve the purity of
representative government ; it would secure the country interests from the
overgrown intluence of the cities. He called upon gentlemen to examine
It would be found to violate no
carefully and minutely the proposition.
principle.
It was in strict accordance with the beau ideal of a government which radical gentlemen had pointed out in regard to some of the
eastern States.
in the east.
Mr. DORAN said-Not
Mr. S. read a clause from the Constitution of
Mr. S. resumed .-[Here
Vermont.)
He found this principle incorporated in the Constitution of
democratic Virginia, and also in the Constitutious of the States of New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Michigan.
In fact, it was the principle
adopted in the Constitutions of seventeen out of twenty-four States
of the Union.
And, although some of the States do not restrain the
large counties, yet others, having large commercial cities, do. They
regard communities as well as the ,number of taxdbles, and give each corn-munity one representative.
These were his views, and although they
might not be altogether satisfactory to every gentleman, they were, at
least to himself. If the amendment should prevail, he would go for the
whole project of the gentleman from McKean (Mr. HAMLIN) ; but, if it did
not, he would go against it.
If the principle should not be adopted, the city and county would
ultimately get more representatives than they have now. And thus
would it take from the counties of Chester, Berks, Adams and Washington, a part of their power
Mr. MEREDITII said that he regreted that this motion had been maple
by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVF.NS tho’ he was &pJ to
believe that there was but one member of this fI ouse who would bye ’
made it, That gentleman was in the habit of thrusting upon the Con-
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vention propositions, so much against the stomach of its sense, and
so extraordinary in themselves, that it was the part of kindness to believe
that the mover himself could not always desire their adoption. The
Wouse must by this tdme be familiar with the habits of the gentleman
from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) and with his peculiarities.
Whenever instigated, either by the restlessness of his nature, the movements of an uucer+
tain temper- or the mere wantonness of his disposition, the gentlemau
poured out upon any man, friend or foe, a copious flood of what he should
call venom, except that nature never gives the venom without
ivin also
the fangs which are necessary to make it eftkctnal. It happene d on i8 aturday last that the gentleman had thought fit, in biS eccentric career, to run
a muck at the city and county of Philadelphia.
Sir, (said Mr. M.) I do
not know why that portion of the State happened to fall under the gentleman’s denunciation, nor why he now seems willing to change the ground
of his attack. On Saturday, Philadelphia was to be partially disfranchisBd as a punishment forthe frauds of some of her public officers and the corruption of her population, and indeed if the statements then made by the
gentleman were correct, she would seem unworthy of being represented at
alIF But now the gentleman avows that Philadelphia is better and purer
than any other city of its size in the Union, and after making this avowal,
runs round a vicious circle of crude political speculation on the evils of
large cities, and comes at last to, practically, the same conclusion as befolc, to wit : that her people must be partially disfranchised because they
live in a large city, &nd that they are unworthy to be counted mau for man
with the inhabitants of the agricultural districts.
And then he challen es
any one to deny his facts ! Where are the gentleman’s facts ? He fi ai
stated none that I know of, except the enumeration of taxable3 by the
county cdmmissioners ; and the gentleman seems willing to admit to day
that the commissioners themselves, and not the people, are alone respouslble fortheir own proceedings if they were illegal or fraudulent. Where then
are the facts of which he challenges a denial? If (said Mr. M.) he means
to dignify his loose reflections. on the disadvantages attending a crowded
population, with the name offacts, the gentleman will scarcely expect me
to pause upon them. If large, thriving and populoui cities be really dangerous to the Commonwealth, and ulc&s on the body politic, they certainly ought not t:o be fostered.‘ If the ntleman thiuks thus of them, let
hiti propose to close the avenues of tra r e, break up the railroads and turupikbs, obliterate the canals, pull down the factories, prohibit the working
of the mines, or the raising of more grain than is consumed upon the acres
that produce it. Let him destroy the prosperity ‘of agriculture, manufartures, and commerce, and he will thereby diminish the size of the overgrdwn towns whose increase seemed so frightful to him. I recommend
to him the study of King JAMES’S proclamation against-the erection of new
bdildingz in the city of London, which will enable him tb gild his doctrines
with more pIausible arguments. I must beg to be excused at this day froni
answering them, and w;tl proceed to consider the other portions of the
gentleman’s remarks. I understand him to deny tliat, in Pennsylvania,
#p#&ntation
has ever been based upon the number of taxables. To
c&&et the mistake (said Mr. M.) into which the gentleman has fallen, I
will read a clause fro! the Constitution of 1776, for the purpose of showiqj that svch was thGa the established basis.
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Mr. M. then read as follows :
“ SEC. 17. The city of Philadelphia and each county in this Gammonwealth respectively, shall, on the first Tuesday of November in this present year, and on the second Tuesday of October, annually, for the next
two succeeding years, viz : the year one thousand seven hundred and seventy-six, and the year one thousand seven hundred and seventy-eight,
choose six persons to represent them in General Assembly.
But as representation in proportion to t,he number of taxable inhabitants is the only
principle which can at all times secure liberty, and make the voice of amajority of the people, the law of the land ; therefore, the General Assembly
shall cause complete lists of the taxable inhabitants in the city and each
comity in the Commonwealth, respectively,to be taken and returned to them,
on or before the last meeting of the Assembly elected in the year one thousand seven hundred and seventy-eight, who shall appoint a representation
to each, in proportion to the number of taxables in such returns ; which
representation shalt continue for the next seven years afterwards, at the
end of which a new return of t,he taxable inhabitants shail be made, and a
representation agreeable thereto appointed by the said Assembly, and scan
septennially for ever”.
Mr. M. said that the Constitution of 1790 contained in effect the same
principle, for although it provided that each of the then existing counties
should have-at least one representative, yet it would be recollected that
there were then but nineteen counties, and the number of representatives
being left to be fixed by the Legislature within the limit of 60 as a minimum and 100 as a maximum, the clause amounted in effect to a direction
to the Legislature so to fix the number as that the population of the smallest of the nineteen counties should be sufficient for at least one member
He (Mr. M.) had asserted that in Pennupon the ratio to be established.
sylvania since 1776 representation had been based upon taxable population. He had now given his authority for that assertion. This was a
plain question of fact, to be determined by evidence, and he challenged
any gentleman to draw from any authentic source the materials for framing a denial of his assertion. Vague declamations were out of place on
such a question.
Now, (said Mr. M.) I take the basis of representation
established in Pennsylvania, to be such as I have stated it. If I am asked
to change t.hat basis, I want a reason for the change. Has it proved to be
unsound or unsafe in practice ? Is it dangerous to republican principles 1
Can a better or safer basis be devised and adopted ? The gentleman does
not answer these questions by citing the example of Vermont or other
eastern States. If what they have done be better than our system, let
it be shown how, and in what it is better, and that it has produced
better effects: until this be done, the citations of the gentleman bring
the matter to a mere question of authority, and as such, the praotice
of Pennsylvania carries, to my mind, a much greater weight of authority
than the example of all the other States to which allusion has been
made. I believe that in Yennsyvania the nature of a republican Government has been and is well understood, and I am quite satisfied tp stand
by what she has done, until another course shall be demonstrated to be
wiser.
But the gentleman from Adams seems to think that he finds something
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in the Constitution of the United States to countenance his proposition ; in
In the Senate of the United
what part of it, 1 am at a loss to imagine.
States each State was represented, aud on a footing of perfect equalitybut the representation was of sovereignties, and no analogy could be traced
that would serve the gentleman’s purpose. In the House of Representatives of the United States the basis was population simply; except the
compromise for the benefit of the southern interests. In what strange confusion of ideas originated the supposition that any thing could be found in
the Constitution of the United States, that could be forced to support the
gentleman’s argument on this occasion 1 His proposition was founded on
neither a territorial, property, taxation, nor population basis, nor on any
other basis but that of rank injustice.
Stripped of a very thin disguise,
the proposition was to establish a ratio of representation for all other parts
of the State, and to provide that the city and county of Philadelphia alone
should be excluded from the benefit of that ratio, and their inhabitants
degraded to a footing of political inferiority to those of the other counties
ofthe Commonwealth.
And as the proposition was founded on injustice,
it was no wonder that the stress of the argument in support of it lay in
prejudice.
The gentleman from Adams had spared no pains to excite a
prejudice against the city and county in the minds of the members representing the south-western districts and the Susquehanna country. He (Mr.
M.) had supposed that by this time the gentleman ftom Adams would
have acquired a better knowledge of Pensylvania, than to expect any RUCcess in such an attempt. It was ten years since he (Mr. M.) had been on
this floor, and most of the members from the districts in question were
personally strangers to him, but he knew they were Pennsylvanians, and
he had stood too often shoulder to shoulder with their predecessors against
the improvement counties of Adams and Franklin, to fear that-they would
abandon their old and tried alliances, to herd with a gentleman like him
from Adams, whose patriotism professed to begin with self, and seemed
to end there. Forsooth the members from the city and county have not
always voted with Adams county, but have held, expreseed, and acted on
their own opinions.
And for this crime the effort is to be made to disfranchise them ; and the gentleman seems to anticipate some support in
his attempt.
Sir, (said Mr. M.) he knows little of Pennsylvania, or he
would have felt that his harangue, whether in point of policy or pxincipies, found no responsive echo in the breast of any one member of thio
body. He will probably discover that hereafter. But of all quarters of the
House, the gentleman could scarcely have made worse selections for his
appeal than the south-west and the Susquehanna.
As to the latter, I shall
say nothing in addition to the remarks of Saturday last. The idea that
cold looks or cold feelings are to be engendered between Philadelphia and
the valley of the Susquehanna by reason of a Baltimore project more or
less passed or defeated, does not deserve a serious refutation.
-4s to the
son&west, two instances have been cited, to wit: the Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. 1 shall ehew the gentleman from Adams that he can as little *hake us in the affections of the
south-west, as in those of our friends of the middle counties. The projects now refered to were not carried by the improvement counties of
Aduns and Franklin.
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Mr. M., without concluding, gave way to
Mr. Cer, on whose motion the committee
adjourned till 4 o’clock.
AFTERNOON

SESSION-4

rose, and the Convention

O’CLOCK.

FIRSTARTICLE.

The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole on the first
article, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the Chair.
The question pending being on the motien of Mr. STEVENS, to amend
the ameidmsnt offered by Mr. HAMLIN.
Mr. MERERITH resumed his remarks.-He
said, that before proceeding
to ahew the course of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad bills, he would say a few words in explanation of the principles on which the city delegation had acted on all these questions, so
long aa he had a personal knowledge on the subject. They had acted
steadily on fixed principles, and not from whim or caprice, and those
principles, he believed, to be fouuded in justice, liberality, and sound
policy. They were not selfish. As to the outcry of disappointed jobbers
in corporation bills, he had nothing to say to that, but no man, capable of
forming an enlightened judgment on sound and enlarged views, could pronounce them to be selfish. These principles (said Mr. M.) were to support a liberal system of Internal Improvements, at the public expense, on
an extended scale, commensurate with the interests, and the honour of
this great Commonwealth, tending to bind its different sections together,
to give vigorous and healthy action to its heart and its extremities, and to
enable its metropolis to command the great trade of the west, in prefemnce to all herrivals-by
a generous emulation of those rivals, as I shall
demon&ate presently, and not by meanly endeavoring to debar them
Another of the principles at that time
from a fair aud free competition.
acted on, (I speak of a period now ten years ago) consisted in giving .a
cheerful support to every project for a bona fide improvement, to be made
by our rivals, at their own expense, with a view to fair competition with
us for the trade of the west. Sir, I care not what may have been the
censure of ignorance aud folly, on a policy of which they understood
nothing,
I care not what may have been the denunoiations cheaply lavished on batter men than themselves. by those who affected universal liberality, in order to gather a bastard popularity among the dnterested and the
weak. Those censures and those denunciations are long since passed and
forgotten, and I-defy any tnan now to deny, that the principle which I
have stated was fully acted on. On the other hand, a steady opposition,
supported then by a majority of the House, was given to all projects, for
euabliag other States or cities, or any foreign corporationa, to avail &ems&es of our expenditures and labours, and gather the fruits of both, without having as&ted to bear the burthen of either. The metropolis was
then looked upon, not with jealousy, rancour, and mistrust, but w&h
pride, as the ornament of the Commonwealth, the focus in whioh were
collected the fruits of her enterprise and industry, as well as those of the
far west, which were there concentrated, aud again flowed back over the
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entitled to our admiration.
Never did a more accomplished orderly
report a company “formed” on a parade ground. It is very true, I fear,
that while he was putting us through the manual exercise in the court
yard, the enemy were climbing in at the back windows,for I observe that
we have six Secretaries, whereas I do not remember to have voted for
more than two. However, this is but the fortune of war, and detracb
nothing from his merit. Has he not glory enough ? The gentleman has
other duties to perform .-To him it belongs to superintend the executive
administration of regimental justice.
The masons, we know, are ordered
for punishment, and when the day arrives on which they are to be had
up at the triangle, we shall doubtless see him in the fervent fultilment of
his employmen&with
his ready instruments well prepared-and
we
shall hear
‘, ,.
‘6The long resoundinglie and frequent lash.”
Do not all these occupations furnish sufficient scope for the ambit& or
activity of the gentleman’s character?
Why will he grasp at more1
What has he to do with the basis of representation?
Within the lit&
of his appropriate functions, he commands from us a respect not anmiti~
gled with a certain awe. But instead of confining himself within those
limite; he seems occasionally to run beyond himself, mistakes his yellow
cotton shoulder-knots for golden epaulets and his halberd for a leadingstaff, mounts a ragged hobby, and when we are perhaps in the midst of
an important affair, in the face and under the fire of the enemy-down
gallops our mad sergeant along the line, and insists on our suspending
all other operations that we may be instantly put through some unknown
poise, or some new movement to the shoulder-of
his own devising and
which none of us ever heard of before. And then upon the least demur
at a compliance with his odd demands, he rides furiously into our ranks,
breaking his halberd over the head of one-lending
a horse’s kick to another
-covering
a third from head to foot with mud-throwing
our battalion
into iuextricable~ confusion and exposing us to inevitable defeat. And alI
these misfortunes are to be suffered because one gentleman has not learned
to discriminate between yellow cotton and gold lace ! No sir, they oannot be be much longer suffered. We would not touch a hair of our Ecoentric?s head, nor even of the tail of his hobby. The gentleman ir uu
uieux mowtucBe, I believe, as well as myself :-I
think he was a Feder&et, a&l I should love him for that if for nothing else. The furthest I
wouldever consent to go would be the salutary restraint of his iriagu;
larities.
At present I merely beg to remonstrate kindly and gently w&h
him, as I have been doing, against his persistance in these ludicrous yet
injurious assaults upon those who, however feebly and humbly, are endeavoring to discharge their duty.
MWKERR had not intended to say a word as to the proposition before
the Ctir,
but should have contented himself with voting
‘n6t the
amendment to the amendment, and against the amendment itseY f, had not
the genthnnan from the city (Mr. MEREDITH) alluded to him, He would
now merely say that the history the ,gentleman had given of the proceedings in the Legislature with res ect to the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
was correct so far as his reco Ire ction served. When the subject first
came up before the Legislature, a part of the delegation from the city of
Ni
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Philadelphia were jealous, lest by making this improvement, Baltim,ore
~bi:‘46rilt
up and Philadelphia injured.
Now, he supposed at the
td,~tbh& rhio was nothing more than a natural jealousy which everyone
we&l h&vet for his own city or county.
He would say, however, that
tUso~r&
pursued by his friends from Philadelphia, in relation to that
iipimement
and to every other internal improvement, left upon his mind
rad~~$etr the minds of his colleagues, the impression that they had purasred f juilicious and a liberal course.
Mr:Eh~w~ews said, that during the discussion, be had been at a loss to
jtdgbdat
had turned the gentleman from his usual temperate course.Ndthind in the gentleman’s remarks, or in the temper in which they were
uttnred~ should provoke him ; and he appealed to all that, in his course
here: he had ever employed any personality, except in self defence. He
had said, and he repeated it, that the city and county of Philadelphia,
assembling a large population, on a small area, exerted an extensive
&JUpder the present system of representation over the State, and
w.thq
#luenee to their own advantage. But what was there in this
wsoul$l+
taken as a personal reflection upon any gentleman ? He had
6
t,&, oi+ the, question of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal, and the Balt&me’vmdRd Ohio railroad, the members of the delegation had taken a
m&eta&d
by their own interests. But in that, he intimated nothing
Q& a reproachful character.
‘I$+qx+mlinary
course of the gentleman from the city of Philadelp&& the+&
has astonished me. During the greater part of his COW
m
~qonal tirade, I was at a loss to know what cause had driven l&n
!l94!+ J-$wG
1 could not imagine on what boiling cauldron he had
bfHln Mw
to make him foam with all the fury of a wiaaard, who had
w
copeacting poison from bitter herbs. But when he came to mention
awry,
I saw the cause of his grief and his malice. He, unfertunately,
in a .qo+n,v. and a tool of the LLHandmaid”, and feels and. resents the injury
*ioh. $~a has unstained. I have often before endured such aseanlts t&n
her a%ect+ But nopersonal abuse, however foul or ungentlemanly, shall
%@F m iatp pwion, or make me forget the oommaml of my temper, or
~&q
w. to: reply in a similar stram. I will not degrade myself to the
leveh of a, &&guard
to imitate any man, however respectable.
The
ge&en+agr among other flattery, has intimated that I have venti without
fm
::f&, I neded not that gentleman’s admonitions to remind me of
eqgqp&ngp.
l$u~ I hardly need fangs, for I never make o&&e
per4?fyA?prsllAy1@‘,
h cwever I m+y sometimes, in my own defence, turn my
fRPeClep~.j,sprre
upon,my assailants with. auah grip as I may. But it is well;
tl++t~vy.it&t+n& rest strength, that gentleman has so little venom. I have
l$&~@,&apg@ 0% either in matter or in manners. But rustic and. rude ti
is my education, destitute as I am of the polished mauners and.aity polite.

low, ungentlemanly, indeeent, perby malignant wise men, or gildc;;i
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Mr. MEREDITH said, that the House could not be surpr&d. xor?r@y
member of it wounded by what had just fallen from the meI&r,from
Adams : that member and his course were perfectly well understood @very
where. He (Mr. S.) had been so long in the habit of indulging in &be
free use of abusive epithets and low scurrility, that he could se~reely be
considered blameable for throwing off the perilous stuff, the dis&titge $4
which probably relieved his own bosom, and without the possibility of
injuring any one else. The member{Here Mr. MEREDITH was called to order by the Chairmanj.,
.. ,.
Mr. STERI~ERE said it was not his desire to make the record;&3 I +@tgI
he must consider this proposition as his own, as he had browht& 4&
ward, and advocated it on all occasions. He had listened .patiWy.+
quietly to the arguments against this proposition, buthe had:he&:ao
which had made him in the least doubt of its justice and prolprie$,: 3
he would now briefly answer some of the arguments whioh. he& been
advanced in opposition to it. The gentleman from MeRean (Ma Hru~)
had advanced arguments in favor of this proposition, which h& ti!bm
met, and, he believed, could not be met. Gentlemen had .apo@n bf &a
feeling which existed in opposition to this amendment. If~the~mm~x was .
to be decided by any particular feeling it was unnecessary to ad&~~.~~
ments to the Convention.
As he had said in the first place* al&ougl#&
small counties may nominally have a representation, it was in. e33et4p
in name, for they had no representative in substance ; because thos@.repre
sentatives who come from two or three counties will h&I to .the iuteref&a@f
, the larger counties, or the comity to which they belong, and of eonrso &I
interests of the other county is neglected, or at least not advance@ ,,Ev~rg
portion of the population of the State is in justice, and upon pnr@ipIer+,pf
policy, entitled to have at least one voice in the Legislamre who un*
stood the interests and pursuits and knew the opinions and feelings J#o
people in that particular section. The idea that they will be.~prese~
truly by being connected with another aounty, appeared to him a~,be pb
fectly fallacious; because every one knew that the represent&~
ur@l
attend most to the interests of the county from which Ire came. The
argument of the gentleman from Philadelphia, although Mr. 8. knew <he
did not intend it to do so, ought to satisfy any one that the small .couet&~
should be represented on the flaor of the House of Repreeen@tives+. ‘I$*
argument that gentlemen had brought against this principle vanish& &
because he had failed to show that it ought not to be adopted, it.wr+e &e
strongest evidence that it should be adopted. The gentleman had: a
you that representation should be in proportion to the taxable inbabtt#n~
of the Commonwealth. Equal representation was a matter Abe whiahwe
can all talk, but it is a thing which cannot he carried into pr&cal arpp~
tion unless you make every taxable inhabitant a representative.
These
was no other mode of having an exactly equal represenmtion,
The,lpll,
guage of the Constitution declares, of course, that represent&m sh&l,be
in proportion to the taxable inhabitants of the Commonwealth, as fax<as
practicable.
The Constitution of 1776 says the same thing;. bnt.Ithis
was, after sll, only the parchment of the case ; and ,we must lo& t+&a
practical operation to see how it has worked, and by that it:~~#-&~~
.that representation had not been according to tbt~ taxable iohirbitenm~ M:t&
differeht counties. Have we not frequently seen instances of members
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being given to different counties upon fractions, and he would ask, upon
what principle a member can be given to one county on a fraction equal
to one half of a ratio, while it is denied to a small county which amounts
to two-thirds.
In practice then it has never been carried out, and we
cannot carry it out. The amendment now under consideration, proposes
to carry it out more fully than it had heretofore been done. If gentlemen
would turn to the apportionment made at the last session of the Legislature but one, they will find that in many counties they allowed a representative upon a much smaller number of taxables than some of the counFor instance, in the county
ties then contained which were allowednone.
of Bedford they have two representatives on a population of 4,712, therefore the county of Bedford has a representative for 2,350 taxable inhabitants, while the county of Tioga with taxable inhabitants to the number of
2,583 has no representative at all. Crawford and Dauphin have a repreCan any
sentative allowed in pretty much the same way with Bedford.
man reconcile this matter why one county should be allowed a representative on 2,366 taxable inhabitants, and another should be denied a representative when she has 2,583 taxable inhabitants?
This same remark
would apply to many other counties. Butler with 4,323 taxables has but
one representative, and Columbia has but one with taxable inhabitants to
the number of 4,812. Then all this notion about equal representation fell
to the ground. Many of the large counties having a small fraction come
forward and claim a representative on that. The city of Philadelphia
was allowed a representative on a fraction of 107 taxables. Now why
she should be entitled to a representative on 107 taxables, aud a county
He took
with 2,683 should be denied one, he could not comprehend.
the ground that if one county in the State was entitled to a representative
upon a fraction, the other counties were entitled to the same kind of rights.
It might be proper here to remark, that the Constitution as it now existed,
did not point out such distribution of representation as would probably be
just in itself, but left the regulation of the subject to the legislature.
The
object of his amendment was merely to carry out the principles of the
Constitution rather more equally.
The gentleman from the city had argued that inasmuch as these counties came into existence under the restriction that they had no right to
have a separate representation till their numbers entitled them to it, they,
therefore, ought not to have it. Besides, it was to be recollected, that they
did not press for it very much. Now, it appeared to him (Mr. S.) that it
was not the province of this Convention to go into an inquiry in regard to
the particular restriction under which the counties now were. This was
rather a delicate doctrine, and we should beware how we allowed it to
influence ohr minds. Gentlemen had talked about shortening the terms
of some officers who had iieceived their offices under provisions, which,
on this principle, would entitle them to hold them without limitation. He
eontended that his understanding of a republican Government was its being
administered according to the wishes and will of the people. And, if any
ebstacle was in the way of that being effected, it should be removed, whatdoer might be the result. It was his opinion, then, that the counties that
were already existing, or might hereafter be created, were entitled to have
With respect to the project of the gentleman
‘a separate representation.
from Lycoming (Mr. FLEMINQ) he did not think it a good one. It propos-
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cd to give each of the new counties one member, and an equal share,
according to population, in the distribution of the remaining forty-six inemGem. Now, he thought that this would be bad pohcy.
Indeed, it WBB
more than they asked, and more than could be granted to them, without
He was sure that they would be perdoing injustice to other counties.
fectly satisfied tiith one member, to represent their county interests. They
were entitled to one ; but beyond that he wduld not go. It would be doing
injustice to other counties. And, he thought that the gentleman, on looking fully into the subject, would coincide with him in the opinion he had
e (Mr. S.) would be as brief as .possible in what he
d would conclude his remarks by adverting to a few important facts which had not been brought to the notice of the committee. He
found, on looking at thelast apportionment that was made, that there were
14 counties that had not a full ratio. One was deficient by 50 votes, and
another by 150. Six counties had about three fourths of a ratio ; two,
about one half; two about one third, ,an,d two having a smaller number.
Now, if these counties, with the exception of fhe’ttvo last, were to be deal t
by in the same manner as others had been, With respect to the fraction,
they would be entitled, so far as population was concerned, to as many
members as the others. Under the present system, there yas one injuatice done, and which, unless corrected now, might be repeated hereafter.
It was this : when a county had not a population sufficiently large to enable
it to elect two members ; or, if it possessed but a ratio and a fraction, then
a small county would be tacked to it in order to give it’ two tnembersgiving the larger couniy the power, if they chose, to elect both of the
members, leaving’the small county unreptieseuted.
He thought that it would be sound policy to give every county in the
State a member, through whom they would be enabled to bring their own
interests and grievances directly before thdadsembled’wisdom of the Conimonwealth, for their benefit and advice.
Mr. DICKEY,‘~ Beaver, said that he was opposed to the principle of representation of territory.
He’htid listened attentively to the arguments of
the gentlemen from Montgomery, and Lycoming, but’they had not shaken
his opinion.
If the principle were to he adopted, it must be based on
square miles, or on the value of improved, or unimproved property.
If it was by-the latter, the city and county of Philadelphia would have a
still larger representation than they now had. Tlie city wonld have 7
representatives, -and the county 11. The only fair and just principle that
could be adopted, was a tax upon the inhabitahta, regartlless of arbitrary
county lines, or divisions.
An argument had been made by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. STEVENS) particularly in favor of a community of
intereets.
The county of M’Kean would, with only 500 taxablea, in consequence of arbitrarv county lines; have a representation equal to the
county of Indiana, \;rith 3,000. If there was any thing, then, in separate
and distinct communities, which would authorize the giving of representatives, as was done in New Hampshire, then his friend from Montgomery (Mr. STERIOERE) should have introduced a clause protecting their
interests, as separate and distinct communities, which he had not done. He
(Mr. D.). was willing to protect them as communities, but not to allow
them a representative.
Mr. D. then read from Mr. STERIOERE’B prop
eition, aa follows : ‘6 Each county, now erected, shall have, at least, one
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representative, but no county shall hereafter be erected, unIess a sufficient
number of taxable inhabitants shall be contained within it, to entitle them
to one representative, agreeably to the ratio which shall then be established”.
It would appear, then, that the gentleman from Montgomery would not
erect a new county, unless it had a sufficient number of taxables, agreeably to the established ratio. The proposition was not sound. The only
true ground was taxable population, without arbitrary lines. He was
opposed to the amendment. Now, with regard to the app
the year before last, it was well known to all, that the appo
according to representation, and that there would be fractions, of which
the counties should have the benefit. Mr. D. concluded with giving some
facts, in reference to the relative taxable population of several counties,
and the fractions which would be left under the operation of the ratio as
now established.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, remarked, that if one member be given to each
of the counties, as well to the city of Philadelphia, there would be 46 left
to be apportioned among the new counties. It would require but a moment’s glance at the proposition, to be convinced of thejnjustice and impropriety of its details. At the last apportionment, it appeared that there
were eight of the small counties, whose aggregate number of taxables
was 9,857, which would have given them three members ; but, under the
present proposition they would have eight, while the county of Bucks,
with a population of upwards of 10,000, would, under the proposition of
the gentleman from Montgomery, have but two members. Now, he could
see neither fairness nor Justice in this, notwithstanding the gentleman,
(Mr. STFRIGERE) had talked much about his amendment being based on
democratic principles, owing to which, he thought it would be sure to be
adopted. The county of Berks, with her 11,743 taxable inhabitants,
would have three members only. So that old Berks would be made to
feel the effects of the amendment, for she would lose one representative.
He would venture to say, that the constituents of the gentleman from
lllontgomery would not approve of the alteration.
The gentleman misunderstands the
Mr. STERIGERE : (interrupted.)
amendment.
Mr. Cox said, he did not misunderstand the amendment. He wondered
whether the citizens of Montgomery would agree to a proposition which
gave them only two, instead of three members, to 9,000 taxables, while
the county of M’Kean, with but 500, would be entitled to one representative. ‘l’hc county of Allegheny would lose one member, Berks one,
Chester one, and the county which the honorable chairman, (Mr. PORTER, of Northampton)
represented, would also lose one. The city of
Philadelphia would lose two or three representatives. The counties of Jefferson and Potter, would be entitled to one member each. He was certain
that the gentleman’s proposition required merely to be examined for a
moment, to induce the committee to vote it down by a large majority.
Mr. STERIGERE had but a word or twn to say. He would say, that
had he not known that the gentleman from Beaver (Mr. DICKEY) had been
sitting behind him, wide awake, and not asleep, he certainly would have
supposed that he must have been asleep.
The gentleman from Beaver had entirely misapprehended the purport

of his amendment, and he (Mr. S.) was certain that he could convince the
committee that he had. ‘Qe gentleman had calculated that, by snbstracting 14 members from 100, the number would be reduced to 86. Now,
if the committee should decide that there should be 100 members of &se&~,
then, of course, there would be only 86 members ti WYidiahibuted among the remaining counties, according to their tax&e @@R&i.
&had m& a calooltiion on the last enumeration, and found diattb.ti$o
would not be much increased, and no county, which had been aRc+xI a
repi;esentt&e at the last apportionment, would lose one under iti xW&IMIE, a$eeept>hose which were tiot entitled to one on a f&$on undG $$
When the representatives allow,ed to tie’ WD$~
e&t&g
Co@@on.
c?.iop&& $re deducted from the whole number, and ihen their tax&l&
@c@ ihi;,ti$n$el: ih the whole State, the remaining representatives \boul& .
be d~videdzunong the other counties, according to their taxablee, Snd which
ever ha&h& la?&& fractions, would get the additional members on fractibns, as they at-present did.
Mr. Cox replied, going into details to sustain the position he had before
take&
Mr. STERIGERE rejoined.
T&W qeestkm was then taken on the motion to amend, which was d+rmhied iti ihe’tiegative.
.. T&:co$ilpi$te$
~ose~eported~rogress,
and obtained leave to sit again,
apd

i
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Mr. MERRILL, of Union, submitted the following resolution, which was
laid on the table, and ordered to ,be printed :
Rerolved, That the fourth section of the first article ought to be amended, so as to be
as follows :
Article 1. Sect. 4. Within one year after adoption of the amendments of the Constitution, by the people, and within every subsequent term of seven years, an enumeration of the taxable inhubitants shall be made, in such manner as shall be directed by law,
The number of representatives shall, at the several periods of making such enumeration
be fixed by the Legislature, and apportioned among the city of Philadelphia, and fhe
several counties, according to the number of taxable inhabitants in each. Provided
That in making such apportionment, thefiactiona shall be estimdedfor each member
to which any county may be erztitled, in proportion to the portion which sbaU be neceroary in assigm*?rga representative to the least popzdouo county, and shall never be lete
than eighty, norgreater than one hundred.

1Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, submitted the following resolution, which
was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :
Resolved, That the fourth section of the first article of the Constitution be amended,
by striking out all after the world “ law”, in the fourth line, and inserting the following, vix :
6‘ The number of representatives shall, at the several periods of making such enumeration, be apportioned by the Legislature, in the following manner, viz : One hundredth
part of the whole taxable population of the State shall be taken as the ratio of representation. Each representative district shall be entitled to as many representatives as it
ahall contain number of times the representative ratio aforesaid, together with an additional representative for any snrplus or fraction exceeding one half of such ratio. Not
more than two counties shall be united to form a representative district, nor shall any two
counties be united, unless one of them shall contain less than one half of the said ratio,
in which case such county shall be united to that adjoining county, which will render
the representation most equal. No county shall be divided in forming districts, except
that the city of Philadelphia shall constitute a separate district”.

Mr. BAYNE, of Allegheny, submitted the following
was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :

resolution,

which

Rerolved, That the rules of this Convention be so altered, that no delegate be permit
ted to speak more than once to any question, either in committee of the whole or in Con,
vention, except to explain, or on leave by the committee or Convention.

Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, submitted the following
was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :

resolution, which

Rerolwed, That so much of the twenty-third rule, as precludes the previous question,
in committee of the whole, be, and the same is hereby rescinded.

FIRST ARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into committee of the whole on
the first article, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the chair.
The question pending being on so much of the report of the committee
as relatea to the fourth section,
Mr. STERIOERR, of Montgomery, moved to amend the said section, so
as to read as follows :
(6 SECT. 4. In the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight,
and in every seventh year thereafter, an enumeration of the taxable inhabitants shall be made, in such manner as shall be directed by law. The
number of representatives shall be one hundred, and shall, at the next seasion of the Legislature, after making such enumeration, be apportioned
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among the city of Philadelphia, and the several counties ; at every apportionment, each county, now erected, which shall then be organized for
judicial purposes, shall have, at least, one representative ; and after aaaign
ing one representative to each county, so organized, which shall then not
contain the one hundredth part of the taxable inhabitants of the State, the
remaining representatives shall be apportioned among the city of Philadelphia, and the other counties, according to the taxable inhabitants contained in each ; but no county shall hereafter be erected, unless a au$cient
number of taxable inhabitants shall be contained within it, to entitle them
to one representative.
No two or more counties, entitled to a .representative, shall be connected to form a district, nor shall any county, entitled to
one representative, or more, be allowed an additional representative on
any number of its taxable inhabitants, less than one half of the one hnndredth part of all the taxable inhabitants of the Commonwealth”.
Mr. DARLIWOTON, of Chester, moved to amend the amendment, by striking out all after the words “ hundred and”, in the first line, and inserting
in lieu thereof, as follows :
‘4 Forty-two, and in every seventh year thereafter, an enumeration dt
the taxable inhabitants shall be made, in such manner as shall be directed
by law. The number of representatives shall, at the several periods of
making such enumeration, be fixed by the Legislature, ,and apportioned
among the city of Philadelphia, and the several counties, accordmg to the
number of taxable inhabitants in each, and shall never be less than sixty,
nor greater than one hundred”.
Mr. DARLINGTON stated, that his object was to bring the provision back
to that of the Constitution, as it. at present stood. It was also in accofi
dance with the views of the committee to whom the article was refered.
The present Constitution provided, that there should be an enumeration
within three years after the first meeting of the General Assembly, and it
had been made septennially since that period. The last enumeration was
made in 1835, and the next would take place in 1842, at which period hib
amendment fixed it.
Mr. M’SHERRY remarked, that it wouId be seen, by the character of
the amendments which were offered, that the nearer we came to the Constitution, as it now existed, the better, and the opinion of the Convention
seemed to be settling down to that conclusion. He was opposed to giving
an additional re resentative to counties, because it would not be produs
tive of a just an Lf equal apportionment. He was in favor of this amendment.
He would, while on the floor, say a word on another subject. During hY
remarks yesterday, the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. MEREDITH)
seemed to think that an attack had been made on him, personally, by some
gentleman : He had complained of the attack as personal, and said it was a
new rule to bring forward in this Convention complaints of attacks made in
the Legislature. He agreed entirely with ,&at gentleman, and only suggested
to him that he ought to have set an example.
For his own part, he hgd
no objection to this course of debate, and to defend his own conduct, except
that it would occupy too much time. One charge, however, whmh had
been made against him (Mr. M’SHERRY was, that in the Legislature, ho
had opposed Internal Improvement.
T it e reason for his vote on the subject refered to, was, that it could not benefit his section of country ; that
he feared a heavy debt would be contracted; that they had improved his
county by their own means, and that their turnpike wau constructed with
0
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their owq ,.money. He wished the Legislature should act in reference to
t@s ‘prihczple; and that all the improvements should be made at the
charge of ‘those who would be benefited by them. Where money was
reqiired to be expended, the best plan was to form a company, and if
means,could not be obtained by that mode, then application could be made
to the State for assistance. We (said Mr. M’S.) made our own roads in
t e first instance, and then the State aided us. We were aided by the
P?I ils$elphia gentlemen. We differed among ourselves. A road was made
frqm hence to Carlisle, and to Chambersburg; they had obtained aid in
making this road, and we considered our sectiou equally entitled to assistance, and both the great leading roads were made. On the subject of
public improvemenf be would say, that he thought there should be incorporated companies to make them, aud that the State should lend its aid.
%‘e(saidh) e vo tde against the bill, on the occasion refered to, and entered
Tr protest on the journal the next year. It was the first time he had ever
been tilled on to make an explanation of his course, and he was sorry the
gentleman from Philadelphia had called on him, especially as he had taken
M’S. here refered to the journal
?%opart in the present controversy. -Mr.
af the House of Representatives of 1825 and lS26, and read from it the
protest to which he had made reference.- Such were the reasons for his
vote. hnbther word, and he would have done. His colleague and he
had diqered on the question. This was no more than the gentlemen from
Philad&hia
had done. I do$ot complain of them (said Mr. M’S.); they
diffkred, and we differed. We were sent here to act on our own responsibility.
We had no instructions by which to govern ourselves ; any proposition made by my colleague, I was not bound to support; nor was he
bound to support any made by me. I find that the representatives from
&iladelphia
difFered on the same question on which my colleague and I
differed. The gentleman was under a great error if he supposed every
county had any feeling hostile to Philadelphia.
The members from the
city, and myself, were always on the same friendly terms, and grnerally
voted together. There was no feeling of animosity, no pique mixed up
in the matter, as the gentleman has charged.
Mr. MEREDITH
explained, that in his remarks, he had intended no reference to the gentleman from Adams, or to those whom he had alluded to
as having acted with him. He had only refered to the votes given, as
an i&&tration which he had considered relevant to his argument.
tir. M’SHERRI’ : Then I misunderstood the gentleman.
We had
always been on the best terms with Washington. We had nothing against
each other.
) Fn regard to anotbel point. He thought the gentleman from Philadelphla had refered to a bill which came from the committee of ways and
I;r?eans. The report on that subject was not brought forward at the same
$me with the others. They had always pressed these improvements as
ihe ,means of bringing coal into market. We thought that they, who were
to be partly benefited, should be called on to share in the expense. An
@portant bill, I believe, was passed with that amendment. We urged
the policy of making those pay part of the cost, who were interested
in the result, and advocated the necessity of such a course. It was negativgd. Another bill was afterwards introduced, and passed.
Iie did not think the gentleman from Philadelphia should have called
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on him. Philadelphia was interested in the matter, and so was Franklin
couutyy. The Chesapeake and Ohio question was always a’Te~@ ,o-&.
There were great differences of opinion, both concerning that and tibia tiational road. He had examined the subject, as he did ‘e&y s\ibjcec on
whiph he had to act, and had voted as he thought-right.
Tl+ g&&&ran
from Philadelphia (continued Mr. M’S.) took up the journal, atid’&f@d
to the names of BENNER and BLPTHE, and I explained.
When; 1.1+&t
W@O
1 was one who sat with &~tiiel,
home, I declined a re-election.

iccordjng to the best evrdence to his
his coiriitituents.
contIded in him for a long time.
dictatqs of his conscience.
so as to listen to this explanation.
Mr. MEREDITH regreted that any thing had fallen from him wbi
should have led the gentleman from Adams to suppose that he int&&I
the slightest disrespect towards him. He had read’tbo’names rniz%l- “tb
shew the members from Adams how these gentlemen had act&.,’ l Pite
knew himself, if he could have imagined any thing which f@‘I f&.rn:hr%l
would have wounded the gentleman, be ‘would have abandonde(l &‘a@@ment altogether.
With that gentleman he had sat for yqra, atidiiithi&
strictest good feeling, and this was the first time any explanatio$$rd%ean
necessirp
between them. He believed the gentleman f$orn @ati, ‘ha@
alwa s voted from conscientious motives.
He had seen tip nam$ of iIlb
gen d eman’s friend, and two other names which he did not recollect, ai@
his object was to have his memory refreshed. For that reason, he h&I
asked the explanation, fearing there might be a mistake in the~jourltal. ”
Mr. STEEIQERE said his amendment provided for an dpportionr&tit
among the counties yet to be formed.
If the proposition o,ffo@!
the gentleman from Chester was to restore the present Constitution tt t!z’
/I
objeitionable, because it distracted the counties.
Mr. BELL! of Chester! said he did not intend to- address the
comm?te
_ _ ..,
at large_ on
of.
_ this subject, but he--looked at the consideration
_. _ _
_’ tfte’ ai$$ltO-ment of the gentleman from Montgomery as little better tnan waSte ot
time. It was based on the territorial nrincinle. to which he obleated~ ff
he understood it, there is also a pro&ion for an enumeration bett “yea$
An enumeration was made in 1$3B, apd it could not be neces?ary to h
.
another PO soon. He would vote against the amendment fdr that &a$
.Tbe gentleman from Montgomery tepreaented the amendmelit al hi& t#league (Mr. DARLINQTON) as the same as the present Constitritiou. ’ Pt
was not & the same It oorrected that part of the exiotiag GonbtiMtI%
wkicli provides, that each county rhall have not iwr than ohe retimed&
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had reported against any change. It had at first recured to the &t&e
that some alteration of the language might be found necesspry, but z&&r .an
If
interchange of opinions on the subject, it was determined othwise.
t
the present amendment was adopted, it wonld vary only in &m,
in substance, merely changing the words of the Constitution as it
Mr. DARLINGTON did not anticipate any discussion on this
His friend from Butler would see hereafter the difficulty wr i$?$$
arise from retaining the present language of the article.
It provider for
certain things to be done in this fourth article, which cannot now be dose.
The amendment which he had proposed, was intended merely to adapt
the section to circumstances as they now are.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, hoped the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester would be rejected.
A majority of the committee were in favor crf
aome alterations.
The plan of the gentleman from the county of Phila.delphia (Mr. EALRLE)appeared to him to be the best; and he hyped when
this amendment should be rejected, if i
tleman from Philadelphia county would
object was, to reach some plan and sys
oirc,umstances and wishes of the State.
delphia, was, in his opinion, the best
amendment would not pass, and that
would put his proposition in the form
the committee.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, had not particularly examined the praposisions of the gentlemen from Chester and Montgomery, but he had examined that of the gentleman from Philadelphia county, which he lookad upon
as the best which had been offered. He had himself had a favorids praject, but he had given it up; and if the gentleman from Philad&&a
county would offer his proposition as an amendment, he (Mr. R.) thought,
that so far as it went, it .would cut up the evil by the roots. He would
oppose every amendment until there had been a vote,upon that, It was
based solely upon population ; and the only safe rule of represent&m was
on population.
He would oppose any project which linked reprarlsqifaliion
TV any other basis than population in the mass-the only true basis of representation.
The project of the gentleman from the county of Philad
EARLE) was founded altogether upon population, and it was
in all its features, as he had already remarked.
It certainly
improvement upon the present article, as it stood in the the Co
if even it had no other recommendation then that, it would b
to destroy the system of gerrymandering which had heretofore
the small districts-thus
depriving the smaller counties of th
voice in the Legislature.
It would be worthy the grave considerarioh of
be committee.
The proposition required only to be examined to induce
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gentlemen to go for it. For his part, he should vote for it, and he trusted
that it would meet the views of the committee.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, remarked that the proposition of the gentleman
from the county was not before the committee.
He regarded it as nothing
more than a plan fixing the ratio of representation under the present COW
stitution.
If he understood the proposition, it was not very dissimilar to
that offered by the gentleman from Chester, which met his (Mr. D’s.)
approbation.
If this Convention should submit to the people, for their
ratification, or rejection, an entire, engrossed, amended Constitution, the
amendment of the gentleman from Chester, ought to be adopted. But, if
it was not to be submited as a whole, then it should be rejected.
He
would repeat, that he liked the amendment, because it gave the new counties a fair rbpresentation, according to their population.
Mr. BANKS, of Mifflin, said, that if the Constitution was to be submited
to the people, as a whole, to be passed upon by them, he would, vote for
the amendment of the gentleman from Chester. But he did not apprehend that that was to be the case. But, nevertheless, he was at a loss to
perceive what could possibly be gained by this course of proceeding.
After taking up a section and agreeing to it, then useless and unnecessary
amendments were to be added to it-one
piled upon the top of the
other. In the remarks which had fallen from the gentleman from Butler
(MI. PURVIANCE) his (Mr. B’s.) views were fully and clearly expressed.
He really could not see that the amendment proposed by the genleman
from Chester, contained any new principle demanded by the people, and
where no good was to be accomplished by a change, he would let wellenough alone.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, ha supposed, that the gentleman from
Mifflin, had perfectly understood t%e difficulty connected with submiting
the Constitution, to the people by distinct parts, and presumed that it
would, of course, be submitted as a whole. The idea of the gentleman
from Beaver, was correct, and the introduction of the amendment of the
gentleman from Chester would have the effect that he had supposed. He
(Mr. R.) believed, that if the committee consulted a month, they would
not be able to obtain a better propct than that of the gentleman from the
county of Philadelphia.
He admited, that if no other amendment should
be offered, the committee ought to vote for that of the gentleman from
Chester. Indeed, it would be necessary to do so. But, as he believed,
that a much better amendment would yet be offered, he would vote
against the amendment of the gentleman from Chester.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, observed, that it struck him, that the Committee had better adopt the amendment of the gentleman from Chester. It
would not prevent the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia from
offering his amendment as a substitute for it.
The question was taken on the adoption of the amendment of Mr.
DARLINGTON, and it was decided in the negative.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia county, moved to amend the fourth section
of the first article of the Constitntion, by striking nut all after the word
H law”, in the fourth line, and inserting the following, viz :
“‘The number of representatives shall, at the several periods of making
such enumeration, be apportioned by the legislature, in the followi,ng
manner,, viz : One hundredth part of the whole taxable population of the
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Each representative
State shall be taken as the ratio of representation.
district shall be entitled to as many represetatives as it shall co&in nnmber of times the representative ratio aforesaid, together with an additional
representative for any surplus or fraction exceeding one half of such ratio.
Not more than two counties shall be united to form a representative
district, nor shall any two counties be united, unless one of them shall
contain less than one half of the said ratio, in which case such county
shall be united to that adjoining county which will render the representation most equal. No county shall be divided in forming districts, except
that the city of Philadelphia shall constitute a separate district.”
MR. EARLE said, he thought that the committee understood tolerably
well the object of his amendment.
The main object of it was to carry out
the principle of representation by population-to
extend an equal representation to the small counties, and to prevent the possibility of any comIt would thoronghplaint of unfairness being exercised by the legislature.
ly abolish the practice called gerrymandering-the
splitting of districts,
or the carving out districts with a view to political effect. He entertained
no doubt, that every man who loved fairness, wonld approve of the object
The manner in which the term gerrymandering oriof the amendment.
ginated, was this : Whilst Mr. GERRY was Governor of Massachusetts,
the party to which he (Mr. GERRY) belonged, formed a district, out of two
territorial districts-the
object of which was to prevent any two counties
from being united, unless they had half a ratio. The district happened to
be of so singular a shape, that a drawing of it was made and pubhshed in
one of the newspapers at the time, and the name of I‘ Gerrymander”
was
given to it. A description of the shape of the district was published in all
the newspapers, and it had the effect of turning out of power the party
which made it. The only question which the Convention had to decide,
was, whether the representation should be fixed by the Constitution or by
It appeared-to him, that any man who liked the princithe Legislature.
ple of fairness to be observed, would be in favor of a rule, before it should
he known to what number of representatives a county might be entitled,
so as to have no departure from it.
Mr. MERRILL, of Union, remarked, that the theory of our Government,
was-although
it was not fully carried out-that
every member of the
House of Representatives, should, as nearly as possible, represent the
same number of taxables. And, the gentleman from Snsqnehanna, and
others, had offered propositions, the object of which was to bring about
that desirable result. He (Mr. M.) had himself, this morning, snbmited
a plan, for the purpose of being printed, and which he now gave notice
he should offer as an amendment, on the second reading of the article
He would prefer to have the whole State divided
under consideration.
into one hundred districts, without regard to county lines, to having the
districts unequally represented.
Bv the disposition of the fractions, which
he had proposed, the present and increasing inequality of representation
would be avoided. He thought that to divide the population into one
hundred. and charge the hundred with the fraction, as was proposed by
He
the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, was an objection.
thought his plan would operate too much in favor of the large counties.
He would say nothing more on the subject at present. But, he hoped that
the gentlemen would ouffer his amendment to lie over until it was printed,
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a~ there was always a difficulty in understanding the exact bearing of a
p
o&ion of this sort,-from merely hearing it read.
Tl i. FO~ARD, of Allegheny, rose to ask the gentlenian from Jhe c&&y
of Philadelphia, whether, by his proposltion, the nun$er of re res.i~~~tiveig .WouId not, sometimes, exceed lOO? Might it not happen iKit ‘there
wwld bl: inore or less ‘than 100 ?
Mr. &ILE
‘replied, that there would be 48 represeniatiye dist ‘&(a.
@&inghalf
of these as having a number below, and the other haE as
&o?e ‘the ratio, the number of representatives would be about la0. &t,
if 25!of the districts were above the ratio, the number would be 101. It
would hoi vary more than one or two. This would do away With Jhe
It was said there would be a.d+liobjectioq to the -last apportionment.
cnlky in fixi.w it at precisely 100, without doing injnstick to some of the
There was s mistake in supposing that it. would o crate no&
connti&.
qUalry ‘in -h
t e large counties. The intention was to give a mem ii er to every
hyndredth part of the taxables The rule would operate most justly, a?
ivheie some counties wonld lose, others would gain.
fir. &'ARRELLU, of Crawford, said, that according to the terms of the
’ ~&$l&iit,
he felt certain that the number of representatives, Go&l be
Bqc.tn+mg, a.4 would probably exceed 100. There might be 105, or tlaeie
ml&$ be I+& $an 100. He regarded the princi le of the amendment ti a
bad tine. The trne theory, in his opinion, was in tRe former practice, to give
a,rF.presentative ‘to the largest fractions.
The only difficulty was in giving
i rep~&e&&&
‘to a small county, which had not a full ratlo. The only
thing to be done, was to consider the population of a small cOunty, if Iess
than a ratio, as a fraction, and allow a representative for it. He apprehended that there could be no difficulty in engrafting this principlq upon
the Co&i&on.
He would vote against the amendment of the get$l&
map from the connty of Philadelphia, and for that of the gentleman from
=lI@QPe&
Mr. ,&i%TfI,

bf Centre, observed, that the mode laid do,ka by t&e g&
his. seat, met wiih his approbation to some
@+nt: but &ll there were difficulties in it which he c&l
not,gei oyer.
The comity of Cent& which he tad the honor to repiesegt, and the. other
cdu’nties that were entitled to one member, might have eight hundied Itaxables over the ratio for one member, and still not be entitlqd.f‘. 3, their
I.. fracelphra, :f~t
&$I -9 an ,$l&~onal
member ; while the county of. p&
e$m@e,.ppriic$ was now ent.@ed to eight member& and ,a fr&@op of oidy
two or thiee hundrefl t+xables over the ratio would be ent$ed @ +
$&t&d
‘&lirb&.
Now, this was a? objection to the present system,
+$zh he wished. to gee obviated.
He thought t,he amendment of the
ge+@uif
,$m tha county of ,Phil?del hia was betier than a~+y prhic@
h$l l$q.o d 5-d.
He trusted that b ‘tKe time t&e z@c& ?ow befo !, t&e
c,&+ttee
‘$@e up for a second rea Bing, the com#tee
w?pYd ,bf ai Ie to
&ee qp? ~:&kndm~nt
which would meet the Views $everygentIeqkb.
l#r. STES&XE, of Montgomery, would call the atte@$m 6f the corn:
.
qit@ to $19 facewhich
gentlemeh would find tc, be csr?ct, $q a due
exr&na”an
of ‘tic emendment proposed by the gentlemanfrom the,c&nty
df Phil alLI$&+-that
ihere w& no distinction beiween it tid the ternhe of
)he old Con@@&,
ip,$his respect, that no protiisipn w&- made io $Q
to a rmoll county a certain representation.
If there was any distinction,

iltpiin

who h ad just+&en
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then he was at a loss to discover it. The only di#“nee
between the Constitution and the proposition of the gentIt+mart, &a,.&:
the latter would give more than a hundred members.
Mr. MERRILL, of Union, observed, that it must be evident to.
tleman, that the proposition of the gentleman from the county
phia, was understood differently by different members ; and he h
the gentleman would permit it to lie over for the present, n&l itwas
printed, in order that every gentleman might then act understand&&,
in
reference to it.
Mr. STERIGERE having asked for the reading of the amendment, it was
read accordingly.
Mr. FORWARD, then said, that he should like to see the amendment in
print, before he desided upon it. He did not like the idea of a fiuctuating number of representatives.
He could wish to avoid it in some
way or another.
Mr. EARLE hat? no objection to let it lie over. He would remark, that
the gentleman from Crawford (Mr. FARRELLY) had committed an errot in
principle, which he attributed to him (Mr. EARLE). He (Mr. E.) had
supposed, that the gentleman’s county had a ratio of representation, and
one half in addition, therefore it came nearer to the ratio which woulil give
two members than that which would give one, so that by limitid the
number to 100, the principle would be abandoned, and injustice won Pd be
done to some of the counties. If the whole population of a county exceeds
That would
half the ratio, then it should have a separate representation.
be the same as making every county entitled to one, because if 9 county
had less than half the ratio, it could unite with another. No county having
more than half the ratio, should be united to another county, unless,?hat
county had less than half.
Mr. FARRELLY, of Crawford: It does not follow that every county
should have a representative for a fraction ; but, that the principle t&g ia
to govern the Legislature, should be applied to small counties as well as
large, and carried out as far as possible. How can the gentleman from the
county of Philadelphia say that the plan which I have suggested, is
impracticable, before he has seen the details, by which I expect to carry
it out 1
Mr. READsaid, that this day commenced the sixth week of the session,
and now, when a subject of some real importance was brought before the
Convention, he trusted that it would not be abandoned until the committee
had taken more pains to understand it. It was pretty generally ad&ted,
that there was a large majority in favor of making population the ba& of
representation.
Now, that was the only principle which was conceded to
be correct. And the only difficulty was, in applying it in a way that
would be equal and just. The practicable mode, in his opinion, was not
that pointed odt by the gentleman from Union, (Mr. -MERRILL). There
were strong objections which might be urged against it. What &en, he
would ask, was the most preferable plan of carrying out the principIe to
which all gave their assent ? Why, it was precisely that which was ltow
He did not believe, as the gentleman from Morrtbefore the committee.
ornery did, that it was the same as was to be found in the Constitut$on of
He could not agree in what had fallen from the gentleman
k ennsylvania.
from Crawford, (Mr. FARRELLY) that the true theory was in the old rule.
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That old rule, in his (Mr. R’s) opinion, had worked the most manifest injustice in many instances. The counties A, B, C, might have each a large
fraction, and the smaller counties D, E, F, might have each a fraction ; but
the Legislature could, in this case, as they had done before, connect the
three small counties together, for the purpose of throwing three additional
members, for political effect, into the three large counties. In his opinion,
there was a very material difference between the provision, as contained in
the Constitution, and the proposed amendment.
The latter was much better calculated than the former, to preserve inviolate the principles of republican institutions.
He would ask if there was a gentleman in that committee who had not seen, at least, if he had not felt the great injustice that
had been practised on a portion of their fellow citizens, by a system of
gerrymandering 1 That was a matter perfectly well understood. Now,
if this injustice, this improper conduct, and palpable violation of the spirit
of our institutions, in future, would be prevented by the adoption of the
amendment under consideration, was it not of the highest importance that
it should receive the favorable consideration of the committee 2 He would
not say that it was the most important amendment that had been Suggested,
or that the committee would have under their consideration ; but, in comparison with those that had been considered, it was, at least, of as great
importance.
Under the present district system, many instances could be
cited where great injustice had been done. At one apportionment, Bedford and Bradford had each large fractions-that
of Bedford a little the largest, and there being but one left of the hundred to be distributed, the
question was, which should have it ? The Legislature gave it to Bedford,
because, at.the time, they were politically more pleased with that county
than the other. We should set aside our political feelings, and adopt a
rule by which justice would be done to all men, no matter what might be
their political creed. There could be no question that the most manifesf
injustice had been done under the old rule. Here wa4 another instance
of it : The county of Lancaster, with five members, had a fraction of 300
for each member, and the county of Bradford had a fraction of 1700.
But, the Legislature, for political motives, gave the floating member to
Lancaster, instead of to Bradford, though the members from Lancaster
Why, he asked, should we adhere
condemned it as an act of injustice.
to a rule open to such fraud, partiality, and injustice ? He would not
trust such a discretionary power with any party.
We ought, then, to adopt
a rule fixing the districts according to justice and equality, on the basis of
population, and not allow the Legislature the power of practising gerrymandering in respect to the smaller counties, and throwing the fraction
into the large counties. He would reply to the gentleman from Beaver,
(Mr. DICKEY) by telling him that the Legislature had done wroug in giving
the fractions m an improper manner. The county of Philadelphia had 8
members, with a fraction of 1700.
The mode and manner in which the
provision of the Constitution had been carried out by the Legislature, had
not decided the number of members to which Philadelphia was eatitled.
If the Convention should make but one alteration in the Constitution, it was
absolutely necessary that they should insert a provision in reference to comparing the fraction for the purpose of seeing who is entitled to have the
floating member, or the half fraction, as in the case of the county of Ctawford, entitled to one member. Now, this was his (Mr. RE~D’s) project, but
P
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it was not so good a one as that of thk gentleman from the county of Philadelp&l.
W-kg now2 t&w, an oppwmity of emeeti~g.
whwh the State had so long suffered, in regard to the
syqtea, and wwld continue to sufler, unless the Conetite
amended, why should we not adopt an amendment, which w&d ha&
the effect of ridding us of this grievance ?
Mr. hWERSOLL was, he said; strongly disposed to vote for somet$i
like such a proposition as this, but he was told by some gentlemen, r&o
bad taken the pains to examme it, that it would not work well in its de@&.
IIe hoped ye should not act precipitately in the matter, but give it a full
and deliberative consideration.
Two gentlemen, on whose accuracy he
eo$d depend, had informed him, that, this prqject would give one hundred
and five mem,bers.
A@. Cox, m reply to the gentleman from Susquehanna, (Mr. READ)
remarked, that at the time to which he (Mr. R.) refered, the returns fmm
the Colqmbia district, with five or six hundred taxables, had not been
received.
The aggregate fraction of Lancaster was nearly eighteen &ndred, and being larger than that of Bradford, it was perfectly proper and
ccmsistent with usage, that it should have the additional representative.
rF;lr. &SAD had not, perhaps, he said, been sufficiently explicit b his
s&t@rnent. The fraction of three hundred, which he allowed to lu7paas@T, yas obtained by dividing the fraction of fifteen hundred by the n@mn;k of: re~~~entatives of the county, which was five ; and that, as hc cmteg$edc at the time, in the Legislature, was the only correct mode af es&
‘I’be county of Bradford, on the other hand, h& a
w$ig
the fraction.
fr#jon of:sevente.en hu@ed with one member. He had, therefore, eatiI&#+$ tl+o.$racqion of Lancaster at, thren hundred, and that of Rradfopd at
%ewntm ~PQ+xJ.
h&r, @ix s$rd, the same practice was pursued in this apporwmr&
as
inQ)ker c.aiW+ If the fya&on of Lancasler was larger than that 4$&+
&id, & -I+$co&e&d
that it ac~~lly was, after obtaining all the re&rzrs,
&~o.Logiisk;l&re Yere obfrg9d to give the representrrtivo to Lancaster.
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Mr. CHAMBERSsaid, the difficulty here had always been, that &e. Convention, instead of forming outlines, attempted to carry 0u.t all.the det&Ns
of legislation for the country.
It has been alleged, as a reason for interfering with this subject, that the Legislature had abused the confidence
reposed in it. If such abuses, as has been alleged, existed, they w&Id
find no apology, justification, or excuse, from him. But whet&r they
existed, or not, he did not know.
The committee had been to?d.by the
gentleman from Somerset, (Mr. Coxj that the allegations werehnfomrded,
that no injustice was done ; and that the returns from one of the dibi&s
in the favorite county refered to, had been omitted. He tis &ainly
not in favor of legislating for political effect, whateverphty
migRt ctitrol
the Legislature ; but here, in forming a Government for all parti’&, &for
all time to come, we should not take up all the details of !egi&itliik) and
carry them out in all then applications.
We must necesibrl@ ritf)o&e a
confidence in the Legislature, and leave it to them to carry,&rt the principles which we establish.
There was a difference of opinion in regs&l to
the number of representatives which the proposition of thegentl&i&
&in
Philadelphia
would give us ; but after the decided vote a@&~% an)
increase of the number of representatives, no proposition that would
increase the number could prevail.
Again, he said, there was t+ d&lculty in regard to the fractions.
There were not more than Eve or iii%
counties with fractions of more than half a ratio. So the proposition rovides only for a portion of the fractions.
To allow for the lar@st Practions, ought to be theJule, and he hoped it had heeti. The& might his
some inconvenience. in the present system ; but it was not for the C&tintion to legislate for inconveniences.
He was inclined to leave the Co&&
tutional provision unaltered, on this subject, and leave it for the L&slature to make any necessary change of details.
Mr. Dicic~~ knew no better rule, he said, CM the appo~tioudio& of
representatives than the existing one. The plan proposed would v&y t&
nudber of representatives.
in the case of the Lanc&ter And %idf&il
dispute, refered to bv the gentleman from Susqueliatihsl, tl& addlt&itl
representative was g&en to the largest fraction, according to the pfitision
of the Constitution;
but, the loss was made u,a to Bradford iit thb is&atorid representation, a Senator having been allowed to %adf&d aii Susquehanna, though their taxable population was but a littleotit
ei&\ thousand. As he believed it was now settled, that we should l&i: but orii?
hundred members, he thought’ we could have no betier rule t!i& th&
of the present Constitution.
We must leave the details to the dscli&&
and honesty of the Legislature, and though they were sometimes .a Rtflo
warped by party feeling, and always would be, it was, p&trips, oi lit&
,consequence. If they undertook to gerrymander too much, ‘for party
effect, the result would be to injure the party that attempted it.
Mr. SERQEANT (President) said, much of the difficulty in this dikdcibiqn
arose from what very often occured-from
pushing a right princi@e Farther than was proper, to a point that was not attainable, or if &air&e,
hot desirable; The proposition before us was just in itself, but riotto t$r&
extent to which it was applied.
It was true, that the basis of repr&&htation was the number of people ; but it was not true, thtit we&it&l
&n&b
this bzisis as erfect as it was aimed to he ; and the question h&b d&,
w’hether the Ii asis which we now have, and upon which our reprarentation
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haa always stood, is not better. If we looked to the llistory of the ComIpaLxw#llh, we should find that its representation always has been, as it
q&s,
baaed upon counties. The question is, wbctber we should alter
thel@m+titution in this particular, because we cannot distribute the repre-es
among the several counties, so as to avoid fractions 1 He knew
of h& one way to avoid fractions, supposing the number of representatives
to hoone hundred ; and that was, to divide the whole taxable population
by that number, and, in that way, get a ratio. Then, as to the application of. the ratio: we must either divide the whole population into one
hus&od districts, without regard to county lmes, ant1 elect each reprasent&m by the people of those districts, or WC mnst take the counties and
gcr m&er
them.
These were the only two ways in which we could
av03‘, fractions.
The only perfect way of representation was by districts,
w$hcnrt regard to county lines ; but, in order to adhere to the representation of counties, without fractions, we must look through the State for a
piece to fill up the vacancy, as in those ingenious puzzles which are the
amusement of grown persons, as well as childhood.
The only way to do
The question then was, whether we had
it was by gerrymandering.
better have a representation, strictly, and to the letter a popular representation, or one adapted to the habits and wants of counties and cities, considered as communities ? The Constitution had adopted the latter plan,
aud had provided that the representatives “ shall be apportioned among
the geveral counties”.
So, whatever was the practical operation of this basis, no county had a
right to complain that it was not represented precisely according to its
nur&e.rs.
He did not think there was any great objection to limiting the
number of representatives from the counties in case it should be necessary
in&x
to put the whole number within the limit deemed sufficient for a
representative body.
The city and county of Philadelphia belonged t,o each other from the first
found&ion.
It was agreed between them and WILLIAM PENN, first, that
they should have a free popular representation, and second that each landholder in the country should have a lot in town, and each citizen of the
town a portion of land in the country ; thus, in the outset, linking the city
and county together, by the strongest ties ; and he hoped they would never
be alienated.
WILLIAM PENN and the framers of the Constitution of ‘76
and’90, were wise and practical men. JOHN LOCKE made a system of Government which, though perfect in theory, was practically bad. But the
founders of our Commonwealth. acted not with a view,to frame a perfect
s*tem for men who were perfected, but their aim was to frame a Governmeut adapted to the condition and the habits of the people, for whose benefit.it was intended.
In forming a basis of representation, they considered
the counties as communities.
Are they not so ? Take any county, and
you will find that it has a certain point to which every thing tends-a place
where the people assemble, where the county records are kept. and where
the People witness, or participate in, the administration of justice.
Thus,
the people of different counties, though adjacent, turned their faces different ,ways. but towards a common object.
Their faces were all
.turned to their county town, like those of the Musselmen to the tomb of
the prophet. In their choice of representatives, they always had an eye to
their interests as communities, and the present system gave them the advan-
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tage of knowing those whom they elected. Thus, Lancaster, a highly
agricultural county, would select as a representative, some individual suitable to represent the agricultural interest. The city of Pittsburg, which
was one of the busiest spots on the face of the whole country,
and was already renowned for the extent of her manufactures, would select, as her representative, a distinguished advocate of manufactures.
The city of Philadelphia would have a regard for the commercial interest
Thus we would find every city
in making choice of her representatives.
and county represented with a view to its inter&s as a community.
Now, shall we, for the sake of an ideal perfection, disturb this whole plan?
IJnless we abandon the representation by commuuities, we must either
have fractions, or gerrymander.
The question was, whether we should leave it to the Legislature to apportion the representatives, as population may vary, or tie up their hands
by the adoption of some arbitrary rule. The Legislature, hitherto, had done
very well, in the discharge of this duty. They had been accused of
sometimes giving advantages to t,heir own party, but it was not in their
power to do much harm by this course: for, not knowing to-day, what
would be the State of parties to-morrow, they cannot tell to which party
they are giving the advantage by any particular arrangement.
Mr. READ made some remarks in reply to the gentleman from Franklin,
(Mr. CHAMBERS). The gentleman had contended, he said, that the subject ought to be left to the Legislature, but his argument proved too much.
The present Constitution imposed restrictions on the Legislature, in relation to this very subject. If it was improper to restrict the Legislature
now, according to the proposition of this amendment, was It not wrong
for the Convention of 1790 to restrict the Legislature, so as to require
that, ‘6 when a district is composed of two or more counties, the? shall be
adjoining”, and that no county should be divided in forming a district ?These restrictions were adopted to prevent the abuse of the power by the
Legialature, and it was not then forseen that gerrymandering could be
resorted to. If, therefore, the framers of the Conititution of 1790 were
’ right in laying down rules for the restriction of the Legislature, was it not
right for this Convention, in like manner, to provide against that change.
The patronage of the State, too, being in the hands of the Executive, who
is chosen by the whole people, the whole people are represented in the
appointment of county officers. The county officers are, therefore, appointed on a fair population basis. But it was the object of many to alter
this basis, and to elect them by counties. Now, should we alter the basis
on which the county officers are chosen, to a district basis, while we seek
a population basis for the choice of representatives?
He did not believe
the present sy&m could be altered for the better, and it could be safely
left ‘to the Legislature to carry out its details.
The remark of the President, he said, that the cities and counties were
represented as communities was true, and it went t.o confirm his views.
Except in regard to three or four districts, the amendment was in perfect
accordance with the ideas of the President,in
regard to the organization
The argument of the President
of the State into separate communities.
on this subject, was an illustration of the propriety of the amendment ; for,
the effect of the amendment would be twlessen the number of counties
#at could be joined together, in contravention of their interests and habits,
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as separate communities.
He admited that the principle of a representation, upon a population basis, could not be fully carried out, while the
represedtation by counties, was adhered to. There would always be
fractiov;
but, this amendment rendered the present system more perfect,
by giving a representat,ion to the fractions, as far as was practicable.
Mr. CLEAVINGER said, a Government must be founded in practice, and
not in theory.
The community principle was established in Pennsylvania
by its original founder, and was recognized in the Constitutions of 1776
1790. It was also recognized in the Constitutions of the several Sttites,
forand of the United States. Whenever any new project was&ought
ward, he should vote against it, unless he saw its practical effect--he
would take nothing upon theory. By looking at the map, it wouldbe seen
that the eleven counties, which now had no representative, could gain
They could not be joined without jumping
nothing by the amendment.
over whole communities ; so that, although the amendment seemed to be
plausible in theory, it could not be carried out in practice.
The question
he regarded as one of great moment, and it ought to be very carefully considered, before it is acted upon. As a general rule, representation ought
to be regulated by numbers, but when applied to communities, it would
fail. From the foundation of the Government, up to this time, communitv interests were never lost sight of, and without a total disregard of those
ihterests, and uniting together counties, not adjoining each other, the project could not be carried into effect. If we were determined to restrict the
number of representatives to one hundred, though one or two more or less,
could not, in his opinion, make any important difference, that would
increase the difficulty of giving effect to the amendment.
If we intended
to preserve the present number, we could have no better rule than that
which the present Constitution gave us.
Mr. EARLE could not, he said, imagine any greater absurdity than to
adhere to the arbitrary number of one hundred, if that number -was found
to work injustice.
If gentlemen think there is something wrong in going above one hundred, how can they go below one hundred representatives.
AH the arguments against having a number over one hundred only went to show that
In States much smaller than this
you ought to adopt this amendment.
they have two hundred representatives, and they do more business than
we do in the same time. In the Legislature of the State having the greatest number of representatives of any other in the Union, they do more
business in a dav than we do in the Pennsylvania Legislature in a week.
It can create no-inconvenience in the Legislature, but it will promote justice. He felt surprised that, the gentleman from Greene should have misconceived this amendment.
That gentleman had said that you cannot put
it in practice, becaure you eould not put the small counties together as
proposed.
Now if that gentleman had examined it he would have found
that puting it in practice would have showed the beauty of the theory.
He would have found that he could have connected Pike and Wayne
without any difficulty. He would have found that Tioga and Potter would
necessarily unite, and it was just that they should be united. He wo4d
also have found that Warren and M’Kean would have connected ; therefore, it operates in the beat possible mode in which any s stem can operate. Now with regard to the gentleman from Franklin ( t r. DUNLOP) he
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had often observed that he had brought up particular objections which
never weighed with him when they lie against a proposition whieh he
thinks is right.
The gentleman was possessed of a great deal of integrity
and Mr. R. did not think he would hesitate a moment in removing temptation out of the way of the members of the Legislature.
We have been
told that injustise has been done in the Ohio Legislature lately in apportioomen&, and we have all heard the charges made against our own Legislatnre. Then let us adopt a measure which will keep temptation out of
their way. What were all these constitutional provisions for? To preveut the Legislature from doing injustice.
Gentlemen object to this proposition because they say it is legislation, and that we ought not to have
legislation in the Constitutioo.
Have we not in the Bill of Rights several
s$ctim~s, almost every one of which is to prohibtt the Legislature from
doing sepsrate things? Why don’t gentlemen say the Legislature may do
as it pleas&
Why don’t they strike out the clause which says there shall
be a hundred members in the Legislature and leave it for the Legislature to
determine how many there shall be? This was legislation, and he would
ask gentlemen to state what idea they attach to the Constitution if it did
The Constitution is the fundamental law of the
not cpmsist of legislation.
Ipnd and ie le islation, but it is legislation by the people and not legishThen the only question whicrh arises is
tpn by ttrs 0A ‘nary Legislature.
whether the Le.gislatnre had ever acted improperly, and if it has you
should insert this proposition in the Constitution, but if it has not acted
i@properly you need not insert it in the Constitution.
He believed the
gq&qnan was in favor of inserting a clause in the Constitution providing
t&t lotteries shall not be established, and here, although Mr. E. went with
hrm, we ware interfering with the Legislature.
He supposed the gentlefrom I?ranklin was in favor of inserting in the Constitution that no
+WQprRjw@ should be inserted i,n one bill; and if so, he was here interfering with the Legislature.
The gentleman from Beaver had ad&xl
t&+& t&s Le&slature had, onsome oc,casions, done wrong, and phe President
~,tbr;.#qnvoqtion
had said that the Legislature of Ohio had commited an
wg 19 s&m ma&x he had beard of, but not only have we these admis&us in favor of this proposrtron, but we haye another reason which is
qr&y autijgjent to authorize us to insert this clause in the Constitution.
I&+ JW. agxious that the people should be satisfied with t&a ae@ of the
&q&l+tu’re, therefore, he would insert such clause in the Constitution as
gqeyld satisfy ‘them that the Legislature could not commit these wrongs,
because if the people believed they were cheated it was almost w bad ryl
if they had been cheated. Revo1ution.s arise in Republics from a disaatisf&n
among t&e people in relation to the acts of those whog,evern them,
tImr@!fie@,notwithstanding your Legislatures may give theui the best I.aws
#ck
they co&l possibly have, it was necessary they should know tkat
t,h!w$ lwe wm the best. You cm now find a number of gentlemen here
y&i? spy the fast appar$ionme.nt was an improper sue, and if you go smoag
#P ~ie+Je you will bd that many of them b&eve the same thing ; but if
ym. QS$i+)igk a. uniform ratio there will never be comp&ts
of i@&co.
‘Gk IPRW yw e;s.t&l+h p~rmaneat principles, the more yea abate the meal
pkty qwt .sh& 1seo much comp@med of. Wkq your Legrslaabout to Iegre!ate upon general pxmcqdes yw hear wtlwag sf pwty
&w,
tad +3u you w rhem abo@ to legi&& on rru* g~kxtt#m.w.
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apportionments on the old principle, that moment party spirit is aroused.
Under the present Constitution several of the small counties can be connected together ; but under the present amendment there can never be more
than two, unless there is some necessity for it. It is a we11 known fact
that the Legislature under the present system can unite counties together
for party purposes and political effect if it is so disposed ; and he considered it of the utmost importance that this thing should be prevented. The
people never could be satisfied when they ware in fear of being defrauded
in this way, and he should consider the duty of every gentleman who desired to see the people satisfied with their Government, to go for a proposition of this kind. As, however, the question appeared to be somewhat
embarrassed, he should withdraw his amendment for the present, and allow
the vote to he taken on the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery. He would then take the first opportunity of renewing this proposition. Mr. E. then withdrew his amendment.
The amendment of Mr. STERIGEREwas then negatived wit.hout a division.
Mr. FARRELLYthen moved to amend the fourth section by striking
therefrom the words ‘6 each county shall have at least one representative”,
and inserting in lieu thereof the following ‘4 each county the number of
whose taxable inhahitants s!.~allhe equal to or more than one half the ratio
of representation, shall wbenever practicable have at least one representative. Two or more adjoining counties neither of which has a number of
taxahles suflicient to enahle it to a separate representation, shall he united
and form a district and be allowed such representat.ion as the aggregate
number of their taxables may entitle them to. A county with a less number of taxables than one half the ratio of representation shall he annexed
to such of the adjoiniug counties as the Legislature shall deem most
just”.
Mr. F. said according to this proposition there will he hut very few
counties cntitlcd to a separate represental.ion, and upon every principle of
fairness they sl~ould he entitled to the benefit of t,hc fractions instead of the
large counties which were now entitled to them, hecause the fractions in
the large counties should he divided among all the rnemhers elected from
these counties. Certainly there could be no justice in giving a representative to a large county on a very small fraction and denying it to a small
county when it had nearly a ratio. UIl,just, however, as this might
appear it was the system now practised upon.
The amendment was then negatived without a division.
Mr. EARLE then moved to amend the third section by striking therefrom
all after the word “ law”, and inserling in lieu thereof the following :
‘6 The number of representatives shall at the several periods of makmg such
enumeration, be apportioned by the Legislature in the following manner,
viz : one hundredth part of the whole taxable population of the State shall
be taken as the ratio of representation : each representative district shall
be entitled to as many representatives as it sllall contain numbers of times
the representative ratio aforesaid, together wit11 an additional representative for any surplus or fraction, exceeding one half of such ratio. Not
more than two counties shall be united to form a representative district,
nor shall any two counties be united, unless one of them shall contain less
than one half of the said ratio, in which case said county shall be united
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to that adjoining county, which, by such union, will render the representation most equal. No county shall be divided in forming districts, except
that the city of Philadelphia shall form a separate district”.
The amendment was negatived-ayes
45, noes 49.
Mr. READ then moved to amend the fourth section, by striking from the
first line the word ‘6 three”, and inserting in lieu thereof the word
a‘ one”, by striking therefrom, in the third and seventh line, the word
‘6 taxable”, and by striking therefrom all after the word “ hundred” in the
eighth line.
Mr. R. said, the first part of the amendment explained itself. Its object
was to get an enumeration, as soon as possible after the adoption of the
Constitution, aud when it was known and admited, how much injustice
was done in the last distribution, we ought, as early as possible, to get a
new enumeration. The motion to strike out taxable, if it prevailed, would
leave the section to read-number of inhabitants.
He believed it had generally been conceded, that we ought to base representation upon numbers
alone, and that we should have a pure and unmixed population.
Leaving
in the Constitution the word taxable, it makes a compound basis. It carries with it the idea of a united population with property.
Now, this was
anti-republican, and it probably will be inconsistent with an amendment
likely hereafter to be adopted in another article ; that is, the takin away
the tax qualification to entitle to the right of suffrage. He appre %ended
that, hereafter, a man would vote because he was a man, and that there
would be no restriction.
He did not think there would be any difficulty,
when we come to the proper place of introducing this just provision in the
fundamental laws, and if so, there would be a seeming inconsistency in
leaving in this word taxable in the third and seventh line. With regard to
the last branch of the amendment, if we adopt the principle acceded to on
all hands, it is mere surplusage.
It was mere surplusage, if the Constitution was submited as a whole to the people, which, he apprehended,
must be done, and it would be surplusage, even if it was submited in
separate prepositions. The cause for which that clause had been inserted
had passed away. It was merely temporary in its operation, and had
become obsolete. It had its effect, and the lapse of time will prevent it
from having any effect hereafter.
In case of its being snbmited to the
people it may receive different constructione,‘and lead to ambiguity, and
perhaps litigation.
At any rate, it was of no use, as the amendment of
the gentleman from M’Kean had been rejected, and it ought to be struck
out.
Mr. BELL was opposed to a new enumeration being taken before the.
usual term of seven years went round. The gentleman from Snsqnehanna
had made a motion, even to bring about the enumeration sooner than the
time named in the Constitution, if the old Constitution was to take date
He was opposed to
from the time of the adoption of the amendments.
having an enumeration made in one year, and he was even opposed to
having it made in three years, and for the purpose of trying the sense of
the committee on this subject, he would move to strike out of the first line
the words ‘6 within three years after the first meeting of the General Assembly”, and inserting ‘6 in the year eighteen hundred and forty-two”,
Mr. PURVUNCE hoped this amendment would not prevail, as he was
anxious to prevent any amendment being presented to the people, which
4
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was not absolutely necessary. He begged leave to difFer with .t$s
man from Susqnehanna, (Mr. READ) as to t.he mode in which he
amendments must be submited to the eople. The Constitution,
opinion, would not be presented to t It e people, but merely the
ments proposed by this body ; and, therefore, if the amendments p-osed having relation to this section, or any other, are not approved of by
the people, that part of the Constitution of 1799 stands in full force. He
would say, for instance, that the word three should be strmken out of this
section, and one inserted by t,he Convention, and this was the only
amendment submited to the people. If they rejected it, would not the old
provision of the Constitution of 1790 stand in full force ? Certainly it
would. Hnder the provisions of this fourth section, the census is to be
taken in 1842. Now, if you insert an amendment, that it shall be taken
in two years hence, and that amendment is rejected by the people, then
the census would be taken under the provisions of the old Constitution,
the same as if no amendment had been proposed. He hoped the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. RELL) would not prevail, as it
was useless and unnecessary.
Mr. BELL said, if the opinion of the gentleman from Butler was correct, then it was scarcely necessary to adopt the ,.amendment ; but his
object in offering it was to have a decided expression of the opinion of
the Convention on the subject.
@.FORWARD, said as some difficulty tn construction might arise when
the Conatitntion was submited to the people, it might be proper to adopt
the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, or to insert a clause
explanatory of this and other sections. As difficulty might arise as to
whether we were to adopt the whole Constitution anew, or merely the
amendments, leaving the old Constitution in operation -in those parts not
Bmended, it might be necessary to put in au explanatory clause.
Mr. READ thought it important that it should be settled in the outset,
whether we would submit the Constitution to the people as a whole or
not. He thought he had shewn, on a former occasion, that in every point
of view you look at it, you must submit it as a whole. To convince gentlemen who did notthen hear him, he would now put a case. Suppore we
amend the Constitution in the second article, iu such way as to take the
appointment of Prothonotaries and Clerks from the Governor, and alsoproyide in another article, thatthe people shall electthe officers, andsubmitboth
these amendments to the people separately, and suppose the people reject
the one and adopt the other, what will be the consequence 1 Why, in one
article the Constitution would direct the Governor to appoint, and in another,
the people to elect these officers. This result must necessarily follow, and
the possibility that such would be the effect must satisfy every man that
there is no other way of submiting the Constitution to the people but
as a whole; you amend two sections so as to correspond with each
other, and the people adopt one and reject the other, and you have an inconHe thought it must be plain to
sistency or a blank in your Constitution.
ever man that the Constitution should be submited to the people, as a
who r e, to avoid being led into this dilemma.
Mr. DENNY thought the gentleman from Susquehanna was mist&en,
in supposing that it was necessary to submit the whole Constitution to
the people. If the gentleman will turn to the law providing for the call
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of a Convention, he will find that it is only the amendments which are to
be snbmited to the people, and not the Constitution.
He will there find
the mode of voting. prescribed, that the tickets shall be labeled ‘6 amenrlments” , and that ihose favorable to amendments shall express themselves
favorable thereto, by voting a ticket with the words “for the amendments”,
and those opposed with the words “ against the amendments”.
Now, if
we submit to the people a whole Constitution and they only vote on
the amendments, then we submit a great deal more than they vote upon,
and go beyond what the law directs. The section then goes on to sa that if the Convention deem it most expedient, it may submit the amen dmsnts distinct and separate, but says nothing about snbmiting the Constitntion to the people. No such idea prevailed here, and it dever was contemplated either by the people or the Legislature, that the whole Constitution should be snbmited to the people. If we make no amendmelits
to the Constitution there will be nothing to submit to the peo$e ; but the
Constitution of 1790 will remain precisely as it now is. No 9ne’cotild
suppose that the Constitution would be submited to the people if there
were no amendments made to it; and if there were amendniefits made,
the law did not provide for submit,ing the Constitution to the $opl&
Mr. PURVIANCE could not look upon this matter in anyother light, than
that those parts of the Constitution which remain unaltered, should stapd
as the Constitution of 1790. He apprehended that the gentlemhn frob
Snsqnehanna, (Mr. READ) and he said it with great deference to hts bet&r
judgment-was
laboring under a mistaken impression as to the manner
in which the resnbs of our labors are to be disposed of. Su pose a single
amendment was made to the Constitution.
That he too E it tiould be
submited to the people. and if they accepted it, the old Cotistit&n
would remain in full force except in that single alteration.
As to the
manner in which these amendments were to be snbmiied to the people,
he did not know what mode would be deemed best. That was a question
for future determination ; at least so far as to determine whether we will
submit them as a whole, or in separate propositions.
But it seemed ihe
Legislature had fixed upon a system of snbmiting this question to the,
people, if their act is to be consldered as binding on this body. They had
said that the vote was to be taken for or against amendments.
Snbm’iting the Constitution to the people, did not then seem to be contem#ted.
Now suppose there were several amendments made with reference to a
distinct article of the Constitution of 1790, and they were voted npop as
a whole, and the people received them. Did that interfere with any other
part of the Constitution, than that to which it had reference ? Certaidly
not. Then who would suppose that the remaining portions of that Coastitution should be snbmited to the people ? It appeared to be self evident
3 to him that we were only to submit amendments to the Conaitution, and
’ not the Constitution to the people.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid it wagrnecessary for us to determine on a manmzr
of snbmiting such amendments as we might make to the people, but it
did not seem to him, that the time had arrived for doing this, and he
could not perceive the applicability of this question to the fourth s&&ion,
which, was now under consideration.
With regard @ the pbwbrs of thr
Convention, it seemedto him there would not be; when the qp ‘t@ time
fairly to be- acted upon, any great diversity of opinion.
Ih ‘re1etide to
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the expediency of making many amendments, there might be a variety of
opinions.
But if he had a right idea of the matter, we stood here for the
purpose of proposing amendments to the Constitution, and of submiting
those amendments-and
not the old Constitution-to
the people. Then
it wsa the form of submiting those amendments to the people, which is to
be settled hereafter, and he did not see the difficulty in this matter, which
seemed to be anticipated by the gentleman from Susquehanna.
The
argument of the gentleman implies a want of intelligence in the people;
because qothing else than a want of intelligence would lead them t,o adopt
one amendment, and reject another, that were not susceptible of being
separated. The people of the country arc not so wanting in intelligence ;
they were capable of discerning between the two cases, and when amendments are submited to them which are inseparable, they will adopt the
The gentleman had entirely mistaken the
whole, or reject the whole.
intelligence of the people of the country.
He apprehended they were
entirely competent, either to decide on the amendments which might be
submited to them in detail, or in gross; and whether he (Mr. W.) should
be disposed to submit them in gross, or in detail, would depend on a varieVery much
ty of circumstances, of which he could not now judge.
would depend upon the character of the amendments to be submited to
the people. If any portion shouldbe of a nature which he would consider
objectionable to the people, he would be in favor of dividing them, so that
they might have the opportunity of adopting those acceptable, and rejectHe repeated, that he considered this
ing those objectionable to them.
whole discussion upon the expediency of adopting a mode of submiting
the amendments to the people, as entirely out of place ; and it was only
with a ‘view of keeping gentlemen to the question before the Chair, and to
prevent what he feared might lead to a protracted discussion, which would
consume much time, which was now becoming very precious, that he had
risen. He should now say no more upon this subject, as he considered
it entirely irrelevant, but would leave it to be discussed when the proper time should arrive.
Mr. READ said he had as much respect, for the intelligence of the people as any gentleman, but if you amend the Constitution in the second
article, by taking away from the Executive the appointment of the county
officers, and also amend the sixth article, by making them elective, the
difficulty might arise which he had before alluded to, because no one
could say how a part of the State would vote, the people of Susqoehanna
county could not tell how the people of Northampton would vote, nor
could the people of Beaver, tell how the people of Philadelphia would
vote. Different local feelings would affect the vote in the different counties; and without any want of intelligence on the part of the people, they
might reject the amendment to the second article, and affirm the amendment to the sixth article ; and then you would be placed in the ridiculous
predicament of having the officers directe to be appointed by the Governor in one article, and directed to be electec
Js. by the people in another. It
seemed to him, then, to be evideut, that you cannot settle the phraseology
of the article now before us, until you have made up your minds whether
they will be rubmited IO the people separate, or PI a wholee This
soefflrd ta hita, k, bo I prdlmlnsry mew to he rettiai ti aa, sad until it
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this amendment to strike out three and insert one, should be rejected by
the people, he would ask whether this clause would relate to the third
meeting of the General Assemhly after the year 1790 ? No, certainly it
would not; because this Constitution was to be engrossed and signed by
the members, and presented as a whole, and for that very reason this word
three, if it should stand, would not have reference to 1790, but to the third
meeting of the Legislature, after this Coustitution should be signed,
engrossed, and adopted by the people.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid the gentleman had expressed an opinion, which
convinced him his amendment was not proper ; that is, that we cannot
make up our minds how to vote upou it, until we ascertain how the
amendments were to be submited to the people. This being the case, he
should vote against the amendment.
Mr. AGNEW, of Heaver, said the whole difficulty was, whether we
should submit the ,Constitution as amended, in whole, or in parts, to the
decision of the people. The argumeut of the gentleman from Susquehanna was good, if the amended Constitution was to be submited in parts,
because, people living in different parts of the State, might be gratified by
propositions which might appear to be contradictory.
If the Constitution
were submited en masse, they would have either to accept, or reject the
whole, and the whole might in that case, be endangered.by a single provision ; but, if in parts, a part could be rejected without injury to the rest.
It was the duty of the Convention no doubt, to propose to the people such
amendments as they might deem necessary, if they considered any to be
necessary. They were assembled here for what? Not. as he thought, to
propose a new Constitution to the people, but to provide such amendments as were suitable to the contingencies which had arisen. The act
of the Legislature prescribes that we may submit the amendments, in
whole, or in distinct propositions.
He was in favor of submitting them
en masse, and therefore would desire to see the whole of the amendments
in accordance with each other. In reference to the present question, he
was disposed to keep the Constitution as it now exists.
Mr. SERQEANT, (President: )The gentleman from Susquehanna thinks
it necessary, that we should send out the Constitution, when amended, as
a whole. I think this not so clear a mode for the people to determine by,
as to send the ameudments separately.
It was a process most easy, to
send out the amendments, to know if they would be accepted. All the
alterations might be submited, with a reference to show where they were
intended to be inserted.
Gentlemen need not doubt, that the intelligence
of the people would be sufficient to enable them to understand what the
Convention had done, and if any blunder had been made by this body,
they would be much more likely to correct it, than to fall into it themselves. The idea of the gentleman from Luzerne, appeared to him to be
the right one, as to the mode of proceeding.
If that of the gentleman
from Susquehanua were adopted, it would be to put an end to the old
Constitutiou and provide a uew one, and it would then become necessary
to call a new Convention, and then came the question, how should we
n&e that enumeration ? You would cut off the yellow button, and put a
blue one in its place I but the pea le might sap, don’t cut off the yellow
button, till wa hrvr determined to rl ave it ahanged, Or, you would cut s
phr W of Cha ooutt urd pur ln unaw piror I wblle thr proplo mfpht rryf
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don’t put in the new piece, until we have decided to have it put there.
The only question uow, it seemed, was whether hereafter the amendments should he suhmited to the people in gross?
As to a new Constitution, that was not at all necessary.
It did riot appear to be so convenient. All that part of the Constitution not ameuded, would remain in full
force ; it would not be touched, but would continue its quiet operation.
Suppose no alterations were made in this clause, there would be an enumeration in 1842.
It will go out as au amended Const.itution, viz : the
Constitution amended to satisfy the words of the act of the Legislature,
unless the whole structure should be changed, so as not to have any portion of it the same.
Mr. READ said he wished to see if the results were likely to be such as
The people, for example, in two counties, agree by muhe anticipated.
tual consent to cut off this button, but one would have the button,and one
would have the hole. If the people re.iect the whole, there would be no
difficulty.
But, if they agree to adopt a part, and reject a part, we might
happen to have a button and a button hole on the same spot.
Mr. DENNY said the gentleman from Susquehanna had fallen into an
error. He spoke of the incongruity which might appear in the Consritution, if the people were to vote for two inconsistent propositions.
The
Constitution itself provided a remedy against that.
The committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again,
and
The Convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE 7, 1837.

Mr. FOULKROD, of Philadelphia, presented a memorial from citizens of
that county, on the subject of banks and the currency, in favor of a constitutional restriction upon them, which was laid on the table :
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, submited the following resolution :
~~~~lve~, That the rules of &ii Convention be so changed, that the provision reported by the committee to establish a mode, by which future amendments to the Constitution may be made at the desire, and by the act of the people, shall be the first order of
business every day after the rerting and consideration of the journal, until the same
shall be finatIy disposed of; so rfat the action of the Convention thereon, may be submited to the people the ensuing general election.
Mr. EARLE said, he believed that the people fully expected that the

amended Constitution would be submited to them at the October elections,
but as he saw there was no chance of its being so submited in full, he
was anxious that the Convention should get through a part, and after
adopting the most important amendments desired by the people, submit
them for ratification or rejection.
The resolution was then laid on the table, and ordered to be printed.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved that the following resolution, submited by him yesterday, be taken up for consideration.
Resolved, That so much of the 23d rule as forbids the previous question in committee
of the whole, be, and is hereby rescinded,
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The motion having been agreed to, and the question pending being on
the second reading of the resolution,.
Mr. READ said, that he would not take up the time of the Convention.
The experience we have had of the difficulty of making progress in the
committee of the whole, and the extensive license of debate which has
been given by the Chair, prove the absolute necessity for some change.Unless there can be a change made, by puting it in the power of twenty
members to prevent the majority from thus consuming time, he saw no
prospect of a termination of our labors for months to come.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, moved to amend the resolution by inserting a provision, to operate in committee of the whole, as the 10th r.ule
operated in the Rouse, viz :-“ no delegate shall speak more than twice
to the same question”.
Mr. J~EAD accepted the amendment as a modification of his resolution.
*Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver : Are members to be allowed to speak at all, or
only twice, as is allowed in the House ?
Mr. DARLINGTON : They are to be allowed to speak twice, as in the
House.
M~:READ : Twice, without leave ; twenty times, with leave.
$lr. DICKEY said he was, perhaps, as anxious to make progress with
the business of the Convention as any one could be, but he would not consent to any regulation to abridge the right of debate in committee of the
It frequently became necessary for gentlemen to say a few words
whole.
in reply, or in explanation, after they had delivered their opinions once
or twice. In a body, assembled for the important purpose of revising the
fundamental law of the State, he would strenuously oppose the introduction of the gag law, and would now ask for the yeas and nays, to see who
it was that would thus vote to stifle debate.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, said, it might be necessary to place some restrictian on debate, however delightful the discussion might be, when it should
be found to interfere with the progress of business. The discvssion, perhaps, is interesting-the
t.opics are important, but if you allow two speeches to be drawn from each member, it ought to be sufficient.
Cou)d it be
considered more important that there should be more speaking m committee of the whole, where there was no final action on the subject, than
in tJe House, where the discussion is limited in the manner now pE?posed
.to be limited in committee of the whole ? It was limited in the House
to twx) speeches only without leave. He did not see how it could be
termed gagging, when any meniber was allowed to make two speeches.There was a disposition frequently to get rid of a subject, which was often
thwarted by the interference of this cacoethes Zoquendi. This was the
sixth week of the siting of the Convention, and if they were to go on as
they had begun, where, he would ask, would they be likely to end ? Ape
npt the people asking themselves--‘L what can these servants of QUTS.be
.about” ? Be had been called upon, seriously, by a gentleman *is morning, to move that the Convention adjourn sine die, after making proviIt was a question of mere deters’ion in reference to future amendments.
If we were dlsmination, whether we would do something or nothing.
posed to do something, we should vote for this resolutipn ; if nothing, we
should voie again+ it. The idea seems to be prevalent, that after preparing the most important amendments, we should submit them to the peo-
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ple, adjourn for a season, and give the people time to re&ct cnr. n&at’ had
been done. There were many gentlemen who would not be
by their avocations of taste or business, to remain here after the
i
July.
Could any thing satisfactory be effected by siting here until the
first or second of August 1 Did any one expect we should be eiti@gJme
all the summer ? Certainly not. And unless some remedy shall be $mvided, we should go home just as we came, and present ourselres to the
ridicule and derision of our constituents.
Mr. DICKEY considered that the committee of the whole was the place
for full discussion.
The very purpose of free and full discussion was
the object of going into committee of the whole.
If we were to pre$lude
gentlemen from speaking more than twice, we must preclude much vahrable information. In the House, it is well known that half the time is taken
up in the discussion of resolutions like this. Let geutlemen turn to the
journal, and look at the numerous propositions submited, which are, professedly, to accelerate the business of the Convention, but which always
retard it by the discussion they provoke.
All the work of the Convention
is prepared in the committee of the whole. Many propositions are made
here, which will not be received on the second reading, because they are
sustained only by a few, and the authors of them have become satieIied that
they cannot be carried. The business is nearly completed when it had
passed through committee of the whele.
He hoped gentlemen would
be satisfied to let the discussions go on bhrough committee of the whole,
and they could not have much trouble on. the second reading. This was
the only case in which he had known an attempt made to gag members in
committee of the whole.
He knew of no case where it had been before
attempted.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, moved to postpone the further consideration of
the resolution for the present.
Mr. MEREDITH expressed his regret, that any thing should have occured
in this body to induce the gentlemen to introduce this proposition.
One
of the greatest safeguards of the freedom of debate was, the practice that
allowed every gentleman to give his views.
But he had risen in oonsequence of another resolution.
We had been now siting here a month.We came here for the purpose of considering what alterations could be
beneficially made in the Constitution.
On comparing ideas, we found
chat there were very few who had agreed, beforehand, in any partieular
alterations in any particular article of the Constitution.
Time had not
been lost; if questions of vital importance had not been discussed, an
opportunity had been afforded to gentlemen of exchanging their views.Every one had hia own peculiar views and opinions.
Almost all agreed
that there should be some alterations in particular articles, but they could
On one point, however, all
not agree upon any precise proposition.
seemed to have agreed ; at least, he had heard no dissent-that
whatever
other changes were made, a provision should be introduced for future
amendments, so as to guard, hereafter, against sudden changes, and to
prevent the necessity for meetings of this kind, for the recurence of these
peaceful resolutions.
In general, there is a diminution of public COI&dence in the institutions before the meeting of such a body, and it will
continue now until the people shall have acted on the amendments.Suppose we now go to the article relative to future amendments, and strike
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on the most convenient mode in relation to them, and come to a proposition to take the general sense of the people, and to provide the mode in
which that should be done. Need we go auy further? We had not yet gone
further than the first article. It would be impossible to complete the work
now; and where could the Convention go to complete its labors 1 To
meet here in the fall would be to interfere with the Legislature, and to sit
during the summer, would be disadvantageous to the agricultural interest.
Were they to adjourn over until the next spring, what guarantee could they
have that they would meet under better auspices ? Let us (said Mr. M.)
do what we ought to do, which we may do in a day, or certainly, in a week,
by adopting a proposition to make future amendments ; and, having intro
duced into the Constitution a provision, that the people may make such
alterations as they may see fit-leave
it to them to finish the work, if we
find we are not likely to agree.
Mr. STERI~ERR asked if the motion to postpone indefinitely would not
be a privileged motion ?
Mr. Cox said he would modify his motion, so as to make it an indefinite postponement.
Mr. STEEWERE said the resolution did not strike at the real evil, which
was not talking too much, but talking about things which were not before
the Convention.
If the resolution looked to that, or the Chair would lay
down a more strict rule of proceeding, it would have a great tendency to
correct the practice, and expedite the business of the Convention.
If
gentlemen were restricted from speaking more than twice, the only effect
would be to induce them to speak at three times the usual length, each
time they spoke. Colloquial debate which this resolution went to exclude,
was the most profitable kind of debate. He disapproved of the idea of
going away after adopting a provision for future amendments. This course
would not satisfy public opinion ; when there were so many propositions
of amendment, it would take fifty years to act upon them in that mode.It would not do to introduce such a provision, and then to adjourn and go
home, and on this ground he would oppose it. He would rather leave it
to the good sense, or bad sense, or nonsense of members, giving them full
and free latitude of discusssion. The evil could not be prevented by the
mode which was now proposed, and therefore, he would vote for its indefix& postponement.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said for his part, he did not feel himself
coming within the censure contained in the motion of the gentleman from
Susquehanna.
He had not, he said, brought before the Convention any
reposition that had detained it five minutes, nor had he spoken frequentr y or long ; and he was willing to forego any desire he might have to
s eak on any proposition he might make, or that mightbe made by others.
I! e wae willing to give a silent vate, if the Convention so determined ; and,
under any circumstances, two speeches would be found enough for any
atleman to deliver his views on any question. He did not regard the
v crslon of this proposition of much importance, only so far as it might
0.r dite their proceedings at the present time, and bring them to the conII ration of those amendments which the peqde required.
The great
waste of time, thus far, had been caused by the introduction of subjects for
the first time heard here, and which the people have never thought of. If
they could, by any process, get clear of these, or decide upon them withR
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out debate, they would soon be able to get to and through the amendments
that ought to, and no doubt would be made. Mr. B. said be could not
suffer the opinions expressed by the gentleman from the city (Mr. MEREDITH) to go unnoticed.
That gentleman said no amendments could be
agreed upon : he (Mr. B.) begged leave to differ with him.
He asserted that the people had already decided on certain amendments,
and that a majority of the Convention would sanction those amendments
whenever we could reach them. But we could not reach them, because
we were perpetually troubled with questions about which the people feel
no interest-with
propositions like those of his colleague, which that gentleman himself never dreamt of before he came here. Would the gentleman from Philadelphia sa , that the people bad not decided that the
patronage should be taken f’rom the Executive ? Every one knew that
the voice of the people was most emphattc on that point. Every one
knew that the people demanded that the appointment of officers should be
taken from the Governor, and given to themselves, or placed where a
ater responsibility could be exerted.
Had not the people decided in
8”avor of a change in the tenure of the judiciary, of taking into their own
hands the election of Justices of the Peace, and on that subject the committee on the judiciary had reported in conformity with the wishes of the
people, of extending the right of suffrage, of abridging the Senatorial term,
and of restricting the Legislature on the subject of acts of incorporation.
He was himself willing to give up speaking.
The people ask for certain
amendments, and they, who were in favor of reform, were all ready to go
to the vote upon them. He desired that they might be permited to go on
with these colloquial discussions, and he hoped there would be no more
long speeches made, and new questions raised to explaiu what could never
be explained.
Into such useless discussions he had no desire to go. He
desired only to see the amendments adopted which had been asked for by
the people. Radical as he was called, he asked nothing more than this.
He was as anxious as any member of the Convention to get home-he
was as much opposed as any member to the consumption of time on unimportant queations, and regreted that so much had already been wasted in
unprofitable debate ; but he would never consent to abandon his post until
he had faithfully performed the duties his constituents had required of him
-he would die in that Hall before he would go back to them withouthaving performed this duty.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, interposed a question whether this was
in order ?
The PRESIDENT stated that the argument of the gentleman from Phila:
delphia might be tending to the question. It was in order.
Mr. BROWN resumed, and alleged that it was clear that every attempt
would be made by those who are opposed to reform, to harass and perplex the deliberations of the committee.
They desired to do nothing, and
would be glad to weary out the Convention until it should adjourn.
He
called on the friends of reform to urge on the business for which they were
sent here, not to permit themselves to despair of gaining their object, but by
a steady and a faithful perseverance in the line of duty, to merit the approbation of the people. What, he asked, would be the effect of adopting
the proposition of his colleague ? It would throw the whole community
into a state of agitation, from one end of the State to the other. The legis-
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lative Hall would be turned into an arena for political gladiatorship.
The
whole subject of the judiciary, the patronage of the Executive and all the
other exciting propositions, which we have had ucder discussion here,
would be thrown into the legislative Hall.
Here we are ; and, much as
his business required his presence elsewhere, here he was willing to stay
to the end of time, not to talk, but to do every thing in his power to accomplish the great ends and purposes for which they were all sent here. The
only way to do this, was to vote down all wild propositions which no one
expected to see adopted, and take up the amendments which the people designed to have made, and engraft them on the Constitution, thus far he
was conservative. He was willing to take the resolution of the gentleman
from Susquehanna. Every gentleman would then be able to deliver the
ideas which he had brought with him, and would have the opportunity to
reply once ; and if any thing should occur to him afterwards as important
to be said, he could communicate his thoughts to any other gentleman.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, hoped the motion for indefinite postponement
would prevail. He was sorry to see that the gentleman from Suequehanna
had accepted the modification of the gentleman from Chester. In its original shape, he would have voted for the resolution giving the power in
the committee of the whole to call the previous question, because it never
would have been called until the patience of the committee was entirely
exhausted, and they had seen members speaking merely for the sake of
speaking.
But he could not agree that members should be confined to
speaking twice in committee of the whole. Why did the Convention go
into committee of the whole 1 Why are not the amendments read twice
in the House ? Where was the use of a Chairman ? Was it not &cording to the order which always prevailed in deliberative bodies, to give
every one an opportunity of full and free discussion? Many gentlemen
delivered all they intended to say in one speech. The few ideas they have
are valuable, and are all delivered at once ; but then they may be called on
to reply to others. He never troubled the committee with three speeches
on a question, and seldom with one speech. Gentlemen, however, whose
genius was prolific, gathered as they went along. He lamented as much
p any entleman, that there should be so much speaking, and there was
some of a character which it gave him pain to hear. What was the use of
speaking ? It was partly to enlighten the understanding of the public, and
partly to shew why and wherefore amendments were adopted or rejected.
The true reason why we did not make more progress was, that we were
trying to amepd the Constitution by attending to the language of it as we
go along. If we were to agree on the principles first, we should get along
much faster. No deliberative body can ever get along, if its time is devot
ed to criticising the language, wasting time upon every word.
Mr. READ: I withdraw the resolution.
The resolution was therefore withdrawn.
Mr. DENNY, of Allegheny, said, as many gentlemen wished to know
the feeling of the Convention on the subject of adjournment, he would
move to take up-the resolution, offered some time since by the gentleman
from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. INQERSOLL).
The resolution was then read, as follows :
Reoofwd,

That the Convention will adjourn on Saturday, the 24th of June next, to

meet again at this place, on Monday, the 16th of October, enming; atad that a special
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rommittee be appointed to publish in newspapers in every city and county throughout
rhe State, all such amendments of the Constitution, as shall be agreed upon hy this
Convention at the time of its said adjournment.

Mr. DENNY stated that his object in calling up the resolution, was to
gratify a number of gentlemen as well as himself, by ascertaining whether
it was the pleasure of the Convention to fix a day for adjournment.
It
was important to those who had agricultural interests to attend to, to know
on what day they would be able to get home, and whether before the
harvest or not. If a day were to be fixed, it ought to be with that view.
He was not, himself, prepared to fix a day.
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, moved to postpone the further consideration
of the resolution until Monday next.
Bv that time the Convention
would be able better to determine what b&iness was likely to be got
through. If they agreed to take up the resolution of the gentleman from
Philadelphia, (Mr. EARLE) and to pass it, they would then be in a better
situation to fix a day. It was now time to determine whether the
Convention would finish its work or not; and by Monday, it might be
known.
Mr. INGERSOLL,of Philadelphia, wished merely to make a suggestion
The proposition of his colleague,
to the good sense of the Convention.
Mr. EARLE) ought to be considered as out of the question.
Many of us,
t said Mr. I.) could not adjourn under these circumstances. He would
submit, whether, in a day or two, a committee might not be raised ?
Take, for instance, the nine chairmen of the several standing committees,
or any other nine members, by ballot or otherwise, and let that committee
report to this body what business can be acted upon. All gentlemen who
have had experience in legislative bodies knew very well that there is a
certain period of mere debate, after which comes the period of more action.
We have nearly got through the debating state, and are ready to go to the
aves and noes ; what remains of debate will be colloquial, short, and uninThere were few men of sagacity, to say nothing about conflbential.
stituents, who are not now ready to vote, yet not a vote had been taken.
There was not a single topic, to be submited to the people hereafter, on
which, so far as he knew, the sense of the majority had yet been aacertained. A3 to adjournment on any particular day, he was not very
anxious about it. He had thrown out his ideas, whether such a committee as he had suggested, might not be appointed.
He was willing to
take any number-nine,
five, three-or in any way-the
chairmen of the
committees, or a committee appointed by the Chair-to
see what business
could be acted on. The committee could, in a very short time, make a
report, and then the Convention could methodize the business, and place
thing3 in a prosperous train.
Mr. FORWARD knew there were many gentlemen who wished to be
made acquainted with the time at which it was probable the Convention
would adjourn, as there were many whose business required their attention at home. Was there any gentleman who could doubt that the
business of the Convention, if they remained to complete it, would consume two months ? He thought not. If then there be none who doubt
it, were there any gentlemen who were willing to sit here through the
months of July and August ? If they were not willing to say this, might
they not as well now say when they would adjourn, asat any other time ?
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If the time of adjournment and also of reassembling was fixed, we might
then act upon some of the business which ought to be acted upon, and
leave the less important business untouched.
The subject in relation to the Executive department, he believed was
considered to be of more importance by the people generally, than any
other, and if taken up, he was confident might be disposed of in one
week. He believed a large portion of the body were disposed to act on
thls article, and to act on it speedily, without much debate orloss of time.
Then, if we took up the subject of the Judiciary, a few days would test
the sense of the body with respect to the main matters in relation to that
department.
If then, these two subjects were taken up, he had but little
doubt that they might be disposed of in two weeks ; at least, the minds of
members in relation to them could be ascertained by that time. He
thought the subject of Executive patronage and of Justices of the Peace,
had agitated the minds of the people more than any other; and if the
Convention determined on these questions, and the Judiciary question,
before it adjourned, the people would be satisfied with the labor we had
performed in the time. He therefore, hoped, a day migbt be fixed for the
adjournment of the Convention.
Mr. STERIQERE suggested that the consideration of the subject be postponed to this day week.
Mr. STEVENS modified his motion according to this suggestion,
Mr. BIDDLE was in favor of the motion for postponement, and he war
in favor of it, because, he thought, as well the time of adjournment as all
other matters connected with it in a great degree, depended upon the man
ner in which the resolution of the gentteman from Philadelphia county
Mr. EARLE) in relation to future amendments of the Constitution, was
6 ieposed of. Mr. B. liked that resolution much, because it seems to let in
upon us a ray of light, which affords a prospect of a speedy and satisfactory termination of our labors. We have been told, that we have not resolved upon one amendment to submit to the people, and that we have
been sent here to act. That has been our misfortune, but it has arisen
from the fact, that every entleman s,eems to think that he reflects the opinion of the people, and tf at every project of his own, is the express will
of the people. Now, he believed there was no individual ~onthis floor,
who had offered an amendment which he believed to be unimportant, and
he believed there was none who had offered an amendment which, he did
not believe to be in accordance with the will of the people, but he was not
disposed to permit any gentleman to raise himself above all the rest, and
to proclaim that he was the exponent of the people’s voice. He was for
Putting every .member on a perfect equality.
He was far from supposin
that we were all ready to vote on all the important subjects to be submite i
to us, many of the most important of which had not yet even been reached, but had only been inciclentally glanced at. He held his mind on all
these great questions, open to conviction by argument ; and the field of
debate so far from being trodden, has scarcely been entered upon. But,
what effect will the proposition of the gentleman from Philadelphiacounty
hive ? Will it cut off all amendments ? Far from it. It will only detarmine that the Constitution shall be open to amendment by the people
themselves, in such manner as they in their wisdom may direct. It was
therefore, now proposed, that the people themselves should have placed
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within their reach, not one, lwo, or three amendments, but just as many
as they think proper to make to the fundamental article of Government.
Was it to be said, that this would occupy so great a space of time, that it
would not be in the power of future Legislatures to perform their ordinary
dutiea, and decide on the amendments which may be desired by the
people? Why, we have had this objection answered by what has fallen
from the lips of every gentlernan who was a reformer.
Have they not
told us that the amendments desired, were few and simple, and that the
people did not desire many alterations in the Constitution ? If their
views were correct, then there was no difficulty in the way. Give the
people the means of proposing amendments to the Constitution, and then
they can alter and amend it in such manner as they see proper hereafter.
Was there an individual now present, who believed this Convention ever
would have been convened if the people had had a power of this kind in
their hande ? Then he would submit the Constitution to the people, with
this provision for their making amendments to it, and say to them-take
it
into you own hands; do as you will with it; modify it according to your own
will and pleasure. Much had been said about an expenditure of time, and
an expenditure of money, in wandering over a vast number of schemes
which the people never dreamed of having inserted in the Constitution,
then why not at once, place the whole matter in their hands, and leave it
under their entire control and management? He should vote for this resolution, and if it should be adopted, we could then fix upon a convenient
and early day for adjourning.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, should vote in favor of a postponement
of this resolution, because he thought we should be better able to judge
on Monday, as to the day on which it would be most proper to adjourn.
He did not believe the people of Pennsylvania would be satisfied if the
Convention should adjourn without having done something.
We talk,
and talk, and talk, and perhaps spend time unnecessarily ; and he believed,
gentlemen were wasting their strength on immaterial matters, so that
when we come to portions of the Constitution of more importance, they
would not be able to take the field against those conservative entlemen,
who wish to send the Constitution back to the people as it is. gIndeed, he
doubted not, but the conservatives were highly gratified at the course
which gentlemen were pursuing.
For his own part, he was a little like
the man in the Almanac-they
pointed at him from all parts of the House.
The ultra radicals, he could not agree with ; and the ultra conservatives
and him could not agree. He believed, some amendments ought to be
made, and he did not believe the people would be satisfied, unless some
were made. The subjects of importance had not yet been reached, and
he hoped an effort would be made to reach some of them before we fix P
The subject of the Judiciary was one of those
day of adjournment.
which the people had looked to with great anxiety, and when we reached
that, he thought we could act upon it understandingly without wauderi
off into one of those rambling debates, which we have been witness o
here so frequently.
The people expect something of us, and we cann
expect they will consider that we have faithfully executed the trust c
mited to us, if we do not pass upon some of the important features of
He hoped an effort would be made to do something,
Constitution.
when the result of that should be known, it would be time enongh to
upon a day for adjournment.
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Mr. WOODWARDmoved to postpone the consideration of the resolution
indefinitely.
As at present advised,’ he was opposed to the resolution fixing a day of adjournment, because he was in favor of proceeding to the
execution of the duty for which we have been sent here ; and he was surprised to find gentlemen who had expressed themselves so favorable to
preserving this “ matchless instrument” in its present form, so anxious to
give it back to the people with power to make what amendments they
please ; thereby admiting that amendments are necessary. He could not
resist the conviction that there was a disposition in some parts of the House
to fight off constitutional reform and prevent the majority of the Convention from carrying out the views of the people in giving them an amended
Constitution. It has been said, and very justly said, that the people expect
certain amendments to be made to the Constitution ; but it is also said by
the conservatives that we do not understand what those amendments are.
Now he believed the people had decided that it was expedient that this
aristocratic principle of life office, should be eradicated from the Constitution. He believed if any one question was settled by the people this was
the one. For what have the people called this Convention ? Have they
gathered us together for the purpose of talking a few weeks, and because
we cannot agree on some incidental matters, we are to adjourn and go
home, and leave the Constitution in its present shape and call that reform?
No, sir-they
called us to make those amendments which are clearly indicated ; and when he was asked what those amendments were, he would
reply, the one he had just mentioned was one of them. He had no doubt
when we do come to that amendment the majority of the Convention will
be ready to vote for it without a single speech. He was perfectly satisfied that that party in the Convention denominated radical, and a large
proportion of that party denominated conservatives, would join in support
of the proposition he had just refered to and adopi it without a single
speech or a single argument on the subject. Then where was the di5culty of adopting this one amendment?
Shall we then adopt the proposi
tion of the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. EARLE) in lieu of all other
amendments which the people have sent us here to make ? The effect of
this proposition would be to send the Constitution to the people with
ower to refer it to the Legislature to make every amendment which we
Kave been sent here to make, and to enter into a discussion of every matter we have been sent here to discuss and decide. Were we going to prove
He for one was not disposed to do so. He
thus recreant to our duty?
would stay here to carry out the views of the people, while he had health
Gentlemen
and life, in an honest, conscientious discharge of his duty.
need not flatter themselves that the people will be satisfied with having
the old Constitution sent back to them. The people have decided that
this Constitution shall be amended in certain specified particulars, and we
will prove recreant to our duty and false to our masters, if we refuse to
carry these amendments into effect. What then are we doing? We take
up matters in their order, and,a discussion arises, and some gentleman
introduces some novel topic-suclr,
for example, as that forty thousand
voters did not vote for the call of this Convention, and were consequently
opposed to Constitutional reform, and that, therefore, we are’seting here in
rrolation of the public will-another
gentleman contends that the powers
of thePonvention are derived from certain acts of the Legislature, and that
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our sphere of action is limited-other
gentlemen contend for other theories,
and gsterday we had the subject discussed as to what was the most proper r ohn for submiting to the people the amendments we have made.
Well, what amendments have we made 1 The only one he knew of was
to change the day of election, from the second to the third Tuesday in
October. Now he would submit it to the understanding of gentlemen,
whether we should not meet this question without further delay or equivocation. We were sent here to reform and alter the Constitution-but
as
he had said on a former occasion those alterations were few in numberand
simple in character.
Would it not then redound more to our own credit
to approach this subject than thus to dissipate our time, impair our health,
and exhaust our energies on subjects which had no connexion with the
matters we were sent here to deliberate upon. As to adjourning now to
meet again, with what surprise would the people receive the news that the
Convention, after having discussed for six weeks all the wild theories of
ovemment, should adjourn over to meet again and do the same thing.
e was dis osed to make such amendments as he understood the public
will
a deman Bed; and if there were any gentlemen who had not read the
signs of the times as he had, he left them to decide for themselves ; but
he had onlj to say that he was not at a loss as to what was his duty. He
believed all that was wanting was simply the making of such fundamental changes as were found necessary by the experience of the people. After we do that we can give the people the means of amending the Constitution hereafter; and then we can go home and face our constituents and
lay down the commissions with which they have entrusted us, with the
full conviction that we have honestly and faithfully discharged the duties
entrusted to us by the people of this great Commonwealth.
Mr. FORWARDsaid there were two ways of treating a proposition ; one
was by making it what it was not, and what no one ever believed it to be,
and another way waeby treating it as it was There was no proposition
before the Convention to adjourn immediately.
That was not the question. But some of those who desire this resolution to be considered now
were anxious to know whether it was the pleasure of the Convention to
sit here till we finish our labors; or whether we will take a recess. The
proposition was not to adjourn immediately ; it was not to go home and
do nothing and return to the people the Constitution as it stands; but it
was convenient for some of us to know soon whether the Convention
intended to complete the work we have been sent to perform, or adjourn
over to meet again. He was not in favor of separating without doing any
thing; and he would never agree to go home without adopting other
amendments than the one submited by the geutleman from Philadelphia,
providing a mode of making future amendments to the Constitution.
He
would never shrink from any proposition which would come up before us ;
but he wanted to know whether the Convention would adjourn or not.
Was it to be doubted that the months of July and August might prove fataI
to the healths of many gentlemen ? Was it not talked of every day ? Are
the minds of gentlemen made up on this subject? If so, can they not aa
well determine the question to-day as at any other time. All he wanted
to know was, whether we were to sit here two or three monthslonger, or
take a recess. If it IS decided that we are not to sit here longer than the
first or the middle of July, we will go to work in earnest, and take up tha
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,prominent subjects and act upon them before that time. He repeated that
he’wasnot in favor of going home to the people without having acted on
the pfominent parts of ,the Constitution, but he wanted to know whether
we vpere to ad$ourn or set here through the season, when we may expect
it 41 not be healthy.
Every one who has any knowledge of this place
must know+ that the months of July and August will impair the healths of
6bse gentlemen who are not accustomed to it.
~~~P.~CHAMBERSwas not prepared to vote now on fixing a day for the
adjournment of-the body, nor did he think from the progress which had
been made in business that the Convention was prepared to fix that day.
It %vastrue, much of our time has bean occupied with mere preliminary
matters; that, however, is generally the case in all deliberative bodies.
The time for action comes after subjects have been generally discussed.
The $xing the day of adjournment will have the effect to confine the attention of the Convention to subjects conceived to he ofinterest; and for this
reason he would be in favor of fixing a day of adjournment some time
b&re that adjournment was to he had, but he did not consider that we
w&e novv prepared to determine on that day. It has been objected by
the gentleman from Luzerne (Mr. WOODWARD)that there has beena consumption .of- time on one side of the House in raising questions which
were entirely foreign to the pending question. That there has been a
waste oftime in discussion which had no relevancy to the question cannot
be denied, but it is not for that gentleman or any other to fix it upon any
one aide of the Bouse.
There was time consumed in the discussions in
relation to the powers of the Convention ; and in ihe evidences of the will
ofthe people in relation to amendments to the Constitution furnished by
the vote given on the call of the Convention ; but these were subjects
which wore of interest, and they, at one time or other, would have received the attention of the Convention : and upon these subjects gentlemen
on-the @her side of the House indulged as freely and consumed as much
time, if not more than the gentlemen belonging to the conservative party,
or party with whom he acted. This charge, was, therefore, not to be
brought against any one side of the House.
$&. ~$VOODWVARD
had not intended to charge on any side of the House
unnecessary speaking.
&ir;Q+rsanxns
was pleased to hear that he had misunderstood the gent@ran, for:he had a hi h respect for him on account of the course he had
always Iu,rrsued here. $ e agreed with the gentleman that the Convention
should not adjourn without Wing on some of the great and leading subjects
to ,yhich our attention has been invited not only by the publi6 sentiment
of-the, Qommonwealth,. but by the reports of committees of this hodyn.ot,ihoprever, that he agreed that we have any such decisive public senwet
as to urge us on&o action without deliberation, or that we are preparad@ a@ on those great questions without discussion.
Shall it be said
v@ren,~e approach those grave subjects, the subjeqt of the judiciary and
the aybjeet # executive patronage that they are to be disposed of by silent
v@s 1 ,,To #&I he cot&l u+vsr agree. They were subjects to be approache&&lr qircumspection ; they were subjects to ,be considered with deliberation, an&they? wer&subJeop calling for discussion.
vhatever may be
t&e mdica$ion of pyblic sentrment in one aFtion of the 6ountry with resp+t ,$a&e o@+l tenure; it Was not an indmation of the people of Penna
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syslvanis which was any rule or guide for us. Whatever indications the
gentleman from Luzerne may have, those indications were unknown in the
district from which he (Mr. C.) came ; nor had he any evidence from the
people that they required the tenure of office to be changed. That, however, was not now a question for discussion and he refrained from going
further into it. He, however, agreed wiitb the gentleman, that it would
not do for us to adjourn by snbmitiug to the people a mere proposition
for future amendments of the Constitution.
We have before us a proposition from one of OLU committees, as to what shall be the mode of hereafter amending the Constitution of our State. This was a provision to be
adopted before we finish our labors, but he took it that it was to be the
last of our labors ; it was to be the finishing work ; and it was not for US
now, when we had only entered upon the threshhold, to say to them we
have assembled here to revise the Constitution, and without doing more
than adoptmg some one or twoamendments which they have never thought
of, adjourn and submit to the people a mode of amending the Constitution
and leaving them to provide for amending the instrument themselves. To
act upon this at least until the Convention has considered aud passed upon
the prominent topics and subjects for our consideration would be premature.
If this motion to postpone prevails, believing that it would facilitate our
business to have our attention confined to prominent topics he would introduce a resolution that a committee be raised immediately to report to the
Convention the order in which business should be considered ; and, also,
to consider the expediency of fixing a day for the adjournment of the Convention.
Mr. EARLE had expressed his sentiments on this subject, in a resolution in the early part of the session of the Convention, the object of
which was to hold morning and afternoon sessions until the amendments
to the Constitution be finished, and that they should be refered tothe people
for ratification on the first Tuesday of September next. He had come
here with a determination to oppose any adjournment until we should have
finished the work we were sent here to perform ; and he should submit a
resolution for the purpose of providing some mode whereby business
might be expedited, were it not that he knew there was a feeling’in the
body opposed to the introduction of other resolutions.
He agreed with
the gentleman from Franklin, that a mode might be adopted which would
enable us to‘ conclude our labors, and adjourn early in July ; and he would
There
beg leave to suggest a mode which would obviate all difficulty.
were certain great principles before the Convention to be acted upon, some
of which apply to a number of articles and sections in the Constitution.
Then, instead of spending our time on details, let us take up these principles, and disanos and determine upon them, and then send them to a comThefir&
mittee to carry them out and embody them in the Constitution.
principle was the tenure of office. Now, how easy would it be to determine upon the principle we would adopt in relation to the tenure of office
in one resolution, in two or three days, and then despatah it to a committee to carry that principle out in the various parts of the Constitution.Then the next question was the mode of appointment, and in that as in
the other there is a great principle involved, and the whole question in relation to this matter could be disposed of in a single resolution, and sent to
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a committee to carry out, as in the case before mentioned.
Then after
these two things should be completed, almost all me came here to do
He would act first on the subject of future amendwould be finished.
ments to the Constitution, because he was convinced that that subject was
of more importance than all the others, and ought to be first taken up to
ensure its adoption.
‘l’he object of his resolution this morning was to
take that up first, but he could not see how gentlemen had come to the
conclusion that if we took it up we would do nothing else. He believed
it was very desirable that this subject should be acted upon, but after we
get through with it then he would remain until we had finished all the other
amendments which any gentleman might desire to bring forward. It
certainly had not entered his mind that we should adopt that alone and
then adjourn ; but let us adopt that first, and then take up and ado t the
others. His colleague (Mr. BROWN) had said that he (Mr. E.) hacr consumed much time in making motions which were not called for by the
people. Now he did not think his colleague was so well able to judge
of what was desired by his constituents as (iMr. E.) was himself, because
during the pastsummer when the subject was principally agitated, thatgentleman was away from home. Another gentleman had said that he consumed
time in making speeches, but upon reference to the Daily Chronicle, it
was found the gentleman had made nearly two speec,hes to his one. It
was true ,his colleague had not introduced many motions, bnt all the newspapers refer to him, as one of the most radical members of the Convention, and therefore it did not become the gentleman to rake him to task for
He had offered but two propositions to
introducing radical propositions.
amend the Constitution on which any vote had been taken, and those were
both such as were called for by the people, as he had since been informed
by communications from some of his constituents.
He was in favor of
the motion to postpone, because he thought we should get through our
business before we adjourned.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said his co&ague’s allusion to him, was
not warranted by any thing he had said. He never charged him with
making improper motions. He had only said, that it came with bad grace
for that ‘gentleman to say that he despaired of geting amendments adopted,
when he had introduced his proposition providing a mode of making future
amendments to the Constitution by the people. As to what the gentleman had said about his (Mr. B.) not knowing what the people desired,
he had only to say to him, that he was here by the voice of his constituents ; and as to whether he was radical, or not, he would say that he was
for radical reform; but he would appeal to the gentleman to say whether
he had offered any wild schemes for the consideration of the Convention.
He considered it a good plan, when any gentleman introduced any of
these projects, to let him give his views, and then vote it down. He
knew this would have a salutary effect. Then, when we came to substantial aud useful amendments, let them be discussed, and decided upon,
understandingly.
This was the course he should be in favor of pursuing;
but he would never agree that we shafl adjourn, and refer to the Legislature, or any other tribunal, the consideration of the subjects which have
been imposed upon us as a special duty ; and he hoped no friend of
reform here would ahrink front the perfurmance of that duty. He would
remain here, through whatever #earnon we might have, to act upon the
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business entrusted to us ; nay, he would die in this Hall,I&! wodd
agree to go back to the people, without having performedI&$t@y.
He
Lr@e
would remain here and act upon those amendments whfdh,t&
required, and he would not consent that his duty should be im@. J *bp~n
any other body. As to the time which had been consumed; he knpw
much of it had been consumed unnecessarily ; but other Cotwenti~~~ heve
occupied a longer time than in all probability we will occupy.
I;n Virginia, where they met. for the purpose of considering and determinim&upen
a single subject-the
ratio of representation-they
continued their session
for four months ; and the people of Virginia never complainid that they
had wasted time unnecessarily.
We h ave questions of infinitely greater
importance to determine on, and the people of Pennsylvania will never
complain of our occupying two, three, or four months’ time, in the performance of this duty. He hoped, however restless gentlemen nriiT;ht be,
that they would overlook self, and cast their eyes abroad upon the perople
who had called them to the performance of this duty, and to whom they
stood pledged to perfarm it. If we cannot get rid of talking, let ue wait
until the talking is all finished, and then act. For one, he would +dk if
it was required, or he would let it alone if it was required ; if necessary,
he would let his ‘6 communication be yea, yea ! and nay, nay”! but on
all questions which the people required to be acted upon, he wished to
give that ‘&yea, yea”, or “nay, nay”.
Mr. DENNY said, that when he made the motion to call up the resolution
to-day, he entertained no other idea than that the sense of the Cony&on
would have been expressed without much discussion, as to whether they
should take a recess or not. The main object he had in view, was to
gratify himself and friends, who were interested in ascertaining eat fact ;
because, if they were not going to take a recess, then they could make
their arrangements accordingly.
He was, to some extent, a reformer, but
he was not one of those who thought every alteration was reform. Some
gentlemen imagined that they had come here to tear the Constitution into a
thousand fragments, and call their alterations reform ! He (Mr. D,) did
not feel himself bound, as the gentleman from Philadelphia felt that he was,
to make certain alterations, at all events, whether he thou ht them necessary, or not. .4lterations might be no amendments, anFi alterations no
reform. There were gentlemen on that floor who were opposed to, r6form
-whose
object was to waste time in order to prevent it, and who ‘were
constantly appealing to gentlemen in favor of reform to resist it. They
said that some of the alterations would be dangerous, and would not be
beneficial reform. Instead of remedying that which might be defective,
it might be rendered still more defective.
Now, he thought that would be
the case. That democratic instrument-the
Constitution, under which
the people of this State had lived and prospered for nearly half a centurywas now called atistoeratic.
It had been called an act of usurpatrori, $nd
consequently, we had been living all this time under a system of u$urpa.
tion, and our Governors, the SNYDER’s and F~NDLRY’S, and M*Ee$&‘&
were all usurpers. Now, he thought it only pro er that the pkop~~~e@ij~d
be given to understand, that that which they Rave been acciisforrmd to
regard with a degree of pride and satisfaction-that
Constitution wbidh
they have considered democratic, is now aristocratic ! The people were
too sensible of the benefits and blessings which the Constitution had con-
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iered upon them, to be able to comprehend language of this sort. Every
week we heard some declamation of this kind against the Constitution of
Pennsylviia.
He had been surprised at it, and particularly at the confide&e manifested by many gentlemen, that the people require such and
Among them, was his friend from Luzerne, (Mr.
such. amendments.
W~ODWARD) whom he (Mr. D.) was surprised to hear speak With ,auvh
confidence, of the decisions of the people in refereuce to reform. Noti,
he m&t beg leave to differ from t,hat gentleman and others, as to .&he
people having given us any definite instructions as to what we should do.
He iYaswilling to sit here through the dog days, if necessary,and hear partiaily and discuss fully, and dispose of, finally, every proposition that should
be brought before us, without adjournment, or recess. We could not .deliberate hastily, and with advantage. The makiug of amendments to the Constitution was a work of no trifling importauce, for it was to be recollected,
that that instrument was to affect a million and a half of people, and perhaps millions yet unborn. He would put it to gentlemen, then, to say
whether a, work of such a grave and importaut character should be hastily and imperfectly done ? The people did not require that we should
And, when we should have
act, without full reflection and deliberation.
acted, it would become our duty to submit the result of our labors to
the people for their sanction or rejection.
He would repeat, that he was
willing to remain here, and listen patiently to gentlemen who might be
desirous of exbressing their sentiments on the subjects before the Convention. If it was the pleasure of the body to adjourn to meet again, he
would acquiesce in it, though he was disposed to sit here until all the
amendments should have been gone through with, when they could adjourn
sipe die. However, if a temporary adjournment was to take place, it
should be made with a view to the convenience of a large number of the
delegates..
Mr. PORTER, of. Northampton : Believing, ,sir, that this question has
been discussed long:euough, if I can get a sufficient number of gentlemen
to join me, I will call for the previous question.
The follo64ng gentlemen sustained, the call forthe.previous
question :
hessrs. PoR+,~R, of Northampton, OV~~FIELEYJ,DIJILINGER, HAYHW’R?~,
CIUIN,
COMBERS, CIJ~MIN, SHELLITO, SHYTH, KREM, RITER, NEVV~N,
S%$ITLARD, F~E&Nv, SERRILL, HENDERSON,of Dauphin, CRAZG,DARRAH,
Lyoius, INGIE~~OLL,BUTLER, and DUNLOP.
The question beihg, shall the “ mamquestion”
be now put 1
Mr. Cuym~~ asked for the yeas and nays thereon, and the question

ward, Young-106.
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Nnms-M~srs. Biddle, Brown, of Philadelphia, Cunningham, Denuy, &ran, Forward, Foulkrod, Ingersoll, Meredith, Merrill, Scott, Stevens, Weidman, &q#&% Preei._
deut.-14.
$F the
Mr. WOODWARD,of Luzerne, moved the indefinite postpowmwt
retiolution, and asked for the yeas and nays. And the q~&ic~ti
been taken, it was decided in the affirmative :
Y~s-Mess~. Agnew, Ayres, Banks, BarndoilaT,Bar&z, Bsyne, B&a<

tiaiiing
*mn,

of Philadelphia, Butler, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, & ?tLe ‘of
Indiana, Co&ran, Cox, Grain, Cummin, Darrah, Denny, Dickey, Dick-,
D&ngan, Donncll, Earle, Farrelly, Fleming, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, GNltnore;
nell, Hastings, Hayhurst, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Da@&, I&&X,
High, Hyde, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Maclay, Magee, M’Dowell, Montgomeq, &Q~xs,
Nevin, Overfield, Porter, of Northampton, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers, Sqeg@, 8&llito
Sill, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stevens, Stirkel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd, mite, Woodward, Young--BE.
Nays-Messrs.
Baldwin, Barclay, Bell, Biddle, Bigelow, Carey, ChandIBr,of chester, Chauncey, Clapp, Cleavinger, Cline, Coates, Cope, Craig, Crawford, Ctt%n, Cunningham, Darlington, Doran, Dunlop, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Hamlin, I&r&
Hop
kinson, Houpt, Ingersoll, Jenks, Krehs, Long, Lyons, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherq, Maredith, Merrill, Miller, Pennypackcr, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, Purviance, RoJrer, %ssell, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Serrill, Snively, Weaver, Weidman, Sergeant, Pretidtnt-62.

Mr. CHABBERS introduced the following
sideration :

resolution, and asked its con-

RedvecZ, That it be refered to a committee of nine, to consider and report the order
in which the business of the Convention shall be considered, and the appointment ofdays
for that purpose, as well as to consider the expediency of fixing a day for the adjoumment of the Convention.

Mr. STERIGERE asked for a division of the question on considering the
resolution.
Ayes, %-noes,
not counted.
So the resolution was taken up for consideration.
Mr. CUMMIN, of Juniata, thought the introduction of the resolution entirely out of order. He regarded it as useless and unnecessary to act upos&e
resolution, as it was calculated to produce discussion, delay, and derangeThe standing committees had
ment of the business of the Convention.
all reported on the several subjects before them, and those repot& were
now before this committee, and would keep it employed for a long time
to come. He would repeat, that the resolution ought not to be adopted.
Not one report had, as yet, been acted upon, to the satisfaction of the
Let us, then, give the reselution
members of the committee generally.
the go-by, and proceed to dispose of the business which we were sent here
to do. He hoped that there would be no absentees, but that every delegate would be at his post.
Mr. SHELLITO, of Crawford, said that his opinion was,,that the appointment of a committee would have a tendency to despatch the business
earlier than it would otherwise be done. indeed, he thought a commtitee
necessary, for the purpose of bringing the subjects before the Convention
in their proper order. He hoped, therefore, t.hnt a committee would be
appointed.
Mr. MCDO~VE~L said, that as their aged friends (Mr. Crrnfnnr~ a& &.
SH~LLITO) had divided in opinion as to the appointment of a ccrat&$#e,
the Convention would seem to be in rather a hopeless connrtitiaai, pot
knowin
what course to pursue. He had really not expected to h&a of
eny di I ersnee from that quarter, He was happy to agree with on@ of
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the gentlemen, whom he felt happy to hear express himself as he did, and
to whom he listened attentively, as he always did to aged men, whose
experience he much regarded. He was unable to perceive the object of
raising a committee.
The Couvention had already wasted nearly two
weeks in discussing the questiou whether the business should be brought
before it by the reports of the standing committees, or whether they
should go into committee of the whole, pell-mell-as
his friend behind
him had said-and
discuss the various amendments of different indiWell, after debating the question that length of time, it was
viduals.
finally decided, that to go into committee of the whole, was the only
legitimate course that could be adopted. It was a fact, that more time
had been spent in discussing how business should be conducted, than
in deciding a question.
And now, after all that had been said, here was
a resolution introduced by the gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. CHAMBERS)
the object of which was, if he understood it correctly, to annul and unde
tide that which had been decided, in order that the Convention should
begin rEenova-commence
its labors again. It was discovered this morning, for the first time, that the standing committees had not reported in
such a way as to be intelligible to us; in short, that every thing was
wrong, and therefore, it was necessary that we should recommence our
work.
And, now, it was proposed to appoint another committee for the
purpose of informing us what subjects we should discuss. He believed
that the proper and legitimate business, and as in its present shape, was
Sooner, or later, the Convention must
that now before the Couventiou.
discuss every article and every section in the Constitution, though at a
snail’s pace, to be sure. Now, he wanted to know, supposing a committee to be appointed, whether the report they would make, would be that
no argument should be offered on any other subject than the one which
might happen to be under consideration ? He really could not understand
the object of appointing such a committee ; and he was of the opinion
that the Convention had better proceed in ite labors as it was now doing.
He thought that the consequence of deviating from its course would be to
We were now in the middleof an article, and it was
produce eonfusion.
therefore better to proceed with the discussion and come to a decision
upon it. He saw no good and sufficient reason why the Convention
should not proceed in the plain, straight-forward manner it had been doing,
and take up article by article, section by section, and not persist in this
child’s play. He believed, with his venerable friend, that we were now
entirely out of order. The appointment of a committee would assuredly
produce delay and confusion ; he would, therefore, vote against the
resolution.
Mr. CHABIBEIM, of Franklin, said, that according to the remarks’ of the
gentler@ from Bucks, (Mr. MCDOWXQLL)what this body was about to do,
Now? that was a matter of which the Convention itself
was child’s play.
could judge.
Whether the arguments of the gentleman were those of a
chid, it was not for him (Mr. c.) to say. He was mistaken in what he
The object of it was not to
supposed to be the object of the resolution.
reverse what had been done by the Convention.
It was not proposed to
repeal, or rescind anything that had been done. The only purpose he
had in view in calling for the appointment of a committee, was to bring
before lthe Convention, for its consideration, the order of business, as
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reported by the standing committees.
Now, it appeared to be the prevailing opinion of the Convention , as indicated ‘to-day, that as there were
certain highly important subjects to which its attention was especially
invited, and which had not yet received the deliberate consideration of it,
and inasmuch as the body would adjourn in two or three weeks, it was
desirable that they should be brought up for discussion before that period.
His object, then, in offering the resolution, was to get a committee
appointed in order to facilitate business, and bring forward, as early as
possible, the more prominent subjects for the action of the Convention.
What, under the rules, he would ask, had been the order of business ?
Why reports, according to the order in which they were reported-not
the articles of the Constitution, in their numerical order, unless the regular
course of business was departed from by suspending therule for the purpose.
The Convention was at present occupied with the report of the committee
on the first article, and the next was report No. 6, and which was in relation to the Public Debt. Now would it not be extraordinary that we
should go into a discussion of this subject, when we were about to adjourn,
and yet leave the questions of the Judiciary and Executive Patronage,
The reasons that had induced him to offer the resolution,
untouched?
were, that a committee might take his proposition into consideration,
report upon it, and leave their suggestions for the Convention to decide
upon. His own opinion was, that if the body chose to proceed in the
manner which he had pointed out, the more important subjects would be
considered immediately, and disposed of before the adjournment.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, entertained the opinion that the consequence of
appointing a committee would be to retard rather than to further the progress of business. In reference to the mode and manner in which the business should be taken up and discussed, the Convention had been favored
with a variety of opinions.
The committee had been told with much
truth, by the gentleman from Bucks, (Mr. MCDOWELL) that more time
had been spent by the Convention in discussing and deciding upon the
mode in which they should take up the business, than had been expended
in deciding a question.
And, was not that the fact? It certainly was.
Having, however, at last, adopted a proper and regular mode of proceeding, snd made some progress in our business, it was now proposed to alter
the order of proceeding.
He (Mr. B.) should have thought that the most
regular and natural course of proceeding was to lake up the second article
after the first, and so on. The object, he understood, which the gentleman from Frankin (Mr. CHAMBERS) had in view, was to have the more
important subjects disposed of forthwith, iustead of taking them up in their
order. Now, he (Mr. BELL) would ask, was there any thing of more
importance-any
thing in which we all took a greater interest, or expressed
a stronger desire to have a discussion and decision upon than that of the Executive power, united as it was with an enormous patronage ? Well, in the
second article of the Constitution, the Executive Power is to be found.
He thought that the committee, after they should have discussed all the
amendments proposed to that article, could adjourn for the season. He
regarded the gpcointment of a committee as ai:ltogether unnecessary, and
calculated onlv to introduce confusion and difficultv into the Convention.
He would co&lude his remarks by expressing his’hope that the resolution would be voted down.
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Mr. FULLER said, he voted for the consideration of the resolution, but
his
inion was that, if the committee was appointed, the same debate
won19p be elicited and the same time taken in deciding what business we
shsll proceed to consider. In order to try the sense of the Convention, a
motion should be made to take up some important subject. He moved an
amendment to the resolution, providing that this Convention shall proceed
to consider the second article of the Constitution.
Mr. DICKEY moved to postpone the further consideration of the resolution and amendment, for the purpose of resumiug the consideration of the
fiist artiale.
Mr. INQER~OLL snbmited to the gentleman from Fayette, whether it
would not be better to substitute the fifth article, that being the most
dtbateable and difficult question. In regard to the second article there
was little dispute.
Mr. FULLER wished, he said, to take an article up of more importance,
and he accepted the modification suggested by the gentleman from
Philadelphia.
Mr. DICKEY said, if gentlemen would forbear proposing such resohttione as these, there would be some prospect of making progress in onr
business. If it was so difficult to get at a simple proposition on the first
article, how much more difficulty should we have when we encountered
the fifth or second article.
He did not think the proposition was likely
to facilitate the business of the Convention.
Mr. C'mmams had offered the resolution, he said, with a view to facilitate the brasine& of the Convention, and it was the only resolution he
hsd offered for the last four weeks. If it was adopted, we cauld go on
with the first article, until the committee reported.
The motion to postpone the further consideration of the resolution for
the present, was agreed to.
FIRST ARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the w&Ie,
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the Chair, and resumed the considera.
tion of the report of the committee on the first artiule of the Constitution.
The motion being on the motion of MI. READ, to amend the fonr&
se&ion by striking out the word ‘*three”, and inserting 6~OY#, so that
a~ ernrmeration shall take place within one year ; and by striking out the
word *‘ taxabb”,
wherever it occurs, 50 that the apportionment of represe&&s
shall be on the numher of inhabitants,
and not on the nur,&r
of Lbtmable
inhobitads”,
and to strike out at the end of the section, the
fo)lowing : “ each county shall have at least one representative, but no
connty hereafter erected, shall be entitled to a separate representative,
until a sufficient number of taxable inhabitants, shall be contained, within
it k, entitle them to one representative, agreeable to the ratio which ahJl
they be established”.
A division of the question was called for by Mr. QTERIGERE.
,The question being Crst taken on the motion to s&&e out the md
iprpat one, it was decided in the negative.
T&e question being next on striking out the word a‘ ta~~&lP whemver
itngcum,
Wr. PIJRVUNCE moved to postpone the further consideration of thir
qhcle for the present, for the purpose of taking up the &fth title.
He
T
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oonn@red this a most important question, and he wished time to give it
He called on his western friends especially to go with
some rfitiection.
him in postponing this question.
The Chair said the motion was not in order, but the gentleman could
move that the committee rise.
Mr. PURVIANCE accordingly moved that the committee rise, and the
motion was negatived.
Mr. MERRILL said there was a difficulty as to the phraseology of the
amendment. If the gentleman would bring forward a distinct proposition
fqr the purpose of deciding a principle, and leave the form to be settled
afterwards, we could understand it and know how to vote. But if
we went on amending word by word, we must be constantly at a loss to
see the bearing of the amendments on the other parts of the Constitution.
Eventually a committee must be appointed to adopt a proper phraseology
fot the amended Constitution, and the best way for us to proceed was,
To try the sense of the committee on
therefore, by deciding principles.
ti.question,
he wished the gentleman would modify his motion so as to
move that population shall be the basis of representation.
The second amendment, striking out the word ‘6 taxable “, was negatived.
The question being on tha, third amendment, to strike out the last
sentence of the fourth section,
Mr. BELL said, if the amended Constitution was to be ‘submited to the
people, as a whole, some alteration should be made in the phraseology of
this section. If it was adopted as a whole, a difficulty would mse in
regard to the construction of the last clause of the fourth section, which
provided that “ each county shall have, at least, one representative “.
According to this, every county’in the State, great or small, would be entitled to a representation.
We were told that, according to the act of
Assembly, we were only to submit amendments, and submit them separately ; but, the sixth section of the act requires that the 6‘ Constitution as
amended, shall be engrossed and signed by the officers and members of
the Convention, and delivered to the Secretary of the Commonwealth, by
whom, and under whose direction, it shall be entered on record in his
office, and be printed as soon as practicable ‘0 in the newspapers.
Thus,
we were to make amendments to the Constitution, and, instead of offering
them separately, and distinctly, we were required to engross the Constitution as amended, to sign it, and deliver it for record and publication,
and for submission to the people. It was to be adopted and dated here$4done at Harrisburg, this
day of August”, &c. It was to be submited,
according to this provision of the act, in an engrossed form, as an entire
Now, do
Constitution, for the adoption or rejection of the people.
you intend to provide that ‘6 each county shall have, at least, one represeaYou say no, we have refered to it; but, if you engross tzlie
tative”.
Constitution, with this provision in it, you will say yea. There was
then at least a doubt in regard to the construction of this provision, and ha
asked whether it was proper to suffer it to remain in doubt. What objw
tion was there to striking out what we have said shall not be a part and pamel
of this Constitution?
At a Drover time. he should renew the nroDositi@n
he had made yesterday to cro;ide for an enumeration in l&O, in order
that we might then have a fair representation.
He thought it necessary
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to amend this section, so as to remove all doubt and difficulty as to its construction.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid the argument of the gentleman in support of his
views,, as to the submission of the Constitution as a whole, was not well
founded.
The first act of Assembly of 1835, provides for calling a
Convention of delegates, to be elected by the people, with authority to
submit amendments of the State Constitution to a vote of the people, fox
their ratification or rejection, and with no other or greater power whatsoever. This act confered no power on the Convention.
The power was
to come directly from the people, and the only limitation of their power
which was imposed by the people, in conformity with the provisionsof
the act, was in requiring the amendments which the Convention should
adopt, to be submited to them for ratification or rejection.
This limtation was imposed, not by the act of the Legislature, but by the people.
The act of 1837 in no way impaired the powers of the Convention.
It
provides the means for carrying the public will into effect, by directing
the time, and mode of electing the members of the Convention, the place
of its meeting, and the manner of its organizatron.
It provides that the
President shall, in case of the death or resignation of any of the members,
issue writs for an election to snpply the vacancy ; that, after organizing,
they may adjourn to any other place and proceed to the execution of
the duties assigned them : and, that, “ when the amendments shall have
been agreed upon by the Convention, the Constitution as amended, shall
be engrossed and signed by the officers and members thereof, and delivered to the Secretary of the Commonwealth, by whom, and under whose
direction, it shall be entered on record in his ofllce, and be printed as soon
as practicable ” in the newspapers, until the day which shall be fixed u on
for the adoption or rejection of the amendments submited. In all tri IS,
there is not (said Mr. WOOD~ARD) one syllable prescribin the manner in
which- the amendments shall be submited.
The Legis f ature too well
understood their duty, to say how the amendments should be submited.
It was left for the Convention to submit the amendments in any form they
might think the most convenient and proper. He found nothing in
either of the acts which went to limit or restrict the power of the Convention ; and if it had contained any such restrictions, he had no hesitation in
saying that they would have been void and of no effect, We were a
body of extraordinary powers, emanating directly from the people, and
deriving our power from the will of the people, our powers could not be
limited by the Legislature, and he did not believe that the Legislature of
Pennsylvania had not thus misconceived and misapplied their powers.
If no mode, then, was provided for the submission of our amendments,
we could submit them as we pleased, in detail or in mass; and, as to the
people not being able to understand the effect of the amendments, if submit
ed separately, he apprehended no difficulty from that. If we left this
section as it was, would the consequences be such as were contemplated
by the gentleman from Chester ? Not at all. It would remain a section
of the ori inal Constitution on which the people could not pass, because
no. amen d.ment had been made to it, and none submited for the ratification 01. rejection of the people. The original Constitution would then
.remain unaltered in regard to this provision, and no new construction
‘would be placed upon it.
The provisions of the sixth section of the act
:
.
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of 1835, related entirely to our mode of organization and the manner in
which the amendments adopted by us shouldbe authenticated and promulgated to the people. There was nothing in it which provided the form
in which they should be submited.
We were under no obligation then,
to submit the Constitution as an entire instrument.
After we had gone
through the amendments, he supposed the course would be to consider
and decide whether they should be submited singly and separately, or in
a body, as an entire Constitution.
When that question did arise, his vote
upon ,it would be regulated entirely by the character of the amendmems
adopted. Possibly they might be of such a character as to render it
necessary to submit them to the people separately, in order to prevent the
rejection of the whole ; but, in no case, could the difficulty which the
gentleman from Chester had anticipated arise.
Mr. READ did not rise, he said, to make a speech on this question, but
merely to state the question in such a form, that it would be understood.
Without detracting at all from the intelligence of the people, it was reasonable to suppose, that they would be puzzled by a flat contradiction.They will have good reason to doubt our intelligence, if we leave this
clause in its present form. He cared nothing for the amendment, further
than to avoid the absurdity of sending out to the people a flat contradiction
on the face of the Constitution, saying, in one clause, that representation
shall be in proportion to the number of taxables, and in the next, saying
that each county shall have, at least, one representative.
He agreed with
the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL) that the Constitution must be
submited as an entire instrument, taking its date from the time when it
receives the signatures of the officers and members of the Convention.If this clause were retained, therefore, the provision allowing one representative to each county, would be a part of the amended Constitution,
although we voted down this very proposition, a few days ago, when it
was oflered by the gentleman from M’Kean (Mr. HA~LI~).
Mr. DARLINQTON said, that it would be necessary, in his opinion, to
submit the amendments to the people in an engrossed form. But there
would be a difficulty as to the construction and application of this section,
if it remained unaltered.
To obviate this difficulty, he had yesterday
offered an amendment somewhat similar to that under consideration, providing for an enumera$ion of the taxable inhabitants of the State, in 1842,
and every seventh year thereafter, and for the apportionment of the representatives among the several counties, and the city of Philadelphia, according to these returns. But the committee thought differently, and rejected
the amendment. It seemed to him, that there was a clear indication of an
opinion on the part of the committee, that no alteration should be made in
the section. If so, he held himself bound to vote against the present
motion. He prefered to leave the section as it was, until the second
reading, when he would renew his amendment, and both propositions
l ould stand or fall together.
Mr. STEVENS: Can it be possible, that the idea of the gentleman from
Sosquehanna, that we are to submit the Constitution, as a new Constitntion, and that the people are to vote upon it as a whole, is correct? What
were the provisions of the first and second act of Assembl ? They did
not require us to make a new Constitution.
They Provod ed for ‘the call
of a Convention of limited powers, and it was called for certain objects,
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which were expressed upon the face of the acts tinder which they were
called together.
Gentlemen could not get clear of that. What were we
to do ? To prepare amendments and submit them to the people. The
people were not then to say, 6‘ Constitution”, or 1‘ no Constitution”,
but
to decide on the amendments submited to them. The idea that we were
to submit a whole Constitution was absurd. It was contrary to the acts
which gave us the power only to submit amendments to the existing
Constitution.
Mr. READ here said, that he denied that we derived any power from the
act of Assembly.
Mr. STBVENS: Then it is from our own omnipotence, if the gentlem’an
pleases. Can we not classify our amendments, and submit some of them
separately, and others in gross? Are we so bound up that we cannot separate the amendments into two classes, omnipotent. as we are, according to
some gentlemen.
He asked if the suggestion was not intended to prevent
us from submiting them separately.
But, when the Constitution was
adopted, was it to be considered as a new Constitution, bearing date from
the time of our signatures? The suggestion alarmed him. Had we come
here to say that every thing done, heretofore, is annihilated by our omnipotence 1 Were we to say, that not a law, nor an act, nor a penalty,
under the former Constitution, was now existing 1 That they were all
abrogated?
That not an office could be held, nor any power or privilege
He had no idea of this covert
dxercrsed in virtue of the old Constitution.
Yet, this appeared to be the object
design to break up the Constitution.
of the doctrine of an engrossed Constitution, which the gentleman from
Susquehanna had brought forward here. The very provision for an
engrossment of the Constitution, as required by the acts of Assembly,
negatived the idea of the gentleman from Susquehanna, that it should be
submitted as a whole. The engrossment was for the purpose of puting
the present Constitution in another shape, in case the people should adopt
The section of the act of 1835, cited by the gentleman
the amendments.
from Chester, looked to the publication of the engrossed Constitution in
all the newspapers of the Commonwealth, but it looked no further. When
the question was submited to the people, it mustbe upon the amendments,
No part of the old Constitution
and not upon the engrossed Constitution.
was to be submited to the people, and, therefore, there was no necessity
for this amendment.
The committee then rose, and the Convention took a recess:
WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O'CLOCK.

The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole, on the first
article, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the Chair.
The question pendiug being on the last division of the amendment
offered b Mr. READ, of Susquehanna,, to strike from the fonrth section,
~$1after t Ke word (6hundred” in the eighth line, to the end of the section ;
the motion was decided in the negative-ayes
26.
“I’he report of the committee on the fourth section was then agreed to.
‘The report of the committee on the fifth section was then taken up fer
consi&rktion, viz r-1‘ That the fifth section of said article be amended eb
as M read ti follows, viz :-Section V. The Senators shall be chosen for
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three years, by the citizens of Philadelphia, and of the several counties, at
the same time, in the same manner, and at the same places, where they
shall vote for representatives”.
The question being on the report of the committee, the following report
of the minority was also read:- “ That it is inexpedient to make any alteration in the fifth section of the first article of the Coustitution”.
Mr. DORAN, of Philadelphia, moved to amend the report by striking out
the word ‘6 three”, and inserting the word “ two”.
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, tnoved to amend the amendtnent, by striking
therefrom all after the word “ report”, and inserting in lieu thereof the
following words. e-6‘ That it is inexpedient to make any alterat.ion in the
fifth section.
Mr. DOFUN said he was, at all times, unwilling to obtrude himself on
Nor should he have risen now to make
the attention of the committee.
any remarks, if he did not think he would be acting in conformity with
the views of his constituent,s of the county of Philadelphia, by moving
the amendment which he had offered, that the Senators should be elected
every two years. He thought, that in the organization of a Government.
especially in that part which relates to the Legislature, great importance
was to be attached to the term of years for which their service should be
fixed. He believed that the purpose of the people, in framing the Government, was not merely that the Government. should control the governed,
but that the Government itself should be restricted by iruch checks and
limitations as the people might think fit to impose. He believed it was
the intention of the framers of this Constitution, when they adopted that
part of it relating to the Executive, while deciding on the powers and
duties of all the co-ordinate branches, so to regulate these powers, that
they might have in %ew, what are the objects of all good Governments,
the happiness and prosperity of the governed, and ascertain and adopt the
best means by which these beneficial and legitimate ends should be secured.
Therefore, a system of checks and balances was introduced.
Under that
view, the powers of Government were limited, and where no checks and
balances exist, for the purpose of regulating the Government, the people
have reserved to themselves, under all circumstances, and at all times,
It would be extraneous here
the right of controling that Government.
to descant on the Judiciary or the Executive, as totally unconnected with
my purpose, which is to shew that, in the existing organization of the
piwers of .the Legislature, there is a manifest defect in the mode of electing
Senators. Why were the two branches separated ? Why was there
constituted a House of Representatives and a Senate? Do gentlemen
believe that the two branches were intended to control the action of the
people ? No gentleman would say that such was the view of those who
framed the Constitution.
Who was it that framed the Constitution ?What was their object in creating two branches ? They were intended
to be checks to each other, to constitute a part of the system of checks and
b+noes, that one might perfect and control the action of the other, and
the result of these checks was to promote the objects of the framers of the
In regard to the House of Representatives, it is a body more
Constitution.
disposed to acts of usurpation than the Senate-it is more numerous, and
more liable to be operated on by imflammatory appeals, and is deficient in
that calm pnd sound judgment which is to be found in a less body. In
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order to curb the action of the House, the Senate was constituted-an
order of sounder judgment, of maturer age, and greater experience than is
generally to be found in larger bodies.
But while, tc a certain extent,
this was the object of the framers in separating the two branches, there
was still another. And what was that? It was to bring the Legislature
more completely within the control of the people-that
they should, by
frequent elections, be compelled to come before the people at stated
periods, in order that the people might have the opportunity of revising
their conduct. They were thus to come to judgment, that it might be
seen if the legislative measures had been calculated to promote the prosperity of the people. How has this been attained ? He would not now
speak of the House of Representatives, as that branch was not the subject
of his inquiry.
He would only allude to the Senate. How has this been
attained ? Is it a fact, that the Senate, as at present organized, has operated as a check on the House of Representatives?
Has this body
regarded the will of the people, and looked to their interests? Such was
not the fact. On the contrary, the sentiments and prosperity of the people,
since the present Constitution came into existence, have been entirely lost
sight of, and the Senate, instead of looking to that as the primary object
of legislation, have passed acts having in view the preservation of individual interests, without regard to the good of the people; This is human
nature. When men obtain power, they are apt to forget the source from
which they have obtained it. The prospect of being brought before the
people for judgment, was too remote to operate as a check upon their _
course, and led them to those acts which were calculated to benefit their
own personal interests.
Such was his general view of the subject, a view
in which he was borne out by facts. In the history of the country, how
had the Senate operated as a check on the House of Representatives ?Lamentable experience had shewn, that if this body of thirty-three individuals had been selected by the people, for their wisdom and experience,
to be brought into OperdtiOn to check and control the immediate action of
the House of Representatives, it had entirely failed in its object. Instead
of controling the action of the House, the Senate had always yielded to it ;
instead of acting as a check on improper legislation, it took the lead in acts
of.legislative tyranny, fell into the wake of the House, and passed laws
which were inimical to the interests and feelings of the great body of the
people. Had there not been instances of individuals sent to the Senate,
pledged to carry out certain principles, who, on obtaining their seats,
abandoned all those principles, turned their backs on the rights and interests of the people, and set at defiance the very people they ought to have
represented there ? He did not intend to allude to any particular instance.
One individual, as was notorious in the county of Philadelphia, had gone
directly in opposition tc the great democratic principle, that the representative is bound to obey the will of his constituents.
It was notorious,
that there had been an individual in the Senate, who was pledged to his
constituentsto carry out certain measures, who had abandoned those very
measures, and the interests of the people of the county.
The people had
felt the evil effects of his infidelity, and had seen the necessity of imposing
a check, since experience had taught them, that an individual elected for
four years was beyond the control of his constituents.
The had, therefore, thought it fit that their delegates to the Convention shoul B respectfully
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ask a modification of the term, so as to reduce it to two years. He had
intended to make a longer argument ; but, as he believed, gentlemen of
more talent would be prepared to set forth the evil in a still stronger light,
he would content himself with merely moving the amendment.
Mr. MERRILL, of Union : The gentleman from the county of Philadelphia had truly said, that the object for which the Senate was created, was
to operate as a check on the House of Representatives, to prevent hasty
and improper legislation.
He had also said that the Senate, as now constituted, had not been able to carry into effect the object for which it was
created, as a check on the other house; that the House had been constantly usurping powers which did not belong to it, while the Senate had
been giving way whenever the House insisted. And what was the remedy
suggested by the gentleman from the county 1 To reduce the term for
which the Senators are elected, and thus to bring that branch of the Government more directly within the power of the House of Representatives.
If the argument of the gentleman was true ; if the Senate had not been
able now to resist the power of the House, but had been drawn from its
duty, it was because it was deficient in independence, and to make it independent enough to resist the power of the House, its tenure ought to be
increased to eight years, instead of being shortened to two years, which is
calculated to take away the little independence which may be left. He
eoncured entirely in the propriety of doing every thing which could have
a tendency to check improvident legislation, and therefore, he could not
consent to take away power from the Senate. Had we been sent here to
remove the barriers against improvident legislation? The other day we were
told that the House was corrupt, and important charges were made against
the legislation of that branch ; and now we are told, that the Senate is corrupt, and that, in fact, we can get no Government which is at all worthy
to be trusted. What is this, but the doctrine that there is no longer any
protection for individual rights, but that which man derives from his own
strength ? And this doctrine was propounded in a civilised community.
Was it not wrong tc urge arguments of this character, the clear
tendency of which was to bring republican institutions into contempt 1 If
we desire to see repoblican Governments extending themselves throughout
the whole world, let us shew that they are able tc protect, and that they
do protect those who live under them, and that they are able to give security
The gentleman from Philadelphia had
to life, liberty, and property.
stated, that the Senate had abandoned its duty. But he (Mr. M.) knew of
no fact which he had produced to bear him out in this charge. He believed
that no evidence could be produced to sustain it. The gentleman said the
Senate was beyond the control.of public opinion ; and, the next moment,
he told us it was so completely under the influence of the current of opinion, that it could not stand against it. It appeared, that either the terms
were too long and it had too much independence,or they were too short,
and it had too little, How was the fact? Under the Constitution of 1776,
we had no Senate-no counteracting body to the Council. Did the people
think that a good system 1 No. The course for attaining the system,
and creating the Senate, was to have a counteracting body, The Senate
was therefore created. The people thaught that thus the Government
might be made ultimately to work right, because, although one might be
wrong now, the other might be right, and so when the other should be
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wrong, this would be right, and thus the evil consequence of error would
be prevented.
The great object of the creation of the Senate was to have
one branch which should have a character for stability.
Laws passed by
the popular branch were frequently carried through by a feeling which
was not under the control of reason, and were found to be an evil ; and
the repeal of good laws, under similar impulses, was equally injurious to
the public interests. An act of Assembly might be unpopular at first, but
after one or two years’ experience, might become popular.
The Senate
was intended to keep a check ou that hasty legislation which was so
uncertain and injurious.
Some gentlemen there were who thought there
should be no counteracting force. Would any man be willing to go back
to the experiment of a single legislature ? No man, he was certain, could
have any such wish ; and, if not, he must wish to have a substantial
power to exercise control over legislation.
If the House is not to be fully
trusted, there must be some one power to do what is right, when the
House desires to do what is wrong.
The gentleman from Philadelphia
county had refered to cases, and persons, and had described some individual who could not pronounce the $6Shibboleth”,
and had become a
subject of denunciation, because he had not followed out some particular
party measure. If any man in this body, or in the House, as a re resentative of the people, had taken an oath to perform his duty actor L!mg
to the convictions of his conscience, was he to be instructed out of these
convictions by any body ? If he acted in opposition to the desires of
some of his party, might he not have yielded to reasons which were sufficient to justify his course to all reflecting men ? Must it be taken for
anted, that he had abandoned the principles of a popular Government ?
!ii ad we any right to denounce him as acting from corrupt motives ?When men are thought worthy to be selected by the people for their
representatives-whether
they act under oath or otherwise-it
is but reasonable to suppose, that they act from their honest and deep convictions
of their duty.
But has any reason been shown, why the senatorial term should be
limited below that named in the Constitution ? Has there been any harm
done to the people on account of this provision ? Have any body’s rights
been invaded?
Have the liberties of the people been destroyed, or has any
man’s property been rendered insecure 1 Well, all these questions must
be answered in the negative.
Then, unless some one could show that our
condition would be bettered by the adoption of this amendment, he hoped
it would not prevail.
The gentleman’s own argument had shown, that
instead of making the Senate a check apon the lower House, by the adoP
tion of this amendment, it would be making it a partner in those abuses
of which he complains.
He admited that Senators, elected for a term of
four years, ,were no check upon the House, then, how could Senators,
elected for a term of three or two.years, be a check upon it. He hoped
the amendment might not prevail.
Mr. EARLE called for the yeas and nays on the amendment of Mr. STEVENS, which were ordered, and stcod yeas 60, nays 66, as follows :
YXAI-Mm.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndollar, Bar&z., Bayne, Bid& Chambsn, Chadk, of Chester, Chauncey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Danphi+ Cline,
Ocrbr. Co&an, Cope, Cox, Craig, Crum, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dunlop, Forwud, Hurii, Hiester, Hendomon, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hopkinson,
u
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Jenka,Maclay, M’CsIl, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Pennypacker, Pollock,
&x+x, of Lamnester,Royer, Russell, Saeger,Scott, Sill, Snively, Stevens,Todd, Weidman, Young, Sergeant, Presirlent-50.

NArs-Messrs. Banks, Barclay, Bell, Big&w, Bonham, Brown, of Philadelphia,
Carey, Clspp, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavinger, Crain, Crawford, Cummin, Dickerson,
Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Doran, Eerie, Farrelly, Fleming, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller,
Gamble, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hrtmlin, Hastings, Hayhurst, High, Houpt, Hyde,
Ingersoli, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, Miller, Montgomery,
Myers, Nevin, Overfield, Porter, of Northampton, Purviance, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers,
Selhzrs, Seltzer, Grill, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stick& Swctland, Taggart,
Weaver, White, Woodward-66.

So the amendment to the amendment was disagreed to.
The question then recured on striking from the report of th? committee
6‘ three”, and inserting ‘1 two”.
On this question Mr. DORAN called for the yeas and nays, which were
ordered, and were yeas 46, nays 70, as f’ollows :
YEas-Messrs.

Banks, Brown, of Philadelphia, Clnpp, Cleavingnr, Grain, Cummin,

Dillinger, Donagan, Doran, Earle, Farrel1.v.Foulkrod, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore. Gre.
ndl, Hamlin, Hastings, Hayhurst, High, Hyde, Keirn, Kennedy, K&R, Magee, Mann.
Miller, Myers, Nevin, Overfield, Purv~ance, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers, Sellers, Shellito
Smith, Smyth, Stevens, Stickel, Swctland, ‘l’aggart, Weaver, White, Woodward-46.
N~ms-Messrs. Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barclay, Barndollar, Barnitz, Baynr, Bell,

Biddle, Bigelow, Bonham, Carey, Chambers. Chandler,of Chester,Chauncey,Clarke,
of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Cope, Cox,
Craig, Crawford, Crum, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Donnell, Dunlop, Fle

n$ngVForward, Fry, Gamt+, Harris, Hiester, Henderson,of Allegheny, Henderson, of
Dauphin, Hopkinson, Houpt, Ingersoll, Jenks, Kerr, I,yons, Maclay, M’Call, M’Dowell,
M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Montgomery, Ptmnypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster.
Porter, of Northampton, Royer, Russ& Saeger,Scott, Seltzer, Scrrill, Sill, Snively, Sterigere, Todd, Weidman, Young, Sergeant, ~~esi&?lf--X~.

So the amendment was disagreed to.
The report of the committee was then adopted without a division.
The report of the committee that it is inexpedient to make any alteration in the 6th section was then taken up and agreed to.
The report of the committee against making any alteration in the seventh
section, was then taken up, and the section read, as fo!lows :
LbThe Senators shall be chosen in districts, to be formed by the Legislature ; each district, containing such a number of taxable inhabitants as
shall be entitled to elect not more than four Senators. When a district
shall be composed of two or more counties, they shall be adjoining.Neither the city of Philadelphia, nor any county, shall behdivided in forming a district”.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved to amend the section, by striking
out of the third line the word “ four”, and inserting 6‘ two”.
Mr. STERIGERE moved to strike out, the amendment, and insert the following :
“ The Senators shall be chosen in districts, to be formed by the Legislature, at the same time the representatives are apportioned among the
several counties, each district containing such a number of taxable inhabitants. as shall be entitled to elect not more than one Senator, except when
the.city of Philadelphia, or any one county, shall contain such proportion
of the taTable inhabitants of the State, as may entitle it to elect two or
more Senators, in which case such city or county shall not be divided to
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form a district.
Nor shall the city of Philadelphia, or any county, be
divided in forming a district.
When a district shall be composed of two
or more counties, they shall be adjoining.
No district, entitled to bne
.Senator or more, shall be allowed an additional Senator, on any ndmber
of its taxable inhabitants, less than one half of one thirty-third part of %I!
the taxable inhabitants of the Commonwealth”.
Mr. S~PERIGERE,of Montgomery, would say a very few words in reFerence to his amendment.
Districts were often too iarge, and he dGred
to see them reduced, and the purpose of his amendment was & &&&at
object. Almost every one knew the great evils arising from large, d%#~
tritita, created for cdngressional political purposes, where per&~ h&e
lived 100 miles OR, and arrangements have been made to defeat
lar vdice. He was in favor of making single congressibtil, di
throughout.
The question was then taken on the amendment, and it was negatived.
The question then recuriag on the amendment of Mr. R@Aw,
Mr. BBLL, of Chester, said he would iike to hear the genklemaa give
some reasons in support of it.
Mr. READ remarked, that the principal object which he had in vibw,
was to render the districts as small as possible, to prevent gerrymander&.
Ih forming a new Constitution, it was wise to provide for the fu$+ q$$it
the abuses which had occured under the present Constitdtiop.
$b’a-.u
had every day, under our own e);es, the most glaring abuses, owing to-&e
want of such a limitation :ds he now proposed. He would call - a&tion of the gentleman from Chester to this fact. The cou’nties.o$% sk-i
and. Delaware, containin a sufficient number of taxablei, h&e &o &&ators, and the county of d ontgomery had just enough for one. Thr+e ‘&Gil
counties should (if the rule of honesty had be&n observed) tii;i! fO;i$a
,a
two separate districts, but they were put together. Now, this w&‘a 4q@
05 things which was radically wrong.
The making of large s&a&J
$st&ts, for party purposes, ought to be pi&vented.
These re+dns Were
.,.
satisfactory to him.
Mr. DICKEY, of Somerset, hoped the reasons would not be satifactory
to the gentleman from Chester, as he had a seat here in Girttie df ihe’
clause as it stood.

Mr. SMYTH, of Centre, said he would vote for the amendment, and he
-ted- that it would be adopted.
Mr. READ observed, that in legislating for the future, local and temporary matters ought not to be taken into consideration.
He was #wfy te
imfere
with the peculiar views of the gentleman (Mr. BELL) in thb pet&
fiumanee of his duty, Mr. R. asked for the yeas and nays.
8,
It.
FORWARD, of Alla heny; rose to say, that if tti
w
any prbw
c#bin.thr
amendment offthr gentleman frum Siwqurhrmn~ it M r@.wu
I

.
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fully carried out by the amendment of his worthy friend near him, (Mr.
Smaro~as) which had been rejected. Now, he felt strongly inclined to
favor the principle of that amendment, which had been thus disposed of
without much discussion, and probably without being well understood.He would vote against the amendment, reserving himself for a time when
the subject would come up again, and when more light would be thrown
on it than he now possessed, so as to enable him to vote understandingly.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment, which
was agreed to, as follows :
Yuaa-Mew&.
Ayres, Banks, Barclay, Big&w, Bonham, Brown, of Philadelphia,
Butler, Chandler, of Chester, Gleprr, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of
India&, Cleavinger, Cline, Coch&n, Cram, Crawford, Cummin, Dariington, Darrah,
Dickerson, Dillmger, Donagan, I)onnell, Damn, Dunlop, Earlc, Farrelly, Fleming,
Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, Gilmore, Greuell, Hamlin, Harris. Hastings,
Ha$utrst, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Houpt,
Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, K&u, Kennedy, Krebs, I,yons, Magee, Mann. M’Call, M’Dowell,
Miller. Monteomerv. Mvers. Nevin. Overfield. Pennvnacker. Pollock. Porter, of Lancsster, Purviance, Read, Riter; R&e;, Rogers,’ RI&~, Sellers, Se&,
Serrill, Shellito,
Smith, Smyth, Stickel, Swetland,Taggart, Weuver, White, Woodwar Young--83.
Navs~Messrs.
Agnew, Baldw&
Barndollar, Bamitz, Bell, Carey, Chambers,
Chamicev. Coates. Cone. Cox. Grain. Crum, Denny, Dickev, Forward, Honkinson, Kerr.
Maciay, M’Sherry; Me%ith, Merril‘i; Porter; of N&hampt&, Royer, &e&r, Scott, Sill;
Snively, Sterigere, Stevens, Todd, Weidmen, Sergcsnt, Pxsirlen6-33.

Mr. STE&ERE, of Montgomery, rose to renew the amendment which
had been just rejected.
The Chair decided that the motion was out of order.
The report of the committee, as amended, so far as relates to the 7th
section, was then agreed to.
The report of the committee, so far as the same relates to the eighth section, being taken up for consideration, it was read as follows :
‘6 No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained the age of
25 years, and have been a citizen and inhabitant of the State four years
next before his election, and the last year thereof an inhabitant of the district for which he shall have been chosen, unless he shall have been absent on the public business of the United States or of this State”.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, moved to strike out the word ‘6 twenty-five”,
and insert ‘6 thirty”.
Mr. DICKEY moved to amend the amendment by striking out “ thirty”
and inserting CLtwenty-one”.
Mr. CLARKE, rose and said, as he had remarked on a former oecasion, when he made a similar motion in reference to the age of the members of the House of Representatives, that he wished to see the Goverument a little more patriarchial. In former years it was customary to sekct
much older men for the Senate than are now chosen for that body, and
they had very little intercourse with the House of Representatives.
He
had heard, indeed, that, in former times, the Senators rarely went near
the House, and that they shunned any intercommunication
lest one body
might exert an iufluence over the other. The modern might be as wise a&
as virtuous as the Senators of the early years of the Commonwealth-he
WPI
sme that they could not be more so-butthere
was too close a conuexionhetween them and the members of the other House, and they wereoften teur
young to possess that degree of gravity, stability and experience which
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was desirable in the Senatorial body, and which belonged to it in theory.
He would wish to see them at least thirty years of age. He threw out
the proposition and intended not to have made it the subject of a speech.
Mr. DICKEY had not offered his amendment, he said, in burlesque. He
was quite serious in the proposition, as it seemed to helong to the course
of measures which the Convention thought it proper to adopt to break
doum what they viewed as the aristocracy of the Senate. The Senate vraa
placed, by the Constitution, as a check upon the hasty, or imprudent
legislation of the more popular branch. It was supposed that the House of
Representatives, coming as it did yearly from the people, would partake
somewhat of their impulses, and would sometimes act rashly, under the
influence of the prevalent popular feeling; and the Senate was instituted
But, as we were now making innoas a check upon their imprudence.
vations on the theory of the Constitution, by cntting down the independence of the Senate, shortening its term, destroying its influence, and, in
fact, making it a popular branch, assimilated to the other House, he had
proposed, by way of carrying out this theory, to reduce the qualification
It was formerly considered a proof age from twentyrfive to twenty-one.
per object to keep in the Senate a number of experienced men, who had
been trained in the business of State Legislation ; but, as we had determined to abandon this system and to deprive ourselves of the advantages
of legislative experience by reducing the Senatorial term of service, he did
not see the use of preserving any other part of the present constitution of
the Senate.
Mr. PURVIANCE said he was extremely sorry that the gentleman from
Indiana had seen fit to renew his attack on himself and the other members
of this body who were under thirty, and particularly as some of them
w&e absent.
Mr. CLARKE asked leave to explain.
He certainly had made no attack
upon the gentleman from Butler, nor upon the young gentlemen, his
friends. Indeed, when he made the motion, he did not think of them.
Mr. PTJRVIANCEcontinued.
The gentleman must get an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, in order to carry out his project ; a
erson may be a member of Congress at ‘twenty-five.
For himself, he
fpelt no concern a.t the gentleman’s doctrine ; but he asked the gentleman
from Allegheny (Mr. ROQERS)who might, perhaps, be a candidate for a
seat in Congress, whether he felt no concern at this new doctrine 1
Mr. STEVENS believed, he said, that he should vote for twenty-one; he
could see no reason for making a difference of a.ge between the two
branches. Age was not an infallible criterion of wtsdom, experience, or
honesty ; and he was for leaving it to the constituent body to decide upon
the merits and qualifications of those whom they chose as their representatives. Any qualification but that of legal majority was unreasonable and
unnecessary. There were several kinds of aristocraoy : one of birth, which
vvas of little account here ; another of wealth, which had more practical
sway than it ought to have ; and auother of age, which was as odious as
v other. He agreed that old age should be indulged and protected ; but
r k’ had learned to consider it a very uncertain mark of wisdom or judg*ant,
Some men never arrived at years of discretion. if they live to be
seventy, and others may possess cool heads and sound judgments at
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twenty-one.
Twenty-one was the democratic age, and the proposition of
the g&tlemau was aristocratic.
The motion of Mr. DICKEY was disagreed to, and the amendment
offered by Mr, CLARKE was disagreed to, without a division.
Mr. Cox moved to amend the report, by adding to the end of the section the words following, viz : ‘c or unless he shall have been previously
a qualified elector in this State, in which case he shall be eligible upon
upon one year’s residence.”
Mr. C. said, the same rule had beeu
adopted in reference to the members of the House of Representatives.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. EARLE moved further to amend the same by adding to the end of
the section, the words following, viz : 6‘ and no person shall be eligible
to the oflice of Senator for more than two terms in succession.”
Mr. EARLE said, we had limited the eligibility of the Governor, and
other officers; and, if the principle was correct, rt ought to be carried out,
and applied to the Senate. On turning to the old Constitution, he found
many such limitations there, and he believed it to be a sound and republican principle.
He had consulted some of his constituents on the subject, and had brought the question before the society for Constitutional
Reform, and had ascertained that there was a general sentiment in favor
of such a limitation.
The motion was negatived ; and the report of the committee so far as
relates to the eighth section as amended, was agreed to as follows :
SECT. 8. No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained the
age of twenty-five years, and have been been a citizen and inhabitant of
the State for four years next before his election, and the last year thereof
an inhabitant of the district for which he shall be chosen, unless he shall
have been absent on the public business of the United States, or of thin
State, or unless he shall have been previously a qualified elector in this
State, in which case he shall be eligible upon one year’s residence.
The report of the committee on the ninth section was then taken up for
consideration, as follows :
SECT. 9. At the expiration of the term of any class of the present Senators, sucdessors shall be elected for the term of three years. The Senators who may be elected in the year one thousand eight hundred and
forty-one, shall be divided by lot into three classes. The seats of the
Senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the first
year : of the second class, at the expiration of the second year; and of the
third class, at the expiration of the third year; 50 that thereafter, one third
may be chosen every year.
Mr. STERIOERE suggested that as the Senatorial term had been altered
in a preceding section, it might be necessary to carry out the alteration by
a corresponding change in this.
The report of the committee on this section, was agreed to.
The tenth section, as reported by the committee, was then taken up for
consideration, as follows : 1‘ SECT. 10. The General Assemblv shall meet on the first Tuesdav of
January, in every year, unless soone; convened by the Governor”.
*
Mt. STERIQERE moved to amend the same, by str
a‘ January“, and inserting tbe word ‘(November”.
heurd any opinion, be said, it wan not fnvoroble to th
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His own experience had led him to a different COIIC~Uthe committee.
sion. All the reasons which had been assigned in favor of meetin in
It had been the custom for hoi’If ays
January, was to avoid the holidays.
to take place in legislation, and he would ask, if we who are sitting,here,
had not had our holidays.
It usually consumed a week or two, before a
Legislative body could get fairly into business. He knew of no particular objection to it, and saw no necessity for putting off the meeting of the
Legislature to so late a period of the winter.
He was himself in favor of
an earlier meeting.
,The question was then taken, and the motion to amend was negatived.
Mr. MERRILL moved to amend the section by striking out the word
‘*sooner”, and inserting the words ‘6 at another time” ; which was also
negatived.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, moved to amend the section, by addmg to the
end thereof; the following words, ‘6 and shall adjourn on the first Thursday in April, unless continued longer in session by law for that purpose’*.
His. legislative eliperience, he said, had taught him, that the Legislature
never ntent’to work until a day of adjournment had been fixed. Unless
the day be fixed; and a protraction of the session be thus prevented, the
L+j$rlature might take up four or five months in getting‘throngh
its
business.
The question being taken, the amendment was adopted: Ayes, &I-liods, 36.
The report of the committee on the tenth section, as amended was then
agreed ta.
The committee then took up the eleventh section, as follows, on which
the committee had reported no amendment :
SEC1.41-1. ,“ Each,Houee shall choose its Spaker and other of&&s ;
and the,Senate &all&o
choosea Speaker, pro ternpore, when the Speaker
SW] sxerqise’ the &ice of Governor”.
Mr. STERIQERE thought it might be wise to postpone this se&n, and
proceed to some of the ,at&rs, as there seemed to be a desire on the part
of some-,.gentlemen to make a provision for Lieutenant Governor.
He
wrrwld, the&ore, move te pass over this section. He was of opinion the
the course taken by .the Virginia Convention was the correct one: .first.to
decide,*wthe .principle of a measure. He saw no necessity for occupying
time in discussion.
’
Mr. BELL, of: Chester, said, he hoped the motion would prevail.
Mr. Fux.r.xu thonght-that this was the proper time to test the question
relative .b aLieutenant Governor.
He thought that .every gentleman had
made.up:hisntind
on this subject, and that now was the proper time to
&e an expression of opinion, whether or not we would create such an.
otliae. .,
Mr. BELL hoped the gentleman from Montgomery would withdraw the
amendment at precient, and move it on second reading, if, he desired to
take the sense of the Convention upon it.
Mr. S~B~GERE then withdrew his amendment.
The tiport &ho oomn&tee that it is inexpedient to make any altT
tion in tire, twel&h.dseotion+ was then agreed to.
Mr. COATES then moved that the committee rise : Lost.

.
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The Convention then took up the report of the committee, deeming it
inexpedient to make any aiteration in the following section :
6‘ SECT. 13. Each House may determine the rules of its proceedings,
punish its members for disorderly behaviour ; and with the concurence of
two thirds expel a member, but not a second time for the same cause, and
shall have all other powers necessary for a branch of the Legislature of a
free State “.
Mr. HIESTER moved to amend the section by adding to the end thereof,
the following :
*‘ And may punish by imprisonment, not to continue longer than until
the termination of their session, or by fine not exceeding one thousand
dollars, any person not a member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to
either of said Houses, by any contemptuous or disorderly behaviour in
their presence “.
Mr. HIE~TER would briefly remark, that every gentleman must be aware
that instances have occured where persons not members of either branch
of the Legislature, have been arraigned for contemptuous conduct at the
bar of the House, and whenever such cases occured, a difficulty had arisen
for want of an express power to punish being delegated to the Legislature. In order to obviate this difficulty, which was a serious one, he had
submited this amendment, which it would be for the Convention to adopt
or reject, as they, might deem most proper.
The amendment was then disagreed to.
Mr. INGERSOLL moved to strike from the section the words ‘*other
powers necessary for a branch of the Legislature of a free State “, and
inserting in lieu thereof, the following: “ the power of making laws not
inconsistent with this Constitution, the sovereignty of the people and the
inherent limitations of annual trust delegated by that sovereignty “, which
was disagreed to.
Mr. EARLE moved to amend the section by adding to the end thereof
the following : provided, that the Legislature shall grant no special charter
for any bauking or other business corporations, except for internal
improvements “.
We have a comMr. BELL hoped this motion would not now prevail.
mittee on the subject of corporations, and whenever they bring up the
subject, this amendment would be considered in its proper place. Then
would be the proper time to introduce it, and not now.
The amendment was then disagreed to, and the report of the committee
was adopted.
Mr. WOODWARDthen moved thattbe committee rise. Lost.
The Convention then took up so much of the report of the committee,
as declares it inexpedient to make any aleration in the following section.
‘1 SECT. 14. Each House shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and
publish them weekly, except such parts as may require secrecy. And
the yeas and nays of the members on any question, shall, at the desire of
any two of them, be entered on the journal”.
Mr. HIESTER moved to add after the word ‘6 keep”, the words 6‘ and
preserve inviolate”.
Mr. HIESTER said, in his own opinion, the words of the section as it
now ttood, in\plied the same thing, but there appeared to be a difference
of opmion in relation to it; and we know that the same words in the
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Federal Coostitution have been construed very differently.
He thought,
if we intended to preserve the journals of our State free from alterations,
we should add these words. If not, we may have some expunging done
here.
Mr. FORWARD said the amendment was entirely unnecessary, and he
hoped it would not prevail.
The amendment was then disagreed to, and the report of the committee
was adopted.
The report of the committee, that it is inexpedient to make any alteration in the fifteenth section, was then adopted.
Mr. STEVENS said it had already been adjudged by the Legislature of
this State, that nothing could be expunged from their journals; but when
these minutes come up hereafter, and it is seen that this Convention has
taken a vote on this subject, a different construction will be put upon it.
He would, therefore, make the motion that the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster, do not appear on the minutes of the Convention.
Mr. DORAN should like to know if the gentleman from Adams meant
to have this amendment ezpounged from the minutes.
Mr. H~ESTER said he would withdraw, if he had power, but as the vote
had been taken, he had no control over it.
Mr. MEREDITH suggested, that a motion to reconsider the vote, would
obviate the difficulty.
Mr. STEVENS moved to reconsider the vote, by which the report on the
fourteenth section was agreed to, and the motion was carried in the affirmative.
The vote rejecting the motion of the gentleman from Lancaster, Mr.
HIESTER) to amend the fourteenth section, was then reconsidered, an6
Mr. HIESTER withdrew the amendment.
The report of the committee in relation to the fourteenth section, was
then ,agreed to.
So much of the report as related to ‘thefifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth sections, id recommended that no alteration
be made therein, was considered and agreed to.
Mr. MERRIL moved that the committee rise, which was negatived.
The Convention took up so much of the report as declares it to be
inexpedient to make any alteration in the twentieth section, and it was
read, aa follows :
4‘ All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Hepreh
sentatives ; but the Senate may propose amendments, as in other bilb”.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, moved to strike out the words (6for &eiing
revenue”, an d ,
On motion of Mr. STERIQERE, the committee rose, and
The Convention adjourned.
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As soon as the journal had been read, a discussion arose on a suggestion
that, so far as the minutes of the committee of the whole were concerned,
a correction was necessary.
Mr. MEREDITH moved, 6‘ That the minutes of the committee of the
whole, of yesterday, be referod to that committee for ctorrection, and that
the tider of the Convention, requiring the daily reading of the minutes of
the,,committee of the whole, be rescmded”.
.Mr. CUNNINGHAM, of Mercer, suggested, as a difficulty, the possibility
that the committee of the whole might not. sit again ; and in that case, if
the m&ti n prevailed, the journal of the committee of the whole, if incorrect, c&i P%Inot be corrected.
Again, if there was error, and the committee
of the wb&le should not sit again for six weeks, the fact might be forgotten,
He thought the best
an*d the.minutes would thus be rendered imperfect.
course would be to continue to have the mmutcs read every morning, when
the errors might be pointed out, and corrected, while the facts are fresh in
the merrtory.
,, ML? MEREDITH replied, that if his motion prevailed, the minutes could
be readevery marniug in committee of the whole, and the errers could be
corrected, the same as in the House. The presiding officer of the commit@ could then correct them ; whereas, he is now obliged to enter into
the debi&, and his explanations create an opposition to hisviews.
If he
were in the Chair, iustead of arguing, he ceuld decide. The best course
\vpt$d be to read the minutes every moruing in committee.
He only
propdsed to rescind the order which compels the minutes to be read in
Convqnt@;
and, if the committee should not sit again, it would be easy
to,,,orde~j he,$st minutes of the committee to be read. At present there
was aAA1 c&y, because the President was not supposed to know what
was pas&rg in, committee of the whole.
He hoped his views would be
accepfab’le, to the Convention.
Mr., P,on.rgn,-,of Northampton, said, the minutes were now read by
order of the Convention, under a resolution offered by the gentleman f-m
m.
(&Ir. HHLEQTER)~ Complaint had been made of the journal
bein’g,,len&ened
by ppt$ing;into it, at full length, every section of an
a&&,,apd
,thus increasing labor, and the expense of printing.
This was
intended to be superseded by the reading of the minutes. He thought the
motion of the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. MEREDITH) would be the
best course to pursue.
Mr.’ STERIOERE thought the journals should stand as they are. He
believed there was considerable advantage in having the minutes read
over every morning in committee of the whole, and he wished to offer a
rule to that effect.
Mr. M’SHERRY, of Adams, said, there might be a difficulty if the committee of the whole were discharged ; for, in that case, they would be
unable to take up the journal again. If they were to sit again, after an
interval of two weeks, few would be able to recollect the errors, and able
to correct them. He thought it would be better to go along as we had
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be uo difficulty so long as the committee continued
done. There could
to sit every day, but this would be uncertain.
AS
to the Ghairman, his
,.
views could be obtained, either in the Chair or out of it.
Mr. DARLINGTON demanded a division of the question.
The q”uestion was then taken on the first division of the motion, being
so much as refers the minutes to the committee for correction, which ‘*as
agreed to.
The question was then taken on the second division of the motion,
being so much as rescinds the rule requiring the minutes to be read’every
morning, which was decided in the negative.
Mr. DARLINQTON, of Chester, submited the following resolution :
&-so&d, That the Convention will this day take a recessfrom one,to.t&e o’clock
P. M.
The question being on the second reading, it was decided in tile ne&
tive-ayes
43, noes 43.
Mr. COATES, of Lancaster, submited the folldwing resolution, which
was laid au the table, and ordered to be printed:
Resolved, That this Convention will adjourn on tbe 26th instant, to meet a@n on
the 17th of Octobernext.
FIRST ARTICLE.

’ The committee then resolved itself into committee of the whole, on the
first ,article of the Constitution, Mr. PORTER, of. Northampton,, ia the
Chair.
rl’he first business before the committee of the whole was the examination atltl ‘correction of the minutes, which had been &fered to it &P*
After a brief consultation; i& wds~&en&@
purpose, by the Corrvention.
conceded that the proper course was to leave it to’-the -Chait, at~?~mkie
,.
_,I: _,,,:
such correction as he might deem necessary].
So much of the report of the committee, as declares it inexpediene to
make any amendment in the following section, being under donsidmatiotit
“ SPCT. 20. All bills for raising revenue shall origin& in the,$&m&af
l&presentatives ; but, the Senate -may propose atiendments, W& d&m
1%
..,.,I
bills” ; and
The question being on the motion of Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, to strike
,, ,
out the words “for raising revenue”,
ME. CLARKE, .of Indiana, addressed the committee in support of the
motion.
When the gentleman from Montgomery, last evening mada &a
motion that the committee rise, he was kind enough (said MT; C.) to,ni&+
mate that I wished to make a speech. Though he thanked fhat ~EI&.
man for his good intentions, yet he had put him in a position which .ho
did not wish -to Occupy. From his obserjation of the ,dispo&ion- and
temper of the committee, he wzs led to believe that their patie&oe w
worn out: and, though he had offered an amendment for consideratiolr;
be neither wished, nor was he prepared to make a speech uponrit;:as the
gentleman had supposed. He was not anxious to figure in> the ,D&ly
phronicle, nor to get his name into the journals, nor into this book of-b
In this- book (holding up the file of resolutions) his name did not
IJltiORSi
Ipar.
He had not been ambitious to bring his projecaJ before the Cm+
yention; not but that he had his projects, and ths;t his cmstimnte ee
hii to suggest his views, btit, because ht; had prefered to tit++
w
..;
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what other gentlemen proposed, in order that if their propositions suited
him, he might adopt them instead of offering his own. It was only after
other gentlemen had ceased to offer their amendments, that he had determined to offer his, and this course he should continue to pursue. He should
offer no project himself, unless when he found that no one else would offer
it. He was aware that this course was attended with one disadvantagethat, before he found it necessary to present a proposition, the patience of
the Convention was exhausted, and (‘ question”, question”, was reiterated
in loud cries from all sides of the House, upon the suggestion of any, new
amendments.
So strong were the manifestations of this feeliug at times,
that a member must he possessed of a high degree of moral courage to
offer an amendment, and much more to undertake to explain the reasons
for it. A member must possess an undue idea of his own powers of eloquence, to persuade him to address this body under such circumstances.
But, as he now offered a proposition that was new in principle, the committee would, he hoped, indulge him with some remarks upon it, which
he would say would be brief; and he hoped that some other gentleman,
who might think favorably of the amendmant. might be induced to take
it up, illustrate, and enforce it. The great object which he had in view,
was to give dignity and weight to the Senate, and if he might be allowed
the expression, to clarify our laws by purifying the Government.
Since
he had become a practical legislator, he had always been a great admirer
of the Senate, though he knew that, as a body, it was liable, like other
bodies, to error. He recollected one case, three years ago, in which he
had no doubt that the Senate had committed a radical error, but his confidence in the body was still unabated. Though he had voted for the proposition to reduce t,he term of service of the Senators to three years, yet
it was not from want of confidence in the Senate. It was from no hostility to the Senate, that he had offered this amendment; but, on the contrary, from a desire to raise its dignity and character, and make it what it
was originally intended to be, a check upon the other branch of the Legislature. It was with this view of purifying tbe Legislature, that he supported the proposition of the gentleman from the county, (Mr. INGERSOLL.)
to distribute the powers of the several branches of the Government with
more precision.
With the same view, he moved to increase the age of
the members of the House of Representatives from twenty-one to twentyeight, not from any intention to cast any reflection on the young members
of this body, or in the Legislature, or in the Commonwealth, generally.On the contrary, he highly esteemed young men as politicians.
They are
more pure and disinterested than we are. They are less hackneyed m the
paths of oliticians, and h ave more patriotism than we. Indeed, it had
been sai-B, and perhaps with some truth, that the only virtue left to a
man of sixty was economy.
We know that the young are patriotic,
ardent, and liberal.
The young men are, therefore, the best supporters of
a democracy, because the old and wealthy are. apt to become exclusive,
selfish, and aristocratic.
But he wished to give the legislative body more
age, experience, and steadiness. Carrying out this view, he had moved to
inoyage the requisite age of a Senator to thirty, and he had no hops of
obtaining an age beyond thirty, or he would have attempted it, for rt WBI
hir opinmn, that the aga of a Senator ought to be, at least, thirty&e,-

,
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Something had been said about the frequent instances of young men posHe admited that instances of
sessing cool heads and ripe judgments.
mental precocity were not uncommon ; but, they were exceptions co the
general rule. In general, a man reaches his full bodily ability at thirty,
but the judgment, as some suppose, is not fully ripe till fifty.
But, a man
gained very little after forty ; and he wished, in fixing the age of the Senators, to approximate to that period of life when the judgment is mature, and
the physical ability not abated. In pursuance of the same idea, he wished
all bills to originate in the House of Ileprosantatives.
He did not find
any precedent for this policy ; but, from the observation of years, he was
satisfied that it would be a great improvement in government, and its first
introduction must be somewhere. What was the theory/of government?that a father is at the head of his family, and when he is called off, that
his eldest son takes his place.
This was the patriarchal form of
Government; the father governed his childreu and family, and in his
absence, his eldest son took care of the family.
Monarchy grew out of
The original principles of government had been
this, without doubt.
perverted and abused. And tyrannies, in various forms-all
of them hostile to the interests and happiness of the people, had spruug up in their
stead. We had established a republic-but
where was the necessity of
any government at all ? It was from the nature of man and his imperfections. We need go no further than the New England Primer, to find
that,
In Adam’s fall,
We sinned all.

What was the reason that government and laws were necessary to restrain mankind, but to prevent them from injuring each other, and to afford
to all an equal chance for the pursuit of happiness ? But it was found that
Government might abuse its power, and pervert it to the injury and oppression of the governed, under the form of law. Checks and balances
were therefore introduced.
Our Senate was introduced for that purpose.
To render that body what it was originally intended to be, was the purpose of his amendment.
His opinion was-and
he believed it to be the
theory of our Government-that
every thing should originate with and
s ring from the people. They make known their wishes and views to
tReir representatives, by memorials and petitions.
These were presented.
considered, acted on, and granted, or not, as might seem proper to the
representatives.
But he did not deny the power and the duty of the
representatives to originate measures, without direct and express instructions and petitions, because they were always presumed to know the
opinions and wants of their constituents.
But all measures should originate with the immediate representatives of the people, who are intimately
connected -with, and responsible to them, and are acquainted with their
wants and sentiments.
These measnres are considered in committee,
and afterwards, in order to guanl against haste, and secure them a full and
f#r consideration, they arc reacl three times, before they are passed.
A&r going through this ordeal, they go to the Senate for concurence.
‘f%% body ia kept apart from all the turmoil and commotion of the
let branch, and they are supposed to oonsist of sober, sedate, and
Why are they ao fsw in number 1 Because it ir trot
t!ir
t hking mm.
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so necessary that lhc peoplr~ Iw acqwinfrd with thcrn. They we instltrlted as a check npm lcgislatire
xtion.
Was it not fitr the same reason
that they were rcqnired to bc 01 greater age than the members of the
more popular branch of the l,egislaturt:, aud held their station for a longer
term. Was it not the tlrcory of this branch of the Government that it
should form a body so qualitird and so placed, as to he enabled to reflect
maturely, 1:) consider tleliherately, and to decide rautiouslp, upon all the
measures brought before them. ‘i’his was the theory.
What was the
practice under this system ? Few mcasurcs of any descriptiou originated
in the Senate, at the COrnlllL’I1C,(‘lllelItof our Government. But the practice
to bring forward original rn(‘asures thcrc has been growing, and of late
years, had become a very usual mode of iutroducing a bill. So usual was
the practice now of origiuatiug almost 2r1y description of measure, except
a revenue bill in the Seuate, that its lobbies were crowded with suitors for
charters, and for personal or local grants of’ oue kind and another. These
lobby members, or middle house members, C
w thev had been called, now
thronged the Capitol at cvcry session of tl~e Le$slature, pursuing their
private objects with all the perseverance and all the ingenuity they could
command, when they \vantrd 10 get a bill passed, sitting down and calculatiug the chances of getting it through this or that branch. If they found
they had a better chance in the Senate, they would begin there. They get
some member to int.roduce their tneasure there first, aud to interest himself
in it; a friend of his, with whom IJC did not agree in pclitics, but always
in matters of frieudship, last eveuing told him that legislation had become
The evil was herr. If a bill originated in
a perfect gambling sysiem.
the Senate, the Senator who introduced or reported it, and was thus the
father of it, felt himself interested in its success, and made it his duty b
see it go through. This Senator follows the bill into the House of
representatives, and urges it through there, exerting his influence over
his friends in the House in its behalf: Worse than this, he knew that, in
some cases, threats were held over the members to this effect-if you do
not pass this bill, I will kill such a bill of yours, in our House. The
Representative who became the,father of the bill in the House, also used
his influence to get it through there. This was a state of things that
should not be, The member who takes charge of a bill, follows it. with all
The Senators should sit as Judges,
the feelings of a lawyer for a client.
and should be as clear of all bias as Judges on the bench. It was to
elevate the Senate, and give it a higher character, that he offered this
The evil was, that the feelings of the Senate became
proposition.
enlisted in favor of the bills originated by them, aud they were thus ineapacitated from acting with that deliberation and gravity which accorded
with the object of their institution, as a check upon the legislation of the
House. It might be said, that, if his proposition were adopted, and the
Senate were deprived of the power of originating any bill, they would
have less business to do ; that they would not do work enough. He admited that less would be done, and this would be one of the qreats)t
advantages of the measure. One of the evils of our republican Go
ment, was too much legislation.
But, under the Constitution as it
be amended, the Senate would be occupied much of the time in co
ering the nominations of the Governor.
There were other mal-prac)i+
which grew out oE the present system, and which would be preventedl 9
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the amendment proposed. It was customary for one House to attach to
bill! that had passed to the other House, some measure very foreign from
its object, and the chances for the success of which are considered very
d6ubtful.
These riders were often resorted to of late, and the gentleman
from Beaver, (Mr. DICKEY) had used his efforts to counteract the above,
without success. If it was a gross abuse, and one to which our leglslators were extremely liable. He would ask auy member of the Legislature,
whether a bill ought not to be read three t.imes, and whether the bills
passed as riders were always read more than once ; and whether, in fact,
they received that consideration which it was the urpose of legislative
tiles to secure to every measure. He was satisfie B that the character of
our legislation would be greatly improved, by depriving the Senate of the
pow& of oiiginating bills of any kind, or in any form. It was not quanHe was
tity that we wanted, but quality, iu reference to legislation.
happy to find, from a book just put into his hands, that he was not
without a precedent for this proposition, and one of a very high character,
though he had not before been acquainted with it. Under the Constitution of Virginia, which was framed with all the lights of modern experience in Government, he found that the very same principle which he
pfoposed had been adopted ; and that all bills originate in the House of
Delegates.
Here Mr. C:read the sectiou of the new Constitution of Virginia, to
w i!i‘uh he had reference.]
’
This was the principle which he wished to see introduced into our
Constitution.
It was very gratifying to him to find that old Virginia, a
State fertile in great men, and the members of whose Convention by which
this, principle was sanctioned, were among the most enlightened and
experhmced men of this country, had constituted her legislation upon this
principle.
.Those who were afraid of experiments, would now find that
ths,pro,posed measure was sustained by the opinion of wise men, and the
practice, of a great State. He had ,observed here an indisposition to control the legislative powe.r, and it was maintained by many, that it ought
ta.be kept free. He wished to keep it free; but he also wished to keep
its ae.tie,n within some reasonable limits. We wanted ,to curtail the power
4f,,the Executive, and to put a restraint upon the Judiciary, by changing
ita.itenure, ,We went for those measures, because they were proper and
right in theaselves, and were desired by our constituents; but, while we
did this, should we not preserve the balance of the Government 1 Should
w,e be. afraid to check the action of the Legislature, because it is a
skonger body than the Executive or the Judiciary ? While we control
thf: Judiciary, .we should also endeavor to secure good and deliberate
Owing to the partiality of his fellow
lq$sla~on..
.One wqrd more:
’ ,‘gew,;he :had .aerved in all the departments of the State Governmknt.
itberefare, be accused, of being influenced in this proposition.
3!i F&not,
bimy
eatit. & GO~)B. He .had filled a subordinate judicial station, and
He ,was not
h&.&&~ved
in ministerial ofices, and the L@dature.
;w,#w, thejefere, ,that his personal feelings had any thing to do with this
wter.
He had not expected to say much on this subject at present,,
n&,,be&.fdy
pmpared..to
&eat II at large in all its bearings. -I6
other gentlemen were in favor of the proposition, he trusted he should
have their assistance, and he hoped the amendment would be sustained.
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Mr. SCOTT,of Philadelphia, said that the high character and great experience of the gentleman from Indiana, (Mr. CLARKE,)entitled any suggestions made by him to grave consideration.
That gentleman had said that
his name appeared but seldom ou the journals of this Convention.
If it
appeared there often, Mr. SCOTT knew of none that could adorn them
more. The amendment to the Constitution which that gentleman had
now presented to the atteution of the committee, was one of great importance, and which, he feared, if adopted, would do much to unsettle a very
beautiful part of the frame of our Government.
The proposed amendment
was, in Pennsylvania at least, a new experiment, almost without precedent. The Constitution of Virginia which had been refered to as containing a similar provision, was a precedent entitled to little weight.
It
had been adopted only in 1830, and the effect of that provision, under the
revised Constitution, remained yet to be seen. The whole frame of Government of that State was essentially different from :hat of Pennsylvania.
It was less republican in its basis, and in its development.
The elective
franchise was there much more restricted thau here. It had long required
possession of property as a qualification in the voter, and even as now
modified, fell, in that particular, far below the extent and freedom of the
elective franchise in thisstate. There, too, it was required that a delegate
to the House of Representati’ves should have obtained the age of twentyfive ; to the Senate, thirty.
With us, the ages demanded were twentyone, and twentv-five.
There could be no fair reasoning by analogy from
the state of Virginiaa slave State-a
State of freehold electors-to
the
pure and untrammelled institutions of Pennsylvania.
Why, then, should the Senate of Pennsylvania he prevented from originating bills ? Why should her Senators be denied the privilege of presenting for investigation their plans for the promotion of common good?
Are they less experienced in public affairs ? Are they less worthy of trust
or confidence 1 Are they more exposed to the influences of passion, than
the members of the House of Representatives 1 In theory, certain1 , they
are not; and they have not hitherto been so in fact. By the 1’ec gth of
,the term for which they are elected, and by the smallness of their number,
they are guarded against, or strengthened to resist the impulses of passion
and the force of extraneous influence.
By the additional years necessary
as a qualification, they have at least a chance for better preparation for
the business of legislation.
Where, iudeed, in Pennsylvania, can a statesman be trained, if not in the chamber of the Senate ? Where else become
familiarly acquainted with the policy of the State, and with the conrse of
legislation necessary to carry out and perfect that policy, than in that
House in which the term of service is of some duration?
A system
cannot be the result of the legislation of a single session. It must be
brought to perfection by the gradual progress of years. What are the
land laws of Pennsylvania, under which your titles are held ! Are tiry
the fruit of hurried legislation by inexperienced minds ? What is your
splendid system of internal improvements, which has placed Pennsylvania
in the very first rank among her sister States. Your bridges-your
roads
-your canals-how
did they come into existence, if not by the unwearied
and continued efforts of trained and disciplined men? We have heard
much of the talents and the capacity for legislation of the young-of
their
.._
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vigor of intellect and enthusiasm of feeling. It is true, there have been
spl&did instances of precocious intellect, and early acquirements.
WILLII~I PITT has been refered to ; a prime minister at four-and-twenty--but
he had been trained and instructed by the lessons and experience of the
EARL,of Chatham-the fast friend of our country in its revolutionary days;
it was the wisdom of CHATMAGwhich flowed from his lips. Nor can I
agree that economy is the only virtue and the only capability of maturer
years. The law-makers of Atheus and of Sparta were not boys : and although NAPOLEONhimself conquered the world in arms while he was
scarcely beyond the age of manhood, yet he found his victors among those
who had passed the meridiau of life.
The amendment of the gentleman from Indiana, instead of contributing
to the dignity of the Senate, would place it in a position. which would soon
render it odious. Its duty would theu be limited to concurence with the
laker House, or to the exercise of a veto upon its enactments ; and this
latter office frequently performed, would expose it to the indignation and
resentment of thatwhich is called the popular branch, and would eventugy
expose it to the risk of entire overthrow, if it did not submit to the alternaIt is true, it never may exercise a virtual
tive of constant submission.
veto u on the representative branch ; but that branch in its turn may, and
does pPace its ne ative upon the action of the Senate, and thus the balance
of feeling as wef 1 as of power is kept in a just equipoise.
In truth, sir,
the Senate is not less-perhaps
it is more, an emanation from, and representative of the popular voice, than is the lower House. That is cornpoe
ed of persons chosen from single counties or small districts ; and it, has
happened both in this State and elsewhere, that a majority in that branch
has been thus created, which did not, perhaps! represent the, polit+l
feeling of a majority of the peopte. The Senators are chosen from larger
districts, and come into office by majority of larger masses, approximatmg
somewhat the case of the Executive, who comes in by a majority of the
whole.
To lessen the potency of the voice of the Senate, then, would be
an interference with the most republican branch of the Legislature.
It haa
been said that the Senate has pursued measures obnoxious to the people.
T$s is assuming a doubtful and disputed point, and if it were true,, rt
would furnish an argument against their full participation in the le ‘sla
tive power.
Has not the House of Representatives sometimes incure f the
censure of party ? And if it or the Senate, has done, or shall do that
which a ma’ority of the people do not approve of, are we, therefore, to
take aedy t x*etr powers, and leave them impotent for good as weil as for
evil ? The appropriate and effectual remedy is to be found in the ballot
box ; and if that remedy is not applied, it is because the people believe no
malady es&s which requires the application.
The I stem of legislation, as it has existed in Pennsylvania for fort+r
y’eats, d r. SCOTTbelieved to be beautiful in theory, and to have been salutary in practice.
He apprehended that the amendment proposed would
derange this well-tried machinery, and hoped, therefore, that it would not
;Mr. CEARKE, of Indiana, said this principle did not appear to be 911
experiment with the State of Virginia.
She inserted it in her Con&it&
tion adopted on the 5th of July, 1776, only one day after the adoption of
the Declaration of Independence.,
The provisiotl in that Constitution
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reads “ all laws shall originate in the House of Delegates, to be approved
of or rejected by the Senate, or to be amended with the consent of the
l3ouse of Delegates; except money bills, which shall in no instance be
altered by the Senate, but wholly approved or rejected “. This same
provision was inserted in the Virginia Constitution adopted in 1830,
except that part of it relating to money bills.
Thus their experience of
fifty-four years led them to adopt this provision.
Now, he apprehended,
that fifty-four years’ experience, was sufficient to convince the people of
that State if they suffered any inconvenience or injury from this principle.
The gentleman from the city had asked, where were we to form our
Statesmen ? Where were we to form our practical Statesmen, if not in the
Senate? Mr. C. took it for granted they were to be formed in the House
of Representatives.
Our young men come into the House of Representdtives, and there acquire that tact, and knowledge, and power in legislation
which makes the statesman, and with this experience they go into the
Senate and exercise that power in keeping the Government steady. But
gentlemen have said, the adoption of this amendment would be leaving
This was not the case ; because it
the Senate with a mere veto power.
would allow the Senate full power to alter or amend, and modify all bills
in such manner as they might see proper. The principle was to originate
in the House, and then the Senate could put it in a better shape if it was
necessar
The gentleman had said that it had been, and might again be,
that the c ouse of Representatives would not reflect the will of the majority
of the people. Mr. C. had known of but one instance of this kind, and
there the Senate formed a rallying point, till the people, who had been
led to believe, that after the election of Gov. H~ESTER they would get a
dollar a bushel for their wheat, were undeceived and had time to come
back to the right course. The people in a free Government cannot long
be deceived, because they have no interest in continuing an unjust law ;
whereas the Governors, rulers, or servants if you please, of the people,
may have an interest in perpetuating a wrong. The framers of the Constitution contemplated, that the Senate in many cases, should act in the character of Judge. In cases of impeachment, the impeachment begins with
the people, and the Senate sits as Judge in the case. Now, he wished
them to sit ae Judge in all cases. They did this in all revenue bills ;
and he wished them to do so in all other bills.
Mr. INQERSOLLcalled for the yeas and nays, which were ordered, and
were, yeas 33, nays 84, as follows :
Pus-Messrs.
Barclay, Bayne, Bigelow, Bonham, Clarke, of Indiana, Clark, of
Dauphin, Grain, Crawford, Darrah, Donagan, Dunlop, Earle, Farrelly, Fry, Qamble,
Hastings, HeIfertat&, High, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Krebs, Magee, M’DowetI, Miller,
Myen, Nevin, Riter, Rogers, Shellito, Sterigere, Stick& Weaver-33.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barndollar, Bamitz, Bell, Biddle,
Brown, of Laneaster, Butler, Carey, Chandler, of Cheater, Chauncey, Clarke, of Beaver,
Cteavinger, Cline, Coates. Cochran, Cope, Cox, Crtug, Crum, Cummin, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Donnell, Fleming, Forward, Fuller,
Gearhart, Giiore, Grenell, Hamlin, Harris, Hayhurst, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hieater, Hopkinson, Houpt, Jenks, Kennedy, Kerr, Lyons, Maclay,
Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Montgomery, Overfield, Pennypacker,
Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Pursiance, Reigart, Redd, Ritter,
Royer, Ruaael, Saeger, Scott, Sellera, Seltzer, Smith, Smyth, Snively, Stevens, Swetland,
Taggart, Todd, Weidman, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, Pre&&nt.-84

So the motion to amend was disagreed to.
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The report of the committee that it is inexpedient to amend the twentieth section, was then adopted.
Mr. FRY then moved to add a new section to be called section 21, as
follows : ~6No pension shall be granted by the Legislature but in consequence of actual military services, and then only for one year at a time”.
Mr. FRY believed it to be necessary, that some restriction of this kind
should be placed on the Legislature, as in his opinion there were many
abuses practiced in relation to pensions. He had here introduced it, but
if the committee did not agree with him he would submit it to their better
judgment.
Mr. DICKEY called for the yeas and nays. He should like to know
who would vote to deprive the Legislature from pensioning the widows of
soldiers, either of the revolution or the late war.
Mr. FRY then withdrew his amendment for the present.
The report of the committee that it is inexpedient to make any amendment in the following section, was then taken up :
6‘ SECT. 21. No money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of appropriation made by law “.
Mr. CLARKE,ot Indiana, should like to see some amendment to this
section, hut he was not now prepared to say exactly what amendment
should be made to meet the case. There was a practice in existence of
drawing money from the Treasury, on simple resolutions which slipped
through the Legislature without that deliberation which ought to be
required in so important a matter. He considered that no money should
be appropriated, unless by an act of the Legislature, which had-gone
through all the usual forms. He made this suggestion now, so that gentlemen might have an opportunity of preparing an amendment to meet
the case by the time we came to second reading.
The report of the committee was then adopted.
The report of the committee that it is inexpedient to make any amendments in the following section, was then taken up :
“SECT. 22. Every bill which shall have passed both Houses, shall ho
presented to the Governor. If he approve, he shall sign it ; but if he shaB
not approve, he shall retnrn it, with his objections, to the House in which
-it shall have originated, who shall enter the objections at large, upon their
journals, and proceed to reconsider it. If, after such reconsideration, two
thirds of that House shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent, with the
objections, to the other House, by which, likewise it shall be reconsidered ; and if approved by two thirds of that House it shall become a law.
But in such cases, the votes of both Houses shall be determined by yeas
and nays ; and the names of the persons voting for or against the bill, shall
If any hill shall
be entered on the journals of each House respectively.
not be returned by the Governor within ten days Sundays excepted) after
it shall be presented to him, it shall be a law, in I ike manner as if he had
signed it, unless the General Assembly by their adjournment, prevent its
return ; in which case it shall be a law, unless sent back within three daps
after their next meeting “.
The report of the minority of the committee on the same subject, was
read, as follows :
The minority of the committee to whom was refered the first article of
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the Constitution, report that it is expedient to alter the ~8d and 33d sections
of the said article so as to read as follows :
SECT. 22. “ Every bill which shall have passed both Houses, shall be
presented to the Governor ; if he approve, he shall sigu it ; hut if he shall
not approve, he shall return it, with his ohjeations, wrthin ten days after
it shall have been presented to him, and Ins objections shall be entered
at large upon the journals of the House in which the bill originated ; upon
which being done, the Senate and House of Representatives shall, in joint,
meeting, proceed to reconsider the said hill ; and if, after such reconsideration, two thirds of said joint meeting upon ballot, shall agree to pass the
bill, it shall be a law. If any bill shall not be returned by the Governor
within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented t.o
him, it shall be a law, in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the
General Assembly by their adjournment, prevent its return.
SECT. 23. “ Every order, resolution, or vote, to which the concurence
of both Houses may be necessary (except on a question of adjournment)
shall be presented to the Governor, and before it shall take effect, be
approved by him, or being disapproved shall be repassed by two thirds of
both Houses in joint ballot, in joint meeting for that purpose assembled “.
Mr. MERRILLmoved to amend the said twenty-second section, by inserting after the word Lbrespectively “, the following words : (‘but if two
thirds of each House shall not vote for the bill, it shall be laid over to the
next regular session of the Legrslature, then if the same shall be passed by
a majority of each House, it shall become a law without the signature of
the Governor “.
felt gratified that the Convention had engaged in earnest
Mr. PURVIANCE
in the discharge of the legitimate duties for which it was assembled. He
was pleased to see the spirit of votinginstead of that ofspeaking pervade the
body, and he would not at this time have troubled the Convention with any
remarks of his, but for the circumstance of having been a member of the
committee, from which the report now under consideration emanated.
Having been a member of that committee, he would beg the attention of
the Convention for a few moments, while he assigned the reasons which
operated with him in suggesting a change of, or restriction upon the veto
He had ever entertained but one opinion in relation to this siugupower.
Iar power, and believed it to be contrary to the spirit and genius of our
free republican institutions.
It is a derivative of monarchy, and is illy
adapted to the free spirit of inquiry aud decision of an enlightened people.
The beauty of our Governmeut consists in the several departments being
kept separate and distinct ; so that neither shall be permited to encroach
or trench upon the province of the other. The Executive Department
should be confined within its legitimate sphere, and should not be permited
to interfere in the business of legislation ; and were we now forming a
new Constitution iustead of amendmg an old one, he would have no hesitation in giving his vote against the introduction of any such power into
that instrument.
Upon au examination of the several Constitutions of the
d&rent States, which he had looked into with some degree of care, he
found that this power, in nine of the States of this Union, has been w&hheld from their Executives.
In the States of Maryland, Rhode I&tnd,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, and Michigan, no s&r
power in any shape or form is vested in their Chief Magistrates.
Ln New
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Jersey, the Governor has but a castiug vote with the Council and Legis
lature. He is but one, and counts but one, having no power to check the
expressed will of the people only so far as his individual voice and vote
will extend. In five of the States enumerated, the Governor is elected
by the .people, and yet they have not been willing to clothe him with
powers so plenary as those given by tbe veto. The people have reserved
this power to themselves, and in his humble opinion they were the best
check that can be imposed upon improper and injudicious legislation.
Besides, the framers of our present Constitution intended no other check
, upon the temporary excitement, and injudicious legislation of the lower
House, than that of the Senate, whose term of office was so constructed
as to have especial reference to that supposed difficulty, and to provide
especially for the contingencies.
IJnder the existing provision of the Constitution, the Governor has an almost unlimited power over the action of
both branches of the Legislature, and iudeed a case may be supposed,
where the unanimous decision of the popular branch-the House of Repre
sentatives-may
be reversed, or rendered inoperative by the exereise of
the veto power, because the present Constitution requires two thirds of
each House to carry a lava against the will of the Executive.
If, therefore, one hundred members in the lower House, which is the entire body,
were specially instructed by their constituents on a particular subject ;
and if, in addition to this, twenty-one members of the Senate concured
with the lower House, the veto of the Executive would still be sufficient
to defeat the popular expression thus solemnly made by one hundred and
twenty-one of the people’s representatives.
He confessed he was startled at such a power being lodged in the hands
of a single individual.
It may be a tremendous engine of power if so
applied, and a Governor whose patronage is so extensive, as that of a
Pennsylvania Executive, might, on extraordinary occasions, so wield it, as
to entirely destroy popular representation.
By popular representation he
meant the will of a majority of the people, as expressed through the votes
of a majority of their represeutativcs.
He had thought, that whilst, perha sFit would be injudicious to strike from the Constitution the power as
it tK ere exists, he was, nevertheless, clearly of opinion that some additional
restraint should be imposed upou its practical operation.
Instead of
requiring two thirds of each House separately, the report of the minority
proposed to restrict it to two thirds of both Houses in joint ballot, which
vi11 at, all times limit the action of the Executive veto to a less proportion
of popular representation ; so that at no time aud under no circumstances,
could the power extend beyond the will of eighty-eight members ; when as
it at present exists, it may be made to extend beyond the votes of one hundred and twenty-one of the people’s representatives.
Sir; (said Mr. P.)
however much I am opposed to this extensive power, I confess there are
other reforms of the Constitution for which I am free to sav I feel a greater
degree of interest, and in which I have no doubt my constituents are more
immediately concerned,. My principal desire at this time is to record my
they shall stand upon the records of this
any and every monarchical feature of the
that after-ages shall know $at my confidence
for self-government is the same with whmh the pat&& of
were im@red, and that that confidence cannot be diminiehed
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or impaired as long as virtue remains to influence and govern popular
sentiment.
Mr. MERRILLsaid it might be right to ask if the Governor in usieg this
power, was using it as a legislator, or whether he used it for the purpose
of protecting the Executive power from encroachment.
In the first section of this article, the Legislature is sai.1 to consist of two branches ; and
the Governor is declared by the Constitution to be the Executive, and is
directed to give information to the Legislature of the state of the Commonwealth, and take care that the laws are faithfully executed.
He is alao
sworn to support the Constitution, and this Constitution is the supreme
law of Pennsylvania.
Believing then that he acts as the Executive and
not as a branch of the Legislature, he ought undoubtedly to have sufficient
power to protect him frotn the overwhelming force of the other branches
of the Government.
Being sworn to support the Constitution, he ought
to be left at liberty to obey that oath. The Constitution being the
supreme law, the question arises whether it is better for the State that the
Governor should exercise a dtscretion after the law is passed ; whether
he should have the power of dispensing with the law, or of going before
the people and saying to them that this law was not consistent with his
views, and he would not carry it into execution unless compeled by the
constitutional majority ? Was it not better for the Legislature that he
should say this? It seemed to him then that the veto power could
not be dispensed with without putting the Governor at the mercy of
the other branches of the Government..
Then the question arose
whether the Governor should have the power to veto a law required
by a majority of the people and a majority of the Legislature?
He
agreed that this was putting too much in the hands of the Executive.
He (Mr. M.) proposed giving the Governor power merely to suspend
the action of the law for one year. Not that he have power to veto a law
for ever, but that he have power to put it back one year and see whether
the people will send back representatives who will pass this law he has
vetoed. This was not putting it in his power to do any great injury to
the country.
He would permit the Governor to veto a bill, and then if
two thirds of the Legislature fail to pass it, let his veto go before the
people for their consideration for one year, and if his reasons are not sufficient to convince them that he is right, then their judgment ought to prevail. He agreed that the right of the majority ought to prevail, but it was
necessary to have checks and balances to protect the weak against the
strong. This measure then would act as a check to any momentary error
in Legislation, but was not such a one as would prevent the deliberate and
express will of the people from prevailing.
There was another reason
The Governor is expected to be as
why this proposition should prevail.
much independent as the Legislature or any other branch of the Government; then he ought to have some power to resist all encroachments which
may be made upon him. It is proposed to take from him a great deal of the
patronage he now wields, and make him a far less man than he now is ;
then was it not right that we should relieve him at the same time of some
of the responsibility which rests upon him 1 A Governor might say he
would eaercise his veto power for the purpose of suspending a law, when
he would not venture to use his veto if it was to veto it for ever. The
veto bears a strong resemblance to regal power and was not always thought
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well of by the people. This being the case, the Governor might be indis
posed to use it at times when it would be proper for fear of incuring the
displeasure of the people, when, if it was merely a suspension of the law,
he would use it without hesitation.
Then shall we not relieve the Governor from this responsibility.
His duty, if he believes a law to be improper, is to say he cannot sanction it; but this might bring upon him the
censure of the people. If, however, the veto was only putting over the
law for one year, then he could do it without raising any popular tumult.
Then was it not consistent with our dnties to the officer-was
it not consistent with the safety of the minority- and consistent with the best mode
of doing business, to adopt the measure he had proposed. If you have an
unlimited veto it will be so large that some of yonr Governors may not be
willing to use it when they should do so, and others may use it to the
great injustice and injury of the people.
Mr. CRAWFPRDthen moved to amend the section, by striking out the
words ‘6 two thirds”, wherever they occur, and inserting the words
6‘ three fifths”.
Mr. Ae~sw said, he was opposed to the proposition to amend under
consideration, as well as to that which had been offered by the gentleman
from Union.
In the first place, because no such alteration had been called
for by the people : And, in the second place, because it would overthrow
a fundamental principle upon which our Government had been framed.
He believed the only true and proper guide we could take in the proposal
of amendments, was the general sense of the community, so far as it could
be gathered. In the alteration of a Constitution, as in ordinary legislation, the first inquiry was, the evil sought to be remedied. It would be
strange indeed, if, after a lapse of forty-seven years, those parts of the
Constitution ‘which have hitherto rested lightly upon the people, and
against which they had raised no general complaint, should be defective
and require amendment at our hands. But when, during that period, frequent and loud complaints had arisen, it was reasonable to suppose, that
those features complained of, were defective or injurious, required the
serious attention of this assembly, and required alteration if amendment
could be beneficially made. This was the guide which had hitherto
directed his course, and should direct it hereafter. Those amendments
which the community, had, with a general voice, demanded, he had too
much at heart to endanger, by connecting them with propositions doubtful
in their character, and which would only render the whole unpalatable to
the people. He had no desire to enter upon new and untried experiments, because they seemed plausible or captivating, or to adopt propositions which were the suggestions’ of our own thoughts only, and not
pointed out by common observation.
When, he asked, had the people
desired to dispense with the veto power ? It was true, that a certain party
had at one time much censured the exercise of that power, by the President of the United States ; while now, perhaps, an opposite party disapproved of it in a late act of the Chief Magistrate of this State. But these,
said he, are censures upon the exertise of it, as improper in those instances, not a repudiation of the power as unwholesome and prejudicial to the
interests of the people.
It was chiefly because the alterations proposed to affect, and, in some
n)eaaure, if not altogether, to dispense with, a fundamental principle, as he
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believed, in the Constitution of our free Government, he felt bound to
oppose them. The great end of every Government is the protection of
individuals in the enjoyment of those rights, which are essential to their
welfare and to the pursuit of their happiness, and that was the best Government which most conduced to that end. The experience of mankind in
all ages had shown, that that Government, in which its several functions
were performed by the same organ or body, is most likely to run into
usurpation, and to end in tyranny.
When the same body which makes
laws executes them, there IS no shield against tyranny and oppression.
It
may make laws unjust, cruel, and encroachments upon the rights of individuals, and carry them into effect, without regard to right or justice.
The only rotection against usurpation, and the only means which had
yet been t;.iscovered to restrain Government within its legitimate limits,
existed in the distribution of the several powers of Government among
several distinct branches.
With Americans, at least, the distribution of
the several powers of government had become a settled axiom iu the
science of government.
But of what importance was it that a Constitution should set upon its face this great priuciple, and should even provide
that the Legislature, or the Executive, or the Judiciary, should never exercise any of the powers of either of the other Branches, unless it contained
some inherent principle of protection, to preserve the balance of those
owers, and to prevent the encroachments of any one upon the other ?
‘;Yhat is a Constitution without this principle of self preservation, more
than so much paper? No matter how visible and broad the line of
demarcation, the great, the difficult task is the practical means of securing
every branch against the encroachments of the States. The veto, a qualified negative of the Governor upon the acts of the Legislature, is one of
the conservative principles of our Constitution, intended to prevent the
unwholesome operation of fluctuating majorities, to protect the other
branches of Government against the encroachments and usurpations of the
Legislature, and to carry out practically, and preserve the distribution of
powers.
The executive and judicial branches of Government can be easily
restrained to certain and known spheres of action-that
action being for
the most part under and subordinate to law. The paths of their duties lie
straight before them, and their deviations are narrowly watched.
But the
Legislature, snbject to no limitation, and restrained by prohibitions
only
of the Constitution, ranges over a wide field of undefined power, in the
pride of conscious strength.
In its hands, all your laws, your institutions,
and your public policy are placed. It controls your vast interests, your
property, and every thing within the illimitable field of legislation.
All
your resources of wealth and your property are regulated and controled
by it. That which it does to-day, it can nndo to-morrow.
It is, in the
first instance, the judge of its own powers, and decides for itself how far
its own acts are within its legitimate sphere.
What is there in this branch of Government, apart from extrinsic check%,
to preserve it in the faithful exercisa of its functions, except the correctness of the opinions it forms of its own powers and its sense of right? If
this be tie case without the veto power, what security have you that the
Legislature never will transcend those powers? An apparent necessity,
a great emergency, are the plausible pretexts to justify acts which, viewed
under calm and peaceful circumstances, find no defence on the groiind of
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Constitutional propriety.
Men are actuated by different feelings and different views : they may, and always will, in some measure, differ in their
construction of the extent of the restrictions laid upon the powers exercised by them. What was declared Constitutionally right yesterday, is
Political excitement,
wrong to-day, and may be right again to-morrow.
great popularity and faction often warp the strongest judgments, cloud the
clearest minds, and run into usurpations which find favor, and even sanction, temporarily, with the people. All past. observation teaches us, that
communities have their passions aud iutirmlties~as well as individuals, and
like them often transgress those rules which they have established for their
own government, and which, when the tempest is past, or the weakness
removed, they acknowledge right and proper.
Thus in times of high
excitement, when the angry feelings of the multitude are inflamed, or their
prejudices aroused, the majority may and have often transcended the limits
of Constitutional power.
Gentlemen fall into great error when they talk
of the right8 of majorities.
He said he did not dispute the true democratic doctrine of majorities : on the contrary, it was the only practicable
means of effecting the legitimate object of Government.
But he did mean
to dispute that doctrine which, by the power of the majority, swallowed
up the rights of the minority.
The people were the whole people, and
not a majority merely ; and the majority only exercisespowers, not rights
given to it by the whole people, by common consent, in the institution of
government.
It was no justification of a departure of the Legislature
from its Constitutional powers, that that departure had been sanctioned by
a majority of the people. He did not deny that the people had at
all times the right to alter, abolish, or reform their Government, and
to do that by means of a majority; because it was a right inherent in
the people, and by common consent permited to be done by a majority.
This must be done in the proper manner, by direct action of the
people themselves, or under their express authority upon the subject,
with an intention’ to alter, reform, or abolish. The majority, then,
could not sanction an unconstitutional act of legislation.
What a majority one day may have considered right and Constitutional, a majority
may at another time decree wrong and unconstitutional.
There is no
safety in the doctrine of majorities, except when they run in channels
cut out for dhem by the Constitution which the people have established
for their government.
When they leave these channels, nothing but overflow, deluge, and destruction can ensue. It is, then, to protect against
the sudden fluctuations of mere majorities ; to check the extravagant
career of political fanaticism ; to preserve the inviolability of the Constitution, and to defend the co-ordinate branches of the Government against the
encroachments of the strongest branch, by preventing consolidation, that
this qualified negative upon laws has been placed in the hands of the
For these reasons, he said, he was opposed to any changein
Governor.
the Constitution in this particular, and hoped the committee, who had indulged him with their close attention, would not pass the proposed
alterations.
Mr. SERQEANT rose and said-the question now under the consideration
of the committee, is substantially what is called the veto power of the
Executive.
With regard to which, I would say, that I think it does not
require any alteration.
It stands very well as it now is in the ConstituX
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tion. He would remark, in the first place, upon the error of continually
quoting to us from the Constitutions of other States, upon the simple
ground that they had adopted some other plan
‘phe mere fact of a dXerence, was neither argument nor authorrty in favor of a change. If.
instead of purchasing the book of Constitutions, (which he almost regreted,
from the unsatisfactory use made of it) a committee had been appointed
to enquire, and report whether any State in this Union was more republican, more prosperous, and more happy than Pennsylvania, then it might
be well to refer to its Constitution, and see how far its superiority has
been owing to the quoted provisions.
But, merely to look into the book
of Constitutions, and say that the Constitution of Virginia, or of Vermont, or of any other State, is different from the Constitution of Pennsylvania, is saying nothing at all to the purpose. We have had the Constitution of Virginia refered to upon another question of Constitutional
legislation.
Now, I would ask the gentleman from Indiana, (Mr. CLARKE)
whose opinions I am always disposed to respect, whether the Constitution
of Pennsylvania, as a whole, is like the Constitution of Virginia?
Are
there not groat and systematic differences ? The Constitution of Virginia
is not based on the broad principle of popular representation, and though
it has been somewhat modified by a late Convention, it nevertheless is, in
this respect, quite unlike the Constitution of Pennsylvania.
‘Phere is
another feature in that Constitution also different from ours. It requires
a freehold qualification to entitle a man to sit in her Senate, but the Senatorial term is the same as in Pennsylvania.
Now, with respect to the
Constitution of Virginia, as it was before the year 1830, when it underwent a,repiion, or as it has been since.
Has Virginia, I repeat the question, been more prosperous, more republican, or-more happy than this Commonwealth ? Tf not, then there was
no particular argument to be drawn from any part of their ConstitutionWe might as well propose to adopt the freehold qualification, alleging it
to be the cause of her superiority.
I might ‘make the same remarks in relation to the Coustitution of
Vei%ent, or any other Constitution in the Union.
As to all of them,
t&y are ‘Constitutions adapted to those States.
We are bound to
b&eve so, because thev are the choice of the people, and it is for them to
choose. <When, therefore, we are refered to the Constitutions of other
St&es, as models, it should be shown that they are suited to the habits
an8 maniicrs of our citizens, or would improve them. And, we should
endeavor, in amending our Constitution, (if it require amendment) to
av&Tthe errors into which they may have fallen. By the teat, however,
of actual results, there is nothing to call for a change. Pennsylvania, I
vepture toaffirm, has been, and continues to be, under her present Const~tntion, as republican, as prosperous and happy as any State in the
Unign.
-With respect, then, to the veto power, whioh is now the immediate
&?$$t6f
consideration, it has its use and its objects in Pennsylvania, as
to which it has not been found,wanting, according to my notions of .the
m#ter.
Of cowrse, every gentleman will think for himself, and pdfer
whathe thtis right.
I will very briefly refer to some partiouIars. *hat
ati those ‘uses? One of them is to maintain, in its full vigour, as nearly
That is the prevailing principle
as possible, the principle of a majority.
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of our Government, but in its application, there is occasion for correction.
It may happen, for example, that the
The veto operates as a corrective.
House of Representatives may be so constituted, that the majority of the
House may not represent the majority of the people of Pennsyhaniathat is, the majority of the House may be elected by less than a majority
of the people. It inevitably follows, as will be seen by the slightest
view of the matter, that your method of voting by counties and districts,
and of apportioning representatives will have this effect. An election in
one county may be unanimous, while, in another, the vote may be nearly
divided, so near that*there is a bare majority.
So that, when you come
to take a view of the House of Representatives, you may find, sometimes,
that it does not represent the majority of the people of Pennsylvania.
AU
this is equally true of the Senate. The majority principle, nevathelese,
is sufficiently carried out for all ordinary purposes. But, an extraordinary
Well, sir, here is
case arises, one of great magnitude and importance.
the Governor, as I said, when speaking of the Legislature a few days ago,
elected by a majority of the whole people of the Commonwealth, and to
whom is submited an enactment of both Houses. He, representing the
Suppose he does so, then he
whole majority, may give it a negative.
brings the Legislature to a pause upon a subject, for which he is acuountable to the whole people of the State. But he does not make a lawneither does he finally defeat one. It goes back to the Legislature, when
two thirds can finally pass it. Two thirds, it may be remarked, will
But, if two thirds should not concur,
generally represent a full majority.
it goes to the people. If they disapprovethe veto, they will, through the
ballot boxes, make such a change in the Legislature, as to secure the concurence of two thirds to the enactment.
Thus, then, you have a Governor who represents the whole people of the CommonweaBh, merely
staying a measure which does not meet his approbation, till it shaR be
cleary ascertained that there is more than a majority of both Houses in its
favor, and as a consequence, that there is a full majority of the whole
people. To allow it to pass, finally, in all cases, by a mere majority of
the Legislature, would be to sacrifice the principle of the majority, a,&hr
already been shown. But, this is not its only use, nor even its principal.
Another object of the veto power is te secure more and better deliberation,
to prevent hasty and objectionable legislation.
Has it not attained that
object? 1 ask, in general, whether every member of this Convention,
who has attended to the course of legislation in this Commonwealth, does
not know, that in every instance where the Governor has sent back a
bill, the vote upon it has been less than it was before the veto. What is
the cause of this ? It is very manifest. The reasons which he has given
have proved sufficient to change the minds of the members. But, on the
other hand, where the application of the veto has operated against the
deliberate will of the people, it has been without effect. A memorable
instance of this occured in 1813. You wiI1 recollect it, Mr. Chairman.
It was a bill which passed both Houses, to authorize the establis~qt
of
z&out thirty banks in this Commonwealth.
Governor SNYDER vetoed the
bill, and two thirds of both Houses could not be obtained to pase itconeequently, it failed.
,4t the next session of the legislature,’ however, another bill was
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brought in to eslablish forty banks, and it was carried through both
Houses. The Governor vetbed it. The Legislature, notwithstanding,
passed it by a majority of two thirds of both branches. We know something of the history of the forty banks, and of the consequences that
followed.
I cite it now only to
But t/tat is not to the present purpose.
show, that where the will of the people is deliberately settled, it will
overcome the veto power. The elections of 1813, 1814, put a two thirds
majority in the Legislature, and the law was carried.
I am persuaded,that in this point of view -of preventing hasty legislation-the veto power of the Governor is not regarded as it should be. In
my opinion, it is of such vast value, that if there were no other reason for
retaining it, thau that it has this preventive efficacy, that, of itself, would
be sufficient.
But, further, considering the veto power as a portion of legislative
authority, exercised only in a limited way, that is, as a negative, it is
entitled to great consideration.
In this point of view, it is a check by the
majority of the whole people of Pennsylvania, upon the acts of majorities of portions of the people, which may be brought about bv the concnrence or combination of local views and interests-by
what is commonly
called “ lee: rolling “. We have heard of “ log rolling ” as a vicious kind
of legislation, to which legislative bodies made up of local representatives
are exposed. We have seen something of its nature here, and how it may
insinuate itself. Not many days ago, a member of this Convention, (Mr.
EARLIZ) without a?y dishonest motive , rose in his place to ask for the
ayes and noes, fearmg he should not be sustained, called out to gentlemen
around him-give
me the ayes and noes this time, I will return the compliment. I believe that this was done in sincerity, with no belief that there
“You help me, and
was any thing wrong in it, yet this was log rolling.
Let me
I will help you “. So it is with log rolling in the Legislature.
take for example, the case of the forty banks. I want a bank in my
county, says one member ; my constituents are anxious for it ; I believe it
will be of great service to them, and not injurious to the Commonwealth,
and it will be a pleasure to me to be instrumental‘in obtaining the object of
their wishes. You, may suppose if you please, this to be the course of a
young legislator, one obnoxious to the objection of the gentleman from
I
Indiana, (Mr. CLARKE) a young man, as well as a young legislator.
do not agree with that gentleman in the line he would establish excluding
young men. Some errors, I will nevertheless acknowledge, do undoubtedly arise from that which is peculiar in young legislators-those
who are
just beginning their career feel it to be indispensable to do something-to
have something to show upon the journals and in the statute book. One
member having thus proposed a bank for his county or district, another
under the same influence, says, “ very well, I want a bank, too ; if you
will vote for my- bank, I will vote for yours “. And, how does this
happen ? Why, sir, each being impressed with the vast public importance of having what may be called his bank, easily persuades himself that
the great public importance of carrying it, will more than outweigh aRy
possible injury from the other, and, upon the whole, that the Common80 it is with
wealth will be benefited. He votes under this conviction,
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case of public improvements.
An improvement bill is introduced appropriating three or four millions of dollars, and prospectively commiting the
The member who brings in the bill,
State for twenty millions.
feels himself strongly persuaded that it is of great consequence to have a
canal in any given direction, say along the north bank of the Susquehanna. Another member says, I care nothing about that improvement, but
what do you think of improving such a stream in another part of the State?
It would be a great benefit to the neighborhood, and to the Commonwealth in general. The other member consents to put in his bill an
appropriation for the designated purpose. Snd in this way, are appropriations upon appropriations inserted in the bill for improvements throughout
the State, to an enormous amount. Each member, it is evident, is more or
less operated upon by local interests. He means to legislate for the benefit
of the whole people, and thinks he does so, but his spring of action is au
active local feeling.
His judgment is disturbed by it, and he really
supports the whole for the sake of a part. This is the log rolling system
-a system which creates great bills, with great expenditures, not duly considered in their general bearing, and which you should, by yourlegislation,
endeavor to prevent.
How are you to do it ? The veto power, properly
exercised, is an effectual check, and I know of none other that can be
devised. The Governor represents the whole people of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
From that elevated position his eye embraces
the whole Commonwealth, and all its concerns and interests. He is not,
and he cannot be operated upon by local interests and feelings. He looks
to the good of the whole, and he is. not likely to be influenced by partial
views.
The great interest of the State is operating upou,his mind to
control this combination of local interest, and put down the system of log
rolling.
Now, any one can easily perceive the salutary influence of the
veto power in arresting this species of legislatiou.
If the Governor be
right, it cannot be denied that great mischief is prevent,ed. If he be
wrong, no harm is done. There is only a little delay. The next election will overrule him by means of a Legislature chosen for the purpose,
who will pass the law, his veto notwithstanding, as was done in 1813-14
in the case of the forty banks.
Let me now ask, what has been the plan of legislation in Pennsylvania?
For it is a plan of legislation that has been adopted, consisting of parts
(the veto being one) concuring to some given end. Why, it has always
been understood, that the exercise of the veto power, was to be applied
cautiously, and only in strong cases-cases in which the Executive could
put himself before the people, and exhibit reasons for what he did, which
would be satisfactory to them. The first class of cases in which t.he Governor exercises his veto power, is, where he thiuka the legislation
incompatible with the Constitution of the State, or transcends the limits
of legislative power.
And surely, no man will deny, that it is better to
arrest the enactment of unconstitutional laws in their passage, than to
he obliged to invoke the aid of the Judiciary to declare them unconetitutional, after they have been pil66ed.
This is a conflict to be avoided as
tk as possible, It l$psens the respect due to the Legiislature, and it adds
little to the strength or atability of the courts.
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inadvertence, that the Legislature acts upon subjects entirely beyond its
reach. A case was mentioned a few days ago, which occured in the time
of Gcvernor M’KEAN.
Both Houses passed an act to enable Executors
or Administrators to sell lands in Kentucky.
The Governor sent it
back, assigning as his reason; that the Legrslature of Pennsylvania could
not legislate about lands in Kentucky.
The reason was amply sufficient,
and the act was dropped.
The eflicacp of the plan, for its purpose, is abundantly proved.
You
have not had a law of Pennsvlvania passed since the adoption of the Constitution declared unconstitu”tiona1, on account of its being incompatible
with the Constitution of the State. Of those laws which have been declared
by the Supreme federal tribunal to be unconstitutional, on the ground of
repugnance to the Constitution of the IJnited States, this State perhaps
has had her share. Let me add, that the fact that no law has been declared
repugnant to the Constitution of the State, is ILO slight argument in reference to the system of legislation in Pennsylvania.
But, to understand
the whole plan of legislation, we must look at all the parts. We shall see
how they bear upon one another. The members of one branch are
elected annually, and it ix not required that they shall be more than 21
years of age to render them eligible.
The other branch-the
Senate, is
composed of men more advanced in life-more
experienced, who have
been longer engaged in public aflairs, and spent most of their time in public
life in Pennsylvania, and who well know its history and policy.
The
Senate is composed chiefly of men who were formerly members of the
House of Representatives. Is it not so 1 Isnot this the practical working?
In that body (House of Representatives) they begin their first trial to earn
a reputation for talent, wisdom, integrity, and virtue. And when a mana young man, if you please-has there shown himself to be possessed of
those qualities which would fit him for a seat in the higher branch of the
Legislature, if I’ tnay so call it, and I speak constitutionally,
the people
will send him to that body. What is the consequence of it? You have,
as I have alreadv remarked, men more advanced in life in that body, and
of greater expedience. It is, too, a smaller body. You hold the Senate up,
by your Constitution, as a higher place than the other branch, in which
there is a longer term of appointment, in which it is deemed a greater
honor to have a seat, and to which it is no unworthy ambition to aspire.
Members of the House naturally look to a seat in the Senate, as a reward
for their services in the House. A body, thus constituted, is not likely to
be carried away by theories that are impracticable, or to be subject to frequent and sudden impulses.
Such is its character and constitutional
standing, that he would rather be elected to the Senate than to the House.
It offers thus, a motive for good conduct, and a reward for it. When he,
who has been tried by being elected to the House of Representatives,
beeomes understood and is approved, it generally follows that he is called
upon to sit in the Senate. Why 1 For what ? To act there as one oi the
guardians of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, so that when storms arise,
as they do sometimes, he will know full well how to meet their violence, and
protect the sacred instrument which they threaten to tear to pieces. A man
who is elected for a very short period to the House of Representatives,
may have to bow before the gale ; but, he who is placed in the Senate can
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&arid up and oppose it, until he knows whether it is a mere s@l,
a
blast of prejudice or passion to be presently over, or whether it is ste&ly
wind that has set in to blow-for,
if it be the latter, it will finally prevail.
Yes, the tenure of his office allows him to wait, and to see whether the
calm sunshine of peace will not return, and whether his constituents may
nothave been excited, as all people are subject to be, by some tempovary Feel. When the excitement has passed away, they will then acknowledge
Ef firmness and fidelity.
Tbe final check and guard is is that which we
have been speaking of-the
negative power of the Governor, the Veto
power.
It completes the constitutional circle of legislative power, which
would be imperfect without it. The Governor, as the representative of
the whole people, ought to have a check in their behalf, upon hasty, inadIt has worked well in practice. Why
rerteut, and log rolling.legiolation.
is it ass.ailsd ? It is not sir, perhaps, in order for me to advert to what
has been decided in this committee, on other parts of the Constitution.I am extremely sorry for the alterations that have already been agreed to
in our Canstitution.
Each, and all of tbem, I believe to be for the worse,
and I ho e no more will be made.
of the city, said, it was not his intention to add any
Mr. HrO~KKIIV~OA,
thing further to what had been said on the subject, but merely to remark
what had frequently occured in the Convention, he meant the practice
1P refering to the Constitution of other States for an organic sample. Hehad
no objection to look to the wisdom and experience of the other States of the
Union. When, however, we did look to the Constitutions of other States to
&rive an argument for our use, he would enquire whether, with regard to the
subject matter in dispute, there was any sort of analogy between that Constitution and our own. Now, he would ask, what wasthe fundamental basis
of our Constitution in reference to the Executive power ? The Exective
power of theCommonwealth
of Pennsylvania was vested in the Governor,
who is a part of the legislative Power, and he is electedby the peopled
The .gentleman from Butter (Mr. PURVIANCE) had drawn an amdegy
between the powers vested in our Executive, and those who preside over
the S&s of New Jersey and Virginia.
But, unless the duties to be perf&med by the Governors of those States, are similar to those of our own ;
unless they are elected by thepeople, his argument failed. The Governor
of New 3emey possesses no Executive power.
That power is vested in
au Exedritive Council.
He is elected by the Legislature, but he is an.e;l:
qfkio Charmellor of State. *He is not elected by the people, as the Governor of tinsylvania
is-nor is he compelled to sign his signature to a
I&w. In Virginia, too, the Governor does not put his name to a law.He would violate his oath of office if he were to do so. He is elected by
the House of Delegates, and for three years. In North Carolina, the
Governor is elected annually.
He (Mr. I-I.) mentioned these facts merely
to show how necessary it was that an examination should be made, rbefere
we attempted to cite the Constitutions of the States on any particular
power of the Executive, as bearing any analogy to that of our own Government. In conclusion, he would say, that the gentleman from Butler had
t&&y f&din
every instance cited by him, in showing that the duties of
those Governors, were like those of the Executive of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.
Mr. ~BA%mIlLD withdrew his amendment to the amendment.
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Mr. PURVIANCE, of Butler, moved an amendment, so as to make the
22d section read as follows :
“ Every bill which shall have passed both Houses, shall be presented
to the Governor.
If he approve, he shall sign it; but, if he shall not
approve, he shall return it with his objections, within ten days after it
shall have been presented to him ; and his objections shall be entered at
large upon the journals of the House, in which the bill originated ; upon
which being done, the Senate and House of Representatives shall, in joint
meeting, proceed to reconsider the said bill ; and if, after such reconsideration, two thirds of said joint meeting, upon joint ballot, shall agree to
pass the bill, it shall be a law. If any bill shall not be returned by the
Governor, within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, it shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed it,
unless the General Assembly, by their adjournment, prevent its return”.
Chairman : In the early part of our session,
Mr STERIGERE said-Mr.
I submitted an amendment to this section now on our files, which provides, that when a bill shall be returned by the Governor with his objections, it may be passed into a law by a *majority of all the members of
each House ; and that, if the Legislature, by their adjournment, shall prevent the Governor from returmng a bill to which he objects, within ten
days, he shall within ten days after the adjournment, file the bill, together
with his objections, in the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth,
and publish the same. I refrained from offering my amendment, intending to wait till other gentlemen first offered their’s.
The amendment of
the gentleman from Butler (Mr. PITRVIANCE) provides that a bill returned
by the Governor shall be passed by two thirds of the members of both
Houses in joint meeting.
The amendment proposed by the gentleman
from Westmoreland, (Mr. CRAWFORD) which has just been withdrawn to
enable the gentleman from Butler to first submit his proposition, provides
that such bill may be passed by three fifths of each House. I am decidedly in favor of requiring only a majority ; but if I cannot succeed in that,
I will vote for three fifths.
I have given this subject some examination and reflection.
As I am
opposed to this section as it now stands, I may as well submit the result
of my deliberations now, as at any other time.
. The object of the people of this State in establishing a Government, was
not to build up a throne ; nor did they desire to invest their Governor
with kingly powers.
The framers of the Constitution of 1790, seem to
have been deeply tinctured with notions in favor of a high toned Government ; for they have invested the Governor of the Commonwealth with
uncontroled powers, greater than has been given to the Governor of any
other State, or to the President of the United States : and, in some matters, greater even than the king of England has. And one of the moat
objectionable powers with which he is now invested, is that of vetoing
bills passed by the Legislature, and thus seting at defiance the will of the
representatives of the people. The people never designed to create a Governor, to exercise power for his individual benefit, regardless of their
rights, and to be placed above their control.
He was created by them to
perform certain functions in the administration of their Government, for
their benefit and advantage.
In this particular, the Executive should not be above the Legislature ;
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my hope is in the Legislature, and I would place all other departments
under their control. The members are under the control of the people,
and are coming continually fresh from their ranks, imbued with their
principles.
The people can never rely so securely on any other department of the Government.
Our legislative Halls will be filled with virtuous men, so long as the people remain virtuous ; and when they become
corrupt, it will be of little consequence what theaform of their Government is.
The gentleman from Union (Mr. MERRILL) says, the Governor should
have this power to enable him to prevent the passage of unconstitutional
laws, or else he may refuse to execute a law he believes to be unconstitutional. He is sworn to take care that the laws be faithfully executed. That
is his duty, and he would be liable to impeachment for refusing to carry a
law into effect-which
had been constitutionally passed-as
he oughtto be.
It is not Ais business to decide on the constitutionality of a law after it is
passed. The gentleman says if two thirds of both branches should pass
the bill, it would bestrongevidence the Governor was wrong : buthe proposes that if the bill should not be passed at the first session, it may be passed by a majority at the next session. Neither of these can remove the
scruples of the Governor, and he will have just as much reason and justification for *refusing to execute a law, if he thought it unconstitutional,
when passed by two thirds, or at the next session, as if it passed by a
majority at the first session.
I am opposed to the amendment of the gentleman from Butler. According to established opinions in this country, the legislative department of
every Government should be divided into two branches, each entirelv
beyond the control of the other. This is the case in the Government of
the United States, and in every State in the Union.
In joint meeting, the’
voice of the Senate might be controled and drowned.
alhough every
member of that body might concur with the Governor after hearing his
objections.
There is no State which has a similar provision in its Constitution.
I confess I could not see the force of the remarks of the President in
favor of two thirds. He says it is better to have laws arrested by the Governor, than to have them brought before the judicial tribunals to decide
on their Constitutionality.
If the Governor must necessarily have been on
the bench of the Supreme Court, or be learned in the law, it might do to
lodge such auth0rit.y with him. We have had, it will be conceded, but
one Governor entirely competent to decide such questions, and perhaps
will not soon have another. H e h as also said, that our legislation has
been remarkably free from unconstitutional acts ; and that no law of this
State has been set aside by the court of last resort. But this was not
owing to the veto power, and it is a strong argument in favor of leaving
the exercise of the legislative po:ver to the two Houses uncontroled by
the Governor.
These laws were all passed by the Legislature, and perhaps some without the executive sanction. He likewise says, the practice
has been to select for Senators, men of talents and experience-persons
who’had been members of the House of Representatives, and skilled in
the business of legislatton.
This is true, and surely a majority ofaa Senate composed of such men may be depended .on. They would be quite
as competent to decide upon a law as any Governor.
Y
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The gentleman from the city (Mr. HOPKINSON) says, when we refer to
other States, we must enquire into the analogy of the subjects : and he
tells us that the reasou the Governor of New Jersey is not required to approve bills is. that he does not exercise the Executive authority-that
that
is exercised by the Council ; and that the Governor is not chosen by the
people, as in Pennsylvania.
But let us remember, that that Council is
composed of a number of persons- that it is, in fact, the Senate of New
Jersey, and bears about the same proportion to the Assembly as our Senate does to our House of Representatives : and that the members are elected by the people as our Seuators are, and have a like voice iu passing
laws. The objection is to the investing one man with an authority which
enables him to set at defiance the voice of both branches of the Legislalature, and thus defeat the public will, no matter whether the individual is
or is not the Executive of the State.
It is a well settled principle, that the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments should be kept as distinct as possible. The Governor
should never be any part of the legislative department ; he is never chosen with reference to legislation.
In niue States, viz : Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Rhode Island, Ohio,
Tennessee and Maryland, the Governor has no control whatever over the
passage of laws. In the first seven, he does not even put his signature to
the bills : in the last, he is required to sign the law ; but has no control or
negative.
In seven other States, viz : Connecticut, Kentucky, Indiana,
Illinois, Alabama, Missouri and Arkansas. the Governor must sign the bill
when it passes both houses, if he approves ; if not, he is to return it with
his objections, as in this State ; and if the bill afterwards be approved by
a majority of all the members of each house, it shall be a law. So that
in two thirds of the States of this Union, the Governor is not allowed to
control the majority of each House in any matter of legislation.
The
opinions of the people of these sixteen States is entitled to very great regard.
They have been founded on mature consideration and refiection.
They
may be taken as the deliberate judgment of two thirds of all the people of
this country, that the Executive of a State should not be vested with a
legislative power and veto power, like that given by the present Constitution to the Governor.
I most approve of the provisions of the Constitutions of the last mentioned States, and, perhaps, from the circumstance of
being last framed, they are entitled to the greatest regard. I think when
a bill has been matured in both Houses, it should be submited to the Governor for his opinion.
He is charged to see the laws are faithfully executed, and from his situation may be in the possession of some information which might have a material influence in passing the law, which, if
he thinks the law is in any way objectionable, he should communicate to
But, if, after considering the informathe Legislature with his opinion.
tion given by the Governor, aud his opinion and arguments, a majority
of each House should not deem them sufficient to reject the bill, his voice
should not arrest the course of legislation.
This feature in our Constitution is anti-republican. No one man should
be vested with such an authority -it is not necessary for the public benefit.
It is idle to talk about this being necessary for the benefit of the people.
That was the argument for establishing a Dictatorship in Rome, in which
we do not yet stand in need of here.
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Although this is a qualified negative, its exercise has always been so
fatal, as to give it the name of the ‘6 veto”. If it could have been resorted
to without controling a majority, I have no doubt it would have often been
used with great benefit. The veto power has been so obnoxious to the
people, that few Governors have ventured to exercise it. It can only be
given to our Executive, as in the present Constitution, on the supposition
that he is wiser and fitter to exercise the legislative functions, than one
hundred and thirty-three persons, chosen by the people for that particular
That is the ground upon which our experience and observation
purpose.
will not allow us to place it. On an average, our Governors have not
been more competent to decide on our laws than the members of the
Excepting one man, I think, on a
Senate and House of Representatives.
This power is among the precomparison, they would be found inferior.
rogatives of the Governor, which the people wish abridged. I am, therefore, opposed to the section as it now stands ; and, I cannot consent to the
proposition of t.he gentleman from Butler, to consider bills returned by the
Governor in joint meeting. I shall vote for reducing two thirds to a majority of each House, and if that fails, I will vote for the amendment proposed by the gentreman from Westmoreland.
The committee then rose, and the Convention adjourned.

FRIDAY,

JUNE 9, 1837.

Mr. REIQART, of Lancaster, submited the following resolution, which
was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :
I’kmlued, That this Convention do adjourn on Saturday, 1st of’ July next, to mat
again in the oity of Lancaster, on Tuesday, 17th of October next.
Mr. DUNLOP moved that the Convention proceed to consider the following resolution, submited on the 16th of May last.
Revoked, That a committee be appointed to enquire into the expediency of so
amending the Constitution of Pennsylvania,as to prohibit the future emigration into this
State, of free pemonsof color and fugitive slaves,from other States or territories.
The motion being agreed to, and the resolution being under consideration,
Mr. DUNLOP modified the resolution by changing the w&d 6bemigration” to “ immigation”.
Mr. SEVENS moved that the resolution be indefinitely postponed.
Mr. MAGEE, of Perry, said, that this was a subject which had attracted
the attention of a great number of his constituents, who had urged him to
bring that proposition before the Convention.
He had also some conversation with members of the Convention, in relation to the subject, since
he had been here, and most of them acquiesced in the propriety of bringing
forward the resolution.
He was not, however, very tenacious abont ita
fate. His’geat object was to discharge the duty he owed to those whom
he had the honor to represent on this floor, and to ascertain whyat was the
sense and judgment of this body on the subject. It was on this acconnt,
that ha respectfully desired the appointment of 8 oolqmjttee!
He di4 ngt

Mr. S~l~EVm?!bxi: 1 Ilr ;iid 1:01I!~ov~’ llic illtlr~linite pos~~)ollc:lne!ll. of tl1.e
1 it \<-c)ill:lIW ~lir~rxceful to c~~nsider the subresolutioik lxr:r~wf~
!:f. ~wtisic!c~w:
,jf.Tl at all, l!ULi)c~!~ausf!
L‘1’ijlc, t ‘r?i1\.c.ll!i~ill s!lor~lcl clclermiirc~ t.0consider it, this
was
notihe
placc
for
il.
ITI: dill
IlCit ILI,':LII
11011 to go iuto the enquiry,
if every
human being, so IOII~ :W Ii<’ b~~lr;~\~c~l
well, w1101rot11.11~
soil of I-‘e~~rrsylva~t~a,
II v-k4 loo lalc iii lhc day to enter on
was not to be con~itlcr4 ;I$ :: I~YTI~I::I~.
!t amid
wilec:t
no
crdit.
on
the
head or the heart of
such an cnqniry.
:his hody, to give :IL~;VC~IIII~(~IL;UICC
IO :I ~~ropozilion so totally at mar with
tile principles of the Ikc:!awticlil
01
I~~tl~~~)~~lflf!~~~~~,
the
Bill of Rights, and
II<: hoped ltiat so much countenance
the spirit of our frc:c!insliiulioii:;.
would not be girrn 1.0tilu resolution, 2s cvcn to cousider it.
X’Ir. RUSFELI,, of Ih~tlfhrd, 11nptd thal tll(: (:onvcntion would not agree
to ttir it\ddinitc pf~stl,oticliiclit
01‘ tht: resolution.
The constant importatlon of nqroes w-as :I (;rc;:t inc~onvcnicnce to the southern part of this
State, :iii~l ortiinar\- co~irl.c~~v
011ght
to
irltluf*f:
tile Convention to take
whether some remedy could
th subjerl inio col,siclr,r:,lioll; ,131d fict,erirline
not be deviscti. lu ~:~tl~f!fj(i(:llr'f'
of thtr constant emigration of persons of
this ciass, from the S:lat~s of Virgini;t autl klaryiand, very great inconvenience was csperienc4 in tlln southern c.ountir.s, and he hoped the subject
would be cnquirrd int.0.
The question was then taken on the motion for indetiuite postponement,
and decided iu the negative, as follows :
YEAS-Mewx
Agnew, .\yres, Baltlwirl, Wzwnitz, 13~4, Bidtlle, Brown, of Lancaster
Carry, Chambers, Ch:mdlcr, of Clfrstw, (‘I~:~uncc,v, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dan-’
phin, Cleavinger, Cline, Coates, Cochmn. Cope, Craig, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny,
Diclteg, Kar!c, Gamble. Hamlin, Harris, Hayhurd, Helffenstein, Henderson, of Dauphin,
Hiester, Hopkinson, Houpt, Ingersoll, Konigmuchcr, Ma&y, M’Call, M’Yherry, Meredith, Montgomery, Pennypdcker, Pollock, Portrr. of I,ancs&r, Reigart, Riter, Bset$@i
Scolt~ S&11, Hill, Strwns, Todd, Yowg, i3;erge:mt, f’msiderlt-53.
NAYS-,Messrs.Banks, Barclay, Bnync, Big&w, Ronham, Clarke, of Indiana, Grain,
C~mrv5~rd,Gum, Cummin, Darrah, Dickcraou, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop,
Fmelly. Fleming, Fonvnrd, Fry, FulIw. Gcnrhart, Gilmore, G~eucll, Hastings, Ilenderson, of Alleghenv, High, Hyde, Kcim, Kcrrnedy, Kerr, Krebs, Lyons. Magce, Mann,
Mi!ler. Ivlycw,l<rvin.
Ovrrficid. l’oi-~.er,of’ Northatnptxt. Purvi;lncr, Read, Ritter, ROgas. lioyer, Ku~aell, Scllerd, S&zcr, ~cheelz, Hhellito, Srhith, Smyth, &i&y,
StiigeTe,
Stiekci, S\5ctlund, Eigpurt, Whilr, M’ootlwanl--69.

iklr. ~)ARI.INO~POK,of Chester, moved to amend the resolution, by
the words “ of dl foreigners,”
inserting after the word “ iiniiiigration”,
and striking out all after the word Slate, being all that ?art xvhich refers to
free persons of color and fugitive slaves.
Mr. MAGEE tailed for the yeas and nays on this motion.
Mr. DICKEY movcti to postpone, for the present, the resolution and
amendment.
Mr. Cunmm, of Joniata, rose to make a few remarks on thp prop&tion which had been offered by the gentleman from Chester, (13Ir. D.+RLINGTON).
He was opposed to the motion for postponement.
He was
ala0 opposed, hc said, to a resulution placing 6Lli)7Yi,qt2er8” among slaves
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and negroes. Why the gentleman had made such an association ofcolors,
and kinds, he was at a loss to comprehend, and why he had taken such
means for casting a reproach on ‘6 foreigners”.
It was a subject not
clearly before the Convention.
In the revolutionary war foreigners were
not treated in this manner. It would not have gone down well durmg the
American war. They then stood on high ground, and shared as largely
in public confidence as any of those who took a part in the struggle for
independence.
They stood in ax elevated a position then as the ancestors
of that gentleman.
Take any of the foreign officers in our service, during
that war, and ask whether they were entitled to the confidence of the
American people, or not. Were not the most distinguished men of the
revolution foreigners 1 Wbo was LAFAYETTE, but a foretgner ? Look at
the long list of English, Irish, Polish, and French soldiers, who came to
our aid, and then say whether taunts are to be thrown out at foreigners,
from those who, perhaps, would themselves, in the hour of trial, have
skulked behind the curtain. It had been very common of late, in some
quarters, to raise an outcry against foreigners.
His own relations fought
in the war of independence, and shed their blood at Long Island-and they
were foreigners, and, like himself, natives of the greeu sod of Ireland.He would defy the gentleman to point to a single instance in the history
of that war, where an Irishman proved to be a recreant or a traitor.
If
any people, under the wide canopy of Heaven, were entitled to an asylum
in this land of liberty, it was the Irish people. They were democrats ;
they knew their rights, and had fled from an oppressive Government.They knew the blessings of liberty were to be found in a land. which
spreads from the east, to the west, from Maine to the Pacific, wbere the
people enjoyed the greatest privileges on the face of the earth. - They did
not come here as beggars, as many had done lately according to the papers
which he hadread this morning. They came as freemen, to make use of their
industry as their means of support, and were always the foremost to
defend the rights of the country against any aggression. To associate
such a neonle with the blacks. was an insult not to be endured. It did not
become’ thi gentleman to cast such an insult on the Irish, without any
reason. He was sorry that he had not sufficient education, and practice
in speaking, to resist this proposition effectually.
If he had that advantage, he would advance such arguments as would put to shame and confusion this proposition and its authors.
Mr. DARLIN&ON said, the view which the gentleman from Juniata had
taken, and the extent to which he had gone in the argument, rendered it
necessary for him to say very few words in reply.
The proposition
which he had made was not mtended to cast any reproach upon any
class of our adopt,ed citizens.
He had no SLICII design : such was not
the object or import of his amendment, and he was sorry the gentleman
had seen it in that light.
Far he from him the desire to throw a taunt
upon a portion of onr citizens, eqnaliy to be valued for their patriotism in
time of war, and their indust?y in time of peace. He knew that there
,$ad, been many valuahle patrtots here in the time of the Revolutionary
struggle, who assisted to make head against the colonial sway.
He
was aware that not only in the Revolutionary War, but in the last war
%Iso, we were much aided by foreigners who bravely stood by our side,
Bird assisted to fight our battles. His own ancestors wore not from
.
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Ireland, but they were from England, and he had no feelings, for the
people of these countries who became our citizens, but such as were most
kind and respectful.
But he wished that some enquiry should be made
in reference to the number of paupers, who, as every paper stated, were
daily cast upon our shores, from the various countries of Europe.
Within a few days, we had been told of cargoes of these wretched and
helpless outcasts being landed in New Jersey and New York.
The numbers had greatly increased of late, and are daily increasing.
It was a crying sin to cast on our shores, these forlorn and miserable beings. He
thought there was great danger to be apprehended from this constant influx
of paupers, and he was desirous that some inquiry should be instituted
into the subject, in order that if practicable, this nuisance should be
prevented.
Mr MEREDITH asked if there was not some standing resolution, by
which all resolutions were refered, as a matter of course, to the standing
committees which had charge of the subjects to which they refered.
The President stated that this resolution had been laid on the table.
Mr. INGERSOLL asked the gentleman from Chester, if, looking to the
provision in the Constitution of the United States, he thought it could
avail any thing to call on this body to prohibit the importation of any
class of white citizens ; whether he supposed we had the power to interfere on the subject.
Mr. DARLINQTON would only answer, that the original resolution which
looked to a prohibition of free persons of color, was not his ; and that he
presumed the same difficulty would stand in the way of prohibiting them,
It was well known
as in prohibiting the emigration of free white citizens.
that in some of the States, free persons of color were put on the same
footing of all other free citizens, and entitled to vote as such. It was as
competent for the committee to take cognizance of one subject, as of
the other.
Mr. STEVENS suggested the propriety of the gentleman from Cheater
witbdrawing his amendment, if it would be in order, while the motion to
postpone was pending.
Mr. DICKEY withdrew the motion to postpone.
Mr. DARLINGTON then withdrew his amendment.
Mr. STEVENS moved to postpone for the present the further consideration of the resolution, and the resolution was agreed to.
So the further consideration of the resolution was postponed.
FIRST ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved i6self into a committee of the whole,
on the first article of the Constitution, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in
the Chair.
The report of the committee on the twenty-second section, declaring it
inexpedient 60 make any alteration in the section being under consideration;
The amended minutes of the committee of the whole, of the 7th inst.,
were read.
Mr. KBIIH, considering the minutes as not sufficiently full, subn&ed
the following . resolution :
Resolved, That the proceedingsof the commi66ee
of the whole on the aevantbet,
relating to the amendmentto the fourteenth section, offered by Mr. HTESTBR,of Lm.
ps@r, be ent+?d vpon the minute6pf the proceedingsof $e said co!emittee.
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After a short conversation the question was taken on the resolution,
and was negatived.
Ayes, ‘23.
The question pendiug was on the motion of Mr. PURVIANCE, to substitute for the report of the committee on the 22d section, the following,
being the minority report on that section :
SECT. 22. Every bill which shall have passed both Houses, shall be
presented to the Governor.
If he approve, he shall sign it ; but if he
shall not approve, he shall return it with his objections, within ten days
after it shall have been presented to him; and his objections shall be
entered at large upon the journals of the House in which the bill originated; upon which being done, the Senate and House of Representatives
shall, in joint meeting, proceed to reconsider the said bill; and if, after
such reconsideration, two-thirds of said joint meeting, upon joint ballot,
shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be a law. If any bill shall not be returned
by the Governor within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have
been presented to him, it shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed
it, unless the General Assembly, by their adjournment, prevents its
return.
Mr. BELL said, although in favor of a restriction of the veto power, he
could not vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Butler, inasmuch
as it proposed to merge the distinct existence of the Senate, as contern-,
plated by the Constitution, in the larger body of the Representatives, in
all cases of the return of a bill by the Governor ; and this involves us in
all the evils attendant on a single branch. Approving of the plan intended
to be submited by the gentleman from Montgomery, (Mr. STERIGERE) if
the amendment now offered were negatived, and the whole question being
open for discussion, he would take the opportunity to lay his views before
the committee.
As the question under consideration was one of great magnitude, he
trusted that it would be calmly and dispassionately discussed, and decided
without passion or prejudice, and entirely free from party spirit.
He had
said it was an important question. It was so, because it was one, not of
expediency, but of pomer, and so involving principle.
It, in truth,
embraces and brings to the view of the committee and the country, the
inquiry whether it is proper we should perpetuate a provision which
violates a fundamental characteristic of our system-the
strict distribution
of power among the several branches of the Government, awarding to the
Legislature the power of making the laws, to the Judiciary the right of
expounding them, and to the Executive the duty of seeing that they are
properly executed. It would, perhaps, be recollected by the committee,
that some days since, when the gentleman from Philadelphia county
brought forward his proposition to incorporate with the provisions of th&
Constitution, an express declaratron to the effect, that the power proper to
each branch should be exclusively exercised by that branch, the principle
involved in the proposition met with universal approbation, and the proposition itself was rejected only, because it was argued and so thought,
that the principle was already recognised by all our existing institutions.
In discussing a question, it is often profitable to trace the history of the
subject which gives rise to the question. If this course be pursued in the
instance now before us, we shalt be surprised to find that the reason given
aa the principal one for investing a republican Executive Magistrate
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with the extraordinary power of veto, utterly fails. It is believed that
the notion of the veto was derived from a peculiar power exercised by the
tribunals of the people of ancient Rome. It was a power confered on
them that they might, at all times, be able to interpose a shield between
the encroachments of a patrician
the commonalty-thk
mass-against
Senate. Strangely enough, the veto, originally intended for the protection
of the many against the usurpations of a privileged few, has been engrafted
on the British Constitution, to enable a kingly magistrate to defend his
kingly prerogative against the apprehended strides of the people towards
Under that Constitution, the King is a constituent
a more perfect liberty.
part of the legislative body. He sits there in his royal political capacity,
and is said to be ‘6 cnput princi@-n
et jinis”
of the English Parliament .-Thus,
says a distinguished writer upon English Constitutional
Law : “Every
branch of our civil polity supports and is supported,
regulates and is regulated by the rest, for the two Houses naturally drawing in two opposite directions of opposite interest, and the prerogative in
another still different from them both, they mutually keep each other from
exceeding their proper limits” : and he adds, as a result of this arrangement, *‘the Legislative power cannot abridge the Executive of any
of its rights without its consent”.
The reason then, of the introduction of this feature in the British Constitution, is to be found in
Strangely as it may
a strong desire to protect the kingly prerogative.
sound, the same reason is given as the primary and leading one for
its introduction among the provisions of the Constitution of the United
States. The veto was borrowed by the framers of that Constitution
from England, and engrafted in our system, that the Executive might he
able to defend itself against the encroachment of the Legislative branch.
This is the leading argument used in its favor, by ALEXANDER HAMILTON,
who, it is well known, was the advocate of a strong Executive, approachTo be sure, obvious propriety suggested a modification
ing to monarchy.
of the form as it now exists in England ; but experience has shown, that
of the Executive negative, is almost merely theoretthe “ qualification”
ical. [Here Mr. B. read Mr. HAMILTON'S paper from the Federalist, in
which he defends the power of the veto, on the ground that it enables the
President to defend himself against the improper action of the Legislature.]
Mr. B. continued : He states this as the LLr)ril^nay” reason for
the provision, and introduces as a “ secondary”, that which is now argued
here and elsewhere, as the only reason-the
prevention of hasty and
The reason given as the “ primary”, has in pracunadvised legislation.
tice
. so
. utterly failed, and what HAMILTON branded as inefficient paper Cons&tuttons, has proved so efficacious in preventing usurpations, that it has
been altogether lost sight of, and is no longer relied on as a ground of
defebce of this extraordinary prerogative.
Now as to the 6‘ secondary” reason. It is to prevent-l.
Hasty Legislation.
2. Unconstitutional action. Such strong objections have been
felt or affected by a large party in this Union, against the exercise of this
power, that it has been seriously contended, iterated and re-iterated, it
should never be exerted, except in the single instance of the passage of
an unconstitutional law. The committee cannot fail to recollect the outcry which was raised against the late President of the Union, for his use
of this Constitutional right, and that, too, by the party to which gentlemen
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who now ’ oppose any restriction of the veto, are attached. Many reasons
might be given why a Chief Magistrate of the Union should be invested
with this power, which are not applicable in th case of the Executive
of a single State. The President is the Executiv b head of a confederacy
of sovereignities of somewhat clashing interests, containing a population
d&ring in manners, customs, and sentiment ; legislated for by a body.of
mtmr&awn from the several States, and representing their several ,peculiarities, and so liable to come into rude contest, each naturally struggling
for the ascendency and t&advancement
of its own interests. Placed as
the President is, to ‘6 keep watch and ward” over these various and CCQflitting interests, it is perhaps proper he should be invested with the power
Certain it is that alarge maof the magnitude of that under consideration.
jority of the peopI% of this Union have thought that the late Executive
has wielded this power with discretion and wisdom.
But to return to our
own Constitution.
How did it happen that this anomalous power was
grafted in the body of our fundamental law ? Finding it in the Constitution of the United States, it was transplanted without due reflection, as I
think ; and, without drawing a parallel between the functions of ‘a President of the United States, and a Governor of Pennsylvania, bestowed
upon the latter officer, because it was possessed by the former. It is not
to be found amongst the powers created by the Constitution of 1776,
although there was,’ then, but a single branch; nor, (said Mr. BELL,) so
far as his information extended, was its non-existence complained of as a
defect.
What is the leading characteristic of the present Constitution ? Distri‘
bution of power among three branches. Unlike the British Constitution,
the Governor of this Commonwealth is not, in theory, a constituent portion of the law-making branch ; nor, strictly speaking, ought he, in any
degree, to be so in practice. He is to be contemplated as a mere executor
of the law, and ought to be confined to the discharge of his legitimate and
proper duties. In Pennsylvania, no good reason could be given why an
officer, appointed to carry the law into effect, should be clothed with
power to annul the law. But, as already remarked, it is objected that
without this power in the Executive, we would be exposed to all the
dangers attendant .on hasty or unconstitutional legislation.
Why, sir,
(continued Mr. B. how is our legislative body constituted ? And why is it
so constituted ? I)t is purposely separated into two distinct and indepeni
dent branches-one, the most popular, selected annually-the
other, corn++
posed of a fewer number of men, selected for their fitness, from education
and age, for the due discharge of their duties. This organization was u
bestowed on it, that there might be a check on hasty legislation, and, as
was remarked by the President of this Convention, when the deep and
dark cloud curtains the zenith and reaches to the verge of- the horizon,
when the annual representation bends and breaks beneath the storm of
popular passion, the Senate, armed with age and experience, calmly
oppose8 itself to the blast, and steadily upholds the Constitution and the
law, This p&we is but a representation of the truth ; and, in the few
inqtences in which it has been falsified, the Executive veto has but been
intergored to wqd off the mischief. The objection to a further restri&tion
of the veto power, is founded in fear -a craven fear that the people .have
not sufficient intelligence for the proper selection of their agents ; for the
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moment it is admited that the people are capable of self-government-the
very foundation of our institutions -the objection loses the greater part of
its force.
But it is again objected by the learned President, that the members of
the Legislature may, under circumstances, be so selected as not to represent the sentiments of a majority of the people. And may not this be the
fact, in’regard to a Governor ? Has the Chief Magistrate of this Commonwealth never been elected by the vote of the minority of the people ?
It is not necessary to carry the memory far back into the history of Pennsylvania, to find an answer to the question. If the objection possesses
any weight, it is as heavily felt in the one case as in the other. Was
he (Mr. B.) asked whether he would dispense altogether with the veto
power, he answered no? Whatever might be his course, If we were
about to frame an entirely new system, it was unnecessary to say ;
but finding it a part of the Constitution, he was willing to leave it there,
though greatly modified.
He would leave with the Executive the right
of objecting to a proposed law, requiring him, as is now required, to give
the reasons for his objection in extenso, to be placed upon the journals for
the contemplation and reflection of the members. If, after this, a majority
chose to assume the responsibility of passing it into a law, why should
they be prevented ? Why should a single man, possessing no more
native wisdom, nor greater amount of education and experience, than many
of the members of the legislative body, be invested with the right of
negativing the acts of a majority of one hundred and thirty-three, selected
with a view to their capacity ? That the simple objection, accompanied
by reasons, would be sufficient to prevent unadvised legislation, is apparent from the fact, mentioned by several gentlemen of much experience,
that, except in such cases where the Legislature was clearly in the right,
and the Governor clearly wrong, it seldom or never happened that a
returned bill received the same number of votes on consideration, as upon
its passage, before being sent to the Executive.
It was no argument to say, that this power had never been used for
mischievous purposes. It was sufficient to answer that it might be so used.
It would be easy to imagine cases where it might be wielded by an ambitious and unprincipled Executive, recklessly and without regard to the
welfare of the people. But the existence of such a power as the veto in
the hands of the Executive, is unnecessary for every useful purpose, as
he had endeavored to show, and, being unnecessary to confer it, is in
direct and violent opposition to the republican maxim, which teaches that
the officer should be clothed with no greater amount of authority than is
absolutely necessary to carry into wholesome action his appropriate
duties. On this ground, he (Mr. B.) placed his opposition to this
featnre in our Constitution, and felt that he was founding it on a sound
principle.
Mr. FORWARD, of Allegheny, said that when he came to this Convention
he had not expected to be called upon to listen to any attack upon the
qualified negative of the Governor, or to witness any attempt to expunge
rt from the Constitution.
He had heard no complamt from any quarter
of the State against the exercise of that power by the Governor ; nor was
he aware of any question having been presented to the people for t&k
consideration, which had elicited from them any expression of feeling
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He really thought, that at
condemnatory of the exercise of that power.
least nine-tenths of the Convention
had been taken by surprise,
when the attack was made on this salutary provision of the Constitution.
For himself, he could say, that he had not the slightest anticipation of
such a movement being made here. They had heard much denunciation
against the power, but no reasons why, it should be taken away.
He
had always thought that cause a bad one, when men were unable to give II
reason for the faith that is in them. He would say, then, at once, that it
was not enough for him-that
it was alleged, or supposed, or believed,
that this power had been copied from the British Government.
He
repeated, that it was immaterial to him, that gentlemen took the
trouble to look to France or England, in order to find out whether a
power in our Coastitution was copied from them. He was not so prejudiced as to reject any thing that was good, because it might have happened, that something like it-not the identical thing itself-existed
in Great
Britain.
If gentlemen would go thus far, they ought to go further.
And,
if their argument was good for this point, it was good for every other.
They might, with a good reason, make the same charge in reference io
the Senate, as being a copy of the House of Lords in England.
Indeed,
to pursue the matter further, they might just as well assail the House of
Representatives, on the same score, and as being a very servile copy of the
And thus, in fact, they might dispose of the whole
House of Commons.
It might be, that this branch of the
Government of the Commonwealth.
Executive power was taken from England.
But, what of that? What
was there, he would enquire, in the veto power that was so repulsive to
the feelings of some gentlemen 1 In Great Britain, the power was exercised in virtue of a hiih hereditary right. The KING was a King by birth,
and not by election.
He held his office in despite of the people, and for
life. But, the people of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania elected their
Chief Magistrate every three years. The people confer the power on
him, and lie was responsible directly to them-for-the proper exercise of it.
In the one case, the power was exercised by a Chief Magistrate, who
inherited it, and who was irresponsible to the people for the manner in
which he might use it. But, in the other case, the Chief Magistrate was
elected, and held his office under a severe responsibility.
What distinguiahes the Senate of Pennsylvania from the House of Lords, is, that
while the latter is an hereditary body, and not accountable for ita doings,
the former is an elective Assembly, and act under a very severe responsibility to the people, whose representatives they are.
In the first instance, the power is hereditary, and is held without
responsibility, but here the Executive power is elective, and is held under
more responsibility.
Does the gentleman find any thing like the veto
power as here exercised ? Here it is qualified.
It can be set aside by
the vote of two thirds. There it is unqualified, and the King may resist
th;e whole _ of . the _..
legi+ture.
’
. Let us look a little &nto the argument in favor of expunging thitr practice
from our Const.itutlon.
Will anv man undertake to dictate a Government
a ppiori for any people ? ‘Is n’ot Government founded on experience ?
The world is wiser now than it was eighty years ago, an4 shall we go
‘, back in the career of improvement, and overthrow a system which has
been practically beneficial, for the sake of a theoretical good ? This
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provision of the Constitution has been tried for forty-seven years, and has
never been complained of. Is any great evil to be apprehended from it ?
The argument against it was altoNone is pretended to be anticipated.
gether speculative, and rested on some imaginary good. No one pretended that the exercise of the power was perilous, and he thought, that it
was something to say in favor of a principle that it had stood the test offorty
seven years, and that the objections to it were unsustained by a single fact.
But, it was gravely asked, why shall the majority of the people be deprived of the power of deciding every thing ? Shall not the majority rule ? But
there was nothing in the veto which prevented t,he majority from ruling.
This was not a question whether the majority of the people should rule,
but whether a majority of one hundred and thirty three men should rule
a million and a half, and in opposition to the deliberate opinion of the only
man in the Government who is the representative of the whole people.
The people certainly have a right to establish checks over their own representatives. Are the Senate and House of Representatives the people 1
They are the agents of the people, and are bound by their letter of attorney. Shall not the people lay restrictions upon their own agents 1 Was
there ever a Government in which there was a shadow of liberty, where
there were no .restrictions on the representatives of the people t
If the whole sovereignty of the country was left to the Legirrlature,
without any check, they might create tyrannical and unwholesome Iawa,
plunge the State into an enormous debt, and impose insupportable burdens
upon the people. They might constitute a despotism. It was not necessary to a despotism that there should be but one despot. The power of
the Legislature of Pennsylvania, was ample for every purpose of unlimited
mischief.
Would it be said that their power was not liable to abuse,
.when, in this body, ever since we came here, we have heard so much
every day of legislative usurpations, and of the accessibility of the Legislature to corruption, and of their yielding to the temptations thrown in
their way? But, now it was asked, will you distrust the Legislature 1 I
am willing to distrust auy one who exercises power over me, (said
Mr. F). It is the duty of every one to keep watch.
What is this power ?
How is it delegated? How constituted ? There is but one man in the
Government who represents the whole power of the State. In the House
of Representatives, there are a hundred men, who represent the local
By what tie is the Executive bound to the
interests of the State.
interest of the State ? Is he not pledged to advance the common interest?
And are not the representatives often forced to yield their convictions of
right to their local interests and to their instructions ? Is not the local
int,erest placed by them in advance of the public interest ? Did it require
any argument to show, that their legislation must be the result of a combiLocal interests and
nation of local interests against the public weal?
feelings will enter into every law which they make. He would ask
gentlemen to turn back to the history of legislative proceedings, and see if
this has not been the fact? What do tye see every year 1 Combinations
of local interests overruling the general interests of the State. Where is
the eye which dares to look over the whole Commonwealth-to
look at
the interests of the whole people * We find it iu the Governor of the State.
He is the only man who is pledged to the promotion of the intereste of
the whole Commonwealth,
Is it not expedient then, that the Governor
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should have the power-not
to prevent-but
to postpone the passage of a
law which he cot&riders as injurious to the public interest ? He can make no
law.
He cannot enact, but approve.
Should there not be one power to
watch over all the interest6 of the State ? Gentlemeu do not advance one step
in their argument against this power, until they can show that there is no
danger of a combination of local interests in the Legislature, against the
public interests.
Has any wrong ever been doue by the Governor to the
people of the State? Is there any danger that his power will be exerted to the
injuryof the public interest 1 In 1813 the Governor put his veto on the bill
chartering the thirty banks. The next’year the Legislature passed a bill
iacorporating forty banks. This bill the Governor vetoed, and the Legislature p”l”l
by a vote of two thirds. But that majority of two thirds did
not represent the people of Pennsylvania.
He was confident that the
voice of the majority of the people, if taken at the polls, would,have been
ag&et the law, and a5 a proof of it, SIMON SNYDER was re-elected the fall
I after by the people of Pennsylvania without opposition.
He might cite
many other instances wherem the Executive, by the interposition of this
power, saved the Commonwealth from the great and countless evil6 threataned by ha6ty and incorrect legislation.
What objection can there be to
the power, unless you say that the Governor can do no wrong. If there
wa6 no danger of imprudent legislation, what need was there of a Senate?
Why not carry out the theory, and remove all checks upon the repteeenta$wa~A ~ttte..pe~@~~~ “Why nat giva tke whole power to, the 6pular
branch of the Legislature 1 What WOE the argument of g6ntPemn?
They say the people are the source of all power, and that their will must
not be controled.
But, I say, that there never was a Government, without
check6 or balances, that did not end in absolute despotism, not one. I
need not say, thatthe Governor is not a dictator.
What I contend for is,
that the sovereign power must be controled, and the people have the right
to require the concurence of two thirds of their representative5 in any
measure. The people have a right to say what restrictions shall be
imposed upon their representatives; 6ml their representatives have no right
.&I claim their majority should rule. They have no right to say, that in
setting up a counterpoise to their power there was any thing dangerous to
liberty.
Mr. EARLE said this was a question of great importance, involving in
its bearing6 the primary principles upon which Governments of different
kinds were founded. That having first determined these principles in our
minds, we should carry them out consistently in all the departtnent6.
He, therefore, craved the patience of the Conventien during the exammatin which he should give to the subject.
The doctrine upon which the veto power was based, wag that of checks
and b6Iance6, as they had been termed : a good doctrine, rightly n&rstood and applied, but dangerous when misunderstood and misapplied.
Thie doctrine, a5 held by dtfferent people, was founded on two principles.
1. That of checking the people themselves.
3. That of checking their representatives.
The do@rine of checking the will of the people was divided ipto two
,bxZn%&56: The first branch proposed t66f#.ror~y check6 upon the wriu of
$bt6peopIe, on the ground that, 65 every man w6&tbi6lo
err, $o the majority
-of 6 State &ght temporrvily err under sOme strong excitement of &in-
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fm&n.
This was sound assumption; hence it was proper that the
pe~pIis should adopt some check upon hasty action : the check that had
been devised for this purpose was the Senate, to be elected according to
the decision of the Convention, for the term of three years, so that not
more than one-third would be chosen under the influence of a sudden
excitement.
This was a powerful check, and in a great State, like this
Commonwealth, this check was the more operative from the difficulty of
extending an unreasonable excitement over the whole country. The people
of different counties, in fact, checked the excitements and errors of each
other. This check, with that of the Senate, might be aided, perhaps
with propriety, by a temporary vetoing power in the Governor; and
hence, he was willmg to support the veto of the Governor, operating for
one year, unless overruled by two thirds of the Legislature.
The second branch of the doctrine of checking the people, extends to a
somewhat permanent and insurmountable check upon their will. This is
the doctrine of aristocracy and monarchy ; it is founded on the supposition
of incapacity in the people ; that they know not and will not pursue their
own good, at least not so well as some select body : in fact, that the
r&rority is more likely to be right than the majority.
He did not believe
in this doctrine, and he would therefore make the veto but a temporary
check. Were we even to admit that select bodies and minorities had
,more talent and learning than the mass, it did not follow that they would
faithfully pursue the good of the whole : it did not follow that they
were free from all bias of selfishness: that they could judge impartially
and correctly for the interests of those whose situation in life, and whose
interests were different from their own. Were either the nobility of one
country or the slave-holders of another the best judges and the safest protectors of the interests of the commonalty and of the slaves ? The tax
payers and tax receivers were different in interest, and viewed things
differently.
The second use of checks, and bv far the most important, was to control-not the people, but the people’s representatives, or agents-in order
to prevent them from betraying their trust, and injuring the republic.
In
this view, the two Houses of the Legislature were useful as checks on
each other, and the veto of the Governor was here most important as a
check upon the other two branches. But while we interposed a check,
we should not create a tyrant-we
should not enable a Governor, misrepresenting those who elected him -or a Governer chosen by one third of
the people, as might happen under our Constitution, to overrule, for three
years, the deliberate wish of a large majority of the people. It had been
said, in the debate, that the Governor represented the whole people : we
. know it is not necessarily so. If fifty-one members of Assembly out of
one hundred, may misrepresent them, is it not still more likely, that a single individnal may do it? And one third of the Senate chosen for the term
of three years, by a vote of one sixth of the people, or thereabout, might
overrule the majority of the Senate, the representatives, and the community for a long time, unless we put limits to the operation of the veto. He
would, therefore, permit a majority of the Senate and two thirds of the
House of Representatives to overrule it in the first instance, and a majority of both Houses to do it at the end of a year, and after a new election by
the people, with the subject fully before them.
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Certainly the evidence of experience tended to show that this was a
sufficient check. Some States had done well without any veto at all. The
gentleman from the city (Judge HOPKINSON) had said, that the veto power
was not given to the Governors of New Jersey, Virginia, and North Carolina, because they were elected by the Legislature.
This was merely
giving a reason for the policy of their Constitution ; but it was no answer
to the argument, that States might do very well even withouta vetopower.
It did not prove that they suffered great evils from its absence.
As a question of principle, a permanent veto was wrong, and as a question of expediency, it would be found, by experience, that the suspensive
veto operating till a new Legislature should meet, was all sufficient, and
He would examine some of the noted
better than the present provision.
instances of exercise of the power, and see if it were not so.
One was that of the veto of the bank of the United States by the late
The friends of the bank alleged, and still allege, that’this veto
President.
was a pernicious measure, and they believe that, after years of intesttne
strife, we shall have another such institution established.
Of course, on
their own grounds, they must admit that in this case there could be no
advantage in extending the operation of the veto to control a Legislature
subsequently elected. The other party-those
who agreed with him (Mr.
E.) that the veto of the bank was a wise measure, and who believed that
the people were of that opinion- attained all that they could wish, by its
operation on the Congress which first passed the law ; for the subject was
presented to the people, and they elected then, as they had done since, a
Congress opposed to the bank.
Governor M’KEAN, of Pennsylvania, had vetoed several bills, some of
them on the ground of unconstitutionality,
and yet the same measures,
substantially, had been since passed, and were now the law of the land,
tu the great satisfaction of the people. He had vetoed the law extending
the jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace. It was passed after he went out
of of&e, and has now been the law of the land for twenty-seven years.
So with the arbitration system, which the same Governor had vetoed.
Thus we find that this great man, when opposed to the people, was in
error, and the people were right.
If the veto had been merely suspeneive
for one year, the people would sooner have attained their wishes, and
needless discontent would have been avoided.
Gentlemen had several times refered to the case of the 28 and the 42
banks. vetoed by Governor SNYDER, as affording an argument in favor of
the permanency of the operation of the veto. Had they well weighed the
matter, he (Mr. E.) imagined they would have found that that instance
&rnished a strong argument against their theory.
The bill, aa first passed, provided for 28 banks. Had the veto operated only to suspend for one
year, then the 28 banks only would probably have been chartered at the
next session. But, as it was, it was necessary to obtain two thirds to
overrule the Governor.
Consequently 14 new banks were added, in parta
where there was not business calling for them, and this forxthe purpose of
getting votes enough to make up two thirds of the Legislature. He would
venture the opinion, that it would be found, on examination, that the banks
which afterwards failed, were principally,
if not altogether, among the
fan&en which were added to get rid of the operation of the veto. Thus,
if the 42 bde were necemaay, the veto produced no good ; if they were
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an evil, it produced much harm ; for it aggravated the evil from 28 to 42.
It would be found that those States where no veto power existed, did not
go into tb banking system at that time, with so much extravagance as
some of those where it did exist.
Governor RITNER had vetoed the Girard bank bill. This had been of
no use ; for the bill passed. He had lately vetoed an Internal Improvement bill: In this case, the suspensive veto for one year would have
answered every purpose ; and if our Constitution had provided like that
of Vermont, that the Governor might suggest amendments which would
make the bill acceptable to him, the result would have been its passage in
a modified form, so that it would have now been promoting the welfare of
the people of Pennsylvania.
If a bill is vetoed upon proper reasons, the general consequence willbe,
that a majority of the Legislature will not afterwards pass it. Many instances in support of this position may be cited. If, however, the Legislature
do paw it, and one subsequently chosen re-pass it also, the presumption
is that the Governor is iu error, and opposed to the popular will, and it is
better that that will should prevail, at the risk of some error that may be
retraced when discovered, rather than to produce that discontent, repining,
strife, and exasperation, and that danger of civil commotion and revolution,
which will arise from a consciousness, or a belief, among the people, that
their sovereignty is set at naught.
If we were to dam up the Susquehanna, with a view to stop its current
forever, we should soon find it to demolish all barriers, carrying havoc and
deetruction in its course. So it might be with too much restraint on the
people. It would only induce them to go further than they would have
gone, if left to themselves.
If left untrammeled, they acted as was observed by that great political writer, Mr. LOCKE, and repeated in the Deeh+ration of American Independence ; they would sutfkr evils while they could
be endured, rather than rashly to change their institutions. This wasalways
the popular disposition, and hence we found that the most stable governments, laws and habits on earth, were those where, as in Achai,a some
cantons in Switzerland, and some States of this Union, the power of Government and of change resides with the people. The Swiss cantons,
such a5 Appenzal, where all officers, including judges, are elected annually by the Feople, have been stable in their laws and their liberty, perhaps
for more than a thousand years. Rhode Island, that elects its representatives every six months, and all other officers annually, is stable in its laws
aud habits, and with the constant power of change, the people have continued to this day those institutions which existed nearly one hundred and
fifty years since. But all attempts to preserve peace and order, by the
system of permanent checks upon the people, have.produced nothing but
tyranny, strife, and civil commotion, such as is found in the whole history
of the Roman republic, and of all mixed Governments.
The gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) has said, that we do
not advance one step in the argument, until we prove that fifty-one representatives out of one hundred, are always right. By this rule he caonet
advance a step in his argument, till he proves that one man, a Governor,
is always right. ,We admit that both may err, and hence we would have
the people decide between them, at a subsequent election. But he would
have a Governor and twelve Senators overrule twenty-one Senators, one
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hundred representatives, and the people themselves, for three years in
succession.
The President of the Convention has asked us to enquire, whether
States which differ from us in their institutions are happier and more
prosperous than nurselves ? Were they not so, it would not follow that they
might not be better, so far as some one feature of their Constitution might
operate. I suppose he does not hold that the Constitution of any of our
sister States is perfect in all its parts. Is it likely, then, that that of Pennsylvania alone is perfect? If not, let us improve it where it is defective. Making the comparison to which we have been invited, we find that New
York, which had less population than Pennsylvania, at the formation of our
National Government, has now forty-two members of Congress to our
twenty-eight ; and that her most rapid progress has been since the adoption of a more democratic Constitution in 1.82’2; and that Ohio, which was
a wilderness when Pennsylvauia was a great State, now treads close on
our heels, and that she carried through her internal improvements with
We find that emigrants prefer the institutions
superior skill and energy.
of those States; that the counties on their sides of the State lines were
settled more rapidly than ours ; and that the people of Pennsylvania, in all
the counties and townships bordering on those States, gave enormous
majorities for the change of our Constitution, while those of the interior,
who could not so well compare institutions, voted against it.
These examples should prompt us 1.0go onward in the work of reform ;
and, while we check hasty action in the Legislature, by a temporary veto,
place the e&ctive sovereignty in the hands of the people, without unreasonable delay.
The question was then taken on the motion to substitute the report of
the minority, which was decided in the negative. Mr. STERIW.CREmoved to amend the amendment to the 22d section, by
striking out, and inserting the following :
“ 22. Every bill which shall have passed bothHouses, shall be presented to the Governor.
If he approve, he shall sign it, but if he shall not
approve, he shall return it with his objections to the the House in which
it dial! have originated, who shall enter the objections at large upon their
journals+, and ro~ceed to re-consider it. If, after such a re-consideration,
a mqfori@ oP all the vnernbers of that House shall agree to pass the bill, it
shaI’l be sent with the objectious to the other House, by which, likewise,
it shall be re-considered, and if approved by a majority of all the mmhers of that House, it shall be ‘a law. But in such case, the votes of both
Houses shall-be determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting for or agamst the bill, shall be entered on the journals of each
House respectively.
If any bill shall not be returned by the Governor
within ten da s (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to
to him. it sh aI1 be a law in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the
General Assembly by their ad’ournment, prevent its return, in which case
also, it shall be a law, unless t i e Governor shallfile the bill together with
his objections in the oj%e of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, within
ten days after the adjournment of the Legislature, and cause the same to
be published in at least one newspaper at the seat of Government”.
Mr: S. explained the object of the latter art of the amendment; the
former part, he said, he had explained on a Pormer occasion. This latter
A2
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clause was to require the Governor, in case the adjournment of the Legislature prevented the return of any bill, to file said bill in the ofllce of the
Ily the provisions of the old ConstituSecretary of the Commonwealth.
tion the Governor may keep the bill in his pocket until the meeting of the
next Legislature, and no one would know whether it had become a law
or not. There was no reason why the people should not know speedily
whether a law was to be passed or rejected. It was often very material
that the people should know this. In case the Governor used the veto
power contrary to the will of the people it was proper that they should
know before the next election so that they could take the subject into consideration, and return members to the Legislature who would vote according to their wishes with respect to that particular measure. He thought
the amendment one which was entirely proper, and he hoped it would
prevail.
Mr. BELL called for a division of the question, so as to take the question on the first branch of the proposition, ending with the word Lbrespectively”.
Mr. STERIGERE called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered, and
were yeas 14, nays 102 :
YEAS-Messrs. Bell, Clarke, of Indiana, Grain, Grenell, Magee, Nevin, Purviance,
Read, Ritter, Sellers, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Taggart-I 4.
NAvs-Messrs. Agnew, Ayrcs, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Bsmdollar, Bemitz, Beyne,
Biddle, Bigelow, Bonham. Brown, of Lancaster, Butler, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of
Chester, Cheuncey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cleavinger, Cline, Coates,
Cochran, Cope, Cox, Craig, Crawford, Crum, Cummin, Cunningham, Darlington, Dermh, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop, Earte, Farredly,
Fleming, Forward, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, Gilmore, Hemlin, Harris, Hastings,
Hayhurst, Heltlbnstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester,
High, Hopkinaon, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher, Krebs,
Lyons, Meclay, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel, Miller, Montgomery, Myers,
Overfreld, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Reigan,
Riter, Rogers, Royer, Russell, Sacger, Scott, Seltzer, Serrill, Scheets, Shellito, Sill,
Snively, Stevens, Stickel, Swetland, Todd, Weaver, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, President-103.

So the first branch of the proposition was disagreed to.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, hoped the Convention would look more favorably upon the latter part of this proposition, than they did upon the first.
He did not desire to trench upon the Governor’s prerogative, in relation
to the veto power; but, he thought it would be a great benefit to the people
to know whether a law has passed, after the Legislature shall have
adjourned.
The Governor had ten days to consider, whether he will
sign and return a bill during the session of the Legislature, but it is well
known, and every person who will turn to the acts of the Legislature,
will see that the largest portion of the laws are passed within a few days
of the end of the session ; and, he admited, that the Governor frequently
had not time to read and consider them as he should, much less to prepare
his reasons for not signing a bill.
Well, by this provision he may assign
his reasons afterwards, and file them in the office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth ; whereas, under the old Constitution, there is no means
by which the people can know the reasons of the Executive in such cases.
It might be, that a law was designed to take effect before the meeting of the
Legislature, and the reasons why it was withheld, ought to be known to the
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people. This proposition could do no harm. but he thought it might do a
great deal of good. The Governor will have three davs before the Legislature adjourns, and ten days after to prepare his objkctions ; and then,
if they are filed and published, the people will have the opportunity of
considering them before the next election for members of the Legislature.
He thought there would be a great benefit in doing this. Under the present system, it is unknown whether a bill is to become a law, or not;
because, the Governor may keep it in his pocket until after the election,
and that very election may operate to make him sign it. Mr. C. had
been written to since he came here, to ascertain whether the Governor
had signed a bill, which passed the last Legislature, and he had ascertained that it was signed, but held over. He thought then it would be
well to let the people know, on all occasions, whether laws were signed
or not. They ought to be signed, if they are going to be signed, for
another reason. The laws were printed within thirty days after the
adjournment of the Legislature, and all laws, if they are going to be signed,
ought to be signed by that time, so that they might all be in one volume,
and all go out to the people together ; or, If he has objection to signing
any bill, his objections ought to be sent out IO the people. This amendment might have the effect to relieve the Governor in some cases, from an
awkward predicament.
He may have a very important law to the people
in his possession, which he feels it not to be his duty to sign, on the eve
of his election; and, this amendment provides a means of getting his
viewsbefore the public, and relieving himself from any censure in holding
back the law, if his reasons are good and snfficient. This proposition violated no principle that he knew of, and would be beneficial to the people,
therefore, he hoped it would be adopted.
The second branch of the proposition was then agreed to-ayes
64,
noes not counted.
Mr. DICKEY hoped, since the Convention had thought proper to adopt
this portion of the amendment, that it would not agree to the report of the
committee ; because, under the present Constitution, there had been no
evil results experienced from the practice of the Governor withholding
bills.
He had never heard of a single case where inconvenience had been
experienced, either to individuals, or the public at large. It was right
the Governor should have time to consider any bill, which he had doubts
in relation to, and he had ample time for reflection before the publication
of the laws. The laws were published in June, and all laws which were
approved by the Governor, were there publiahed, and all which did not
appear there, were returned at the next meeting of the Legislature. Now,
what practical evil had resulted to the people from this practice, which
made it necessary to submit to them an amendment on this subject. Had
this amendment been called for by the people from any quarter?
The
gentleman who had just taken his seat, has told you that he was written
to on the subject of the signing of a law, and upon inquiry, he found
that the law had been signed and approved by the, Governor.
So could it
always be ascertained, upon inquiry, at the office of the Secretary of State,
whether a bill had been signed or not. He hoped the report of the committee would not be adopted, as this amendment had been agreed to, and
e&d for the yeas and nays:
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Mr. CRAWI;ORDthen moved to strike out tht: words LLtwo thirds” wherever they occured, and insert the words “ three fifths”.
The CHAIR was about to put the question on this ameudment, when
Mr. HASTINGS suggested, that the question on which the vote had just
been taken, was misunderstood, as many gentlcmcn around him supposed
they had voted on another amendment.
Mr., MEREDITH doubted whether the attention of’thc committee had been
drawn to the force of the amendment to the amendment.. He hoped the
whole amendment would now be negatived.
Mr. STEVENS believed the vote was entirely misunderstood, and he
hoped some gentleman would move a reconsideration, to get rid of it.
Mr. GAMBLE moved to reconsider the vote, which was agreed to.
Mr. STERIGERE then withdrew his proposition.
The queatlon then recured on the amendment submited by Mr. MERRILL,
Mr. HIESTER moved to amend t,he amendment, by making it read “ if
the same shall be passed by a majority of all the members of each House”,
which was disagreed to-ayes 17, :ioes not counted.
Mr. FORWARD wished to know how this subject was to be brought
before the Legislature, at the commencement of their session ; whether
the Governor was to communicate it, or how it was to be brought to their
notice. It appeared to him to be inconsistent with the whole theory of
legislation.
Mr. B~~~called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered, and were
yeas 24, nays 93.
YEAS-Messrs. Bell, Clarke, of Indiana, Dan&, Earle, Gamble, Grenell, Hastings,
Hiester. Hi.&. Krcbs, Miller. Montgomery, Myers. Nevin, Purviance, Read, Ritter, Sheilito, Smith,-S&h, Snively,‘Tagg&, W&e,-Wdodward-24.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Barn&, Bayne,
Biddle, Big&w, Bonham, Brown, of Lancaster, Butler, Carey, Chambers.Chandler, of
Chester,Chauncey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Daophin, Cleavinger, Clint, Cnataa,
Cochran, Cope, Cox, Craig, Crain, Crawford, Crum, Cummip, Cunningham, Darlingten, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnetl, Dunlop, Farrelly, Fleming, Forward, Fry, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Hamlin, Harris, Hayhurst, Helffenstein.
Honderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hopkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll,
Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher, Lyons, Ma&y, Magtx, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry,
Meredith. Merkel. Overfield. Pennvuacker. Pollock. Porter, of Lancaster. Porter, of
Northampton, Reigart, Rite;, Rage;;, Roy&, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer,
Sorrill, Sheetz, Sill, Sterigore, Stevens, Stickel, Swetland, Todd, Weaver, Young, Ser-

geant, President-93. So the amendment was disagreed to.
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
agam this afternoon, when
The Convention took a recess.
FRIDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O’CLOCK.

,Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, with leave of the Convention, offered. a
resolution, granting the use of the Hall, this evening, to the Rev. PT.
ABBOTT, to,deliver a lecture, which was agreed to.

FIRST ARTICLE.
The Convention

again resolved itself into committee of the whole, on
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the first article of the Constitution, Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, in the
Chair.
So much of the report of the committee as declares it inexpedient to
make any alteration in the twenty-second section, being again under consideration,
Mr. CRAWFORD, of Westmoreland, moved to amend the part which
requires a vote of “ two thirds” to pass a bill returned by the Governor,
by striking out the words 6‘ two thirds”, and inserting in lieu thereof, the
words ‘4 three fifths”.
The motion was negatived.
Mr. S~ERIQERE moved to ampnd the se&on by inserting, after the word
“ respectively”,
in the eleventh line, the following words :
“ If any bill shall be returned by the Governor, within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, it shall be a law
in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the General Assembly, by
their adjournment, prevent its return, in which case it shall be a law,
unless the Govern,orJile the bill, together with his objections, in the oJke
of the Secretary of the Commonwealth,
within te% days after the
adjournment of the Legislature, and euuse the same to be published in
at least one newspaper at the seat of Government”.
Mr. STERIGERE said, he understood from the gentleman from the county
of Philadelphia, (Mr. INGERSOLL)that he wished some explanation of the
amendment.
Mr. INOERSOLL: Yes. If it-is to prevent the Goveruor from smothering
a bill in his pocket, I am in favor of it.
Mr. STERIVERE : That was the object. As it now stood, the Governor
might keep a bill in his pocket, until three days after the next meeting of
the Legislature.
The object of the amendment, was to render it necessary
that he should file his reasous within ten days after the adjournment of the
Legislature.
He supposed it would not be very proper to call in question
the wisdom of the framers of the Constitution ; but, he might be permited to remark, that there seemed to be very little wisdom m the provision. as it stood in the present Constitution.
A bill must, under that provision, be sent back, and get a vote of two thirds, before it can become a
law. The Legislature would then be in session, and might prefer passing
another law. The gentleman from Beaver thought there was no propriety in the amendment, and that no practical good could result from it.
To this it was sufficiently answered by the gentleman on his left, (Mr.
CLARKE, of Indiana) that it would emlble the law to go into operation at
the proper time. The gentleman from Beaver said, any one might obtain
information of the fate of a bill, by calling at the office of the Secretary
of State. This amendment would prevent the trouble of calling at the office.
At present, the Governor had the power, within three days after the
meeting of the Legislature, to put his name to a bill. If he were to do
that after the adjournment, without filing his reasons, the people would be
subject to the operation of a law they did not understand.
Mr. ~~TEV~NSwas of opinion that the amendment, instead of being an
bpnovement, would be an iujury to the Constitution.
The committee
would see at once that there could be bnt little diculty
or injnry from
the present provision.
If the Governor had not time to exami*
the hill
%&re ‘the. adjetirnment of the Legislature, it gives him three days af<er
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the meeting of the next Legislature.
He did not understand that the
Governor had any right to sign a bill after the ad,journment, and to publish the law. It was his duty to do it. during the session. There were
two or three cases, he believed, in which bills had been signed after the
adjournment, but it was a practice irregular, and accordiug to his opinion,
wrong. Bills should be signed during the session, or not at all. There
was some difficulty attending the giving of the veto during the recess. If
the Governor chose to sign a biil within the ten day,s prescribed, there
was no difficulty about it. But if he did not, in most of the cases in which
he kept a bill over, it might be expected that he would veto it. If it was
a public bill, it gave a great opportunity to the persona interested to bring
forward influence ; and he admited it was a great evil, and an improper
interference with the province of the Legislature, to pursue that system of
If a bill which concerned a particpersuasion which was called boring.
ular section of the State, er an individual were thus carried, against the
opinion of the Governor, would the Legislature be likely to come 1.0the
consideration of it with as calm and open a mind, and as cool a deliberation, as if had not before been submited. Would not the bill be canvassed
before it came here ; and would not the members be assailed by its friends
in every shape and form, and in every manner, and by every argument
by which it would be possible to bring motives to act on men ? Was that
the fair way? If the proposition were confined to a public bill, there
would, perhaps, be less objection to it. But in case of a public bill,
when the representatives had been elected without reference to this veto,
but on the old party prmciples, having their minds open, would there not
be danger lest their judgments should be warped before they came here ?
And even while their elections were depending, arguments unknown to
the public, and to the Legislature , in its legislative capacity, might he
brought to produce an improper bias on their minds, such as there could
be no withstanding.
Operating in this way on the members, through
means which could not be counteracted by argument or persuasion, any
bill, unless it should be a monstrous bad bill, would be sure to pass, and
all by the interposition of this undue influence.
The question was then taken, and the amendment was rejected.
Mr. EARLE rose, and, in order to know if there was to be any permanent check on the will of the people, moved to amend the section by
inserting after the word “ respectively”, in the eleventh line, the following words--“ And any bill which may have been passed by a majority of
both Houses, in three successive Legislatures, shall become a law,
without the signature of the Governor “.
Mr. EARLE said, that the Governor was sometimes chosen by one
third of the people, for three years, * and if one third of the Senate, at the
same time, or as many Senators as represented one fifth of the population, sustained them, the passage of a law might be prevented for three
years.
The question was then taken, and the amendment was negatived.
The report of the committee on the 22d section, was then agreed to.
So much of the report of the committee as declares it inexpedisnt t9
make any alteration in the twenty-third section, was then taken up for
consideration, and it was agreed to.
&lr. STEVENSmoved to amend the article, by inserting an additional
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section, as follows :--CC Section 24-No
member of this Convention shall
hold any office under the amended provisions of this Constitution”.
Mr. EARLE said he was sure this amendment would operate beneficially
in some places, but not in others. He moved to amend the amendment,
by adding the words, ‘6 except those from the county of Adams”.
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to postpone the amendments indefinitely.
Mr. STEVENS : That will postpone the whole article.
The CHAIR decided the motion to be out of order.
The question was then put on the motion of Mr. EARLE, to amend the
amendment, and it was decided in the affirmative-ayes,
36 : noes, 34.
Mr. STEVENS said, that although the committee had thought proper to
except the member from Adams from the exclusive operation of his own
amendment, he must suppose them to be sincere, for he could not believe
that the mover of that amendment intended to vote against the proposition.
That gentleman being a sturdy and honest reformer, could not deaire to
derive any advantage from any provision which he might introduce into
the Constitution.
When that gentleman set this ball of reform in motion,
it was not with any view to create vacancies in office, for the purpose of
filling them himself, and if he had no such motive why should he object to
this proposition 1 Would not the amendments be brought forward before
the people with a purer grace than if they were to cut up the Constitution
in a manner which the people did not understand, and which they might
be apt to attribute to wrong motives ? It would be the noblest thing, when
we send this Constitution out to the people, to shew that we design to
draw no advantage from the amendments we had proposed, and see
whether the people will deem us worthy to fill any of the offices we
may have created. If they think us worthy, and are disposed to shew by
their acts that we still retam their confidence, they will reject the amendment; but if not, they will cast on our hands all that we have done here.
Were not these good and solid reasons why the amendment should be
adopted ?
We had been told by many of those gentlemen who claimed to be reformers, that such was the corruption in legislative bodies now-a-days, that men
could not be long members of them without becoming so corrupt as to be
almost incapable of viewing any measure which came before them with
a pure eye. He would enquire why the same remark would not be equally
apphcable to this Convention ? Were there any inducements to operate
on those bodies, which would not operate here to a greater extent, when
we had it in our power to work greater and much more important changes,
which might, perhaps, be turned to our own individual benefit? Was
it not right, he asked, that when we were about to create constant vacanties in the public offices of the Commonwealth-to
make amendments to
the Constitution, the effect of which would be to deprive the Executive
of his patronage, and to multiply officers that are to be elected-and
when, in fact, we were about to create vacancies in the Judiciary every
two, three, four, and seven years-that
we should, ourselves, be perfectly
sure that we have no selfish motive operating as a tempter upon our
hearts and judgments ? Was it not perfectly proper that the people should
be fully satisfied, when the amendments should have been submited to
their inspection, that we, in proposing them, did so from the purest motives, and not with an eye to the vacancies which were to take place 1
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To-morrow, the Convention would take up for consideration and discussion, the subject of Executive patronage, and not many days hence-that
of the Judiciary.
Now, as a vast number of vacancies would be created
by the proposed alteration in the Constitution, and as it was only proper
that the Convention should convince the people that the change was not
made with a selfish view, he had thought it right that the amendment
which he proposed, should be inserted. As we were about to pull down
an edifice erected by the fathers of the Commonwealth-built
by giants in
intellect, and saints in virtue-it
was but right that we should come to
the work with clean hands and pure hearts. He would ask, was there
no denying to ourselves this privilege of filling an office of our own creation ? Was there any such great sacrifice, that the pure, patriotic reformers
who came here with a desire to change the structure of the Goverument,
could not act on the principal of self-denial, and forego the poor privilege of
taking office by which they would evince their independence ? Now, was
this asking too much ? Was it any great stretch of patriotism, after all,
for men calling themselves reformers, and who had avowed that they
would no longer live under usurpers, and who are now making a Constitution for their children, and children’s children, probably?
He would
say that it would be a noble instance of self-disinterestedness on the part
of the Delegates of this Convention, to have it go down to posterity that
they had refused to participate in the enjoyment of the offices of their
own creation. And yet, strange to say, the Father of Reform (Mr.
EARLE) had undertaken to turn his (Mr. S’s.) proposition into ridicule.
He (Mr. S.) had heard of men (and he did wish to imitate them) who
offered &p their lives.
This sacrifice, however, which he proposed to make, was not demanded
of them by the people. On the contrary, we ought to make it, as an assurance that what we do arises from pure motives.
He conceived that there
was nothing improper in inserting this section in the Constitution.
He
would not ask for the yeas and nays on it, because he had no doubt as to
what would be its fate ; and he indulged the hope that patriots of a different
kind from those who had ridiculed this proposition, introduced as it was,
with the most perfect good faith, would be found voting for it.
Mr. WOODWARD,of Luzerne, would ask whether the proposition was
not out of place ? for the Convention had now the first article of the Constitution before it, and he apprehended that it should not have been offered
to that.
It is not for the Chair to decide whether it is in its right
The CHAIR:
place, but whether it is in order, or not.
Mr. WOODWARDobserved, that he would thank the Chair to inform him
how the amendment could be got rid of.
The CHAIR: Only by a vote on the amendment itself.
Mr. WOODWARDremarked, that all he had to say was, that the amendment was entirely out of place.
Mr. EARLE did not believe that the people expected, or would desire,
that the Convention should make the sacrifice which the gentleman from
Adams proposed. Nor did he (Mr. E.) think it was the duty of pure
It WRSthe duty of every citizen to
patriots to shun public employments.
serve the public when called upon. The gentleman had this morning
voted to retain the permanent veto of the Governor, and he did not know
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but the gentleman might use it one day himself.
The gentleman was for
voting to disfranchise every member of the Convention.
He (Mr. EARLE)
could not give his consent to such a proposition.
Besides, he should be
sorry to deprive the State of the gentleman’s valuable services.
Mr. CRAIGI, of Washington, asked for the yeas and nays.
Mr. MEREDITH, of Philadelphia, suggested that it would be as well not
to have them taken just now, as the amendment was not exactly in its
proper place.
Mr. WOODWARDthought the gentleman from Adams might find a more
appropriate place for it. He would vote for it if put in the proper place.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, hoped that the call for the yeas and nays would
not be withdrawn.
There was a great deal of patriotism in the world,
and much of it had been seen here since the Convention assembled. The
proposition which had been offered was certainly most characteristic of its
author. It was considered so by the party to which the gentleman
belonged. He had really shewn an extraordinary degree of disinterestedness, and he was entitled to the thanks of every gentleman ! He thought
that the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia ought not to smother
up the gentleman’s proposition, but should let every one present have a
fair opportunity of looking at it. Now, as to whether it would be proper
to exclude all the gentlemen in the Convention from holding office, he was
not prepared to say. However, he did not think that he (Mr. B.) ought
himself to take office under the amended Constitution, because he did not
think that he possessed su6icient natural abilities or acquired talent. The
sacrifice, therefore,’ as respected himself, was nothing.
But, he entertained the opinion, that the gentleman from Adams was doing himself
gross injustice, and his county would be a sufferer; and he thought that
every gentleman would agree with him. If the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. MRREDITB) and others of his party thought as the gentleman
from Adams did, they also were doing themselves great injustice, and
depriving the public of their valuable services. He (Mr. BELL) maintained
that it is the duty of every man who thinks himself great, to devote his
time and his abilities to the public service. He has no right to refuse.
And to quote a phrase frequently used by the gentleman--”
the greatest and best”-is
bound to serve the public.
He hoped, then, that the
gentleman from Adams would not withdraw his proposition, as he wished
the Convention to consider it well and have an opportunity of recording
their votes, for it involved, as the gentleman had said, a very important
principle.
It involved a question of patriotism, of public and private virtue-a question whether we would divest ourselves of that feeling which
clung to the human heart-selfishness-and
unanimously declare that
we would never in future hold an office.
Mr. MEREDITH, of the city, said that he would vote for the amendment
of the gentleman from Adams, at the proper time, when presented in a different shape As it was amended he wished to put it to the good sense of
the committee if they desired to see a solemn vote upon it by yeas and nays.
Mr. DUNLOP, of Franklin, asked for the reading of the amendment,
and it was read accordingly-when
Mr. D. remarked, that he hoped the
gentleman from Adams would not adhere to it. This was not the roper
time and the occasion to.press it. At this time he (Mr. DUNLOP) 9elt, cert&r the lawyers could not vote for his propoeition, coupled, as it;was, w%b
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the amendment to exoept the county of Adams, and offered more in jest
than in earnest. He hoped the mover would withdraw it.
The CIZAIR said, that the amendment which had been made to the original proposition, could not now be withdrawn, unless by the mover and
seconder.
Mr. DUNLOP said, he would be glad, then, if the mover of it would
agree to postpone it for the present.
Mr. REIGART, of Lancaster, observed that the object of gentlemen would
be effected, if the mover of the amendment would move a reconsideration
of it.
Mr. BAYNE, of Allegheny, moved to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was adopted.
A division being called, there appeared, ayes, 53 ; noes, 38.
Se the motion to reconsider prevailed.
The question then recured on the amendment of Mr. EARLE.
Mr. STE~~UWwas aware that there were many gentlemen present, to
whose taste the amendment which he had ofl’ered was very palatable, while
to others it was just as nauseous. He knew that there were some entlemen, whose sense of patriotism was so great, that they could not, f or the
life of them, understand how a man could be in earnest when he expressed
himself willing to offer up his private interest upon the altar of his work,
and whose only motive in doing it was his country’s good. He knew
very well that this sounded very strange in the ears of such members,
particularly as were always talking of the people-whose
interest they
professed always to have at heart, and who loved the great, dear peo$e !
Yes, this was the cry of those who called themselves the pure democrats
It seemed to them so strange, that it assumed the attimde
and reformers.
of the ridiculous, that a member should rise in his place and prop!se, that
before we enter upon what, he (Mr. STEVENS) deemed the m&t ~qjoriant
work ever undertaken in the State of Pennsylvania, they should. divest
themselves of all suspicion of, or motives for, misconduct.
He did not
feel disposed to char e any gentleman here with less patriotism, than the
poorest man on earta . But, he must be allowed to tell the gentleman
from the county of Philadelphia (Mr. EARLE) and others, that they do
possess hearts capable of being seduced from the paths of rectitude.
It
might not be so improbable as the gentleman supposed, that when the
Convention should have submited the result of their labors to the eople,
his constituents would think with him (Mr. STEVENS) that he (Mr. 8 ARLE)
should never hold an of&e.
All that he (Mr. S.) desired was, that the
question should be submited to the people, whether those who sat here as
delegates and inserted in the Constitution a provision altering the tenure of
office an ii creating office, should be allowed hereafter to take advantage of
their own work ? Let the Convention adopt the amendment, ana w IL
the people should come to examine it and see that we were actuated by 1”he
pures motives in proposing it, they would then act as they thought proif after all the argument and all the light that could be throuin on ‘the
%$c;are
exhausted, the people choose to retain the services of tI@ b’ady
of men, and ive them the o&es which they had created, inst+ad of
having the& fil ‘i;ed up from among themselves, the would ofcourse say so.
He would re eat, that all he asked was, to sufl mit the question to the
people, in or IIer that they might say whether we should fill them, or they
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should be filled by others. Where, he would enquire, was the democracy
of this body 1 And where was the reliance on the discretion, and will and
honesty ofthe people 1 Every man, fearless of scrutiny, and actuated by
conscientious integritv, would cast into the shade these low sneers, and
the trifling twattles which had been uttered here. It was beneath contempt.
It was not the way in which statesmen propound their great principles of
action. Let gentlemen record their votes, and let it be seen who are in
favor of driving from the bench those venerable men, those well tried
servants of the people, who had grown gray in expounding the laws, in
order to make way for those who would decide hastily, but with less
judgment.
When gentlemen were voting to tumble learned and distinguished Judges from the bench, for the purpose of having the people
better guarded in their rights, he desired that the lawyers here would show,
by their votes on his (Mr. S’s) amendment, that they were not doing it
to get in their places. When he should come to see the list of yeas and
$ nays, he would be the better prepared to say, whether your yearling
Judges, your triennial Judges The CHAIR called the gentleman to order, on the ground that he was
not speaking to the question immediately before the Chair.
Mr. STEVENS resumed : Well, he would reserve his remarks until after
the question should have been decided. He never could have thought
that any gentleman of the reform party would seriously have opposed an
amendment for the ,good of the people, and attempted to get rid of the
pro ‘o&ion by the lowest shifts-(he
would not say tricks, because that
could be resorted to b the veriest
mig %t almost impute motives) -which
This was not the way to treat a suii.ject, which
qemagogue that Iived.
gentlemen might depend upon it, was to have some effect on the public
mind. And, he believed, that the consequence of treating the roposition
as it had been, would be properly understood out of doors. 4 he people
would form a different opinion with regard to it, than seemed to be entcrentlemen here. The gentleman from the city (Mr.
that the amendment was not in the proper place, and
to vote for it ; 60, also, did the gentleman from
LuTeme, (Mr. WOODWARD)if put in the proper place. But, when, he
would ask, was the amendment to be offered ? After all the other amendments had’been made? Then the very object he had in view would be
defeated. His object was, to take away all temptation by passing in the
first place; a section that would make every delegate disinterested. He
would not be willing to see all the kingdoms of the earth, ofered to the
gentleman for doing a little wrong.
Mr. STEVENS then withdrew his motion.
Mr. STERIGERE moved to amend the report by adding the following
section :
SECT. -. “ No lottery shall be authorixed by the Legislature, and the
sale of lottery tickets shall be prohibited under such penalties as shall be
im oeed by law”.
L r. ST&~ERE said, that he had given this subject some little con&den&m, alid he .tho bt it his duty to brin it before the committee at this
t;
ittne. He (id hot Tt .ink 1, mattered whe t er th$‘was the ~.roi;~pz;i
.fh$ pwvi&m or not, bdqauls a e~mmitiee pf revmian woul
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himself that this was the proper head. The Bill of Rights was for the
security of personal rights, and was not so suitable a place for this prohibition as was this article.
Mr. DICKEY hoped, he said, that the amendment would not be adopted
at this time, and in this place. The subject would come up in its proper
place, which was the ninth article, the committee on which had made a
report concerning it.
MR. FORWARD was in favor of the proposition, but thought that it
belonged to the Bill of Rights.
Mr. CRAIG said, that there had been a report on this subject from the
committee on the ninth article, which, at a proper time, would come up
If we took up the subject now upon the motion of the
for consideration.
gentleman, it would be giving to an individual member precedence over a
standing committee.
Mr. MEREDITH said that, as he had the honor of being charged with
some petitions on this subject, he thought it proper to state, that the
reasons why he should vote against this amendment was, that it was in
the wrong place.
The question was then taken, and the motion to amend was negatived.
Mr. STERIGERE then offered the following amendment to the report, to
come in as a new section.
SECT. -. “ No bank, railroad company, navigation or canal company, shall be chartered, unless three fifths of each branch of the LegislaNo bank shall be chartered with a capital of more
ture concur therein.
than two millions and a half of dollars, unless two thirds of each branch
of the Legislature concur therein ; nor with a capital of more than five
millions, unless three fourths of each branch concur therein.
Nor shah
any bank be chartered with a capital greater than ten millions of dollars,
nor for a longer period than ten years, unless the law chartering the same
be passed by three fourths of all the members of each House, at two
successive sessions of the Legislature, and be approved by the Governor,
in which case the bill which may be passed the first session, shall be published with the laws enacted at such session. No bonus shall be required
or allowed to be paid by any bank to the State, for the corporate privileges granted to it ; and any law, chartering or rechartering a bank, which
provides for the payment of a bonus for such chartered privileges, shall
be wholly void ; but all sums of money required to be paid by any bank
for such privileges, shall be a yearly or half yearly tax on the profits or
stock of the company”.
Mr. STERIGERE would not, he said, at this late hour, detain the committee with many remarks on this subject. He would merely remark,
as his principal reason for offering this proposition, that all corporations
interfered with the rights of the people. No banking or canal company
could be chartered, without an interference with individual rights, to a
greater or less extent, and, therefore, he proposed to require that there
should be a vote of three fifths of the Legislature in favor of the law.It seemed to be prefered, that there should be an expression of opinion
even stronger than a vote nf three fifths in favor of a bank of large capital.
Till lately, there had never been a hank in this State of larger capital
He had, therefore, pro osed that the vote
than two and a half millions.
of the Legislature should be the stronger, and more Becided, in propor-
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tion to the amount of the capital allowed to the bank. He proposed also
that there should be no bonus exacted from the company.
A bonus was
nothing but a bribe-a leqislative bribe for banking or other privileges.A State ought not to derive a revenue from such a source. The revenue
ought to be uniform and equal. He would remove any reason or influence
which might lead the Legislature to grant a charter improperly. At another
time, he hoped to have an opportunity to go fully into this subject.
Mr. KERR said, this subject had been refered to a standing committee,
and three. or four reports had been made on the sub:iect from the majority
and the minority of the committee. At the proper time the subject would
come up in a regular way. He hoped the committee would not consider
the subject at this time.
Mr. BELL said, it appeared to him that the subject was introduced preHe wished to know if negativing this motion would prejudice
maturely.
the subject when again brought up.
The question was then taken, and the motion was negatived.
The committee then rose and reported the econd article of the Constitution as amended, as follows, viz :
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the second section,
was amended so as to read as follows, viz :
SECT. II. The representatives shall be chosen annually by the citizens
of the city of Philadelphia, and of each county, \respectively, on the third
Tuesday of October.
So much of the report of the committee m, relates to the third section,
wss amended so as to read as follows, viz :
SECT. III. No person shall be a representative, who shall not hsvs
attained the age of twenty-one years, and have been a citizen and inhabitant of the Stale three years next preceding his election, and the last year
thereof an inhabitant of the city or county in which he shall be chosen,
unless he shall have been absent on the public business of the United
States, or of this State, or unless he shall have been previously a qualified
elector in this State; in which case he shall be eligible, upon one year’s
residence. No person residing within any city, town or borough which
shall be entitled to a separate representation, shall be elected a member for
any counti ; nor shall any person residing without the limits of any such
city,. town or borough, be elected a member thereof.
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the fifth section,
was adopted, as follows :
SECT. V. The Senators shall be chosen for three years, by the citizens of Philadelphia and of the several counties, at the same time, in
the same manner, and at the same places where they shall vote for rep;eeentatives.
So much of the report of the committee as declares it expedient to
make any alteration in the seventh section, was amended so as to read as
follows, viz :
SECT. VII. The Senators shall be chosen in districts to be formed bi
the Legislature, each district containing such a number of taxable inhabitants as shall be entitled to elect not mote than turo Senators, u&ss a
8ingh city or count shall at any t&e be entitled to v&ore than two
sincrtoru; when a c Istrict shall be composed of two or more counties,
they shall be adjoining ; neither the city ofPhiladelphia, nor any eoynty,
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So much of the report of the committee as declares it inexpedient fo
make any alteration in the eighth section, was amended so as to read as
fOilOWl, viz :
SECT. VIII. No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained
the age of twenty-five years, and have been a citizen and inhabitant .of the
State four years next before his election, aud the last year thereof an
inhabitant of the district for which he shall be chosen, unless he
shall have been absent on the public business of the United States, or of
this State, or unless he shall have been previously a qualijied elector in
this State, in which case he shall be eligible upon one year’s residence.
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the ninth section,
was adopted as follows, viz :
SECT. IX. At the expiration of the term of any class of the present
Senators, successors shall be elected for the term of three years. The
Senators who may be elected in the year one thousand eight hundred and
forty-one, shall be divided by lot into three classes. The seats of the
Senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the first
year ; of the second class at the expiration of the second year ; and of the
third class at the expiration of the third year ; so that thereafter, one third
may be chosen every year.
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the tenth section,
was amended so as to read as follows, viz :
SECT. X. The General Assembly shall meet on the first Tuesday of
January in every year, unless sooner convened by the Governor, and shall
adjourn on the first Thursday in April, unless continued longer In session,
by law, for that purpose.
The Convention then adjourned.
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STATEMENT.

Amount drawn from the State Treasury for support of the
Militia of this Commonwealth, other than that rereived for
their support in time of war, from 1790 to November,
1836,
$722,157
Amount of Militia fines imposed during same
period,
$587,359
33
Deduct exonerations,
163,712 98
--

425,646

I6

35

Amount of exempt fines, charged during same
period,
$292,223
36
..
Deduct exonerations,
112,715 79
-179,507 58
-$1,327,311 09
Deduct amount of Militia and exempt fines, paid into the
State Treasury during the above period,
200,162 40
Actual cost of the Militia
Respectfully

from 1790 to Nov. 1836,

$1,127,148
-_c

69

submited,
NATH

P. HOBART,
Auditor General.

Auditor General’s Oflce,
June 9th, 1837.
3
Mr. KON~MACHER,
of Lancaster, presented a memorial from the
Seventh-day Baptist society, of Snowhill, Franklin county, praying the
adoption of a Constitutional provision for the enforcement of the Sabbath,
and the protection of the right of religious worship, and also on the subject of doing military service, which was laid on the table, and ordered to
be printed.
Mr. FLEMING, of Lycoming! presented a memorial from inhabitants of
Northumberland county, praymg for a Constitutional provision, requiring
the election or appointment of county officers, who can @peakthe German
as well as the English language, which was laid on the table.
Mr. RITER, of Philadelphia, submited the following resolution, which
was ordered to be laid on the table, and printed :
Redwed, That the Constitution be so amended, that all laws shall, by their titles, signify their contenta ; and no law, containing distinct or dimimilar subjects, in the opinion
of the Governor, shall be signed by him, but returned with his objections on that account,
to the House in which it originated.
Mr. FRY, of Lehigh, submited the following resolution, which was laid

on the table, and ordered to be printed :
Resolved,That the committee on the ninth article of the Constitution, enquim i&u
the expediency of limiting lie pension system.
Mr. HAYHURST, of Columbia, frdm the committee on accounts, submited

two resolutions for the pay of oficers, which were agreed to.
Mr. STEVENS moved that the second article of the Constitution be taken
up for consideration.
The PRESIDENT stated, that the question which had precedent e, was
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on the second reading of the report of the committee of the whole on the
first article.
On motion of Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, the report of the committee
of the whole, on the tirst article, was postponed.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, suggested, that the fifth article was made
the special order of the day for last Monday week.
The motion of Mr. STEVENS was agreed to.
SECOPD ARTICLE.

The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole on the
second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the Chair.
So much of the report of the committee as declares it inexpedient to
amend the first section of the second article being uuder consideration,
Mr. STEVENS asked for the reading of the various report,s. The reports
were accordingly read, as follows :
The committee to whom was refered the second article of the Constitution, report the following amendment to it :
The Governor shall hold his office
SECT. 3. To read as follows-“
during three years from the third Tuesday of December next ensuing his
election ; and shall not be capable of holding it longer than six years in
any term of nine years”.
SECT. 8. Sixth line to read -‘I He shall nominate, and, by and with
the advice of the Senate, shall appoint all officers, KU?‘.
Make the ninth section read as follows :
‘4 SECT. 9. He may at all times require from all, except the judicial
officers, written information concerning their offices”Add a new section, to be called, section 16, as follows :
(1 SECT. 16. The Prothonotaries, Registers, Recorders of deeds, and
Clerks of the several courts, (except Clerks of the Supreme Court, who
shall be appointed by the court during pleasure) shall be elected by the
citizens of the respective counties ; and the Legislature shall prescribe the
mode of their election, and, from time to time, the number of persons to
hold said offices in each county, who shall continue in office for three
years, if they so long behave themselves well, and until their successors
are duly qualified.
Vacancies to be supplied by the Governor, until the
next annual election*‘.
The 14th section shall be so amended as to read as follows :
“ In case of the death or resignation of the Governor, or of his temoval
from office, the Speaker of the Senate shall exercise the office of Governor; and in case of the death, resignation, or removal from office of the
Speaker of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives shall
exercise the office of Governor, until another Governor shall be duly qualified ; and if the trial of a contested election shall continue longer than
until the third Tuesday of December next ensuing the election of Governor, the Governor of the last year, or the Speaker of the Senate, or of the
House of Representatives, who may be in the exercise of the Executive
authority, shall continue- therein until the determination of such contested
election, and until a Governor shall be duly qualified as aforesaid”.
Mr. STEVENS, from the minority of the committee on the 2d article of
the Constitution, made the following report:
The yqderaignedmember of ths con~~njttee on the tewnd article qf the
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Constitution, dissents from the report. of the committee, and makes the
following report :
Add the following new sections :
‘I’be Prothonotaries, Recorders of deeds, Registers of wills,
SECT.-.
and Clerks of the several courts, (except Clerks of the Supreme Court,
who shall be appointed hy the court dnrixlg pleasure) shall he elected by
the citizens of the respective counties qualified to vote at the general election, and shall hold their oflicea ihr three years, if they so long behave
themselves well ; and the I,epislature shall provide for the mode of their
election, and the number of persons in ~~11 county who shall hold said
offices ; the Governor shall supply any vacancy that shall occur by death,
resignation, removal, or otherwise, until such vacancy be supplied by the
people, as herein hefore provided for.
SECT. -. The office of Surveyor General shall be abolished, and the
duties thereof transferrtl to the Hccrerary of the Land office.
The public improvements of this Commonwealth shall he
SECT.-.
under the managemeut of a Comptroller of Public Works, who shall be
annually appointed by the Governor, and shall receive a compensation of
dollars per unnicrn.
not less than
THADDEUS
STEVENS.
Mr. BELL, from the minority of the committee on the second article of
the Constitution, made the following report:
The undersigned, a member of the committee to which was refered the
second article of the Constitution, begs leave respectfully to recommend,
as amendments, the following enumerated alterations and additions, to
wit :
The second section of the said article ought to be altered so as to readSECT. 2. The Governor, and a Lieutenant Governor, shall be chosen
on the second Tuesday in October, bv the citizens of the Commonwealth,
at the places where they shall respeciively vote for representatives.
The
returns of every election for Governor and Lieutenant Governor, shall be
sealed up and transmited to the seat of Government, directed to the
Speaker of the Senate, who shall open and publish them in the presence
of both Houses of the Legislature.
The persons respectively having the
highest number of votes for Governor and Lieutenant Governor, shall be
elected ; but if two or more shall have an equal, and the highest number
of votes for Governor or Lieutenant Governor, the two Houses of the Legislature shall, by joint ballot, choose one of the said persons, so having
an equal and the highest number of votes, for Governor or Lieutenant
Governor.
Contested elections shall be determined by a committee, to be
selected from both Houses of the Legislature, and formed and regulated in
such manner as shall be directed by law.
The third section of the said article ought to be amended by inserting
the words 4‘ and Lieutenant Governor” after the word “ G-overnor” and
pr@v,iding for the continuance in oilice of the Lieutenant Governor, for the
same term as is pre$cribed in the case of the Governor.
The phraseology of the fourth sectmn ought to be so altered, as to make
its provihons embrace as well the office of Lieutenant Governor as that of
Governor.
The eighth section ought to be ameuded by striking out the words 6.0~
shall be established by law”.
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The fourteenth section ought to be altered so as to readof the Governor, or his
removal from office, the powers and duties ot’ the office shall devolve on
the Lieutenant Governor for the residue of the term. And if the &rial of
a contested election shall continue longer than the tliird Tuesday m December next ensuing the election of Governor, the Lieutenant Governor
shall exercise the powers a.nddischarge the duties of the office of Governor,
until the determination of said contested election, and until a Governor
shall be duly qualified : but if the election of the Lieutenant Governor shall
also be contested, and the trial of such contested election shall continue
longer than until the said third Tuesday in December, the Governorof the
last year, or the Speaker of the Senate, who may be in the exercise of the
Executive authority, shall continue therein until the determination of such
contested election, and until a Governor shall be qualified as aforesaid, or
until the contested election of the Lieutenant Governor shall be determinWhile acting
mined, and such. Lieutenant Governor be duly qualified.
as Governor, the Lieutenant Governor shall receive the same compensation as is, or may be, allowed to the Governor.
A new section to be numbered 61fifteen,” ought to be introduced, and
to readSECT. 15. The Lieutenant Governor shall be President of the Senate,
While acting as President of
but shall have only a casting vote therein.
the Senate, he shall receive double the compensation paid to a Senator.
If, during a vacancy of the office of Governor, the Lieutenant Governor
shall die, resign, or be removed from office, the Speaker of the Senate
shall act as Governor, until the vacancy shall be filled. While acting as
Governor, the Speaker of the Senate shall receive the same compensation
as is, or may be, allowed to the Governor.
THOMAS
S. BELL.
The first section was then read, as follows :
“ SECT. 1. The supreme Executive power of this Commonwealth~shall
be vested in a Governor”.
Mr. STEVENS moved to amend the report, by inserting, as the first set
tion, the following, and to number the other sections accordingly :
*‘ SECT. 1. No member of this Conventton shall hold any office under
the amended provisions of this Constitution, except as members of the
General Assembly, being eligible, as heretofore, under any of the unamended provisions thereof ‘.
Mr. Stevens said that in offering this amendment, ‘he did not intend to
make any remarks, unless he should be called upon to do so, after other
gentlemen had spoken. He presumed the yeasand nays would be called ;
but hoped the scene of excitement witnessed here yesterday woufd not be
repeated.
Mr. REIQART, of Lancaster, said that when the’delegate from -4dams had
offered this as a new section yesterday, he had some doubts as to the pmpriety of it ; but on reflection, he was induced to change that opinion. I&
now thought its adoption would reflect great honor on the Convention. It
wilhe recollected, (said Mr. R.) that many members of this Convention
ro se to limit the appointment of the judicialoflicers to a term of vearai.
Pp”
I’bss will necessarily create many and frequent vacancies. It might be
restricted to judicial officers, but, rather than not take it, he would t&e *
SECT. 14. In case of the death or resignation
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the proposition in its widest extent. Members of the legal profession were
particularly liable to the suspicion of desiring to obtain the tenure of a judicial office for selfish purposes. He was, therefore, willing to go for tt to
that extent, or further.
It is’proposed, also, to t.ake from the Covernor the power of appointing
the Prothonotaries, Registers, Recorders, Clerks of courts, &c., and to give
it to the people, and let them elect those officers. It has also been proposed
to elect the Justices of the Peace, and, perhaps some other officers. Under
the amendments which we shall, in all probability,propose to the people,there
will be many elective officers created, and many others will be frequently vacated,officers will become multiplied, and there will be a contest tofill them.
Now, as the best evidence or our sincerity here, and to convince the people that we at least conceive ourselves to be wholly disinterested in what
we propose to them for adnption, let us divest ourselves from all interest
in this matter ; let us show to our constitnents, if we believe that the Constitution requires amendment, we are prepared to forego the temptation of
office, honor, and emolument,-to sacrifice every selfish semiment, before
we enter on the great work entrusted to us. We ran then, at least, come
before the people with clean hands and pure hearts. In a word, let us
endeavor to be notonly pure, but entirely unsuspected. By this course, we
infallibly recommend whatever we may do, to the attention and respectful
consideration of our constituents; they who have sent us will do us the
justice to say that we have given the best pledge of our sincerity.
‘Tis
true, they have not required It ; but that is no reason why we should not
For myself, if all were stricken out
give it, if we believe it to be right.
of the proposed amendment except judicial offices, and if the section refered to those offices alone, as a member of the profession of the law, I would
most cheerfully vote for the section. Many of that profession are members here : they conld not possibly give higher or more conclusive evidence of their sincerity than inserting this self-denyingsection.
The members of this Convention have taken no oath to perform their duties with
fidelity. It is true, they could have taken, such as neither of the Constitutions
prescribe any for an assembly like this. Let us then give to the people something more than mere words : let us give them a positive, unequivocal act;
such an one as cannot be mistaken by the people. I am aware, sir, that
the framers of the old Constitution made no such sacrifice; but, sir, we
are still not without precedent; the 18th section of the first article of the
resent Constitution, imposes a disqualification on the members of both
Ii ranches of the Legislature to offices created or emoluments increased
during their membership.
It seems to me, sir, that such of the members
as belong to the legal profession have now an opportunity to show their
disinterestedness, and which I really hope they will not fail to put into
practical operation,
Until I hear some strong reasons urged against the
proposed section, I, for one, shall record my vote in favor of this self-denying section.
Mr. PURVIANCE, of Butler, said the object of the amendment was
equally unprecedented and unnecessary. The framers of the Constitutions
of 1776 and 1790, had introduced nothing of this kind into their work.
It was unnecessary for the reasons assigned by the gentleman from Lan(raster. He was not himself disposed to present any thing to the people
for the purpose of relieving the members of the Convention from the
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imputation of impure motives.
He was afraid to leave it to the people to
decide on that. To pass this amendment, would have the effect of placing
this body in a ridiculous attitude before the people. Suppose we were to
pass this proposition now, and should have no amendments afterwards to
present to the people, how should we appear? If the gentleman from
Adams seriously intended to urge, this subject, it would be better for him
to withhold it until it can be ascertained if any amendments will be proposed to the people. He admired the principle of self-denial as much as any
one, but he was unwilling to point out any class as fit subjects for denunLord MANSFIELD’S notion
ciation, for the purpose of attaining popularity.
‘6 I like the popularity
of popularity was the kind which he approved:
He did
which follows a man, rather than that which is sought after”.
not approve of such attacks on lawyers, as had been made by the gentlemen from Adams and Franklin.
Mr DUNLOP explained : He had not denounced the bar. On the contrary, he beheld it with pride, as comprising some most able men.
Mr. STEVENS : I said not a word against the bar,
Mr. PURVIANCE : I understood both gentlemen as speaking against the

bar.
Mr. STEVENS and Mr. DUNLOP again disowned any such language.
Mr. PURVIANCE : At least, the argument led to that conclusion.
Mr. STEVENS : Is not the gentleman bound to take the explanation ?
Mr. DIJNLOP: As far as concerns me, the gentleman may make what
inference he pleases-just
as remote as suits him.
Mr. PUJWIANCE resumed : The gentlemen had been so studious to avoid
the imputation of belonging to that class, that they had come here under
the name of merchants and iron masters. If the gentleman from Adams
was serious in his proposition at the proper time, he would vote against it
regardless of popularity, as he hoped every gentleman would, except the
gentleman from Adams.
Mr. FLEIIIING should vote for this proposition, but for reasons very
different from those he had heard suggested. He believed, viewing it as
he did, that it would be a valuable provision to introduce in the Constitution, so far as it regarded professional men. He had looked into the world
a good deal, and he generally found that politicians died poor men.
The whole course of
Neither have they much satisfaction in this world.
their lives is that of toil and trouble, and vexation of spirit, and after
spending a long life in the service of the State, or in efforts to get into the
service of the State, they die in more straitened circumstances than when
they commenced their political career. The man who sits himself down
and permits all those political aspirations to pass off as the idle wind, enjoys
the most happiness.
This, then, is the very ingredient in life which we
are all seeking. We want a situation in life where we can enjoy the quiet
of our homes, the comfort of our fire sides, and the society of our families
and friends. Then, when an opportunity is afforded of making this enjoyment permanent, why not embrace it ? Adopt the resolution at once, and
say to the people, we deny ourselves the honor of office for the peace of our
homes. He did not think we should be looking so strenuously towards the
dear people, as they have been called, for offices created under the Constitution. Are gentlemen disposed to legislate now, and make a Constitution which will give each one an office ? He felt that he had not sufficient
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confidence in himself to discharge the duties of the offices which will be
He did not consider himself capable to
created under this Constitution.
discharge many of the duties which would be imposed upon those officers ;
and he did not hesitate a moment to say, that he would go cheerfully for
this amendment.
He would ask the democrats or radicals in this Convention, if they were going to be frightened from their proposed amendments by a proposition of this kind ? Was there a professional gentleman here who could not. see the object of’ this ameudment ? He would
ask gentlemen of the bar in this Couveution, if it was their desire, under
the provisions of the new Constitution, to receive a judgeship 1 If there
is a democrat or a radical ia this Convention who was disposed to make a
Constitution for the purpose of procuring a judgeship, or any other office,
he is not fit to be here ; he is not the mau calculated to make a Constitution for a free people. Who cannot deny himself such a paltry consideration? Was it to be said of us hereafter, that we came here to alter a Constitution, aud multiply and create oflices for our own benefit? Let
gentlemen go for the proposition, and free themselves from any such imputation. He would vote for the resolution at once, and show the country
that we do not stand here to ask for judgeships, or any other offices
under the Constitution.
There were other means by which a man could
earn his bread, and he did hope the Convention would concur in opinion
that this proposition should be adopted. Let us deny ourselves these privileges of holding offices which are of our own creation.
When we get to
that important article of the Constitution on which this appears mainly to
apply, are we to be detered from amending it by a measure of this kind.
He hoped we would carry out our principles notwithstanding the resolution of the gentleman from Adams. Let us discharge our duty faithfully
to the people ; and then adopt this provision, and tell them we submit to
you an amended Constitution, and have denied ourselves all benefit to be
derived from it in the shape of office. Gentlemen need have no fear that
the people will not be ably represented in consequence of this resolution.
He did not believe, that all the intelligence of the Commonwealth was
congregated together in this Hall.
There were, to be sure, many eminent
men here, but there are many eminent who are not here. There were a
sufficient number of men who were able, and he had no doubt, perfectly willing, to discharge the duties of the several offices which will
be created under this Constitution.
Mr. DARLINGTON could not but regret that this question was again
brought to the attention of the committee.
He could not agree to vote
for it, because he did not think it was founded upon any sound principles
of policy, or that it would be productive of any good effects in practice.
He had always thought these professions of disinterestedness out of taste,
and he did not mean to make any for himself.
He claimed no more
exemption from the frailties of human nature than any other individual ;
but he would take upon himself to say that there was no man who less
regarded elevations in political life, than he did. He knew of no o&e
in the gift of the people or-the Governor, which would induce him to
leave his home hereafter, to enter into public life. At the same time,
there are members of the Convention whose services the public have a
right to claim; and he held that no individual, when his constituents
required his services, had a right to refuse to serve that public.
He did
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not mean this to apply to himself, because he knew there were many individuals in the county he came from, much more capable, and who were
ready to serve the people. He could not agree with gentlemen that this
proposition would reflect honor on this Convention ; but on the contrary,
he thought it would be an eternal disgrace to say that there were one
hundred and thirty-three men here, unfit to be trusted with office in all
time to come. Was it any thing less than this? It had been said that it
would be proper to pass this measure, because we were going to remodel
the Judiciary, and increase officers in that department.
What evidence
have we that such changes will be made at all ? And if made, the passage
of this resolution is entirely uncalled for. Were the people of Pennsylvania to be called upon to say that those assembled here, many of them
the first men in the State, shall forever be precluded from holding any
office under this Constitution,
because they had voted on particular
measures in which they might have been suspected of voting partially.
Shall we be called upon to say that the people shall not elect what agents
Was it to to be said that a set of men,
they please to do their work.
many of whom were just entering into public life, were so corrupted by
their connexions here as to render them incapable of holding office forever
hereafter.
He did not hold that the legal profession had any greater
claim to public office than others ; nor did he believe they were specially
called upon to expatriate themselves from all offices. He did not believe
they were called upon to decide themselves unfit for office, because they,
of all other professions, were most trusted by the community.
There
were no persons who, in the exercise of their professions, made themselves more capable of filling o&es, and were they to declare themselves
unworthy of being trusted by the people? Was there any thing in the
character of the profession which should prevent them from enjoying
He
those privileges which were granted to all the rest of the community?
thought not. He did not believe with the gentleman from Lycoming,
(Mr. FLEIUING) that we were called upon to vote for this measure, in
order to show the people that we were ready to make this sacrifice on the
altar of our country.
He had seen too much of these professions of
attachment to the people, to believe there was any sincerity in them. He
meant to cast no imputation on the mover of this resolution, or any other
gentleman, but when they came forward with a proposition to limit the
power of the people in the election of their own agents, he must beg leave to
differ with them. He had more confidence in the people themselves, as
well as the agents whom the people have chosen or hereafter may choose,to exercise important trusts, than some gentlemen seemed to have.
He should vote for this resolution for no such purposes, although he
would say that he might go for it, with as perfect disinterestedness, as
any other gentleman on this floor. He did not mean to say that he would
refuse to discharge public trusts, if the people desired that he should dis.
charge them, and he hoped no other gentleman here would refuse ; but
he meant to say that he felt as little personal interest in the matter as any
other gentleman here. He could not vote for the resolution, because he
believed it would not only reflect disgrace upon the Convention, but also
on the people.
Mr. SHELLITO wished to say a word or two in behalf of his young
friends in the Convention, who might feel a delicacy in saying any thing
D2
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in their own behalf, and what hc was going to say be could say with
perfect disinterestedness, as he was standir!g with one foot in the grave,
and the other on the verge crumbling into 11; and he never expected to
hold another office in the Commonwealt,h.
Was it right, however, for
this Convention to plant shackles on the people, and t.ell them, you shall
not elect a wort.hy man who may IF your c+oite, because, forsooth, he
was a member of this Convention 1 It’ ally of our young friends here
have served the peopk faithfully, nutI c~:~rnt:tlfor themselves a reputation
for wisdom and integrity, and devotion to the l~oplc, arc the people to be
told that in ail time IO come, you are tl~~l~arrtlfrom baring the services of
these gentlemen ? Was therP such :L l)rovisiou to he found in any Constitution in the whole [Jnitrd States? Or, had any man ever heard of
such a proposition being introduced iu :UIV OFthe (:onventions which have
met to frame or revise (:onstitrttions 1 ‘There wm no such proposition
made in the Convention of 1790 ; nlt,hough, iu that case, the Conventiou
actually made and proclaimed the (!onstitution to the people, the people
never being called upon to ratify it. There was no such thing ever had
been heard of before ; and he believed it t,o be now urged for no other
reason than to enlist the mrmbers of the bar in favor of the old Constitution, and to fight off amendments.
Let the Convention theu vote it
down instantly, and proceed to matters of higher moment, to which
the people were looking with great anxiety.
Mr. EARLE said bis,radical friend from Lycoming (Mr. FLEMING)had
so little confidence in his self denial, that he wished to bind himself
by the provision not to take ofi~e.
He was like the man who cried out
a‘ hold me, or I shall strike him “. He (Mr. E.) was not so distrustful of
himself, his colleagues, or his radical friends here, as to think it necessary
in advance of any action of this body, to say to the people that we are so
corrupt, hypocritical, and interested, that we must bind ourselves not to
take any office from ynu, which we may pmpose. The proposition was ’
too absurd for serious consideration, and its object was too plain to need
any comment. He had heard much of groveling demagogneism ; but he
had never before seen so striking an instance of it. We have heard a
great deal about placing restrictions upon the people from gentlemen who
now advocated this proposition, to place restrictions upon the people.
They appeared to argue one way, and look another. Bt one time the
Legislature is infallible, and at another time the Governor is infallible ;
and at one time they are in favor of placing no restrictions at all upon the
people, and at other times they are for restraining the people, arid
you never know where to find them. Gentlemen have told you the other
day, that you must not prevent the people from rewarding officers who
have served them faithfully, and that it would be doing injustice to the
people to deprive them of the services of men who had had some experience in legislation, but now they come forward to place this restraint upon
the people. Now, Mr. E. had never found it necessary to come forward
and say that he did not want office. He had never been in the habit of
going round as he had known others to do, and tell the people that he
wanted no office, and he knew that all these professions were hollow
hearted and hypocritical.
You will find in all history that those who
made loud professions of disinterested virtue, were hollow hearted intriguers, who only used those professions as a cloak to their real designs.
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The gentleman from Adams had so poor an opinion of his own political
friends that he fears they will not vote right unless he holds out a bribe
to them. He holds out a bribe to the gentleman from Northampton,
for the purpose of getting him to maintain the independence of the Judiciary.
Mr. STEVENS said he made no such proposition, either directly or indirectly.
The gentleMr. EARLE said this was the effect of the amendment.
man also holds out a bribe to the gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. DUNLOP)
to get him to preserve the Constitution in its present form, so that he
may perhaps obtain an appointment from the Governor, which he might
not be able to obtain from the people. So it will be with all the members.
All are supposed by this resolution to vote under the imputation of this
Thus. it is expected to fight off the main question, and
corrupt motive.
defeat a reform of abuses in the Constitutton which the people have so
much at heart. The gentleman from Adams called upon the delegate from
Philadelphia, and all other delega!es, to say to ther constituents, you are
not discerning enough to know who you should’select for your representatives, you have elected to this Convention a set of corrupt men who are not
worthy of being trusted with office.
Gentlemen are called upon to
pronounce their constituents incapable in discernment, and low in
principle.
The gentlemau from Lancaster, who supported this amendment, must recollect, that when he votes to make himself ineligible to
offices within the gift of the people, he votes to make himself eligible to
offices within the gift of the Governor, so that there is not so much
It seemed to him,
patriotism in the vote as the gentleman seems to think.
however, that gentlemen did not intend to have this resolution adopted,
when they brought it forwad and advocated it, but only intended it
as a means of preventing’ reforms from being made. If they would
wait until the alterations were made in the Constitution,
then it
might be brought forward with some appearance of patriotism ; but
at present, it could only *be looked upon as a means of seducing members
from the great object of reform which a large majority of the Convention
seemed to have so much at heart. Mr. E. was not going to vote for
any resolution which would stamp the word hypocrite on his forehead, or
brand him with the mark of CAIN, so that he might hereafter be pointed
out as a man unworthy to be trusted by his fellow citizens.
He would
refer gentlemen to the mauly conduct of the present President of the
United States, in reference to a matter of this kind. When Mr. VAN
BUREN was assailed some years ago most violently, among other charges
In a letter
it was intimated that he was aspiring to the Vice Presidency.
of his, which was published about that time, he said that he would not say
that he was not going to be a candidate for that office, because no man
Now, he concured
could say so without showing a want of self-respect.
entirely in this sentiment, and he trusted a large majority of this Convention would be found to vote down this proposition at once. .4s he’did not
wish to deprive the Commonwealth of the eminent services of one of her
most disinterested patriots, he would move to amend the amendment
by excepting the gentleman from Adams from the operation of the provision.
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Mr. DARLINGTON hoped the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia
would not press this amendment, and have such a scene enncted to-day as
there was yesterday.
Mr. EARLIZ then withdrew his amendment.
Mr. SMYTH, of Centre, was sorry to SCGthe professional gcntlemerr
of the Convention take such ~1 nctive I);;rt in the discussion 01 this 1jroI>osition, because he dccmct! il to be one: oi‘ n character too insignificant to
call forth their energies ; ;niti tiicy might. have lcli the dis(71ssion of it LU
gentlemen who did liot aspire so Hugh in the debntrs in this (:onvtrution.
It appeared that t,his amc~~lycnt w:ls to be plaocd at the head of the sc:c:onrl
article, as though it was rcpecial!y 10debar any member of tllis Convc~nl.iorl
from becoming, in after yc:~rs, Governor of this great Commonwealtlt ; and
he thought the genrIeman from Adams was throwing obstaries in his own
way, for it might yet 113i)iM211
tll:lt the people would desire to honor
that gentleman thus highly for the many disinterested services he hat1 performed for them. He did not believe with the gentl8rnan from Lycoming,
that we should vote for this to show our disintercstetlness ; and hc (Mr.
S.) was not afraid to say that he would vote against it, :d he WiH not
afraid to have that vote and tliat exp?ession spread before the people of
When propositions of :tmendment have herethe county he representctl.
tofore been brought forward, we have frequently heard it asked if the people
desired such amendments.
Now he would ask the gentleman whcthcr
the people of Adams county desired such an amendment as this ? Bcsitles,
would it not deprive the people of that county of the services of oue 01
her ablest citizens.
Who knows what services the people might dcsirc:
Perhaps they might wish him to
the gentleman from Adams to perform.
fill a Judgeship, perhaps that of a Legislator, and perhaps even they might
wish to see him fill the ofiice of Governor, and he wished to place no
restrictions upon the people, therefore he should vote against the amendment. Was there a republican here who would say to the people, you
shall not elect a member of this Convention to any office under this Constitution ? Was it proper that such a measure as this should be incorporated in the Constitution ? He could vote for no such measure to show
his disinterestedness.
He should not vote for this proposition which
would deprive the people from procuring the services of many of the
gentlemen who were members of this Convention.
If he was a young
man he would not vote to disfranchise himself through life, nor would he
vote to disfranchise his young colleagues.
Mr. BUTLER moved to amend the proposition, by inserting, ‘6 except as
members of the General Assembly”.
Mr. STRVENS accepted this as a modification.
Mr. BELL wished to know if this resolution passed, if it would disqualify any gentleman now on this floor fr.om holding the office of Governor
of Pennsylvania.
Mr. B., himself, was not ambitious, nor would he
say the gentleman from Adams was ambitious, as he (Mr. 13.) had never
before been called to hold any high trust, until he was honored with a seat
on this floor; but, although he was not ambitious, he would not like to
give up his chance, nor did he think the gentleman from Adams would
like to give up his chance of being elected to some office or other. As to
himself, he did not know that it was so much matter, as there wele a
plenty of abler men than him in his county ; but he would ask the gennle-
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man from Adams, whether he was willing to cut himself off from being
one day or other elected Governor of this Commonwealth.
Mr. STEVENS rose to answer the question of the gentleman from Chester, which he supposed was asked with all sincerity.
He thought by
looking at the amendment, it would be seen that it depended entirely upon
the article to which it would relate, whether it would prohibit a member
of the Convention from holding the office of Governor.
While up, he
wished to be permited to say a few words more in relation to this question. There were two ways of meeting a proposition in all bodies, and
sometimes there were just as many ways of meeting aquestion in a deliberate
This was not often resorted
and respectable body, as in a ward meeting.
to in legislative bodies, and ought still less to be resorted to in such an
assembly as this Convention.
One way of meeting a question was to
auswer its objectionable features with arguments, or answer the arguments
adduced in favor of it. Take it up and see what its objections are, and
answer them calmly, or if you please, forcibly, according to the best
of your abilities.
He did not say that every oue could answer a proposition of this kind with equal force, but one thing was certain, that every
one, down to the most humble member of the body, if there was one more
so than another, had it in his power to auswer it like a gentleman. Every
gentleman had it in his power to speak to the merits or answer the demerits of a proposition without impugning mot,ives or making rude personal
assaults upon the mover, and he rcgreted that any thing of the kind had 4
happened in this body. If any thing can lower the body in its own selfesteem and in the eyes of an iutelligent people, it is tbese violent, disgraceful, and ungedtlemanly persoual attacks ; and this criminating and recriminating warfare which was carried on here. Frbm some there was little
better to to be expected, but hy regreted to have seen it on this occasion
extending so widely throughout the House. As to the gentleman from
Butler, (Mr. PURVIANCE) hd should like to know who made him a judge
in Israel, that he was to come iu here and impute motives, and declare this
disgraceful, and that uncalled for, and interrogate gentlemeu as to their
intentions.
Mr. S. would sav to that gentleman, that it was not for him
to say whether he was seekiug political favors. He did not stand here to
vindicate himself agaiust any such attacks, whether they came from indiduals of high standing or low standing.
He left that matter with his constituents to settle. He had sometimes been charged with having too little
respect for the people, and at others, with showing too great a devotion to
the people, and he regarded the one just about as much as the other.Whenahe made a proposition, he made one which he thought was right,
and it was for the people, if they thought it right to app:ove it ; but, if
they thought it low, and designed for effect, they did not need the gentleman from Butler to point it out to them. He would recommend to that
young man, before he sets himself up to judge of the motives of men,
to tarrv awhile at Jericho until his beard has grown.
What was
We have bee% told that it is h&
the reaiobjection to this proposition?
out as a bribe, and he presumed it would be’inserted in the Daily Chronicle, that it was an attempt to bribe the gentleman from Northampton.There was no such attempt made, and gentlemen should be careful how
they send out to the public such assertions. But, if gentleman really
think that this proposition will operate to deter men from voting as they
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honestly believe to be right, what do tfley think of the integrity of those
men who are so easily bribed, and would there not be some necessity for
putting a check of this kind upon them, to restrain their lust for power and
office. He disclaimed all intention of offering it as a bribe ; but take the
gentleman’s own argument, and men who can thus be supposed to be
bribed, certainly needed some constitutional rcstramt to prevent them from
aspiring to office. He could not see how gcntlemcn would escape from
this predicament in which they had placed themselves.
He considered that the gentleman from Chester (Mr. DARLINCJTON) had
entirely mistaken the question, when hc supposed it mould be disgraceful
to insert such a provision as this in the Constitution.
It was merely the
principles and language of the present Constitution carried out. If the
gentleman would refer to the eighteenth section of the first article of the present Constitution, he would find the same principle in the following words :
‘6 No Senator or Representative shall, during the time for which he shall
have been elected, be appointed to any clv11 oflice under this Commonwealth, which shall have been created, or the emoluments of which shall
have beeu increased during such titl:e”.
Was this a reflection upon the
people, or upon the Legislature of this Commonwealth, because the framers of the Constitution thought proper to take flom them all motive for
abusing the legislative power, in the creation of offices for their own
benefit? No sir, it was not; and if he knew any thing about it, this
Convention could not do any thing more honorable, and which would be
looked upon every where, and by every body, as an act of the most
patriotic and disinterested virtue, and such an one as had never before been
adopted by any Convention in this country.
Was it so hard a thing for
gentlemen to deny themselves the privilege of holding oflice? Where was
the spirit of self denial about which we had heard so much 1 He believed,
however, there were some portion, at least,of this grave assembly, who
would act on this subject with him. He made no particular professions
of attachment io the people, or of disinterested virtue on this occasion
other than those which appeared on the resolution ; but, when gentlemen
asked him if he was sincere in this matter, he would tell them to wait
until the vote was taken, and let the record speak. It was painful for him
to answer such arguments, which were no arguments at all, but it sometimes became necessary, even here, to notice them. He knew the gentleman from Chester had never before held an office, and he supposed, if
it had not been for the gerrymandering we had heard so much about the
other day, he would not now have held one, and it appears, since he has
had a taste of office, he is unwilling to give it up. But was this measure
to be binding on the people 1 Does our act place any shackles upon
them 1 No sir. We merely submit this matter to the peop!e for their
ratification, and say to them, here is a new Constitution with increased
o&es, but we claim no offices under it. Then it will be for the people
to say, whether or not we shall be excluded from holding office, and are
gentlemen afraid to trust tie people with this matter. When we create
offices, or take the appointment of officers for a long term from the Executive, and give them to the people, to be elected for a few years, which
is increaeing offices, if not creating them, it would be well for us to insert
a provision of this kind, to show that we have done it with purely disinterested motives. He charged no man with any design ; he made no such
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charges, and did not follow the example of those who, in defiance of the
spirit of the rules of order, come forward and charge .gentlemen with
unworthy motives.
He made no such charges, but still he thought it
would be showing to the world, that we have acted on this matter with
the most disinterested motives. But why do gentlemen tremble, when they
see a measure which may, by possibility, cut them off from official emoluments and honor ? Were they not willing to trust to their constituents
to say they should take any profit from what they had done ? Was this
not a proposition which honorable men might meet in an honorable way ?
Cannot gentlemen vote upon it in perfect honesty and sincerity, and say
to the people, we have made you a Constitution without any view to personal gain. Then it would be for the people to say, whether or not we
should be prevented from holding o&es under this new Constitution.
If
they should think that we have not passed it with the most pure and disinterested mot,ives, they can prevent us from reaping any benefit from it,
but on the other hand, if they are conviuced that we passed it without any
view to profit by it ourselves, they will reject this amendment.
Mr. PORTER asked for the reading of the proposed section, which being
read by the Secretary, he proceeded to say, that he should vote against it,
and would assign his reasons for it: that it was uncalled for : that the
people had asked no such sacrifice at the hands of the members of this
body. He should impugn no man’s motives: he would suppose every
man to be honest and sincere in the propositions he submited to the consideration of this body. He was sorry to see the course of debate pnrsued by some gentlemen: they cast fire brands abroad, and impugned
motives by wholesale ; and when, forsooth, they thus provoked attacks
upon themselves,
and received but what they deserved, then they
exclaimed against the unfairness and uncourteousness of personal attacks.
Without, however, ‘imIt was really ‘6 the hard blow and loud cry”.
pngning motives, be could not help .#eing the objetit of the resolution.It was to prevent action upon the Constitution.
The gentleman from
Adams, we all knew, was ultra conservative, and hia object, no doubt,
was to prevent amendments, either by the consumption of time, or by
tying up the hands, or alarming the.fears of members. It was said that
self interest was the ruling principle of man ; and, to a certain extent, this
was true. If so, and this resolution was adopted, it might operate on the
minds of some men to prevent the adoption of certain alterations, that
their sense of what was right as well as the wishes of their constituents
called for. That on principle he was opposed to it, and he would oppose
it also for its practical effects. It was quite likely that there would be alterations in the tenbre of the judicial office, by limiting it to a term of years.
He did hope, that as to this, we might preserve the present tenure of the
Judges of the Supreme Court; but as to the President Judges of Districts, he believed, from the signs of the times, they would be restricted in
their tenure. But if the slightest alteration were made in the article respecting the Judiciary, he did not believe that ev
member of this Convention, according to the terms of this proposed sIF tlon, would be prevented
froti filling a judicial station ; a result he should not desire. He disliked
this bringing of self into every debate, as some gentlemen did ; he spoke
1not of self ; but there were gentlemen in this body, whom he hoped yet
to see filling and adorning judicial stations in this State; their talents, inte-
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grity, and legal acquirements, would entitle them to it, and there would be
nothing improper in so appointing them. Under the existing Constitn
tution, we have seen certainly twenty of the gentlemen who adopted it,
and created the offices specified in it, filling important situations under it,
and filling many of them by the nnbiassed choice, and to the entire satisfaction of the good people of the Commonwealth.
The first Governor under the Constitution was TIIOMAS MIFFLIN, the
President of the Convention.
He filled that oflice by three successive
elections, and the day he retired from the office of Governor, he took his
seat as a member of the Legislature, to which he had been elected by
the people of the county in which he lived, on the day his successor was
chosen.
THOMAS M’KEAN was appointed Chief Justice under the Constitution,
immediately upon its adoption, and nine years afterwards he was elected
Governor, and twice re-elected to that station. When he had served as
long in the Executive department as the Constitution permited, he was
succeeded by SIMON SNYDER, another member of that Convention ; a man
of as pure mind, and of as firm and exalted patriotism, as either of the
great men who preceded him. No man ever filled the office of Governor,
with more ability, than that great and,good man. He was one of the first
of the statesmen of Pennsylvania with whom I became acquainted.
I
knew him, and I knew him well.
He was a man of no ordinary mind,
and of great and diversified intelligence.
Few men had read more, or
more profitably, than he ; but, the great and leading trait of his mind was
his strong, practical, and common sense. His intercourse with his fellow
men, and the public stations he filled, enabled him to bring this to bear on
men and things, and so ably and faithfully to discharge the duties of the
high and responsible office he filled, as long as the Constitution permited
the people to elect him. I am paiued to say, that history has not done
justice to either his talents or acquirements.
JOSEPH HIESTER, too, was elected to fill the Executive chair, and filled
it for a term, and declined being again a candidate. Thus, for thirty out
of thirty-three years after the adoption of the Constitution, every Governor we had, was a member of the Convention which formed the Constitution establishing the office. Others of the distinguished men who signed
that instrument, filled other important o&es under it ; yet, no man ever
doubted their purity or their capacity, and had such a provison as that now
offered been inserted in that instrument, the public could not have received
the benefit of their talents and their services.
I dislike this idea of proscribing any class or portion of our citizens, I
prefer to leave it to the people to select or reject such as they please for
their public servants. If the oflices of Prothonotary, or Clerks of Courts,
&e. are henceforth to be filled by elections, instead of appointments, as
heretofore, then gentlemen, who are perfectly and legally competent to
fill those stations now, wet
be ineligible under the proposed change.Why should this be ? W Y o has called for this unnecessary act of self
immolation ? There have been large professions made on this floor of
disinterestedness and patriotism, and that, too, by gentlemen who have
told us, that most generally they who profess most, possess least of those
qualities. I, however, am disposed to test things by their merits, without
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regard to the source from which they emanate ; and, not discovering any
merit in this, I cannot, and will not give it my support.
As to the idea that the proposition was, in principle, incorporated in the
existing Constitution, I cannot see it in that light.
That provided against
members of the Legislature filling offices which they had created, or the
emoluments of which they had aided in increasing.
Here the offices
existed, and all that was proposed to be done was, to change the mode of
appointments to them, and, perhaps, the term during which they might
be held. It was not like creating offices for themselves.
I think, independent of the indecorum of the thing, the delegate from Adams was wrong
in ordering my young friend, from Butler (Mr. PURVIANCE) to “ tarry at
Jericho until his beard grew”, before he undertook to give his opinion.
It gives me pleasure, always, to hear that intelligent and talented young
gentleman, and I have yet to learn that the quantum of brains is to be
ascertained by the quantity of beard. There is an animal noted for the
length of its beard, which, I think, is not supposed to excel in the quantity or uality of its brains.
But, on this subject, I do not know what
phreno Pogists might say.
I have said that the people have never asked for such a provision.
I
will go further, and say, that it never entered the minds of the Legislature
when they were legislating on the subject. The gentleman from Adams,
perhaps, knows who introduced into the act of 1835, the proposition that
no person should be eligible as a member of this Convention, unless he
had resided for a year in the district which elected him, and the reason
why it was inserted.
It was done, no doubt, to prevent the election of
certain gentlemen who were peculiarly obnoxious to the dominant party
in that Legislature.
If the present proposition had then been thought of
and introduced, it might have availed that gentleman, perhaps, something
in his argument, as he has avowed his belief in the power of the Legislature, by that law, to control us.
My friend from Philadelphia, (Mr. EARLE) introduced my name
by way of illustrating a supposed case which he put. I am exceedingly
obliged to that gentleman for so distinguishing me. A man’s friends generally first occur to his mind ; but I have an honest horror of the association in which he places me. Like Willy Wilson, in casting the parts of
a performance, the person so distributing them, said to A, ‘6 you shall be
so and so”-to
B, “ you. shall be so and so”, and “ Willy Wilson you
‘6 Na”, says Willy, ‘6 I’ll not be the bull dog”.
shall be the bull dog”.
‘6 Tut, tut, mon”, says the other, ‘6 it was a’ by way of comparishon”.“ Weep’, retorts Willy, “ comparishon, or no comparishon, I’ll na’ be
the bull dog”.
So with myself, I have no idea, even by way of comparison, to be brought in for the illustration.
But, treating this matter seriously, it is uncalled for. I ask the gentleman from Adams, or any other advocate of it, to name the instance in
which any man, or set of men in the Commonwealth, has asked for it.
Again, I think it is demonstrated to be improper, and its effects would be
prejudicial to those necessary amendments which I earnestly desire to SbC
incorporated in this instrument.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, explained.
He said he was sorry that he
had mentioned the name of the gentleman from Northampton.
He certainly meant no disrespect to him. He was thinking, at the time, of a-
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other gentleman’s proposition, aud his course in reference to the independence of the judiciary, and said that by the former he would be votin,g
himself eligible to office. He had further remarked that the effect of his
proposition would be to deprive the Commonwealth of the services of the
gentleman who was an able lawyer, and also of another eminent lawyer
near him (Mr. PORTER)- thinking they were not unlikely to be elected to
oflice by the people.
Mr. PORTER,of Northampton, said that he had not supposed that the
gentleman from the county of Philadelphia (Mr. EARLE) would treat him
with any disrespect. They were both reformers.
Mr. EARLEsaid that he was gratified with the modification of the gentleman from Adams, (Mr STEVENS)and which was the same as he (iMr. E.)
would have introduced.
It would enable the people of Adams to avail
themselves again of his valuable services.
Mr. INGERSOLL,
of Philadelphia, ohserved that he was at a loss to say
just now how he should ultimately vote. Much would depend upon what
might be done as to the arrangement in reference to the clause. He would
put it to the good sense of the body to say whether it was not premature
to introduce the clause now ? They knew not, as yet, whether they were
going to make any changes. At present, he would say, that it seemed to
him to be quite premature.
Mr. STEVENS,of Adams, said if it should happen that, in carrying the
proposition through the committee of the whole, no amendments were
made to it, they could easily dispense with the clause. Or, if it should be
found to be in the wrong place, it could be transfered. It was exactly
what was wanted, and the fortn and place were of little consequence.
He
asked for the yeas and nays.
Mr. FORWARD,
of Allegheny, said that he could not agree with the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. EARLE) that we had better vote for the provision as amended. He (Mr. F.) wished to see the question finally disposed of on a different principle ; and he had no desire to shun having a
direct vote on the provision as introduced by the gentleman from Adams.
The manner in which that gentleman had pressed it left no doubt on his
(M. F’s.) mind, that he was serious in proposing it. He thought it did
not rest on any principle-had
no foundation-was
uncalled for, and was
not recommended by sound policy and reason. He did not believe it advisable that the Convention should bespeak, in advance, the suspicions and
distrust of the people against any reform that might be agreed upon here,
‘or against any member opposed to reform. He was of the opinion that
there were defects in the Constitution, and that it ought to be amended.
But, whether the people had called for these amendments he couldnot say.
He was in favor of amending the Constitution in some particulars.
He
did not propose to vote for reform under the penalty of perpetual exclusion from office. He was not willing to take the burden upon himself in
advance. If it were urged that it was a just ground for suspecting the
motives of those in favor of reform, he would retort upon those who made
the change, by saying that it afforded strong presumption for suspecting
them of resisting reform. He could eo further and say, that those who
were charged w%h resisting reform hild no office under that part of the
Constitution it was now proposed to amend-while
those in favor of it did.
It dvas a bad rule that would not work both ways. Now, what, he ask-
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ed, was the difference between voting for, or against the reform ? Why,
it was this : if he voted for the reform, he would disqualify himself for
ever. But, if he voted against it, he was perfectly safe. He would not
say that there were those in this body opposed to reform, and who wished to profit by the existing abuses. It would be just as fair to say that
those who went for reform did so because they want,ed ofice.
His (Mr.
F’S) opinion was, that there was no reciprocity in the rule ; it was significant of nothing unless gentlemen would go so far as to say that no member of the Convention shall ever hold office under the Constitution of
Pennsylvania.
If so, then the rule was consistent. But, short of this, it
stood upon no principle of truth or equity.
He would ask why should
the provision be confined to the Convention alone ? Was it not equally
necessary to restrict the people who vote for the amendment from holding
There was as much equity in the one
any office under the Constitution.
course as in the other ; but there was neither equity nor reason in either.
With respect to the question of reform, two parties existed in the Commonwealth-one
was in favor of a moderate, judicious alteration of the
Constitution ; while the other was for pushing reform to an almostunlimited extent. A patty there was, also, who entertained the opinion that the
Constitution ought not to be altered, because it required no revision. The
people were told that the friends of reform here might be justly suspected
-that their motives did not rise above the promotion of their own interest and aggrandizement;
but, that those who were opposed to reform,
were really above all suspicion, and that they might be trusted with office,
for they were really the friends of the people. Then, again, it was said
that those who were against reform, were not to be trusted, and they
were to stand perpetually with the mark of CAIN on their forehead.
Mr. MACLAY, of Mifflin, said he would state in a few words why he
was opposed to the section. If such a proposition had been introduced
into the law under which the members of the Convention were elected, he
would not have objected to it. But no suggestion of that kind was made.
To adopt it now, would be a sort of ex post facto operation.
He would,
therefore, vote against the proposition.
Mr. CURLL, of Armstrong, felt some astonishment that the proposition
should have come from the gentleman from Adams (Mr. STEVENS) who
represented a great many of the people in the county from which he (Mr.
From the conspicuous
.C.) came, and ranked high in their estimation.
part he had taken in the Convention, and the splendid talents and ingennity he displayed, he (Mr. C.) had been led to conclude that he would be
nominated, at no distant day, to fill the Executive chair, as were some of
those distinguished men who framed the Constitution of 1789-90.
He
trusted that the gentleman would not injure his own prospects, and deprive
the community of his talents, moral worth, and patriotism; but would
withdraw his amendment. When he (Mr.C.) looked around him and saw
no less than forty-one gentlemen of the ba-many
of whom were highly
distinguished in their honorable profession, and capable of filling with
honor and advantage any official station in the Commonwealth, he was
the more surprised that the gentleman should have introduced a proposition, the effect of which would be to cut off these valuable men. Every
man was bound to serve the p,ublii, if they wanted him. All his talents
.were, and ought to be at the service of the people for any oflipe they wish
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him to fill. For himself, he had not long to remain on the stage of life,
and he cared not for office. He felt sure that the people never contemplated that an amendment of this character would have been proposed, and
he had not entertained the most remote idea that such a thing would have
been introduced.
It was his candid opinion that the people were begining to think that the Convention were trifling away their precious time and
money, and that they would, before much more time should elapse, rise up
en masse and come and turn us out of this House. There had been numerous foolish motions and propositions made, the only object of which was
to give gentlemen an opportunity of making long and learned speeches.
In short, he must say, that the people had become disgusted with out conduct. He trusted, therefore, that gentlemen would not indulge, in future,
in making long speeches, but that they would proceed to despatch the business for which they came as speedily as possible. He would repeat what,
in part, he had said before, that the lawyers here were capable of filling
anv office with credit to themselves and houor to the State. Indeed, he
m<ght say that there was not a doctor, nor an iron master, nor even a farmer, excepting, perhaps, his humble self, ou this floor, but were as capable
of filling, even the Executive chair itself, with as much dignity and nsefulness as the present incumbent. He would vote against the amendment,
and he hoped that, if the gentleman from Adams did not withdraw it, it
would be negatived.
With regard to the judiciary question, we had nothing to do with it at present, therefore, it ought to be let alone. He would
conclude with saying that he would vote against every amendment of this
sort.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, remarked that the gentleman from Lancaster,
(Mr. REIGART) had spoken in eulogistic terms of the amendment of the
gentleman from Adams and urged on the committee the propriety of
adopting it, on the ground that it would show a disinterestedness and selfdenial on the part of the members of this body, and would be a strong
recommendation to the people to adopt it. He (Mr. I’.) would remind
gentlemen that the Government of Pennsylvania was founded on checks
and balauces. He regarded the amendment as an unnecessary check on
the people, and not their public servants. The checks and balances which
were placed in the Constitution, were not intended for the people themselves, but for those to whom they delegate their power.
Mr. AGNEW said that, after the pure and holy sentiments of the gentleman from Adams, on his very disinterested proposition, it might be rash
in him, not having yet passed out of Jericho, to give his reasons for voting against it. In submiting his self-immolating proposition, he seems to
have studied to imitate the Grecian law-giver, who gave his countrymen a
code of laws, and made them swear to preserve them until he had returued from a foreign land-then
banished himself forever from his country,
in order to prevent them from being changed-or,
like the noble St.
PIERRE, who offered himself a voluntary sacrifice for the city of his birth.
He, however, thought that the gentleman was unfortunate in his imitation
-instead
of his propositi,on being for the good of the people, it was a
restriction upon them. The people could easily see that it was only intended to defeat the reforms which they desired put into the Constitution,
That gentleman was also unfortunate when oalling for the ayes and noes,
he deol~r4 that ha woyld aashow the fortyme fawpm in Canwn~aq
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would vote, as it manifested a desire to put on the show of disinterestedness, when the intention was only to urge, hereafter, upon the people, the
course of the professional men of this body, as an objection to the amendments which they might concur in proposing.
He was opposed to the
amendment, because he thought it unnecessary, unprecedented, and an
attack (not impugning the motives of the gentleman) upon the integrity of
Notwithstanding
that the Constitution
the members of the Convention.
was not refered to the people for their decision, but was adopted by the Convention which made it, they did not deem it proper to adopt an amendment
of this sort, for the purpose of showing the purity of their motives. Indeed,
he was sure that no precedent was to be found for the adoption of this extraordinary course, in any of the American Constitutions.
So far, at least, as
he knew the sentiments of his constituents, he could have no hesitation in
declaring that he did not believe that they expected it. He presumed that
when they elected him, they supposed he possessed honor, honesty and
integrity, and laid no restrictions on him. What the sentiments of the constituents of the gentleman from Adams might be, of course he could not say.
Perhaps, the gentleman might have received instructions on the subject.
He (Mr. A.) would again express his opinion, and that was, that the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Adams, was unnecessary and nncalled for. He believed that his constituents did not desire the imposition of
this check, nor did he doubt the hbnesty of his own motives, and, therefore,
he would now openly declare that he would not vote for a proposition of
this character. He would not wish to do any act here that would debar
the people of the Commonwealth from selecting any gentleman for an oflice
which they might deem him capable of filling.
There were men in the
Convention of the first talents and the strictest integrity, and it would be a
source of pride to him to see them in possession of the highest offices in the
Commonwealth.
This alone was a sufficient reason with him to vote
against the amendment ; but the violation of the principle of equal rights,
was a still greater objection.
Mr. SCOTT, of Philadelphia, said the proposition came from a gentleman
with whose views on the subject of the Constitution, he accorded, and with
whom he acted in the organization of the Convention.
The proposition
had some plausibility on its face, and he would, therefore, give his reasons
for voting against it. He would not give a vote to disfranchise himself;
he was ambitions to be esteemed worthy of office, and to be capable of
holding of it ; but -entertained no ambition to be the actual occupant of pnblit stations. It was one thing to deserve public favors, another, to desire
to enjoy them. The people who sent us here, desired no such self-sacrifice, and when the Commonwealth did not demand it, why should it be
made ? He would not vote to disfranchise one hundred and thirty-three
citizens of the State, when neither principle or policy demandedit. Besides,
it would be to abridge the rights of the people, and to take from them the
privilege of choosing such as they may deem best qualified to sustain their
interests. We all recollect the remark of the Theban General, who, after
. having led her armies to victory, was made superintendent of the sewers of
He accepted the office, declaring that his duty was obedience,
the city.
and that it was the man that clignified the office, and not the office the man,
This incident contributed more to the imperishable fame of the Theban,
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PORTER) has called the attention of the committee to the men who framed
the Constitution of 1790, who afterwards filled the Executive chair. Let
us look at the Convention which framed the Federal Constitution. GEORUE
WASHINUTON, who was the first President of the United States, whom the
people delighted to honor-where
do we find his name ? Look at the foot
of the Constitution of the Union : JAMES MADISON, who was chosen from
the number of illustrious men to preside over t.he nation-where
do we
look for his name ? At the foot of the same Constitution, and he was an
active member of the Convention which framed it. RUFUS KING, although
not elected, yet deemed worthy of the highest. office in t,he Union, by a
large portion of the people of the States, was also a member of the Convention that framed the Constitution. And so was CHARLES COATSWORTH
PINCKNEY.
Where were all these uames ? Among those who were the
most active and influential men in the Convent,ion that framed the Constitution of the Union.
There might be some in this Convention, whom the people might wish
to call to preside over the Commonwealth. Should they be rendered ineligible ? Should the wishes of the people be defeated-their
right of election restricted ? So there might be members of the bar, whose legal talents
and learning the people might require upon the bench, and who should not
The members of the legal profession were placed as far
be disfranchised.
as any class of citizens ahove temptation-and
they were as far removed
from the necessity of extraneous aid-from the need of oflice. In every
country, wherever the principles of Constitutional liberty have been discussed-wherever
there has been a necessity for their defence-the
members of the legal profession have always been ready with the pen and the
sword to defend them.
This is another reason why this section should not pass. A suspicion
would fall upon members of the Convention, that they doubted their own
integrity.
Do we doubt it 1 If we do not, let it not go ahead-let us uot
prejudice ourselves in the eyes of the community. Besides, if it is intended to take away any temptation to create offices for the purpose of benefiting ourselves, then it does uot go far enough.
More than one half
of us have lived two thirds of our time, and when we shall have arrived at
50 or 60 years of age we shall not be liable to be tempted with the hopes
of office. To make it effectual, it should extend to our children.
But
what father in this Convention would deny to his child the inheritance of a freeman, equal rights and equal privileges ? These were the
reasons why he should vote against the proposition of the gentleman from
Adams.
Mr. KEIM said he could not approve the resolution before the committee, because it is asking a sacrifice of personal rights which never had been
demanded from him by the people. There was no one more repugnant to holding office than himself, and he hailed the period of return to home as the
happiest of his life. If, however, he had thought that delegates from his
district were expected to vote their own disfranchisement, he, for one,
would have staid at home. He had heard, that in ancient times it was customary for patriotism to immolate itself upon the altar of the country, and
he believed that even now, there was more than one .QRISTIDES who would
wIite out his own banishment, if the public good required it.
But he judged motives from actions ; none but an omniscient power could
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do otherwise ; and when he saw gentlemen introduce projects and propositions, black, white, and all colors, and, at pleasure or caprice, vote for or
against them, he felt justified in the assertion that consistency was wanting somewhere.
Of all places in the world, he least expected such a resolution from the county of Adams, when it was well known that one representative had been sent to the Legislature for fifteen successive years. He
believed that, in reality, there was notan indidvidual in the Commonwealth
who held the sentiments of the mover of the resolution on the subject. He
opposed the resolution also, because it was designed to delay the proceedings of this Convention, and allow the inference to go abroad that we were
Sir, (condestroying the Constitution that the spoils might be divided.
tinued Mr. K.) it is the supreme law of the republic that every man should
render services to his country when required.
The humblest cottager,
when he holds his boy in his arms, while he looks upon him with parental fondness, may indulge the hope, that, in the freedom and equality of
our institutions, he may attain the Chief Magistracy of our happy Union.
But, sir, as well might a bawd teach virtue ; as well might the ministers of
our high and holy religion who offer matins within this Hall, teach us that
the smiles of Heaven and an approving conscience are the wily delusions
of an evil spirit, as that there is either consistency or patriotism in the resolution now before the committee.
said he thought this proposition would come in with more
Mr. SERGEANT
propriety at the end of the sixth article. He hoped it would be postponed
till another time. If it was laid on the table now, it could be called up at
any other time. It was a subject as to which much might be said, His
friend from Mifflin had said, that the provision would have an ez post
facto operation, and that it was a subject upon which the Legislature
could? if they had chosen, have made some provision, in the acts providBut there was another consideration
ing for the call of the Convention.
which had weight with him. If we did not propose the restriction to the
people of Pennsylvania, then they would have no opportunity to vote for
it, and, if they ever so much desired it, they would not have it. In regard
to matters not concerning ourselves, we were free and impartial judges,
but not so in a question involving our own interests. He happened, he
said, to be a member of that Congress which raised its own compensation:
no act of Congress ever turned out so many of its members as that. All
attempts at raising wages in Pennsylvania had shared the same fate. The
objection to such acts was, they affected the interests of those who made
them. The question was, whether we should put this proposition or not
to the vote of the people of the State, and he wished that it might be laid
on the table, or postponed for the present, that the committee might have
an opportunity of reflecting upon it. He moved that its further consideration be postponed for the present.
Mr. MANN said, I am opposed to the postponement of this question : I
cannot see what is to be gained by such a proposition.
That, sir, is the
,&tie state of the case. The yeas and nays have been called, and almost
all the gentlemen have given their reasons for the vote they are about to
give.
Now, sir, if we agree to postpone, all those speeches will be inflicted again, and probably. with some additions. Now, as to the proposition
#self, made by the delegate from Adams, (Mr. E+-EVENS)
I think it is such
an one as not ten delegates perhaps in the committee can agree to vote for
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-indeed I cannot see how any man can vote for it-it
is uncalled br and
unthought of by the people who sent us here, and I confess looks much
more like a popularity trap, than a magnanimous act. There is nothing to
my mind, either honorable or proper about it; and certainly nothing is to
be gained by postponement to a subsequent day.
Mr. STEVENS said his position in this debate was something like that of
a man who, in riding through a town, is beset by all the dogs, big and
little, fat and lean. Suppose he should get up and allude to the personal
history of gentlemen, for three or four years back 1 Suppose that hefor he had a right to suppose himself-should
denounce the Old Roman as
a despot forremoving the deposites, and should offer resolutions denouncing all who were opposed to banks, and then remove into a Jackson county
and accommodate my course to the popular feeling, would it be strange
that I should show my new-born zeal by extraordinary violence?
New
converts, like young bumble-bees, are always largest when first hatched.
He was, he said, indifferent to the postponement.
He did not care
whether there were ten members in favor of the proposition or not. He
could not tell how others would vote. Let gentlemen vote as they pleased,
he would vote for the motion. If gentlemen thought it would be better
for the country and for themselves to postpone it, or reject it, let them do
so. He was surprised to find that there were so many here, who seemed
incapable of understanding, and appreciating the motives which prompted
this proposition.
He had not said, that those who voted against the
proposition would act from a selfish motive, and surely any one may vote
for it, without being exposed to such an imputation.
He did not care
whether the motion was postponed or not.
Mr. BANKS felt unwilling, he said, to have this matter hanging over us
as a rod. After the long discussion upon it, he was opposed to the
postponement.
He did not understand the object and meaning of this
proposition, and if members did, he was very glad of it. He did not see
how it was intended to influence our votes on the amendments. He wished
to be able to act upon them freely and atcording to the dictates of his
judgment.
He was aware that different gentlemen,
had different
methods of approaching the same objects. Minds, he knew, were differently constituted,
Our habits and associations were so different, that it
was difficult for us to arrive at the same conclusions.
One gentleman has
one project, another a different one. One, wishes to prevent any action at
all, and another to come up directly to his object. He did not impeach
the motives of any one, but if some of the movements made here were not
intended to prevent any amendments from being made, they looked very
much like it. Some gentlemen had certainly manifested a strong desire to
prevent any action. He had no objection that gentlemen should show
their patriotism in their own way, but he did object to any one prescribing for him. The gentleman might, if he pleased, exclude himself from
office, but he did not himself choose to be brought up to swear that the
people who were as free as their mountain air, should not confer 050~
upon whom soever,they pleased. In restraining the right of suffrage, he won&$
go as far as to say, that any man of twenty-one years of age, should have tb
right to vote at the elections, without any condition or qualification, and
carrying out this principle, he would not agree to exclude a man frola
any o5ce to which his fellow citizens might choose to call him. He
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hoped this question would be settled now and be done with.
He did
not wish to have all this talking, jesting, and jeering over again. Men
who would cast a brand like this into this body, knowing what feeling it
would excite, and what words and acts would spring from it, could not be
friendly to the harmony, quiet, and union that ought to prevail here. He
regreted that the President had made a motion to postpone. It had been
discussed as fully as it need be, and more fully than it ought to have been.
He did not wish to keep alive a subject which would have so unfavorable
an influence on our proceedings.
Mr. DICKEY would, he said, vote for the postponement, for reasons
which he would give. The propriety of adopting this amendment, must
depend upon the future action of the Convention.
If, in the course of our
action, we should make a Supreme Court, with fifteen judges, as proposed
in a resolution submited by the gentleman from Philadelphia county, (Mr.
IN(JERSOLL) he would certainly think it due to the members of this body,
that a provision should be adopted, excluding them, at least for a time,
from all participation in the distribution of these new offices, of their own
creation. If we created a Comptroller of Public Works, with the power of
appointing his assistants, and fixed salaries-and he was in favor of the
proposition himself, as he wished to prevent these appointments from
being made politically-he
should think it proper to exclude the members
of the Convention from those offices, in order to free their motives in
creating them from any imputation. He would now vote for the postponement, but if it should not be postponed, he would vote against it.
Mr. SERQEANT said the gentleman from Mifflin (Mr. BANKS) would
see, upon reflection, that nothing could be gained by defeating the postThe question must be decided, and it cannot be got rid of,
ponement.
until it is decided in the proper place. Suppose we take a vote against it
now, we gain nothing because it may be offered again. Many had
expressed a reluctance to vote on the question now, but intimated their
willingness to vote upon it at another time. Its hurrying even us, would
cause no uneasiness ; for, in the mean time, we should make up our minds
how to vote upon it; he thought, we should save time by postponing the
proposition till we could reach its proper place,
Mr. FORWARD regreted, he said, that our worthy President had
thought fit to move the postponement of this subject, and thus to lay it by for
future agitation. He wished to see the amendment disposed of at once, and
not left hanging over the members of the Convention, to tempt them from
the fearless discharge of their duty. It had been assumed that they had a
personal interest in the proposed reform of the Constitution, inasmuch as
they might be vacating existing offices, or creating new ones for their own
accommodation.
Nothing could be more fallacious or unfair than this
way of reasoning.
It supposed that the members of the Convention
would have it in their power to thrust themselves into the vacant offices
without election or appointment.
The proposition to create a Supreme
Court with fifteen judges, had been alluded to as one peculiarly tempting
to the lawyers in this body, and in regard to which, it became them to
show to the world that they were acting with pure motives. I do not
know, (said Mr. F.) what support may be given to this plan of a Supreme
Court ; but whatever it may be, it is quite certain that our interest in the
subject is no greater than that of others. If the proposition were to constiF2
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Lute a court of fifty, instead of fifteen judges, it would be nugatory until
submited to, and adopted by the people, at which time this Convention
will have ceased to exist.
If offkes are created, we have IIO greater interest in them than others.
We cannot appoint ourselves, nor can we have any advantage over others
in obtaining those offices. Why, theu, should the numbers of this body
disfranchise themselves ? W hv connect a reform of the Constitution with
their own personal disgrace 1 “The people required no such sacrifice110such act of abasement. 111the duties he was called upon here to
perform, he knew that he was perfectly disinterested, and he deemed any
It
man unworthy of a seat in this body who professed to be otherwise.
was right that members of Assembly should, during the term for which
they were elected, be ineligible to offices created by themselves, especially
when the power of appointment is in tlie Goveruor ; but the disqualification proposed here is one which will commence after our public character
shall have ceased, and attend us as private citizens through life.
Mr. CHAMBERS
would, he said, give the reason that would govern his
vote. He deprecated the excitement and the personal imputations to
which this snbject had given rise. He did not himself agree with some
They seemed to
of his friends as to the character of this amendment.
treat it as if we were to make it a Constitutional provision, by adopting it
here ; and it was asked whether the Convention would agree to disfranchise its members. It was treated as if by our vote we would make it a
permanent and bindiug provision of the Constitution, binding on all the
people of the Commonwealth as well as on ourselves : but this is not so.
It would depend upon the action of the people whetherit would become a
part of the Constitutton or not. But, the people, as the President had
observed, will not have an opportunity of expressing their opinion upon
the subject, unless we submit the proposition to them. Was it not important that the Convention should stand free from suspicion before the
people ? We have to create and to vacate offices. We have it in our
power to create offices to an extent adapted to the wants of the country.
If we can create offices with such a tenure as we please, and thereby
increase the chance for office, will we not be exposed to the charge of
creating them for ourselves? We have one proposition before us to create
a Supreme Court with fifteen judges, and with salaries greater than any
ever before given. We did not know what offices we might create. If,
by multiplying offices, we should become liable to the suspicion of having
acted from selfish and interested motives, then we say to the people--“by
this amendment, if you think proper, pass a sentence of disqualification
upon us: confident as we are of the integrity of our motives, we are
willing to submit it to you to say whether we shall be eligible or not, to
any of these offices.” It was a proposition to be submited to the people in
It did
relation to themselves, and for the government of their course.
not, therefore, as the gentleman from Mifflin supposed, restrain the people
in the exercise of their right of electing whom they pleased as their officers.
He was indifferent in respect to the time of passing upon theamendment.
If any wished it to be postponed till a time when we could see what
offices would be created or changed, he was very willing, or he would be
willing to vote upon it now. He did not himself see what we were to
There was one reason certainly in favor of immediate
gain by waiting.
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action upon it-it
would free us from any improper influence in deciding
upon the propositions for creating new offices. There would be no propriety in postponingtill after we have acted on these questions. As well might
we say, in a case where the competence of a witness is objected to, we
will hear him first, and decide upon his competency afterwards.
This
Convention in acting on such subjects, ought to be free from the influence
of any private interest, or from the imputauon of any. He wa3 willing
to vote for it now.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid when the gentleman from Adams (Mr. STEVENS)
first introduced this subject yesterday, he thought favorably of it, and felt
inclined, with some modification of the measure, to yield it his support ;
but the argument to which he had attentively listened to-day, and his own
reflections on the subject, had determined him to vote against the proposition. It seemed to him, that gentlemen were betrayed into the opinion
that the proposed amendment was proper and necessary, by an inattention
to the circumstances under which we are placed here. We are not abont
to establish new offices in the Government, nor to vacate old ones. We
can do no such thing. All we can do, is to propose certain amendments
to the people. and leave it to them to say whether they shall be rejected or
adopted. If adopted, and offices are thereby made vacant, it becomes the
act of the people. The operative and effective stroke must proceed from
their hands. It cannot be dealt by us. Ours is a very special trust in this
people decide. They have retained this power
respect. Wepropose-the
to themselves, and as they choose to exercise it, so will it be with the amendments we may make. Now, if the people shall choose to adopt amendments which will make vacant places in the Government, where is the
uecesaity for our disqualifying ourselves, in advance, for filling any of those
places? It will not be our act simply that makes such places ; but our act
approved, ratified, adopted by the people, and made their own. And if our
agency in this business ought to disqualify us from holding office under the
amendments of the Constitution, then, it has been well said, those of our
fellow citizens who vote for these amendments at the ballot boxes, ought
I cannot go so far. And fox this reason I cannot
also to be disqualified
agree to disqualify members of this Convention for any station to which
the people may hereafter call them. I hold, sir, that the wisdom, the
learning, the talents, and the virtue of this body, are public property-they
belong to the nation-they
constitute a part, and no mean part of the
national wealth and the national glory.
I am not for robbing the people of
The
these which are theirs. I am against all manner of proscription.
humblest man in society, if he has commited no crime, is not a fit object of
proscription, and why should we proscribe ourselves 1 The people have
not demanded this sacrifice. We wrong them if we make it ; for we sacrifice that which belongs to them.
A good deal has been said about themotives of the author of this measure.
I believe them to be, as he ‘claims they are, upright and pure. I ought to
be the last to condemn them, because I had nearly, under my first impressions, determined to go with him. I can understand, sir, how such a
measure may be dictated by the purest and best motives, and I am
perfectly willing to accord such to the gentleman who has moved this. I
am, however, prepared to vote against the amendment, and wish to do it
days J hopethe qgesticmwill qat be pcgtponed for the present ; byt as
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an indefinite postponement. of thts whole sllhject, would be one mode pf
defeating the measure, I move, ifit is in order, that it be indefinitely postponed.
The CHAIR said, the motion for i,ldefinite postponement was not ih
order in committee of the whole.
Mr. KEIM said, he hoped that the questiou would not be postponed, as
it must only indicate that “ large bodies move slow”.
Whilst it gave him
pleasure to acquiesce in what had been said by the gentleman from Adams
on the subject, he could nut but particularly approve the tenor of his
remarks as illustrating the truth of his own.
He, too, had been barked at by mongrels of all kinds, and hated dogs
as much as any one. Would you uot suppose a person consistent, when,
in his animosity to large towns, y ou found him place in their centre a
magazine filled with at least 35,ooo,0oo of grenades, whose explosion
endangered not only the “ doomed city”. but threatened the ruin of the
whole State 1
The poet SIMONIDES was equally con&tent, who, on being solicited to
sinp; the successes of a victorious charioteer, asked, significantly,
what
coild be said of mules ? When, however, a purse of gold was placed
into his hands, he became inspired, and began in glowing numbers, to
‘6 the illustrious foals of rapid steeds”.
He hoped the question would be de&led before adjournment.
Rlr. HAYHURIT, of Columbia, rose and said, at first thought, I looked
with a favorable eye on the proposition now under consideration, and
would yesterday, have voted in the affirmative on it, if it had been so modified as to exclude members of this Convcntiou for but a limited time.I did not then think it right, to adopt the present proposition, unmodified.
I am now convinced hy the arguments which have been advanced, that the
principle ought not to be entertained in any degree. Sir, what right have
I, by my vote, to disfranchise my fellow citizens?
Though my cons&
tuents can, without inconvenience, dispense with my poor services, the
Commonwealth cannot dispense with the services of the talented gentlemen around me.
I am not prepared to deprive the people of the right to select whom they
please to serve them.
I should be very unwilling to lend my aid to deprive the State of her treasure, and am, consequently, still more unwilling to deprive her of her
intellect, inasmuch as mind is vastly superior to mere corporeal matter.But by voting for the present proposition, should I not aid in robbing the
Commonwealth, not only of the services of her most respectable a.nd
talented men-those who have been sent here on account of their attainments and experience, and who, no doubt, come up to the expectation of
those who sent them here ? But should I not also aid in defrauding her
of her treasure ? We have spent large sums of money in erecting and
endowing colleges and seminaries of learning, for the purpose of educating
the sons of Pennsylvania ; and, having thus educated a number of eminent
citizens, part of whom are now enclosed within these walls ; is it not
robbing the State of her dollars and cents, to deprive her of the knowledge
and experience which they possess, by pronouncing an ostracism again@
them ?
The honorable President of this Convention has argued, that if we do
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not adopt this proposition, we deprive the people of an opportunity tonpass
on our actions. To this argument I beg leave to reply (and I do so with
great deference) that I conceive we do not deprive the people of that privilege. We propose such amendments to the Constitution as we may see
proper ; and I, for one, declare that it is my intention to support several
amendments. Suppose we alter the Constitution, so as to make more
offices and create vacancies, we shall return to our constituents, and they
have the full opportunity of saying to us individually, through the medium
of the ballot boxes-gentlemen,
you have made o&es and vacancies, but
we do not choose that you should fill them.
We have been told that we shall, by adopting this amendment, manifest
a high degree of disinterestedness, and submit the amendments, which we
make, to the people, endorsed by the strongest evidence of our honesty
of intention in framing and proposing them. This may be true, and I
confess the doctrine coincided so far with my views of the subject, that I
entertained the idea of voting for it, provided it was so amended as to exclude
members for one, two, or three years, or until all the vacancies occasioned
by the adoption of the amended Constitution should be once filled.
But further reflection has convinced me, that the principle is compatible
with the spirit of democracy throughout.
Any gentleman who wisl&es to
wash his hands and clear his skirts of all liability to censure, can, by
voluntarily withdrawing and refusing to accept an office under the amended Constitution, convince the public that Ris motives were pure, and yet
leave the people in the possession of the right they have to require the
service of any individual they choose.
I am astonished that I ever conceived the idea of excluding any member
of this body from office for a single moment, because, if the principle be
od, it may extend to the exclusion, not only of the members of this
g onvention, but of their posterity for an indefinite period of time, and
through all its ramifications.
It is, therefore, plain to me that the amendment ought not to prevail,
and that the people ought to retain the right to select and reject when they
please; and, I hope the postponement will not prevail, because I have no
doubt but that every gentleman in this Hall is prepared to record his vote
now.
Mr. BONHAM,of York, said, he was opposed to the motion for postponement. This manoeuvre had, as he thought, already occupied time
enough. It haa been estimated that the expenses of the Convention were
about a thousand dollars aday, and as a whole day had already been spent
upon this matter, he thought it was as much as the people would be
willing to pay. SOLOWON
had declared there was nothing new under the
sun, and this waa probably the fact in his day, but this proposition would
be deemed new at any time. There had never been any such proposition
made in any Convention of the people, to frame or change any Constitution. He felt. great regret that the gentleman should have introduced it
here. When he came here he came with a determination to vote for no
new propositions, except those which the people desired. He would
go against all projects of this character. One useless proposition after
another had been submited, and a great deal of time h&l been spent in a
useless and improper manner, and he hoped this question would be at once
put to rest, one My or another, Some days ago he had hoped we shot&l
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get along, and make progress. Rut now a new interruption had been
thrown in our way. The people would never support such a propositiou.
He had never heard of such a clause, and he hoped it would not be permited to have a place among the amendments to be proposed to the people.
It had not been settled whether the Constitutiou shonld be submited to the
people in the mass, or in distinct parts. This was an important question
to be decided. If it was to be sent in the mass, and not in distinct propositions, that would be the grouud of a strong objection to this motion,
as the people would not be willing to lose the services of distinguished
citizens, and thus the whole Constitution might be endangered. He would
not be willing to disfranchise those who could render services to the
people, by taking part in the Government.
Let us reject this novel proposition, and go on with the amendments which the people sent us here
to make, and not waste the time in discussing amendments which the
people have not asked for, and the adoption of which might induce them
to reject the whole Constitution.
After a few words from Mr. EAHLE, the question was taken on the
motion to postpone, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the amendment, which was rejected,
as follows :
Ysas-Messrs. Bayne, Brown, of Lancaster, Butler, Chambers, Chauncey, Cochmn,
Craig, Cunningham, Denny, Dunlop, Fleming, Konigmacher, M’Sherry, Meredith, Reigart, Sedl, Sterigere, Stevens-IS.
NArs-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Bell, Biddle,
B&low,
Bonham, Carey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana,
Cleavinger, Cline. Coates, Cox, Crain, Crawford, Crum, Cummin, Curll, Darlington,
Darrah, Dickey, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Earle, Farrelly, Forward, Fry, Fuller,
Gearhart, Gihnore,Grenell, Hamlin, Harris, Hastmgs,Hayhurst, Helffenstein, Henderson,
of Allegheny, Hiester, High, Hopkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr,
Krebs, Lyons, Maclay, Magee, Mann, M’Cahen, M’Call, Merkel, Miller, Montgomery,
Myers, Nevin. Overtield, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Northampton, Puwiance,
Read, Riter, Rogers, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Scheetz, Shellito, Sill,
Smith, Smyth, Snively, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd, Weaver, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, President.-92.

The committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again,
and
The Convention adjourned.
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Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, submited the following resolution, which
was laid on the table.
Resolved, That from and after this day, this Convention will hold afternoon sessions,
commencingat four o’clock each day, Saturdays excepted, until otherwim ordered.
On motion of Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, the following resolution,
offered by him, was taken up for consideration, and read a second time.
Reaohed, That so much of the twenty-third rule, as forhids the previous question in
committee of the whole, be, and the same is hereby rescinded.
Mr. READ said he would say nothing further than merely to recal the

scene of Saturday, to prove the necessity for the adoption of this resolution to rescind the rule.
The resolution was then agreed to.
On motion of Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, the Convention proceeded
to the consideration of the resolutiou he had submited this morning, relative to afternoon sessions.
The resolution being taken up for consideration, and the question being
on the second reading,
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, moved to postpone the further consideration of
the resolution for the present. The Convention had made good progress
under the existing rule, and if this resolution were adopted, the members
would be deprived of that part of the day which they devote to exercise.
He presumed the gentleman from Montgomery had been encouraged to
bring forward this subject, by the success with which the business of the
Convention had been prosecuted.
Mr. MANN said, I do not wish to occupy the time of this Convention
discussing this resolution ; I think it must be obvious to all present, that
unless we become more industrious, we shall, not get through committee of
the whole by the 1st of July, which I am very desirous we should do.We certainly have improved, and progressed more rapidly by sitting every
other afternoon, and I have no doubt but we shall find further advantage by
sitting every day.
The question being put on the motion to postpone, it was decided in
the negative-ayes
33.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the resolution, and
decided in the affirmative-ayes
49, noes 38.
SECONDARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into committee of, the whole,
on the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
So much of the report of the committee as declares it inexpedient to
make any alteration in the second section, being under consideration, the
section was read as follows :
2. The Governor shall be chosen on the second Tuesday of October,
by the citizens of the Commonwealth, at the places where they shall respectively vote for representatives. The returns of every election for Governor shall be sealed up, and transmited to the seat of Government,
directed to the Speaker of the Senate, who shall open and publish them in
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the presence of the members of both Houses of the Legislature.
The
person having the highest number of votes shall be Governor. But, if two
or more shall be equal and highest in votes, one of them shall be chosen
Governor by the joint vote of the members ,of both Houses. Contested
elections shall be determined by a committee, to be selected from both
Houses of the Legislature, and formed and regulated in such manner as
shall be directed by law.”
Mr. BELL, of Chester, moved to amend the report by striking out all
after the word hLGovernor” in the first line, and inserting as follows :
“ And a Lieutenant Gove&or shall be chosen on the second Tuesday in
October, by the citizens of the Commonwealth, at the places where they
The returns of every election
shall respectively vote for representatives.
for Governor and Lieutenant Governor, shall be sealed up and transmited
to the seat of Government, directed to the Speaker of the Senate, who
shall open and publish them in the presence of both Houses of the Legislature. The persons respectively having the highest number of votes for
Governor and Lieutenant Governor, shall be elected ; but, if two or more
shall have an equal and the highest number of votes for Governor or Lieutenant Governor, the two Houses of the Legislature shall, by joint ballot,
choose one of the said persons, so having an equal and the highest number of votes for Governor or Lieutenant Governor.
Contested elections
shall be determined by a committee, to be selected from both Houses of
the Legislature, and formed and regulated in such manner as shall be
directed by law”.
Mr. BELL said, he was by no means tenacious of the form of his proposition. He had made the report, rather to elicit the opinions of gentlemen than from any strong desire to see his own views adopted. In case
of the death or resignation of the Governor, as the Constitution now
stands, the Speaker of the Senate would succeed, so that an individual,
elected by the citizens of a single county, and never thought of even by
them as a fit person to be Governor, may take the office of Governot.The proposition he had now offered was in conformity with the provisions
which he had found in some of the other Constitutions.
How far it
would meet the views of the committee, he would not pretend to give any
opinion.
Mr. MANN suggested the propriety of making it “third”
instead of
6‘ second” Tuesday, and the mover modified his amendment accordingly.
Mr. MAGEE, of Perry, moved to amend the amendment by striking out
the words ‘6 third Tuesdav in October”. and insertins0 the words ‘6 first
Tuesday in November”. ’
The question bein put, the motion was decided in the negative.
Mr. Cnnmnaas, oi@Franklin, observed that the amendment which was
now brought before the committee was one containing the proposition to
establish the office of Lieutenant Governor. He was opposed to the amendment as creating. an office which was uncalled for. We have had no experience of any mconvenience arising from the want of this office. Our
Constitution, as has respeatedly been said, is one under which the Government has been satisfactorily administered during half a century, but. as
yet, we have derived no inconvenience from the want of a Lieutenant Governor. During all that period, although Governors have been electedfsr
extended terms of ofice, two or three in succession, not a single case has
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occured in which’it has become necessary to supply a vacancy caused by
death. If, therefore, this be a contingency of such rare occurrence as not to
have happened once in the course of half a century, is it necessary to establish
au officer for all time, in order to provide against such a contingency when
it shall arise 1 If it should arise, provision is already made for it. The
Speaker of the Senate is empowered by the Constitution to act until a new
Governor shall be elected. It has been said that this is casting the Executive station on an officer who has not been elected in reference to it. Why
is it said he is not elected in reference to it, when it is known, that under
a provision of the Constitution, it may fall upon him ? If he is a representative of the people, can we not trust them to elect an individual to act
as Governor, when, in the course of events, it may happen to fall upon
him? .4 person qualified to act in the Senate, and to fill the Speaker’s
chair, must be qualified to act as Governor; and, when the people know
that the office may be devolved upon him, he will be elected in view of
that contingency.
There is no evidence of public opinion demanding sue
a change, therefore, he would vote against the proposition as unnecessary
and uncalled for.
Mr. FLEMINQ, of Lycoming, said he did not know that he could add
any thing to the reasons which had so often been urged in favor of the
election of a Lieutenant Governor.
He had no doubt, that the subject is
one, which had been thought of by the people. It had occured to him, as
it was an appointment which could add nothing to the expenses of the Government, and as it gives the people an opportunity to elect an individual,
with a special reference to the possibility of his being called to fill the
Executive chair, that there was no impropriety in the proposition.
It was
true, that the gentlemen who had heretofore filled the ofhce of Speaker of
the Senate have been amply qualified to fill that of Governor of the Commonwealth.
In many instances, however, he was not competent to form
a judgment as to their abilities.
But he was disposed to put into that high
and respectable office, a man of the people’s choice, and not one who had
been elected by a mere majority of the Senate to fill the chair of that body
-an individual always elected by a political party, and pretty generally
under a high degree of excitement. From the character of our Government,
from the increase of population, the excitements growing out of politics, and
other causes, it may so happen, that we may have a vacancy in the office
of Governor, by death, resignation, changes or otherwise. If it may occur,
as there is but aprobability that it will, where could be the impropriety of
allowing the people to elect an officer who would be fitted, from his being
chosen in reference to the contingency by the people, to supply the place.
He did not see any good and substantial reasons against the election of
a Lieutenant Governor.
It could not, in any way, detract from the dignity of the Governor. On the contrary, it would add to, and strengthen that
department of the Government.
He could not doubt that it was the desire
ofall to place power in the hands of an individual elected by the whole
people, in preference to taking one from the Senate. Distinctions have
frequently been caused by party feelings, and thus, if an individual elected
by a party in the Senate should be placed in the Executive office, the
whole machinery of the Government would be made to work to particular
party objects. He would vote for the section as introduced by the gentleman from Chester ; but, if in the opinion of the committee, it should be
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thought improper to introduce it into the Constitution, he would willingly
assent to their decision.
Mr. MEREDITH, of Philadelphia, stated that he was a member of the
committee to whom had been refered this article, and in which this amendment had been proposed and rejected. He would say a few words, in
order to place before the committee the reasons which induced him to
oppose it. As had been justly said by the gentleman from Franklin (Mr.
CHAIUBERS)there had never been any inconvenience felt from a want of a
Lieutenant Governor; and unless strong and powerful reasons could he
given to shew why there should hereafter be inconvenience, it wo~11d
hc
a sufficient ground for rejecting the amendment.
The more he reflected
on the subject, the more satisfied was he that they who framed the Coustitution of 1776, took the true ground which reason and sound policy dirtated. The reasons assigned by the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL)
and the gentleman from Lycoming, (Mr. FLEMING) in support of this
amendment, were two fold; first, the necessity for such an officer to fill a
possible vacancy ; and secondly, the impropriety of taking the Speaker of the
Senate. The Speaker of the Senate would, under the existing provision,
hold the power until the election of a new Governor.
The Constitution
says that he shall only hold it until the next general election; and not, if
the Governor should happen to die in the February after his election, for
three years-but
only until the next election. This is the same principle
as that which related to Sheriffs. If a Sheriff die, his place is only filled
until the next general election. The time, therefore, during which the
Speaker may continue in office is not the objection.
It is said that the
Speaker is an improper person to fill the office, because the people have
not elected him. The people elect the Senate: the people, in their different districts, elect the Senators, one of whom must be Speaker of the body,
and he may be called on’to exercise the functions of the Executive.
How
is this objection proposed to be obviated ? By the election of a Lieutenant Governor, to be without salary, but to receive double pay when he sits
in the Senate, to decide by his casting vote, where there is no opportunity
to explain his vote, or defend himself against imputation.
You place him
there with a barren sceptre, without pay, and he may be called to fill the
Executive chair. On the other hand, you take the Speaker of the Senate,
elected by the people as a Senator, and by the Senate as their Speaker, a
sufficient pledge of his fitness to discharge the functions of the Executive.
From a Lieutenant Governor what have you to expect? It may be that
an officer may take the situation with a view to make it the path to the
Executive chair. Experience has given us lessons on this point ; and it
was a dangerous course which he would not sanction. How can we expect
a man of intellectual vigor to take office, where he must occupy a chair,
liable to be broken down by the assaults of political enemies, without an
opportunity being given to him to defend himself. He may become dangerous to the party who elected him, by exerting his influence in some
way, equally illegitimate and unexpected.
Suppose you elect a nullity, a
man of weak talents, he would detract from the character of the Senate over
which he was elected to preside, and when cslled to discharge the duties
of the Executive, would cast a discredit on the reputation of the State.
For these reasons, he should vote against the amendment.
He considered it unnecessary ; that hitherto we have suffered no inconvenience from
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the want of such au officer, and that if we are to suffer inconvenience in
future, this would be a bad way to remedy it.
Mr. BELL rose to make a few remarks in reply. He had not heard any
objection to the principle contained in his amendment. All which had
been said, in opposition to it, was on the ground of expediency.
Gentlemen did not agree as to the term for which the Speaker might continue to
hold office. The provision of the Constitution was not very clear on this
point, and had given rise to much diversity of opinion. A reference to the
section would shew that the language allowed room for strong doubt, and
he had heard able men disagree .concerning it. A Governor may die immediately after his inauguration, and the person who succeeds may exercise
the power for three years at least. What is that democratic principle
That the people shall se1ec.t
which lies at the bottom of our institutions?
their own agents for the discharge of particular offices, and that the individual who fills that office shall be the particular individual so elected. He
had heard much since he came here on the subject of gerrymandering.
The session of the Legislature before the last, a district had by that process, been fraudulently formed for the purpose of cheating the people.
The district which comprehended his constjtuents was so arranged as to
give a misrepresentation of the sentiments of the people. May it not happen
May not a Speaker of the Senate be
again, as it bs already hdppelwl.
thus raised to the Executive chair, who may differ in his political views
from the majority of the people ? Might not an individual of this character, by chance, or by accident sucreed to the Executive chair? Would
not this be a direct contradiction to the sentiments and principles which we
hold most sacred? We have been told that, in the period of fifty years,
we have experienced no inconvenience from the want of a Lieutenant Governor. And why have we felt no inconvenience ? Because it has so happened that we have had no death, or resignation of a Governor. Would gentlemen certify that this will always be the case ? If we can be assnred
that, in all time, the Governor shall have a lease of his life to the close of
his Executive term, there will be an end to all difficulty ; but so long as it
is possible that he may die, or be removed from office, there is anecessity for an amendment. But, it was said, all the Senate is elected by the
people, and Senators are chosen for their virtue and talents. In some
instances this was true ; in others, not. But they were not elected by the
whole people of the State, as a Lieutenant Governor would be. A Senator is but a selection of a particular portion of the people, and the election of
a Speaker of the Senate is still further removed from them. He is not elected to the Chair by the people, nor even by a particular portion of the people ; but, for his political views, he is elected by that body as ib Speaker;
and the ground on which he is elected is to preside over that body. It is
said if a Lieutenant Governor be elected, he will have nothing to do, he
will be without influence, and without power, and that he cannot interfere
in debate. It is so, and if these objections are of any weight, they are
equally applieable to the Vice President of the United States. Would any
one agree to introduce the rule that the Vice President should take part in
the debate 1 Has he the privilege of debate ? The right to reply on
the floor? No. Has any inconvenience arisen from his creation ? Them
is a recent instance of a dis@++shed man, who presided over the Senate
of the United States, who, day after day, was compelled to ait there, and
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listen to assaults made upon him by his political adversaries. Did he suffer
in consequence 1 The only effect was to disgrace that body. There was
no objection made to the principle of his amendment, and he would ask the
democratic members if there was any good reason why the Speaker ofthe
Senate should be selected to exercise the functions of the Executive, in
preference to an officer elected by the whole people, with a view to the
contingency of the death or resignation of t.he Governor.
If so, he would
abandon the argument, and not insist on his amendment.
Mr. STERIGERE said the amendment under consideration, proposing to
create the office of Lieutenant Governor, is similar to one placed on the
tiles of the Convention at the begimiing of the session, as one which, I
thought, ought to be adopted. I do not think this has been proposed at
the proper place: about that, however, there may be a diff‘erence of opinion ; but as the question is raised, we may as well consider it now as at
any other time. I shall briefly state some of the reasons why I shall vote
in favor of the proposition.
We must consider this officer in two points
of view -as the presiding officer of the Senate, and as the Executive of
he State.
The Senate is the highest legislative body in the State-its
members
hold their offices for long terms. In many cases they will be equally divided-and the casting vote, in either rejecting or passing a law, in which
the whole State may be interested, should be given only by an officer chosen by the whole people of the State. A person so elected would be governed by the interests of the whole State-not
hy that of a county or district. The presiding officer of such a body should be chosen by the
State at large. This mode of election is quite as suitable as the one now
in force.
It is said this officer would have to preside over the Senate without any
right to debate, or give his reasons for his conduct. Be is to have no vote,
unless the Senate is equally divided.
Then, as in the Senate of the United States, he could give his reasons ; he would have no occasion to do so
at any other time.
It is provided in the present Constitution, and sanctioned and settled by
the people, that the Executive officer of the State should be chosen by the
citizens at large. For the same reason, the individual who may, by any
possibility, be called to exercise the Executive department, should also be
chosen by the people at large. The question is, how should our Executive be chosen ? The present mode is not much better than casting lots
for a Governor, in case a.vacancy occurs. The President of the Senate is
never, or seldom, chosen by the members with regard to his qualifications
and fitness to be Governor, but merely in reference to his qualifications as
their presiding officer. But suppose they were to select him with a view
to fill both situations ; he would come into the Executive chair with the
voice of a very small portion of the people ; and is it to be contended that
one county or district shall select a Governor for the Commonwealth ? It
is a correct principle that an officer who is to exercise an authority only in
his county or district, and to act only for the people of that county or district, as a representative, or senator, or the like, should be chosen by the
people of such county or district only ; they are the only persons to whom
he is responsible.
But an officer who is to evrcise power and authority
extending throughout the State, should also be chosen by the whole State
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Suppose a proposition were made that persons should be chosen in each
Senatorial district, as our Senators are elected, and that the persons so
chosen should select one of their number to be Governor, would any man
be found to vote for it 1 Not one. Yet this is substantially the manner
in which, by the present Constitution, the officer is selected, who, in case
of a vacancy in that office, is b be our Governor.
And with reference to
his Executive character, it is the worse that he is to be of the body which
aelects him.
It is said by the gentleman from the city that, in electing a Senator, the
people know he may be Governor, an d would vote with reference to the
qualifications of the candidates for that office. This is not so. Upon the
election ground not one voter in a thousand thinks of that matter. The
candidate is voted for on account of his fitness and qualifications for Senator,
and with reference to his services in the Senate, and not in the Executive
department.
It is said, for forty-seven years we have experienced no inconvenience.
True-and
why ? Because no vacancy has occured in all that time. If
there had, it is more than probable that very great dissatisfaction would
have been manifested.
In providing for the election of a Vice President, we have the opinion
and example of the people of the United States in favor of this proposition.
In twelve of the States of this Union, a Lieutenant Governor is elected.
In all these, I think he is chosen in the same manner the Governor is.
The other States do not agree in
This is a very strong recommendation.
In some
the mode of supplying a vacancy in the Executive department.
States like our own, this duty is devolved on the Speaker of the Senate,
and in some on other officers.
It has been truly remarked by the delegate from Lycoming,
(Mt.
FLENIINQ) that you do not increase the expenses of the Government by
creating the office of Lieutenant Governor.
Then why shall not the people themselves elect the individual who is to exercise the office of Governor, in case of a vacancy in that office-and who is to preside in the highest branch of the Legislature. and give the casting vote on questions in
which they are all interested ? We have many reasons and the,examples
of many other States in favor of creating this office, and no satisfactory
reason against ii.
Mr. BELL : A few words in reply to the gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Mr. MEREDITH). My view of the construction of the Constitution in this
respect, is altogether different from his. By comparing the original draft
of the Constitution with the clause as it was adopted, he will see that
In the original draft
there is no ground for his objection to my position.
of the Constitution, the 14th section stood thus : “ In case of the removal
of the Governor from office, or of his death or resignation, it shall devolve
on the Speaker of the Senate, until the next annual election of representives, when another Governor shall be chosen”, &c. But this clause was
stricken out, in the committee of the whole, and the 14th section provides
that 6‘ the Speaker of the Senate shall exercise the office of Governor
With the Sheriffs and
until snother Governor shall be duly qualified.”
Coroners the case is different ; vacancies in either of these offices are to
be filled by a new appointment, to be made by the Governor, to continue
6‘ until the next general election”, and until a successor shall be chosen,
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But the Speaker of the Senate must fill the o&r of Governor, until
another Governor is duly qualified.
But a Governor cannot he duly
qualified until he is duly elected, and he can he duly eleeied once in three
years. So, sir, we may have a case in which the office of Governor
may become vacant by death or otherwise, in the first year or first
month of his service, and in consequence of it, the Speaker of the Senate
for the time, will be the Governor of the Commonwealth till the next.
triennial election.
Mr. MEREDITH : I disagree with the gentleman. The third section
provides, that the Governor shall hold his of&e during three years, from
the third Tuesday of December next ensuing his clect.ion ; and the vacancy
cannot be filled by the Speaker of the Senate for a longer time, than from
the occurence of the vacancy till the following tliird Tuesday of December ; by which time another Governor must be elected and qualilied.
But there may be some ambiguity on the subject, though 1 can see no
room for any. There are no express provisions h the Constitution which
look to filling a vacancy for three years. Nothing but express terms can
justify such a construction.
If it had been intended that the Speaker of
the Senate should fill the vacancy for the whole term for which the
Governor was elected, it would have so provided in express terms.
Mr. BIDDLE : A single word in reply to the gentleman from Chester.
The 14th section of the 2d article, and the 1st section of the 6th, taken
together, leads me to a conclusion different from that to which the gentleman has arrived. In the case of Sheriffs and Coroners, vacancies are to
be ‘6 filled by a new appointment to be made by the Governor, to continue until the next general election, and until a successor shall be chosen
Why were they to hold till the next general
and qualified as aforesaid”.
election ? Because, then, and pot before, a successor can be duly qualified. The same construction precisely may be applied, to the case of
6‘ The Speaker of the Senate shall exercise the office of
the Governor.
Governor until another Governor shall be duly qualified”.
When may
another Governor be duly qualified?
Why, at the first meeting of the
Legislature after the next annual election. It was plain that the Speaker
of the.Senate could not hold the office beyond the first election after the
occurence of the vacancy.
Mr. EARLE said, if there was any ambiguity in the section, it ought to
be removed ; and that there was some ambiguity in it was apparent from
the fact, that ingenious lawyers, skilled in verbal construction, differed
wholly in its construction.
He would add, as a further evidence of its
ambiguity, that, some years ago, when the Governor was dangerously ill,
the Judges of the Supreme Court of the State were applied to for their
opinions on the question, and they differed. The present Speaker of the
Senate held an opinion different from that expressed by the gentleman
from Philadelphia, (Mr. MEREDLTH). Would he, therefore, entertaining
the opinion that he was entitled to hold the office till the expiration
of the term for which the Governor was elected, issue his writ for a new
election of Governor before that time, 1 He was disposed to attach much
respect to the Constitution of the United States, and to its powers, and to
place confidence in the wisdom of the provisions which they made, unless
there were strong reasons why he should not ; and he could see no reason
to doubt the propriety and necessity of the office of Vice President.
If
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the Speaker of the Senate was to hold the office of Governor, then the
Senate would, in fact, in such cases, have the choice of the Governor of
the Commonwealth, instead of the people. Some gentlemen have laid
much stress on the veto power ; and in favor of retaining that power, they
had urged that the Governor was the only power in the Commonwealth
that came from the whole body of the people, and represented the whole
people, and that, therefore, he was the proper person to hold a check
upon imprudent, corrupt, and dangerous legislation.
Would not the same
reason apply to the acting Governor 1 Whoever exercised the Executive
power, should be elected with that view, by the whole people. There
was another reason in favor of the establishment of the office ofLieutenant
The day will come when there will be five or six millions of
Governor.
inhabitants in this State, and then, when party spirit runs very high,
the Executive Magistrate, wielding a power greater than either the
Legislature or the Judiciary, may attempt to make himself despotic.
The Legislature could exert no power in opposition to him, except
The Judiciary
none except when in
when it was in session.
session. But the Governor was always in the exercise of his power.
He holds the sword, and is the highest officer in the Commonwealth, and possesses an extensive and commanding influence.
If he
should attempt to exercise a despotic power, ought there not to be some
officer in the Commonwealth upon whom the people can rally, at once, by
some common principle of concert. A Lieutenant Governor would, in
such a. case, form a proper rallying point, as he is an officer checked
by the people. In Switzerland, where a republican government has lasted
so long, there are two Executive officers who serve alternately for a year,
and in some Cantons for six months. So, in Rome, there were two Consuls,
and if one proved treaeherous, the people could rally around the
other. In Sparta, there were two Kings.
There were four Magistrates,
the Ephori, who were checks upon each other. These were instances of
a divided Chief Magistracy, constituted to act as checks upon each other.
Though we have not a divided Executive, yet it is our object to have
suitable checks upon the action of the Executive.
Mr. FULLER said he was opposed, for two reasons, to the proposition.
First, the people of the Commonwealth had not asked this alteration. For
half a century, we had been without a Lieutenant Governor, and had experienced no inconvenience from it. If he was disposed to make change
in this respect, he would not do it at this time for another reason, that it
would hazard the adoption of other amendments. There were two ways
of opposing reform. One directly, and another indirectly.
One way to
defeat any reform was to overload the Constitution with amendments,
which the people had not asked for, SOas to render it necessary for them
to reject the who’e.
When we came to the 14th section, he should move
an amendment, providing that the Speaker of the Senate, in case,of a va;cancy in the office of Governor, shall hold the office only to the next anj
nual election.
This would relieve the clause of all doubts.
The motion to amend was lost.
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to amend the section, by striking out the
‘6 second Tuesday of October,” and adding after the word “ the” the words
6i time and,” so as to avoid the question as to the time of the election.
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We had adopted a day for the general election, which, whether it was YUYtained or not, there was no occasion for altering now.
The motion was agreed to.
The second section, as amended, was agreed to.
The committee took up the report on the third section as follows :
SECT. 8. To read as follows- “ The Governor shall hold his office
during three years from the third Tuesday of December next ensuing his
election ; and shall not be capable of holding it, longer than six years in
any term of nine years.”
Mr. REIG~ARTmoved to amend the same by striking therefrom, in the
second line, the word 6‘ three,” and inserting 4‘ four,” and striking out of
the second line, the word “ December”, and inserting 6‘ January”, and
striking out all after the word CLbe,” in the third line, and inserting in
lieu thereof ‘6 re-eligible”.
The eirect of the amendment, he explained,
would be to provide that the Governor shall hold his office for four years,
from the first day of January next ensuing his election, and not be re-eligible
to the office thereafter.
Mr. BUTLER moved to amend the amendment, by striking out the same
and inserting in lieu thereof, the following, viz : ‘6 The Governor shall
hold his office during two years, from the third Tuesday of January next
ensuing his election, and shall not be capable of holding it longer than
four, in any term of eight years”.
Mr. DICKEY said he was opposed to both amendments, because the
general opinion and feeling of the people were in favor of the term of
three years, and because there had never been any expression of opinion
on the part of the people, in favor of limiting the tenure to one term.
The amendment to the amendment was lost.
Mr. HIESTER moved to amend the amendment, by adding thereto, the
words “ for the next succeeding four years”.
Mr. PURVIANCE said, that the only section of the article now under consideration, to which he had any objection, was the one now before the
With the fourteen other sections of that article he was
committee.
willing to be satisfied, except that which relates to judicial appointments, the amendments of which more appropriately belong to the fifth
article.
The section under consideration, to which the amendment from the gentleman of Lancaster applies, he believed of the greatest importance.
Sir,
(said Mr. P.) I have ever felt a deep interest in the alteration of the Constitution, that we might rid ourselves of that periodical turmoil and excitement which takes place triennially at our gubernatorial elections. It is of
itself sufficient to shake the stability of our government, by interfering with
and severing the best friendships of our nature, and waging a continual war
upon the purest feelings of the heart. He said he looked to the alteration
of the Constitution in this, as well as in other particulars, as to the time
when friends long parted, and kept apart by political broils, will again
meet and renew friendships long since buried in the unhallowed grave of
political asperity.
He declared his behef that a Governor under the present Constitution possessed more power than the King of Great Britain,
and as long as such power existed, we might look in vain for the unrippleq
wave ofpeace.
The patronage of the Governor was like a galvanic battery, producing simultaneous shocks at the extreme ends of the State. So
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many political aspirants and expectants of public favor, necessarily led to
this much-to-be-deprecated excitement in the election of a Governor.
Whilst this patronage, or even the smallest portion of it exists, your Executives may be influenced in the distribution of that patronage by the hope
of re-election.
Render them ineligible, and you remove that inducement,
and hereafter will be able to elect Governors who cannot, by any possibility, look to their own advancement in the distribution of their official
patronage. This Convention will, no doubt, to a very great extent, curtail the appointing power ; but still the Executive will remain clothed with
powers important and extraordinary.
The Governor will remain as before, commander-in-chief of the army, navy, and militia of the state. He
will continue as before, charged with the power of a faithful execution of
the laws. His power to grant reprieves and pardons will continue the
same, and although alimitation of judicial tenure will inevitably result from
our labors, a co-ordinate power of appointment may still be reposed in
your Executives.
With such power lodged in the hands of an individual,
is it not obvious that danger is to be apprehended, and that bad men, or
ambitious aspiring men, would apply so powerful an engine to the advancement of their own private interests, and the perpetuation of their own
power ? In the distribution of the appointing power, office is not always
confered upon the most worthy, but frequently npon those who have been
the most clamorous in their support of the dominant party.
In twelve of
the States, the principle of ineligibility
had been engrafted upon their
Constitutions.
Virginia, by her Constitution of 1830, adopted the principle. Kentucky has rendered her Executives ineligible for seven years afMaryland for four years. North and
ter their term of service expires.
South Carolina, the former by an amended Constitution of 1636, and the
latter by amendments since its original adoption, have carried out the principle of ineligibility.
Alabama, Louisiana, Missouri, Illinois, and Mississippi have limited Executive service to four years. In the latter State, all
officers, from the highest to the lowest, from the Judges ofthe high Courts
of Errors and Appeals down to the Judges of the Courts of Probate, are
elected by the people, and yet they have been careful to render their Executive ineligible to re-election.
In Tennessee, the same principle exists,
and in Delaware, the Executive is ineligible forever. In the States of
Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New Hampshire, New
Jersey and Rhode Island, the Governor is elected annually, which is au
rinciple, being productive of similar politiequivalent for the ineligibility
cal advantages to the States. Pt brings the Executives so near the people,
and renders their accountability so short, that little danger can be apprehended. Adopt this principle in Pennsylvania, and the scenes of excitement with which we are periodically visited will be at an end, and the
people will hereafter be permitted to elect a Governor under no other influence than that of an honest devotion to the best interests of the country.
These, sir, are the sentiments of one who, like the EARL of Chatham,
was rebuked for his want of age, and advised to tarry awhile at Jericho to
acquire that which others have artificially obtained.
These loose and crude sentiments may, according to the idea of a certain gentleman, be but the barking of a cur; but, I trust, at an objeet less
terrific in appearance than the ill-fated horse doomed to canine vengeance
for no other sin than that for which the captain’s horse in Modem Chivalry
112
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I#& &&4t&m for a racer. Although professedly less disinterested and patri&&,~I $&et (said Mr. P.) I am practically more so than him, who, like
the tF@ht DYONISIUS, is willing to punish all who refuse to chaunt his
prai&e.
To such, whose professions of disinterestedness and patriotism
are au @eat, who are tired of the burthens of office, and desire to imitate
the en&m@ of the great Grecian law-giver, I would say, carry out the
principles of that much admired man-let him abjure the country, and immolate ‘himself, like the fabulous bird, upon the pile of sweet woods and
aromatic gums, and from his ashes, perhaps, another Phoenix may arise,
which, if less beautiful, wise, patriotic, and disinterested, may at least he
lees misebievous and troublesome than the first.
MU. DARLINQTON rose to offer a reason for his vote. Nothing would
be more proper as a general rule to govern us than to enquire, first, what
w&r the, inconvenience complained of, and, next, what was the remedy.
The Governor was eligible for three successive terms and exerted an extensive patronage. The evil complained of was that the, Governor exerts
his patronage to secure his re-election, and that the election, on account of
the extent and value of the Governor’s patronage, is always attended with
great excitement. This was the mishief, and here was its source. How,
then, should the evil be remedied 1 By taking away the patronage of the
Governor, or by rendering him ineligible ? Either will do it ; and both are,
therefore, unnecessary. He apprehended that the reduction of the Executive
patronage would render it unnecessary to limit his eligibility to one term.
There could be no doubt that his patronage would he greatly reduced ; and,
for that reason, this amendment was unnecessary. It was said that a considorabge portion of patronage must still be left to the Governor.
He
might have the appointment of Justices for a limited term ; but in few instances could a re-appointment take place during his term. The evils of
losing a faithful, experienced, and efficient officer, were infinitely greater
than any that could result from the small degree of patronage left with the
Governor.
For these reasons he was opposed to the amendment.
As the
general practice had been for the Governor to retire at the end of the
second term, he should have no objection t,o adopting the report of the
committee.
Mr. REIQART said, in offering this amendment, it might be perhaps
proper for him to say a few words in explanation of his reasons for offering
it. He did not care whether the term of office of the Governor was reduced fmm four to three years, but he did care much about his being rendered
ineligible after having served tin one term. We have heard much said
about the independence of the Executive, and we have heard the charge
frequently made, and not, perhaps, withoutreason, that the Executive was
continually electioneering from the time he first came into office, until he
had been elected for his last term. Now, he wished to take aw$y all
tem@ation of this kind from him, and establish him on a firm and independent basis, so that he would not be tempted to do wrong to advance his
own political prospects. The gentleman from Chester thinks, if we take
away the power of appointment of judges, and some of the important offices, that this will cure the evil.
Now, Mr. R. apprehends that this
would not cure the evil, as thajre would be many offities left in his hands to
be tilled. The appointment of county officers of themselves would be an
immense patronage, and they should, of all others, be taken away from the
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Executive.
But, some gentlemen have said, that the people have settled
that two terms are sufficient ; because they had elected some of the Governors for two terms ; but he did not believe they had settled any such thing.
He might as well say, that the people have determined that one term is
sufficient, because they refused to elect Governor FINDLBY, and Governor
Here he had just as much evidence
HiEsTER for more than one term.
that the people had settled that one term should be sufficient, as gentlemen had that they had settled that two terms would be sufficient. He
thought it was quite enough for a man to be Governor for one term ; and
that any one should sit down contented after having filled the office for
one term, with the consolation of having done his duty, without having
had a single sinister object in view.
He trusted that all possible inducements for the Governor to do wrong would be removed from him, and
then he did not care whether he was elected for two, three, or four years.
Mr. SERQEANT (President) said that the various questions which are
presented in regard to this matter of the constitution of the Executive
department of Pennsylvania, seemed to bring up a consideration of services
of a rather more general kind than any which had been yet taken. The
. first thing to be considered in regard to these changes, is the character and
nature of the Commonwealth, and the character and nature of the Constitution, such as this Commonwealth ought to have. In his mind, it was a
very great argument in favor of the existing Constitution, that while it has
worked well, it has also been admited, throughout the United States, to be a
Constitution in harmony with the interests, the dignity, the character, and,
let me add, the duties of a great State like this. It has been found warthy of
her elevated position, and capacitated her to fuhil all her obligations to the
Union. It has been a security to us at home, and a source of pride and gratification when abroad. He was strongly attached to it, he confessed. On this
question of appointment to office, he felt as little bias as any one could do,
for it had so happened that he never had held any office under the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
He did not say that this had arisen from any
atriotic self-denial on his part, because from an early period in life he
Kad scarcely had an opportunity, and he did not now expect to be led into
that temptation.
But this was not the method of considering questions of
this sort. It has been said, and with perfect truth, that you must make
up your Governors of the materials which you have. If they be corruptible, you must make them of corruptible materials, and if they be corrupted
‘you must make them up of corrupt materials.
He did not believe, that
the materials inthis committee were’corrupt, nor did he believe they were
corruptible to any thing like the extent to which the arguments of some
,gentlemen would seem to lead us to believe. You have, of course, in the
community from which you have to choose, good and bad men ; men good
and bad by comparison ; none entirely good, and he hoped there were no
such monsters as to be entirely bad, but still the community were made up
of’good and bad men. Now, with regard to a Constitution, like that of
Pennsylvania, let us consider for a moment what it is, before we come to
the, question of the constitution of the Executive, and let us see in the
‘course of those enquiries how far we are to derive any substantial or reliable
exam les from the operations of the Constitution@ of other States, The first
temari he ‘ehould make, touching to Pennsylvania, was, that ehe haa now

pn. eptblp

free pop&&q,
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deserve consideration, and in this respect she is justly distinguished from
those States where a large proportion of their population are not free. It
must strike every one, that from this circumstance there arises a probability, at least, that the arrangement of the Government ought to be, and may be
somewhat different from that of a State which was not entirely free. But
farther, there arises in all such States, a capacity, if he might so say, for exercising her rights and powers in a way which cannot be done in a State which
is not entirely free. If you suppose a large mass of the community divested of all political rights, then the Government is in the hands of their
masters. One portion has all power, the other none, political or civil.
But, if you suppose the whole mass of the community to be equal in political rights, and free t,o exercise their rights civil and political, then your
basis is different, and that which suits the one State, will not suit the other.
The second remark he should make with regard to Pennsylvania is, that
this Commonwealth is essentially, decidedly, and in a marked manner, a
republican State. She was born and bred, if I may so say, a republican
State, and it is inherent in us from the foundation of the Commonwealth as
a Province. With the exception of the little power which the Government
of England had over us, thrown off at the Revolution, she always, from
the earliest time has been a free republican Commonwealth, so that she
is, in a decided and marked manner, a republican State. The next enquiry
you come to, is that which concerns the connexion this Commonwealth
has with her sister States as a member of this greatrepublican confederacy
as one of the largest and most powerful of those States, one whose influence is, perhaps, from her resources and position, greater than any one
This
State in the Union, unless it be our near neighbor to the north.
Commonwealth, thus free, thus distinguished by her republican character,
and thus important in her connexion with the Federal Union, has been remarkable also for the stability and strength and consistency of her character. Now he did not here trouble himself to think how it had worked as
to party politics ; they were beneath consideration in a body like this; he
would still say that a remarkable feature of her character was that she had
increased continually in weight and importance, which had been extremely
beneficial to her and to the Union too. A firm keystone is necessary to
preserve the arch. He knew it had so worked that many of us here have,
for a long period of time been in the minority, and it had happened that the
individual now speaking had shared this fate for the greater part of his life.
But that does not disturb or lessen the value of the great truth he was
insisting upon, and which he desired, if possible, to impress upon this
body. The Government of Pennsylvania has been stable and permanent,
at the same time that she has been confessedly and eminently republican.
Let a citizen ot Pennsylvania go through the United States, wherever he
might, he was more than gratified to find, that every where this is the
acknowledged character of the State of Pennsylvania ; that individual and
political, and religious ri .llts, were effectually guarded; that the enjoyment of property was ma f e perfec,tly secure, and that your institutions had
stability, dignity, and strength. It has been, and is, a pattern State, The
edct is, that in regard to the department, he was now speaking of, it was
modeled after the Conotitution of the United Statee, ex.cept that in
the Constitution of the United &ates, the Emeativa irr lofi without

any limif@im at J1! 011ru ~~~~l~~ibi~~~~,
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Executive department of such a Commonwealth to be constituted? The
question is easily answered: it has been already constituted, and it has
surely worked well. Why should we change it. Letus see, whether in
past experience we shall find any thing to warrant us ? Your limitation
of the office of Governor is for nine years in succession-he is no longer
eligible than for three terms of three years. Your very first Governor,
under the Constitution, was elected and re-elected for nine years. He
retired from office at the end of the term, and afterwards became a member
of the State Senate. Your next Governor was elected and re-elected for
nine years, and he retired to private life for the few remaining years that
he lived. Your next Governor was elected for a term of nine years, and
after he retired he was elected to the State Senate. These were the Governors who held their offices during the full term allowed by the Constitution, and how did they hold these offices? Why, they held them by the
election of their fellow citizens of Pennsylvania, and they held them independently.
Let us see whether they did not. When the people dhose to
put a practical limitation upon these officers, they have done so ; and now,
let us see how it has operated. You had, after the term of Mr. SNYDER
expired, WILLIAM FINDLEY elected, and he was continued for three years,
when he was superseded by Mr. HIESTER, and he was continued three
years, when he was superseded by Mr. SHULZE, he was continued six
years, when he was superseded by Mr. WOLF, and he was continued
six years, when he was superseded by the gentleman who is ‘now
Where are those Governors who, without
Governor of the State.
any limitation in the Constitution, have been turned out? Two of
them are holding subordinate offioes under the Government of the
United States. At this very moment, Governor WOLF is filling the
office of Auditor of the Treasury of the United States, which is but
an inferior station, and Governor FINDLEY is filling the office of
Treasurer of the Mint, which is another inferior station under the Government of the United States. He had called the attention of the committee
to this fact, in order to prepare it to come to the question of dependence,
and independence, about which we have heard so much. He had been
accustomed to feel, and he presumed there were other members of the
committee who have entertained the same feeling, that a man who has
held the high situation of Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
and whose conduct has been approved so as to have him elected and
re-elected, should feel that he held in his hands a portion of the honor of the
Commonwealth, he should be satisfied with that, have a becoming sense
of its worth, and should not he driven by necessity, or seduced by temptation, to dispose of it for rewards, or maintenance in posts so ‘far below
the high dignity of Governor of Pennsylvania.
He should feel as
MIFFLIN, M’KEAN and SNYDER, did. The proposition of the gentleman
from Lancaster, (Mr. REIGART) for whose opinions Mr. S. had a very
high respect, is founded upon the presumption, that it will make the Governor independent, Yes, sir, it will make him independent of the people
of Pennsylvania ; beaause, sbe will then have done her best for him, and
\she can do no more, unless it is to send him to the Senate of the United
SlattlS. Then, when he holds the ofice of Governor for three or four

wo, ahe oays to him, now you mu@ depart, we have done all we man
when &a hs depyt to? ‘J’sindependence
? No tair,rri
Fm you? +#.I@
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So long as there is an opening for office elsewhere, and you choose
to curtail offices in Pennsylvania, in point of dignity and honor, so
long you may destroy his dependence on Pennsylvania.
But have
you made his independent?
No sir.
You create a dependence of
a far worse sort.
He would ten times rather see a man in a,n
office, dependent upon a majority of his fellow citizens, than to be
dependent upon any one else, because, that dependence is a Constitutional
dependence, and so long as it works right, no objecuon can be made to it.
But when you limit the term of office to make this officer independent,
how do you make him independent I Why, you no longer make him
dependent upon the majority of the people of Pennsylvania, but you condemn him to look abroad. to see how he is to get a living elsewhere, and,
at the same time, by degrading the office of Governor, you diminish his
self respect, and make him less nice in his choice, If he be poor, and it
is generally the fate of office ‘holders to be poor, (for very often they do
not make as much in office as they spend in getting there) then you make
him any thing but independent.
He had said one was a Constitutional
and republican dependence, and that the other was not, but he was not
going to trouble the committee with examples of actual instances. Those
which he had refered to, had only been to show what effect such a limitation
has actually had. What objection is there to a Constitutional dependence,
with regard to a person who is an elective officer ? There were various
kinds of officers under the Constitution, and we have to deal with them
according to the nature of their employments ; but, we are now speaking
of the Chief Executive Magistrate who is elected by the people-of
the
independence of the Governor, as it is supposed it ought to be. What
sort of independence is it ? What sort of independence will you gain by
this inevitable termination of his political career, however well he may
have behaved himself 1 It will, instead of a dependence on the majority,
which would actuate him to conduct himself in the most satisfactory
manner,. . while he is in office, lead him so to conduct himself as to secure
a proviston for himself hereafter. Where will he look for it ? Here is a
neighboring Government,$he Government of the United States, which has
offices to give, and you will create a seeking in that direction, for what
cannot be obtained at home. Your policy will be bent to the shape there
prescribed-your
true State interests will be sacrificed to the whims, passions, and views that may happen to prevail at Washington-your
Governor
enlisted in that army whose chief can boast that he never leaves his
wounded on the field of battle. If you have not gained independence,
what have you sacrificed by this change ? The experience of that Executive, which, as he had said on a former occasion, was one of the
greatest evils under the existing practice in our State of frequent changes
in public officers ; and the possession of character, which the Governor
has acquired by being in office, which becomes a valuable possession to
him, and a powerful correcting motive in his conduct ; because, besides
the security of character which you had when he came in, you have the
additional security of the character he has acquired since.
Here then are
sacrifices, and great sacrifices, which are to be made by this measure.Ofllce was not created for the man, but it was created for the benefit of
the people, he who is fittest to serve in it, is he, who ought to have it ; and
be is to be deems$fitteal, (otherqudi#outianabsinpaqud) who bsl had
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ti05t experience.
Then you sacrifice the man who may be most fit for
the situation, and who might be the choice of a large majority of the
people, of the Commonwealth, for a mere speculative notion, which, in
practice, never has been tried, and consequently must be uncertain in its
effects. Be had never seen this doctrine. of a sirmle term for an Executive applied any where, but in one place, ‘and there-it has not operated in
a manner which would recommend it to us. A provision of this kind is
contained in the Constitution of the Federal Government of Mexico.The President of the Mexican Republic is elected for five years, and is
then ineligible.
Now, he need not say a word more than ask the committee to contrast the operations of our own Constitution, or that of the
General Government with the Constitutien of Mexico, and say which they
consider to be best. The point upon which that Government was near
being wrecked, if it be not entirely wrecked, would probably have been
avoided, if instead of being driven to the necessity in 1827, of electing a
new President, when the country was convulsed with disorder and revolution, they could have continued in office the man who was then President. The new election was the crisis, and there had been no peace
since. There was a great difference, to be sure, between this country and
that, but there, this theory has been carried out, and we can see how it
has operated, and we see by that it is good for nothing.
It appeared to
him, then, that we should not reduce the limitation, because he found the
limitation to nine years to have proved to be good, and if it were likeLy to be
too long, the people canremedy it. But he would not materially shorten the
term, because it had worked well, and because he could not see any reason, if
the people should prefer an officer for asecond term, why they should not be
permited to elect him, anymore than any other officer. It was an unreasonable curtailment of the power of the people. We had a debate, a day or
two since, upon a proposition to prevent the members of this Convention
from holding any office created by their act, in the shape of amendments
to the Constitution, if any should be made, and almost the. whole body
seemed to rise up, and say this was anti-republican.
Clearly, there was
nothing anti-republican in self denial. Every man may retire from office
when he pleases, and if it suits his convenience he will do so, and his
country will suffer no great loss, because, in the language of the old ballad
of Cheoy Chase, they may say, “ We trust we have a hundred as good
as he”.
So every man my refuse office. The argument against that proposit@ was, that the people had a right to our services, and if they should
ao desire, we ought not to deny them the right of electing us. The vote
being taken on this question, after discussion, it was rejected, 92 to 18.Now, what say these same gentleman to the people, in relation to a Governor ? They say, you must not elect him for more than three years, and
forever thereafter he will be ineligible, even though three fourths, nay,
though the whole of the people should wish to keep him in office. There is
danger in these restraints, and he begged leave to call the attention of the
Convention to it. As sure as you have unreasonable restraints, that is,
restraints upon the majori@, which will deprive them of any of the rights
they now enjoy, so sure will you have attacks upon the Constitution, and
an excitement in the country, and you will have a,new Convention called
to alter the Const@ion,~ and restore to the people those rights we shall
have taken away. It seemed to him, that the Constitution, as it now
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stands, was a reasonable one, and should be left as it is, in this respect,
unless we should adopt the reasoning of a member of Congress, he had
mentioned some days since. That member wished to limit the term of
office of President to four years, in order that his brother members, whom
he considered aspirants, might have a hetter chance of being elected PresiThe office is for the public, not
dent. That, however, is a perversion.
for the individual.
There is in the nature of things a limitation to this
office. A man is not advanced to be Governor, until he gets on pretty
well in life. At the age of twenty-one years a man becomes entitled to
vote, and at the same time, is entitled to a seat in the House of Representatives; at twenty-five a Senator. These are the steps by which he comes
to be politically known and estimated ; his qualifications for office exhibited to the community.
It is upoh this knowledge of his qualifications,
that at last, he is fixed upon for the office of Governor, and therefore, it
can seldom, if ever, happen that a very young man will be elected to the
office of Governor.
It is right that it should be so ; for, he supposed,
notwithstanding all that had been said about young and old men, if we
take a reasonable view of this matter, it will be found, that although the
older man may not be so fit to run a race or fight a battle, yet, in other
respects, in prudence and wisdom and self command, he may be superior
to the young man. Thus, a man is not put forward for ihe office of Governor, until he has manifested extraordinary discretion, or has attained
that age which ordinarily brings with it the character of discretion and
stability.
Then, after that, a few years will make a limitation to his
office ; feebleness and decay come on apace and make him unfit for the
situation, and at length death overtakes him, and terminates his concern with
the cares of this world. So that there is very little to be apprehended from
too long a continuance in office of the Executive of this Commonwealth.
What is the evil as the matter now stands ; and, what is there in which
the Governor is likely to do harm. 7 Is it the continuance in office of
those he has the power to appoint ? That subject was now open to us to
alter and amend, and how far it should be done, he would not undertake
at present to say, But the Governor is the representative of a majority of
the people of Pennsylvania;
it might be, by possibility, that he only
represented a plurality, but it generally happened that he represented a
majority of the people, and those appointments must be of the same character, because those partisans, who are in the majority, are always
looking to the Executive for the appointments he may have to confer.Every change you have in the Executive, you have a change of officers,
so that the longer the Executive is continued in office, the less change you
have. Every time he is removed you have a removal of officers. It is
admited, that under our present system, these struggles were frequent
enough, and fierce enough, yet here you propose to increase the number
of those struggles, which will inevitably increase their fierceness and
severity, until they will be perpetual.
He did not see, therefore, that we
were likely to gain any thing, and believing, as he did, that our institutions under our present Constitution, have been in strict conformance with
the principles we ought to maintain, he did not like to see any alterations
in the system. The dignity of this office was part and parcel of the
dignity of the State, and he did not wish to see it diminished.
He liked
to see the Governor of Pennsylvania, stand next in rank to the President
of the United States.
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Mr. BPOWN, of Philadelphia, said he had listened with great attention to
the gentleman from the city, (Mr. SERGEANT) and he must say that he was
not able wholly to comprehend his arguments, as they appeared to him to
be in themselves contradictory.
He was, however, at no loss to understand the gentleman’s object. The gentleman has reiterated the oft repeated assertion made here bv all the conservatives, that the Constitution has
worked well, and that every thing has gone on harmoniously since its
adoption.
This had been reiterated so frequently that if the people were
not deaf to the assertion, they must come to the same conclusions with
gentlemen.
The gentleman had come forward on all occasions with the
same argument, so that if it was to be taken as good for any thing we
must believe that every portion of the Constitution has worked well. Now
it was strange that if all the departments of the Constitution were so perfect as gentlemen had represented them to be, and had given so much satisfaction, that this Convention had been called, even to deliberate on alterations and amendments. It was strange that the people had petitioned the
Legislature on the subject of revising the Constitution ; and itwas strange
that a large majority of them should have voted in favor of a change in the
instrument, and then, again, elected delegates to come here and make that
change, if the Constitution was so perfect and had worked so well. But
he apprehended that the gentleman from the city was altogether mistaken ;
the Constitution had not tiorked well, and no part of it had worked worse
The frequent elections of the Governor,
than the%xecutive department.
and the length of the term for which he is eligible, together with the
immense patronage which he wields, so far from working well and harmoniously, has produced more confusion and dissatisfaction in this Commonwealth than has been experienced in any, or all, of the other States of the
Union.
These defects had come fully within the knowledge of the people, and to them, perhaps, more than to any other defect qas to be attriThe President of the Convention has
buted the call of this Convention.
told us that the Constitution of Pennsylvania had been taken as a model
for other States. Now he (Mr. B.) had looked into the Constitutions of
all the States that had formed or reformed their Constitutions since our
Constitution was established, and he had not found a single one which had
taken it for a model ; on the contrary, nearly all the St,ates which elect
their Governors for a longer period than one year, make them ineligibg;;
a much shorter period than the Constitution of Pennsylvania does.
gentleman from the city hat told us at one time that the Governor ought t0
be in&e endent, and then;again, he has told us that he ought to be dependent. he has told US at one time, that the people ought to be allowed to
elect the Governor as long as they approve his conduct, and at another
time he eulogizes the present Constitution as all perfection ; and yet this
instrument makes the Governor ineligible after nine years. The gentleman has also told us, that the.frequent elections of Governors were attended with excitement, because of the number of officers who were affected
by it. In answer to this argument he (Mr. B.) would say that he had no
doubt nearly all the officers now appointed by, and dependent upon the
will of the Governor, would be taken from him and given to the people,
or &erwirre provided for; and then he apprehended there would be but
He must conl&t& excitement Bstendant upon the change of a Governor.
foes that he *as at a .loss to’ understand the gentleman’s argument in’ refern
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enoa to the independence of those Governors who had not been re-elected.
The gentleman had said that some were independent and some were not.
Now does he mean that a Governor is to be kept in office for the purpose
of becoming wealthy ? This part of the qentleman’a argument he was unable to comprehend.
Rotation in office is a democratic principle, and it is one which he (Mr.
B.) would ever hold to, and it was one which he apprehended the people
of this Commonwealth would ever stand by. The principle of rotation in
office and ineligibility at short periods has been growing in favor with the
whole people of the United States, since the example was first set them by
the “ noblest Roman of them all”-the
great WAsntNoroN-and
it was one
which would be adopted by the people of the United States generally. He
had intended to present his views to the Convention, somewhat at large, on
the subject of appointments generally, but as he knew that the committee
was desirous of going through the first reading without much debate, he
would not say any thing he had intended to say on the subject until. the
sixth article came up, only, that he should vote for the shortest term of
office possible, and in favor of taking from the Goveruor the appointment
of all officers, other than those connected immediately with the State
Executive department.
The amendment of Mr. HIESTER was then agreed to-ayes 37, noes 33.
Mr. SMYTH called for a division of the questton so as to take the question
on the first branch of the amendment, ending with the word “ four”.
Mr. FORWARDhoped the question would not be put in this shape as hi
vote would be much influenced by the manner in which the question of
eligibility of the Executive should be decided.
Mr. WOODWARDwould enquire whether the vote just taken had not decided that the Governor should not be eligible after four years.
Mr. SYWTH had expected the amendment to the amendment would not
have been agreed to. He was disposed to lengthen the term somewhat
more than the present amendment proposed, therefore, he had called for a
division of the question.
Mr. DICKEY’ said the gentleman could obtain his object by voting against
the proposition of the gentleman from Lancaster.
If that was voted down
then he could amend the report of the committee to suit his views.
Mr. SMYTH then withdrew the call for a division.
Mr. EARLE renewed the call for the division.
Mr. MANN hoped the gentleman from Philadelphia would withdraw
the motion for a division and let the question be taken fairly on the propo-*
sition. It seemed to him to be so connected that he could not vote understandingly on the first part unless he knew how the latter part would be
decided. If the partwas to be adopted he would vote one way, but if it
was to be rejected, he would vote differently.
Mr. SMYTH said he had withdrawn his motion for a division with the
expectation that the proposition of the gentleman from 1 ancaster would be
voted down, and that he would then have an opportunity to amend the
report of the committee on the section.
Mr. STEVEN8 could see no difficulty in voting on the question as it
stood. We could vote now on the presumption that the clause in r&t&m
to ineligibility would be carried, as it had just been carried ; but if it was
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lost those gentlemen who voted on that presumption could change thsir
vote on second reading.
Mr. M’SHERRY thought the question was not well understood in this
way. The only way the gentleman from Centre could obtain hie object
would be by voting against this and proposing an amendment to the report
Then every gentleman would be able to understand it.
of the committee.
Mr. HOPKINSON, of the city, said that as far as he could understand the
argument, it was to limit the power of the Governor of this Commonwealth
to a single term and to lessen the period of it. The argument against the
re-eligibility of the Governor was that he used his power to secure his reelection. That, however, would depend upon what he might have. The
whole argument rested on that, for, while he was in office he might use
the great power of appointment to get himself re-elected, should he happen
to be vested with it. If the Governor was to have what he now had, the
appointment of every officer in the Commonwealth, the argument might
But, if on the other hand, he was to be deprived
have some foundation.
of that power, no danger was to be apprehended that he would abuse his
office. If his patronage was to remain, he would vote against his holding
the office for more than one term. Until he knew what that power was
which might be abused, he was not disposed to vote for any alteration in
the Constitution in this respect.
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, remarked that he agreed with the argument of
the gentleman from the city, that should the Governor be ineligible a
second term, he should not be deprived of his patronage. The decision of
the committee with respect to the term of office andthe re-eligibility of the
Governor, would have a material bearing upon the question of patronage.
The re-eligibility of the Governor, then, ought to be settled. before the committee proceeded further. And, if he was to be re-eligible, there would be
reason to divest him of most of his patronage. But, if on the contrary he
should be eligible for one term only, his patronage should be shaped
according to the tenure of his office. He (Mr. S.) would vote to make
him ineligible after the first term-though,
perhaps a long one.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, concured with the gentleman from Adams, Mr.
STRVENS) in what he had said with respect to the appointing power an6 the
ineligibility of the Governor to office. The different terms of office which
had been proposed were some of them too long, while others were too
short. He thought that the limitation of four years, proposed by the entleman from Lancaster, (Mr. REIQART) was too short. If asystem of 8 tate
policy was commenced by a Governor, four years might not be sufficient
to carry it out. If we make the term three years, and the eligibility two
terms, the people, if they desired an system of policy commenced by a
Governor carried into execution, cou r d re-elect him. He thought that good
policy demanded that he should not be restricted to one term, but that the
people should have an opportunity of passing upon his conduct.
L
Mr. BANKS, of Mifflin, observed that it was somewhat difficult for him
to make up his mind what course exactly to adopt in reference to this
question. He felt satisfied that whatever conclusion he came to, after mature deliberation, his constituents would acquiesce in. With regard to the
question of ineligibility and cutting men offfrom holding offices, at limited
periods, while they may be 511~ capable of discharging the duties devolving on them, it wasa difficult matter to resolve upon, It waswell known
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that in New York a Judge was cut otl’at sixty years of age. Now, this
might be well enough, when an officer was not able to transact the duties of
his office. But so long as a man was qualified and efficient, he (Mr. B.) disliked exceedingly that he should be turned out. According to our Constitution, the term of the office of Governor was restricted to nine in twelve
years. He was opposed to life offices, and to long terms. If the officer
was an elective one, and for short periods, he thought there was no danger of permiting the people, if they chose, of continuing him as long as
they please. He prefered that the term should be fixed at two years, and
that he should be re-eligible for a reasonable time. He hoped that before
we finished, we should shorten the term.
The CHAIR doubted whether the call of the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. EARLE) for a division of the question was in order. He did
not perceive clearly that if the matter were divided, the latter part of it
would present a distinct question.
Mr. BANKS said that he doubted also whether it would present distinct
question.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, replied that he could see no reason why
the question was not divisible.
He was opposed to four, three, or two
years ‘as the term of office, and in favor of electing the Governor of the
Commonwealth for one year. To put him in office for a longer period
was the same thing as to make a law to overrule the people-to pass alaw
to make a tyrant.
He regarded any extension of the term beyond one
year, as aristocratic, because it placed the Governor too much beyond the
reach of the people ; and in saying this he knew that he spoke the sentiments of his constituents.
Mr. E. then moved to strike out “four” and
insert ‘6 three” .
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, hoped that the amendment would not prevail,
but be voted down. Then the report of the majority committee would
again come up, and an opportunity would be given to the gentleman from
Centre, (Mr. SMYTH) of offering his amendment-to
insert ‘6 January”
instead of “ December” *
The question was then taken on striking out “ four” and inserting
“ three” ? *and decided in the negative.
A division being demanded, there appeared, ayes 88, noes 49.
Mr. FORWARD,of Allegheny, said that he felt himself much in the same
situation as his worthy friend from Philadelphia, (Mr. EARLE in regardto
this question. He (Mr. F.) would not vote for making 1 e Governor
re-eligible with his present patronage. If there was to be no reduction o#
the patronage of the Governor, he should vote to make him ineligible after
one term. But if, as he hoped it would be, the patronage of the
Executive should be taken away, he should not vote to alter the provision in the Constitution in relation to his eligibility.
But now, no reduction was made, and he was called upon to vote under the supposition that
none would be, and under this supposition he should vote to restrict
When we have taken away the appointing
power
to one term.
of the Governor, we can theu alter this provision.
We have altered the
Senatorial term to three years, and he voted for the reduction; but if we
give the Senate the donfirming of appointments, he would vote to restore the.
term to four years, in order to give more independence to the Senate.
Under these considerations he should vote in the affirmative.
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Mr. DICIIPY, of Beaver, said that he should vote to elect the Governor
for the term of three years, believing as he did that the patronage of that
officer would be diminished, and permit him to be re-eligible.
If he supposed, like the gentleman from Allegheny, that the patronage was not to
be reduced, he would vote as he said he would, to limit the term of office
He believed that the people should
to four years, without re-eligibility.
have the power to pass upon the acts of the Executive by a second election, and he was, therefore, in favor of a term of three years, and the
eligibility for another term.
Mr. FORWARDsaid that if the gentleman from Beaver (Mr. DICKEY)
supposed that he was for retaining the present patronage of the Governor,
He (Mr. F.) wished it to be diminished, but not be
he was mistaken.
taken entirely away from him.
Mr. FULLER was in favor of three years, and hoped, on the second reading, it would be cut down.
The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, it was
decided in the negative.
A division being demanded-there
appeared, ayes 17 : Noes, not
counted.
Mr. SDIYTH, of Centre, then moved to amend the report of the committee, by striking out the word “ December”, in the second line, and inserting ‘6 January”, which was agreed to.
.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, moved to strike out the word i6 six”, and
insert Lbthree”, as the limit of eligibility in any term of six years.
Mr. .Fuller, of Fayette, observed that as the gentleman from Philadelphia had offered the amendment somewhat at his instance, it was right
‘that he should tell the gentleman he had not gone far enough, in saying,
that the Governor should not hold his office;longer than three, in six years.
The question was then taken on the amendment, and it was agreed to.
Mr. STERIQERE, of Montgomery, moved to strike out the word “ nine”,
in the fourth line, and insert “ twelve”, which was not agreed to.
The report of the committee as amended, was then agreed to.
The following sections of the report of the committee, were read se&ztim, and agreed to :
SECT. IV. He shall be at least thirty years of age, and have been a
citizen and inhabitant of this State seven years, next before his election ;
unless he shall have been absent on the public business of the United
States, or of this State.
‘@ SECT. V. No member of Congress or person holding any office under
the United States or this State, shall exercise the office of Governor.
SECT. VI. The Governor shall at stated times receive for his services,
a compensation, which shall be neither increased nor diminished during
the period for which he shall have been elected.
SECT. VII. He shall be Commander-in-chief of the army and navy ef
this Commonwealth, and of the militia; except when they shall be called
into the actual service of the United States.
The report of the committee on the eighth section was then read, which
js as folioW8 :
SECT. VIII. First line to read--” He shall nominate, and by and with
,the advice of the Senate,,afiall appoint all officers, Jzc.
M:r. BELL, of Chester, aen moved to strike out all after the word ‘*ap-
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point”, in the first line, and insert ‘6 a Secretary of the Commonwealth
and an Attorney General, during pleasure, and he shall nominate, and by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers,
whose appointment is not herein otherwise provided for, as well as allofficers established by law, when by such law the mode of appointment is not
prescribed, and shall in such cases have power to fill up all vacancies that
may happen during the recess of the Senate, by appointments, which shall
expire at the end of the next session”.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, said it was evident, as he had before had occasion to remark, that there was a disposition on the part of the members of
Entertaining
the Convention to reduce the patronage of the Governor.
this opinion, then, he had brought forward his amendment.
Most of the
offices in Pennsylvania had not been created by the Constitution itself,
but by the Legislature of the Commonwealth, and the appointment of the
officers was now vested in the Governor. His object, then, was to diminish the patronage of the Executive, by giving to the Senate, while in
session, a voice in the appointment of the officers now appointed solely by
him. Should vacancies occur during the recess of the Senate, the Governor was to have the power of filling them up by appointments to expire at
the end of the next session.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, said the impropriety of the mode of proceeding adopted by the Convention, was now for the first time most apparent. There had been an almost universal impression prevailing here,
that all the offices included in this section, were to be taken from the GoUnder that sub-division, all that was to be
vernor, and made elective.
said on the subject would come up more appropriately when the ei hth
article of the Constitution, which relates to offices generally, shoul f be
considered. The committee on that article certainly expected that that
course would be taken. The irregularity of the proceeding consisted in
having made the proposed changes in reference to appointments in the
second article of the Constitution, instead of the sixth. Now, he supposed,
it would not be in order to strike out the whole section, because it would
be negativing that which had been adopted by the committee of the
whole.
Mr. STERIQERE, of Montgomery, supposed, that it was no longer a
matter of debate, that the uncontrolable patronage of the Governor should
no longer exist. The committee appointed on that subject, had made a
report to that effect, and giving to the Senate the right to participate in
making all appointments. That was a principle which existed in the Consttution of the United States, and was to be found in almost all the Constitutions of the several States. He thought, that the object which the gentleman
from Chester (Mr. BELL) had in view, was a good one-that was, to give the
Senate a voice in the appointments. Yet, the amendment ofthegentleman as
a whole, was not, in his (Mr. S’s.) opinion, so well calculated to meet the
views of every gentleman here, as the one which he (Mr. STERIQERE)
offered on the 12th of May.
It would be found on page 7 of the resolution No. 36, and was in these words :
6‘ The Governor shall nom&ate and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint ‘all officers katablished by the C.onstitution
hereby amended, whose a@ointments are not herein otherwise provided for
pr which has been PT shdl be eatabliahd by any law in which the appoint-
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ments may not be prescribed ; and shall have power to jll up all vacanea’csthat m,ay happen during the recess of the senate, by appointments
which ahall expire at the end of the neLt session, but no person shall be
appointed to any office within any county, who shall not have been a citizen and inhabitant therein, one year next before his appointment, if the
county shall have been so long erected, but if it shall not have been
so long erected, then within the limits of the county or coounties out
of which it shall have been taken. No member of Congress from this
State, or any person holding or exercising any office of trust or
profit under the United States, shall at the same time hold or exercise any
State or county office in this State, to which a salary is by law annexed;
Provided, That the judges and other persons in @ice, whose appointment is notprovided for in the amendments, shall enjoy their respective
oflces as if these amendments had not been made “.
Mr. S. said, he hoped that the gentleman from Chester would withdraw
..his amendment, in order to enable him to propose his as a whole section.
On motion of Mr. DARLINGTON, the committee rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit again.
The Convention then adjourned till 4 o’clock.
MONDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O'CLOCK.

SECONDARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole, on
the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARRR, of Indiana, in the Chair.
So much of the report of the committee being under consideration,
as declares it expedient to amend the eighth section, so as to read as
follows :
WECT. 8. He shall nominate, and by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, shall appoint all officers “.
The question pending, being on the motion of Mr. STERW~RE to amend,
Mr. BELL, of Chester, moved to strike out all after the word 6‘ appoint ‘0
and insert as follows :
“A Secretary of the Commonwealth and an Attorney General, during
pleasure, and he shall nominate, and by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers whose appointment is not herein
otherwise provided for, as well as officers established by law, when by
such law the mode of appointment is not prescribed, .and shall in such
‘caset have power to fill up all vacancies that may happen dnring the recess
of the Senate, by appointments which shall expire at the end of the next
session “.
Mr. BELL said he desired to modify the proposition.
The gentleman
from Snsquehanna, (Mr. READ) the gentleman from Montgomery, (Mr.
STIRIOERE) and himself, had the same object in view-to
curtail the
atronage of the Executive.
He thought the cbject would be best attained
As there are some officers
ii y the amendment he had now submited.
introduced into this proposition who would more properly come within the
operation of another article, he had thought it best to introduce the words
4’ whose appointment is not herein otherwise provided for “, to guard
The amendmentlooks to dezigarnliBg certain
agzinst zny incompatibility.
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ofito be appointed by the Governor, and such as he shall “ nominate,
and @ram3 with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint”, &c.
The&y
difficulty is, whether a sufficient number of officers have been
designated. But, if not, this defect can easily be repaired by an amendment.
Mr. ‘STERIGERE then withdrew his amendment.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, moved to amend the amendment, by striking
out the words (4and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate “.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, asked if it would not be better to take all
the appointing power of the different officers, and consider them under a
subsequent article, so as to have the whole subject in one article 1
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said the report of the committee seemed to him
to be all that should be called for at present. The difficulty of the gentleHe did not like the amendman from Susquehanna might be got over.
ment of the gentleman from Chester, to strike out the words ‘6 or shall be
established by law “, It might be proper to connect the Senate with the
Governor in some of the appointments.
If we are to have the appointments of Prothonotaries, Sheriffs, &c., to be made in this manner, it would
be well to say so in a few words. If the Judicial officers are to be so
appointed, it ought to read as it is here worded. He was in favor of giving
to the Governor the appointments not otherwise provided by law. There
had been no practical inconvenience from the appointments made by the
Governor in the department of internal improvement.
That was growing
up to be a great system, and if the appointments are likely to be abused,
the Legislature by repealing the law, can put an effectual check upon it.
He would prefer to have it so, that when appointments are to be made to
offices under the law, they should be made by the Governor ; and if it
should be found necessary to get rid of them, the law can be repealed, as
This would getrid of the
it was in the case of the Canal Commissioners
difficulty of the gentleman from Chester.
He thought the best way
would be to vote down the amendment.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, said that the only question as it appeared
to him at present, was whether we should retain the provision as it stands
in the Constitution, or bring the Senate into connexion with the Governor
in the creation of offices. It did not appear to him that this proposition
could interfere with any other article. It appeared that other offices than
those now established by the Constitution would have to be appointed ; and
the qnestion is, shall we leave those which are not established to be appointed by the Governor?
He saw no propriety in the enumeration of
the offices. The Constitution says the Governor shall appoint all not
otherwise provided for. His own mind was not made up as to whether
he would consent to give the Senate a control in the appointments.
He
rather inclined to that course ; but he desired to hear the opinions of gentlemen of greater experience.
The question was now brought before us,
as to giving the appointment to the Governor of offices hereafter to be
erected by law. On this point his mind was made up ; and he thongh$
the minds of the majority of the Convention were made up. He did not
think it would be ri&t to leave it in the hands of the Legislature to create
any number of offices, and then to fill them at their pleasure. He was
not &posed in this way to connect the legislative power with the power
of appoin+mtmt. He conld not go with his colleague ; he could not go for
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connecting the power of legislation with the power of creating offices and
filling them. He supposed the Legislature would have the power to create
district courts and appoint judges.
Nor could he consent to leave this
matter unsettled. He believed the Convention were not prepared to do
this, but that they would rather leave the appointing power where& is.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, said that this amendment was an important
one, and he presumed every gentleman might as well express his views
upon it.The gentleman that had just addressed the Convention did not appear to understand the amendment, when he asked if we were disposed to
leave the power, with the Legislature to create courts and fill the benches.
The amendment expressly directs that the Governor shall appoint all judicial
officers, “ by and with the advice and consent of the Senate”.
It would
follow, as a matter of course, that the Legislature would have to appoint the
others. The committee had exceeded their powers in making their report.
It was a proper place, when the Governor held the appointing pow&,
to leave it where it is, in the eighth section, but the committee has taken
it for granted that the Executive would be stripped of this power, and if so,
they thought they might as well make a provision for its exercise in the
second article, although it would come more properly in another article
It was not a proper place for it in the Executive article. It came
more properly within the provision of the duties of the committee
on the sixth article. Under the present Constitution the Secretary of the
Commonwealth is appointed by the Governor, and after he has got his
commission in his pocket, he may do what he pleases, for he cannot be removed. He thought that the genius of our institutions required that a public
officer should be responsible to public opinion, but this officer is at present
not liable to removal for neglect or impropriety in o&e.
It is now proposed to appoint him during pleasure, and thus to make him responsible
to the Governor, as the Governor is to the peopie. He thought it much
better that the Secretary should hold his office at the pleasure of the Gorernor. In relation to the Attorney General, he is peculiarly an Executive
officer ; he is so connected with the Executive department that they cannot
well be separated. To keep him responsible, the Governor should have
the power to remove him. The Executive ought to appoint, without control, these two officers. And it was as far as he was prepared to go, to give
him the appointment of these without the advice and consent of the Senate.
In reference to the filling of offices, which are hereafter to be created, he
would say a word. Our internal improvement system has grown up to
Under that system, of course, the law
be a great source of patronage.
creates the offices, and thus the power and patronage of the Governor has
been increased ten times as much as the Constitution contemplated, because, the officers connected with this system are ten times as many as all
the other offic&s.-He
had not been able to ascertain the number of these
Well, the proposition of
officers but they accumulated to a vast number.
the committee on the sixth article is to vest in the Legislature the authority to give to the Governor the power of appointing any officer whose ap
pointment is not otherwise provided for, but there is a provision that the
appointment of officers connected with the Internal Improvement system
shall not be left in his hands. If a majority of the committee ahall be disposed to strip the Governor of the power of appointing the offleers refered
to by this proposition, they had better adopt the amendment and when we
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come to the sixth article, we can act upon the question of the appointment
of officers generally.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said if he understood the amendment correctly,
it was to give to the Governor and Senate the appointment of Judicial
offices, and to the Governor alone the positive appointment of the Secretary of the Commonwealth and Attorney General ; and also to give, execute, or reserve to the Legislature to fix the mode and manner in which
The Governor is to appoint the Atall other officers shall be appo@ed.
torney General without control ; when we come the sixth article I shall
endeavor to extend this provision by amendments, so as to embrace other
officers. He would give to the Governor the appointment of all the other
officers, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, which would
abridge the power of the Executive more than gentlemen seem disposed to
do. He was satisfied with the report of the committee as far as the
second article is concerned. When we come to the sixth article, I hope
we shall include most officers to be appointed by the Governor, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate ; or we may insert it here. I
care not where it is brought in. There is another minority report, I believe, which has not yet been brought into view. In reference to the
Comptroller of Public Works, we ought to agree as to that officer. It will
then become a question if the Governor shall appoint him, and then if the
Comptroller shall appoint the other officers. He liked the idea of doing
away with the Surveyor General’s office and amalgamating it with the
Commissioners of the Land Office. The report of the committee went as
far as we ou ht to go.
Mr. Cox ‘f,ad supposed, he said, that some one in favor of the report,
would give us a good reason why the proposed alteration should be made,
and he, for one, would not vote for it until he had heard some substantial
reason in its support. He could discover no possible good that arises from
If the Senate are of the same
such an amendment to the Constitution.
political party with the Governor, they will constitute no check upon his
action ; for, as a matter of course, they will confirm all his nominations.
Then there would be no good result from the provision in that case, and
a positive injury to the public interests would result from the division of
the responsibility of appointments between the Governor and the Senate.
The Governor might not take the same degree of care in making his selection of officers, as he would if the responsibility of their appointment
rested solely on him. If, however, a majority of the Senate were opposed
to him, we should then have an Executive and Senate at loggerheads.He could not doubt, from what had already transpired at this session, that
party excitement was still in existence, and waslikely to exist. The time
had not come yet, when public men would act for the good of their
country alone. There was no prospect that party excitement would die
away. The Senators, if they were not of the same party with the Governor, might take it upon themselves to reject the nominations, without
reference to the qualihcations and character of the nominees. It was not
at all improbable, that they would reject any man known to be an active
partisan, and who was politically hostile to a m,ajority of the Senate.They might pursue the same course which was adopted by the Senate of
the United States-he alluded to that body as furnishing instances of the
evi)e which might grow out of the system proposed. The Senate of the
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United States being of one party, and the President of the other, many
nominations were rejected. A great excitement was then got up against
the Senate, and there were party presses in this State, which came out
and declared, that the Senate was an aristocratic body, and ought to be
annihilated ; and yet, as you will recollect, Mr. Chairman, the persons
whose nominations were rejected, were so far from being put down by it,
that it was the cause of their elevation to still higher honors.
It was the cry, from one end of the land to the other, thatthe Senate was
usurping power; that it was not exercising its powers in accordance with the
spirtt of the Constitution. ,4nd, sir, without wishing to provoke any feeling
among the friends of the individual, to whom I am about to allude, I will say,
that the gentleman who now fills the Executive Chair of the nation, would
not have been there, if the Senate had not rejected his nomination to
England.
The consequence of the excitement against the Senate, was a
complete change in the political character of the body. Though the
Senate was composed of high minded and honorable men, yet he had no
doubt that, in some instances, they did reject nominations on political
grounds. We had a right to infer the same evils would grow out of the
introduction of the same feature in the Constitution of this State. If it was
to be of no benefit, we ought to reject it. It was not a ruatter of experiment. We knew it had not worked well in the National Government,
and what reason had we to suppose that it would work well in the Government of this State. The appointments for office would be made with
more care and judgment, if they were all left to the Governor, than if
they were left to him, with the advice and consent of the Senate ; for, all
the responsibility being left to him, he knows that his popularity is at
stake, and he performs the duty with the more care and deliberation on
that account. He had risen only for the purpose of stating these objeetions to the amendment.
Mr. AQNEW said, we could not get along without some system in our
course of proceeding.
The subjects properly connected with each other
should be brought together.
The first, second, and fifth articles, were
intended to provide for the organization of the three branches of the Government-the
Legislative, the Executive, and the Judiciary-and
to confer
on each of them their appropriate powers. The sixth and eighth articles
were intended to provide for some anomolous branches of the Government, not belonging to either of the others. In the article before us, it
was enough to confer on the Governor the powers which we intended to
give him. We might here give him the appointment of all the officers
which it is necessary to have, either with or without the concurence of
the Senate, and leave the subject there. In the sixth article we could provide, separately, for the appointment of the Secretary of State, the Land
officers, Attorney General, &c. A section of this article might combine
all the Judicial officers, the Prothonotaries, Registers, Recorders, Sherigs, Justices of the Peace, &c, But so long as this Convention proceeded in this manner, it would be impossible to reconcile us.One will vote against a provision, because it is not in ita right place, and
another will vote for it, because he thinks it is in the right place. We
ought to go on regularly, a’nd give the Governor as much power as we
intended to give him in the sixth article, and defer the consideration of the
mode of appointing other subordinate officers till we reached the sixth
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art1clc. The first, second, and tifh articles, were contincd to the organizntion of the Government, and to rlothing tbcm with their proper powers,
and any thing not connected with these ohjccts, ought to be excluded from
t,hem. The revisory power proposed to be given to the Senate hc thought
wholesome and proper.
Mr. WOOD\VARDsaid, the gentlcnrnn from Somcrsrt had demantlctl the
reasons for placing restrictions on the power of the Governor, in making
appointments.
He did not rise to give reasons t,o a gentleman so intelligent, hut to state the considerations which had influenced him in deciding
in favor of the propositions, to give the Senate the power of confirming
or rejecting the nominations of the Governor.
In the first place, tic:
would so far conform our Constitution to that of the United States, as to
introduce this practice. He regarded it as important, that the State Constitution should be assimilated to that of the United States, so far as it co&l
be with propriety, in order that the minds of the rising generation should
be fixed upon both, as equally entitled to affection and regard. He thought
it desirable that they should conform as far as practicable, and there was
no reason why they should not in this respect. Another reason was, that
it would enable us to receive better officers. The Senate was composed
of gentlemen from every part of the Commonwealth; they were well
acquainted with the districts which they represent, and they have a more
correct and minute knowledge of the qualifications of individuals, than
‘the Governor could be supposed to possess. He knew no body so well
entitled to the confidence of the Governor, or so well qualified as his
It was of small
Council, as the Senate, in relation to the appointments.
moment that we established a Constitution and salutary laws, unless we
secured the services of the best officers, both as to head and heart, in
administering them; and, this was not to be done, by leaving to the Governor alone, the appointment of all the officers necessary to carry on the
We should give more security for the rights of the people,
Government.
if this check was placed upon the act,ion of the Executive.
A further
reason for the measure was, that it would have the efrect to diminish the
inordinate desire which was now too prevalent, to become favorites of the
Executive.
There was nothing more common than for men, in different
parts of the State, to combine for the support of a candidate for the office
of Governor, with a view to provide offices for themselves and their
friends, and contracts of this nature, how and where made he would not
say, had disgraced the Commonwealth. He had no doubt that the proposed
provision would check this corrupt bargaining of office, and promote the
interests of the State, by securing an intelligent and disinterested exercise
of the power of appointment.
Now, sir, (said Mr. W.) if these reasons
are entitled to any weight, what, on the other hand, are the objections to
the proposition ? The gentleman from Somerset refers us to difficulties
which have existed between the Senate of the United States and the Executive. Well, what mischief resulted from the exercise of this power by
the Senate ? He believed, that in general, they sustained the interests of
ihe people. There were, it was true, some periods of collision between
the Senate and the Executive, but they were temporary, and they produced no evil. It was true, that some nominations, and those of individuals possessing the highest qualifications, were rejected by a factioun
Senate. One of them now filled the highest Executive office in the Union,
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as the gentleman says, and another, the highest judicial office. Whether
the country would now have had t,he advantage of the services of these
distinguished men, if they had not been thus rejected by the Senate, was
more than he could tell. Prom the nature of things, bad appointments
were not so likely to be made with the concureuce of the Senate, as if
they were made by one man, no matter who he might be.
This giving to the Senate the power of concuring with the Executive, is
bringing him in some measure, more withiu the control of the people.
The people, it is true, elect the Governor ; but they also elect the Senators ;
and the Senators represent the people more at large than the Governor.
There were thirty-three representatives of tho people in the Senate, and
when you connect those persons with the Executive in the appointment of
officers, the people have a more direct intlunnce in appointments, than
they can have if they are left to a single individual. Then, for this reason,
He would be willing himself, to vote
he was in favor of the amendment.
for giving the concurence of the Senate in t,hc nomination and appointment
of the Attorney General, as he thought there would be great propriety in
giving the Senate a voice iu the appointment of that officer. He would
not, however, make that motion, but if any other gentleman did, he would
vote for it. He was fully impressed with the opinion, that there ought to
be some restraint placed upon the Executive in the making of appointments, and he doubted whether any better mode could be adopted than
that proposed by the amendment of the gentleman from Chester. If however, any better mode could be pointed out, he would go for it.
Mr. AGNEW was not opposed to this amendment in principle, but
there appeared to him to be a difficulty connected with the question, as it
now stood, and to get rid of that difftculty, he would suggest whether it
would not be most proper to leave the residuary power of appointment in
the hands of the Governor in this section, and when we come to the sixth
article, carry out the details, as to .the manner of appointment, the tenure
of office, and every thing comiected therewith.
This appeared to him to
be the better mode of proceeding.
Mr. Cox supposed, that the gentleman across the way, (Mr. WoonWARD)had given the only reasons in favor of this amendment which can
be given. They of course, appear satisfactory to him, and they appear to
be satisfactory to a number of others, who have expressed themselves
favorable to this alteration. But, certainly the gentleman’s first reason was
not a good one. His first reason was, that he would make this alteration
to make the Constitution of this State more like the Constitution of the Unied States. Now, it appeared to him, that we did not come here to assimilate
the Constitution of Pennsylvania to that of the United States Constitution ;
but that we came here to enquire, what amendments were necessary to be
proposed to our Constitution, in order to secure more permanently the
happiness, the prosperity, and the liberty of the people of the State. If
there be any thing in the Constitution of the United States that we can
safely put in ours-an d there cannot be any thing put in our Constitution
contrary to it-we
can adopt it. If there was any thing in the Cons&
tion of the United States which experience had taught us would be salutary in our Constitution, then we ought to adopt it. But the gentleman
had not undertaken to show that such had been ,the fact with relation to
fiirr proyis@n, He had only said that he was not aware that any certaiq
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injurious consequences had resulted from it. Mr. (J. was not aware that
any actual good had resulted from the operation of this provision ; but, on
the contrary, he did know, that a very unpleasant excitement had grown
out of a refusal in the Senate t.o confirm certain nominat,ions of the President. The second reason the gentlemao had given was, tliat there would
be an advantage in having the Senate t,o consult with tllo Executive in all
appointments ; because each Senator would be acquainted with the qualifications of officers in his own district,, and in consequence of this the Senate
would be better able to judge in appointments than the Executive.
But he
would ask the gentleman whether tho advice of these Senators cannot be
had now under our present Constitution 1 ‘I’hcy can either call upon the
Executive in person, or write to him, giving him their opinions in relation
to the appointment of officers in their districts; so that all the good which can
arise from the Senators consulting with tho Executive, can be now obtained
without giving them the controling power over him. The third reason of
the gentleman was, that it would prevent. men from taking such an active
part in elections, for the purpose of obtaining office. Now, we all know,
that when a man is attached to a political party he generally makes use of
every exertion in his power to sustain that party ; and the very circumstance of the Senate having the power to reject or confirm the nominations
made by the Governor, will, in case of there being a probability that the
Senate will be on one side, and the Executive on the other, have a tendency to increase the excitement of party, and inspire political partizans to
redoubled exertions to carry the Senate as well as the Executive.
We all
know, that the Senate would not be a cotroling power when the
majority
would concur in political opinions with the Executive.In the Senate of the United States, there had been no nominations
rejected that ever he had heard of, while the majority of that body concured in political opinion with the President of the United States. Again, if
the Senate should not, confirm some of the nominations of the Executive,
if we have a Governor of the same determination and resolution of the
‘6 Old Roman “, he will just wait till the adjournment of the Legislature,
and then appoint the officers of his choice. The President of the United
States had set an example of this kind in the appointment of GWYNNand
others after they had been rejected by the Senate. Then, if the Senate of
this State should be of a different political party from the Executive, and
should reject his nominations, and the Governor should have the same
determination to carry out his measures, which the President had, he will
not be foiled in this way. If the Senate refuse to confirm his appointments
he will afterwards appoint them ; and an extremely unpleasant excitement
would be kept up, which ought, by all means, to be avoided and deprecated
by every individual in the Commonwealth.
If Senators were to act as the
gentleman had supposed, and were only to make the enquiry-Is
he honest?
Is he capable?-without any regard to politics, then hebanted it might answer
the purpose ; but this was not to be expected ; it is contrary to all experience that men will act in this way. It would frequently happen, that the
very nominations which would be rejected when the Senate were of a
different political party from the Governor, would be confirmed if the
Senate was of the same party with the Executive.
So far from this being
a salutary check, and good following from it, all experience has shown that
it would be no check at all, and that evil would follow from it. A man of
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some influence perhaps in the Commonwealth, might be nominated for an
office and rejected by the Senate. The consequence would be, that the
editors belonging to his party would raise the cry of proscription against
the Senate, and would, perhaps, misrepresent the facts, and by this means,
an excitement would be got up throughout the whole State, and the most
pure and patriotic men in your Senate would be traduced and vilified.
Surely a proviion ought not to be inserted in our Constitution which
pould bring about such results as these.
Mr. DENNY said the only reason which was urged in favor of the adoption of this amendment, was, that there would be more caution and care
used in the selection of honest and capable men for office. It was supposed the Senate would bring tb the aid of the Governor, a better knowledge of the men who were to be appointed to the different offices in the
Commonwealth.
That might be all true enough ; but the experience of
the country has shown that this mode of appointment was not the most
proper mode. With regard to the Senate of the United States, he did not
believe they were of any aid to the President, but he thought the country
had suffered a great evil from the conflicts which had taken place there ;
and if this system would work well any where, it would under the Constitution of the United States, because there the Senate go into secret session
on the nomination, and the characters and qualifications of men are freely
discussed. It was the bounden duty of Senators, there to make known to
the Senate, every thing they know of the character of the person nominated, and from all he could learn, their characters were freely spoken of.
Now, if, with all this knowledge in the Senate of the United States, this
system did not work well there, certainly we cannot expect it to work
well here, where it is not even proposed that the Senate should go into
secret session upon these appointments, which he should be sorry to see
them do. The Senate then would be acting on these nominations in the
dark, and the probability was that they would confirm those of the same
political complexion with the majority of the Senate, and reject those of a
different complexion.
From the experience we have had in this State, in
the election of officers by the Legislature, we know that they are elected
without any more knowledge of their capability than the Governor would
have if he had the appointment of them, and the selections were no better
than those made by the Governor.
In the election of Bank Directors,
every one who had been a member of the Legislature knew, that a majority of them voted for particular candidates, out of courtesy to some of
their brother members. He himself had voted for these officers, merely
upon the nomination of a friend of his ; and so he presumed it would be
with the Senate ; they would vote out of mere courtesy to each other, and
no one would feel any responsibility, or take any trouble to enquire into
the character or qualifications of the persons nominated. As to these
Bank Directors, he believed the interests of the Commonwealth would have
been promoted, and much money saved ‘to the State, if their appointment
had devolved on the Governor or State Treasurer ; because either of those
persons would be careful to put in men who would act for the interests of
the Commonwealth.
In the same manner he believed we would have
better officers if the appointment of the officers devolved upon the Executive, than if it devolved upon the Senate, in conjunction with the
Executive.
Let the Governor be responsible to the people, and he will
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be opr&l to make good appointments, because if he makes a bad appointment in any particular county, the people of that county would rise up
and.eon&mn him; but if the Governor and Senate appoint in conjunction, the Governor will escape, and in all probability the odium of the
appointment will rest upon the Senator from that particular district.
It
is true the Governor may at times make a bad appointment, but so
also may the Governor and the Senate make a bad appointment; and if ,
the Governor makes it on his own responsibility, the people will hold
him responsible for it. He hoped, therefore, that this amendment might
not prevail, as he could see no good which could result from it.
Mr. SHYTH said that the argument of the gentleman from Allegheny,
was, that we should not give this power of appointment to the Senate,
because improper appointments would be made. Now, here he differed
with the gentleman, because certainly if an appointment was to be made
in a distant part of the State, the Senator from that district was better
able to judge in the case than the Governor, and if the nomination was
an improper one, he could prevent its being confirmed.
The reference
too, which the gentleman had made to the Senate of the United States,
was sufllcient proof that they were more competent to judge of the qualifications of officers generally than the Executive ; and there could not be
a doubt but the connexion of the Senate with the Executive in the appointment to office, would prove a salutary check upon that officer. Mr.
S. called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered.
Mr. CLEAVINGERsaid, as the yeas and nays have been called in this
case, I must ask the indulgence of the committee, for a few minutes,
while I state a few additional reasons to those already advanced, in favor
of the proposition of the gentleman from Chester. If I have rightly understood the arguments of gentlemen opposed to this amendment, they
are of a two fold nature -the one, that this section is not the proper place
to incorporate such an amendment ; and the other, that its adoption would
introduce a fundamental change in our Government, and therefore ought
not to be adopted. I will attempt an examination of the objections in
their order. Sir, the present Constitution has been held up to us, over
and over again, and if gentlemen will compare the eighth section with the
present amendment, carefully, they will find that the present amendment
is not so far out of place as they imagine ; this section gives the appointment of officers to the Governor, and the amendment does the same, only
restraining it in certain particulars, and associating the Senate with him
in others. But even if there should be some differences of opinion, as it
regards its proper place, if it contain sound principles, why ought it not be
adopted by the friends of reform ? Secondly, we are told that the amendment is uncalled for: I would ask, what substantially, is the amendment
proposed ? Is it any other than the lessening of the patronage of the
Executive ? Sir, if there is any evil complained of, among my constituents, of a more crying nature than others, it is this enormous patronage
of the Governor.
Each returning election convulses our whole community-the
partizans of the respective candidates forgeting their characters
as freemen of a great Commonwealth, descend to the low and groveling
condition of mere petty politicians, whilst the scramble for office produces
a compliance on the part of the applicant, entirely destrnctive of repub-
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lican independence.
It is to correct such evils, that I go in favor of the
amendment.
Gentlemen tell us that this supervisory power over the appointments of
the Governor, is worse than useless, and refer us to the differences
between the United States Senate and the late Executive ; but surely the
allusion of the gentleman from Somerset’is au unfortunate one, for either
the nominees in that case were incompetent, and rightly rejected, which
shows the necessity of such a supervisory power, or they were competent, and the Senate in rejecting them, violated their solemn obligations,
which would place the Senate in no enviable situation.
‘We are further told, that it will lessen the responsibility of the Governor. In my opinion this cannot be, for he will still be held responsible for his nominations to the Senate, while the Senate will be
responsible to the people for their acts, and coming immediately from
among them, they will know the merits of the applicants in their own
districts, and be safer advisers than any to whom the Governor can apply.
I might refer to the experience of every member of this committee, and
ask him how easy it is for any man to get up a recommendation for an
office ; indeed there is scarcely any man in the community who has the
moral courage to refuse signing a recommendation when presented to
him ; in this way, can it be otherwise than that the Governor will be imposed upon, and make bad appointments ? Sir, I do not consider the proposed amendments entirely free from difficulty, yet as one great principle
that ought to characterize our representative Government is, that the people
should part with no power that they can exercise themselves, and as this
would be bringing it something nearer to them, I shall give my.vote in
favor of the proposed amendment.
Mr. FARRELLY,of Crawford, said that he would say a word or two in
answer to the argument that had been offered in regard to the responsibility
resting upon the Governor in the event of his appointing an incompetent
officer. In his opinion, the responsibility
of the Governor would be
increased instead of diminished, by making his nominations to the Senate.
He was, in the first place, responsible to the Senate for the nominations ;
and in the next place, he was responsible to the people for them. Every
body knew, that the President of the United States was considered responsible for all his nominations, notwithstanding,that
they were made by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. He was just as responsible as
if he had made an appointment by himself, without the assistance of the
Senate.
But, the selection of a fit and competent individual was of the
highest importance, and, involved the greatest responsibility.
No man
would risk the popularity of his administration, nor his own reputation by
nominating a man who would be likely to be rejected. On the contrary,
,
he would be desirous to select such a man of good character and abiiities Y
would stand the best chance of being appointed, because he would wish to
be able to show the people, in case of his rejection, that he was not only
worthy, but capable. Being pre ared to give this account of the manner
in which he had discharged his f uty, his administration would, in consequence, become the more popular, prosperous and happy.
But, should
the Executive be unable to sustain his administration, by showing that his
nominations were good, he would become unpopular.
We know that
Senators who acted upon nominations were responsible for their rejection,
R2
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the EXOO&W would also consequently be extremely careful in making hta
n@t&&iW.l<
Under our -present system, however, he might be easily
deceived and imposed upon-for
he had no responsible advisers-men
k expected to act honorably and uprightly, but had to get his
-frequently from quarters about which he knew little or
IR&&@:J ‘& ~0 might judge of the feelings and wishes of the people from
th0 pub& press, then there could be no doubt that they desired that the
S&&e knight ,have a share in the appointing of the public officers. Partic@tHh~g,~~ he did, in this belief, he would vote for the amendment.
Mr;~&%%,,‘of Ghester, said that from the course which the debate had
taken, the amendment which he had submited had, in a great measure,
b&n lostsight
of. The character of the amendment was one of the
highest* importance.
It was no less than a proposition to insert in the
fOrnr ofou&L3vernment
a new feature-a feature having for its object to
ncatrainand lw~triet the unrestrained and unrestricted power of the Governor
oCPMWS#V~~~~. The proposition, it would be seen, involved a new princ1pl0: ~~dTh&thOught, that after the little consideration which had been beatctwedtlpoe:it, it mightbe unwise and precipitate to aet upon the amendment
nOw. i’ A variety of opinions had been given relative to it by gentlemen
whose minds were unprepared, in a great measure, for the decision of
He did not know whether they were
legal&d-~Constitutional
questions.
prepamdt6 d&de upon the proposition now, without further deliberation.
&so, he was prepared to go on, though he must confess, that he would
nYber that rhe committee should rise, and that there should be more eonsideration given, and discussion had upon the subject, Mr. B. moved
tkrt: the committee rise.
“.The question was then taken, and decided in the negative : ayes 48noes 51.
Mr. STERIGERE, of Montgomery, said that this was a very important
que”stion,‘and ought not to be hastily decided. There existed. no immediateneeessity for acting upon it now. He renewed the motion that the com-

miltee tie.
Mr. M~CAHEN, of Philadelphia, hoped that the committee would not
rinc+until they disposed of the amendment.
Mr. E~UILE, of Philadelphia, trusted that as the Convention were to have
afternoon ,sessions, some business would be done. He presumed that
eve@uIegate had made up his mind on the question, and therefore they
ough+ n&+~adjoum
~&the
vote was taken on it. Gentlemen were
dmady”%dkingob a+mrniag4n a few .days, and before they had dieposed
of thecimportant subject before us. He was ‘very sorry to hesr a m&&
rnaduQi:m~rning
for the committee to rise, before the usual hoer of
adjonrnmenti-had arrived. He ‘was determined, if such a motion sbeuldl
he ~sr&s&tifuture,~to call for the yeasand nays; and every time it shouti
bt repea&d.
He hoped that we should not now adjourn.
MWS~RIG~B,
of .Montgomery, said that he was as anxious as the
gentiemssrfrbmaFhilsdelpbia county could be, to despatch the public bu&
new~:b~he~tlid nutthink that much would be done by sitting ‘heretiip
!
sww or. sight o%loak at Bight.
rat’E%equssviauv was then &en on the rising of the committee, which was

decidui mthraegatiwei
r;:\.;;:!il., :;,: ‘.)’ _.
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Mr.! L~TEvENs, of Adams, regarded the amendment of the$~&zn
from Somerset, as the git of the whole matter-one of the moat;imporknt
amendments likely to be proposed for the consideration of the Convention ; but one that, he supposed the people had heard less of .th+n ,zny
Wheo there were so many gentlewhich had been yet brought forward.
men who wished to be heard on the subject, it seemed most srrange to him
that some gentlemen should be so anxious that the question should wt be
taken. It was the usual courtesy of deliberative bodies, to- allew every
He .hoppd that
gentleman an opportunity of expressing his sentiments.
rule would not be Departed from here. ‘f he Convention were weary,with
these protracted sittings.
Although the whole number of members of this
body amounted to 133, there were only about 90 in their seats, at this
time. He moved that the committee rise.’
Mri DICKEY, of Beaver, believed with the gentleman from&
&I&
of
Philadelphia, that there was a majority present in favor of taking the vote
at this time. He,, therefore, hoped that it would be taken now. pi’
He wished the Executive patronage to be diminished by taking aw&
.these:appointments from the Governor, and placed elsewhere. The object
:
was to give the appointments to the Executive and Senate.
Mr. STERIGERE and Mr. Cox having withdrawn their amendme&,
The committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again,
and, y
The Convention adjourned.

TUESDAY,

s

JUNE 13, 1837.

/I ., ,
Mr. BROW& of Northampton, presented a memorial from citizcnz of
Lehigh county, on the subjects of banks and banKin
Mr. C-s.,
of Armstrong, presented a memorial From citizens
:-: of Arm1
.
strong County, similar in its import, and
Mr. MAGEB, of Perry, presented a memorial from citizens of Perry
county, similar in its import.
These memorials were all laid on the table.
&he
On motion of Mr. COATES, of Lancaster, the Convention prd
eonsideration of the following resolution, offered by him on..the.&h inat*
Bmoltd, l’bat thii Oonvention will adjourn on the 26th in&u& to most a& on tha
17th pctobor next.

The question being on the second reading of the resolution, is was Lci‘ded,in the affirmative-ayes
48, noes 43.
The resolution was accordingly read a second time, and the question
being on agreeing to the same,
Mr. WOODWARD, of Luzerne, moved to,amend the resolution, b$insa&
ing, after the words ‘6 twenty-sixth instant”, the words 4‘ provided,&eti
article of the Constitution shatll have been passed through committee of the
4, :;.‘I
.I
whole before that day”.
Mr. D~ELXNOTON, of Chester,
king out the words “twenty&xth”,
et+sing out all the words after $6in&@“,
and

the worda6‘sinedie”.
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Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, moved indefinitely to postpone the further
He wished the Constironsideration of the resolution and amendments.
tution to be completed, before the Convention adjourned.
He asked for
the yeas and nays, on his motion.
Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, hoped the gentleman from Luzerne would
LO modify his amendment, as to include all the articles of the Constitut ion.
Mr. WOODWARD assented, and modified his amendment so as to read6‘ provided all the articles of the Constitution shall have been passed through
committee of the whole by that day”.
Mr. EARLE withdrew his motion of indefinite postponement.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, renewed the motion to postpone indefinitely.
Mr. REIGART, of Lancaster, expressed his hope that the resolution would
not be postponed. As the yeas and nays had been called, he was ready
to vote on the question. The Convention was thin now, and in a few days
many more might be expected to leave. The farmers are already leaving
us. We may get through all the articles in the committee ofthe whole by
the 26th. Members will come up to their work, when the day of adjournment has been fixed. He did not think it was proper to make a Constitution with only a hundred members or less present.
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, hoped the motion to postpone, would prevail ;
+and he hoped and believed that members who talked so much about the
He did not believe that
desires of the people, would vote for the motion.
the people anticipated that we should merely pass the articles through the
committee of the whole, and then adjourn. The people had not asked this.
They had sent us here to make such amendments as are proper, and if
gentlemen will run away seeking for offices, and neg!ect their duty, let
ihem settle it with the people. He hoped we should proceed to do what
the people expected to be done, and prepare to submit the amendments at
an early day.
Mr. DICKEY said the reason he had moved to postpone was, that if we
tire to adjourn aa soon as we get through committee of the whole, the
people will not be saiisfied, because the business will be left in ah imperfect state. There would be less objection after the second reading. Before
the amendments are engrossed, we might go home, mix with cnlr constituents, and come back with their views.
So far he differed; therefore,
with the gentleman from Somerset. But he now desired the indefinite
postponement of the matter, and he hoped it would not be renewed until
we are near the close of our business. The time which has been occupied
in discussing questions of adjournment, would have enabled us to disc&s
the amendments.
Mr. SHELLITO, of Crawford, stated that he was a farmer, but that the
people had sent him here to do something definite, and he would not
consent to leave the thing in an unfinished state. Was there any gentleman disposed to vote to go home and leave the work undone 1 If we were
to do so, we might expose ourselves to the ridicule of our constituentsbut we should hardly obtain their respect. We should disgrace ourselves
and the State of Pennsylvania, if we were to go home and leave the wark

undone,which the peo le entrustedtu na to perform, He hopedwe
@uld not go home,unttT romethingsatiPfao!ary
hsdbeendone,
Mrr Q~sw af Aawstraug,rlstsd tharho aamshers to da the paapla’s
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business-that
he was a farmer, and prepared to make personal sacrifices
of every kind, except that of his health, in the performance of his duty.He would, therefore, vote against all propositions to adjourn.
Mr. FORWARD suggested, that the gentlemen who were opposed IO
adjournment, had better vote it down. That would be the best way of
getting rid of the motion. He should probably vote against adjournment.
If it was true that gentlemen were leaving us, so as to make it necessary
that we should have a call of the House every two or three days, let us
know it. If there are forty or fifty members who will not remain here,
let us know it. He was willing himself to remain, but if one third of the
House was to be absent, the propriety of adjournment might become less
questionab!e.
lV5. BONHAH, of York, was opposed to adjournment.
He had anticipated that we should go on, and do the businses we were sent to do. The
minds of the people had become deeply impressed with the subject, and
they were extremely anxious to know what amendments we are about to
propose. The best way to quiet and satisfy them was to go on with the
work.
He was satisfied that the air of Harrisburg was as salubrious as
that of any other place. We might get through by the end of July, and
let the amendments be before the people at the October election. If we
adjourn, and let the work lie over, it might not be settled for another year,
and the people would be kept in a state of suspense all that time. He was
in favor of indefinite postponement.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM, of Mercer, expressed himself in favor of a temporary adjournment.
He had heard no reason to satisfy him of its impropriety.
Gentlemen talk about what the people want. We have been
here six weeks, talking about matters which the people have not asked us
to meddle with.
He had seen no evidence that the people were uneasy.
They had been very well satisfied under this %onstitution, and there was
no uneasiness now. They had sent us here to see if we could propose
any amendments to the Constitution -not to tear it to pieces, but calmly
and deliberately to examine it.
Would the people expect us to remain
here throuih the hot summer months 1 Gentlemen could not do so with
satisfaction to themselves.
There are thirty members now absent, and
we may expect as many to be absent for a month to come. The
farmers will not stay, and we shall very soon have no others left here
than lawyers, because they have nothing t.o do at home. He wished to
vote at once on the resolution. It was generally understood in the country
that there would be a temporary adjournment, and it was not a novel
thing. The Convention which sat in 1789-‘90,
took a recess, submited
what they had done to the people, and then returned and completed their
The people are not at all uneasy. Some gentlemen had declared
work.
they would not leave the ground until the Constitution was finished.I
The people do not expect them to remain here to finish. They can get
along very well with the present Constitution.
They do not want us to
tear it in pieces. If the gentlemen who had talked so much, had, a month
ago, talked about what the people want, we should have got through by
this time.
Mr. BXYTH. of Centre, woutd say a very few words to justify the far.
mere, It had been aaid the farmer) would’lesvs and go home, No doubt
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with the understanding, that he should do all he could to put the Constitution in a state, for the people to judge of the amendments to be submited
to them. Gentlemen said we should agree to make the amendments.now can we, if we negative the motion to postpone ? If we vote on the
Should
resolution, and vote it down, we shall have another to-morrow.
the amendment of the gentleman from Luzsrne be accepted by the Convention, it will force us to go through the articles by a certain time, and
But if we go regularly on, and not
we shall do our business negligently.
waste our time on these resolutions of adjournment, we may get through
properly.
We postponed a resolution of this kind the other day, aud he
thought that had settled the matter. His neighbors would not let his grain
suffer, while he was attending to the public business, nor did he believe
that any farmer’s grain would be left to suffer. The gentleman on his
right, (Mr. CUNNINGHAM) said he had heard of no dissatisfaction. I, (said
Mr. S.) have heard of some, because we have not done any thing.
He
hoped the farmers and mechanics would join him in repelling the charges
made against the farmers. He was not afraid-his
neighbors would not
let his grain suffer. He would risk his health, and stay until the business
was completed.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, was opposed to postponement, because it
would merely delay the time, and similar motions would be again brought
forward. If we pass the resolution as amended, Congress can rescind it at
any time, and it would prevent other resolutions from being offered. He
hoped the motion to postpone would be negatived, and that the resolution
would be adopted.
Mr. DICKEY : Those who are opposed to adjournment, will, of course,
vote for indefinite postponment, and those in favor of adjournment, against
postponement.
This subject was constantly coming up for discussion.We did vote a resolution down the other day. He hoped those who
aie opposed to adjournment would vote for his motion to postpone.
Mr. AYRES, of Butler, expressed himself in favor of postponement.He did not desire to have a kind of hypothetical resolution of adjournment
hanging over us. It had been said that the farmers could not stay. It
occured to him, as far as the farmers had spoken on the subject, that they
were prepared to stay,. and do the business they were sent to do, as far as
they may be able. It had also been said, that the Convention of 1790
had a recess, and thus allowed time to their constituents to approve or
disapprove of what they had done, but he believed, if the matter were
understood correctly, that the Convention of 1789-1790, did not meet for
the purpose of preparing amendments to submit to the people. They had
to examine for themselves, and to consult with the people, because their
action was final and obligatory. But we are required to submit our amendment to the people, to see if they will adopt or reject them. He was in
favor of indefinite postponement, and, as far as his health would permit,
he was ready to remain until the Convention had got through the business. He knew the people had spoken about adjournment, but uotbefere
the work was matured. The act of Assembly speaks of adjournment as
to place. He was decidedly epposed to adjournment, either temporarily,
or sine die, until we had gone as far as we can go, unless the climate,
which is at pregent favorable, should force us to leave, and then the people
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He did not
would not be so unreasonable as to expect us to remain.
know why this hypothetical adjournment was to be held over us.
Blk. .HIESTER, of Lancabter, said, as to his own feelings, he cared
nothing about it, but he would like to have the question settled. If we
refuse to postpone, we can, at once, come to a vote on the resolution.If we can reject the motion, he would move so to amend the resoluIt seems to be the
tion, that the Convention shall take no recess.
general belief that there will be a recess, and the farmers wish to know
when. If there is to be no recess, the farmers will write home, and make
their.arrangements to have their harvests done. He thought it would be
better to remain here and do the business. This mode of leaving business
unfinished was a bad one, and he did not desire toleave it in that state.If- we go home our minds will become distracted, and we shall not be so
This too is the
well prepared to resume the business, when we return.
busy season, and the people will not attend public meetings to express
their o$inions, and we shall, therefore, gain nothing in this respect. We
He hoped the motion to postpone
shall come back no better informed.
would be negatived, and he would then move that we determine to take no
recess, so as not to be troubled any more with motions for temporary
adjournment.
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, thought it would be better not to postpone,
but to decide at once what should be done. He saw no reason for a ternporary ,adjoumment on account of the farmers. About thirty of them had
left, and we who remain can go on. We who are left are made up of a
sort of lawyers, doctor&retired farmers, and we are better here than at home.
Some have gone away with leave and snd some gone without, and we can
remain working here for our three dollars a day, while the others are at
home. We can go along just as well as if we are all assembled. Those,
whd think the Constitution ought to be reformed, remodeled, are a large
majority here-full
or thin-so, let us stay and do it. If’we stay we sha?l
makethe amendments which are inevitably to be made ; if we go home,
we shall be tormented by our constituents.
To remain here will also be
Let us then refuse the indefinite postmore economical ‘to the country.
ponement;.vote down the resolution dnd go on with onr business.
Mr. CUMMIN, of Juniata, said he did not rise to throw any light on the
motion. I+ looked at the motion of the clock, which told him this resolution had occupied an hour in the discussion, and what have we done ?
A’ies$ution has beetroffered fixing a day of adjournment.
It has been a
practice ,for webks to offer resolutions of this character, and then there
ribs-a-debate which runs ondivers matters, without any reasonable course
The motions to.adjourn had gone further to retard
ol”visible~eonnexion.
the business of the Convention than any other motions which had been
made;‘though many others had been made which have done their part in
delaying’ iti show many resolutions have been offered without any expectxtioti that the.:amendments they recommended will ever become ahy part
of the Constitution. A great deal of time was wasted in this way, before we
could’reach the order of the day. If we go on, and take the Constitution
article by article, and section by section, and leave all these resolutions
ah&t adjournment out of sight, we may get through our business; Be
hopd there “would”;be no more such resolutiona offered until we are
Srbugh cirtnmittee .of the whole. He was a fhrmer, and had left thye good’
.‘
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working hands to take care of his business, and, if he managed well, whai.
he could harry from this place would pay them off. These motions have
come from those who are not farmers. They wish us to go home and say that
nothing has been done. Some gentlemen say there has been no corn-,
plaint.
If I might be permited to read a letter I have in my desk, it
would change the aspect of the matter. What is our course here 1 Morning and evening are wasted on an amendment, and the next dav another
amendment is offered, precisely of the same complexion.
This-is the regular conduct of a number of gentlemen ; and, as I have said before, learned
gentlemen who make these motions think it glory enough to have their
names recorded on the journals, and sent forth before the world, generation
after generation.
Most of the day is generally spent in long speeches,
and if gentlemen would but act up to what they say, we should be the
sooner able to go home. When he saw such a waste of time as the clock
shows he could not refrain from remarking it ; he desired to remain here
and do his duty.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said he did not wish to prevent a direct vote
being taken on the resolution, if it was desired. He would, therefore,
withdraw his motion of indefinite postponement, and ask for the yeas and
nays on the passage of the resolution.
Mr. WOODWARD, of Luzerne, remarked that he had a word or two to
say in regard to the amendment.
He had said, some days ago, that he
was opposed to any adjournment of the Convention until he should have
seen what was likely to be done with respect to amending the Constitution. He still entertained that opinion. He could not consent to go home
until he should be able to show his constituents that we have made some
progress in our work.
When the resolution was offered, he understood
it to be the desire of many gentlemen that a temporary adjournment should
take place. Although, as he had just said, he was opposed to any adjournment, yet he was willing to oblige the fifty-one farmers who were members of the Convention, and who deserved respect, and were considered
to understand the wishes of the people, by voting for a temporary adjournment, should they desire it. He would, therefore, move to amend the
resolution so as to provide that after the Convention should have gone
through the material parts of the Constitution, they should adjourn. He
was anxious that no adjournment should take place until we should have
passed the various articles of the Constitution through committee of the
whole.
He would oppose the resolution, unless amended in that form.
Mr. HIESTER, of Lancaster, said that from the tenor of the remarks of
the gentleman from Luzerne (Mr. WOODWARD)he judged that he was in
favor of remaining here till the business was completed; and wishing,
himself, to ascertain the sense of the Convention on that subject, he asked
him to accept his (Mr. H’s.) amendment, if he was not willing to withdraw his own. He thought that the following amendment would test the
sense of the Convention whether they desired to adjourn, or not.
“Provided, that the Convention shall not adjourn to meet either here or
elgewhere, but remain here until they have finished their work”.
Mr. CHAMBERS, of Franklin, could see no object to be gained by adopting
the amendment, for it proposed nothing definite.
What did it propose ?
To fix a day certain ? No : but that the Convention should dispose of itr
important business before adjourning. But, were we not left in uncertain-
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ty as to the eriod of adjournment, until that time expired ? Undoubtedly
we were. 6 hen it was proposed to adopt a resolution conditionally, we
could not tell, with any certainty, when we were to adjourn. But, it was
said by the gentleman who offered the resolution, that if we were not
ready to adjourn on the 26th we could rescind it. What, then, did we
gain by fixing the day of adjournment with this understanding?
He
agreed with the gentleman from Luzerne (Mr. WOODWARD)that we should
get the several articles of the Constitution through the committee of the
whole, if possible, before we adjourned temporarily, inorder that our constituents might see the progress we had made with the work they sent us
to do. But, if it should be found that we could not get through consistently with a due regard to the health of the members of the body, then he,
for one, was prepared to vote for a temporary adjournment.
At present,
however, he was not inclined to vote for fixing a day definitely.
Mr. CURLL, of Armstrong, moved to postpone the further consideration
of the resolution and amendment till the 20th inst.
The question having been taken on the motion, it was negatived.
And, a division being demanded, there appeared-ayes 48, noes 55.
Mr. HIESTER moved to amend the resolution, by striking out all after
the word 6‘ provided”, and inserting, in lieu thereof, the words “ the business for which the Convention has assembled, shall then be entirely
finished”.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, asked for the yeas and nays.
Mr. BROWN of Philadelphia, said that the Convention were now, it
would appear, going to fix the day of adjournment, although it was imposalbIle to anticipate what might then be the state of the business before
them. They were to adjourn, provided that they should get through with
the first reading of the articles of the Constitution.
He was altogether
opposed to the resolution, because it was necessarily vague and indefinite.
When we should have gone through with the first reading, we might take
a recess, if it should then be deemed necessary ; but not before. The
gentleman from Adams (Mr. STEVENS) had yesterday spoken of the thin
attendance of members ; but he (Mr. B. had no reason to believe that the
Convention would be so thin again. On the contrary, he had reason’to
thmk there would be a pretty full attendance hereafter. He knew that several
members had been unavoidably absent, but they would arrive this evening. He hoped that the Convention would proceed, without delay, to
despatch the business for which they came. And, he regarded the fixing
of a day of adjournment, as calculated to retard the progress of business.
Mr. HOPKINSON, of the city, said he did not think that the Convention
could now, with’any propriety, fix the day of adjournment.
The Co.u.
vention, almost from its very commencement, had exhibited a feverish,ahd
fretful impatience for adjournment.
We knew that no small portion of
our time had been spent in debating when we should adjourn. He should
listen very reluctantly to any suggestion of private interest, or inconvenience, in relation to the business of the Convention 1 We came here to do a
public duty, and in his opinion, it was paramount to any thing of a‘piiivate
character.
When weaccepted this important trust, it was not as a mere
matter of amusement-not
to be made subservient to our privateconvenience. Having undertaken a trust as great, and as serious as was ever commited to mortal man, it became our duty to execute it faithfully-for
the
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happiness of the people of this great Commonwealth throughout all time,
was aoncerned. In competitionwith such duties, he did not like to heargentlemen argue the importance of sowing a bushel of buckwheat.
The farmers and lawyers had no right to talk of their crops, and their courts, as
requiring their attention, while this business of the public was in their
hands. Gentlemen before they came here should have examined and been
assured that the public business did not conflict with their private interest ;
and if it did, they should have staid at home. But, having come here, and
entered upon the discharge of their high and honorable duties, no private
teasonought to be alleged why the Convention should adjourn. He approved of the suggestion of going through the business we had met to transact,
and then adjourning.
There was a reason in it which met his understanding and his conscience ; but no reason of a private character could ever
induce him to dissolve this Convention.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, moved that the further consideration of
the amendment to the amendment, together with the resolution, be postponed indefinitely.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, asked for the yeas and nays, and the question being taken, it was decided in the affirmative, as follows :
Yn~s-Messrs. Agres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Bamitz., Bayne, Bedford, Bell, Biddle, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia,
Butler, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dsuhim, Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Cochran, Cope, Cox, Craig, Grain, Crawford, Cummin,
E urll, Darrah, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Dunlop, Earle, Farrelly,
Fry, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hastings, Hayhurst, Helffenstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin,Hiester, High, Hyde, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher,
Magee, M’Cahen, M’Csll, M’Sberry, Merrill, Merkel, Montgomery, Myers, Nevin,
Overfield, Pollock, Purviance, Read, Rogers, Russell, Saeger, Seltzer, Schsetz, Shellito,
Sill, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stevens, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd, Weaver,
Weidman, Young, Sergeant, President-86.
Nays-Messrs. Brown, of Lancaster,Chauucey, Clapp, Co&es, Crum, Cunningham,
Darlington, Fmward, Fuller, Hamlin, Hare, Hopkinson, Houpt, Kr$, Lyons, Ma&y,
~~~~~ed;t
Mdler, Pennypacker, Relgart, Royer, Sellers, Sernll, Srnvely, White.
.

Mr. AGNEW, of Beaver, movpd that the Convention proceed to the second
reading and consideration of the resolution offered some days since, by Mr.
STEVENS, which was as follows :
Resolved, That this Convention will adjourn sine die on the 7th of July next.

The motion was lost.
SECONDARTICLE.
Onmotion, the Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the
whole. Mr. CLARKE. of Indiana. in the Chair. on the reoort of the committee to whom was refered the second article of the Co&titution.
The amendment to so much of the report of the committee to whom
was refe?d the second article of the Constitution, as relates to the eighth
se&on, being again under consideration,
Mr BELL, of Chester, said in the outset, and before he proceeded to give
the reasons which led him to offer the amendment, he would callthe attention
of the committee to its provisions, which appeared to be misapprehended. He
read the amendment, briefly commenting upon its several parts, and proceeded. It was much to be regreted that, at this stage, gentlemen should
make objections to matters of mere form, instead of confining their atti8ntion to the merits of the proposition, and directing their arguments to the
discussion of the principle it involves.
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It was said by the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. AQREW that here was
not the place for the introduction of this amendment.
L ut where, sir,
(asked Mr. B.) could a provision, having for its object the limitation of
the Executive power of appointment, be more naturally engrafted than on
a section prescribing that power 1 Besides, the question of place was
immeasurably subordinate to the question of principle, and he called on
members favorable to a reform of the Constitution in this particular, not to
permit themselves to be diverted from a decision of this all-important principle by objections such as these. He would tell gentlemen that we had
just reached debatable ground.
We now, for the first time, occupied the
arena, in which the great question of reform was to be combated, and
where it was to triumph or be defeated. Here was the field on which
this battle was to be fought, and he called on gentlemen disposed to gratify the often repeated wishes of the people, to stand shoulder to shoulder,
in the unflinching support of the proposed amendment ; for he would
assure them, that if we now fail in the attempt to get. rid of the most
objectionable feature of this present Constitution, we should find ourselves
hedged round with difficulties which it might be found impossible to overcome.
He would now proceed to examine, somewhat in detail, but briefly, the
several features of his proposition, and endeavor to answer some of the
objections which had been urged against it. It would be perceived that
he gave to the Governor the absolute power of appointing the Secretaryof
the Commonwealth, independent of the advisory action of the Senate.
Was he asked why this exception to the general plan contemplated by his
amendment? He would explain.
It was clearly to be gathered, from an
examination of the present Constitution and the history of its formation,
that, in creating the officer now called the Secretary of the Conanwnwealth, the framers of the instrument intended to provide a mere recorder
of the acts and doings of the Government ; to be wholly independent of
the Executive; taking no part in the administration of public affairs,
further than to record them. In the Constitution he is not styled “ Secretary of the Commonwealth”,
but simply Secretary ; and the duties prescribed are chiefly those of a scribe. Looking at the officer in this character, it was entirely proper to make him independent of Executive favor.
But in practice, the Secretary has assumed another and a more elevated
position.
He is now, emphatically, the Secretary of the C~monwea&
the confidential and official adviser of the Governor ; the head of his cablnet, and, to borrow a European title, his prime minister.
Upon the capacity and honesty of this officer may depend the success of the Governor’s
administration, and it would, therefore, be hard that he should not be at
liberty to select this officer, untrammeled by the action of the Senate, a
majority of which might be politicallyopposedto
to him. For thesame reasons, it should be in its power to dismiss the Secretary whenever he deemed
it necessary or proper.
As to the Attorney General, it might bedoubted
whether he was an ofiicer atall required in the administration of the affairs
of the State. It was not necessary, however, now to discuss this question ;
but inasmuch as the reasons which existed for giving to the Governor thy
absolute ower of appointment in the case of the Secretary, doesnotappl
to the o5! ce of Attorney General, he should modify the proposed amen &
ment by striking out 10 much of it BI data to the appointment of th&
officer.
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Let us proceed to. the examination of the next feature of the amendment, the proposed introduction of the advisory supervision of the Senate.
Its object was to meet the demands of the people by restricting the
appointmg power of the Governor, iu every instance, except one, where it
should be found necessary to leave that power in the hands of this officer.
Its tendency, too, is to increase the responsibility of the Executive in the
exercise of this power. A Governor, who might be seduced into the appointment of an inefficient or dishonest man to office, where the merits and
demerits were not to be subjected to searching examination, would hcsilate long to submit to the Senate a nomination, which might call into
question how far he was directed by purity of motive and uprightness of
purpose, in exercising his power of appointment.
hnother reason was,
that it would secure the selection of better officers. Every one is willing
to acknowledge the importance of a respectable magistracy-or,
as it was
once denominated on this floor, Squirearchy,
who exercise, for good or
evil, a vast and immediate influence over the mass of the community.
Why, sir, (said Mr. B.) how is the appointment of these and other officers
now procured? The candidate carries round his petition, and begs the
signatures of his neighbors.
As few men have sufficient moral courage
to decline compliance with such a request, urged by the applicant himself, names are easily procured, although the party may be notoriously
incompetent to the discharge of the duties ofthe place to which he aspires.
The petition thus signed is laid before the Governor, and if he be thus led
into the error of making an improper appointment, he easily finds his
apology in the list of signatures annexed to the petition, and thus divides
his responsibility with hundreds of irresponsible persons. Nay, sir, this
system of imposition has been carried one step further. It may, perhaps,
be recollected by many gentlemen here, that not long since an individual,
notoriously infamous, who was desirous of being appointed Justice of the
Peace, borrowed the signatures attached to an old petition for a turnpike
or railroad, and attaching them to his petition, actually cheated the
Governor into granting him a commission of the peace. So gross was
the fraud, that, at the next session of the Legislature, he was removed on
the address of both Houses. But, sir, vest in the Senate the power of
supervision, and you put an end to appointments fraudulently procured
or carelessly made. In practice, every nomination would be refered to
the Senator representing the district within which the appointment was to
be made, who should be made to feel the full weight of the responsibility
resting on him, and be thus constrained to act with extreme caution. If
no other reason could be given for the introduction of this new feature
into the Constitution, this reason would, sir, be of itself sufficient.
But the gentleman from Beaver (Mr. DICKEY) objects to that part of the
proposed amendment, which deprives the Executive of the power of dppointing to all offices created by law. Sir, (said Mr. B.) I heard the
objection with surprise, coming as it does from a member who, I believe,
acknowledges the necessity of reducing Executive patronage. Indeed,
this is so universally admited, that any argument to prove it, would be
extremely superfluous.
But, sir, has the gentleman reflected on this
subject ? Has he looked to the Constitution and the laws, in referen? to
this question ? Does he recollect, that, perhaps, nine-tenths of the of&era
known in Pennsylvania, are the creatures of statuatory provision ? The
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Constitution provides for but a limited number of otlicers ; even your
county officers and your Prothonotaries, Registers, Recorders, and
Clerks of Courts, owe not their official existence to constitutional
provision.
They were known long before the revolution, and are
mentioned in that instrument as already existing.
Adopt then, sir, the
idea of the gentleman from Beaver, and how much would he have
done in carrying on the reform demanded by the people 1 Nothing,
absolutely nothing.
But, tiir, this part of the proposed amendment, has been misapprehended
by other gentlemen.
It has been said, that its object is to bestow the
appointing power on the Legislature, in every instance where an office
shall be created by law. But gentlemen have but to read the amendment,
to disabuse themselves of this error. Its leading object is at ‘once apparent. It is to get rid of that most objectionable feature in the present
Constitution, which confers on the Executive the power of appointing to
all oflices created by law. Not that the Legislature is to appoint in every
instance, although in some cases it would be convenient’that they should
do so ; but that they should possess the right to say, who should exercise
this power. And, sir, if you strip the Executive of his patronage, where
are you to entrust the power to say who shall appoint to office thereafter
to be created, if not with the representatives of the people ? Can any
man look into futurity, and tell us what new offices the exigencies of
society may demand in all time to come, so that we may provide aConstitutional mode of appointment in every instance? It is unnecessary to
answer. The prohibiting provision in the Constitution which denies to
the Legislature the right to provide the appointing power, has long been
felt as an evil i,i Pennsylvania.
More than one effort has been made to
get rid of it ; but the language of this instrument is too explicit to admit
success. The case of the Canal Commissioners is strongly illustrative of
this fact. In 1829, the Legislature assumed the appointment of these
officers. The then Governor, SHULZE, doubtless feeling the objection
arising from the Constitution, put the bill into his pocket, and, declining
to annex his signature, permited the bill to become a law after the lapse
of ten days. Sir, it was understood, that the Legislature arrogated to
themselves this power, on the ground that a Canal Commissioner was not
an officer, but an appointee-a
truly nice distinction-one
that strikes me
But the very next Legislature, feeling the
to be without a difference.
force of the Constitutional injunction, repealed the act of their predecessors, and refered the appointment to the Governor.
Thus the attempt to
get a portion of the power out of the hand of the Executive, failed. This,
sir, (said Mr. B.) is only one instance of the perpetual struggle which has
been going on between a democratic principle and an aristocratic feature
of our Constitution; and the question now presented to us is, whether we
will perpetuate this feature-w hether we will longer submit to the action
of this most objecnonable provision -or whether we shall give the people
an opportunity
of striking it out, by the adoption of the amendment
proposed. Mr. B. concluded, by demanding the yeas and nays on the
question.
vi. AGNEW said, the gentleman seemed tomisapprehend him in some
par&la&
Be had stated the other day, that the second article was intended
to organize the Executive department, and give the Governor his powers,
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It
Perhaps he had not stated explicitly his objection to the amendment.
was this : that it introduces two officers-the
Secretary of State, and the
Attorney General-into
the Executive article, thereby mixing it up with
matters not properly belonging to it. The appointments of these officers
ought, as he had before endeavored to show, to be provided for in the sixth
article.
In that section he would place all the subordinate officers;
and, as each officer would then come up separately before the committee,
we could act upon the subject free from any embarrassment.
He did
not object to the amendment of the gendernan from Chester on any other
ground.
Mr. DICKEY would, he said, claim the indulgence of the committee for
a few moments in reply to the gentleman from Chester.
He had said,
that he prefered the report of the committee to the amendment, and he
gave his reasons for it briefly, and not so so fully and clearly as he perhaps should have done. At the outset he would observe that, with the
gentleman from Chester, he came here to strip the Executive of his patronage, but while he was willing to do that, believing, as he did, that it wap
in conformity with public sentiment and expectation, he was not disposed
to confer this patronage on the Legislature.
He would give to the Governor the absolute appointment and removal of one officer alone-and
that was the Secretary of State- as this officer was the confidential adviser of the Governor, there was a propriety in giving him the appointment
at will.
But, in all the other appointments, which were not submited to
the people, he would require the concurence of the Senate. But, by this
amendment, the gentleman gives to the Legislature the power not only to
create, but to fill offices, and also to fix their salaries. If the Legislature were to create and fill offices, at pleasure, and fix their salaries, without any check or control, what will be the result? He was not for confering so much power as this upon the Legislature. If the Legislature created
officers and fixed their salaries, it would, he thought, be highly improper
to give them the power also of filling them.
If the various propositions in respect to the mode of appointing some
of these offcers should be adopted-and he believed they would be-we
should give to the people the election of Justices of the Peace, Prothonotaries, and the Associate Judges. The appointment of the Justices of the
Peace, especially, he trusted would be given to the people, and not left to
the Governor and Senate, as the gentleman from Chester had proposed.
His proposition then, was this : to give to the Governor only one appointment at will-that
of Secretary of State-and
then to provide for the
appointment of allother officers, now authorized by law, or hereafter to be
created by law-and which are not elected by the people-by
the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. He would give no appointments to the Legislature.
Mr. BELL here remarked that, in his proposition, he had provided that
all offices, now authorized by law, should be filled by the Governor and
Senate.
Mr. DICKEY : But I also ask the same provlsion in relation to offices
hereafter created. $Ie wished, he said, to have all officers, with the
single exception of the Secretary of the Comwonwealth, either elected by
the people, or appointed by the Governor and Senate. The gentleman
would give the Legislature the power of creating, and also of filling all
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euchoffices as, in the course of time, and in the progress of population and
improvement,
it may become necessary to create, while he (Mr. D.)
would give their appointment to the Governor and Senate. This was the
difference between the gentleman’s amendment and the report of the committee, although the gentleman had so eloquently called upon the friends
to support his amendment he could not recognize in it the kind of reform
that his constituents called for. The vote upon the amendment, whether
it was for it, or agaidst it, would he no test of the strength of the friends of
reform in this body. He hoped we should first settle the mode by which
every officer shall be appointed, who is recognized by existing laws,That being fixed, we could then proceed to provide for the appointment of
such officer as it may become necessary hereafter to create by law. As
to the office of Secretary of State, that would be provided for in another
place, and there was no necessity for adopting the gentleman’s amendment
on account of that appointment.
He would go with the gentleman so far
as he could consistently with his principles.
While he was in favor of
had been termed “ a judicious reform “, he was opposed to hazardous
which were uncalled for by the people.
STEVENS proposed as an amendment to the amendment which, he
said,’ he hoped would be accepted as a modification, to add the following
proviso : (‘ when nominations are made of officers whose duties are local,
only such Senators, as reside in the district where such officers are to
exercise the duties of their respective offices, shall have a voice in consenting and advising to the appointment “. If the gentleman would not accept
the amendment as a modification, he would withdraw it, because he knew
it, would be voted down by the reformers.
[Mr. BELL not accepting the
amendment, it was accordingly withdrawn by Mr. S.]
Mr. STEVENS said, having reluctantly, but inevitably come to the mournful conclusion, that all the vital parts of this venerable and hitherto venerated Constitution of ours, are given over to immolation, as a sacrifice to the
restless spirit of change which has taken possession of this Convention,
I do not address you on this occasion with the hope of staying the hand of
destruction which is raised against it; but simply to offer the reasons
which, to my mind, are all-powerful for resisting the depredations which
ore making upon this article of the great charter of our rights. The
amendment proposes two things : to take away from the Governor oil
agency in the appointment of all officers, except the Secretary of the
Commonwealth and the Judicial officers; and secondly, to curb and
restrain his action, by the supervision of the Senate, in the appointment
of those which remain to him. I am opposed to both of these amendments to the extent proposed. I am willing and desirous of taking the
appointment of all the county officers- Registers, Recorders, Prothonota-:&&, and Clerks of the courts-from
the Gov&nor, and giving their elec!&on to the people. I would not object to putting the Justices of the
)peace into the same hands, if this would slake the burning thirst of the
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result. I am opposed to this amendment, not only because it proposes too
great and radical a change, but because we can hardly perceive, and the
people will scarcely know, the full extent of its operation.
By the
present Constitution, the Governor has the appointment of all officers
under it, which are not expressly taken from him. The present amendment proposes to take from him all that are not expressly granted. What
will be the result ? How many officers now existing, and not enumerated in the amendment, will there be to be provided for by legislation 1 Can
any of you tell ? I presume not. There are certainly many. But if you
cannot tell, how long will it be before the Legislature will discover and
provide for them ? How manv omited cases will arise after the most diligent scrutiny 1 How many imperfect executions of the duties of those
of&es will arise, in consequence of such omissions ? How many questions of private rights will grow out of such imperfect executions of official duties 1 How many remedial laws will be required to cover the
defects 1 And how mauy law suits to determine the Constitutionality of
such laws, will have to be tried, to settle new questions arising under this
amendment, before the people will feel safe in the enjoyment of their
estates, which have grown up under and been protected by the present
Constitution 1 Sir, I can see much ; but my imagination cannot conceive
the full extent of the confusion and distress, which we are likely to bring
upon a happy and hitherto contented people.
If we were to enumerate those officers which the Governor should not
appoint, and provide for their election, and give him the appointment of
all other officers, whether now existing, or hereafter to be created-no
omissions, no mistakes, no errors or difficulty could arise to create litigation, or unsettle the tenure of property.
The extent of the change would
be perceptible at once, and no occasion for numerous law suits, which,
however profitable to counsel, are ruinous to clients. But why take the
appointment of the heads of the departments, the Surveyor General, Attorney General, Secretary of the Laud Ofice, and Auditor General, from
the Governor 1 They are essentially a part of his cabinet. His own
comfort, and the comfort of each of them, as well as the public interest
require, that there should be perfect harmony, and unity of views and
action amoog them. But, if you take the appointments from the Governor, it may, and probably often will happen, that he will be of one party,
and entertain one set of principles, and they be of another party, and hold
entirely opposite principles : discord and opposition must then disturb
their counsels, and injure the interests of the State. If the appointment
of the Canal Commissioners, or managers of the Public Works, is taken
from the Governor, and given to the Legislature, it seems to me that the
most injurious consequences must ensue. If the Legislature happen to be
hostile to the Executive, they will elect Canal Commissioners who are
his enemies also. Instead of harmony, and a friendly desire to aid each
other in their several departments, the struggle will be, who shall do the
other the most injury, and render him the most unpopular.
And thus,
our great system of Internal Improvements, instead of being managed
with a single eye to the interests of the State, will become the prostituted
weapon of a war upon tbc Governmeut.
It is far better to have less
efficient public agents, acting in friendly concert for the public good, than
to have abler but hostile men plundering the public to provide the means
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and the instruments for carrying on a contest against each other, founded
rsonal hatred or political rivalry.
on$J h vest the power of appointment in the Legislature.
Their legitimate uty is to enact laws, and not to appoint those who are to execute
them. Sufficient inducements are now held out to them to make them
swerve from the path of duty, without multiplying
the temptations by
placing the patronage of this great State at their disposal.
But why is the Senate to be associated with the Governor in the appointment of officers ? Gentlemen tell us, that the Senators coming from
different parts of the State, will have a better knowledge than the Governor can, of the candidates and their qualifications.
I proposed to the genman, who offered this proposition, so to amend it, that when officers were
to be appointed for particular districts, the Senators from those districts
alone should have the power of confirming or rejecting the nominations.
If the arguments of gentlemen, in favor of the advisory power of the
Senate, were worth any thing, they proved the propriety of giving that
power solely to those acquainted with the candidates, and whose constiBut the reformers
tuents alone were to be affected by the appointment.
rejected the suggestion, and insist that the officers of the small and remote
counties of the State, shall be filled by and with the advice, consent, and
at the dictation of large and distant counties ! If a Notary Public, Justice
of the Peace, or Judge, is to be appointed for the county of Beaver, Butler, or Adams, instead of the Senators from those districts being allowed
” control the appointment, it is to be taken out of their hands, and kindly
Qtated by the Senators from the large counties, from the city and county
of Philadelphia, and a few adjoining districts.
This would be rank tyInstead of having officers of their own
ranny and cruel oppression.
selection, the small counties would be saddled with those who were
obnoxious to them-probably
the favorites of the demagogues of the large
This imposition upon my constituents I will protest against
districts.
and resist.
The Governor and the Senate would either be of the same political
party, or of hostile parties ; if of the same party, the Senate would be ne
check upon the Governor, as there would be perfect concert before the
uomination, and therefore, this supervising power would be useless. If
they were of hostile parties, constant and bitter collisions would exist
between them, which would greatly disturb the faithful discharge of their
other duties.
Have we not a melancholy example in the late contest between the
President of the United States and the Senate ? The President nominated
eeverr+l officers, whom the Senate, whether right or wrong I will not say;
Hjeoted. In many of the cases the President refused to make other nominations ; and, after the adjournment of Congress, appointed the same
individuals to the same posts under some different form, or suffered the
@ice to remain vacant until he could conquer the Senate. Instead of respeating their “advice and consent”. au d being guided by it, he declared
war upon his refractory advisers ; sent the proclamation to his host of
pervile office holders ; brought the whole force of his immense patronage
to bear upon the freedom of electlone, until he so far corrupted, persuaded,
md intimidated the people, as to triumph over what was intended to be,
& whetever ought to be, an independent branch of the Government, and
r2
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raked
them his subservient and trembling tools ! Do gentlemen desire
to m+esimilar scenes acted in Pennsylvania ? If this amendment prevails,
we w9y see it with every new election of Governor.
The Senate will
either prostrate the Governor, or the Governor the Senate. If nominations are rejected by hostile Senators, the Executive, from necessity or
inclination, will single out the opposing Senators, and bring all his
influence to bear upon their constituents to procure their defeat. In this
wm of extermination, the interests of the people will be forgotten, and
trampled under foot. All that will be gained in allaymg tbe bitterness of
party, by taking the appointment of the county officers from the Governor, will be lost by this unnecessary amendment-this
eternal turmoil
between branches of the Government, which ought to feel nothing but
kindness for each other. The Senate will become unfit for its legislative, and the Governor for his Executive duties.
With regard to Justices of the Peace, I am willing to make them elective by the people, although I cannot join in the denunciations against
them as individuals, in which gentlemen have indulged. Some unworthy
men among them there undoubtedly are ; but, the great body of them are
men of great moral and intellectual worth.
To show the facility of procuring appointments at present, the gentleman from Chester has mentioned a case, where oue obtained his commission, by taking the names from a turnpike petition, and attaching them to
a recommendation for that office. The gentleman had not related all the
facts of the case, or he would have found that there were other influences,
stronger than the names to a turnpike petition.
The candidate was a Mr.
W~LLACP,of Allegheny county. He sent the petition, with the turnpike
list to it, to the Governor, in vain. He then wrote a letter to the Governor, who happened to be a Mason, setting forth his claims to ofice.
He
stated that ‘4 he was a good democrat ; had beeu a warm supporter of the
Governor ; had done him great service as a judge of the election ; AND
WAS A BROTHERROYAL
ARCHMASON". This letter is on file, and was produced before a committee of the Senate. The Governor could no longer
resist his oath-his secret oath was upon him ; he gave him the commission. If you wish to have pure appointments, drain dry this source of
Prohibit that vile institution by your new Constitution,
corruption.
and then you will have done something to entitle you to the gratitude of
the people.
But there is another objection to this amendment, which will be fatal to
ite acceptance by the people, in the present enlightened condition of the
public mind.
All the deliberations of the Senate upon Executive nominations must be
in secret. It will not do to investigate charges, which may be made
against candidates brought before the Senate, without any agency of their
own in public.
It is not done so in the Senate of the United States.Charges which may be there made, under o&cial privilege, by personal
malignity or political hatred, although entirely false, might seriously affaot
the respectability and happiness of individuals, and of families : the serutiny must, therefore, be in secret conclave. But these secret tribtmalr,
these hidden judgment seats, are unjust in themselves, and wholly inconsistent with the spirit of the age. What will be said by the eonstituentl
of those gentlemen, who are the professed detesters of secret socieriea,
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if any of them should be found here building up this hateful secret tribunal ?
But why do I attempt to stay the ruthless efforts of those who would
tear up the deep foundations of that Government, under which Pennsylvania has so long prospered, and become great, happy, and respected ?Its fate is sealed. It is a doomed instrument.
The destructives have
This Constitution, which wise, modern reforpossession of this Hall.
mers pronounced old, obsolete, and decrepid, is bound hand and foot, and
delivered over to the uncircumcised Philistines; and it will inevitably
be ah&n of its locks of strength, unless the people come to its rescue.But whatever may be done here, it is my duty, as it shall be my aim, to
‘warn the people of the attempts now making to unsettle and confuse the
laws which have so long protected them, that needy and desperate adventurers may fatten on the plunder.
This work of ruin seems not to be exclusively confined to one party.
True, all the members of the one party, whatever might have been their
views when they came here, now act in perfect context in stabbing the
They cunningly enough suppose, that if this amendment
Constitution.
prevails, they can always secure the spoils of office, either through the
Governor or the Senate, as they may always fairly calculate on having
one of them in their favor. For, wheu the burthens heaped upon the’
people by that party, become so heavy that they can no longer be borne,
and their Governor is hurled from power, the Senate is not always also
changed. Thus patronage being their object, they act unitedly.
While
many gentlemen of the other party, with an ostentatious magnanimity,
and a childish simplicity, either from the mistaken dictates of conscience,
or to show their perfect independence and freedom from party trammels,
join them in their headlong course. The struggle here, therefore, is a
vain one. But I have full confidence in a steady and disinterested people;
disinterested as to the fate of parties, but deeply interested in the welfare
of the State, and the protection of the lives, the hberty, and the property
of its citizens. Send forth to them this mangled, mutilated, and deformed
Constitution, and they will put their seal of condemnation upon it ; and
they will still live and prosper under the well tried charter which their
wise and honest fathers left them.
Mr. BANKS said, that having come to the consideration of Executive
patronage, one of the most important subjects that would be brought before us, he was much gratified at the manner in which the question had
been treated. It was manifest from the remarks of the gentlemen from
Beaver, Chester, and Adams, who preceded him, that they were extremely anxious that the committee should decide rightly in this matter. The
gentleman from Beaver, in his proposition for an amendment, clearly
showed his wishes in relation to appointment for office. The gentleman
from Beaver, (Mr. DICKEY) in his remarks, declared his willingness to
require the advice and consent of the Senate to all appointments, while he
The
was unwilling that any offices should be filled by the Legislature.
gentleman from Adams departed from both of these views, and intimated his
preference that the Constitution, in this respect, shall remain untouched.
Mr. STEVENS explained. I am desirous that the county officers should
.be elected by the people.
Mr. BANKS resumed : The amendment of the gentleman from Adams,
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(Mr. STEVENS) had something peculiar in it, and he did not know what
to make of it unless to use the language of a venerable Senator from
Somerset county, it was intended to fox the amendment of the gentleman
from Chester (Mr. BELL). The gentleman had withdrawn it however, and it
perhaps was not intended for this purpose. The gentleman from Adams
is unwilling that any of the patronage which the Governor now possesses
should be taken away from him, unless it was, perhaps, the county officers : he supposed the gentlemen means ths Prothonotaries, Registers, and
Clerks.
He had no objection to the gentleman from Adams entertaining
this opinion, and he had no objection to any gentleman entertaining any
opinion in relation to the appointment or election of officers which they
may deem to be right, and as the gentleman had spoken of certain gentlemen conceding their political partialities for conscience sake, he had no
objection that they should ar,t on every subject strictly in accordance with
the dictates of conscience. He was desirous of giving his views to the committee, and if they met theviews of other gentlemen, it was very well, but
if not he had discharged his duty and should be therewith contented. This
was a grave and solemn question which was to be determined, as to how
far the Convention should go in the matter of authorising a supervision of
the power confered upon the Executive in relation to appointments to office, and he was satisfied in his own mind that no gentleman who sits
down and reflects upon it with that seriousness and anxious consideration
which should be bestowed upon it, would have any difficulty in determiningwhatconclusion he should come to. It was not a light and trivial subject,
and it was not a matter which was to last only for a day. This Constitution
has stood tbe test of years ; it has stood the excitements and storms of forty-seven years, and as has been remarked frequently, the people have lived
happily under it ; they have enjoyed their civil and religious rights to a
most unparalelled extent, without any one to molest, injure, or encroach
upon them. That being the case, it is a grave and solemn matter as to
how far we are to go in taking away the power now vested in the Governor, and vesting it in some other body. So far as he knew, and he had
been observant of these matters for some years, there has not, generally
speaking, been any abuse of the power confered upon the Governor in
this matter of appointment.
The Governor being elected to the situation
he holds by the people, and being a man of integrity of purpose, and desiring, as everv one is supposed to desire, the welfare and happiness of
the people, he is careful in making appointments to office. He knew it had
been the practice with Governors of Pennsylvania, when members of the
Legislature presented to them letters of recommendation for officers in
their counties, Justices of the Peace, Judges and other officers for the
Governor to say to them : gentlemen, if you are desirous that this man
should be appointed, endorse this paper. I know nothing of his character,
but, if you will give your names it will be some guarantee for his character. Well, when members of the Legislature impose upon the Governor,
is be to be charged with a violation of his duty ? or is he to be condemned
for a dereliction of duty when he has taken all the pains in his power to
ascertain the character of these men before they were appointed ? But
the Governor has been imposed upon in many instances, and the people
have become dissatisfied in consequence of these impositions, and was it
liot right to make a trial of some other method of appointing officers? The
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people, generally speaking, desire a change to be made in this particular ;
and if this was not so, you would not see so many reformers on this
floor. This matter of reform was not a matter of yesterday, hut the people
have been struggling for years to bring it about. It had been sought for
years previous to the passage of the act of Assembly on the subject; and
when the peaple had the opportunity of depositing m the ballot box their
votes on this subject they shewed a large majority of them were for
for reform ; but that reform, as he believed, to a reasonable extent. Not
a reform to the extent which some wild and visionary theorists might
desire teearry it, but a judicious reform. Now whether the Senate should
have an approbatory power in this matter of appointments was to be reflected upon and determined here, because it had not been determined
upon by the people. The people had not in any way in which he had
any knowledge of, determined as to where the power of appointment or
of supervising appointments shall be placed, consequently the Convention
would have to determine where it shall be lodged. Well, sir, you know
well the people have not determined where this power shall be lodged.
Then the question is, shall this power be lodged in the Senate or shall it
be given back to the people, and shall they elect all the officers provided
for by this Constitution and the amendments to be proposed to it 1 For his
own part he was of opinion that the people would be satisfied, perhaps,
better with lodging the power of approving the nominations made by the
Governor, with the Senate than if they were given back to themselves.
With relation to the judicial officers he was of opiuion the people would
b,e best satisfied with having them nominated by the Executive, and confirmed by the Senate ; but in relation to county officers, Prothonotaries,
Registers, Justices of the Peace, &c., he believed they would prefer electing them. He would go for giving the Senate the confirming power to
this extent, and he could see no evil which could arise from it. Previous
to the adoption of the Federal Constitution, Congress had the power, and
exercised the power of electing all officers, or nearly so. The Commanderin-chief of the army of the United States, General WASHINQTON, was
elected by Congress, and all officers who held commissions in the army
down to the Regimental officers, were elected. Dr. FRANKLIN, your first
Post Master General, was elected by Congress, and he had confered upon
him the power of appointing deputies all over the Union. When the Convention met for the purpose of determiniug as to what kind of Constitution should be the fundamental law of the land, after all the experience
which had been had in relation to the selection of officers ; and after all
the lights which the system gave them as to the manner in which officers
should be appointed or elected, they determined toconfer on the President
the power of nominating, and the LSenatethe power of approving or disap
proving the nominations made. It seemed to him, then, that the question
was as folly determined by the action of the members of the Convention
of 1787 in relation to the Federal Constitution, as it ever can be. It was
known then how the election by members of Congress was received, how
it was judged of, and how it answered the purpose ; and it was found not
tb answer. They,took the power of election from Congress and gave the
power of appointment to the President in conjunction with the Senate,
and h’ow has’ it ans.wered ? Has the Govemment prospered since 17’67 ?
And do the people complain now of the me&xl of appointment ? Is there
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now to call a Conventton to shake off this power of appointw
rn~tr.h&d by the President and place it in Congress 1 Certainly not, or
we should have heard it; therefore, he believed the experiment of electing
by the Legislature had been fully tried and disapproved, and the experiment of appointing by the President and Senate had been approved. That
being the case, he had no hesitation in saying that, the safest plan to adopt
would he to take from the Governor the absolute power of appointment
and give to the Senate the power of approving or disapproviog the nominations he may make. In the Convention of 1787, which framed the Constitution of the United States, a committee was appointed of fiveqembers
to consider the propriety of connecting with the President some body to
confer with him in case of appointments to office. Mr. RUTLEDGE of Sout,h
Carolina, was at the head of the committee, and after full deliberation they
reported that the President should have a privy council, to consist of the
President of the Senate, Speaker of the House of Representatives, Chief
Justice of the United States and heads of Departments, to advise with in
all cases of appointments.
This project was brought before the Convention and they discussed, deliberated upon, and finally rejected it, and the
plan we have now was agreed upon. From the experience of the past,
and from all the lights and knowledge we have on the subject, he could
see no place better suited for a depository of this power than in the hands
of the Executive and the Senate ; give the Executive the nominations to
office, and give the Senate the power of approving or disapproving.
As to appeals to the passions of members on this floor, it seemed to him
they were entirely out of place. He knew it was a practice when we wish
to get at the minds of those we address to appeal to their passions. He
knew when it was desired to make converts we must reach the affections;
and, consequently, it is the practice of every one who wishes to carry a
point whether right or.wrong, to make use of this kind of appeal to induce
persons to come to their aid. These practices, however, should not here be
resorted” to ; we should exercise reason, and throw into the common fund
all the information we possess, so that the Convention might be able to
determine what would promote the comfort, the welfare, and the happiness of the people of this great Commonwealth.
He was desirous of
having the views of every gentleman submited to the Convention so that
they might act understandingly ; and he had no doubt other gentlemen
were as desirous as himself to hear the subject fully discussed. We can
then make up our minds as to what measure will conduce most to the happiness and prosperity of the people whom we represent.
Mr. SERGEANT (President) wished to say a very few words upon the proposed amendment, because it haa been acknowledged by the gentleman
who last spoke, that it proposed to introduce a new and very important
feature into our Constitution, to which it is supposed we have some
But, perhaps, it will turn out on further examination, that we
guide.
have no better light than our own understandings engaged in speculative
theories will afford us. This amendment consisted, he said, of two
distinct branches-he
would pass over for the present, that part of it
which relates to the appointment of the Secretary of the Commonwealth,
The first branch was, that part which proand the Attorney General.
poses.to unite the Senate with the Governor in all appointments, and the
other branch 1s that which proposes to give to the Legislature the power
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to declare by whom certain appointments shall be made ; as to which more
particularly, he should say a word hereafter. The first objection, which
applied to both, was, that they went to blend the Executive and Legislative authority.
The power of appointment is strictly Executive, because
all officers are appointed for the purpose of carrying the laws into execuThus, then, the power of appointment was naturally, and accordtion.
ing to the best authority they could obtain, a matter which belonged to ihe
Executive.
Certainly it does not belong to the Judiciary, and it does not
This was self-evident, and
naturally belong to the law making power.
before we take a step of such importance as blending these two powers in
any manner, we ought to consider what is likely to be the consequence.
Heretofore, we have studiously endeavored to keep separate the different
departments of the Government, and, especially, efforts were made to
restrain the Legislature from exercising certain powers conceived to be
judicial; but now we have come to the question of confering upon it,
directly, powers, which strictly and appropriately belong to the Exebutive;
and the question is, whether it is likely, according to our notions of right
Government, to conduce to the advantage of the Commonwealth, that the
Executive authority should be placed in the hands of the Legislature directly or indirectly, generally or partially, or in any manner whatever. What
is the argument m favor of it? If we were to proceed to argue upon the
facts as they are alleged, it would be a difficult matter to come to any
satisfactory result; because it would involve an examination of things
about which we are not furnished with sufficient, nor indeed -with any
evidence, andalong with which there would be required a’ considerable
notice of individual conduct which might be unjust, and at best would
give us but a one sided and imperfect view. You look only at the existing
state of things, and point out whatever appears to be defective, and propose a change, not because you can give a better plan, but because the old
But we ought to look at both sidesplan is alleged to be objectionable.
to consider carefnlly whether the plan proposed is not more likely to be
defective and objectionable than the existing one. In doing this, it was
best and safest to abstain from the use of harsh terms in relation to any
matter or any body. The gentleman from Luzerne had said yesterday,
no doubt without meaning any reproach, that -the Senate of the United
States had been a factious body ; some gentlemen entertaining different
views, might use equally severe language in relation to the Executive of
the United States, and gentlemen would frequently use such language
according to their particular political and party bias ; but that was no way of
reaching the truth, and he proposed to avoid it altogether, as an insecure and
irrational’ basis, and to argue this question on .the ground of principle ;
and with respect to the general view of both patta ofi the proposition, he
would appeal to gentlemen to say, whether they think it is expedient now
to begin with that mixture of powers which every one considered as erro- neous and inadmissible in a well constituted republic.
In the absence of any thing like experience to aid us ; in the absence of
argument to aid us, we have recourse to analogy. The advisory power
of the Senate of the United States has been, therefore, held up to us as an
evidence, that this thing is right in itself; and, as an evidence that it has
worked well in practice, in the Government of the United States, and
therefore, the conclusionis come to, thatjt would work well inPennsylvania.,
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Now, is there any analogy between the two cases? that is the first question, because, if there is not, then the argument falls entirely to the ground.
It appears from the history of the Constitution of the United States, that
there was a proposition brought before the Convention which framed that
instrument, to give to the President of the United States, the aid of what
was called a Privy Council.
There are two sorts of Council, and we
must distinguish between them. One was merely for consultation, a consultative Council, and another was such a Council as was proposed to be
established here, with a controling power. The King’s Privy Council was
NAPOLEON, in the plenitude of his power, had a
a consulting council.
council, and he admitted, in after years, that he derived great aid from it,
but it was merely a consulting council. The Governor of Pennsylvania
at present has, in effect, a consultative council, because he has the members of the Legislature, to whom he can refer, whenever he deems it
proper to call for their advice and assistance. If he wishes to obtain local
information, are not the members from those particular districts always
able to furnish him with any information he may desire, without the aid
of others; for, we all know that this question, with regard to appointments comes to be cons:dered as a local matter, and it is deemed impertinent for any other persons to interfere with it, than those who are from
If an appointment was to be made in county A, it was
the neighborhood.
deemed not to be a matter which belonged to county B, and that the members from that county should have nothing to do with it. Then, with
regard to this consultation, we know, that the operation of the present
Constitution gives the Governor the benefit of the aid of members from
the particular districts, and as many more as he chooses to consult. But,
now you propose to give him a controling council ; and, the argument in
favor of it was, that tbere was such a council connected with the office of
President of the United States. To see whether the analogy existed, he
proposed to bring into view the construction of the Governmentof the United
States, and see whether we could, or ought to apply the system pra&retl
Were the Senators of the United
upou there to our own Government.
States the representatives of the people, in the same sense as the members
of the House of Representatives?
Certainly not. The Senate was a
representation of States, not a representation of the people, and an equal
representation of States, without regard to the extent of their territory, or
The smallest State has as many Senathe amount of their population.
tors as the largest State in the Union ; and, of course, the smallest State
had an equal voice in the Senate of the United States with the largest.compromise arising
How was this brought about 1 By compromise-a
out of the nature of the case, and agreed to, for the sake ot union. It is
true, that this Government was formed by the people of the United States,
but they were, at the same time, from separate and independent States,
and in both capacities, may be said to have coufered upon that Government
certain powers. What was the plan upon which those powers were granted?
Why, that there should be one great body chosen to represent the people ;
a popular representation, and that body was the House of Representatives.
That there should be an Executive also chosen by the people of the
United States, in a manner directed by the Constitution.
This is the
The Senate is the representative of the States, and
o&e of President.
has a two fold character-first,
as a part of the law making power, and
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uext as a part of the Executive power, in regard to certain Executive
duties, that is to’say, the making of treaties and appointments to o#ice.That body, representing the States, is thus a part of the Legislature, and
The reason of this is plain enou h. The
also a part of the Legislature.
States of the Union have grauted to Congress, the Senate and !I ouse of
Representatives, the power of making war and peace, so that there can
he no war ‘made, without the combined action of tirst the representatives
of the people in the House of Representatives, and then the representatives of the States in the Senate. Consider next appointments made by
the President of the United States, and consider that they are all appointed
within the States, so as to affect the relation between them and the Union,
and that they all have some connexion with our foreign relations.
In
fact, you may say that every officer of the United States may have ‘an
The Senate is also, for the same reason,
influence upon those relations.
invested with a portion of the treaty making power. But, as to the appointing power-it
is plain that they may all have an influence upon our
foreign relations.
Your Foreign Ministers, your Judicial officers, and
your Executive officers, of every class and kind, act upon subjects which
concern more or less the foreign intercourse ; having to fultil towards foreign
nations the duties we owe to them by the laws of nations, that system of
laws which governs a community of nations. The States, as States,
chose to have a control of all questions of legislation, and, especially, the
great questions of war and peace-and
a control, also, of the uppointmen& to office, which might so materially affect them. The Senate of
the United States was, therefore, to a certain extent, made a part and
portion of the Executive, whether wisely or not, it was not hispurpose
now to enquire, he thought, however, all the circumstances considered,
it was wisely done. He would ask, then, where is the analogy between
this Government and the Government of Pennsylvania? or where is the
analogy between the Senate of the United States and the Senate af Pennylvania?
Was this State made up of counties, townships, or boroughs,
whiah bear the same relation to the Government of Pennsylvania, that the
States do to the Government of the United States; or have you any
foreign -concerns to be taken care of? What is the State Senate ? It ir
a representation of the people, for the purpose of law making-a simple
legislative. body, and nothing else. It acts in conjunction with the House
of Representatives in the passage of alllaws, and is, in every respect, similar
to the House of Representatives, excepting that the tenure of office. of
Senators is different, and that it acts in a judicial character in trials by
impeachment.
Now then, can any body tell wherein there is the least
analogy between the Senate of the United States, and the Senate of Pennsylvania, .exeepting that the Senate of the United States has a part of the
law making power.
Is it not perfectly obvious, that there might be, and
were, good reasons for giving a power of. this kind to the Senate of the
United. States, ,when no such reasons exist in .regard to the Senate of
Pennsylvania 1 That analogy then entirely fails. Where, then, is the
argnment in favor, of giving this advisory, or ‘confirming, or control&
gems to the .Senata:li Coufd,any one assign a good rea@n.why it. should
be given t.4 thei &nate, 9Jfy more, than to )be House of @3presentatrves, or
hotbin c&jun&n?
It m true, we may ifwe choose, as far‘the power of
the-Convention goes -in deciding %thequestlon, take the power of appoint
N2
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ment from the Executive and give it either to the Senate or House, or
both ; but, can auy good reason be shown why it should be the Senate,
rather than the House, or why the Senate rather than the two Houses in
conjunction? There is more local knowledge in the House of Representatives than in the Senate, and where appointments are to be made for a particular county, there will be more representatives from the county in the
House than in the Senate ; because in the Senate, there are but thirty-three
members, to fifty-three counties, consequently there must be many counties unrepresented in the Senate ; at least there are many counties in
which no Senator resides. If, then, it is local information you desire, for
If it
your advisory body, it ought to be the House of Representatives.
be a controling power that you want, can any good reason be given why
the Senate should be taken instead of the House, or instead of the two in
Is not the House of Representatives elected for a shorter
conjunction?
period, more ‘promptly accountable, and by gentlemen’s own argument,
the deposite of the power there, would be bringing it nearer to the people.
If it was legislation you wanted from the members, that was quite a different matter, because, he contended, that the longer a man is in oflIce the
more experience he has, and the hetter legislator he makes; but if you
want local knowledge, a man who had been a hundred years in the Legislature could not give you any more than one who had just been elected for
the first time.
He would now come to that part which gives the Legislature power to
declare what appointments may be made and by whom they are to be
made. Under this amendment he should think that the Legislature ought
not to take the power ofappointment into their own hands; because the
natural reading of the words of this amendment would be that they may
make the law declaring by whom the appointments are to be made, and
generally speaking, under such an authority, they could not give the power
of appointment to themselves, buthe took it in its broadest sense, as he supposed it was meant, and they mightintroduce into an act of the Legislature
a provision for the appointment of certain officers, and in the same law declare who should be appointed ; which is vastly more objectionable than
the other. Thus, with regard to certain officers, you will have given the
power of appointment to the Governor with the control of the Legislature,
but with regard to another description of officers you will have given to
the Legislature the nomination and appointment both, and then, first or
hst, the whole appointing power is brought into the Legislature, unleus,
perhaps by another provision a small part are to be elected by the people.
All appointments, then, are to be placed in the hands of the Legislature ;
the whole Executive power in effect is to be given into the hands of the
When we have reached this part of the case there are two
Legislature.
questions to be considered.
He was not now going to argue whether or
not the Legislature would make good appointments, because it was a difficult question to argue. He could argue upon the authority of able
writers and upon principle that these powers of government ought to
be kept distinct ; but as it related to this subject of appointments he was
aware of the difficulty of arguing with any effect because at last it came to be
a matter of opinion, perhaps of mere assertion, whether or not they would
That was the first of the questions he had almake good appointments.
not the power
luded to. But the remaining question here was this-will
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of appointment, vested in the Legislature, interfere with and dangerously
affect the exercise of proper legislative authority 1 It was but a small
part of the question to consider whether the Legislature will or will
not make good appoiutments.
The primary object of the Legislature is
not to make appointments ; but the great purpose for which they are convened is to make good laws. The less then that you connect any other
duties with the law-making function the more sure you will be that the
whole of their faculties will be applied to law making; but if you add these
new duties you diminish their time and at,tention to be given to the making
of laws. We see already, in some degree, how it works. You cannot
have an eleciien of Bank Directors without sacrificing a great deal of time
belonging to other duties they have to perform, and causing,much excites
ment, and intrigue.
Introduce all the appointments here proposed an d
how much more time do you take up; and it is not only the time which it
occupies, but it occupies a vast deal of attention, and excites a vast deal
of feeling injurious to legislation.
If those persons who, on particular
occasions, present themselves to the Executive, and sue for favors from
him, were to make their applications to the members of the Legislature,
where would be the time for the business of law making for the Commonwealth? Suppose we were, at this moment, clothed with power to make
dl offices vacant and ha’d done so, and were about to make new appoint
ments. Suppose our doors were thrown open to receive the numerous
applicants for office with their recommendations, and letters ; and suppose
as would be the case, every passion and feeling should be appealed to,
social, and party, what would become of us? Just so would it be with the
Legislature.
Ought the Legislature then to be placed in such circumstances
that they may legislate with a view to appointments to office, that they
may alter the system of appointment, for example, because the Governor
may not appoint those they wish; and alter the system that they may make
the appointments, not perhaps for the better, but that they may have it in
their own hands? Is there not danger in this! He did not wish to take
up more of the time of the Committee, as he thought every man who reflected at all on the subject, must perceive that this plan would be attended
with evil results. It would destroy all sound legislativefaculty.
For his
own part from what he had seen of the elections of Bank Directors he was j
convinced that the more impassable you make the gulf between the
exercise of legislative and Executive authority, the better chance you
have for sound Legislation, which, after all, is the great concern, and, of
itself, sutIicient for the whole employment of the Legislature.
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
again this afternoon, when
The Convention adjourned.
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SECOND ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of thk whole, on
the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pending, being on the amendment offered by Mr. BELL,
of Chester,
Mr. CIJRLL, of Armstrong, said : Mr. Chairman-As
I have learnt this
morning from the remarks of the gentleman from Adams, that we have
masters and judges to scrutinize our conduct here, I want, sir, the mastera
alluded to, I mean my constituents, not only to judge of my vote, but of a
few reasons for it. I consider, sir, that we have at least got to the beginingof
our work, to wit : on Executive patronage.
This, sir, has been the principal,ground, tog.ether with the tenure of appointment to office, of which
the citizens of this State have complained for upwards of tbirty years ; and
latterly, so much so, that the present body were elected, or a majority of
them, at least, for this express purpose, together with other important
considerations, which have sprung up under forty-seven years’ trial of our
written Constitution.
It has been conceded on all hands, that the patronage of the Governor is too great; that it is a power and responsibility beyond that of the KING of Great Britain ; that a salutary check ought to be
put upon the facility with which incompetent and unworthy men, through
party favoritism, acquire office from a Governor : And by combining the
Senate with the Governor in the appointment of oflicers, especially
Judges of our Supreme Court and Court of Common Pleas, appears to me,
and I am persuaded will to a large majority of my constituents, the only
proper mode we can adopt. The proposition, then, of the gentleman from
Chester, comes in very apropos ; and his arguments, and the arguments of
my worthy friend from Mifflin, this morning, have, if any thing had been
wanting to confirm my opinion, fully confirmed it. But, sir, what are
the arguments of the opposition, or rather I might say, the conservatives ?
Why, sir, the learned gentleman from Somerset, on yesterday, brought in
the scenes of the Senate of the United States, with respect to their rejection of Mr. VAN BUREN and others, whom the President had nominated, as
an argument against the adoption of the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester. To day the gentlemau from Adams treads over the same ground,
when up jumps our learned PRESIDENT, and flatly tells us, in the very teeth
of his brother conservatives, that there is no analo y between the Senate
of the United States and that of Pennsylvania ; an % then proceeded with
a train of observations, in my view, to say the least of them, very unsound)
though calculated, perhaps, to lead the unwary from pursuing and perfecting the very work assigned them by their constituents.
W?.y do these
gentlemen labour with a zeal worthy a better cause, to deprive the mass
of the community of amendments to their Constitution?
If the Senate
shall be connected with the Executive in making appointments, the people
will be more choice whom they elect. All men I hope are not so corrupt as
gentlemen seem to suppose. The Senate will haveits own honour and some
rcputrtion as a stimulus upon all its appointments.
Why, then will men
who claim all the democracy, the exclusive friendshipt
equal nghts, and
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the supremacy of the laws, make such an effort to continue in the
Executive, a patronage which is the fruitful source of all the confusion and
turmoil at our G.overnor’s elections ? If gentlemen are serious with regard to no changes in this matter, as well as the Judiciary, let them boldly affirm it. But let them not think, that they will either by low abuse,
or by sophistry, drive a majority of the members of this body from the imperious duty they owe to their constituents, to the Commonwealth and pasterity.
For my own part, I go for the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester, because I think it the best we can obtain ; although I believe that
some of my constituents would justify me in aiding to strip the Governor
of all patronage. I am not, however, a whole figure radical ; I am not for
breaking down any of the fundamental principles of the Constitution ; but
only for tearing from that instrument every arbitrary power, and especially
that which. exalts a Governor of a simple Democratic republic above the
monarch of Great Britain.
But as much of the time of the committee has
been already spent, 1 have only to add, that I trust all the true friends of
reform will lay aside their little punctilios, and unite as one man, and test
the true strength of this body with regard to all essential amendments.
Mr. FULLER remarked, that he had, during the whole time that he had
had a seat on this floor, refused to vote for amendments which were uncalled for by the people. He did not consider, like the gentleman from Adams,
(Mr. STEVENS) that this was uncalled for; on the contrary, he believed
that this was one of the amendments which we were sent here to make. It
had been argued, that a check upon the Governor’s patronage would take
away the responsibility from the appointing power, and that it would create
a scramble for office in the Legislative Hall,
He did not believe that the
Governor would be less responsible while it added a new r&ponsibilitythe responsibility of the Senate- and thus the rights of the people would
There was an advantage of having a responsible
be doubly protected.
adviser of the Governor. The Senators, coming from all parts of the State,
would bring a personal knowledge into the Senate, of every candidate.
But giving the Governor the uncontroled appointment of officers, and not
personally knowing the applicant, he would be obliged to rely on .an irresponsible information.
He might ask the. members of the Legislature the
character of the applicant, or the respectability of the signers to his pe&
tion for office, and they might give the information if they pleased, or not.
The member is not responsible, and can say that the petition contains
some good names, and that the petition of an opposing applicant contajns
atibqual number ; or he may give secret information which may operate
to the injury of the candidate, and then shun all responsibility.
If, then,
the G6vernqr can have no information which is backed by responsibility,
he is obliged.to judge for himself from the number of petitions, and, as has
sometime8 been said, by the weight of rhe petitions, as may appear. without openin them at all. In this way, there \+as no certainti in having
the best ofi! cers,appointed-it. is all chance, and the people become dissatisKed. .Make the Benate the confirming body--make
it. the .duty of. the
S$ingior who. is chosen by the people from. the ,very cotimutiity in. wl+h
fl+app&ni
resides, to ‘give @formation, * and :the pepp!e, ha;iog a% a@tic&ii +o’&z in the #pqintim+nts,, and a, further security of their $@ti,
will bie satidfied. The Senate doors would bt+ kept open, arid, the, cha,v-

terr agdqualiEc&ioneof the candid&o would be iyvtjnjzed, au4 meti
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who could not stand the test would not often suffer their names to come
before the Senate. It had been objected, by one gentleman, that it would
injure the character of the candidates. He thought that this was a security
to the people, and that no man should apply for office who would shrink
from investigation
The PRESIDENT objects to the Senate as as a confirming power, because
the greater number of officers to be appointed will retard legislation, and
carry political excitement into the Legislature. It was a complete answer to
this to say, that the people expect that the county offlcers would be made
elective, and then the Senate, not having as much business as the other
branch, would have sufficient time to pass on the nominations of judicial
officers and heads of department.
There was another reason which had great influence with him ; and
that was, the people of Fayette county had, in two successive years, held
These
county meetings, and passed resolutions in favor of this principle.
he considered himself bound to obey.
It had been stated, that this was not the proper place. He did not
know a better place, and consequently he should vote for the amendment.
There were but three things which he believed the people of his district
were anxious to have done. One was the reduction of the Governor’s
patronage, the limitation of the judicial term, a?id a restriction upon the
granting of corporations.
Whenever these questions came up, he felt
himself called upon to carry out the wishes of the people. He hoped
that he had not been considered out of order in any thing which he had
said on this subject, by any member of this Convention ; and more especially by the gentleman from Philadelphia county, (Mr. EARLE) for,
although the Chairman has not at any time decided that he was out of
order, yet he should be very unwilling to be so far out of order as to interfere with the long speeches, and many speeches, of any gentleman who
may, from an overheated imagination, conceit, that the whole weight of
the business and responsibility
of this Convention is resting on his
shoulders. Sir, (said Mr. F.) I should consider it doubly cruel in me
to increase his burthen, by laying the weight of my finger on his load.
Mr. DENNY remarked, that on yesterday when he troubled the Convention withsome observations, the debate was chiefly confined to the propriety of associating the Senate with the Executive, in exercising the
appointing power. To-day,. gentlemen in favor of the amendment under
consideration, have brought mto view, and discussed in connexion with it,
the question of the Governor’s patronage. This is the great subjebt of
complaint.
To reduce this patronage and divest the Governor of it, is
what many desire in all parts of the State. The gentleman from Armstrong, (Mr. CURLL) and the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. FULLER) both
advocate this amendment upon this ground, believing that it is to take this
Sir, these gentlemen labor under a mistake,
power from the Governor.
as to the effect of this amendment in divesting the Governor of the patronage so much complained of. It does not take from that officer the patronage now placed in his hands : but it does what is much worse : it leaves
The
with him the patronage, but relieves him from much responsibility.
The amendpatronage is not diminished, and responsibility is divided.
ment does not accomplish what the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL)
Does not this proposition
who introduced it, professes to have in view.
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still leave with the Governor the whole power-the
sole power to mminote? The power to nominate rests no where else-it is exclusively his.
No individual can be placed in office under this amendment, but through
the Governor.
Is not this patronage?
It is true, the Senate may not
confirm the confirmation : but they can neither nominate, nor appoint.
No one can get into office against the will of the Governor; and SO far
as we can judge from experience elsewhere, the Senate would seldom
differ from the Executive ; so that the applicant who secures a nomination
by the Governor, is almost certain of obtaining the appointment.
Mr. D. said he was for effectually diminishing the patronage of the
Governor, by taking from him the appointment of the county officers
throughout the Commonwealth, and restoring the choice to the people.
Let the people elect these officers. This would tend greatly to remedy
the evils complained of, as arising from that prolific source, the power now
possessed by the Executive of bestowing office. The change proposed is
not advocated on the ground of want of confidence in the Executive, nor
of any abuse of this power by any of our Governors, but because of the
excitements, the pernicious influence, and the commotions which are produced at our elections for Governor.
Gentlemen should take care in their eagerness to make some alterations
which they may deem reform, in their zeal for introducing innovations upon
the Constitution, that they do not lose sight of and violate sound democratic
principles.
The gentleman from Chester (Mr. BELL) has told us, that his
amendment was intended to correct what he called an aristocratic feature
in our Constitution.
Its operation is entirely different ; it strikes from our
Constitution a prominent democratic feature, to wit : The direct responsibility of the Governor to the people, and substitutes one of a different
character. ,It is sound democratic doctrine, that all appointments should
be made either by the people themselves, or by persons chosen by them,
and least distant from them. All appointments should be made in conformity, as nearly as practicable, to the wishes of the people : and what is
equally important, in the exercise of this power of appointment, there
should be preserved, scrupulously, a direct responsibility
to the people,
the source of all power. The amendment conflicts with these principles.
Under our democratic Constitution, the power of appointment is vested in
the Governor, who is the servant of the people, who derives his power
immediately from them, and they have all had an equal voice in electing
him. He will always endeavor to comply with the wishes of the people
-to them he is immediately responsible for the proper exercise of the
powers entrusted to him. Should he abuse this trust, and disregard the
wishes of the people, he becomes at once exposed to their just reproaches,
and may be visited with their indignation, and rejected from their confidence. It is, therefore, not only his duty, but his interest, to carry out
the views of the people, and, being so near them, he cannot but feel his
responsibility, and will act accordingly.
What does the amendment propose ? ’ It proposes to remove responsibility from the Governor to the Senate. Associate the Senate in this
appointing power, and you interpose an irresponsible body between the
Gove~or and the- people-you
introduce a shield to protect him from
their dissatisfaction.
The character of the organization of the Senate
rendera them irresponsible to the great maYs of the people, Chosen in
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separate and distinct districts, they feel no responsibility to the people comThe &+vemor.
posing the districts which they respectively represent.
chosen immediately by the whole people, feels that he is accountable to
the whole and every portion of them, and they look to him as their agent.
Under this amendment, should the people complain to the Governor of
improper appointments, he con!d reply, I did nothing more than perform
my duty in sending to the Senate the names of the individuals who had
applied,or were recommended for office : it was the duty of the Senate to
scrutinize their characters, and judge of their qualificathns and integrity.
The Senate is to be censured for advising the appointments.
All responsibility is virtually lost when divided among so many agents.
A candidate may be named to the Senate in accordance with the wishes of
the people in a particular district.
The Senator representing it, may
support and recommend the appointment, and yet the nomination may be
One may be nominated to whom the people of the district may
rejected.
be opposed ; the Senator may remonstrate agamst the appointment;
yet it may be forced upon the people against their wishes, by individuals
not selected by themselves, and irresponsible to them. The complaints
and. indignation of the people cannot reach them--they
have no
sympathy with that portion of the community, whose rights and feelings
have been disregarded.
Much has been said by the advocates of this amendment, because it
institutes a supervisory power over the Governor; but it takes away a
more wholesome one, the supervisory power of the people. I am in favor
of a power of this kind: it should always exist, but it should be lodged in
the proper hands. The same reason which is urged for maintaining this
Nosupervision over the Governor, is equally applicable to the Senate.
thing of the kind however, is provided for. The supervisory power of the
people is withdrawn, and the Senate is to be erected into an irresponsible
appointing power, independent of the great majority of those interested in
its proper exercise.
Mr. PIDDLE, of Philadelphia, said that many of the gentlemen who had
spoken on the question, had treated it as one in reference to the patronage
Now, that was not the question before the committee,
of the Governor.
Scarcely a single gentleman had spoken against the amendment of the
gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL) who was in favor of the patronage
exercised by that officer. In addition to some of the objections he entertained, were some against the amendment itself. It provides that the
Governor shall have the absolute appointment of no other oficer than the
Secretary of the Commonwealth, during pleasure. When the gentleman
introduced the amendment, he included in it the Attorney General.
Since that time, however, he had accepted an amendment, to dispense
The amendment further provides, (continued Mr.
with that officer.
BIDDLE,) that ‘6 he (the Governor) shall nominate, and, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint all judicial o&cers
whose appointment is not herein provided for”.
It then commits the
Convention on two important questions-first,
that the Governor shall
appoint some judicial o&em--and
second, that he shall not appoint
other judicial officers. On neither of these questions is the Convention
prepared now to act. They have not been considered nor debated. The
amendment next provides, that the Governor shall nominate to the Senate
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officers appointed by law not therein otherwise

provided

for.

But it is not yet settled what officers will be appointed under the sixth
article of the Constitution, nor by what tenure such offices shall be held.
Until this be settled, action on the subject is premature.
Mr. B. would not repeat the reasons which had been so ably set forth
by the.gentieman from Adams, and others, why they should vote against
the amendment, but would merely say that they were suficiently cogent
and convincing to ,his mind, as with the other reasons he had heard,
drawn from the amendment itself, to induce him to vote against it. It
appeared to him that the Convention should go on to blend the exercise
of the legislative and Executive powers in the same hands. Almost
every one who had opposed the amendment, had expressed himself in
favor of a diminution of Executive patronage. Appeals had been made
to particular portions of the Convention.
Such appeals were to be
regreted. All here assembled were engaged in the discharge of responsible duties, and no patriotic object could be answered by drawing lines
in this body, nor by creating party divisions.
Mr. CUNNINOHAM, of Mercer, observed that he had perceived there was
a majority of the Convention disposed to make some amendment in the
Constitution in regard to the appointing power, and the plan here proyosed:waa to give it to the Governor and Senate. He confessed that it.
appeared to him that a great error had been commited, in vesting the
appointing power in that manner. He was satisfied with the, Constitution
asit now wau in thia particular ; and he was not aware that %e people
hd ever complained. He maintained that under the Constitution of
Pennsylvania the people of the State had been as well secured in all their
rights and privileges as under any written Constitution that had ever
existed. The gentleman from Armstrong (Mr. CURLL) had intimated that
although he was- not what might be called a ‘6 whole hog” reformer,
that he add his party were the friends of the people. Now, he (Mr. 6)
would not dispute that assertion.
As, however, a change was ex*
peeted, he would propose an amendment, which would, undoubtedly,ruit
the radicals ; at least, it ought to ; and that was to substitute the House of
Representatives for the Senate, as the confirming power of:the nomtnations of the Governor.
The House of Representatives was much nearer
the people than the Senate, and if local information was desired, the House
ought to be substituted.
He therefore .moved to strike out the word
44Senate”, and insert (6House of Representatives”.
He would say now, as he had said before, that this amendment appeared
to him to be more in accordance with the views of gentlemen who
had spoken, in favor of reform, than any other that oould the proposed.
He believed- that the Chairman (Mr. CLARKE) himself had only a few
davs ago.advanced some strong reasons whv an amendment of this chara&r ought to be=addpted. Hk thought that gentleman then stated that
the,Setiate ought not to have the- power of rejecting, and he went on to
argue,. generally, that the Senate was a body too far removed from the
.people, which was not the case with the House of Representatives.
It had beenobjected to the present previsions of the Constitution that
thesppeinting
power was too far removed from the people. If that was
the-ease, then why not give the appointing power to the House of Reprei
aentatives-to the immediate representatives of the people. The gen-
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tleman from Philadelphia (Mr. BRO&) said, some time ago, that he had
lost all confidence in Senates, here, or in higher places. He thought,
therefore, he should be sure of his vote for this amendment. The gentleman’s colleague, (Mr. EARLE) who had been styled the Father of the
Convention, would also, he was certain, agree with him that the appointing power, if altered at all, should be placed in the House of Representatatives and the Governor.
The House of Representatives was so numerous a body that it could not be so easily corrupted as a smaller body,
like the Senate, upon which also the influence of the Executive would be
brought more directly to bear than upou the House of Representatives.
In the late struggles between the Senate of the United States and the
President, which had been alluded to in the discussion, the Senate was
defeated. Great efforts were made with the States to effect a change in
favor of the President. If there was any extraneous influence which could
not be brought to sway the Senate more easily than the House, he did
not know what it was. He would say no more on the subject, except
to express his hope, that those who were in favor of reform, will not take
the appointing power out of the hands of the people, and place it in the
Senate, which was further removed from the people thau the Governor. He
would only add, as a further objectiou to placing the power in the Senate,
that he would not wish to see the Senators from Philadelphia dictating apointments of officers for his county, and tbe other western counties of the
i tate, of whose local concerns they necessarily had little knowledge, and
in whose affairs they could feel little interest.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, would certainly go, he said, with the
gentleman for his amendment.
He had said, it was true, that he had
little confidence in Senates, and he had now still less, after the strong
testimony borne against them by a gentleman who recently presided
over the State Senate. He should go for the proposition.
But he apprehended, that when we had got through the sixth article, and given the
election of county officers to the people, there would be few officers left
for the Governor and Senate to appoint.
He was in favor of giving most
of the appointments to the people directly, perhaps all, except the judges
of the higher courts.
Mr. BELL expressed the hope that the question would be taken without
further debate, for it was evident the proposition was resorted to as one
of the ways of smothering it. The gentleman from Adams told us the
other day, that there were two ways of reaching an object-one
to march
up to it directly ; and the other, to approach it by indirect means. The
proposition of the gentleman was so entirely out of the question, that it
would not admit of argument.
Mr. EARLE would like, he said, to have the yeas and nays on the
motion. He should vote for it himself, having more confidence in the
House of Representatives than in the Senate, and he was glad to find the
gentleman who offered it on such democratic ground. It was his wish
to put a check on the action of the Senate, and he would prefer giving
a negative on appointments to the House of Representatives.
Gentlemen
had made speeches about responsibility.
What do they mean by the
term ? Let them consider the meaning of the word. It meant, as he
tinderstood it, an obligation upon a person to give an account of his
The gentleman says the Governor may
actions, under some penalty.
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send in what nominations he pleases, without responsibility.
This was
a strange doctrine.
Who ever heard it contended that the President was
not responsible for his nominations of a Post Master General, or of a
Minister to Russia, or any other officer. In this age of discoveries, this
was the newest and most extraordinary discovery, that the Governor
would not be responsible for improper nominations.
The confirmation
of an improper nomination by the Senate, would not justify the Governor
in making it. More responsibility is created by making the Senate the
advisers of the Governor, and requiring their assent to appointments, and
the Governor’s responsibility is not lessened by it. It was said that we
have had very good officers under the present system, and the people have
been happy, and the State prosperous under it; but he said there had
been great complaints of bad appointments.
The Governor was under
the less responsibility for them, because he could throw the blame on his
advisers at a distance. We could not tell who his,advisers were, and it
was always the excuse for a bad appointment, that the Governor was
deceived by some one or other. But if we constituted the Senate or the
House of Representatives as his advisers, we should remove any ground
for this excuse, and we should know where to look for the source of bad
appointments.
We should have two branches of the Government reeponsible to the people for the appointments, instead of one.
Mr. STEVENS should, he said, vote for the amendment; not because he
was in favor of it, but because it was in strict accordance with parliamentary
practice, to vote for such amendments as would render a proposition odious.
With this view, he should vote for the amendment, and against the propoeition as amended. With the gentleman who offered this amendment, he
thought the House of Representatives an infinitely more suitable body for
the exercise of this power than the Senate. The House was aomposed
of gentlemen from almost every county in the State, whereas only one half
of the counties are represented in the Senate. We must give every
county a representative in the Senate, or, by this proposition, we take
away their right to be heard in the appointment of their own officers.
How would it work with the large Senatorial district of Lycoming and
Centre ? That large territory had but one Senator, and, in relation to all
appointments in that district, there would be thirty-two votes from those
who had no interest in them, for one who had. The House too, was a
more responsible body, for the Senators were chosen for three years, and
in a majority of districts, were never re-elected. Four out of five, served
but for one term. What kind of responsibility would the Senate be under?
They would care nothing about their appointments, because they are
certain of their office for three years, and are equally certain that they can
hold it no longer, whatever appointments they may make. But the
members of the House of Representatives, who are elected yearly, and
who wished to come back to their seats, so soft and so clean, would be
very careful what appointments they assented to. He would prefer that
the Judges should be elected by the Legislature, to having them nominated
by the Governor, and confirmed by the Senate. It would create less
heart-burning dissensions and excitement. Then, too, there would be no
secret contracts, no mquisitorial investiga~iqns of pfivate character? but alI
;he proceedings would be open,
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Mr. BELL: I thought this amendment was offered in jest; but, as it
appears to be pressed with sincerity, I ask the yeas and nays upon it.
The yeas having been required by nineteen others,
The question was taken on the motion of Mr. CUNNINUHAM,
to strike
out SCSenate”, and insert ‘6 House of Representatives”, and was decided
in the negative-yeas,
15; nays, 97--as follows :
Yens-Messrs. Bayne, Bigelow, Brown, of Philadelphia, Cox, Crum, Cunningham,
Dillinger, Earle, Henderson, of Allegheny, Houpt, M’Cahen, Reigart, Stevens, Weaver,
Weidman--15.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Barn&,
Bedford, Bell, Biddle, Bonham, Brown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Northampton, Carey,
Chambers, Chauncey, Clapp, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavinger, Cline,
Coates, Cochran, Cope, Craig, Grain, Crawford, Cumrnin, CurlI, Darlington, Darrah,
Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Donagan, Dunlop, Farrelly, Fleming, Forward, Fry,
Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlin, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst, Henderson,
of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Hopkinson, Hyde, Ingersoll, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher,
Krebs, Long, Maclay, M,agee, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Merkel,
Miller, Montgomery, Myers, Nevin, Overfield, Pennypacker, Pollock, Purviance,
Riter, Royer, Russ& Saeger, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Scheetz, Shellito, Sill, Smith, Smyth.
Snively, Sterigere, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd, White, Woodward, Young,
Sergeant, President.-97.

Mr. FORWARDsubmited the following amendment to the amendment :
strike out all after the word “pleasure”,
and insert “ all other officers
whose offices shall be created by this Constitution, or may be established
by law, shall be appointed by the joint vote of both Houses of the Legislature, unless such as are otherwise provided for in this Constitution”.
Mr. FORWARDsaid he had suggested, the other day, the propriety of
suspending the action of the Convention upon the eighth section of the
second article, for the present, but the Convention were disinclined to
He had done so, because he thou.ght a proposilisten to the suggestion.
tion would be made to confer on both branches of the Legislature ihe appointment of certain officers, and it would not be a proper place to introduce a portion of those officers in the second article. From the indications he had seen, he hardly expected to carry this motion, and should
content himself with calling for the yeas and nays.
The question was taken on the amendment of Mr. FORWARD, and
decided in the negative-yeas,
38 ; nays, ‘Y&--as follows :
Ysrs-Messrs.
Agnew, Barndollar, Bayne, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Cleavinger, Cline, Craig, Crum, Dam&, Dillinger, Earle, Forward, Fuller, Gilmore, Grenell, Helffenstein, Houpt, Kennedy, Kerr,
Magee, Mann, M’Cahen, M’Call, Miller, Montgomery, Overfield, Purviance, Reigart,
Riter, Rogers, Stevens, Stickel, Weaver, Weidman-38.
NAYs-Messrs. Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Bamitz, Bedford, Bell, Brown, of
Lancaster, Chambers, Chauncey, Clapp, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Goatee,
Cochran, Cope, Cox, Grain, Crawford, Cummin, Cunningham, Curl& Darlington,
Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Farrelly, Fleming, Fry, Gearhart, Hamlin, Harris, Hastings,
Hayhurst, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Hopkinson,
Hyde, Ingersoll, Konigmacher, Krebs, Long, Lyons, Maclay, M’Sherry, Merrill, Merkel,
Myers, Nevin, Pennypacker, Pollock, Read, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Sell&s,
Seltzer, Serrill, Scheetz, Shellito, Sill, Smith, Smyth, Snively, Sterigere, Swetland,
Taggart, Todd, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, PreoiJent-75.

Mr. AGNEW then moved the following, as a substitute for the amendment : ‘6 He shall appoint all oflicera whose appointments are not herein
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otherwise provided for, subject to the qualifications and restrictions
hereinafter declared”.
Mr. AGNEW did not wish by this amendment to interfere with the principle contained in the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, but
merely to carry out the views of the matter he had taken yesterday when
He wished by it to retain the residuary
he had addressed the committee.
and leave to the sixth article the
appointing power in the Executive,
arrangement of the different offices, and the manner in which appointments
are to be carried out. This, he thought, would be getting rid of a dishculty which appeared to exist at present in relation to this question. It
would merely be retaining the residuary power of appointment in the
hands of the Executive, and when we come to the sixth article, we can
take up the officers separately, and every gentleman would have the liberty
of voting separately on each. Some gentlemen would be in favor of appointments of officers by and with the consent of the Senate, except in some particu!arinstances,such as Secretary of State, perhaps ; others mightbe in favor
of only appointing the judicial officers by the consent of the Senate and
by this amendment every gentleman would have the liberty of voting separately on those offices ; and this would be getting rid of tbe difiiculty of
having so many questions to be voted upon together. For his own part,
he could not vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, on
account of its embracing the Secretary of State ; and because another set
of officers to be created by the Legislature were to be left open for future
He apprehended as the
determination as to the mode of appointment.
amendment now stood, the Legislature might create certain offices and say
that the Governor should fill them or they might create offices and fill
them themselves.
Now this he considered improper and had introducedhis amendment for the purpose of getting rid of this question which appeared to be so perplexing to the committee.
Mr. SNYTH called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered.
Mr. STEVENS said he should vote for this amendment, and if carried, he
should then vote for the amendment as amended, because it obviated one
great difficulty, that of leaving the appointment of a vast number of officers
unprovided for. which must lead to the utmost confusion.
Mr. FORWARD did not think that the phraseology of the amendment corresponded with the explanation the gentleman had given. As he understood the gentleman, he said that a qualification might be inserted in
another article by which a concurence of the Senate would bc made necessary in appointments.
not consider in the
article, and then n
herein after declar
cers were’to be appointedby and with the advice and consent of the Senam, and. what officers the Governor should have the power of appointing.
‘I@ he considered the better mode as the question would then come up
on each-officer-as to the manner in -which he should t& appointed.
Mr;‘ponw*nn
said he was then oat mistaken, in relation to the phra-
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This word, appointment, means an absolute selection; and
would not be ploper if the gentleman meant to connect tbe Senate with
the Executive in any of the appointments.
In the Constitution of the
United States the word nominate is used, and by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, appoint.
The meaning is, that the Governor shall
in some case have the sole power of appointment, and that question they
might just as well settle on the amendment of the gentleman from Chcstcr
as on the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver, he should, therefore,
vote against this proposition in order to reach the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, so that we might get a decided expression upon this
proposition which would put it to rest finally and forever. He was now
prepared to vote upon this amendment of the gentleman from Chester,
and he hoped the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver might be nega
tived so that they might meet the other question directly and have such an
expression of the Convention upon it as might be relied on hereafter.
Mr. L)ICKEY said he also was prepared to vote. But he wished to
remark that there was more in the proposition of his colleague (Mr. AGNEW)
than the gentleman seemed to think.
It contemplated leaving the mode of
appointment to be disposed of under the sixth article, with the concurence of the Senate or in any other way that may be decided on. The
offices in that section may not4 be all provided for, and, if any should be
created, the proposition of his colleague would be found useful. He himself thought it would have been better to leave this matter to be disposed
,of in the sixth article, because we could there tell better where the appointing power should rest, and to whom should be confided the appointment
of the Comptroler of Public Works and others. In that point of view he
did not think the amendment of his colleague was objectionable.
Mr. BELL said he was not at all surprised that his proposition met with
opposition in such a variety of shapes. Gentlemen had racked their ingenuity to find a mode of defeating it. He was not surprised at this when
he looked to the quarter from which this opposition came. It embraced
a principle from which some gentlemen are disposed to recoil whenever it
is presented to them-a principle which must now be settled, if we would
not wish to see the scenes of the last two days re-acted here. He had this
morning assigned the reasons which had directed his course, and he would
not now recapitulate them, as he hoped they wete within the recollection
of the committee.
He now only rose to brush away the cobwebs which
had gathered round the perceptions of gentlemen, and to disabuae,the minds
of some who were favorably disposed towards his amendment.
He did

seology.

therefore, cnts off all such judicial officers. What officers will be left for
him to appoint 1 Justices ? No. When we reach the proper article for
the appointment of Judges of Courts, Justices, kc., you restrict him by
designating a different course of appoinrment, Sams gentlemen am doei.
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rous that the Associate Judges shall be elected by the people. That will
be deliberated on, when we come to the proper article.
At present it is
sufficient to restrict to judicial ofiicers. There are some who would strike
out judicial officers, and say-a 11 oflicers whose appointment is not
herein otherwise provided for 1 He considered the language of his amendment the moat suitable. It was necessary that some general mode should
be prescribed, and there are many officers whose appointments cannot
come from any other source than the Governor. When they can be derived
from any other source, it is pointed out. The Constitution provides no
other mode. Was it not necessary there should be a general provision
on the subject of appointment?
Will any gentleman point out any mode
in which every officer in the State of Penusylva.nia, Inspectors of tobacco,
lumber, flour, and all the other thousand officers whose uses are as multifarious as their names, can be appointed ? It is impossible to point them
all out in detail. If they are the creatures of statute laws, it is always in
the power of the Legislature to change the mode of appointment-to
take
it away from the Governor and place it somewhere else. There is a
desire in some gentlemen to descend to minutia, and to make provinion for all emergencies
It cannot be done. The general powermust be
vested somewhere, and the residuum of power, or as the Constitution
as it now stands, expresses it, such as ‘1 shall be established by law”, must
be lodged in some one. It was objected by some that this was not the
proper place for this provision.
Some wish it to be in the sixth article,
and that one provision shall suffice, Sheriffs, Coroners, and all the other
officers in Pennsylvania.
But we are here limiting the power of the
Governor, not chalking out a whole system.
We are ,prescribing certain
powers; and this is the proper place.
Now he would ask, was it not perfectly proper, when we were about to
divest the Governor of some of his inordinate patronage, that we should
determine that in the creation of oRices in future, who shall appoint the
officers to fill them? And where could you lodge the power better than in
How could we ‘look into
the hands of the Legislature of Pennsylvania?
futurity in order to see the number of offices which the exigency of the
moment might require ? Let gentlemen carry back their recollection to the
year 179$ and let them compare the population of that time with the number of ofhces and officers which then existed.
How could gentlemen sit
here in 1837, and guess what might be the number of offices which might
be required 50 or 100 years hence ? It was impossible, and consequently
it was necessary to leave the matter open from the very nature of the suhject. Where, then, he would enquire, could the power be better left /than
with the people, or what was the same thing, their immediate representatives-the
Legislature.
There was another objection which had been
urged,andat which he would glanceMr. BAYNE, of Allegheny, called the gentleman from Chester to order on
the ground that he was taking a very wide range-going
into matters not
immediitely connected with the subject under consideration.
The CHAIR decided that the gentleman was in order, because he was
merely adducing reasons why the amendment to the amendment should
not be adopted.Mr. BELL resumed: He understood that the gentleman who had called
him to order was formerly a member of the Legislature.
He was aurpriq
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ed that he should have called him to order while he was endeavoring to
show why the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver should not be
adopted. At the time he was interrupted, he was going on to observe
that another objection had been made by the friends of this principle.That objection was, that the proposed amendment does not include the
Now, the genlatter part of section eight, in reference to disqualification.
tleman from Beaver was perfectly right, we were not speaking of oflicers
generallyMr. Cox, .of Somerset, (interrupted:) If the committee would riseObjections being made in various quarters.
Mr. BELL proceeded: We were now prescribing the duties of the Governor, and it was not necessary until they were fixed, that we should introduce an amendment of this sort with respect to the qualifications and
restrictions in reference to the appointment of officers. He confessed
that he was not at all surprised at the ingenuity of the modes devised to
evade the proposition, because it presented a principle which the Convention must now settle, unless they wished to see the scenes of the last two
days re-acted. The gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. DENNY) had said, and
he had been followed out in the idea by the gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Mr. BIDDLE) that the amendment instead of having the effect of restricting the power of the Governor, would tend only to increase it-that the
only restriction prpposed to be put upon the Governor was to subject his
acts to the decision of the Senate. It had been contended, too, that the
Senate was to appoint all the officers. Now, if the gentlemen had read
the amendment carefully over, they would have found that it restrained the
To be sure, if gentlemen took it up and read one
power of the Governor.
sentence and detached it from its fellow, they might arrive at such a conclusion.
Mr. DCNNY, of Allegheny, explained that what he had said was, that
as the amendment gave the sole power of nomination to the Governor, it
therefore, did not diminish his patronage.
Mr. BELL said that he should like to put a question to the gentleman from
Allegheny.
Mr. FORWARD, of Allegheny, moved that the committee rise, report
progress, and ask leave to sit again.
The question having been taken, was decided in the negative.
A division being demanded, there appeared ayes 36, noes, not counted.
Mr. BELL rose and concluded, after making two or three observations,
very indistinctly heard,
The quesMr. DARLINQTOR, of Chester, moved that the committeerise.
tion having been taken, was decided in the negative-ayes
39.
The question was then taken on the amendment of Mr. AGNEW to the
amendment, and decided in the negative.
YEAS--Meesrs. Agnew, Baldwiu, BamdoUar,Bayne, Bidle, Brown, of Lencaster, Carey, Clark, of Dauphin, Coatea Ccchran, Cox, Crum, Cunniugham, Dar1
Dickey, Dickerson, Dunlop, Harris, Hendemon, of Dauphiu,‘Houpt, Kerr,~~~~
Long, H&clay, M’Call, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel, Montgomery, P&tnypt&#, R&l@t,
Roper, Russell, Scott, Serritl,Snively, Stevens, Tcdd,Weidman, Serge&t, &&&r~f.
Nars-Messre.
Agree, Banks, Barclay, B*mitr, Bedford, Bell, Bi~l~;Benh&nv;
Browu, of Northampton, Browq of Philade&&
Clarke, of Indiana, CXeavinger; Cliin*t
Copp, Craig, Cr&Crawford,
Cummin, Curll, Dar& Dillinger, Donyup, Eagle, Ear-:
relly, Fleming, Forward, Fry, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlii, Hastings,
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Ha bat, HeJEenatain,Hende,
of AIIegheny, Hiaster, High, Hyde, Ingersoll, Kenned&e&
Lions Mqg? Mann, M’Cahan Merrill Miller, Myers Nevin Over&Id, Poll&,
Puknea,‘Raad,
kiir, Rogers, SaAger, Seilers, Seltzer, 6cheetr: Sheilito, Sill,
E&h, Smytb, ‘S&rigere, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Weaver, White, Woodward-

‘Mr. Cox said his friend from Chester was desirous of addressing the
committee, and afterwards he proposed to speak himself.
He moved that
the.committe rise.
Mr. SHELLITO said we were not nearer the question than we were last
ni ht.
%I r. MEREDITH said that courtesy to the gentleman from Chester required
that he should be allowed a proper opportunity to speak on the subject.
Mr. FORWARDsaid this was one of the most important questions we
should have before us, and he hoped that all would be heard who were
*
desirous of speaking upon it.
Mr. AYRES : There is not half a house here. It would be very wrong
to take the question to night.
Mr. EARLE : I trust there will be no further delay on so simple a question as this. The people decided it long ago. Gentlemen who wish to
be heard upon it can s.peak on the second reading, as they sometimes say
to ue.
Mr. B~WRS: As I have had the honor of addressing the committee this
morning, I .hope other gentlemen will not be deprived of expressing their
views upon it. There has been no waste of time on the subject yet, and
wiil not be, if we take another day for it.
Mr. EARLE: I am willing to sit here and hear gentlemen till nine
o’clock.
The committee, after some further discussion, rose, reported progress,
and asked leave to sit again, which was agreed to ; and
The Convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

JUNE 14,1837.

Mr. ~OATW, of &anc.as&r,, .resented a memorial from inhabitants of
@rs&&anpa county, pray&g % at the sixth section of the ninth article of
the Constitbtion may be so amended .that, in all questions affecting life or
liberty, $he ri ht of trial by jury shall be extended to every human being,
v$hieh vas re rB
ered to the committee on the ninth article.
Mr. C,o~x,‘from the committee of accounts, made a report, which was
apied to.

SECONDARTICLE.

resolved itself into committee of the whole on
of Indiana, in the Chair.
&LL, of Chester, to so much of the
to the eighth section being under conside-

Mm

‘$r.

DAW+?T~

of Chester, rose to address the committee.

He felt,
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grateful, he said, for the indulgence which the committee had granted him,
in allowing him to postpone until this morning, the few observations he
proposed to make on this importaut question.
He would endeavor to
repay the kindness by making those observations short, and by occupying
as little of the time of the committee as possible. The amendment presented two distinct questions, both of vital importance, and demanding the
candid deliberation of the Convention.
J’rst: Whether the sole power of appointing judicial officers shall be
taken from the Governor, and vested in him in conjunction with the
Senate ; and
Second: Whether we shall take from the Governor and vest in him
jointly with the Senate, the appointment of all officers to be created hereafter.
The first question was presented distinctly by the report of tbe committee to whom this article was refered ; and he begged leave now to advert to
that report which had been mainly lost sight of in this discussion.
The
existing Constitution provides that the Governor ‘6 shall appoint all of%
cers, whose offices are established by the Constitution, or shall be established by law, and whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided
for”.
The report of the committee proposes to change the existing pro.
vision, and to make it read-“ he shall nominate, and by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint all officers”, &c. Here
is a distinct question presented to our consideration; and, in the observations I made the other day, I stated the doubt which suggested itself to
my mind as to the propriety of voting for that report. I have now, on
subsequent reflection, satisfied myself that I cannot give my consent to
this part of the xeport of the committee. It is a change uncalled for by
my constituents; new, untried, sustained by arguments founded on an
analogy to the Constitution of the United States, not applicable to our
institutions, experimental, and of the effect of which we can have no
knowledge.
Not being able to add anv thing to the able arguments which
have been already brought forward ag&st the report of the committee, I
will refrain from taking up the time of the committee on that branch of the
subject. There is a distinct opinion in the majority of this body adverse
to my opinion, in favor of giving to the Senate a controling influence in
these appointments ; and this may be carried into effect by rejecting the
amendment of my colleague, and adopting the report of the committee,
which reads thus -6‘ he shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, shall appoint all officers”, &c. This I believe to
be the opinion of a great majority of this Convention.
The second question is, in effect, whether you will vest in the Legislature the appointment of all officers to be created hereafter. This is a
distinct question, and ought to be kept in the view of the committee. The
object of the mover is distinctly stated-to
strike out the words “ to be
established by law “. On this question, he had hoped the committee
would have been called on to act separately.
The distinct object of the
mover is to take away from the Governor the appointment of all, officers
to be appointed to fill offices created by law. There is as decided an
opinion in this committee against giving this immense power into the
hands of the Legislature, as there is against confiding it to the Governor.
He was opposed to the blending of these propositions.
They ought to
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be kept distinct and separate ; we ought to vo vote separately on each, and
test each of them according to its true merits.
What does the amendment propose ? It embraces more than ought to be included in any one
proposition.
It proposes that the Governor shall appoint a Secretary of
the Commonwealth and an Attorney General during pleasure. Why arc
these officers of the Commonwealth introduced ? In the fifteenth section
of this article, provision is made for a Secretary, and his duties are prescribed. Why has it been taken from that section and introduced here? 2
What is the reason for this transfer ? It is this-this proposition is introduced here in order to get votes for the amendment, which the other propositions contained in it, would not; in a distinct form, be able to command. He did not intend& throw blame on the mover of the amendment, but, he would enquire if it was not practicable so to distinguish the
propositions as that a vote might be taken separately on each, and the
merits of each thus tested. Why could not the committee pass now on
the other part of the proposition, and leave the decision of so much as
refers to the Secretary of the Commonwealth until we reach the section to
which that subject properly belongs ?
What is the next proposition presented by the amendment of my colleague ? It is, that the Governor ‘6 shall nominate, and by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers, whose
appointment is not herein otherwise provided for “.
Why is the question introduced here as to judicial officers, when it is well known, that in
the appropriate article, the provision for the appointment and tenure of
those officers, will come before the Convention in its proper order? In
the fifth article, we shall have to prescribe the mode, as well as the tenure
of appointment.
The article which relates to the judiciary is the appropriate place for all provisions in relation to the officers of that branch.Why, then, has this subject been introduced here, except for the purpose
of making the amendment more palatable to those who would be disinclined to vote for the objectionable part standing alone. There is another
Before we terminate our labors, we
point to be taken into consideration.
may prescribe for the appointment of other officers than such as are judi-’
cial. We may determine that there shall be an Attorney General. There
is no mention of such officer in the present Constitution, but, it might be
thought expedient to provide for such an officer hereafter, and, in that case,
how is he to be appointed ? There would be no power vested in the
Governor to make such appointment, or to appoint any other than judicial’officers, if there are no provision introduced for that pnrpose. So also,
as to a Comptroller of Public Works.
The amendment provides that the
Governor and Senate shall appoint all judicial officers ; and therefore, he
The Governor cannot appoint a
has no power to kppoint any others.
Comptroller of Pubiic Works, if we should think it expedient hereafter to
create one, because, there is no power of appointment vested in him in any
But these are matters merely presented for the
part of the Constitution.
consideration of the committee; and if any mode can be devised by
.which the question may be taken on each part of the amendment singly,
so as to test the separate merits of each, I shall be satisfied.
To return then to the point from which I set out. The proposition to
vest in the Legislature the power to say who shall fill the offices they
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be introduced into the Constitution.
It is a principle entirely new to the
Constitution of Pennsylvania;
and, he trusted, before the Convention
shall decide on its introduction, sufficient arguments would be adduced to
satisfy the people of its propriety, for they would require some good
reasons to show that it was founded on a just and republican principle.
Is such a provision to be found in the Constitution of any other State in
this Union ? I am not informed of it, if it be so. And such is the ingenuity and research of those who advocate this new feature, that if there
was any thing like it in any of the other State Constitutions, they would
assuredly have brought it before the view of this committee.
I consider
the principle of vesting in the Legislature the power of making laws by
which offices are created, and also the power of filling those offices as a
union of the Executive and Legislative functions, which is at war with
all sound principles of Government.
Will you all allow the Legislature
to create innumerable officers at their will ? If so, I defy you to put
them out, when once legislated into existence.
Will you allow the Legislature to create the offices, and then to say how they shall be filled?
Will you not keep the Executive and the Legtslative departments of the
Government separate and distinct, as they are kept in every other State ?
It has been said that the provision does not make it obligatory on the
Legislature to take into their own hands the filling of these offices. True,
it dces not. But the Legislature may do so: they may exercise the
power, if they think tit. A Legislature may consider no other branch of
the Government so competent to fill the offices, and may, therefore, carry
out the principle by filling the offices themselves.
If they did not do it
themoelves, they might depute the Governor and Senate to fill the offices :
or, they might delegate the duty to the House of Representatives, by and
with the advice and consent of the Governor-the
very principle which
you but yesterday repudiated- or they might determine that the offices
should be filled by joint ballot-a principle which you also rejected yesterday.
I object to holding the matter at such loose ends. What have
we not heard, since the commencement of the session, against the
encroaching power of the Legislature 1 Have we not been told that it is
the strongest arm of the Government, and that it is calculated to swallow
up the power of the Executive and the Judiciary ? Have uot applications
been made to us to impose restrictions on this branch, for the purpose of
curtailing its dangerous powers 1 Such was the object of the argument
delivered by the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. IN~PRSOLL)on the
subject of the distribution of powers. And are you now disposed to vest
in that Legislature, whose power you have already began to view with
alarm, other and enormous and unheard of powers, in addition to what
they already possess ? I hope this committee is not prepared, one day,
to vote that this Legislature are in the possession of too much power, and,
in the next, to place additional power in their hands. One of the
strongest argutnents brought forward by my colleague, was that the people
bad demanded a diminution of the power of the Executive.
How far
does this requisition of the people authorize us to go ? Is there any
diminution called for, except that the appointment of the county officers
shall be taken from the Governor, and vested in the people 1 On no other
than this point has there been any decided expression of the wishes of
the people. There had been no positive expression of the decided
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opinions of the people, in reference to the diminution of Executive
There is one portion of the State, at
ower, further thau this.
Peast, which desires no such diminution of the power of the Executive, as that which is proposed by the amendment of my colleague.
If there has been no such expression of the will of the people on the subject of diminishing the power of the Executive, beyond what I have
introduced, far less has there been any desire expressed by the people for
Whence was the
the increase ef power to be vested in the Legislature.
idea derived that the diminution of the power of the Executive is to be
connected with the increase of the power of the Legislature ? Has there
been, amon the ,people, any mouth open in favor of such a proposition I
Not one: t$ ere has not been a single instance within my knowledge of
any expression of public opinion in favor of giving to the Legislature the
additional power contemplated by this amendment. I may add, that there
is a disposition, on the part of the people, to curtail the power of the
Executive so far as regards the appointment of Justices of the Peace; but
is it for the purpose of vesting this power in the Legislature ? Certainly,
it is not. We have already made a call on the Secretary of the CommonWe have not as
wealth for a list of the officers of this Commonwealth.
i;,t been furnished with the list, for which I am sorry, as I should have
erived mueh aid from it. Among the almost innumerable officers in this
State, it will be found that about nine tenths are called into oflice under
Where do we
particular laws, and not by any Constitutional provision.
find the authority for the appointment of the officers of the port of Philadelphia, for the Health officers, for the Auctioneers ? Whence do all the
host of other officers scattered over the State derive their authority, if not
from law ? The laws are repealable ; and the very firstLegislature under
the new Constitution, if we get a new Constitution, may repeal all the
existing laws, and, under a different Governor, vest in themselves the same
ower of appointing these niue tenths of the public officers. Thev who
ii old under the laws are under the control of the Legislature, and ii is for
the Legislature to say if they shall be appointed or not. I apprehend there
has been no expression of public opiniou in favor of any such change as is
contemplated here ; aud I beg leave to call the attention of the committee
io this fact, as a suflicient reason for the vote I shall give, that no such
change asthis is desired by the people of my district.
Other gentlemen
It is not for
‘may have different views of what their constitueuts require.
me to enquire if the voice of the constituents of my colleague has called
for such chauge. But I will refer my collea.gue, and the gentleman from
Mifllin, to the fact, that in the district they m part represent, so far from
there having been an expression of public opinion in favor of restricting
the Executive patronage, there was given an aggregate majority of four
But when the
‘thousand two hundred votes against calling a Convention.
voters of Delaware, Chester and Montgomery together, have cast such a
majority against -a Convention at all, I am at loss to find any argument
in that fact, that the people of that district are.in favor of an 1suchchange.
There is nothing in that to satisfy me that 1 ought to overt 5 cow tfre pro.$ision of the present Constitution, for the .purpoge of sqrbst@utin.’ inits
‘#
rooti, a ptinci?pie untried, of doubtful effect, and contrary, as I eem it,
.to allsottnd rules of Government.
i shall hold my&T tjbund -to vote against the latter part of the atnend-
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ment, because I hold it to he not founded on just principles, nor called for
by the people. I shall, also, vote against the report of the committee.
I
will bring back the committee to the recollection of one fact. This report
introduces as part of ths appointing power, the controling influence of the
Senate. I think it better by voting against this amendment, to bring that
The amendment presents another
distinct principle before the committee.
branch of the question, which I should wish to vote upon, also, as a distinct question. I will say, in conclusion, that I cannot but deprecate the
appeals to party, which have been made more than once. I think it wrong
to make appeals to the radicals, to the democratic party, or to any party.
The arguments by which this amendment, is sustained ought to be addressed, not to the democratic party only, but to the reason of men of all parties.
I hope the arguments of gentlemen will hereafter be addressed to the sound
sense of every member of the Convention.
Mr. WOODWARD
said : Mr. Chairman : It will be recollected by every
member of the committee of the whole, that 1 was desirous last evening of
taking the question on this amendment without further debate, and I voted
twice against the rising of the committee.
I was induced, however, to
yield my opposition to the rising of the committee, by the desire expressed hy the delegate from Chester (Mr. DARLINGTON)to he heard on the
subject. It will also he recollected that during the debate yesterday, many
more speeches were heard in opposition to the amendmentthan in favor of
it. Under these circumstances, sir, I do not feel that any apology is due
from me for asking the attention of the committee to some views and conconsiderations in support of the proposed amendment.
Sir, I was struck with thegood sense and propriety of the remark, made
yesterday, by my friend, the mover of this amendment (Mr. BELL) that
we had now arrived at a point, where it became necessary to decide a n&zciple-an
d that our attention ought not to he diverted from the principle by
any mere question of form. I have no hesitation in declaring that the
amendmeut may be improved in matter of form, and ought to be somewhat
modified in matter of substance, but, sir, I choose for the present, to regard
the important principle involved in the amendment, and leave the shaping
and moulding of that principle to the Convention on second reading. What
is the great object proposed by the amendment under consideration ? It is
the restriction of Executive patronage by requiring the Senate to advise and
consent to the appointments by the Governor of the chief officers, whose
appointments are to he left in his hands. This, sir, I regard as one of the
main objects for which we were convened.
The gentleman who had just taken his seat (Mr. DARLINGTON)adverting to the support which his colleague (Mr. BELL), and my friend from
Mifflin (Mr. BANKS),have given to this amendment, refered those gentlemen, with something of an air of triumph, to the fact that the joint vote in
their respective districts exhibited a majority of about 4000, against the
call of a Convention, and intimated that those gentlemen did not, on this
subject, represent the public sentiment in the counties of Chester and Mifflin. Now, sir, it is not for me to say that the gentleman’s inference is not
well founded, hut if his logic be good, I submit to him whether, since in
Pennsylvania there was a majority of more than 13,000 votes in favor of
a call of the Convention, we, all of us, representatives of that majority,
ought not to carry out and aocomplieh the objector propoarrd by the oJ\ of
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On his principles, as explained by his reference to these gentleman, this
is very clear to me. And what evil, sir, pressed severer on the people
than the great weight of Executive patronage ? What, more than this,
requires reform ? Every man knows that the reduction and restriction of
Executive patronage were among the objects for which the Convention was
called.
The unqualified appointment of a great number, officers which the Governor has enjoyed under the present Constitution, seems to have been
given to him for the purpose of strengthening the Executive arm. Under
the Constitution of 1779 the Executive power was lodged in a President
and Council which consisted of twelve persons, five of whom, with the
President or Vice President, were a quorum.
This division of Executive
power among so many hands was one of the few radical defects of that
Constitution, and when in 1790 our present Constitution was framed, so
strong a desire seems to have been felt for the correction of this evil, that
not only were all the Executive powers and patronage of the President and
Council confered on the Goreruor, but the power of choosing many of
their subordinate officers was snatched from the people and thrown with
the mass into the Executive lap. In remedying the evils of the old system, the Convention of ‘90 produced greater ones in the opposite direction. They lodged the Executive power in one man, and confered on him
an amount of patronage, altogether too great for any officer of a republican
Government to possess. For a too weak and a too much divided Executive they substituted a too strong and a too much condensed power. Look
at this power, sir, not as it was forty-seven years ago when it came fresh
from the Convention of ‘90, but, now, as it has grown, expanded:and
strengthened.
The peculiar duty of your Governor is to see that the laws are faithfully
executed, and besides this high trust, the Constitution and laws of the State
have confered an amount of patronage which has swelled him out of all
just dimensions.
He is the Commander-in-chief of the military and naval
forces of the State. He appoints your Judges, Justices of the Peace, Prothonotaries, Clerks of the Courts, Registers, Recorders, Notaries Public,
InspMors, and a multitude of subordinate officers provided by law. Your
departments of State and of Land, and your department of In ternal Improvements are all filled by men who come and go at his bidding.
Consider,
sir, that our immense system of Internal Improvement, with the vast
interests and the almost infinite offices which are associated with it, has
grown into existence under our present Constitution, and was not in the
contemplation of the framers of that instrument, when they confered the
appointing patronage on the Governor.
All these officers derive their
official existence mediately or immediately from the Governor, and most
of them hold their places by no other tenure than his sovereign will’and
He is the lord paramount, and a sort of feudal relation is estabPeasure*
rshed between him and a body of men scattered all over the Commonwealth.
When to all this, you add the pardoning power by which he can dig
down the scafIold which the law has erected, and throw open the prison
doors which justice has barred, aud the veto power, whereby he can defeat
the legislation of the country : I ask, sir, what but the name and voice
Are not the
of royalty, does he want to make him “every inch a king?“’

!
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destinies ad the welfare of this great and glorious Commonwealth in too
large a share commited to his guardianship ? How are the infinitely divers&xl interests of a million and a half of people subjected to the influence
of ONE ~rmp. And who is he, sir ? or rather who may he be ? I disdain
all party allusions.
I speak impersonally, when I say that he may be a
minority Governor. By one of the most obvious of those accidents which
mark the history of evary political party, the majority of the people may
be divided in their choice of a Governor, and a man in all respects unfit
for the station may attain the Chief Magistracy of the State in opposition
to the de&red will of a large majority. And when such a man wields this
patronage and power unrestricted, and without check, where is the security for the rights and interests of the majority ? Mr. Chairman, gentlemen may cypher up the votes of the people on the call of a Convention
as they please, and prove by their figures if they can, that the Constitution
of Pennsylvania, which erects and sustains such a power amongst us, is
the Constitution of the people’s choice, and when their figures are spent
and their calculations ended, I can tell them that the people of Pennsylvanb love liberty too well, and cherish itwith a jealousy too wakeful, everto
rest contented and secure till this vast, dangerous and still growing Executive power is hewn down into a republican size and shape. But the danger of a wrong use of this great power is not at all. It attraets too many
aeptiants- it heats and increases that thirst for office which has become
the characteristic disgrace of the age. The office is so desirable that competitors rush fiercely into the pursuit, and their friends and expectants
follow.
Every man is animated with a hope that an office confered by
his favorite candidate will reward the zeal with which he contributes to
his elevation.
And in this pursuit of office, and this conflict of parties,
society becomes excited, convulsed, distracted.
Betting and bribing dishonor the public morals. Mobs, riots and murders violate the public peace.
Shmders and libels prostitute the press and blight the reputation which
constitutes the public wealth, and of which, as of liberty, the press should
be the palladium.
Nor, sir, is this all. The young men, the future stay and hope of the
State, cannot look on these contests umoved and uninterested.
Irnprw.
ed by the example before them, with the idea that the acquisition of office
is the main end of existence, and yielding to the warm impulses of natute,
they rush &to the political arena to do battle for, perhaps, some worthleaa,~
demagogue.
Yo& sir, who have lived long and observed much, have seen the stripling become a politician before he became a man. You have seen him
neglecting those studies and pursuits which alone could ripen and mature
his judgment,.and qualify him for discharging his future duties as a citizen, with wedit to himself, and honor to his country ; for the poor, the
melancholy, the wretched purpose of mingling in political strifes which
he did not comprehend, and which could only make him a mere politician
-+a man of principle in proportion to his interest”.
Who, sir, that hears me will deny that these are among the bitter fruits
whioh this bloated and overgrown Executive influence and pat+ags yield
to the public ? And who, sir, that witnesses the blight and the mildew
which this wide sppad and overshadowing evil is shedding on the. merals
and the manners and the principles of our people, does not tremble for the
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stability of our republican institutions.
The people feel the evil. Their
anxiety to eradicate this canker, gnawing as it is at their vitals, proves that
its progress has not yet deadened their sense both of the danger and the
remedy.
Now, sir, as to the remedy.
First, take from the Governor and give
back to the people the choice of their Justices, Prothonotaries and all those
officers generally denominated county officers. Secondly, place somewhere the power of supervising the Executive appointments of the Judges
and other officers of Government, whom it would not be convenient for
the people to elect.
The people are entitled to the election of their county officers, and they
should have it, not merely for the purpose of reducing Executive patronage, but because they never were satisfied with the system which tore it
from them. Under the Constitution of ‘76, the people had the election of
most of these county officers, and they ought never to have been robbed
Let, this, therefore, be restored to them.
of the right.
Then as to where the supervising power over Executive appointments
should be lodged. The amendment proposes the Senate. I believe this
to be the best deposite we can make of it. How, sir, is the Senate constituted? It is a select body of the representatives of the people-men
chosen for their age, their experience, and their wisdom-having
some
permanence, elected as hitherto they have been for four years, and acquainted with the men of their districts who would be likely to become the
nominees of the Governor.
Being a small body in comparison with the
other branch of the Legislature, the Senate can despatch its ordinary Legislative duties quicker than that branch, and acquire ample time during
the usual sessions of the Legislature to examine, advise and consent or
object to Executive appointments. The full information, the accurate local
knowledge, and the particular acquaintance which Senators would possess
in reference to these appointments, would secure to the people better and
more satisfactory officers than the Governor, however well disposed, can
give fibem now. It is said the Governor consults the members of the
re now in regard to the appointments to be made in their respects. Very well, if he does, it proves how necessary and proper
e should have advice, and is he not entitled to have it officially,
e oath of the member, and on his responsibility to his constituents 1
hairman : Among the reasons which I stated a day or two since,
for supporting this amendment, I mentioned the propriety of conforming,
where it was practicable, our State Constitution to’ that of the United
States, by which you know the Senate advises and consents to all of the
principal officers whom the President appoints.
The President of this
Convention (Mr. SERQEANT)had said that no analogy existed between the
Governments in this respect-that
the Senate of the United States is composed of men elected, not by the people, but by the States, and that uo
just argument can be drawn from the Federal Constitution, in support of
this amendment. It is true, sir, that the Constitution nf the Senate of the
United States, differs from ours, and that the duties of the two bodies, in
many respects differ, but the object of this reference to the Federal Constitution, was to show that it established the rinciple of supervising Executive appointments, and that this princip*P e was applied by giving to the
Senate this supervision, not because the Senate was or .was not elected by
Q2
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the people, but because it was a select body of men, peculiary qualiticd
by their stability, their wisdom, experience and gravity for this, duty.
But our learned President objects further, that nearly all the otlicers of
the General Government have, in oue way or the other, some agency in
our foreign relatians, and that the Senate which represents the States, is
therefore eculiarly the appropriate body to be consulted in their appointment. d- ell, sir, this is a new reasou for this feature of our Federal Constitution, which does not seem to have occured to the writers of the ablest
exposition of that instrument, which is extant. If entlemen will turu to
the Federalist No. 76, they will see the groun f elegantly and lucidly
And, sir, the
stated, on which the provision rests in that Constitution.
argument is so appropriate to my present purpose, that I beg the indulence of the committee whilst I read a portion of it. (Here Mr. W. read
i om the ‘Federalist No. 76).
Here, sir, are the reasons for this concuring power in the Senate of the
United States, and these reasons apply to our Senate, and fully justify the
ob’ect of this amendment.
k othing is said here, you will0 bserve, of the reason which the learned
gentleman has stated, but the necessity for lodging this supervising power
somewhere for the benefit of the people, and the fitness of entmstin it to
the Senate, because they are a select body of men, better qualified t8or the
exerciee of it, than any other body of men in the Government, are the
general reasons insisted on.
But it is objected, also, by the same gentleman, that the amendSo it does, parment confounds the Executive and Legislative powers.
tially, but not to the subversion of that great principle of MONTE~Q~IEU,
that the Legislative, the Executive, and the Judicial powers of Government, should be in separate hands. Sir, I cherish that principle, and am
incapable of doing any thing to violate it. I cling to it as to the sheet
Let it not depart from us, or liberty will
anchor of our free institutions.
certainly depart with it. I am as anxious to illustrate and invigorate that
principle in our Constitution , as the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr
Roe&s) and the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia on my left,
who so eloquently and forcibly advocated a m.cre.express
Mr. INGERSOLL)
6 istrlbution of the powers of this Government a few days since. But, sir,
will this amendment violate that sacred principle ? “ The British Constitution was to MONTESQUIEIT
what HOMERhas been to the didactic writers
As the latter have considered the work of the immortal
on epic poetry.
Bard,.as the perfect model from which the principles and rules of the epic
art were to be drawn, and by which all similar works were to be judged ;
so .this great political critic appears to have viewed the Constitution of
En land as the standard, or to use his own expression, as the mirror of
pol f-trcai ,liberty, and to have delivered in the form of elementary truths,
the several characteristic principles of that system “. But, sir, in this
6‘ mirror ” of that great author he saw the partial blending of the separate
The King cf England is a part of the lggislative
powers of Government.
authority-he
alone makes treaties with foreign natmns, which&ave .for
many pur oses the force of laws. He appoints all the members of the
One branch of the legislative department has the
ju@iary ,%epartment.
whole judicial power in cases of impeachment, and is the supreme appellate tribunal in all cases.
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So in our own Constitution. the Governor has an agency in Ie$slation,
and the Senate exercise6 judicial powers on the trtaI of impeachments.
The principle of a distribution of the powers of Government do& not
forbid thi6 partial control of one department over another, and it is violated
only when the whole powers of any two department6 are joined in the
same hands. I deny, therefore, that this amendment will break down
this salutary principle.
It will give the Senate a partial control over one
species of executive duties, just as you give it judicial power for one da86
of casee. But, It will be no more true that the Senate is entrusted with
the general executive power, than that it is true that it possesses the judicial power of the State.
Another objection to this amendment has been urged by the gentleman
from Adams (Mr. STEVENS). He thinks it will produce constans collisiou
and difficulty between the Executive and the Legislature, especially if they
should happen to be of different politics. I do not think 60. The Governor and Senate are elected by the same people, and if our recent amendThe Governor and
ments stand, they will be chosen for the same term.
a majority of the Senate will generally be of the same political stamp, and
in making their selections for oflices they will seek for the best men of
their party.
But suppose they are of different politic6 ? The Seim&
would not reject t.he nomination6 of the Governor, because the nominee6
were his political friends. They could not control his choice. He would
dffer them some other political friend, perhaps not so well qualified as the
former, and they would be obliged by their responsibility to their constituents to confirm some one of his nominations for each office. Do gentlemeu think the Senate of PennsyIvania would aat in a factious manner,
merely to thwart the view6 of the Executive ? I do not b&eve it. Let
your Constitution give them this power to be exercised advisedly, judiciously, and with reference to the interests of the peo le, and then it6
language to the future Governors of Pennsylvania wi P1 be, you have
fought the battle and won the victory-to
you and your party belong the
spoils-divide
the office6 among your friends, but the Senate Shd enquire,
‘6 are they honit ? are they capable ?” You shall not reward ilie poor,
wretched, political tool6 who have disgraced your cause by their support.
O&es were established for the benefit of the people, and you shall confer
them on the upright, the respectable, the competent of your party:
This,
sir, is the language I would have our Constitution hold to the Executive
ear. Sir, I can see nothing in this objection, but I can see that the eople
will be shielded from the infliction of dishonest and incompetent oLera,
if the Senate is to advise and consent to their appointment.
The gentle:
man from Adams saw fit yesterday to make an appeal to his political
friends on this floor, with a view of arousing their prejudicesagainst thir
amendment.
He declared that Penns lvania was essentially democrab.
I hope he will remember that. That t Ke Senate would.gentrally be democratic, and whenever other parties elected their Governor, would loee the
benefit of the triumph. (Mr. STEVENS explained that it was not his p6rty
. that acted on this principle, but the other party knowing that we may
iomeiime8 obtain the power, wish to deprive ua of ihe benefit of itJ.Mr. W. continued : Does the gentleman wish tiny party in Pennsylvania
whom accident may have placed in power to distribute office6 to the prejudice of the people 1 I repeat I have no objection to party appointments ;
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but I would have them of a character to promote the public interest. 1
do not think the gentleman’s appeal -for it certainly was of the nature of
an appeal-will
have much influence here. His political friends on this
floor, so far as I have observed their bearing, are liberal, high-minded
gentlemen, and most of t&n friends of judicious reform. They are not
I have seen no indicathe men to be influeuced by such considerations.
tion, except what the gentleman has given, of a disposition to keep the
way to office open for scheming politicians, and I should be sorry to think
so badly of the gentleman himself, as to suppose he would act in this business amending our Constitution, on the suggestions he makes to others.
Mr. Chairman, my opinion in regard to the introduction into our Constitution of this supervisory power over Executive appointments has
been much influenced by the example of other States, especially the new
States of the west, In the Constitutions of most of the western States,
the Judges are elected by the Legislature, whilst by that of Michigan,
they are appointed by the Governor, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate. Which of these young republics has taken the constitution of our Executive for its model ? Not one of them. 1 believe the
Governor of no State in this Union has so much unrestricted patronage as
in this Pennsylvania of ours. Look at Michigan.
The people of that
They have watchState have emigrated from every State inthe Union.
ed the operation of the Constitution of the United States in Executive appointments, and they have seen the practical results of the systems
adopted by the several States. Their Convention had lights which no
former body of the kind ever enjoyed.
They had the unerring gmde of
experience.
The members of that Convention were gathered from every
Sir, I know one of them well. Unfortunately for
part of the country.
Pennsylvania, and most fortunately for Michigan, JOHNJ. ADAM, a ripe
scholar, an accomplished gentleman, and true patriot, emigrated from the
He was in that ConKeystone State to the then territory of Michigan.
vention, and with the rest set his hand to the principle we propose now to
Sir, I value highly this authority.
The
introduce into our Constitution.
Constitution which that Convention established is a noble production, in
all respects worthy of the young, but vigorous and flourishing republic
whose liberties it so amply secures.
It is time, Mr. Chairman, that the executive patronage and power of the
Governor of Pennsylvania were reduced. He should be brought down to
republican dimensions, as the same officer in other States has been. I do
not wish to make the office contemptible.
It never can become so in this
great State. It will always be the object of the highest ambition of our
But I believe that the public interests require that much of
best citizens.
his appointing power should be taken away and that most of that which
is left should be exercised under the advice and consent of the Senate.
The people expect this of us, and it is our duty to execute their will.
If
we can eradicate or mitigate the evils which I believe are justly chargeable
on this source, we shall have rendered the State “ some service ,” and
shall find our reward in the approbation of a grateful people.
Mr. FORWARD,of Allegheny, rose and satd, that when the question of
came up, he took the liberty of expressing his opinExecutive ineligibilit
ion in favor of a sing Te term, It appeared to him that that mi ht be an essential ate tawards aooom lishing our view@of refap,
f,,‘ff nuppe@

it ta kaw &aana wafqra 0P m&mh
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The proposition, however, was actually voted down by the professed
friends of reform. Yes! he would repeat, by the professed friends of reform ! They were not content with a single term, but were determined
He (Mr. F.) thought differently from some
that he should be re-eligible.
of his friends on the subject. It had been proposed, too, to take away the
whole of the patronage from the Governor, and give it to the two branches of the Legislature.
That also, was permited to be voted down by a
few of the friends of reform. They voted down a proposition which
would accomplish the object they professed to have at heart, and for which
they were lustily contending in this body. He would ask whether it was
not right that the patronage should be taken away from the Governor?
Shall it remain in his hands to demoralize and corrupt the State. Shall it
he used for the purpose of party manaeuvre ? It had been contended that
the effect of it was pernicious as respected politics, the press, and the
elections ! Why not, then, he asked, divest the Governor of it and give
it to the Legislature ? The gentleman who was last up (Mr. WOODWARD)
had drawn some lame and impotent conclusions in regard to dividing the
appointmg power. If his argument was good for any thing, he should
have carried it further, and taken away the whole of the patronage of
the Governor.
What did the gentleman propose? Why, instead of taking
away the patronage, he would bring into its exercise a new partner, and
this appendage was to become a new established firm in the Commonwealth.
Now, he (Mr. F.) was not prepared for any measure of this sort
-for any policy which was founded on the proposition of the gentleman
from Chester.
He was opposed to the amendment of that gentleman, for
two reasons. At a distance it was calculated to impose upon the sight;
It then dwindled into insignifibut it would not bear a close examination.
cance. It had a “ promise to the ear which might be broken to the hope”.
What was it? Why, it was that the Governor shall nominate, and by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers,
whose appointment is not herein otherwise provided for. Now, this was
no power at all given to the Governor.
It would be made wholly continHe shall appoiut to all offices
gent. It did, in fact, give him nothing.
created by law, and which are not provided for, by the Legislature.
Here
was notlung given to him, unless there was left open and unexplored the
whole field of office committed entirely into the hands of the Legislature.
The clause of the amendment offered nothing but this : that the whole
matter should be left open to the Legislature to create offices-to
exercise
the patronage themselves.
The exercise of this patronage by the Legislature would be quite as fatal, if not more so, than at present under the
existing system.
or the
He had hoped that thegentleman from Luzerne (Mr. WOOD~ARD),
gentleman from Chester (Mr. BELL), or some other gentleman who approved of the amendment, would have gone somewhat into detail, and give an
explanation of their views on the subject of reform. They exclaimed
winst the oposition to reform, and contended that the amendments which
&ht
be offered were done so with a view indirectly to defent the propo+&on for reform. What, he enquired, are their views ? He was in favor
of electtng the Justices of the Peace by the people. He would therefore,
@ire this power from the Governor, and give it to the people. Was that
@part
Of t!P prop ?f !!I@
pn@wn ffpsl C$mq-+ war3 refyyq
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Wodld he elect the Justices of the Peace? Not at all. Well, what would
he do with the countless multitude of men, spread over the whole State?
He would leave them in the hands of the Governor,‘or the Senate, or somewhere else out of the hands of the people. And that was reform with the
gentleman.
He (Mr F.) was entirely opposed to leaving any appointment unproviHe would not commit to the hands of the
ded for, in the Constitution.
Legislature any power in this respect. He was for providing a mode of
filling all offices that shall be made by the Legislature, for the purpose of
preventing any abuses of newly created power.
Now, that was a plan
of reform-a mode by which all the abuses might be avoided concerning
which we heard such loud and reiterated declarations in this body. He
would provide that all officers shall be appointed in the Constitution of
the State-leaving
nothing to the Legislature.
Let the power be safely
lodged before-hand in some depository where it would be properly exercised. These gentlemen who are so favorable to reform, and are so fearful lest.they should he frustrated in some of their schemes are, nevertheless
unwilling to commit themselves upon a vital question in a matter of reform. He would ask these gentlemen whether they are willing to divest
the Governor of the power of appointment and removal from office ? What
was the greatest abuse, the greatest evil, which was complained of in the
State? It was the turning men out of office for opinion’s sake. What,
he asked, was the consequence of the election of a new Governor? Why,
that the incumbents of office, who did not happen to be in favor of the
newly elected Governor, were expelled from office. And, this arbitrary
power was given the Governor by the Constitution.
Would reformers,
he enquired, tell us, in so many words, that this arbitrary power should
be cut up by the roots-that no body should exercise it? That officers
shall hold their places for a specific term, and not be liable to expulsion,
except for bad behaviour ? Would they say that all offices that might be
created by the Legislature, should be for a prescribed term ? And that the
incumbents should not be liable to arbit.rary, captious expulsion from them,
because they chose to exercise that high prerogative which GODhas given
men of thinking for themselves ? Were these matters which were taken
into consideration by them, and to be found in their plan of reform ? Let
them say so, if it is. He hoped that the Constitution would be so amended as to provide, in explicit terms, that all officers shall hold their places
for a prescribed term-w hether they be created by the Constitution, or by
law, and that no man shall be reduced to the hard necessity of yielding
his conscience, or his place to arbitrary, tyrannical power.
Why was it, he would ask, that the reformers deprecated defending the
minutia, as it was called, of their plan of reform ? Why was it not one
of them had favored us with his views, and told us whether he was in favor of that arbitrary system of power, or not 1 And whether he would cut
it up by the roots ? If this pernicious weed were plucked up and cast away,
one of the greatest of existing evils will be removed. Let a man fi?l an
office for a prescribed term, and then he will have nothingtofear from the
exercise of arbitrary power. But, under the present system, he was placed in a state of dependence, to a certain extent ; he was made a slave in
the exercise of his functions-deprived
of the freedom of thought, which
is the code bf moral as well as of free Government.
It was not a litde
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ahyyky .thG?arpopg th e many projects c$ reform that had ben bpught
hgd++aa.cl in 48 numerous addresses we had heard from those who.ulaiiad $3 he plii&t tb exclusive abettors of a new system, no gentleman had
W wwd
that he was for destroying this arbitrary power. HOW, what
yw &he purport o{ the amendment before the committee Z He would ’

to the whole scheme. He
of prescribing the mode
The Legislatwe had no legitimate
+ghJ )p @ll them-to exercise the power-to
hold it as a sort of capital in
the @&.of po.li$cs. No good reason could be given, why it shonld be
t+
.QN af the hands of the Governor, and given them. The amendm?q!, &en, left the whole official patronage of the Commonwealth in the
hp@ c$ the &egislature.
Now? was that the purpose of the mover?
Was @is a geperal, fundamental rule of the Constitution 1 No, it wasbot.
We had ap exception to the general rule in itself, inasmuch as the propnaed amendmtit effected nothing ; it conferad nothing -granted nothing
4gft nothing open. And, what was worse, left every thing to the r&egisl&We.
I-& would pgt it to &he frieqds : “Are you prapared to iwe the Legise$u,yf
this Comeonwealth the power of creating and PIsposing of ofHe would repeat .the question. Let gentlemen come up to the
qric, +yl qswer yea or nay. He believed that that was no part of the
qos@mp$a@d reform that was in the minds of the people who ioted Ear
this CQ+venti&.
8s would agree to give his-vote for the insertion of a
I)sovie&, in .the Canatitution -that all offices .shall be fax a term of years,
@ring whih a ma.who behaved well should hold it in safetyi
fn .rq’g&.l to the participation of the Senate inappointments,
and the
r?qslqns which ?lad been assigned by the gentleman from Chest& in favor
$ it-eat
gentleman had said that he desired to see a supervisozy power
19 tJe ,hFn.$ qf one branch of the Legislature in reference to appointmenta. Npw, this appeared to him (Mr. F.) a surrender of .the ailiole.
qw@ion ; ,$ y$ded the whole grsuud, and proved conclusivelj, if it had
+y waight, that the worthy gentleman from Chester .had fallen into
4p error. Yes, the gentleman desired to bring it within the -reach
representatives of the people.
of one branch of the Legislature-the
%%y .pot Give the whole power to that branoh of the Legislature 1 Why
@is it,@ .&e &wte in a divided form ? -Let gentlemen recolleckthat it
mess@e gep+te which possessed the power to negative the vetoes of the
He would cdl the attention of the gentleman who proposed
@?en&$ent to @is fact. Why not say, that the Senate +ould nor&
m$an$l $hh!:$kv.ernor confirm ,? Could gentlemen give a reason for it?
% 14 JIC$ eveq+:gu?p$nt show that the Senafe ought to have the powq of
it did.
Ilplp!na$on ? C+ainly
r?;e~+? ww.+~&gr
point of view in whioh the amendment was to be
q#y$$,
.+d jhat wgs in reference to the pawer if appointment being
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participated in by, both the Governor and Senate. They might be opposed to each other m politics, and hence many difficulties might grow out of
that state of things. Now, this was an alternative which was not to be
lost sight of in contemplating the policy of the amendment. Supposing
that the Senate and Governor should happen to belong to the same party,
the argument of the gentleman assumes that the Senate would be altogether
passive.
No interest-no
concern in the central body would cause an
He would act first,
appomtment, unttl the movement of the Executive.
and would nominate to the Senate, and then they would confirm. Was
that to be the practice of the Government which they might fairly anticipate?
Or, was it this : That the Governor’s cabinet and the Senate, being members
of the sameparty-having
a common object and common purpose in view,
would confer together ? Was it not more than probable that the Senate
itself would dictate the appointment 1 Was it not more likely that the
Senate would act on party views than the Governor ? The influence of
the Senate would be brought to bear ou the Governor.
And, it was obvious that when vacancies occured, the Senators would confer together,
and then speak to the Governor, and settle who should have the appointment. And ten to one, almost all the appointments would be dictated by
the Senate. If the Senate and Governor both participated in the power of
appomtment, the first would consult with the last. They must stand or
fall together.
Now, what, he asked, was to be gained by a partnership of
this sort? Why, nothing.
If he belongs to the same party, he would
concur with the Senate, or the matter would be settled by general consultation with the party.
When the Senate majority, or the House of Representatives concured in sentiment with the Governor, (the very persons
connected with his election) was it to be supposed that the appointments
would be made without a general consultation-without
an appeal to the
common interest 1 Why, no. There was this advantage, in giving both
branches a voice in appointment- that it made the Executive more inde.
pendent of the Senate. So would his course be more free-his
purposes
more untrammelled.
He would act as he (Mr. F.) had just said, more
independently, and mom for himself.
And, was not the public interest
concerned in this 1 He maintained that the Governor would be able to act
with as much intelligence, at least, without the Senate, as with it. For, if
they should belong to the same party as himself, they would dictate to him.
And if they were hostile to him, it would then be the Senate against the Governor-divided
in itself, perhaps, harmonizing in nothing, and doing every
thing to frustrate and annoy him in the performance of his duty. Suppose
that the Governor appoints a good man, and the Senate had an object in
defeating that appointment, lest the Governor should gain some popularity,
could they not do it? What, he asked, could be expected from the
Senate, looking to what had been the practice of the Governor for the
last thirty years ? If the Senate, then, could lessen the popularity of the
Governor, they would act accordingly.
But, it might be said, that in
doing so, they might injure themselves. Why, it was possible they might.
He was speaking of the principle-of
a cemmon abiding purpose of a
party in the Senate. Was it not the voice of all experience ? Would
there not be a scene of continual distraction at the seat of Government 4
He need not look beyond the State of Pennsylvania to see what had happened elsewhere-to
show that no good could result from a connexion
such as was contemplated by the amendment.
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It had been
,Fow, with respect to the responsibility of the Governor.
said that the responsibility of that officer was to be increased. He would
tilk, by what magic was that to take place ? (4Increase “, that was the
oibrd. Why, he would be responsible to the Senate, and that was what
he, above all things, wished to avoid -for it was so much taken from his
rillegianc’e to the people. Responsibility to the Senate ! For what? By
doing so, you took from him the independent exercise of his power. In
practice, be admited that the Governor would be responsible.
But, a
responsibility might be thrown upon him by the Senate, which he ought
nottotake. He might find itimpossible to fill o&es, unless he made such
nominations as they would concur in. And this circumstance might be
very unfortunate, as the nomination might be less worthy than he could
have desired to make. Now, this was a responsibility which they took
upon themselves ; but it was of that kind which ought to be diverted from
him, and laid upon other shoulders.
His view of the subject of patronage was exactly this : If the Governor was to have the power, either m partnership or singly, he was in
favor of limiting the exercise of it to a single term. He was against
re-eligibility where power was given which might be abused. If the Governor was to be stripped of his power, or left with only a small remnant
of it, he (Mr. FORWARD)was willing that he should be re-eligible.
He
felt persuaded that the proposed change was pregnant with evil, and could
do no good. He protested against the indulgence of apractice which he had
observed here, and especially in the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. WOODWARD) of putting arguments into the mouth of his opponent.
That gentIeman had, in reference to the amendment pending--as to whether the
p~atronage of the Governor should be continued-made
us say that in our
course here we had argued that the patronage ought to be continued.
k
protest (continued Mr. F.) against any such argument being ascribed to
ns. We have disclaimed all that sort of reasoning.
We .would deprive
?he Governor of some of his patronage. We are not in favor of his
appointing Justices of the Peace. The difference between those who call
themselves reformers and US, is this : They talk of reform, which reform
means with them a partnership with the Senate. In faet, no reform at
ali. They talk of diminishing the patronage of the Executive. And how?
By taking it away? No. But, by leaving it here. They do not ask to
diminish the patronage beyond the point we will go, or even so far.
I have now, in as brief a manner as I could, put the committee in possession of my views. I reiterate, that if this power is to be taken from the
hands of the Governor, let it be removed altogether, or given to the Legislature, or the peopie.
If, however, it is to be in the hands of the Governor at all, let it be exercised by him alone, to be enjoyed only for a eingls
term. Now, that is reform-plain,
wholesome, legitimate reform? I
wkli conclude by asking the reformers these questions : Will you limit
the term of the Governor to four years, without re-eligibility ? Will you
t&a away his power and give it to the Legislature ?
Mr. BROWN, of Philadeiphia, said he would in as brief a manner as he
could, place the committee in possession of his views, and the reasons
which should influence him in giving his vote. He would notice what
h&l falleh’from the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD),commeneikrg with his argument, where he ,had left off. He was in favor of giving
R2
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to the people, as far as was practicable, the election of some of their officers ; and next, he was for placing the right of appointment to office with
that body which immediately represented the people, and who were most
responsible to them. He would vote for the amendment of the gentleman
from Chester, not because he approved it, but merely to get on with the
different articles of the Constitution, until the respective offices now contained in the fifth, sixth, and other articles, were disposed of, and then the
section could, on second reading, he made in accordance. He considered
the amendment better than the section now in the Constitution ; but both,
he thought, ought to be stricken out, or very much modifed, and he did
not think any reformer who might vote for either, would do so with any
intention to sanction their principles.
He would go with the gentleman
from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD)
and with him who would go farthest, in
giving back to the people the election of all their agents; and when he
could not thus obtain for the people tbat power, which fifty years’ experience under the present Constitution bad shown they could best exercise,
and which, he had no doubt, fifty years’ further experience would clearly
show they could and ought to exercise to its full extent, he would then
go with that gentleman to place the appointments in the Legislature, as
most responsible to the people, and he would only, as a last resort, give it
to the Governor and Senate as an evil, less, if less it was, than giving it
to the Governor alone. He agreed with the gentleman from Allegheny on
another point.
He (Mr. B.) would have Constitutional provisions for the appointment
of all the officers that now are, or that may hereafter be created. If the
Convention should determine, as he believed they would, that Justices of
the Peace and local Magistrates ought to be elected by the people, then he
would require, by the same article, that all such officers that may hereafter be created, shall be thus elected. If it should be determined that the
Jndges of the Supremeand county Courts ought to be elected by the Legislature, he would have all such officers that may hereafter be created, thus
appointed. If it should be determined that county officers ought to be elected
by the people of each county, then he would have all county officers that
may hereafter be created, thus elected. So, if the Convention should determine that the Canal Commissioners, or those who have tbe control of the
public improvements, by whatever name they might be called, ought lo be
elected by the people, or appointed by the Legislature, then he would
have a Constitutional provision similarly regulating the appointment of all
other officers that may hereafter be created in this department.
Thus,
Mr. B. said he would establish a Constitutional law of appointment relating to all officers ; a law that should govern the Legislature, and not leave
it the power to make that law for itself, and thus to set at naught one of
But if, he said, when
the most important principles of all Constitutions.
they had gone through the Constitution, and had thus determined the mob
of appointment and tenure of office of all officers necessary or proper tP
fix or provide for in the Constitution; they should think that a residua
power of appointment ought to be created, or left somewhere, they woul K ,I
certainly, looking to what they had done, be better prepared to say what
that powershould be, and how it should be exercised.
At present, befoe,.
they had entered the threshhold of appointments, he was not disposed, by
any vote of his, to say where that residuary power should rest ; nor would
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he vote for the amendment at all, if that vote was to sanction the supposition that he intended to leave with the Governor, or the Governor and
the Senate, any considerable amount of patronage. He was for stripping
the Governor of his patronage, and he thought it would be but mockery
to talk of doing this by only uniting the Senate with him. He would not
leave any power that could be exercised by the people in the hands of one
man, or thirty-three men ; the ‘6 forty tyrantR” of Athens were nearly as
bad as any of the single tyrant4 of Rome, and he would not trust either
the, one or the other any farther than would be found absolutely necessary.
Mr. SILL said that he could not say, as some gentlemen have done, that
this was a question on which he had entertained no doubt. On the contrary, he had entertained much doubt and difficulty on the subject; he
had reflected much upon it, and had listened with great attention to all
the arguments which had been submited to the Convention on the subject.
As far as he had been able to learn the opinions of gentlemen in the
Convention, there seemed to be a prevailing intention to give to the people the election of several officers, the appointment of which is now vested
in the.Executive.
This met his entire approbation.
He thought that
most of the offices, which were mainly of a ministerial or executive character, and did not involve the exercise of extensive discretionary or judicial
powers, might, with propriety be made elective by the people. Perhaps,
if a state of society could be supposed to exist, when all the members that
composed it were on a perfect equality in point of intelligence and influence, it might, in such cases, be expedient and proper that all appointments to otiice should emanate directly from the people. But as this was
not, and probably never would be, the case, it was safer for the people
themselves, that some offices, especially those of a judicial character,
should not depend immediately on their election. For, if this were the
case, there might be danger that those who exercised such offices, might,
in the discharge of them, favor those who had the most power and influence, thereby to promote or secure their own advancement to, or continuance in office. It, therefore, becomes necessary, and essential to the due
and equal administration of justice, that such officers should beindependent
in the discharge of the duties of their offices-that is-so much so, as not
to leave a prospect of gaining more by conciliating the favor of the rich
and powerful, than that of the humblest individual in society.
It therefore becomes necessary and proper to look to someother power
as the source of appointment in offices of this kind. And here, the two
modes of appointment are submited for the consideration of the committee,
one of which contemplates an appointment by the Executive alone, the
other by the Executive, with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Which of these two modes presents the greatest advantages, and is liable to the least objections ?
In considering this subject, it will at once be admited, that two requisites are indispensable to the proper exercise of the appointing power, viz:
a knowledge of the qualifications of the candidate for appointment, and a
&position to promote the welfare, and, as far as is consistent, gratify the
@he’s of the people who are to be affected thereby.
In considering this matter, it is further necessary to remise, that the
povt-r Fr“F”eed tQ be gl‘ven to the Senate is not mere Py advisory i if it
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were, there could be no objection to it ; but it is absolute in its nature, aud
controling on the acts of the Executive.
The Executive might nominate ;
but, without the concurence of the Senate, no appointment could be made.
The Senate must, therefore, in this respect, be considered rather as an independent power, than as acting merely as the advisers of the Executive.
It is claimed by those whe advocate the exercise of such a power by
the Senate, that, from their number and location, they could have a great
advantage over the Executive, with respect to their knowledge of the candidate for appointment.
In this opinion, I cannot concur. I admit that
this may be correct, as applied to individuals in the Senate; but not to the
majority of that body, who alone are competent to act.
Suppose an appointment to be made from one of the counties in the
western border of the State. The Senator representing that district might
have a better knowledge of the applicant than the Governor could have.
But could this be said of the majority who constitute the will of that body ? I think not.
The Governor may generally be supposed to have a general knowledge
of the public and prominent men of the State at the time of his election.
It will most commonly happen, that he will select from the public, men
who have served in the Legislature, or in other situations which have afforded an opportunity for a general acquaintance with the people of the
State. He will have a knowledge of every quarter of the State, and of
It will be his interest and his duty to
some portiou at least of its citizens.
extend and infuse this information, and he will avail himself of all the
means in his power to obtain a correct knowledge of the characters and
qualifications of the different candidates for office. To this he would be
impelled by the strongest motives , as the welfare of the people and the
success of his own administration would depend much on the tidelity with
which this duty was discharged.
The same objections could not with propriety be applied to the Senate.
The great majdrity might be total strangers to the character and qualifications of the applicant for office ; they would not feel the same’interest or
the same responsibility in the matter as the Eexcutive, and might act with
more indifference as to the effect the appointment might have upon the
people.
But there was another consideration which was entitled to great
weight.
It is very desirable that appointments to office should not ooly be
fitting and proper in themselves, but that they should, as far as practicable, conform to the wishes and opinions of the people who were to he
A4 due regard to this principle tended to
immediately affected thereby.
secure the affections of the people, and promote the security and permanence of the Government : and this consideration would be far more likely
to have weight with the Executive than with the Senate.
The Governor is the immediate representative and agent, not only of the
whole State, but of every county and every portion of the State. The
people, not only of the whole State, but of every county, look to him as the
man to whom they have confided their dearest rights, and to whom they
have entrusted the highest confidence. He is the man whom the pe.ople
have delighted to honor. The strongest obligations of duty and of gratitude are thus imposed upon him to consult the wishes and proms& &e
happiness of those who have thus confided in him,
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,ow different is it, in this respect, with those who constitute a majority
of t e ‘Senate ? What connexion have they with the people of any particular county that may be interested in au appointment?
Where is the
li ament or tie that binds and conuects them in interest, or in feelin ?
I%*err interests, their views, and their feelings, may be totally dissimt f ar
and distinct-strangers
to each other, with no common bond of union, they
are left open to the operations of other considerations than the interests
or wishes of the people.
It has been repeatedly stated by some gentlemen who are in favor of
this amendment, that there was much of bargain and sale, and trafficking
of votes, in legislative bodies ; and several resolutions have been presented
with a view of preventing such a course. If such practices exist, what
could prevent their operation in the votes given on nominations by the
Executive ? Members might have their particular favorites, and the gratification of their wishes in one case, might be the condition of giving their
vote in another. And thus, in a matter which depended merely upon opinion, and which it would be difficub to regulate by any fixed rule, there
would be great danger that selfish motives and considerations, and not the
welfare of the people, might be the prevailing motives of action.
There is, also, another objection to the principle of this amendmeut.
There is no direct responsibility from a majority of the Senate to the people of any particular county, or portion of the State, that may be affected
by an appointment to office. Suppose an appointment to be made for the
county of Erie : If it is unpopular, or odious, or injurious to the interests of the people, there is an immediate responsibility from the Governor
to the people of that county. He is their immediate representative andagent.
He .is elected, in part, by their votes, and they have a right to claim from
him a due regard for their interest.s and welfare. Should they feel aggrieved, they have a right to remonstrate, aud he is bound to attend to their
complaints.
But what responsibility is there from the Senators of the eastern and
middle counties, who compose the great ma‘ority of that body, to the people of the western counties 1 They are not t i. err immediate representatives,
are not elected by their votes, and have no responsibility
to them. The
people of their own districta would not be aKected by any improper appointments that might be made in soy other portion of the State ; and they
themselves, might turn a deaf ear to any complaint from those on whom
the were not dependent for their political existence..
6 hy, then, should the controling power of appointment be taken from
the Executive, who is the immediate representative of every portion of
the peqple, and given to a body, between a majority of whom and the
people of any one county, no relationship exists, aud no responsibility is
acknowledged 1 There is no sufficient reason for it.
A principle of this kind would operate to the injury and disadvantage
of the smaller counties. It was as imporlant to the small counties as it
was to the large ones, that their offices should be filled by good appointments. But an arrangement of this kind would lessen their relative weight
and importance in those matters in which they were immediately concerneil. A small county might not have the vote even I# a single senator to
rspresept their. wrest+.
in that body. A lar e county might be entitled
to several vats?, apdthe combination of a few 4 arge counti& mi&t &(c
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a controling influence on appointmen+, a made to the injury and detriment
of the small counties.
The Senate of Pensylvania, as constituted, is not intended, nor is it
adapted to the discharge of any duties hut those pertaining to legislation.
The introduction of this principle, involving the exercise of new powers
and the discharge of new d&es, would be injurious to the proper action
of that hodv itself. It would withdraw its attention from the proper duties of legislation, would prolong its sessions, and destract its deliberations
bv those intrigues and contentions, which would grow out of the pretensions of rival candidates for offices.
It has been urged that the patronage of the Executive is too extensive,
and that, if it were thus divided with the Senate, the evils occasioned
thereby would he done away, or greatly reduced.
There can he no doubt that the extent of the Executive patronage is one
of the greatest evils in our Government, and more than any other cause, inActive partizans and politicians
duced the calling of this Convention.
were in the habit of claiming offices in the gift of the Executive as a reward of political services.
It had been his fortune, some years since, to spend one winter at the
seat of Government at a time when a new administration came into power,
and he had a full opportunity of observing the operation of this principle.
It occasioned such a struggle for office as he thought discreditable to the
He believed, however, that it was
State and injurious to the community.
almost entirely the county offices which occasioned so much contention,
and he understood it to be the intention of the Convention to make these
offices elective, which would, in a great degree, remedy the evils complained of. But would this evil be remedied by giving the Senate the power
of confirming or rejecting nominations ? He thought not. There would
be no means of coming before the Senatet but by the nomination of the
Executive.
It would then, as it now is, be necessary to obtain his favorable opinion before an office could be obtained. The Senate of the United
States had the same power over the nomjnation of the President, and yet
he did not think that it tended to prevent the existence of the same evil
in Presidential elections. It is probable that that provision in the Constitution of the United States was what first suggested the idea of vesting the
same power in the Senate of Pennsylvania;
and yet the principles upon
which the two Governments are constituted are so dissimilar, that the reasons in the one case do not at all operate in the other. The Constitution
of the United States was a work of compromise, in which the Senate was
so constituted as to give the small States the same powers as the large
States. In acting on nominations to office, the small States had the same
weight as the largest. The State of Delaware, which had hut one member of the House of Representatives, had the same voice in the Senate
as the State of Virginia, which was entitled to twenty members. If, in
this State, each county was entitled to an equal number of Senators, the
cause would be more applicable, and the operation of the principle would
be more equal. In every point of view he could see no good reason for
the introduction of this principle into the Constitution of Pennsylvania,
and should vote againet it.
Mr. STERICIERE
said, if any one amendment to the Constitution was
required by the people, it was one for the reduction of the Executive
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patronage, He had not yet heard any man say that the appointing power
ought net.4 be taken from the Governor. He was anxious to have a distinct
vote on this question, and he had intended, before, to submit a pro osition
for ‘that purpose, but he had given way to the gentleman from 8 hester.
He had hoped to have his objections to that proposition obviated, but as they
.had not been, he was obliged to offer one with a view to bring up the
simple question, as to the curtailment of the Executive power.’ He was
opposed to giving the power of appointment to the Governor alone, in
any case--not even in regard to the Secretary of the Commonwealth.
He
He was not intended as the confidential adviser of the Executive.
was constituted as an officer of the Commonwealth, not as the private
and confidential agent of the Governor.
He would connect the Senate
with the Governor: in all appointments.
Public attentiou had of late
been drawn to the enquiry, why an officer should be dismissed by a
single man. If the Governor chose to dismiss an officer, he would have
He
the reasons made public, and discussed, and decided upon in public.
would leave well enough alone, and he would make no alteration in the
Constitution, except for the purpose of making it accord with the wishes
of the people. The Constitution, in the fifteenth section of the second
article, provides for the appointment of a Secretary of the Commonwealth,
and prescribes his duties, and he thought it better to leave that matter as
it stood, leaving the Secretary to be appointed, like all other officers, by
the Governor and Senate. It would complicate the subject to bring that
officer into the section under consideration.
He also objected to the proposition of the gentleman from Chester, that it struck out the last clause
of the eighth section, which provides, that, (4 no member of Congress
from this State, nor any person holding or exercising any office of trust
or profit under the United States, shall, at the same time, hold or exerciee
the office of Judge, Secretary, Coroner, Prothonotary, Register of Wills,
Recorder of Deeds, Sheriff, or any other office in this State, to which a
salary is by law annexed, or any other office which future Legislatures
shall declare incompatible with offices or appointments under the United
States “.
He would ask, who was in favor of striking out any part of the Conetitution, which was good and proper?
It was said, that it might be
mtroduced in some other place ; but this was the pro er place for it; and
it had better be left here. He therefore moved, in or i er, he said, to make
the proposition of the gentleman from Chester correspond with these
views, to amend his amendment, by striking out all that follows the word
f’ shall”, in the first line of the section, and inserting in lieu thereof, as
follows, viz : 6‘ nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, appoint all officers whose ap ointment is not herein or shall not
be by law otherwise provided for, an i shall have power to fill up vacanties in all offices, by appointments which shall continue until the end of
the next session of the Senate, unless the vacancy shall be sooner filled
as herein directed ; but no person shall be appointed to any office, within
my county, who shall not have been a citizen and au inhabitant therein
epe year next before his appointment, if the county shall have been so
hng ereoted, but if it shall not have be& so long erected, then within
the limits of the county or counties out of which it shall have been taken.

Q&Jmember of&oigreas from this State, or any person holding or exer-
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office of trust or profit under the United States, shall, at the
hold or exercise any State or County office in this State, to
w
a stary is by law annexed”.
me amendment having been read, Mr. STERIGEREsaid it would be
ived that it incorporated the substance of the proposition of the gen$“a
eman from Chester, and retained a part of the Constitution as it now
et&d, to which there was no objection whatever.
It omited the Secretary of the Commonwealth;
any provision respecting whom would be
out of place here, and to whose appointment by the Governor, at plea&e, he objected. In regard to, the main question presented, he could say
nothing now ; nothing which had not been well said before. But he would
@mually remark. that something was clue to the opinions of people of the
other States. The same principle is adopted, not only by many of the
States, but by the United States. The Constitution of the United States
was the model upon which our Constitution was framed, but we had, in
this instance, departed from it. In all but one or two articles, the two
Constitutions conformed, autl there was no reason why we should not
make our Constitution conform to that of the United States, in this article.
We had, also, by giving the appointing power to the Governor, departed
from the Constitution of 1776, by which the power was divided between
the President and the Council.
In this respect, also, our Constitution
differed from that of about one half of the States of the Union.
How, he
asked, had this provision been approved by the people 1 He undertook
to say, that the people, generally, disapproved of it, very strongly. There
had been much complaint as to the manner in which the appointments
were made. Sometimes the Executive was imposed on, and bad appointComplaints had been general on this
ments were made through mistake.
subject for years past, though not always on account of the abuse of
the power, so much as of the mistakes made in its exercise. The Senate
had been selected as the most efficient and safe supervisory power that
eould be placed over the exercise of the appointing power.
He would here
remark that in regard to the provision of the Constitutions of the United
States, on this subject, that ALEXANDERHAMILTON,though there was no
man among its framers of a higher tone of politics than he, advocated the
If
propriety of giving the Senate a negative on Executive appointments.
any gendernan wants an answer to all the objections that can be urged
against this provision, let him read the paper in the Federalist, on this
subject. He would not read it, because the gentleman from Luzerne
The PRESIDENT
had already brought it to the notice of the committce.
had yesterday enumerated many particulars in which our Constitution
differed from that of the United States, but he failed to shew any satrsfaetory reason why the same restrictions ought not to be imposed upon the
appointing power, in one case, as well as in tbe other. The judgment
of other States was different. Some appointments were, in some of the
States, given to the Judiciary, and some to the Legislature; and in Neir
York, under the old Constitution of that State, tbe Judiciary was cotibined with the Governor in making appointments.
But it was a favori*
doctrine every where, that some person should be associated with t&r
Governor in the exercise of the appointing power, either by giving the
advice and consent, or by holding a check over the exercise of the pow&:
Much had beeh said, and frequently said, about the prosperity of ttr&
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State, for the last forty-seven years-and
it was a matter of which we
zdI had just reason to be proud -but had all this prosperity grown out of
.the present Constitution 1 Was there any connexion between our prosperity and the mode of appointment, whether by the Executive,
the
Legislature,
or by the Governor and Senate ? He apprehended not.
Though we had gone on prosperously, this had no bearing on the
question before the committee.
He had not risen to discuss this question,
because he could add nothing new to the argument; but to offer his
amendment, and bring his reasons for offering it, distinctly before the committee.
He agreed with the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. AGNEW) that
this matter ought to be presented singly, so that we can understand what
we are voting upon. It ought to be disembarrassed of every other
question before the committee.
He hoped we should vote first on the
pimple question, whether the appointments shall be controled by the
Benate, or not. He trusted that his amendment would be adopted, and
npon it he asked the yeas and nays.
Wlr. HOPKINSON rose and remarked, that the few minutes which would
be allowed him before the usual hour of adjournment, wouid suffice for all
that he had to say on this subject. In forming a free Government, ‘the
most difficult question was always in relation to the disposition of the
-Executive power. In regard to theLegialature, the course was plain. Its
duty was to make laws. As respects the Judiciary, it was equally plain;
they were to administer justice, accordingto law. But, swhen we come
to the Executive, we come to a question which has embarrassed statesmen
and writers, from the earliest date of free Constitutions to this hour. The
question has often came before the people of the United States, and of the
several States, and has undergone different decisions, according to the
various circumstances under whioh it was presented. When gentlemen,
nherefore, tell us that this and that is the provision in the Constitution of such
and such a State, it is entitled to very little influence with us. They muat
tell us what are all the other provisions upon which it bears. They.muat
.give us ‘a full view of the general spirit and construction of a Constitution,
then we can see how it agrees with our own. There must be harmony
%istween all the various powers of .the Government.
Let them, therefore,
go through with the whole Constitution, which they appeal to, and show
that, inspirit
andgenius, it is similar to ours. That the authority of
now .and ~inexperienced States were entitled to as much respect on these
questions as was claimed for them, he did not admit. Pennsylvania had
b&m engaged in considering questions .of Government for a hundred and
fifty years, and :had acquired much experience in regard to it. He was
qurprised to hear the gentleman from Luzerne talk about Michigan, as an
example~for Penneylvania, in the formation of a Constitution.
To appeal
.to:Miuhigan, an infant of yesterday, was like referiug a man of mature
age, to.8 .child,ifor lessons of experience.
Their Government had not
-been in operationtwo months. He had a high respect for the gentleman
‘%owhom the member from Luaeme had refered, as a member of the Conioptition of lPZichigan ; but he was confident that the.modesty of that gen&nran arrauld be put to the blush if he knew that he had been
cd on a ,fimting -with a &Knnlu,
.a Lnwrs, a WILSQN, and the
$”-oat of greet men who franrod the ~Constitution of 1790. If great
trsitn More sat&led to any &on&de&ion,
Pennsylvania bad lthe highest
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authority for the principles on which her institutions were founded.
The framers of the Constitution
of 1790, had before them the
opinions of all the writers on Government, and also the Constitution of
the United States, to which it was their object to conform, ar far as was
proper and practicable.
Why, then, did they not give this power to the
State Senate, as it was given to the Senate by the Federal Constitution ?
Some of the very same gentlemen were members of this Convention, who
had assisted in framing the Constitution of the United States. Why did
they make this marked difference between the two instruments ? Had
they not some distinct reason in their minds for departing from their model
in this particular 1 And were they as competent to judge of the propriety
of conforming this Constitution to their chosen model, in this instance,
as we are ? We do not know the reasons which actuated that body ; but,
surely, they saw some distinction between the construction and objects of
the State Government and those of the Federal Government, which made
this striking difference, in their opinion, proper and necessary.
They
understood the reasens why this feature was introduced into the Federal
Constitution, and, if they had thought them applicable to the State Government, they would, undoubtedly, have adopted it as part of the State
Constitution.
It being one o’clock, Mr. HOPKINSON
yielded the floor, and the committee rose, and
The Convention took the usual recess.
WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O'CLOCK.

SECONDARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole, on
the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE,of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pending, being on the motion of Mr. BELL, of Chester, to
amend the eighth section.
Mr. HOPKINSON, of Philadelphia, resumed his remarks.
He had said
that the Convention of Pennsylvania, which sat in 1799, to frame a Constitution, had before them all the lights which could guide them, save one ;
and they had finally decided on What we knew they had done. In framiug
the Constitution of 1790, the Convention had but the choice of three
modes of appointment to office. 1st. Either, as it stands in the Oonstitution of the United States, by giving the appointing power to the Executive,
by and with theadvice and consent of the Senate. I ad. By taking away
the power of appointment altogether from the Governor, making him a
mere nominal Executive ; or, 3dly, by taking the course they did take,
and confiding the power solely and exclusively to the Governor, and vesting in him the entire responsibility.
It seemed to him that the choice
was a wise one, founded on a just and correct confidence in the set of
men whom the people of Pennsylvania would select to fill the chair of
the Executive.
It was not for a Pennsylvanian to aay that this confrdenoe
had been misplaced : it was not for a Pennsylvanian to say that the eonfidence so placed in this people was a mistake on the part of the framers
of that Constitution. He would not take it upon himselfto say whether that
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confidence was well grounded or not. He had nothing to say, for or
against it. But he would say that out of the three modes from which the
Convention had to select, they had taken that which experience had proved effectual in securing the prosperity, security and happiness of the people of this Commonwealth.
H e b e1ieved that if we ever could attain a
perfect form of Government, a monarchy would be found to be the best.
But a perfect King, or a perfect Government could not be found on earth.
The Convention did not throw all the power of appointment into the
hands of an irresponsible Executive, but established what seemed to be
the best sort of responsibility.
The whole labor, the undivided burden of the office was imposed upon his shoulders, and he was subject, in
case of any violation of the high trust which was placed in him, not .only
to the loss of his oflice, but the stigma which, at the end of three years,
the people would fix upon him, of having abused their confidence, either
corruptly or injudiciously.
He (Mr. H.) considered this as coming as
near to a perfect system of Government as we could come. The system
thus brought into action was not a complex machine, the checks and baldnces of which were not understood, but simple in its principles and in
its movements, affording effectual security
to the rights of the people.
There was no decided responsibility, but the people said to the Executive
by the voice of the Convention, u we give you the power to exercise on
your own responsibility : at the end of three years, you will come to the
people for their judgment on your conduct, and they will decide if you
have fulfilled the obligations of your trust worthilv or not.”
He had said that the framers of the Constitution of 1790 had all the
lights before them which could guide them in their course, except
one-and what was that one 1 It was experience.
This brings us to the
great question. Has experience shown that the mode established by the
Convention of 1790 was unwise, and is it expected of the wisdom
of this Convention to make a better mode ? If so, then let us praceed
with the work.
If it can be shown that the present mode is unwise, he
would not stop until it had been so modified as that one undoubtedly more
fit for the condition and wants of the people had been devised. But he
had as yet heard no’ evidence to induce the belief that the present mode
is unwise, and that the people desired to see a better. The gentleman
from Luzerne had presented to us an appalling view of evils which had
resulted from the abuse of Executive patronage, but he believed that gentleman had drawn largely on his imagination ; he was eloquent and powerful, but still the accuracy of the picture was doubtful.
He told us that
corruption was abroad, that the people were degraded and demoralized
every where, and that all this evil was to be attributed to the enormous
ower of the Executive.
It was, indeed, an awful,picture.
He (Mr. H.)
Kowever had seen nothing of the kind, he had heard of nothing of the
sort. The body politic, it is true, was sometimes diseased, when to all
appearances, every thing was sound and wholesome.
But it cannot be
pretended that such is the case here. We have no hidden disease, like a
worm gnawing at our vitals, preying secretly and unseen. He would api
peal to honorable members of this Convention to look among their constituents and their neighbonrs, and say if they could discern there any of
tiisvice whioh the gentleman from Luzerne has depicted m haying spread
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explained.
He did not mean to say that the people
Mr. WOODWACD
were degraded, hut that the influence of the Executive was demoralizing.
He could not have been supposed to mean that the people were degraded
in the mass.
: Who then, are demoralized, if it was not the people 1
Mr. HOPKINSON
If a State can be said to be demoralized, it must imply the people of the
State, or he knew not in what sense the language could be understood.
But it was not so, the people were not demoralized.
A corrupt and
demoralized people would have made choice of different institutions from
ours. In the internal body, disease might prey upon the vitals, without
any external appearance of pain or decay. It might, also, be so in the
body politic.
We have been told of cancers, and the most frightful indications of approaching and immediate dissolution.
But it cannot be so.
If there has beenany evidence of such a state of disease, where is it? He
hoped the committee would not suffer their judgments to be carried away
by such pictures : or their reasons to be beguiled by these deceptions,
however ably expressed, and they were expressed with great eloquence.
Every one would naturally put to himself the question : “ Am I in this condition ? Are my neighbors in this diseased and demoralized State”? And
he might look beyond, and ask if the people are so. The people of this
State are a thinking, quiet, thrifty and virtuous set of men, not to be
demoralized by an unsuitable distribution of a few of the offices of the
Government. It was of little consequence to them who filled these offices,
or who did not fill them. The Governor might also very properly use the
language of a eelebrated statesman- “for everv friend I gain by giving an
office, I make ten enemies “. Why then, this clamor against the Executive? It arises from the fact, that a few dissatisfied men go about spending their time in complaining and abusing, while they who are satisfied
with the existing state of things, remain quietly at home, attending to their
concerns, and saying nothing.
It is the dissatisfied office hunters who are
making all the noise abroad. Had they been gratified in their desire after
office, there would have been heard no complaint of the enormous patronage of the Executive.
But supposing that this great patronage of the
Executive, this power which the Governor has to dispense offices, has
produced the deleterious effects which have been ascribed to it, will the
circumstance of connecting the Senate with him in the exercise of the
power, put the country into any better condition ? An argument was
addressed to the gentleman from Luzerne of this kind. If $e Senate be
connected with the Governor in the power of appointment, will any benefit
result to the country ? The gentleman from Luzerne was too good a lover
of Pennsylvania not to see the effects of this association at once ; he had too
much sagacity not to foresee that the Senate would hold the Governor at
arm’s length.
That gentleman felt the power of the argument that if the
Senate were to have the confirmation of all appointments, it would convulse
the State, and he had answered it in the only way in which it could be
answere&that
the Senate would never set up its vote in opposition to the
Governor, and would never rejeot a nomination because the individual was
The Senate of the United States had shown thaf if
of differest politics.
over they rejected a nomination, it was from some personal &j&n
to
the individual, and not becauashe belonged to the minority of palitieal,p+
fitxr, Ths gmdrmsrn from Irnz~f~fd h&d RR&$,@t?ly,tb~t thr &?a@ wapy
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only have to ask if the individual was capable and honest ? On that ground
(said Mr. H.) I meet the gentleman from Luzerne. He had understood that
the charges against the Governor were, that he had spread his friends
throughout the country, and by means of his patronage in every county,
had raised up a band of friends, not to say mercenaries, and had thus laid
the foundation of his power. There was something in this argument, sup
posing it true, which shewed that the Governor had so used his power.
This is the bane of every party, every where, that it loved to multiply and
spread its partizans through the country.
This is not proposed to be
remedied.
This is looked upon as all right; that it is but a fair exercise
of power to bestow offices on those who have contributed their favours as
partizans.
It follows, then, that all that is to be required from the ,association of the Senate with the Governor in the appointments to office, is
the prevention of the appointment of men who are notoriously dishonest.
Is it so ? Es so great a change as this required in our fundamental law,
for so small an object T For, after all, when the change shall be made,
we get rid of no part of the power of the Executive, except that he cannot
appoint dishonest and incompetent men to office. Ifhe has any regard for
his oath, any respect for himself, he will not do that nuw. The Governor
will never, kuewingly, appoint a dishonest or incompetent man to o&e.
He may sometimes be deceived. The time, however, would come when
the question would be more fairly before the Convention, whether auy
evils exist under the present system, and, if they do, whether this is an
adequate remedy. The idea of curing sueh evils, if they exist, by connecting the Senate with the Governor in the power of appointment, and thus
taking away from him his great patronage, is absurd. Take away the demoralizing influefieefof this patronage-how
will you do it ? By connecting
the Senate in the dispensation of it ?
Why, sir, this is something like a system of medicine where a man is
given the hundredth part of a grain of medicine to cure a violent disease.
The object to be obtained cannot be reached now, it may be reached hereafter, in another and a better form ; but he did not thiuk that this would
produce any good effect. He should, therefore, vote against the amend,
ment.
Mr. RLZABwas sorry the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomemy (Mr. S~RFGERE) had been brought forward. ‘It only made the subject
more intricate and was not calculated to effect the object for whiih it was
&red.
Although it proposes a cheek, it does not 40, iu any oonsiderable wee,
to effect the grsat object which reformers have in view-that
ia,
it does not go to strip the Governor of his patronage.
It leaves this with
the Executive, and offers so small a remedy to the evils arising from Executive patronage that it would hardly have been warth the people’s while
to send ua here if,that was all we were to effe’eeton this subject. He had
been surprised at the opposition, coming from some quarters, to the
ameu&aent of the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL) andstill more surprised that tie genfleman’s colleague (Mr. DARLINOTON)should have submited a pve argument founded upon the supposition that the amendment
wea80 intriaita that it was impossible to understand it. It appeared to
him so plain that a child of ten years of age oouli urider&rnl it. The first
$ait t$the’ ameaQrps%t ie tAiat the Uoverrmr may appoint a Secrretyy of
w fiimpm’ired*
My
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that ? There appeared to him to be no intricacy in it. The second part
of the proposition provided that thejudicial officers shall be n minated by
the Executive and confirmed by the Senate. These were t %e only dlstinctions in the proposition, and can the gentleman not understand this.
He was surprised that the gentleman bad looked upon this amendment as
being a question so perplexing, and intricate that it could not be voted upon
understandingly.
Why, sir, was this serious argument, or was it merely
throwing sand in our eyes for the purpose of preventing us from coming
to a decision on this first great and important proposed amendment to the
Constitution which we have been sent here to make? He considered them
two very simple and plain propositions, and if the gentleman is in favor
of one and opposed to the other he can call for a division, and vote in
There is no intricacy in it, and all that part of
accordance to his views.
the argument founded upon that supposition cannot meet with much countenance here. The gentleman is very much alarmed at the idea of vesting
in the Legislature the power of creating ofices and directing the mode in
which those offices shall be tilled, after they are erected. He would ask
the gentleman, however, in what other place he would have us leave this
power of creating those numerous offices which the imagination cannot
now foresee, but which must become necessary as others have become
necessary which never entered into the minds of those gentlemen who
framed the Constttution of 1790 ? He would ask if that Convention could
have foreseen or auticipated any thing like our present system of internal
improvements with the eight or nine hundred officers which were connected with it? They never dreamed that these officers would become necessary, and it was impossible for us to look into futurity and tell what officers it might be necessary hereafter to create. He agreed v&h the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) that it was wrong for gentlemen to
put arguments into the mouths of others and then go on to argue against
them. This had been done with regard to those who advocate the amendment, and if any gentlemen have a right to complain they are the persons.
He agreed withgentlemen thatwe should provide for the appointment ofall
officers now known ; and he would go as far as any one in defining the mode
and manner of appointment, and the tenure of office of all officers that can be
defined under this Constitution. But we were legislating for the future, and
provision should be made for the appointment of officers which might
become necessary, and which we know nothing of now. He would go
as far as any gentleman in fixing and defining the mode, manner and tenure
of office of all those officers of which we have any knowledge; but we
cannot look into futurity and see what is to take place in a hundred years.
We cannot now provide for those offices because they do not exist, and
we do not know what they may be when they come to exist. Those who
oppose the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, argue that we
should do as they did in 1790, leave all this residuary power with the
Now, past experieuce has shown that this would be improper.
Executive.
Under such a limitatton a practice has grown up teu times more onerous
to the people than the framers of the Constitution ever thought of.
Mr. FORWARD said, if the gentleman alluded to him, he disclaimed
ever having used such arguments.
Mr. REID had understood the gentleman to argue againat thsprintie.
.#I/$ he mppopd ya p t+ aide contendedfur, that af al.lawitlgthg
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Legislature to create offices and fill them themselves.
He alluded to those
offices which now exist. Now he would tell the gentleman that this is
not the position which we on the reform side of the House have taken, and
therefore contrary to the gentleman’s own maxim he has put into our
mouths arguments which we never dreamed of, and then argued against,
them. But he would leave this subject for the present, and reply to some
of the remarks of the gentleman from Chester (Mr. DARLINOTON). That
gentleman objects to this amendment, a portion of which related to the
Secretary of the Commonwealth, because it was out of place. He says
the fifteenth section provides for the appointment of that officer, and enquires, why it is indroduced here. Why it is simply because by the rules
we cannot strike out the whole section. We are brought into this dilemma by the set of rules we have, which he would not have agreed to, ifhe
had had the making of them. The whole section, upon the principle
of the reform men, ought to go out, but it was not in order to strike it out;
therefore it being necessary to leave something in, we have inserted here
the Secretary of the Commonwealth, and it is perfectly in place, if we are
to allow the Governor to appoint and dispense with that officer whenever
he pleases. We can then dispense with the remaining portion of the
section and the fifteenth section, and does the gentleman suppose we have
not the power to do this ? Does he suppose that because the Secretary of
the Commonwealth was in the fifteenth section of the old Constitution he
must still be left in the fifteenth section ; and that he cannot be put in any
other.
It would be perfectly proper to dispense with both these sections,
upon the same prindple and for the same reason that you dispense with
horses on a public road where locomotive engines have been substituted.
The principle of the gentleman from Chester carried out, would amount to
this ; that it would be a great piece of fohy in us to use locomotives because the people of 1776 used horses ; and this is the amount of the argument of the gentleman against transfering the Secretary of the Commonwealth from the fifteenth to the eighth section. The gentleman also asks
us why we introduce matter relating to the judiciary into this section which
He would answer, because we propose to
is appropriately Executive.
give the Executive the nomination of these officers, and we will regulate
the length of time they are to serve in another article. Now is there any
thing improper in all this ? The gentleman’s imagination had conjured
up another difficulty, which was, that if the amendment of the gentleman
from Chester was agreed to, it might happen that a sort of vacuum would
be left in the Constitution.
If the gentleman would refer to the report
on the sixth article of the Constitution he would find that no such occasion
could take place. He would see that ample provision was made there for
all contingencies.
There could never be a vacuum-and
no office would
ever be created by the Legislature without the power to fill it. There
could be no office in existence without an electing or appointing power.
Then this part of the gentleman’s argument falls to the grot~nd. But the
gentleman comes to what he considers a more important part of the argument, and tells you with great gravity that there never has been an indication that the people are in favor of a reduction of the patronage of the
Governor with regard to these of&es.
Mr. DARLINWNN said he had a distinct reference to the people of hia
own section of the country.
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Mr. READ was glad of it, for if it applies only to one county, it was one
which should have but little weight here; because if there was any thing
which the people of the whole State had called for, long and loud, it was
the abolition of life offices. No man could look in one of the public papers which had been published in this State for the last five years without
coming to the conclusion that the power of the Governor to appoint Judges
for life was a subject of general complaint among the people. It was a
subject upon which the calls for reform had been perhaps longer and louder
than any other subject. It IS true they have long been endeavoring to
obtain some reduction of the patronage of the Governor for the purpose
of curtailing his power; but the idea of life officers being created by an
officer who was only elected himself for three years, is more abhorrent to
the people than any other grievance of which they have complained under
the present Constitution.
The gentleman’s argument then, so far as it related to the people of Chester county, amounts to nothing.
The gentleman now admited that he did not pretend to deny, in relation
to the State at large, that the people had expressed themselves most clearly,
and explicitly in favor of reform in this particular.
But, they had not indicated any disposition to increase the patronage of the Legislature.
They
had gone so far as to say that no more Judges should be created. He
(Mr. R.) had h ad some experience in the Legislature, and knew perfectly
well ihe irregularity which sometimes took place there. And he would
tell the gentleman from Allegheny that he was opposed to leaving with the
Legislature one particle of power more than was absolutely necessary. He
was for limiting them to the lowest extent, making,e however, due provision for the future. He would confess that he was opposed to any supervision of the judicial officers. What, he would enquire, was the theory
of our Government? Was it not that all power was in the people ? It was ;
and that no power which they might delegate, should be used to the injury
of the best Interests, and the welfare of the people. Every one would
admit that the powers of the Government were Executive, Judicial, and
Legislative.
He knew of no good reason that could be assigned, why the
judicial officers should not be elected in the same manner as the members
The objection which had been made to it was-that
of. the Legislature.
it would be very inconvenient.
He was in favor of an elective Judiciary.
We should endeavor to overthrow the inconvenience which had
been spoken of, and effect the object as it was for the benefit of the peoThe gentleman from Erie Mr.
ple from whom we derived our power.
SILL) says, “why not take the power of appointment entirely away h am
.the Governor, and give it to the Senate, or House of Representatives “?
He (Mr. READ) would answer the question by saying, because there
was greater safety in wmmiting it to two parties who immediately represented the people, than to one who did not.
Mr. SILL said, that it was not he who had made the remark attributed
to him.
Mr. PIPAD continued : He might have been mistaken in attributing it .to
him. ,It seemed to him that there was great propriety in dividing .the
power of appointment, (if the idea of having an elective Judiciary were
given up) between one or the othur branch of the Legislature and the
Governor.
For his own part, he was opposed to gtving the power $tothe
Executive.
But if he was to participate in it, then .he pie&wed .&at &o
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Senate should act with him, and not the House. As the gentleman from
Luzerne(Mr. WooDwAnD) had, in a most lucid and forcible speech, advocated
the election of Justices of the Peace, it was not necessary, therefore, that
he should go into an argument on that point. The gentleman had said all
that was necessary to say on the subject, and in a more happy and felicitous manner than he (Mr. R.) could say it. The gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) complained of the reformers having voted down
the proposition which he had introduced, to deprive the Governor of all
his patronage, and give it to the Legislature.
Now, that, instead of being
a reform of our system, would make it more objectionable than it now is.
He had always been in favor of checking the power of the Legislature,
having witnessed much of legislative assumption.
The gentleman from Erie (Mr. SILL) had said, that the argument was
unanswerable, that the Senate had less knowledge of the characters and
abilities of the persons nominated, than the Governor.
He (MF. R.)
maintained that such was not the fact. The gentleman from Allegheny
had likewise complained again, that those who professed to be in favor of
reform, did not tell what they want; and he objected to any reform,
because the reformers do not tell him what they mean by reform. He
called upon them to tell him what they purposed to do ? He (Mr. R.)
would tell the gentleman, so far as he was concerned, that he would give
the Governor the absolute appointment and removal of the Secretary of
State, because that officer had, in practice, become the Governor’s contldential adviser ; and he would agree that he should not have the power of
removing any other officer. Further, he would agree to limit the term of
any office, whether created by the law or the Constitution.
He would
give the Governor the appointment of Judges, with the advice and consent
of the Senate : he would give the people the’ election of all Justices of the
Peace and county o5cers.
The gentleman asks why we should not
give &he whole of the appointments to the Senate ? He (Mr. R.) wished
to dispose of the appointing power in any other way than by giving it to
the Executive.
He admited that there was some weight to be attached
to the objections entertained by the gentlemen from Allegheny and
Chester, with respect to giving the Senate a participation in the making
of appointments, and in the exer&e of the veto power, which was
founded’in the necessity of the case, and that alone. There was no other
way of imposing a check on Executive appointments.
The gentleman
from Allegheny had said, why not give the whole power of appointment
to the Senate only ? He (Mr. R.) had already answered that question.
The only practicable way was to divide irbetween the Executive and one
of the branches of the Legislature-w
hich, he did not care-but the Senate,
as the smaller body, was the better.
In regard to the offices hereafter to be created, of the number and character of which we know nothing, was it best to leave them all to the
appointment of the Governor, or to the immediate representatives of the
people ? It did not follow that the Legislature should create the offices
in order to fill them. They were to be controled by public sentiment for
the time being, and, according to the public sentiment and their, own
judgment, they will give the appointment to the Governor, or to the
people at large, or fill the office by election in joint ballot. It was better
to leave it to the discretion of future times, to say how the officers here
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after called for by the public exigencies, should be appointed. Some sorts
&~WIIcers; like the Canal Commissioners, might, in the course of a
titwy,
become necessary ; and would it he wise to anticipate the public
sentiment of that day, by saying that they should he appointed in a partIuu&r mede 1 He would say that it was hetter to leave it to the discretion
of%& future to do as might then he deemed expedient, than for us to say
thatf they shall not have the power to create a new office ;-that
the
creation of it, or the appointment to an office, must he by the Governor.
The amendment of the gentleman from iMontgomery, (Mr. STERIGERE)
he hoped would be withdrawn ; if for no other purpose to prevent
dtitraction among those favorable to reform. He believed a large maj&y
of this body were favorable to reform, and if the amendment of the
gentleman from Montgomery
was not withdrawn,
he called on the
reformers to negative it for the present, for the purpose of comparing their
6aws on the proposition of the gentleman from Chester.
%Ir. FO&ARD : If the gentleman supposed that I intimated any thing
I did not express the
about &&tent&
of the Judiciary, he is mistaken.
opinion that the Judges of the Supreme Court should hold their of&es for
alterm of years. I offered no sentimeut of the kind. My opinion is,
that the tenure of the Judges should he that of good hehaviour.
%:“DIc~~EY had listened with surprise, he said, at the appeals of the
gendeman’from Susquehanna to the reformers.
He talks of reformers as
if.‘the”gentleman froln Chester and himsef, and two or three more, were
th&eli~lttsive reformers here. The gentleman form Chester (Mr. BELL)
yesterday called the reformers to the rally.
He called on them to sustain
tlii!. great principle of his, which, according to his notions, is the great
p’*nt of reform. The gentlemen who called upon the reformers so loudly,
neither ‘understood their own principles, nor themselves. This he did not
speak without book. A few days ago, the gentleman from Susquehanna,
WAS ‘willing that both the Secretary of State and the Attorney General,
rhould be appointed by the Governor alone. He had spread it on record
a# hia.opinion, that the Attorney General should hold his office at the
ph+&~t~ of the Governor.
Mr. I&D said, he thought so still, hut he surrendered his wishes in
that’part@lar, in accordance with the views of his friends.
Mr. DIGK~Y said the gentleman from Chester just proposed to give the
appeintment of the Attorney General to the Governor, and then, to suit
lome ,of his friends, he modifitd the proposition by omiting that officer :
and:he yet asked us to rally in support of his amendment on principle.
Gn what principle ? On the principle of a combination of those who
claim to be the exlcusive reformers 1 The gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia, (Mr. BROWN) stricken with the weight of the argument of
the Igentleman from Allegheny, gave up the principle of the proposition
umber ;cerrsideration, and asked us to vote :for it as a matter of convenience,
inerder to’get on with the’business.
One of them yields his prinoiples ,to
the other, and then they join, and cry out for a rally of the reformers.
Rut; sir, what principle are we asked to vote for? The gentleman fbrn’
Chester tells us,&that he is opposed to giving the election of Justices of
the Peace to the people, and his amendment contemplates their appointment- by -the Governor, and yet Ae calls refirpners to the rally.
~!
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Mr. B&L here said his amendment did not provide for the appointment
of Justices .of the Peace by the Governor.
.Mr. DICKEY : The gentleman declared, in his remarks, hewas not in
favor of the election of Justices hy the people, and yet he calledithe refermers to the rally.
I suppose, then,, sir, (said Mr. D.) that I and my
friend,from Allegheny, who are in favor of electing this army of Justinee
by the people, are not reformers.
His friend from, the county (Mr.
BROWN)was, he said, bound by every principle to vote against this
amendment.
His resolution of the 10th of May now stood on record, and
wholly discountenanced any proposition like this amendment, upon .which
the reformers were called to rally.
The gentleman could ‘not vote: for the
amendment without voting directly against his own resolutiou ;. and yet
he tells us that, as a matter of convenience, we ought to vote for this amendment.
The amendment of the gentleman from Chester does contemplate, the
appointment, by the Governor and Senate, of nearly two thousand offiqers
yf
thirty-seven Judges of a superior grade, besides Recordersand other
officers, and of nearly two thousand Justices of the Peace. .: The gentleman from Chester was in favor of giving all these appointments to the Governor and Senate. He believed, the only true way of getting at thequestion
was to vote down both amendments-that
of the gentleman -from Montgomery, and that of the gentleman from Chester, and then determine how
and where the appointing.,power
shall be placed.
These gentlemen
reformers must, in conformity with their own principles, vote against the
amendment of the gentleman from Chester.
Mr. BROWN,,of Philadelphia liked the argument of the gentleman
from Beaver, he said, because, it would require very little effort to
answer it. He has charged us all with inconsistency because, after trying
our own propositions for six weeks, and coming to no conclusionq’we have
yielded some of the opinions which we held at first. It was evident that
we should never do any thing, unless we yielded some of our own permliar notions in forming a general system of reform. But what principle
had he or his friends violated ? The gentleman was welcome to the
record. He had, in his resolutions, provided that the ,Govemor should
appoint a Secretary of State, with the advice and consent of the Senate i and,
now, forsooth, because he was willing that the Governor alone should
appoint him, he was charged with inconsistency, and violating a great
principle.
Truly; the gentleman from Beaver must have, peculiar notions
of principle. Mr. B. did not think there was much principle or importaries
in it either way. But he (Mr. B.) had been charged with another ,sinhe had called on the reformers to rally ! And for what had heaealled on
them to rally ? Why, to pass the amendment that they ‘might proceed on *
and when they had got through with all the appointments, they coul d
then remove from this section any thing objectionable.
But it was a sin,
in the eyes of the great reformer from Beaver, to ask the reformers to
rally I He (Mr. B.) had called on them to rally, and he was pleased to
see that they had rallied-that the were now disposed to give up their own
persand and.sectional notions o P-reform, and mere dieputes about wordr
and .terms, ,for the. great obje&e 4t reforrpl that ,the people repuire. And
why had the reformers rallied 1 They had been. here six .we&,’
a&had
sufferedthemrrelvee’
to be thwartedaaddefeatedby the opponentsr of aW
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reform, because they were not united. They saw that to carry any
His constituents, he said, required extensive and radical reform-to
an extent that, he had been told since he had
been here, would not receive the approbation of the people of the whole
State. His constituents would elect all their officers-they
would go for
short terms-they
would go for Judges for three or four years; but was he
to vote for continuing the present life tenure, because he could not get
short terms for them 7 No ! If he could not get three or four Years, he
would go for seven, eight, ten, any thing short of eternity!
Would he
sacrifice any principle in this? He was for reform ! all the reform he
could get. He was not like the gentleman from Beaver, all talk of reform,
but who would not vote for it,, because a word was out of place, or a letter
missing, or a section wrongly numbered. He had heard of propositions
of compromise-they
had come in whispers to his ear, but they were
from the wrong source ; and he warned the friends of reform to beware!
For himself, he was willing to compromise; but it must be with the true
friends of reform, not with its enemies, or such friends of reform as the
gentleman from Beaver ; and when he again called on the friends of reform
to rally, that gentleman need not think he was included in the call.
Mr. DICKEY remarked that when he was up before, he ought to have
raid that there were ten thousand Justices of the Peace in Pennsylvania.
Governor WOLF, alone, appointed seventeen hundred. So the gentleman
from Chester proposed by his amendment to give the appointment of eleven
thousand offices in all to the Governor ; and this was the principle on which
he proposed to effect a reform. That was the principle which reformers
were called upon to support. The gentleman from Philadelphia says I
am welcome to the record. Very well ; here it is, a part of his resolution
of 10th May, reads as follows :

reform they must act together.

N Resolved, That the Executive Departments of this Commonwealth ought to IJO
amended :
By taking fmm the Governor the appointment of all officers, others than those connected with the &ate Executive Departments. Secretarv of State. Auditor General.
Surveyor General, Secretary of the Land O&e; and the& assistan& ; and requiring the
concurrence of the Senate to the appointment of the heads of those departments”.

There is the principle laid down by the gentleman five weeks ago. and
yet he now gives his support to an amendment of directly a contrary character. But he would leave the gentleman’s course to be settled between
him and his constituents.
Mr. READ : The gentleman from Beaver had said that I advocated an
amendment looking to the appointment of the Justices of the Peace by
the Governor and Senate. The amendment of the gentleman from ChesIf it did, I
ter does not, in its face, provide for such an appointment.
would not vote for it.
Mr. DICKEY: I accept the explanation.
I know that the gentleman
will go with me in giving the election of the Justices to the people, when
we come to the sixth article. But then the gentleman from Chester will
call the reformers to the rally against that, for he had avowed himself
against it. He did not see how the gentleman from Susquehanna could
vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Chester. After the avowal
pf ita object, conaiatency would require that he should vote it dawn.
Mr, BRQVN~
of Philadplphirrt
ww p~?@xlto the gen4srqut,ha tmis&
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But he would remind him that he had
said this morning that he did not approve of the amendment, but would
take it in preference to the section as it stood. He would vote for this
mbtion in order to get on ; and then he would go with the gentleman from
Allegheny, to fix the mode of appointing the several oficers.
*Mr. DICKEY said he would now call upon the true friends of reform to
stand by their principles, and vote down the proposition of the gentleman
from Chester, who was opposed to the election of Justices of the Peace
by the people.
Mr. EARLE hoped, he said, that the reformers would wait a long time
before they took HOBSON’Schoice between the propositions of the gentleman from Beaver, and the gentleman from Chester; He trusted that neither would be supported ; and that no proposition that looked to the continuance of life offices would be sustained. He hoped no gentleman
There was no necessity .
would consent to compromise a single principle.
for it. Compromise was always dangerous. Let every one offer his own
views, and, if he cannot carry them, let him adopt the best that can
be sustained. The gentlemal from Beaver appeared to be anxious to have
it put on record by the Stenographers, and sent abroad, that the amendment of the gentleman from Chester proposed to give the’Governor and
Senate the appointment of Justices of the Peace. But it was not so. If
it proposed that, very few would be willing to go for it.
A few remarks in reply to the gentleman from the city (Mr. HOPKINSON)
That gentleman thinks the people have not suffered under the existing
There was a similar opinion advanced five or six weeks
Constitution.
ago. The people, however, have settled that question. If he (Mr. E.)
wished to know the sufferings or the wishes of the people, the gentleman
from the city would be the last individual he would think of *going to for
Not that the gentleman had not talent and mtelligence ;
the information.
but his habits were most retired, and it was impossible for him to know
what the people think and wish. The people of Philadelphia who put
their ballot in the box for the gentleman to take his seat in this Convention, were, ten to one, in favor of this change which was now proposed,
twenty-t*
years ago, and such an amendment would then have been made
in the Constitution, had it not been for gross fraud and falsehood, perpe.
trated under a great name, by which they were cheated out of it. It was
found necessary to resort to fraud and falsehood at that time to obstructthe
progress of reform. The friends of reform asserted that they advocated
equal justice, and the existence of equal rights to all men. The opponents
of reform took this up, and said it meant equal distribution of property.
They knew this would not go down withoutsome authority, and they sent
it abroad under the name of high influence, and it was distributed all over
the State ; and by this falsehood, and these artifices, the enemies ofreform
have cheated the people until they will conseut to be cheated no longer.
The gentleman from Philade!phia said the noise all came from disappointed oflice-seekers, and that the question of a Convention would not have
been raised, but for the operation of these private griefs. Some gentlemen might think it hardly generous in us, if we were to say that the oppoBents of reform dared not rely on tbeir own merits, and could not get
into office my other w#y than by intriguing with the Governor, hoping
&tat roqwt&tn~~,~tjld Him up lo put Ql?’ref?rT pnd produce a pompromisel
1
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This compromise would have been willingly made by those who opposed
reform, and who, if we would have consented to exempt the Supreme
Court from the action of the Senate, would have consented to take the
negative of that body on the other officers.
The gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD)pursued a course of
argument and action he (Mr. E.) did not exactly understand. Yesterday,
he desired to give the whole power of appointment to the Legislature, and
to-day he opposes the proposition to give any part of that power to the
Legislature.
He voted for one of these propositions, but he refuses to vote
for the other. He could not see distinctly what object the gentleman had
in view. To-day he is against anv part of the power being given to the
Legislature, and yesterday he was’in favor of giving the whole, and called
the yeas and nays on the question. He voted with that gentleman yesterday, and he thought there could be no danger from such an apportionment
of powers. The gentlemau was opposed to bringing iu one new particle, yet he was willing to bring in two.
Mr. FORWARD
denied that his argument was such as the gentleman had
represented it to be.
Mr. Eamx’resumed, and said, the gentleman asked why we should not
suffer the Senate to nominate.
That was tried yesterday, and tried without success. The gentleman was fearful of entrusting this power to the
Legislature.
I (said Mr. E.) am not. so fearful of the effect of a legislative
guard over the appointing power. Now the gentleman wants no partner,
yesterday he wanted two partners. I am willing to go half way with the
proposition of the gentleman, on the principle that half a loaf is better than
no bread. The gentleman proposed two out of the three to be associated,
but now he objects because he caunot get the two he wants: and was
willing to risk the power with the Governor alone rather than bring in the
Senate. The gentleman complained that we are not pledged to any particular measures, that we do not clearly explain what we want. We have
been engaged for two days in arguing the subject, and he now asks us to gire
some pledge. For my own part (said Mr. E.) I hold myself in reserveon
that point. It would be out of order at this time, and it will be suflicient
if we do it on the day when we shall vote on the subject. The gentleman
from Allegheny has not pledged himself on any poiut ; he was always
doubting and hesitating, and now asks us to pledge ourselves. The gentleman hesitated so much and so often, that he reminded me of WALTER
He was sure if the gentleman was in the Senate, and they
the Doubter.
wanted officers in Philadelphia, that he would not try to force upon them
bad officers. Did he not then believe that all Senators would be like himself and not abuse their trusts 1 If the gentleman did believe so, he trusted
he would vote with him (Mr. E.) in reducing their term of office. But
admiting they had this bad propensity, he did not think the evils would
result from it which gentlemen imagined.
If there would be any combinations formed, he thought it would be the small counties against the large.
But gentlemen have said that the Governor was besieged by office seekepr.
Now it was the intention of the reformers to place a body guard near him
to protect him ; and the Senate would be this protection.
It was neoe(rsary that the Constitution should be clear and explicit in its.language, BO
that no misconstruction would be placed upon it. There should be ~0
ambiguity in matters of @iis kind, because he believed one half of the at&
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in the United States had arisen from ambiguity in the laws and Constitutions. Although the Constitution provided that the Governor should
The
appoint allofficers,
yet by a forced construction it was violated.
Supreme Court itself, had, in his opinion, violated the Constitution by the
appointment of officers which the Constitution says the Governor shall
appoint, and the Canal Commissioners were elected by the Legislature.
The reason of this was that the Constitution was contrary to the spirit of
the age, and, consequently, it will not be observed and respected. His
object then, was to reform this Constitution in such manner as to make it
ticeptable to the people, and it will then be respected. It seemed to be
remarkable to him that gentlemen must have so many checks in some matters, and’would agree to none in others. In law making they must have a
Senate for four years to check the House of Representatives, a Governor
to check both, and after that a Supreme Court to check the whole three,
yet strange as it might seem, the Judges of this Supreme Court, which was
the highest check, were appointed by the Governor. If this Governor was
osseased of so much wisdom, why not trust him with all these powers?
6 ,hy not trust him with the law making, the Judicial, and the Executive
adthority 1 In not trusting him with these powers you assume that he is
not ‘infallible.
Then if he was fallible in law making, might he not be
tallible in the appointment of o&ers for life. He was sorry the gentleman
fro& Montgomery and the gentleman from Chester could notgo together.
He shonld.vote for both of their amendments.
Mr. SERQEANT (President) rose chiefly to draw the attention of the
committee to a matter of fact. We have been theorizing all day, upon
general argumentative grounds, without the appeal to a single fact upon
whichto rest our arguments. There was a case now going the rounds of
the newspapers, whyeh was precisely in point, and he was surprised it
h&d not been refered to in the debate. It occasioned a great deal of controvemy to know who was right and who was wrong in the matter, which
he did irot wish to discuss, and still less to decide, but would leave that
qnestion to the State which it concerned. The case was this: The State
of New Jersey has a legislative body consisting of two branches, the one
made up of three representatives of each county, which body corresponds
with our Honse of Representatives ; the other is a Counoil consisting of
oue member from each county, amounting in all, he believed, to fourteen
members, This legislative body has the power, in joint meeting, of
appointing nearly all the o3ioers of the State of New Jersey, and when
they a#semble at the time officers are to be appointed, it is notorious that
This, however, was specupou’hear of nothing else but appointments.
lation-he
would now come to the facts. The State of New Jersey being
in,such a condition of distress, as made it, in the opinion of the Governor,
necessary tb convene the Legislature, in order to provide a remedy for
exisiiig evils, he called a special meeting of the body at an unusual .time,
for that .very purpose, and for no other. They #met, and there was a
majority of the lower House in favor of passing the measure of relief.
The Council,
They passed it accordingly, and sent it up to the Cauncil.
it appears, stood eight of one party, and six of the other; but of the
majority, two were absent. The division of those present was six to six,
and WGoVemor
had a casting vote. The House of Representatives, as
before etated, passed the law deemed necessary to relieve the distrev ;
_1
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but when it came to the Council the minority refused to consider it, unless
the other side would agree first to go into an election for officers of the
State, They refused to do so, stood their ground, which they were able
to do, because there was no quorum without them. The Council finally
separated, and the Legislature broke up, without the measure of relief,
which all agreed to be necessary, ever being considered in the Council.
This was the statement going the rounds of the newspapers, according to
his recollection, so far as it was material to the present purpose. The
time for electing officers, it may be remarked, had not arrived, in its
regular course. It would have been in the following winter session. In
the meantime there was to be an election, and, it was said, the minority in
Council were apprehensive there would be a change in the Legislature,
giving the power to the other side. They wished, therefore, to anticipate,
and to secure to themselves the appointment of officers for the next term
of years, before the election.
This was a striking illustration of the evil
which must result, from placing legislation and appointment in the same
hands. The legislative power was sacrificed to the petty object of getting
the State officers. A measure of relief, universally desired, and of the
most urgent necessity, was put aside for the sake of the offices. The
special session, called only for the purpose of that measure, was made
The whole expense and trouble of it were thrown away. The
abortive.
public distress was left without relief. It is impossible to find a stronger
argument or illustrationthan
this fact affords. Such a fact ought to be
conclusive against mixidg these powers together.
He begged the indulgence of the committee to say a word or two more,
He wished every member of the committee to consider the fat: he had
stated. It was a general fact, applicable to all legislative bodies, and as
such he wished to deal with it. He was not desirous to discuss its applicability to any particular Legislature.
But, taking the evidence before the
Convention, he would ask whether the Legislature of Pennsylvania were
less likely to be injuriously influenced than the Legislature of New Jersey!
The gentleman from Snsquehanna had borne the most, decided testimony against our Legislature.
What gives greater strength to his assertion,
is, that he had been a member of the Legislature, and speaks from his personal knowledge.
He had been a distinguished member of the House,
and, he believed, a member of the Senate. He had had large opportunity
of observation.
Whether he had observed correctly, he would not pretend
to say. He would not repeat, in words, what the gentleman said in regard to them ; but he certainly gave them a character which entitled them
to any thing but confidence--which
showed they ought not to be entrusted with additional powers, nor exposed to new temptations.
Nay, the very end and aim of the evidence was to establish that they
were unfit to exercise the powers already commited to them. The Legislature according to his statement, stands in need of a check, and that body
which stands in need of a check proposed to make a check it is to anuther
-to put one wild horse by the side of another wild horse to keep him in
order.
If the Legislature, in the exercise of those powers which already belong
to it, required restraint, to give it still greater powers seemed to be very
bad philosophy indeed
But, it is said, the Governor requires a check. Be it so, for the nake
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(Mr. S.) understood a check to be something that
and correctness, as well as weight, would prevent i
Will the Legislature or the Senate answerT t is
urpose ? If he comprehended the gentleman’s meaning it was that the
% ,giblature is not to be trusted with the powers it-now pessesses. They
were abused. If that were the case, how was it qualified to operate as a
check upon others. It would be just the reverse. The elements of disorder would be increased, and confusion would be the consequence.
Now,.with respect to the advisory power, the gentleman from Montgo&q
.(kfr. STERIQERE) had relied upon the authority of the.Federalist to
show, that it had been introduced into the Constitution of the United States
upon general grounds, and not from the peculiarity of the structure of our
Government.
But it is not to be taken for ranted that the reasons of
“ PIJpmL9 ” were in all cases those upon w fi mh the Convention acted.
The Constitution had been agreed upon in Convention, and the letters
vhrhich pass under the name of the Federalist, were written to recommend
its adoptionto the people of the United States. The writers .were men
of great ability, and they, very naturally and wisely, used every argument

li.l&ly .to be available.
The known object of the writings of *~PUBLIUS” and others-the authorship of which belonged, in unequal proportions, to HAMILTON, MJW~ON,
~.JAY--was
to gain the good opinion of the people of the United States
in favor of the Constitution, as agreed upon in Convention-they
cantributed much to its adoption, by showing the excellence of the- provisions
,+ontained in that .instrument, and quieting the apprehensions that were
.enmrtained in regard to them. Still, I am persuaded, that the adviwq
power of, the Senate of the United States is a portion of Executive power,
which, as well as the treaty making power, was retained by the States, in
that body where they were equally represented, as i%ted.
For, let it be
remembered, that Constttution was itself a matter of compromise, and a
.pz+rt of that compromise was that the Senate should represent all theStates
equally, and should not only share the Legislative, but the Executive
power also.. They share with the Executive the power of a ,pou@tent
as well as in the treaty making power. The object of the Fe 8.eraI& was
,+r re,con)mend it as it was found i,n the Constitution, upon su reasons as
might seem to favor it. . And, what, he asked, are they? 4t hy, ,ih# the
Senate is a ‘6 select ” bpdy+his
word !‘ select ” being ade emphati;e: by
ih$x.
This ,provcs that the. writer of the article thoug7 t that the rev&)
ry body must be a select body. What did the writer mean by a I’ sdect
~sembly,‘t ? : Why, the Senate of the United States was, undoubtedly a
select assembly.
It cousisted of a few of the most eminent c$xeus not
n@re,thati two from a State, sent there ib exercise the whole authority f
the States. It partook of thernature of a.represeqmtive body : .it parto.f
a&of
the. nature of a congress of ministers from, different States, sent
there to exercise authority in behalf of the States and thus to constitute a
‘6 select assembly”.
Now, he (Mr. SERQEANT) wished to know in what sense it could be
said that the Senate of Pennsylvania was more of a select assembly than
the House of Representatives.
It was composed, it was true, of a less
number of members. But how wss it select ? Was it not a body elected
by the same people ? Was it not a body elected for the same purporer t
Xl!4
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For legislation, simply?
Was it not a body, only distinguished from
the House of Representatives on account of its members being fewer in
number and elected for a longer period ? But, in no other sense was it
bbselect”.
It was, like the House of Representatives, a popular representative body, and nothing more. He desired to know, then, where wad
the distinction between the House of Representatives and the Senate, that
should constitute the one a select body, to correspond with the meaning
If (said Mr. S.) you speak
of the writer of this article in the Federalist?
of superiority of knowledge applicable to appointments, it is clearly inferior. There is more knowledge, of this kind in the House of Representatives than the Senate -exactly
in proportion to to the excess of its
numbers. There is more knowledge, too, because the members represent smaller spaces, neighborhoods, and are more acquainted with tho
people. The writer of this article goes on to show what the contest likely to arise may be, and what are the evils to be avoided on each side. I
call upon those who are arguing for the introduction of such principles,
into our State Constitution-for
there are two distinct ones involved in this
amendment-to
tell me what analogy they can find. As applied to the Government of the United States, constituted as it was, I can understand the
arrangement as it stands in the Constitution upon the grounds which have
been adverted to. The States chose to reserve this power, by lodging it
with their representatives, where every State has an equal voice. But, no
such distinction exists between the Senate and the House of Repreaentatives cf the State.
I do uot wish to take up the time of the Convention, and especially when
A desire to
a rally% called for, which seems to put an end to discussion.
bring into view an apposite exemplification of the effects of uniting the
Legislative and Executive powers, is my apology for again taking up the
time of the body upon this question.
Mr. RITER moved that the committee rise, report progress, and ask
leave to sit again.
The question having been taken on the motion, it was decided in the
negative.
Mr. BELL rose : After the great leader of reform has given us his,
views,Mr. STEVENS here moved that the committee rise; to which motion
some opposition having been manifested,
Mr. SERGEANT (President) said that, according to all parliamentary
usage, the gentleman who brought forward a proposition was entitled to be
heard in reply to a11the objections urged against it.
Mr. STEVENS (alluding to the opposition to the motion) remarked that
this was not the spirit in which we should make a Constitution for millions
of people. He proposed that the committee would rise, and that this subject would be acted upon with proper deliberation.
The committee then rose-ayes ‘I&-reported
progress, and obtained,
leave to sit again.
The Convention adjourned.
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SECONDARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into committee of the whole,
on the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. BELL, to amend the
eighth section of the second article,
Mr. BELA, of Chester, said it was with very great reluctance that he
rose to make a few observations, and he would not have troubled the committee with a word, but that several gentlemen had assailed his proposition in a manner which rendered it necessary for him to claim the indulThe argument itself had been exhausted,
gence to be heard in reply.
and if any proof of that fact were necessary, the scenes which were
exhibited before the committee yesterday, substituting personal assault in
the absence of argument, would be sufficient.
He could not conceal his
‘astonishment at the unprovoked attacks which had been made upon his
proposition.
He had heard many things in the course of the debate
which had wounded his feelings, but none more so than that gentlemen
should have mixed up personalities with the discussion. This, perhaps,
was owing to, his own entire inexperience in these matters. At home it
had been his fortune to mix in a kind of society where the finer feelings
It may not
of our nature were appreciated, respected and reciprocated.
be ao in deliberative bodies. The course which has been adopted here,
and of which he complained, may be the proper mode of assailing and
frustrating an argument on the construction of a turnpike or a railroad, or
the establishment of a bank in some favorite town; but it appeared to
him to be strangely out of place, and out of taste, in an assembly met for the
purpose of amending the fundamental law of the State, involving the weal
or woe of the whole people, perhaps, for many years to come. He would
hold up his hands against such a mode of meeting arguments on the important questions we are met here to discuss, instead of treating them with
the candor and fairness due to them and ourselves. Efforts had been
made to rouse feelings of party, which would be fatal to that calm discussion by which, only, just conclusions could be reached. The gentleman
from Beaver had. alleged that the source of this proposed reform is not
pure. Did the gentleman intend to say that he, in his course, is pure and
honest and upright ; and that I, in mine, am impure and dishonest 1 I will
tell that gentleman (said Mr. B.) what I am not-1 am not one to say
ene thing and to do another; but I am at all times ready to show my
hand, and to say to the world what I am, and what I am not. His
consistency had been called in question, he knew not on what authority, or
from what book ; but he would suggest that a little word is sometimes a
dangerous thing, when it calls up reminiscences which friends would willingly forget, and foes might be too generous, unprovoked, to recur to.The gentleman from Beaver said Mr. B.) is welcome to point and die
charge his answers at me. k o me it is exceedingly disagreeable to engage in this petty warfare. It is altogether in opposition to my nature,
and in this instance, the attack is altogether uncalled for, and un’ustifiable.
He srould proceed to consider very briefly a few featums of x*II prop
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sition, which seemed to have been misunderstood.
All the arguments
against it were founded in misconception, and the circumstances were
There was but a single gentleman who had
merely misrepresentations.
put his opposition on the true ground, who had been manly enough to say
what he thought. The respectable Judge from the city of Philadelphia,
(&. HOPKINSON) had said, that he never heard any complaints of the
peopte agamst the working of this provision in the Constitution.
No one
would doubt that the gentleman spoke the truth-he was not in a situation
to hear ‘these complaints ; they never penetrated the privacy of his life,
and such was his own purity of character that he never suspected abuse.
It would not be necessary for him to recall facts, or to travel over the history of the past, to prove that this Convention owes its existence to the
dissatisfaction among the people on account of the abuse of Executive
power.
For the last seven years, the attention of the people has been
called to this subject. The gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD)
for whom he entertained feelings of the highest respect, had said, that
although this amendment becomes large at a distance, when it comes to
be subjected to a microscopical observation, there was nothing in it. If
there is no p@ciple involved ; if the idea of the gentleman from Allegheny was correct, then he would agree that it was not deserving of the
He was astonished, however, at the obtuseness
notice of the committee.
It was urged that
which could discover nothing more in his proposition.
tltere was nothing in the principle, because they who proposed it would
not carry it out, they would go no further than appeared on its face, but
would stop there. If this were true, there could be some reasonable
ground for opposition.
But the fact was altogether assumed. We must
make a begining somewhere, and this is the proper place. There would
be some reason in gentlemen’s objections if the charge was true. The
gentleman from hllegheny had told him, that if he proposed any thing in
the shape of reform or amendment, he would go for it. What is this ?It is a proposition to take from the Executive the appointment of all officers created by law, and leave it to the Legislature to determine how
future, otlices, which should be created by law, were to be filled. It
was an attempt in limine to make the appointing power an exception to
the general rule, instead of making it the general rule itself. What is the
getieial rule now ? It is that the Governor shall always appoint the officers
oftlie Commonwealth ; and the proposition now offered is, that he shall not
appoint, except where it is pointed out by the Constitution that he may.
But gentlemen have said, you effect nothing by this but the introduction
into the Constitution of a mere abstract principle.
It does, however,
effect more, although if it onl effected that it would be somethingBut when we come to the Prot s onotaries, Sheriffs, Clerks of courts, and
other ofilcers, he would go as far as the gentleman from Allegheny, in
fixing the mode of their appointment, so as to leave nothing to the Executive. He was entirely willing to go with the gentleman.
The gentleman might find some difficulty in filling out the details, but if his Constitutional learning will help him out of that he may rely upon me. In me
he will find an ally. The’gentleman desires to point out some mode, to
look into futurity, and provide in what manner officers shall be appointed
hereafter. So do I, and if the gentleman can point out any possible mode’
by which this desirable object may be accomplished, he will find me

with him. But we are not now prescribing the mode of
apporutmeut of offiqers to o@ces, which are now in existence, or- which
m;ay IiereaftRr be created. We are only prescribing, at this time, what the
Governor may do, and what he shall not do. We had been told by the
genfle’mau from Beaver, that the amendment gives a power to the Governor to appoint about 10,000 Justices of the Peace. He had listened to
He could not believe his own ears.this assertiou with astonishment.
ILIe wrote dowu the language of the gentleman, that the amendment would
give the power to the Governor to appoint 10,000 Justices.
Mr. DICKEY : That was my explanation yesterday, coupled with the
expfanatiou, that the amendment would give the Governor and Senate the
appointment of all judicial officers now; and if the principle were followed’ out, which the gentleman had laid down, and in which he haa
called the reformers to the rally to follow his lead, that the election of Justices ought not to be given to the people, all these officers would have to
be so ap ,ointed.
Mr. J ELL said he called no one to follow his lead. But it seemed to
he alleged by the entleman from Beaver, that power should be given to
the Governor and 8 enate to appoint 10,000 Justices. Whether there was
that number to be appointed or not, .he denied that the conclusion of the
gentleman from Beaver was a legitimate one. On the subject of the election of Justices of the Peace, and those judicial officers, who have been
so needlessly and unceremoniously dragged in here, I am as yet open to
conviction. With the candor which always characterises me, I repeatthat I
am as yetopen to conviction, and that1 will remain so. If the gentleman from
Beaver, who’asked the Convention not to vote with me, because my reform
emanated froman impure source, will convince me that my views have been
conceived in error, I will yield to him. How does this amen ment put
into the hands of the Governor and Senate the appointment of 1%,000 Justiced ?’ I might presume the gentleman had fallen into the error of suppo$ing tbat he was addressing persons destitute ofcommon sense, and if the
peopIe are intended to be appealed to in this language, I will say so. Ifamajority of this Convention should be found to be opposed to the appointment b y
the Governor, of the Associate Judges, is there auy thing in. this amendment which can prevent them from carrying their decision into effect?. Is
there any thin which prevents the people from deciding that the appoint.&$
inent of ‘judrc ,. and ministerial officers shall be vested in the Governor and
The opposition rests on other ground than this: it is an opposiSt+e.
tion to the idee of reducing the amount of Executive patronage. ‘This is
the true. ground o,f opposition ; this is what the proposed amendment’conte.mplates, aud this, the ground of ob,jection to it.
One word more, and lie would promise to be brief, in relation to what
fell from the President of the Convention yesterday, not on the, subject of
connecting the Senate with the appointing power, but as to making the
Senate a check upon the Governor.
It has been insisted that this proposiiion, is designed. to give the Governor and Senate, a partnership interest
It is not so. It is to@&ce them in opposition,
in th$ appointing power,
to uiake the Senate a. check on the Governor. I&- would strip the Governor of’ all power, if it were. possible to do so; but it was necessary that
th,+eush+uld be. some power left in the hpn& of;, tlib Executive. Wheneqea lt ciwlilbe dwiwie
vested, he wss disposeq to trauasfer ii i and wheu
g@g r&q
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it could not be, he desired to impose a check. How could any other way
be devised of reducing this power than by putting it in the hands of the
Senate as a check upon it? We had been told of a fact which is said to be
going the rounds of the newspapers, and what is this fact? He did not
know from his own reading, as he had not seen the statement in any
authenticated form, for he had no reliance on newspapers.
It is, that the
Legislature of a State assembled for a partioular purpose, refused to do
another kind of business. There is no analogy in the case to any possible
contingency which can arise under this amendment.
Do we propose to
vest the appointing power in the Legislature in joint ballot 1 No one has
made a proposition of this kind, except the gentleman from dllegheny, and
there was a very decided vote against him, so much so, as to shew the
hopelessness of offering the proposition again : there can be no collision,
therefore, between the Senate and the House of Representatives. There will
be no danger of any such complaint in reference to the exercise of the
appointing power. The nomination will be before the Senate alone, and
the majority will either confirm or reject it. This, therefore, is a plain
answer to what fell from the President of the Convention on the subject of
the fact which he quoted from the newspapers, and the danger of collisions between the two branches.
He felt that he had occupied more of the time of the committee than he
had intended, when he rose : and he would add nothing further, except to
apologize for the length of remarks into which he had been led, and to
express his hope that he should not be called on to make any further
observations on the subject, hut that he should have a decision on his proposition.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said he had never intended to charge impurity of motive against the gentleman from Chester. If he had used the term
I6 impurity “, at all, he could only have used it in reference to the course
of the gentleman, as a reformer.
He was too well acquainted with the
gentleman from Chester, to cast any such charges against him. But he
had a right to look at his course as a reformer, and to the reformers of
whom the gentleman from Chester is taking the lead, and to say that the
proposition of the gentleman did not come from so good a source as the
proposition of the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD) and that,
as a leader, the gentleman from Chester was not so safe as the gentleman
from Allegheny.
But if any thing he had said, had wounded the gentleman, he could only say, the fluttering of the pigeons proved that the
shot had struck.
He had stated that when the gentleman from Chester
first ofIered his amendment, it was only to strike out a bw words; but
after it had been modified, he also stated with his ,usual candor, that the
modification was the result of a conversation between the gentleman and
the gentleman from Susquehanna and others. From this, he had infered
that there had been a consultaton out of doors, on which this rally was intended to act. It was this which induced the gentleman from Philadelphia county to say he should vote for the proposition, in order to pass
on to the consideration of the other nronositions.
When he vesterdav
a
,
II had
used the expression in reference to the rally of the gentleman from Chester,
as the leader of the reformers, he did say that the amendment of the gentleman from Chester proposed to give the appointment of all the judicial
offices to the Governor and Senate ; and when he found, on reference to
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the record, that the gentleman was not in favor of giving the election of
Justices to the people, he had said that the views of the gentleman from
Chester
to throwing into the hands of the Governor and Senate the
. looked
I
appomtment of the ten thousand Justices of the Peace. If the gentleman
from. Chester would turn to the proposition he had offered, he would find
that he was in favor of the appointment of an Attorney General by the
Governor; and he said, when he offered it, that it was at the suggestion
of the gentleman from Susquehanna, that he had modified it; and he would
say now to both the gentlemen, that if that was the principle of the gentleman from Chester, his opinions had undergone a change, when he mounted his regimentals, and called on the reformers to rally upon his present
ropoeition.
He agreed with the gentleman from Chester that we are
Rere for the purpose of altering the fundamental principles of the Govemment, of altering the fundamental law which would govern millions of
citizens yet unborn, and that we ought not to be governed in our course
bl considerations of mere convenience, or by party feelings, or out door
con5ultations.
Every man ought to be free to act on his own opinions
of right and wrong: and it was this conviction which made him yesterd&y 55~ to the delegates that they are bound to vote against the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, because it did not contain the principles which that gentleman himself had advocated. Gentlemen ought
,not to vote for the amendment of the delegate from Chester, because it
would
give the appointment of a host of officers to the Governor and Senate, which the Convention desired to give to the people.
Surely the gentleman from Chester would not deny that he wished to
settle this question on the principles he had openly avowed. He (Mr.
D.) could not vote for the amendment, because he voted not on those principles, and he would not put it on record that he voted to give a power to
the Governor and Senate, which would draw into it the appointment of
the army of Justices of the Peace.
There was another principle to which he had ever been opposed, and
to which the gentleman from Susquehanna, judging from his remarks
‘yesterday, would also he opposed. He had no idea of allowing the Legislature to create offices, to fix high salaries, and then to appoint persons
to fill those offices. In reference to the Chief Justice, and the nineteen
other Judges : Suppose the Legielature should say, the judicial department shall consist of so many Judge5, and we will appoint these Judges
from our own body. Yet this power is contained in the principle of the
athemhnent.
We are here to settle the fundamental law, and we ought to
‘qtrodnce a clause in the Constitution prohihiting the filling of any office
created by this Constitution, by the Legislature.
The power ought to be
lodged somewhere.
He had his own opinions a5 to where it should be
lodged. But it should be fixed by the fundamental law, in order that,
whenever it may be thought fit to deposit it, the filling up of the offices
by the Le islature, should be prevented.
He would not vote to say what
was alre af y in the Constitution, and the residue of the amendment related
+ the creating.of office5 and filling them. That is the objectionable part
‘O;f’the pro ositron, and he would ask every reformer, every pure reformer,
and he beFleved there were many such, to join in preventing the power to
Zll these offices from being i9 the Legislature.
On this principle, he
* called all true reformer5 to the rally, and to ask the yea5 and nays, in
.
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order. to shew who are they who vote for such a proposition.
He
viewed this amendment as the most extraordinary one that had ever been
offered in any legislative body. It strikes at the root of our system. We
do not say the people shall determine, but we will leave it open to the law ;
we will leave it to the Legislature, that they may fill the offices out of
their own number.
As to the Secretary of the Commonwealth, and the other parts of the
amendment, he did not care much about it, although he thought this
would be more in place under another article. He was willing to go with
the gentleman from Chester, as to the appointment of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth by the Governor, but he could not coincide in that part
which relates to all the judicial officers. In the fundamental law, it
became us to settle where the fundamental power shall be.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said, a looker-on might suppose that a
contest was going on between the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. DICKEY)
and the gentleman from Chester, (MI. BELL) which of them had been,
or was to be considered, the great leader ofr~form.
He (Mr. B.) hoped
these gentlemen did not intend thus ruthlessly to pluck from the brow of his
colleague (Mr. EARLE) the laurels he had so hardly earned, and so long worn
with honor, as the great leader of reform, and whose modesty alone had,
no doubt, prevented him from asserting his right to this prerogative. Nor
wonld they, he trusted, whichever of them might win the crown as the
great leader, put under the ban any humble reformer like himself, (Mr.
B.) who might at this time, and hereafter, deem it safer to be guided
izadtll dictates of his own judgment, than to follow either of them as
Mr.’ STERIBERE modified his amendment so as ta read as follows :
L6.S~~~. 8. The Governor shall nominate, and by and with the &ic~
and consent of the Senate appoint all officer8 whose offices are established
by the Constitution hereby amended, and whose appoiatments are not/%+-e&a
otherwitie ,provided for, or which have been or shall be established
law in which the appointments may not be prescribed, and sha2? h:?e
power to 11up vacancies in all @ices 6 appointments, which sha@continue til Jithe ojke be jilled as herein J erected; but no person 8halI be
appointed to any office within any county, who shall not have been a citizen and inhabitant therein one year next before his appointment, if the
qounty shall have been so long erected, but if it shall not have been so
ion erected, then within the limits of the county or counties out of which
it fall have been taken. No member of Congress from this State, or
any per on holding or exercising any office of trust or profit under the
United 23tates, shall at the same time hold or exercise any State or county
o5ce in, this State, to which a salary is by law annexed”.
Mr. STERIOERE said he wished to make one or two observations, ih
which be would consume only a few moments.
Mr. S. said this was the same amendment which he proposed, st fi
in his resoIution Qf the t3th of May.
He would say but a very fkw
in its support.
The old Constitution provides that officers may be
ed in the same manner as is directed by law, and the same principle pas +n
the Constitution of the United States, which says-“ But @qqress May
by I& vest’ the appointment of such inferior officers as they think rqa-#r,
in the PreCl&t
alone, in the courts of law, or 6 the heads of P epart
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menu?‘. So far then as the Constitution of the United States and of the
S& were any authority, they sanctioned this principle.
As the Constit&onrt&ds;and
as it will stand, for we have refused to strike out the
v@o power&lie
Governor would not be stripped of his patronage and power.
The veto power was a sufficient defence for him. If a bill could become
alaw by passing both Houses, without his assent, the objections to the
proposed amendment would have more force. Was there not much in this
to obviate the objections of the gentleman from Beaver. The authority of
ALEXANDER HAMILTON had been quoted in favor of both propositions. He
argued, as the President tells us, in favor of giving the appointing power
to a select body. What was that select body 1 A Senate chosen for six
years, required to have resided in the State nine years, and to be thirty
years old: We propose to give the power to the same body. A select
body of men, of whom we require residence and the age of twenty-five
years as qualifications for the office. The only idea conveyed by the term
select, was that of a small body. The idea conveyed, was, that it should
not be a numerous body. Mr. HAMILTON could never have thought of
refering the power to the House of Representatives with two hundred
member&
There was little idea then that the Senate would be so mu,&
hrcieased, and Mr. HAMILTON would, probably, have thought,the present
number of fifty-two too ,large. He felt bound to submit the simple proposttion involving the question of a negative power on appointments. ’ Now
the argument against it was, that it was out of place ; and that the Gorernor ought to have the control of the Secretary of the Commonwealth. In
no State of the Union has the Governor a power both to appoint orremove
an~&Iicer at pleasure, except Illinois. He refered to the provisiansof seve
ml State Constitutions in support of this position.
In the United States,
Government they were appointed by the President with the advioeand
czonsent of the Senate, and removed by the President. The gentleman from
Susquehanna called on him to withdraw this proposition because he said
it produced distraction. Be did not see how it would have this effect,
.unless others should misapprehend it as much as the gentleman had.
,Again, ke was called upon to withdraw it for the purpose of settliig this
grand pr$rciple, thatis,that the Gore,rnor should appo.mt and remove the Secretary of State at pleasure. That is the grand principle upon which the propoqition,isso strenuously supported. The only differencebetween the “‘nd‘ing proposition and his amendment was, that the latter made no pro b”*
isron
in relation to the Secretary of State. When the question was taken singly
‘&nd simply on the negative power over appointments,,thenhe would be?+illing, that the grand principle of appointing the Secretary of the Common‘.w&lthshould
be settled. Every one who wished to vote on the simple
question‘ proposed in his amendment would now do it, and every one,, he
thought, ought to have an opportunity to vote upon the question in a way
satisfaotory to his own mind. He hoped the principle would.be settled in
:tbis’ way ; but, if the committee voted down his amendment, he should go
.for .$be other proposition.
,&$r.,BaT?Nx saia as there had been a rally of parties here, he would, out
.&respect for the opinion of those who had witnessed our proriedings,
:talr& thii occasion ~to exculpate himself from his share in the general charge
-iof following’s lead~r.2Ie followed no mbn’s led; and; tit the same t&e,

he woujd ,say, t&$i he was iti f&or of r&omi. He bk!liyed, also,’ that there
.
2.
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were none of us who were not, to some extent, in favor of reform. He
should not vote for either of the propositions before the committee, because
he believed them to be more radically aristocratic in principle than any
thing which was contained in the old Constitution.
Gentlemen say, that a certain grade of officers must be nominated by
the Governor, and confirmed by the Senate. How will they escape from
the suggestion that this is an aristocratic principle, when the appointment
of an officer, whose term is not fixed, is made by a Governor, who has
a year to serve, and by a Senate, two thirds of which will continue in
office a year beyond that time ? In this way, the appointments would
be
further removed from the people than they now were. If an excsptionable appointment should be made, the officer cannot he removed until the
Senate shall be changed, so that a vote of twe, thirds may be obtained for
his removal.
By a combination they could prevent the removal of any
officer. Why should all this machinery be associated with the power of
appointment ? It would lead to many diiliculties and doubtful constructions. In high party times every thing would be unsettled, and a thousand questions would arise as to the construction of the Constitution in
relation to these appointments. Where would we find any rule for settling
the questions that might arise. There was no principle by which they
could be settled.
Mr. STERWERE asked for the yeas and uays on the amendment, and
they were required.
Mr. INGERSOLLwould, he said, say one word, as the question was about
to be taken. He should vote against the amendment of the gentleman
from Montgomery, and for that of the gentleman from Chester; but he
disliked them both, and one nearly as much as the other. At a proper
stage of the proceedings, he hoped the questions involved in these propositions would he freed from the embarrassments which attended them,
when presented in this form.
Mr. FORWARDwould merely say, that of the two propositions, he prefered that of the gentleman from Montgomery, and should vote for it as a
choice of evils; but when the main question came up, he should vote
against the amendment.
The question was then taken, and determined in the negative-yeas
11,
nays 109.
Yn~s-Messrs. Cleavinger, Cox, Dillmger, Earle, Forward, Foulkrod, Helffenstein,
Mann, Meredith, Sterigere. White-l
1
NArs-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, BarndollaJBayne, Bedford,
Bell, Biddle, Bigelow, Bonhsm, Brown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Northampton, Brown,
of Philadelphia, Butler, Carey, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of
Indiana, CJim, Coates, CochrqCupe, Craig, Grain, Crawford, Crum, Cummin,Cunningham, Curll, Darlington, Dar&, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop,
Farrelly, Fleming, Fry, Fuller, Gearhart,Gilmore, Ha&in, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst,
Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphrn, Hiester. High, Hopkinson, Houpt,
Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher, Krebs, Long, Lyons, Maclay,
Magee, M’Cahen, M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Merrill, Merkel, Miller, Montgomery,
Myers, Nevin, Over6eJd, Pennypacker, PolJock. Porter, of Lancaster, Purvience. Reigart, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Seltzer, Se&l, Scheetz,
Shellito, Sill! Smith, Smyth, Snively, Stevens, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Todd,
Weaver, Weulmari, Woodwsrd, Young, Sergeant, Preai&nt-109.

Mr. RXAD did not, he said, till this morning,

perceive that there was

’
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any ambiguity in the amendment, as offered by the gentleman from
Chester, but he now found that the friends of reform could not view it
alike. Wishing to put its principles in so distinct a form as to admit of
no misunderstanding, he moved to amend the amendment, so as to read as
follows, viz :
‘6 He shall appoint a Secretary of the Commonwealth during pleasure,
and he shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate appoint all judicial officers of courts of record”.
He asked for the yeas and nays on the motion, and they were ordered.
Mr. DARLINGTON would like to know, he said, if all the amendment of
the gentleman from Chester was to be stricken out by this motion.
Mr. READ said, he intended it as a substitute for the amendment, and
also for the 8th and 15th sections of the second article.
Mr. DICKEY said he would vote for the motion, and he was very happy
to iind that he had knocked the noise out of the proposition of the gendeman from Chester*
Mr. BELL said he would accord with the views of the gentleman from
There were some memo
Susquehanna, if he could do so conscientiously.
bers who wished to give the election of Associate Judges to the people;
but the amendment, as it stood, gave all judicial appointments of courts of
record to the Governor and Senate. As it stood, it previded that the
Governor, with the assent of the Senate, should appoint all judicial officers
By
of courts of record, including, of course, the Associate Judges.
this amendment, therefore, we may deprive ourselves of the power of
giving the election of these officers to the people, if we should so choose.
Mr. STEVENS said, it was now evident to all wholooked impartia4lyupon
our proceedings, that it was the desire and design of gentlemen, in pressing
these amendments, to show their party strength, the firmness of their
adherence to party organization, and the severity of their party discipline,
and, certainly, their adherence to their party was very laudable. All the
variant views with which they came here, were to be accommodated to
their new party arrangement, and their new party name-radicals ; and,
by their vote on these amendments, they intended now to show us their
strength and discipline as a party.
The Constitution provides, that the Governor shall appoint all officen
whose appointments are not otherwise provided for therein. But, if this
amendment should be adopted as a substitute for the eighth section of the
second article, we should, when we came to the tenure of office, and to
the fifth article, be restrained from saying how the Associate Judges, and
other judicial officers of courts of record, should be appointed, whether
by the Governor himself, the Governor and Senate, or by the people. No
man was so dull as not to see that, leaving all these officers untouched
now, we could, when we.came to them, in succession, in their proper
Why not
places, provide for the mode and tenure of their appointment.
wait till we came to the proper place, and then say how they shallbe appointed, but for the reason which he had already indicated ? That reason he
had heard avowed over and over again-honestly
avowed-honestly,
he
meant, as re rded the avowal. He heard gentlemen, here and there
wished it
around him, r eclare that they disliked this proposition-they
had not been offered, but here it was, and vote for it they must. Hie
ffiend#%q @w?y PsJd~$md, that)q wovldPO@
&r this qotbri 1 per*
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happs,.&arise he is so well pleased with his victory over the gentleman
fro& Qbster.
But was not this a worse provision thanthat?
If you
dupt,this amendment, you must give the Governor and Senate the appointment of all judicial officers, whether you desire it or not hereafter,
when you come to consider the question as to the proper mode of appointing them. There were some reformers who wished to elect the Associate Judges; but this provision took from them the power to do that,
should thev see tit. For what other reason than that which he had stated
had the motion been made ? He called nn the reformers-if
he could be
allowed. to approach them so nearly-and
he did not wish to come too
near them-he
called on those who denominated themselves reformers,
par excellence, to say why they cannot wait, till they come to the 5th
article, and fix this mode of appointment there 1 If we gave them all to
the Governor and Senate now, and if, when we came to the other articles,
the party should ,not happen to agree in caucus, as to any alteration in the
mode of appointing the different judicial officers, each man being too
much attached to his own bantling to exchange it for another’s, what then
would be our condition ? Ten thousand officers, including Justices, Inspectors, &c. would be sent to the Senate by the Governor ; and all those
appointments must be gravely acted on by a secret tribunal, sitting in
judgment on the characters of thier fellow citizens. How many years would
this process occupy before the Senate could take up its proper legislative
business ? How, he asked, would those who, upon principle, are pledged
to oppose all secret tribunals, relish such a measure as this ?
Is not this course persevered in by the new party, (asked Mr. S.) for
the purpose of showing their triumph over us, who think that judicious
reform does not consist in destruction ? If that was not the object, then
.they had better leave this, and go on to those articles where provision is to
be made for appointments.
But he knew that the decree had gone forth,
and that the party had strength enough to do what they pleased. It was
for us to save as much from the scalping knife as we could. He hoped
the gentleman from Beaver would reconsider his determination to vote for
this amendment. He hoped that gentlemen would reflect upon the object
of :&is proposition.
There was an association in India, who, when they
Fished to prepare a man for crimes, blind folded him and made him rob,
:after whioh, he was ready for any thing else. In this case, the party
.compel their adherents to vote blind folded for this provision, which some
of them have openly said they disliked, with a view to prepare them for
further operations.
3 MT. DICKEY said, he thought, when he determined to vote for this
.amendment, that it embraced only the Judges of the Supreme Court.
: But, as he.was in favor of electing the Associate Judges and Justices of
the Peace, he could not vote for it. His objection to the amendment, as
offered by the gentleman from Chester, was, that it left too much unsettled. The present motion was free from that objection; but it gave to the
Governor and Senate some appointments which he had always been in
favor of giving to the people.
Mr. READ said, being anxious to have the gentleman’s vote, he would
r&d*
the amendment bp adding the following : 6)unless otherwise prov&d pal?hereafter in the Constitntion “.

Mr, Dzamw: Ths pravisianhereeftermay nevs~take place, ‘J’hs
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Party organizationmay
be too strong for that. He did not wish to leave
the annointment of Associate Judges and Justices to the Governor and
Senat;?: in the hope of altering it hgeafter.
Mr. BROWN,of Philadelphia, said the gentleman from Adams, Mr.
~TEVENB)and the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. DICKEY) had made \ oud
charges against the reformers of caucuses and cambinatione, and by thus
raising agarty war cry, had attempted&to excite the prejudices and passions
of delegates, instead of appealing to their reason, or convincing their judgHe (Mr. B.) would take upon himself
ment. To this he had no reply.
,@ deny that any caucus or combination had been attempted or effected by
@-party to which he belonged, but what. had taken place,in Convention.
The charge was therefore untrue in any shape, and he called for the proof
or ,for its retraction.
Mr. DICKEY said as the gentleman from the county had alluded to him,
he would state that, from what passed yesterday, he was led to believeand he now repeated it-that
the gentlemen acted in concert, without
regard to their own peculiar views. The gentleman from ‘Susquehanna
had yielded his own views, in part, to the gentleman from Chester, who
modified his amendment, after it was printed, to suit the entleman from
Susquehanna.
The gentleman from the county also, as a e then stated,
had placed upon record principles directly hostile to those of the amendments which he had asked us to support.
Mr. BELL said the .gentleman’s charge was without shot this time’
‘The gentleman from the county had, he thought, exhibited more sensitiveness in regard to this charge than it called for. It was true, that he
had modified the amendment, in order to get rid of some objections made
to it. The gentleman from Susquehanna offered a provision differing, in
some respects, form his own, and after making some slight alterations in
it, he (Mr. B.) had adopted it as a modification of his own original’proposition. This was all the foundation that existed for the charge of caucusHe did not know how many it required to make a
ing and combining.
caucus : If two were sufficient, he supposed this might be a caucus.
Mr. FORWARD
was inclined, at first, he said, to vote for this amendment;
.but there was a difficulty as to its meaning. Was not the Register himself
a Judge, and of a court of record 1 Supposing the ,Legislature passed an act
m&kg the Justices of the Peace courts of records ; then the whole.aspect
of the,proviaion is changed. In pomt of fact, the most essential power of
a comt of record, to fine and imprison, is possessed by the Justices of
could easily give any thing in addition which
the Peace. TheLegislature
_ was necessary’to constitute courts of record.
In this way, an evil
would arise, and a fearful one, which was not provided against in this
amendment.
‘Mr. STEVENSsaid, being called upon by the gentleman from the county,
(Mr. BROWN)in a tone & indignant virtue. for the evidence of his charpe
Dof party orgamzation, he would explain what he had said. He had said
:what,he should not have said, if there could be any mistake in ihe’ matter,
:tppt the.gentlemen reformers were brought, by party conced, to vote for a
,!$,ept tribunal to sit in judgment on the characters of their fellow citizens.
,.How thitr .w,as brought about, he did not say, whether by meeting in doorz
; ,or,out, irr, thiq Hall gr elmwher~. &~,a proof of this, he woul+~~~pat,
@tatkekaQhoardptkmy qlapy
~~oonvey@+ @@hey openlp
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in committae. that they did not like this project, but must vote for it. He
refered to the record about to be made up, to tell whether gentlemen are
not united by a party vote; and whether, in fact, the lines which have
and
been drawn are not, and he might as well declare it now, VAN BiiREN
ANTI-VAN BURF.N. If the VAN BUREN men all voted one way, would it
not be a strong proof of hi8 assertion ? Count over the votes after this
question is taken, and if the recordcontradict this assertion, then he would
Gentlemen were brought into this
thank Heaven that he was mistaken.
measure, not by principle nor by instinct-for
they were opposed to itbut by concert had in doors or out of doors, he did not know which.
If we took up the returns on the question of a Convention or no Convention, we should find that the votes were not a test of the quantum of
reform required by the people; and, when we came to submit to .the
people the monster which we were uow concocting, it would be rejected
Among those who had joined the new
with disgust and disapprobation.
party, Were more than twenty-six members from counties which gave
majorines, larger or smaller, against calling the Convention.
If those
gentlemen opposed this proposition, it could not be carried. He refered
to the members from Berks, and asked whether those gentlemen were going
to vote according to the party organization of radical and anti-radical, or
of VAN BUREN and ANTI-VAN BUREN 1
Look at Mifflin and Juniata, and see what majorities they gave against
the call of a Convention ; and will the delegates from those counties vote
upon the reform principle, or upon the VAN BUREN principle?
Well,
what brought about this state of things? Look at the majorities which
Lehigh and Montgomery gave against the call of a Convention ; and will
the delegates from those counties vote in accordance with the will of their
constituents, as expressed at the polls ? or will they vote in pursuance of
their party organization 1 How was it with Northumberland and Ferry,
which gave large majorities against touching one hair of the head of this
venerable instrument, which is now going to be decapitated ? Gentlemen
need not tell him that they were voting in accordance with the will of
York county, too, was in the same predicament. and
their constituents.
he would see how his honest friends from York will consider themselves
bound to vote upon this question, which was a question of no less moment
than letting out the very life’s blood of the Constitution.
Let the record
which is about to be made up, tell how all these gentlemen vote ; and if it
contradicted him, he would thank Heaven that he was mistaken in his
Far be it from him to say that these gentlemen would vote
calculations.
contrary to what they believed to be their duty: for following up their
party, and acting in concert with it in every thing, they religiously believe that it i& their highest duty on earth to vote with that party. He had
stated the facts-now let us come to the vote, and it will be seen whether
he was right or wrong.
Mr. READ said there was nothing in the rembarks of the gentleman from
Adams, which would require any answer from him ; but he rose to remove
a difficulty from the mind of the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FOEWARD). It was true that a Register was a judge of a court of record,
but he was not included in this amendment, because he had added the
words, I* not otherwise included in this Constitution”, and the gentleman
~o$d find in the reports upon the sixth article, which he presumed would
,,
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be agreed to, that the committee had provided for the election by the peoThen he apprele, of Registers, Justices of the Peace and Aldermen.
Eended there would be no difficulty in the matter ; because, before we get
through the sixth article, we shall provide for these officers. He hoped,
therefore, that this difficulty would not appear insurmountable to the gentleman.
Mr. STEVENS wished to make an enquiry for information in relation to
this question of concert of action. The gentleman from Philadelphia
(Mr. BROWN) had said there was no concert. Now he believed if the
gentleman would call upon his colleague, (Mr. MCCAHEN) he would find
that that gentleman had a list of yeas and nays, which he had taken on
this, and the judiciary question. He would make the enquiry of the gentleman, whether this was not the case.
Mr. WOODWARDcalled the gentleman from Adams to order.
Mr. STEVENS : The gentleman will take down the words which are out
of order.
Mr. WOODWARD aaid there was a rule of the House, which required
gentlemen to confine themselves to the question under discussion ; and he
would submit to the Chair whether it was in order to bring before the
Convention the opinions and conduct of gentlemen in private, and which,
perhaps, ought to be considered confidential.
He would also submit to
the Chair whether gentlemen were to sit on this floor, and listen to the
personalities of any man, and hear him disclose private communications.
The CHAIR (Mr; CLARKE, of Indiana) said he knew of no rule which
would prevent the gentleman from giving to the Convention any information within his knowledge.
Mr. STEVENS said he had slandered nobody.
He had cast no reIf there was any thing
:preach upon the gentleman from Philadelphia.
reproachful about it, it was the act of the gentleman from Philadelphia which
was reproachful, and not his stating it. He had imputed no bad motive ;
and, if the gentleman from Luzerne considered it disgraceful, it must be
the act of the gentleman which was disgraceful, and not the mentioning
of it.
Mr. WOODWARD said he had understood from the public papers, and
from every other source, that all party considerations and party distinctions, were to merge in the general desire to revise and amend the fundamental law of our State. He had came here to make no party appeals,
and to introduce no party topics ; and he trusted he should have found the
But what have
same disposition prevailing throughout the Convention.
we listened to at the close of the debate upon the first principle in the
Constitution, which we have reached of vital importance? What but ap
,peals from principle to party, and from whom do they come, but from
those who, of all others, have been the most clamoroas in their denunciations of party.
Are there parties on this floor-political
parties? He believed it-but he knew. and he reioiced and ploried in it. that there were
no parties on this floor,‘in whose &nks were%ot- to be found rational and
reasonable reformers-men
who are ready and willing to carry out the will
And what now is the effort made, but to
of the people of Pennsylvania.
drive those men from their principles, by appeals to party, and allusions
to party distinctions, and to secure from them a vote against their honest
convictions.
He knew the talente of a certain gentleman (Mr. STRWWS)

I
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but he had hoped that the ex erience of the gentleman, in
&.heen sufficrent to teach him tKat this was not the ar@op,prit,he display of his d&E powers.
This hope has been disap
B&Q@; z+ndnow it remains to be seen whether those gentlemen who
came here a,vowed reformers, were to be driven from their principles.It seemed to have had its effect with the gentleman from Beaver, for he
avowed his determination to go for the amendment of the gentleman from
Susqn+anna, until he heard the appeals of the gentleman from Adams,
whep he retracted.
&I,r. ‘&KEY,
explained.
He had avowed himself favorable to the proposition of the geutleman from Susquehanna when it was first presented ;
b,u.tnpon examination he found it included Justices of the Peace,and Associate Jndges, which he wished to have elected by the people. The gentleman must do him the justice to say that he had advocated this through.otat the whole of the debate. This statement he had made to the House
on a former occasion.
.Mr. WOODWARDaccepted the gentleman’s explanation.
He knew the
.eutleman.had retraced his steps, but when he did so he had undertaken
to say that the vote in favor of this measure was to be the result of comhination, and the gentleman from Adams had improved and enlarged upou
,this .theme. There was, however, no combination except that which principle always produced among ‘honest and honorable men ; and that combination embraces gentlemen of all ,political parties here. Then why thb
,cons.tapt afarm about combination 1 Why, sir, it is for the purpose of stitling the voice of a million and a half of freemen. The people have determined upon ridding themselves of the odious features of their Constitution, and their will cannotbe restrained-the drillgentleman cannot defeat it.
H&sees the popular voice is about to prevail, and hence his patriotic lamen,tations at the decline of Executive tyranny.
This was a question between ,popular rights and tyranny, and all history has shown that whenever
this ha$.been the question, there have not been wanting men to advocate
the old forms, and appeal to the passions of the people to support the long
established Governments, however tyrannous they may have been. Tlie
throwing off the chains of the mother country was the result of precisely
the same sentiment which convened this Convention and combined honest
men of ,a11parties to support the principles of the patriots of that day;
and.the.opposition to that measure was precisely of the same character,of
_the, ppositron of the gentleman from Adams, to the measures of reform
on,t 1‘i&floor.
In saying this he did not wish to be misunderstood. There
was a party here composed of gentlemen who were opposed to all change,
and they. say they are in favor of retaining the instrument as it is, because
they honestly believe it to be for the best, and they use reasonable a@ments to convince members of the soundness of their opinions ; .and
these gentlemen were entitled to the respect of every one, and they have
a large share of .my respect. But those gentlemen who make appeals 2m
the spirit of party are not of this honorable high-minded clash of’ men ;
but men who tell you that they are reformers ; that they are in favor of
so,me reforms ; and they have been sent to this Convention, perhaps,‘in
virtue of their professions in favor of reform. But how have they dis&ty,.led,themJyes, since they have been here, and what has been their &urse
.in x&tion &removing those evils of which the people complain,? The
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very moment a reform is about to be made, they raise the war whoop of
their party and call upon gentlemen to come to the rescue of that instrument which has oppressed, and is now oppressing the people of PennsyIvania.
This has always been among the expedients resorted to, by the defenThe time for reform has come. The spirit
ders of instituted tyranny.
of seventy-six is burning still, and, however much the gentleman may wish
to, he cannot smother or extinguish it.
Mr. DICKEY, was very much pleased to see that there was no party organization existing here, because he was afraid, as he had stated that there
was some combination here which was to carry through measures of a
most objectionable character.
He was glad to see the freedom of discussion which prevailed, which had
forced those, who, yesterday, called gentlemen to the rally on a particular
amendment, to abandon it, and offer a substitute which was not so objectionable. He took that as an evidence that party organization did not exist. He had
however, been afraid that a combination existed which, perhaps, might lead
to an attempt to carry out a sentiment which he had heard on this floor
and saw reported in the Daily Chronicle, which was as follows : 1‘ suppose
the majority of this Convention should adjourn sine dze, in case the minority consisting of sixty-six members should remain and make a Constitution, he should like to know what lawyer would say it would not be the
law of the land, if it was approved by the people”.
This was a sentiment
of one of the reformers of this Convention and he had been afraid that an
organization prevailed here which might lead to an attempt to make reforms
by a minority of the Convention.
Mr. STEVENS said it must be obvious to every body that scarcely does
a member’rise of those who call themselves reformers to answer any thing
which he (Mr. S.) said, but they took occasion to answer his arguments
by stating that there were certain gentlemen in this Conveution of a very
high character; and certain other gentleman not of so high a character,
and then they went on to describe those different gentlemen in such a manner as they could not be mistaken.
Now sir, this is mere blackguarding ;
it is the way mad dogs do ; they ran about biting and throwing their saliva
on all who came in their way. But he must be excused from acting the
mad dog on this occasion by way of revenge. If nothing else would deter
hi from it, the recollection of the rabid dog in the “ Vicar of Wakefield”
would, for, under a sleek exterior, he expected the gentleman from Luzernc
contained enough of poison to produce a similar result ; for, recollect,. in
the case refered to, that an angry dog bit a filthy man. His friends and
relatives were in great trouble ; and ss the poet has it,
‘6 The mun recovered of the bite,
The dog it was that died”.
The gentleman from Luzerne was secure from the bite of any rational
animal who had any regard for his own safety.
The question was then taken on Mr. REAI?S amendment, wbtch was
adopted, yeas 62 ; nays 69, as follows,
Yus-Msasrs. Bat&, Barclay, Bedford, Ball, Bigwloy, Bonhazt, Bmwn, of Be&pton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Chambera, Clark, of Dauphin, ,(&avinger,
&ug, Cmin;Cmwfotd,
Cummin, Curll, Darrab,Billtnzer, Bonagsa, Bon&, B+JP,
&do, Fs@ly~ Flming$~rod,
Fullar, GMmrt, GiJmore,&m& I+&&
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f&&in, High, Hyde, Keim, Kennedy, Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, M’Cahen, M’ I,
A@rh .N@in, qverfield, Purviance, Read, R&r, Rogers, Selleq, Sqltz& &cheek, a Jlito,Smith, Smyth, Snively, Stickel, Swetland,Taggart, Weaver, White, woodward, Serge@, PrericIent62.
:$&-Me&s.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndollar, Bayne, Bid& Brown, of Lanerse?, Carey, Clarke, of Beaier, Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Cope, Cqx,
Om, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Forward, Fry, Harris, Haatmgs, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, Hopkinson, Iivupt,
Iugerroll, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Maclay, M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith,
Merrill, Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock. Porter, of Lancaster, Reigart,
Riter, Royer, Rusael, Saeger, Scott, Serrill, Sill, Sterigere, Stevens, Todd, Weidman,
Young-69.
The question then recured on the amendment as amended, when
_ Mr. STERIGERE moved to amend the same by adding to the end thereof
tl$ following : 6‘ and shall have power to fill up vacancies in all offices by
appointqents which shall continue until the offices shall be filled in the
manner rovided for by this Constitution, or by law”.
Mr. SpTERJGERE would merely state, that a provision of this kind was
necessay, so that vacancies might be filled which occured at a time when
the Senate was not in session, and these vacancies would only be considerkd as temporarily filled, until they were filled by the concurrence of the
S&ate.
I\dT. AGNEW said he had taken occasion, some days ago, to call the
&t&&ion of the committee to the difficulty connected with the question of
agen&ng this eighth section in the manner proposed, and he thought the
Cbniention must, by this time, perceive that he was right in that matter.
5,~ considered that by mixing up those officers in this section, we wandered from the question, and hence the discussion which we have had.
‘IT&e was a large class of offices hereafter to be established, which there
If we would in this section provide a
wzis ‘no provision here for filling.
reb‘ldnary power of appointment, we could then go on understandingly,
Sr;d’carry out the system when we come to the sixth article. There we
c% settle and determine on each case when it comes up, and gentlemen
cab then act without those conflicting views which appeared now to prevail. Each proposition would then come up in a distinct form to be voted
tipon, and every gentleman could vote in accordance with his own views
on each,vase.
Mr. READ said that the reason he did not put any thing further in the
aqendment, in regard to the power of appointment, was, thathe did
g,ot mean to give the Governor any more power than was there set forth ;
and if the gentleman will turn to the report on the sixth article, he will
there find a: provision for such a power as he calls a residuary power ;
there he will find means provided for the appointment of all officers. It
was not his intention to give the Governor any more power than was
heiie.prov!ded for, unless, upon future contingencies, which we now- know
nothing of, the Legislature should confer such appointments upon the
Goveinor.
Mr. AYRES, of Butler, remarked, that as one of the committee who
tiade the rkport, he desired a direct vote upon it. It woul$ be found pn
&$xiihation, that the report of the committee recomrqends only’one Flterat&n in the’section giving appointments to the Goyernor, arid that,wae
the introdiction of these words--“ by and with the advice and consent
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Now, he would repeat, that he desired a direct vote to
of the Senate”?
be takea oh-this amendment, in order that the principle might be settled.
The amen&&t
‘at present under consideration, iiicluded other mat&s,
and left bpen the question in relation to offices which may hereafter be
created. It had been said, that this would be settled in the sixth article.
Well, perhaps it might; but there was no guarantee, except the expression’of the opinion of members here. He had voted against the amendment to the amendment of tlie gentleman from Chester, notwith&iding
that it contained many things which he approved. The original ‘amendment bad been again amended, and he liked the amendment b,etter than
the nther. But, still it was too complicated, and unless it should be eo
altered as to meet his views, he would vote not only against it, but also the
amendment itself, in order to get back to the report of the comm&&+
Then the question would be presented which we are to decide. Whgt
was it? It was, whether the Senate should be associated with the IQcThe ques’&$
ecutive to exercise the power of appointment conjointly.
was one of the highest importance, and required the serious and ~$al$erz$e
Should the co-, _ ittee
consideration of every member of the committee.
decide, that the Senate shall participate in the appointing p,ower wit
dir
T
Govern&, then the details could be settled in the sixth article.
“I& &~ERRILLsaid, it had not been his intention to trespass on the time
of the committee, in discussing the principIe which was now proposed:{0
be introduced into the Constitution, had it not been for the rema&which
He was in favor of the report of ‘@
h;id’ fallen from some gentlemen.
coipjttee.
I@ hadcome here, entertaining the opinion that the Governor’s power was
too large. What was harmless in 1790, might now be dangerous. We
were four or five times as numerous and twent times as rich now, as%
that-time ; and, there was every fair prospect of’ our population and we
continuing to ‘increase to an extent of which no man w.ill now u&de”rt? “e
;
to calculate the limits.
Ahhough he thought that the power of that officer ought to be somewhat curtailed, he could not approve of the extent to which some proposed to cut it down. IIe thought the tenure .of’ office should not ‘be
reduced; but, that a power should be vested somewhere m’restraln’ l&
action. What objection could be urged against it? None,. he app$eIt was said to be desirable’io
hended, that was entitled to much weight.
leave all the responsibility with the Governor.
There’might be ;So”$uch
power in the hands of one man, that he’ would defy and laugh’& res$$n
sibility.
The EMPERORof Russia has all the responsibility, ‘bur”who
dares call him to an account? There was a pro riety in making every
depository of’ power responsible to ‘the people -r or the exerciae“of that
power, but that responsibility
ought to be practical, capable of being
enforced. He thought it better to make a portion of his ‘action subject to
some advisory power.
He was opposed to the proposition of the gentleman of the county of Philadelphia, to divide thf,power of ap ointment
between the two Houses. He did not believe rt could possrb
3 y answer
a good purpose ; but, believing that there should’be some check put tipon
the action of the Governor, he could see no bettor tiy of &K&ilig’that
ebjcct, thaii by making the Senate a participant in the’appoi&ir$
power.
I$$ OITQU!@~
hmci gqb$wtion
to 818E$eei@ve~ Cync& it@ hr &&ted k

.
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eonae of the other States, did he not see, that the experiment was supposed to have failed there, by it beinggraduallv relinquished. He supposed
that experience had shewn its inutility --seeing no evidence that such a
council would be desirable here, he should oppose it. There seemed
then.to be but one alternative, either leave him independent as he now is,
or subject his nominations to the advice and consent of one body of the
Legislature.
It might not then be perfectly free from ill, but could we
makeit better ?
Some delegates had spoken of vesting the appointing power in the Legislature. He was astonished to hear the proposition.
Have we not been
told by many old members, that it was not to be trusted ? And yet, forsooth, it was now proposed to give them this great power ! He was sorry
&I say, there was a report of a committee, which would put more Executive
power into the hands of the Legislature than would be left elsewherethere was a report of a committee, proposing that all State officers should
be filled by votes of the two Houses of the Legislature.
Who could have
expected so strange a proposal at this time of day ?
He would call to the recollection of the committee one historical fact,
to shew the operation of an advising and consenting power, as connected
with appointments.
A vacancy occured on the bench of the Supreme
Court of the United States. The President nominated a citizen of Massschusetts, a man of high character, and a brave soldier in the war of the
revolution, and certainly of no mean standing in his profession.
The
Senators thought-for
these Senators had a right to think-that
the public
good required a man of superior legal attainments, and they advised
against his appointment.
Another was nominated, a citizen of Connecticut, ‘a leading politician of the right stamp, of an unexceptionable
character, and first rate abilities ; but he had held the office of Post Master
General for ten or twelve years ; and the Senate doubted his qualifications
as a lawyer.
Thus a Senate might doubt the infallibility of a President
or his nominee, and yet not be guilty of political or moral treason. This
nomination was rejected. The third time, the President sent to the Senate
*the name of JOSEPHSTORY.a man admited on all hands to be one of the
first jurists of the age. He was appointed.
This, and hundreds of other
instances, which need not now be recited, shews the effect of such a
power existing in the Constitution of the United States. Can any
gentleman point out any countervailing evils arising out of this power ? I
think not.
He would ask, if there were not instances in this State where a similar
advisory power would have been of great use in the appointment of Judges?
Was it not well known that the purest and most honest Governors had
been imposed upon by false recommendations ? And is it not also known,
that members have joined in recommendations in writing, which they have
privately retracted in conversation with the Governor?
It being no offi.
cial act, they have not felt bound to advise that officer truly, ‘&as it came
to their knowledge “, but in the manner which would best subserve their
own present or ulteriar views ?
He believed, that whateverjust ,complainthad*at any time e&4

againstthejudiiaiw, w~ulmainlyRttFibut&lato the wantof rush b porn
bt:raup CnWitr\tt~ns Ha th~ngkt w&h USAf@twct ~~~Q~~~~~~~
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been appointed by a Governor, who was personally acquainted

He wis astonished to hear the annunciation of the member from
Susquehanna, that the people had called for a change in the tenure of judicial officers. That gentleman had declared that the judiciary system was
imperfect.
Now he (Mr. MERRILL) would say, that so far as his knowledge extended, it was the best in the world. In no country was justice
administered with greater impartiality,
and in no country, so far as he
could learn, was the law business so nearly even with the current business
of the people. He knew of no such decision of the people, as had been
refered to; and when gentlemen make these assertions on this floor, it is
right for others to state what they believe the sentiments of their constituents to be. He would say one word further on this subject. If, when the
judiciary question came up, it could not be demonstrated, as clearly a8
any thing not etrictly geometrical can be demonstrated, that the present
tenure was best for the people, he would give up the cause. He had come
here with a fixed determination to vote against every amendment, where
it was at all doubtful whether the change would be for the better. On
this subject, he yould give the doubt to the other side. If they could
establish a reasonable doubt of this being the best, he could almost agree
to go for a change; so perfect was his conviction, that the Constitution as
it stood, in that particular, was right.
This was, however, an episode
to the main argument: an d he should not have so deviated, but, from a
conviction, that whenever any gentleman goes out of his way to have a
Aing at the judiciary, it is the duty of some other gentleman to follow hnn
and reply.
It had been propotaed to make the appointment8 by joint vote of the two
Houses. This would make worse legislation, and worse officers, than
we now have ; and it will be readily admited that, in both these particulars, we cannoqafford to be worse off than we now are. But he believed that
the Senate having much leisure, and not beingnumerous, and not having the
originationof any appointments, wemight thus procure betterofficers withdoing injury to their legislation.
He coincided with the gentleman fromou@
Butler, that the committee ought to reject the amendment, and that we
ought not be put to the,necessity of coming to the Legislature for officers.
He was sent here to limit, restrain, and reduce the power of the Governor; and he wished that removals should be made in the same way,
and by the same advice and consent, which were required in making the
appointments.
He would not consent that one man should hold his bread
at the mere capricious, unreasonable, tyrannical will of another. No man
ought to be removed by the Governor alone. He was, therefore, in favor
of making the Senate a participant in the appointing power; and if this
prevailed, it was his intention, at the proper time, to move an express
provision, limiting and restricting the power of removal in the same manner. He had seen how this great power in the General Government had
been put into the hands of the Executive by construction.
He would
not be willing to Ie8ve any room foe such construction hereafter. For
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ken in praise of the Judiciary, and against the injustice of depriving one
man of- his bread at the will and pleasure of another, &e. The que&&,
however, after all, turned principally on this-shall
the Constitution be so
amended as to curtail the patronage of the Governor, or not? He would
say that if there was any one thing more desired than another by his constituents, it was that the Governor’s patronageshould be abridged. It was
an amendment which was talked of, by almost every man in the county
of Centre, as being absolutely necessary. Now, what did the report of
the standing committ,ee say ? Why, that the Governor shall appoint“by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, all offioers”, &c.
What did our constituents require us to do ? They desired that we should
deprive the Governor of his patronage, for in divesting him of that power a great deaI of evil would be removed.
He had been here shortly after
the inauguration of the late Governor HIESTER, and although that officer did
not perceive the tricks that were resorted to in order to induce him to give
offices, he (Mr. S.) did. Never did he witness anything like the scramble there was to obtain them. Now, both his constituents and himself
desired to prevent this sort of work in future. He did not think that the
report of the committee met the wishes of the people generally, and of his
constituents in particular, and for that reason he would vote for the amendment to the amendment.
Mr. FORWARD, of Allegheny, moved to postpone the further consideration of the whole subject before the committee for the present, in order
that the committee might take up the fifth article of the Constitution in relation to the appointment of the Judges, Justices of the Peace, &c. And,
after disposing of that, the committee would come to the residuary power,
upon which they would then be enabled to act understandingly.
He did
not believe that any member in giving his vote on the subject under consideration, would consider it as final, but would wait for the distribution of
power to be made under the fifth article.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, hoped that the committee would not agree
to this irregular, and childish mode of proceeding, for, if they did, the
consequence would be that they would have to go over their work again,
@as every gentleman who might have spoken on the subject would suppose
that his argument was forgotten.
He trusted that the committee would
not postpone the matter under consideration, but go on until it was finally
disposed of.
Mr. FORWARD observed that the object he had in view in making the motion was for the very purpose of avoiding that child’s play, as the gentleman
was pleased to call it: for, it was perfectly obvious that if the committee
decided the question now, it would come up again for discussion.
The question being taken on the amendment to the amendment, it was
decided in the negative.
A division being demanded, there appeared-ayes
forty-seven ; nays
forty-nine.
Mr. CHAMBERS, of Franklin, said he had not intended to say any thing
on the subject which had occupied the attention of the committee for several days.
But, as the question for their decision had been unexptvetedly
varied within the last hour, he thought it necessary that he should make a
few remarks in explanation of the vote which he had already g&err, and
in reference to that which he intendedto give on the pendingqw$onT
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He;rfered
the amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanna to that
of t &gentleman from Chester, and therefore voted for it. He came here
ent&aining the opinion that the Executive power under the Constitution
of this Commonwealth, ought to be abridged-that
public expediency,
public policy. and public security required that a portion of that power
should be transfered to some other depository, and that it should be exercised under such proper checks and restraints as would be satisfactory to
the. eople generally,
He must confess that whilst he was of opinion that it
oug g t to be abridged, he had no little difficulty in satisfying his mind as
to what power of appointment was to be substituted for it. Nor was his
mind entirely made up with respect to the power that should be substituted in regard to making the several appointments of officers that would he
provided for in the Constitution.
To a certain extent that power was to
be delegated to the people. And, he would have prefered, as remarked
by the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD) that the committee
should have proceeded to consider the manner in which they would dispose of a portion of that power in the form of an election by the people,
or otherwise, before we acted in reference to the residuum that was left
with the Executive.
If the Convention had gone on and decided what
should be the mode of appointment of the county and other officers, they
would have arrived at some conclusion as to what power would remain to
be exercised by the Executive.
And, if the resolution which he offered
about ten days since had been adopted, we should not have found ourselves
in this dilemma.
The object of it was to submit subjects of a kindred
character for the action of the committee, (whether they were found in
one or more articles of the Constitntion) after they should have been refered to the same committee and reported upon. It would then have been
in the power of the committee of the whole to have laid aside one and
taken up another. ‘I’hat, however, has not been done, and the committee
had just refused to postpoue the subject under consideration, on the motion
of the gentleman from Allegheny, for the purpose of proceeding to the
consideration of another article.
He (Mr. CHAMBERS) bad already stated
that he prefered the amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanna (Mr.
READ) to that of the delegate from Chester (Mr. DARLINGTON).
He did
so because the amendment of the gentleman from Chester gave to the
Legislature, as he (Mr. C.) conceived, all the powers of appointment
which are not provided for in this, or other parts of the Constitution.
He
had come to this Convention with an opinion not less unfavorable of the
We had heard, in this body,
Executive power than of the Legislature.
within the last few days, from gentlemen of high character, who were
members of the Legislature of Pennsylvania, that it had been usurping
powers beyond those which were delegated to it. We had heard, too,
that its powers were dangerous and required to be limited.
And, if he
(Mr. C.) recollected rightly, the Convention were told by the gentleman
now occupying the CHAIR (Mr. CLARKE) that his experience as an old
legislator had convinced him that the power of the Legislature was overwhelming.
Entertaining the opinion that he did, that the power of the Legislature had a tendency to increase, he was, therefore, averse to giving
that body the power of appointing to office. Although the amendment of
the gentleman from Chester did not go exactly that length, it nevertheless
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deprived the Governor of all those powers not provided for in the Constitution, or by law. He thought that there was some danger to he apprehended
from leaving it to the Legislature to say who shall exercise the power of
appointment, as they might in their jealousy of the Executive retain it for
Now, this was the reason why he prefered the amendment
themselves.
of the gentleman from Susquehanna, to that which had been submited to
the committee by the gentleman from Chester. But, that amendment was
not satisfactory to his mind, nor was he disposed to prefer it to the report
of the committee, for the same reason that the residuuln of the power of
appointment was to remain with the Legislature.
And, as the gentleman from Susquehanna had observed, that it was not his intention to give
the Governor any other power of appointment than what was contained in
his amendment, so he (Mr. CHAMBERS) had said that he was disposed to rerestrict and limit his power. He was also against giving any preference to the
Legislature over the Executive, in reference to powers not given by the
Constitution. He felt no alarm at the supposed danger of confering on the
Senate the power of passing on Executive nominations. The exercise of that
power was very different from making appointments to office. The Senate
could originate nothing, and would, in consequence, be free from that
intrigue and management at which some gentlemen seemed to be so much
alarmed.
He had not intended to have occupied so much of the time of the Convention, but the attitude in which he stood in relation to the amendment,
rendered it necessary that he should make this explanation, differing, as he
did, from many of his friends. He would conclude by saying, that he
would vote for the report of the committee, because he prefered it to the
amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanna.
The question was then taken on the amendment as amended, and
decided in the affirmative-yeas
61; nays 59-as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bell, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavinger, Crain, Crawford, Cummin, Curl& Darrah, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Earlc, Farrelly, Flaming,
Foulkrod, Fry, FulleqGearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlin, Hayhurst, HeM’enstain, High,
Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Krebs,Lyons, MRgee, Mann, M’Cahen, Miller, Myere,
Nevin, Overtield, Purviance, Read, Riter, R tter, Rogers, Sellers, Scheetz, Shellito,
Smith, Smyth, Stickel, Swethmd,Taggart, Weaver, White, Woodward-61.
NAYS-Mersrs, Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndoller, Bayne, Biddle, Brown, of Lancaster, Carey, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cline, Coates, Co&ran.
Cope, Cox, Craig, Crum, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Dunlop,
Forward,Harris, Hastings, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, I-&tar
Houpt, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Maclay, M’Dowell. M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill,
Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, Reigart, Royer, Ruasell, Saeger, Scott, Serrill, Sill, Snively, Sterigere, Stevens, Todd, Weidman, Young,
Sergeant, Presirlent66.
On motion of Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, the committee rose, reported

progress, and obtained leave to sit again.
The Convention then adjourned till 4 o’clock.
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SECONDARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into committee of the whole on
the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pendingbeing on the report of the committee on the eighth
section as amended,
Mr. STRRIOERE moved to amend the section by adding the words follpwing:
“ And shall have power to fill up vacancies in all offices by appointments, which shall continue until the office shall be filled, as provided for
by this Constitution, or by law”.
The CHAIR stated that this amendment could not be received, as it had
been already rejected by the committee.
Mr. STERIQERE suggested that the motion was different. He had moved
the amendment before, as an amendment to the amendment of the gentleman from Chester. He now moved it as an amendment to the report of
the committee.
It stood, therefore, in the same position as if it had not
before been offered.
The CHAIR said the proposition was the same, and had only changed its
situation before the committee, and the amendment was the same. There
was no change inthe language, and it could not be received.
Mr. STEVENS moved to amend by adding to the end of the section the
following words : (6Provided, That, in acting on Executive nominations,
the Senate shall sit with open doors”.
Mr. DENNY asked the yeas and nays on the amendment, and it was
decided in theafirmative, as follows :
YmAs-Messrs. Baldwin, Barndoller, Bayne, Bedford, Biddle, Bonham, Brown, of
Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Clark, of Dauphin, Cleavinger, Cline,
Cpate.a, Cochran, Cope, Cox, Craig, Crain, Crum, Cunningt.am, Darlington, Darrah,
Danny,Diiey,Dickeraon,
Dillinger, Donnell, Earle, Forward, Foulkrod, Fuller,Gsarhart,
Gilmore, Grenell, Hastings, Hayhurst, Helffenstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderaon, of Dauphin, Hiester,, High, Houpt, Kerr, Konigmacher, Krebs, Long, Lyona,
MT&en,
Maall, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel. Miller, Mon gomery, Myerg ,Oveffield,
Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, P-rice,
Reigart, Read, Riter, .Ritter,
Rpgexa, Roger, Rusael, Saeger, Scott, Smyth, Snivels, Stevens, Swetland, l’aggart, Todd,
weaver, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, Presidenk’i’Q.
N~ra-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres; Barclay, Bell, Bigeloori, Butler, Chambers, Clarke,
of Beaver. Clarke. of Indiana. Crawford. Curll. Donanan. Farrellv. Fleming. Hamlin.
Harris, ~opkiiso~, Hyde, Ingersoll, Kennedy,‘Maclai,
kagee, M&n, M’Dgwell, Melrill, Nevin, Sellera, Scheetz, Shellito, Siil, Sterigere, Stickel-32.

Mr. Cox moved to amend by adding to the end the words following:
‘6 And in confirming or rejecting the nominations of the Governor, the vote
shall be taken by yeas and nays”.
The question being taken, the motion was agreed to-ayes 63.
The question being on the report of the committee as amended, Mr.
DARRAH, of Be&s, asked for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered.
Mr. K&RR, of Washington : Is this an amendment of the report of the

aanmitlfs ?
The Csuut : It is, but will supersede the eighth r&on,
x2

if adopted.
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Mr. Cox said the amendme& as amended, was less exceptionable to
Still .he should vote against it, because he could not
consent to confer the power of appointment on the Senate, in conjunctIon
with the Governor.
it, because it covered more ground than
all the judicial officers, and he desired that
elected by the people.
Mr, &AD said, he did not expect to change the vote of the gentleman
fioti Beaver; btit, there are some who are anxious that the Associate
Judges should be .elected by the people. There is a provision in the sixth
article, by which this may be provided, if it should be the decree of the
majority that it should be so. The present article, as amended, includes
If in
Pe 4@aintment of all 03icers, 6‘ unless otherwise provided for”.
the eighth article, it should be the disposition of the majority to make a
pnovision,.hat these Judges shall be elected by the people, they can do so.
Mr. DICKEY said, when he suggested a modification of that kind it was
refused. He did not desire to take the station of leader.
Mr. ~ARLE : The gentleman from Beaver can move an amendment,
Mr. DARIJNIXTON asked whether the amendment did not leave unprovided for that part of the eighth section, which relates to the incompetency
of officers of the United States, to hold certain offices under the State
Government.
I%. READ said this was not the place for that provision, and it had been
transfered to the sixth article in anticipation of this vote.
Mr. DICXE.Y moved further to amend the report of the committee, as
amended, by inserting after the words L6courts of records”, the wards
“as well as all officers established by law”.
This, he said, wo&l
leave nothing to be provided for hereafter. It would filI all the offices at
once.
Mr. RE,~ said, the adoption of this motion wouId be a renewal of two
‘solemn dedsions which had been made this day, and he hoped it woukl
not be k&ened.to at all.
Mr. D~UICEYwaseqnite surprised, he said, at the gentleman’s opposition
It was a part of the gentleman’s favorite hndmeat,
as
to the If&on.
pro be+d~.b”y,tlit?~etitletian +?om Chester.
h&6 %aed, that he did not understand the m&n?tig of
IfI r. &$b:l&l
&at am+ilmenf, abd $I+e had, the would htive &%+d
it.
Mr, DICKEY : So it t.nr~~ out that the g&&man,
a$tr &&ag;us- k&e
,rally, y&,erday,, in support of the amendment of the geq&mqq from
Chester, d&d titknow
what was in it. It was a part of that.~taentlsRe~&
and if&&&mWan
now: ahose:+ vote it down, let-l%8 do.sot
Mr. STEVENS said he hoped- the ap@int%rrg p6wter tic&t3 &e $&eed
aomowhe*e 3~ ‘-tie.Conatitutioti?
atid if it was not prtivided&r
-Mre,
‘Phi3 -&+adMt,
gs ii &&id, left i l&ge
phps
3t %w&Lbe &e@h&e.
class of officers without any mode of app&tment.
Mr. DI&W &eked the yeas %nt ti&ps, ati. they were ot6W..
Mr. BIPUL. said the &ject of his me&ant
+w~~ to gmmtithe
Governor from ~p~inting3ll
theof?leera.~ ‘Thi inoat’
iinisu4ime
apfrbi Iii!?@-%ll.&l&s&w
Sm.the KhnstiW&, wtts,. shat.,the- &o&ner
authorized by law. He therefore had wished to introduce an-m
intilt% G@nMiti%ib, $3Vi&ag @at tdl &&s shall bi2+$f&Wd %y’the

him than befr&e.
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Governor, unless, by the act creating the c&ice, some other mode of
appointment shall be fixed.
He moved to amend the amendment, by
adding to it, after the word “law”, the following : 6‘ when by such law the
mode of appointment shall not be otherwise prescribed”.
This was a
portion of his former amendment, which the gentleman from Beaver had
omited.
Mr. DICKEY said, this part of the provision in the gentleman’s original
amendment he had left out intentionally, because he objected to its principle.
Hk was opposed to leaving it to the Legislature to fix the appointing
power.; and he wished to settle, by Constitutional provisions, the mode of
appointing all offices created now or hereafter to be created by law. Ah
the offices overlooked, or not named, were to be appointed by the
Governor and Senate ; and there was nothing in the section as it had been
amended, to prevent the Legislature from establi&in
a Supreme Court,
yi& fifteen Judges, and a salary of five thousand dcf lars each, and then
@I&g the offices with some of their own members. He asked the yeas
and hays on the gentleman’s motion. The question involved a principle
of vital importance.
-The ,ykas and nays were ordered.
&lr. DARLINGTON said it appeared to him that the committee would “;L
more t&derstandingly, if his colleague would withdraw his motion for the
present, until the vote was taken on the other motion.
Mr. BELL said he wonld withdraw it, and renew it, if the amendment
of the gentleman from Beaver should be adopted.
Mr. PURVIANCE said, if he understood the proposition of the gentleman
from Beaver, it gave to the Governor the appointm.ent of all officers hereXter to be authorized by law. Of course, It included all the minor oilices
,He hoped that the friends of reform
not enumerated in the Constitution.
‘wonld promptiy vote it down. It was very gratifying to-some gentlemen
to offer these vexatious propositions, because they tended to embarrass
&e. timmittee,
and prevent the friends of reform from meeting the
;pPesSion.
Mf. M’CAHEN said he prefered the proposition which was adopti
this
morning, as it now stood, and he did not believe that the mover of the
antendmont would ,hiinself vote for the report, as amended, even if his
-motion should be adopted. In order to .get the opinion,ofthe oommittee,
:he dalled she previous question. The motion was seconded ,by eighteen
:deleg&e& as .follows :
Mesm.
SBI~TH, PURVIANCE, DOMOAN, FRY, DILLINOER, Wrr~vxn,
.~~~FIELB,
C&IN,
TAGOART,
&WIN, SMYTH, MAWW, SWETUND,
ZOGELIWD, FULLER, GILMOBE, and MILI+R
The question then being, 64shall the main qu&tion be now put”?
Mr. DENSITY asked the yeas and nays, and they ‘were ordered.
The question was then taken on ordering the main question, and
deeidedin the affirmative-yeas,
63 ; nays, 66--as follows :

.
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Sellepll, Scheetz, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart,
Weaver, White, Woodward-63.
NAY+-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndollar, Bayne, Biddle, Brown, of
Lancaster, Carey, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cline, Coatas,
Cochran, Cope, Cox, Crum, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson,
Dunlop, Forward, Harris, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester,
Hopkinaon, Houpt, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Maclay, M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry,
Meredith, Mrrnll. Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster,
Reigart, Russell, Saeger. Scott, Serril, Sill, Snively, Stevens, Todd, Weidman, Young,
Sergeant, President.-56.

The question was then taken on adopting the report of the committee
as amended, and decided in the affirmative-yeas,
61; nays, 58-as
follows :
Yr~s-Messrs.
Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bell, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavinger, Grain, Crawford, Curll, Darrah, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Earle, Farrelly, Fleming, Fnulkrod,
Fry, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlin, Hastings, Hayhurst, Helffenstein,
High, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, M‘Cahen,
Miller, Myers, Kevin, Overfield, Purviance, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers, Sellers, Scheeta,
Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, Weaver, White, Woodward-61.
Nays-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndollar, Bayne, Biddle, Brown, o
Lancaster, Carey, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cline, Coatesp
Co&ran, Cope, Cox, Craig, Crum, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson,
Dunlop, Forward, Harris, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester,
Hopkinson, Houpt, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Maclay, M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry,
Meredith, Merrill, Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster,
Reigart, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Serrill, Sill, Snively, Sterigere, Stevens, Todd,
Weidman, Young, Sergeant, President-69.

The Convention took up the report of the committee deeming it inexpedient to make any alteration in the following section :
“SECT. 9. He shall have power to remit fines and forfeitures, and
grant reprieves, and pardons, except in cases of impeachment “.
Mr. HIESTER moved to amend the section by adding to the end thereof.
the following : ‘1 Hut he shall assign his reasons for all repiieves and
pardons granted, and for the remission of all fines and forfeitures annually
to the Legislature “.
Mr. H. said he conceived the pardoning power to be a very important and
very necessary one, and he did not know that it could be vested in better
hands than the Executive, but like al1 discretionary powers it is likely to
be abused. He did not know certainly that it had been abused, but he
had heard much complaint on this subject from citizens of his own county
as well as others. We have received a statement from the Secretary of
the Commonwealth on this subject, and it does appear that the power has
been extensively used by all the Chief Magistrates, whether correctly or
not, he did not pretend to say; but it appeared to him, that it ought to be
‘done, that people might have a knowledge of the reasons which induced
the Executive to grant the pardons, or remit the fines which they might
feel an interest in. He knew of no better means of effecting this object
than by requiring the Executive to la his reasons annually before the
Legisbture, not that he oonsidered
it oryany importanoethat the Leg&la-

twrs IhAd hevatha knawledgro,
but tha&through thir mediumit m&h;
aaek the pm k, a~ thrt the mighthsvn the oppomlty 00judekyoin
rtu 3~~iWr2’P‘hL wo~lil~In &‘R@t$an, l$s a IW#~$IPI&mk upsn the
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Governor to prevent him from granting any pardons, or remiting any liner,
unless there were good and sufficient reasons for doing so.
Mr. BELL, of Chester; moved that the committee rise.
Mr. STEVENS, ofAdams, thought that the committee ought to rise. He
recollected that when the House of Lords passed to a second reading a bill
of pains and penalties against the QUEEN, by a majority of nine, they
immediately adjourned. And ministers finding so small a majority, and
many difficulties in their way, immediately abandonedthe prosecution. It
had been his fate, once or twice in the Legislature, to hear the death of a
member announced, when the House instantly adjourned to be withdrawn
from reflections unsuited to the mournful occasion. Now, we had just
passed, by a majority of three, a bill of pains and penalties upon a thing
that was sacred to us all. Yes ! by a bare majority of three have we destroyed the Constitution. He trusted, then, that the Convention would
now adjourn, so that members might not have their minds disturbed by
any trivial matter, but have them withdrawn from the melancholy ‘scene
before us.
Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, said the gentleman had better move that
the officers of the Convention furnish those that wish to mourn, with crape
to wear on the left arm, by way of mourning at the event. The matter
was not so dreadful, however, as to require an immediate adjournment.
He hoped we should continue in session half an hour longer : and, in the
mean time, he hoped the gentleman from Adams would continue to indulge
his grief, and not lose sight of its melancholy occasion.
Mr. STEVENS replied, that it would give him pleasure to adopt the suggestion of the-gentleman from Montgomesy, if he thought it would have
the effect of making the credulous and unreflecting entertain and exhibit a
proper feeling on a solemn occasion. Gentlemen here felt just aa much
delight at having broken down the Constitution, as a boy would in taking
a bird’s nest. He would not think of making such a motion, for there
would be a majority of three against him. He would as soon think of
recommending crape to any man whom he might see dancing on hi6
mother’s grave !
The question was then taken, and it was decided in the negative. A
division being demanded, there appeared ayes, 48 ; noes, 51.
The question recuring on the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster,
Mr. MERRILL, of Union, moved to amend the amendment, by adding
thereto the words, “ but in all Qses of felony, pardons shah be granted by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate “.
Mr. DUNLOP of Franklin : I should like the gentleman to tell us what
felony is.
Mr. MERRILL : Felony used to be an offence punishable with fine and
imprisonment.
Mr. DUNLOP: If that is the definition, will the gentleman tell us what
is not felony ?
Mr. DARLINQTON, of Chester, moved that the committee .riee.
l

.
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Mr. DARLINOTON
called the gentleman (Mr. EARLE) to order. He had
no right to the floor, whilst a motion was pending that the comm$$e r&e.Mr. EARLE did not so understand the Chair to decide.
The CHAIR said that the question had not yet been propounded on the
r&g of the committee.
Mr. EARLE hoped that the committee would show their disapprobation
of renewing these motions at every moment, by a large majority, and
agree to go on and do some business.
Mr. DARLIXQTON withdrew his motion.
Mr. BROWN,of Philadelphia, said that he felt some interest in the
question under consideration.
But, as he was then troubled with the
head-ache, and several members were confined to their rooms from indisposition, he thought the Convention had better now adjourn, for it Wart
quite evident there was a disinclination to sit any longer. He would,
therefore, renew the motion that the committee rise.
Mr. EARLE hoped that his colleague would withdraw his motion. He
(Mr. E.) would move that the gentleman have leave of absence. He
doubted not. that they could do without him. And, if he should find himself mistaken, he would get a reconsideration of the matter under discussion,
so as to give the gentleman an opportunity of recording his vote. He did
not think there was a majority in favor of rising, if he might judge from
the vote which had just been taken against the motion. They had already
wasted a great deal of time. He trusted that the committee would rise.
Mr. SHELLITO, of Crawford, remarked that it must be evident that the
Convention was not in a frame of mind to take a vote on any question
to-day.
The question was then taken, and decided in the affirmative.
The committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again,
and
The Conventionadjourned.

FRIDAY,

Jimz lf3, l’S37.

,

l&-psuidRD,

f, . h
rom t e committee to whom was refered the seve$h
ele ~f.theiCor@tution9 made the following report, which was or&red
t@bq,hudon the table, and printed.
ARTICLE VII.

$lbi~.: 1. ,The Le@ilatnre shall, as soon asconveniently maybe, provide
by law, for the ;e&blishment of, schools throughoat the State, in .rm&
m&&!&at iiyl EthlW’ruav be taught at public expense.
!3S@:% Ttie a&iahd ‘sciences shall be promoted in such institutions
of learning, as may be alike open toall the children of the Common.-vmilI.
"@tb~.'f#. W.ithout atmmdment.
‘%WCT.~4.‘?!?her&egidtiure shall not invest any corporate body. w&la &e
privilege of appropriating private property to its own use, n&&s. &be
~eWorpr$$rietorzof
such property shall have been pr&u&
roompensated therefor.
w. ;mRlwAm,*
GEORGE.M;.KEY&&
GEO. W. RITER,
TORUS ~@ELLEB&
E. C. 3.EIGART,.
3AMES POW&GK,
TH~MWH.
~WE;L.
.“&.hjRi*;jof:~
- *. . ‘*
&lphta,~the~tWority
jof the &me+-eotr&rit+e,
r@$,#re, seventh article of the.eonstitution, made tbtt&lommittee :onthe- seventh itttide of.th6 Contiitutliat nnmeMli~‘-gqt@5niaae
from va1pioas~
perts~ofleiple
i
‘bll+khrBt~‘-~ $trqhg~de&re of.;the (p&vple;~tknt
Constitutional restraints should be puttip& the i&f& z&#&l +W
of
the Legislature to create corporations, especially bank corporations.Your committee are convinced, not to do so would be to violate the will
of the people, clearly and anxiously make known by direct communication of said will to this Convention. Even if your committee, therefore,
doubted as individuals, they do not feel at liberty to hesitate, as representatives of the people, to say that this evil must be remedied, or it will lead
to deplorable consequences. They, therefore, submit the following
amendments, to be madeimperative as a Constitutional interdict on future
Legislatures.
That all banks chartered hereafter, shall be upon the following conditions, viz :
1. No bank shall be chartered unless it has the concurent action of two
thirds of two successive Legislatures, and that public notice be given of
such intention in the immediate neighborhood where such bank is to be
located, at least sixty days prior to said application to the Legislature.
2. No bank shall be chartered for more than eight years.
2. No vote for directors or president of a bank shall be given by proxy.
4. No bank shall divide more than seven per oat. per annum of the

*
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profits of said bank ; the surplus of profits over seven per cent. per annmn,
to be paid annually into the State Treasury.
5. Each and every stockholder of all banks to be personally, and to the
extent of all his property, answerable for all debts of the bank in which he
holds stock.
With such provisions, your committee trust that banks may be hereafter safely conducted. That such has not been the case hitherto, let the
present crisis answer. Your committee do not desire to destroy or injure
the property of chartered banks, only to reduce and define their privileges
so they may not destroy or injure the property of others.
GEORGE W. RITER,
TOBIAS SELLERS.
The report having been read,
Mr. STERIGERE moved to refer back this report to the committee, for the
purpose of having it corrected, so as to conform to the rule which precludes any other report being received from a standing committee, except
amendments.
The motion was agreed to, and the report of the minority of the committee was recommited.
Mr. KEITH, of Berks, from the minority of the same committee, made
the following report, which was ordered to be laid on the table, and
printed :
SECT. -. The Legislature shall not charter any bank for a longer period
than five years, nor for a greater amount of capital than
dollars.
The stockholders of every bank shall be responsible, in their private property, for the debts andliabilities thereof; no ixtnk shall establish brariches,
nor shall any charter authorize the issuing of bank notes under the denomination of iwenty dollars.
GEORGE M. KEIM.
The PRESIDENT laid before the Convention the following communication and statement, in reply to a requisition on the Secretary of the Commonwealth, for a statement of the taxable inhabitants, which was ordered
to be laid on the table, and printed.
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OFFICE,

HARRISBURG,JUNE 16, 1837. 3

%+-In compliance with a resolution of the Convention over which
you preside, I have the honor to transmit the accompanying statement of
the number of taxable inhabitants in the several wards, boroughs and townships of the State, according to the septennial enumeration of 1836.Subjoined will be found a table showing the whole number of taxables in
.
each county, and in the whole State, at the same period.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
l
THOS. I-i. BURROWES,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
Hon. JOHNSERQEANT,
President of the Convention.
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STATEMENT
Of th+?number of taxable inhabitants

in the respective wards of the
several cities, and the respective boroughs and townships, of the
several counties in the State. according to the enumeration made in

1636-6, viz :
No. of

COUNTIES, &c.
@WIB

Hamiltonban,
Liberty,
Berwh&,
Htrmh&&n,
Menallen,
Germany,
Beading,
Cumberland,
Conewago,
Hamilton,

TaxableR.

Robinson township,

COUNTY.

-

No. of
Taxables.

COUNTIES, &c.

-

403
185,
372
224
362
322
231
360
224
320
341
482
381
242
259
200
269

ALLEQHENP COUNTY.

South Ward, (Pittssg)
/529
North Ward,
684
East Ward,
do: :
1334
Weat Ward,
do. 906
Northern Liberties, (borough) 650
do. 1104
Allegheny,
Birmingham,
do.
180
Lawrenceville,
do.
143
Peeblea township,
169
Pitt, 711
Wilkins,
467
Plumb,
400
Versailles,
228
Elizabeth,
747
Jefferson,
316
MitIlin,
270
M’Cully’s district) 462
Obey’s district)
690

-

Moon,

313
234
507
260

Fayette,
Findlay,
1
:
Franklin,
166
Ohio, 277
Ross, (reserve tract, 364, aggregate) 650
Pine, y ’
311
Deer,
454
Indiana,
511
ARMBTRONO

COUNTY.

Freeport borough,
Kittsnning, do.
Kittanning township,
Toby,
-

-

118
148
412
401

Buffalo,

-

-

Perry,
Red Bank,
Clarion,
Sugar Creek,
Plum Creek,
Wayne,
Kiskeminetas,
Allegheny,
Franklin,

-

-

-

-

274
219
478
560
312
321
311
365
346
289

Little Beaver township,
North Beaver.
South Beaver;
Brighton,
Ohio, Beaver borough,
%&ton district,
Yew Sewickly tp.
-

370
411
196
154
233
312
193
546

BEAVER

COUNTY.

PENNSYLVANIA

No. of
Taxables.

COUNTIES, kc.

North Sewickly,
Shenango,
EconoGy,
Moon,
Hopewell,
Racoona
Hanover,
Green,
Big Beaver,
Chippewa,
BEDFORD

- .
-

-

.-

-

-

1

1

Exeter,

Earl,

J

190
286
105
313
513
212
’ 739
310
287
120
563
184
157
209
179
285
251
409

COUNTY.

Albany,
Alsace,
Amity,
Bern,
pe;klUpper,
w
,
Brecknoch,
Cnmm,
Colebrookdale,
Caemarvon, Douglass,
;
District,

610
456
320
212
259
135
322
310
260
115

COUNTY.

Bedford borough,
Bedford township,
M’Connelsburg,
Greenfield,
Providence,
Southampton, Woodberry,
Air,
St. Clair.
Londonderry,
Naoier.
Union,’
Cumberland Valley,
Colerain,
Dublin,
Belfast,
Bethel,
Hopewell,
- .
ERRIt

CONVENTION,

236
453
299
543
472
325
194
548
307
189
193
132
338
2-19

1837.

COUNTIES, Km.

Greenwich,
Hereford,
Heidleberg,
Kutztown borough,
Longswam,
Maidencreek, Maxetawny
-

I
m
Oley,
Pike,
:
Reading, North ward, Reading, South ward, Richmond,
Robeson,
Rockland,
Roscomanor, Tulpehocken, Tu&;hocken, Upper Windier,
BRADFORD

322
370
883
159
358
310
364
331
186
530
687
279
399
295
300
511
318
240
505

COUHTB.

Athens township,
Atheus borough,
Asylum township;
Albany,
Burlington,
Columbia,
Canton,
Franklin,
Granville,
Litchfield,
1
Monroe.
Orwell,
Pike,
Ridgebury,
Smithfield,
Springheld.
South Creek, Sheshequin, Z%rora
ToLanda,’
Ulster,
Leroy,
Wells
Warren,
wymx,

No. of
Taxablas

1
-

221
77
l&
~lilo
171
234
194
ii
129
174
210
192
148
251
237
71
364
218
67
231
86
163
186
213
2;rs
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No. of

&c.

Taxahlcs.

/

--------

Rome,
Windham,
Wyalusing,

-

BUCKS

I
COUNTY.

Bristol borough,
Bristol township,
Bensalem,
Buckingham, Bedminster,
Doylestown,
_
Durham,
Falls,
”
Haycock,
_
Hilltown.
Middletown,
Lower Makefield,
Upper Makefield,
Morrisville borough,
Milford township,
New Brittain, Newtown,
Nockamixon, Northampton, Plumstead,
Rockhill,
Richland,
Solebury,
Southampton, Springtield,
Tinicum,
Warwick,
Warminster, Warrington,
Wrightstown, -

Cranbeky,

Taxahles.

_

I53 I Middlesex,
172 j Parker,
j Shppery rot+,
Venango,

-

435
325
511
434
412
617
278
455

392

I
-

COLUMBIA

520
356

405
350
245
443
140

COUNTY.

CENTRE

-

327
453
154
322
147
370
302
121
268

129
340
368
350
257
345

COUNTY.

189

Bellefonte borough,
Boggs township,
Bald Eagle,
Ferguson,
;;Y$
-

Harrii,
192 Howard,
143 Halfmoon,
166 Lamar,
Logan,
Miles,
Potter,
200 Patton,
280 Rush,.
325 Spring,
323 Walker,

237

-

No. of

3 &c .

327 Hemlork,
~
580 ’ Bloom,
398 Sugar Loaf,
467 : Roaring Creek,
143 Mount Pleasant,
423 Mifflin,
240 ( Madison,
453 Limestone,
477 Liberty,
298 Fishing creek, 338 Briar creek.
74 Mahoning,
461 Derry,
I
308 Greenwood,
316 Cattawissa,
-

-

’
.--_--__l-_l_-

142 I Muddy Creek, -

227
323

BUTLERCOUNTY.

Butler borough,
lj;gotownship,

(‘OIJNTIES

-

376
220
273
350

395
371
343
268
364
176
250
344
161

-

69
307

279

CAMBRIACOUNTY.

185
300 Cambria township,
%riQ AUegheny,
1

1

‘165
888

PENNSYLVANIA
COUNTIES,

No. of
Taxables.

&c.

Conemaugh,
Summerhill,
Clearfield,
Susquehanna,
Jackson,
Richland,
Washington,

CONVEN’I’ION,

-

-

-

515
153
124
183
97
144

-

193

1837.

COUNTIES,

Uwchlan,
Vincent, East, Vincent, West,
Willistown,
Whiteland, East,
Whiteland, West,

342
250
271

-

379
229
271

COUNTY.

COUNTY.

Birmingham, Brandywine, Bradford, East,
Bradford, West,
London Brittain,
Caln, East
Caln, West
Charlestown, Coventry,
West Chester,
Londonderry, Fallowfield, East
Fallowfield, West
Goshen, East Goshen, West
London Grove,
New Garden, Honey Brook,
Kenuett,
New London,
Marlborough, East
Marlborough, West,
Newlin,
Nottingham, East
Nottingham, West
Nantmeal, East
Nantmeal, West,
Oxford, Upper Oxford, Lower Penn, Pennsbury?
Pikeland,
S&bury,
Schuylkill,
Treddyffrin,
East Town,
West Town, -

-

Tkwgbuy,

t

,,c

No. of
Taxables.

&e.

CLEARFIELD
CHESTER

400

1’
-

68
376
268
285
106
312
255
217
526
342
138
245
369
168
140
297
252
446
240
318
295

273
172
368
104
401
376
252
258
133
200
328
373
399
369
183

Decatur township,
90
Pike. includina the new townships of Pe& and Bell,
235
Bradford,
167
81
Covington,
Jordan,
63
”
Lawrence,
167
87
Jay, Fox, 74
Gibson,
ti7
120
Brady,
24
Girard,
Chest, and Burnside, 167
Beccaria,
56
CRAWFORD

COUNTY.

Meadville borough,
Mead township,
Wayne,
Oil Creek,
Troy, Randolph,
Woodcock,
Richmond,
Athens,
Rome,
Sparta,
Bloomfield,
Rockdale,
Veuango,
Cussewaga,
Spring,

Beaver,
Coneautt,
Summerhill,
Hayfield,
148 Vernon,
97 &$abury,

-

7

258
285

101
155
45.
173

”

340
99

”

”

3;

101
49
90
229
220
26!!

-

100

”

.

-

,

.

.
,

258
214
247

811
w
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COUNTIES,

No. of

kc.

TKdlP.%

--

Shenango, North,
Shenango, South,
Fallowfield,
Greenwood, Fairfield,
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY

Allen, Carlisle borough,
Dickinson,
Pennsborough, East, Frankford,
Hopewell,
iV&h;icsburg borough,
”
9
Monroe,
Newton,
Newville,
North Middleton,
South Middleton,
Silverspring, Southampton, Shippensburg, West Pennsborough, Shippensburg borough, DAUPHIN

423
783
453
291
204
125
296
308
291
152
355
462
369
305
28
397
297

COUNTY.

North Ward, Harrisburg,
South Ward,
do
Lower Swatara,
Upper
do
Londonderry, Derry,
Lower Paxton,
Susquehanna, Middle Paxton,
Rush, Jackson,
Halifax,
,
U&F=; Paxton,
Lykeni,
Hanover,
Middletown,

230
252
276
168
205

-

-

373
505
219
240
469
487
297
291
323
42
189
380
310
335
367
483
198

DELAWARE

COUNTS.

Tinicum,
Beth&
Upper Chichester,
Lower
do
Birmingham, Newtown,
Thornbury,
Edgmont,
Sp&rgfield,
Ridley,
Upper Providence,
Nether,
do.
Marple,
Concord,
Haverford,
Radnor,
Darby,
Middletown,
1
Aston,
Upper Darby, Chester,
ERIE

”
1
-

31
70
92
93
109
137
139
160
172
178
182
197
201
218
222
257
268
253
275
314
332

COUNTY.

Amity,
Beaverdam, Conneaut,
Erie, Elk Creek,
Fairview,
Girard,
Greenfield,
Harbour Creek,
Le Boeuff,
Mill Creek,
M’Kean,
North E&t,
Springfield,
Union,
Venango,
Wattsburg,
Wayne,
Waterford borou-f h,
Waterford towns ip,
Washington, Concord,
.

:
-

109
206
300
670
330
260

528
187
383
165
517
329
466
409
93

172
45
143
95

234
334
107

PENNSYLVA%A

c

CONVEN’rION,
-- ..-

No. of
Taxables.

GOWNTIES, &kc.

-

Union,
Henry Clay,
TNmbar,
Franklin,
- MeDallen,
B+idgeport,
U$onGonpgh,
fledstone:
&Nick,
&&kin,
Ifr&vnsville,
Connelsville,

-

-

,

-

1
-

1
-

1

1

w
-

-

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

-

St. Thomas, Chambetibtiig,

-

2

QBEENE COUNTY.

@ion,

w
a s
,

451 Dunkard,
Jefferson,

449
242
437
327
641
487
157
407
314
252
141

-No. of
Taxables.

COUNTIES, &c.
Wayne,

FAYETTE COUNTY.

411

1837.

-

-

-

-

-

I -

283
Cumberland,

324
34s
365

-

HUNTINQDONCOUNTY.

Allegheny,
291 Antis, Barre, - e
204
Dublin,
242
Frankstown,
310
Franklin,
245
Hopowell,
240
Henderson,
249
Morris,
Porter,
Sherley,
Spring&Id,
1LO3 Tyrone,
818
Tell, -

-

-

Union,

-

-

Xoodberry,
W&ormaik,

-

-

Walkkr;

1

1

6d8
135
419
292
388
397
ii2
349
67s
468
334
343
575

-

217
!A96
435
154

685
258
188
468
335
251
338
204
220
m
357
579
326
377
155.

INDIANA COWNTf;.

@honing township,
Greene,
Wheaffield,
1
Blacklick,
Conemaugh, -

-

?OLj
354

:
.-

319

w
-

206
213
243
281

qmtgomery,

-

1

3lti
!2f$
2,!pi
286
2?0
192
179
1’78
lps
74

*
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COUNTIES,

No. of !t
Taxable: 5.

kc.

--JEFFERSON

Ridgeway,
Barnit,
Eldred,
Perry,
Pine Creek,
Rose,
Snyder,
Young,

-I
COUNTY,

-

-

-

-

JUNIATA

Lack, Fayette,
Tuscarora,
Turbett,
Fermanaugh,
Milford,
Greenwood,
Walker,

AND DEBATES.

4(
7t
3:
20:
10:
25Ti
41
14t i

:
-

LiNCASTERCOUNTY.

Bart, Brecknock,
Caernarvon, Cocalico,
Colerain,
Columbia,
Conestoga,
Donegal, East,
pJwg;
west,
”
Earl,.Ea.&,
Earl, West,
Elizabeth,
Hempfield, East,
Hempfield, West,
Lampeter,
Lancaster,
“
city,
Leacock,
Little Britain, 1
Manheim,
Manor,
Martic,
-

No. of
Taxables.

&c.

Mount Joy,
Raphoe,
Sadsbury,
Salisbnry,
Strasburg,
Warwick.

-

-

-

-

LEBANON

506
728
274
718
935
818

COUNTY.

Lebauou borough,
North Lebanon,
Swatara,
Bethel,
Soutll Lebanon,
Heidleberg,
Hanover, East,
:Jackson,
Londonderry, Anville,
-

1
.
-

385
288
326
326
474
558
456
538
408
609

Northampton borough, Hanover,
Heidleberg,
392 :
230 1 :Lowhill,
Lynn,
343 :
Upper,
975 Maccungie,
“
Lower,
301
566 j.Milford, Upper,
497 ,North Whitehall,
South
46
784 1
517 Upper Saucon,
t
450 33alisbury,
Weissenburg,
882
1
338 Vorthampton township,

455
285
508
176
375
334”
445
643
451
438
597
330
300
45

COUNTY.

-

COUNTIES,

17sL
187I
206I
240 I ,

248I
323
341
344

486
466
403
754
111
1647
745
524
43s
812
514

LEHIGH

COUNTY.

L~ZERNE COUNTY.

Ibington,
Blakely,
3raintrim,
3uck,
>arbondale,
~ovington,
3allas,
Zaton,
cxeter,

-

-

:

:

”

267
141
112
35402
60
112
125
179

*
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1837.

--No. of
l’axables.

COUNTIES, kc.

Falls, Fairmount,
Greenfield,
Hanover,
Huntingdon,
Kingston,
Lehman,
Monroe,
Northmoreland,
Nicholson,
Newport,
Neshcopeck, Pittston,
Providence,
Plymouth,
Salem,

192

83
269
179
267
325
61
56
172
248
178
213
235
238
265
168
317
169
185
98
274
502

-

Sugarloaf,
Tunkhannock,
Union,
‘Washington,
Windham,
Wilkesbarre,

-

LYCOMINQ

Fairfield,
Loyalsock,
Chapman,
Muncy Creek,
Hepburn,
Washington,
Forks,
Grove,
Cummings,
Davidson,

No. of

AX.

-

-

.
-

MCKEAN

Taxables.

-

213

180
92
216
248
317
35
75
88
53

COUNTY.

Bradford,
Ceres,
Corydon,
Hamilton,
Keating,
Liberty,
Sergeant,
Shippen,
Norwich,

65
93
66
12
138
24.
16
28
50

Mahoning,
West Salem, Neshanock,
Slippery Rock,
Lackawannoek,
Delaware,
Cool Spring, Wolf Creek, 3pringfield,
Pymatuning, Sandycreek, shenango,
Salem,
Mercer,
French creek, Hickory,
sandy lake,
-

6ZZl
494
459
365
327
308
281
205
260
253
24Q
242
241
147
142
302
220

COUNTY.

Williamsport borough,
AL
Muncy
Jersey Shore
66
Dunstable township,
Elkland,
Wolf, :
Lycoming,
Cherry,
Penn, Nippenose,
$!~ik$e,
Lewis,’
Clinton,
Pinecreek,
Limestone,
Moreland,
Franklin,
Jackson,
Brown,
Wayne,
Shrewsbury,
Muncy,

COUNTIES,

-

:
-

22 -*

252
150
112
132
139
154
331
120
73
84
79
190
68
175
92
149
123
92
43
44
61
54
153

IUIFFLIN

Lewktown
Decatur,
Dliver,

-

COUNTY.

borough,
-

-

362
148
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_,----...--

No. of
Taxables.

&c.
--e

Wayne,
Armagh,
Deny,
Union,

-

183

-

406
445

’ Abington,
Norristown borough,
Pottstown,
- Cheltenham,
Douglass,
Pranconia,
Frederick,
Gwynned,
Hatfield,
Horsham,
Limerick,
,’ Lower Salford,
Lower Merion,
’ ‘Lower Providence,
Marlborough, Montgom&y, i ,Moreland,
J,$ew Hanover,
‘Nor&on,
_:eymouth,
“‘:Pperkiomen, -

192
469
300
279
301
308
286
l5f
17s
35E
492
314
42E
25t
2%
461
271

-

NORTHAMPTON COUNTY.

Allen,

--**---

-

-

Bethlehem,
”
_ ]Bushkill,
. Chesnuthill,
Easton borough,
East Penn,
.

-

48!
5%

-

231
112:
241

aw

451
329
84
117
372

arks, H[amilton,
H[anorer,

-

-

-

-

;L lausanne,
:
I 1,,ehigh,
jL ,ower Mt. Bethel,
;L ,ower Nazareth,
lauch Chunk, 379 /t loore,
379 ‘lainfield,
F
187 ‘ocono,
233
loss, 193 Elaucon,
229 E
Eimithfield,
260
itroud,
353 1;
robyhanne,
203
rowamensing, /1
260
Jpper Mt. Bethel,
323
: Jpper Nazareth.
232 7
Williams,
654
304
251

No. of
Taxables.

kc.

418

MONTBOMERYCOUNTY.

Worcester,

COUNTIES,

1
-

609
289
319

480

-

291

-

-

160
174
508
216
313
102
. 258
477
202
427

NORTHUIUBERLAND COUNTY.

I’urbut,
Xilisquaque, ?oint,
Xorthumberland,
Junbury,
iugusta,
Ihamokin,
Rush, Upper Mahanoy,
Little Mahanoy,
Lower Mahanoy,
Milton Borough,

”
-

730
260
139
231
239
486
’ 442
238
338
109
384
337

PERRY COUNTY.

Rye, Tyrone,
Wheat&Id,
luniata,
Liverpool,
Toboyne,
Saville,
Centre,

-

-

Buffaloe,

-

-

Carroll.
Greenwood,

1

-

129
446
236
384
203

* 42:
314
212
197
181

PENNSYLVANIA
COUNTIES,

No. of

c&c.

Taxables.

--PIKE

COUNTY.

POTTER

-

201
6:
3:
6:
101

1
-

16t

9
10:
lO(

COUNTY.

Wharton;
..Ulpsses,
j ‘Roulet,
i Genneasee& Allegheny,
I Hector,
Eulallia,
:. Harrison,
Bingham,
ii Sharon,
Oawego,
Hebron,
Pike and Jackson,
BCHUYLKILL

4(

3:
2%
3(

7

:
7

415
No. of
Taxabh

COUNTIES, &c.
COUNTY.

Somerset borough,
Milford townsip,
Somerset,
Turkeyfoot,
Addison,
Elk Lick,
Southampton, Greenville,
Allegheny,
Brothers’ valley,
Stony creek, Shade,
Conemaugh township,
Quemehoning, Jenner,

-

148
356
408

-232
236
284
f27

,:z
454
‘184
: iZ64
160
264
281

SUSQUEHANNACOUNTY. .-

2:
6f
-6E
‘7f
i14
* 1E

41
22

COUNTY.

Tamaqua,
sg~ylkill,
i East )Brnnswick,
Upper Mahantongo,
Brunswick, West,
Orwigs&rg,
Pinegrove,
Wayne,
West Penn,
Manheim,
1
Barry, :. Union,
<..., tiahantollgo, L&r,
. Potbville borough,

1837.

SOMERSET

Middle Smithfield,
Price, Coolbaugh,
Dingman,
Delaware,
Milford,
Lehman,
Palmyra,
, Lackawaxen, -

:Norwg#ktn,

CONVENTION,

156
1%
84
212
245
275

180
802
254
286
-471

94
122
243

781
: 840

Auburn township,
Bridgewater, Brooklyn,
Clifford,
Zhoconut,
Dimock,
Jibson,
Jreat Bend, Karford,
Harmony,
Kerrick,
lackson,
iawsville,
Lenox,
Mddletown, tlontroae,
Yew Milford, lush, Ipringville,
iilverlake,
Thompson,

-

:

.;I27
, .!.I65
115
298
151
-175
.‘.122
. 63

TxoqAaollNTY~
:h\tham township,
&or&,
leqty?
I

.

84

AND DEBATES.
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__..__----.---;-COUNTIES,

No. of
Tamhlrs.

kc.

COUNTIES,
_-.L___

J3kland,
Deerfield,
Su!livan,
Brookfield,
Farmington.
Shippen,
IMmar,
Westtield,
Union,
l,iberLy,
Rutlnnd,
Charleston,
Richmond,
Lawrenw,
Middlebury,
Tiara.
Jackson,
Wellsborough,

Plunt.

-

-

-

-

-

-

L

-

-

-

hllegheuy,
”

-

-

pine

IJN105

COUNTY.

Beaver township,
Buffaloe,
Centre,
Chapman,
Hartley,
Kelly,
Lewlsburg,
Mifflinburg,
Penns.
Perry,
unicn,
IVePt

BnfLloe,

Wasilirigton,
White IlFer,

”
-

-

82
170
116
WARREN
4%
177
15‘2 Txarren horough,
176 i ;: ( :or1owango,
142 :I (lolumbus,
214 Ill Deerfield,
4lli,
11t ; ’ 1
I45 ‘I 1h!hold,
r
ienzua,
201
,imcstOtlCt
91

I1
I3

i

-

I! :tSugar

Grove.
Grove,

-

Jprin-g Creek, Shetield,
Pleasant.
P,rokrnst~ra\v, -

,

511

-

-

-

vEN XSCO

COIlSTY.

148
%18
106
113
133
2%6
135

-

-

Ilockla1111,

(, berrytree,
Elk,
F‘armmgton,
‘1‘ionesta,

-

No. of
Tasables.

Ax.
----

WASH~NC’I’ON

COUNTI’.

.,

-

la@
145
199
79
82
109
51
28
259
‘311
77
28
39
173

COUNTY.

328
558
418
310
457
569
363
244
4?3
IL;;
‘213
I!19
425
1106
278
326
330
397
258
185
XL?4

,--.-,.._

PENNSYLVANIA

Strabane, North,
Strabane, South,
Somerset,
Washington borough,
Canton township,

-

COUNTY.

Scott township,
Preston,
Buckingham, Manchester, Damascus,
Lebanon,
Mount Pleasant,
Clinton,
Canaan,
Dyberry,
Bethany borough,
Honesdale borough,
Berlin township,
Palmyra township,
Salem,
Sterling,
WESTMORELAND

Hemphill township,
Mount Pleasant,
E. Huntingdon,
S. Huntingdon,
Rostrover,
Franklin,
Salem,
Allegheny,
Washington, Derry,
Fairfield,
Llgonier,
Donegal,
Unity,
N. Huntingdon,
Sewickly,
Loyalhanna, Greensburg borough,
LMount Pleasant,
Laughlinetown,
J4iosdas,
e

1837.

,i ---- COUNTIES,

&c.

No. of
TXdh

COUNTIES, &c.
-w)---

WAYNE

CONVENTION,

.COUNTY.

1
.
LI
-

215
216
287
400
224

YORK

417
No. of
Taxabler.

COUNTY.

York borough. S. ward, do.
N. ward. Hanover borough,
Fawn township,
Carrol,
Heidleberg,
1
:
70 IManchester, 101 Conewago,
38 Newberry,
57 Washington, 155 Lower Chanceford,
70 Codorus,
221 Shrewsberry, Manheim,
98
238 West Manchestir,
.
305 Hellam,
69 Hopewell,
171 Franklin,
YE Paradise,
105 Fairview,
161 ~prx~$ield,
.
163
Chat&ford,
York,
Spring Garden,
Windsor,
994 Warrington,
414 Monaghan,
329 Peach Bottom,
467
CITY
OF PHILADELPHIA.
379
428
496 Upper Delaware ward, 518 North Mulberry, ‘1 357 Lower Delaware, 6‘ 666 South Mulberry, * ‘6 ‘6 .396 High Street,
16 .
362 Zhesnut,
“
.
444 Middle,
“
.
563 Walnut,
376

321
277

169
110
97
$0

South,

“

.

Dock,

“

.

Locust,

6’

.

Pine,
Cedar,
New Market,

“

.

$6

.

v

.

HQFth,

@!

629
364
239
164
202
305
469
224
439

256
249

517
277
306
270
440
418
177
406
378
222
411
301
266
356
620
285
224
233

1112
1303
1149

1000
786
6813
855
492
751
947
1080

715
1253
973
Wlfi

B
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COUNTIES,

&c.

AND DEBATES.

No. of
Taxables.

COUNTIES,
---7

COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA.

706
1st ward, N. Liberties, ad
do.
548
3d
do.
889
4th
do.
693
1212
5th
do.
6th
do,
1004
7th
do.
1098
Unincorporated Northern Liberties,
571
Penn township,
494
928
1st ward, Spring Garden,
td
do.
820
3d
do.
909
4th
do.
798
1st ward, Kensington, 560

No. of

&c.

2d ward, Kensington,
do.
3d
do.
4th
do.
5th
Roxborough township,
Germantown, Oxford,
Bristol,
Lower Dublin, Bybury,
Moreland,
Blockley,
Kingsessing, Moyamensing, Passyunk,
Southwark, East
Southwark, West

Taxables.
.--

*
-

680
1043
801
711
882
1019
682
323
662
215
89
738
205
1768
304
1879
1938

PENNSYLVANIA

,:

CCNVENTION,

1837.

TABLE

.,)_

SHOWINO THE WHOLE NUMBER OF TAXABLES IN

No. of
Taxables.

COUNTIES.
Adams,

A&gWy,

Armstrong,
.&aver,
Bedford,
‘,I&rks,
;ec;4

-

1
:,Butler:
.C:aplbria,
Centre,
Cheater,
Clearfield,
Columbia,
.Crawfor&
Cumberhmd, Dauphin,
Delaware,
.Er@,
.Fay,ette,
Franklin,
-Qreqieo ., .‘pdnzagdon, .Teffer*ok,
Juniata,
.Lancaster, - I&anon,
Lehigh,
-

t

419

5,167
-

I
w
-

-

-

+
-

COUNTIES,
Luzerne,

13,797 L$$$g,

4,553
5,308
5,352
11,740
4,721
10,450
4,322
1,912
4,705
11,682
1,395
4,252
5,164
6,047
5,508
3,900
8,082
-6,094
7,060
3,267
6,144
3,166
904
2,102
17,100
4,501
ii,355

ChtiTY.

EAdH

&c.

-

Mercer, ’
Mifflin,
Monroe,
Montgomery,
Northampton,
Northumberland,
Perry,
Pike,
Potter,
Philadelphia city,
Philadelphia county,
Schuylkill,
Somerset,
Susquehanna,
Tioga,
Union,
Venango,
Warren,
Washington, Wayne,
Westmoreland,
York,
-

-m
-

- .
:
-

IV hole No. in tlra’State,

No. of
Taxables.
6,119
4;396
492
5,203
2,411
1;825
9,774
7,190

3,933
2,942
631
557
14,419
26,159
4,770

3,639
3,692
2,554
.4,353
3,014
1,626
8,470
2,120
8.,223

9,559
~399,421

420
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AND DEBATES.

SECOND AKTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole on
the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pending being on the amendment oll’ered by Mr. MERRILL
to the amendment offered by 3lr. HIESTCR to the niuth section.
Mr. MERRILL modified his amendment so as to read as follows :
‘6 But no pardon shall be granted for offences punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary, but by, am1with the advict, :md consent of the
Senate”.
Mr. MERRILL said he knew of uo part of the patrouxge of the Executive which was so much complained of as the exercise of the pardoning
power. So long as he had known any thing of judicial proceedings, there
had been a strong feeling against the exercise of the pardoning power.
There should be some amendments to this part of the Constitution. He
was by no means tenacious of his proposition. The amendment of the
gentleman from Lancaster he approved of. Whether it went far enough
or not, he should vote in favor of it. He had no doubt the Governor would
grant pardons with more caution after tbis enquiry. The effect of the
amendment would not be to prevent the action of the Governor at all, but
merely to lead him to act with more careful discrimination. The mere
restriction imposed on him by requiring him to render his reasonsfor granting
a pardon, would not, at all times, be sufficient, and, therefore, he had submited this amendment. If the proposition of the gentleman from Lancaster was suficient to cure the evil, it was all he (Mr. M.) wanted He
asked for nothing more.
Mr. REIGART said : Mr. Chairman : The amendment offered by my
colleague to the ninth section of the second article of the Constitution, has
my full and entire approbation. But, sir, I cannot vote for the amendment
offered by the delegate from Union. The first does not restrain Executive
clemency ; the latter gives to the Senate the controling power in pardons
for the higher offences. I could not contract the exercise of this Executive prerogative, by connecting it with the Senate. To me, it seems that
the Senate (from the demonstrations we have already had here) will have
enough to do, in the connexion already determined upon, with the Executive ; and for one I would not be willing to go further in this particular :
but the amendment of the delegate from Union should not prevail for
another reason-it entirely precludes the Executive, even in connexion
with the Senate, from granting a pardon, or even a reprieve, on a conviction for murder or treason ! 1s it not obvious, that many casesmight occur
-nay, many have occured-in which it was necessary to pardon ? Need
I refer gentlemen to such eases? Cau they not readily be conceived ? May
there not be many casesof mistake 1 Testimony subsequently discovered.
which may most conclusively establish the innocence of the accused?
Where, then, is the power to restore this innocent man to the blessings oi
liberty, and to the society of his fellow-men 1. Shall he be incarceratedunti
the Legislature convenes, and await their action, before he can be restorec
to society ? Would not such a course be a resort to that kind of judicial
nay, Executive legislation, which has been so much deprecated here ?
trust, therefore, that this amendment of my colleague may be agreed l(
without refering to any alleged abusesof this power. What, sir, does thl
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amendment of my colleague propose ? Not to take away this power from
the Executive ; not to abridge it ; nay, not even to restrain it, except inasmuch as it may be restrained by the ordeal-of public opinion. This has
been called 6‘ a Government of checks and balances”, and is most emphatically so : it consists of three great powers, Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial. If, sir, you permit the Executive branch of that Government to
control-nay, sir, negative the action of the Legislative and Judicial
branches-will you not, at least, require some public reason to be,given
for the exercise of that power ? In vain do the Legislative branch’ enact
laws for the prevention and punishment of crime ! In vain do the judges
of your courts, through the intervention of juries, try offenders against the
laws, and sentence them to undergo the punishment prescribed by those
violated laws, if you will still permit the Executive branch to pardon all
criminals without giving a single reason for it ; I mean a public reason. It
is true, reasons are generally contained in the pardon itself; but these reasons are not made public ; the public know nothing of them; they never
reach the public mind in any way whatever. Sir, we all agree that this
pardoning power should be placed somewhere, and we may, perhaps,
generally agree, that the Executive is the safestdepository. I ask not that
this power be abridged-nay, not even restricted. Make it the duty of
the Executive to give his reasons to the Legislature-if these reasons are
unsound, the public will pass sentence of condemnation on them. If they
be sound, they will be sustained; indeed, it would be kindness to the
Executive to permit him to give his reasons to the public. These reasons
ought not, nor cannot be of a private nature ; they necessarily must be of
a public kind. Why, then, should they be confined to the breast of a single individual? For these reasons, as well as many others that might be
given, (but with which I will not detain the committee), I hope the amendment offered by my colleague will prevail.
Mr. FORWARDsaid he cherished the highest respect, both for the gentleman from Lancaster, and the gentleman from Union, but he regreted
that they should have brought forward propositions to amend a part of the
Constitution, which, in his view, it was most important to leave untouched.
Every new amendment hazards the adoption of the Constitution by the
people. It has to pass through a perilous ordeal. In reference to this
matter of pardoning, it is a thing to be left to the clemency of the Governor, and the people do not wish to see it interfered with. It is a matter
of favor, and should be separatedfrom a matter of right. Let it preserve
the character of mercy-if extended, unmerited mercy. The moment you
fix restraints, there is an end of it. Under all christian Governments, it
has been found necessary to lodge this power somewhere, and the safest
depository is the Executive. * ’
If justice is to have its way, mercy will be shut out altogether. Hut
there are, at times, circumstances in which it is proper for the Governor
to interfere, and mercy should glow towards the unfortunate individual.What is required by the amendment? That the Governor shall give his
reasons. How long would it take him to throw out all his reasons? How
many nameless circumstances may have operated upon him, which it
would be difficult to place on paper ? The labor imposed on the Executive would be immense. He would be compelled to keep a record, to
which posterity might look for the counsel which may have influenced
A3
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q, Muti
act of mercy, There are other cousiderations which may
ww
on the Executive. Suppose a case of a minor, a rhild, misled
&o &rs, upon whom Executive clemency has been properly brought to
a& lputin which case the publication of reasons might in\rolve a whole
f-i.& in trouble. They might disclose circnmat,anceswhich would be
o&r&w to the public eye, and at the same time, strike tlceply into domestie p&e.
He wished for no reasons. Discretion must be vested somewhere, We muNt suppose the Governor to be :L man of honor, thitt he
may be trusted. There is no instance iu which pardon has heen obtained
from him by improper means. Hc would rather see the Governor err on
the Bide of mercy, than exhibit au unfeeling disposition. Has the Commonwealth suffered by the improper ext.eusion of’ mercy ? Are pardons
@o merous?
Are there instances of individuals, who have been released
from the penitentiary, before their term 1~~sexpired? Have you uever
sqw,.or heard, of a person snatched from these abodes of vice, restored
to miety, and removing the stain which was upon his honor by a course
of uemi&d industry and probity 1 In caseslike these, where proper
appeals are made to the humanity of the Executive, are all the reasons
which may operate on him to extend a merciful ear, to be published to the
world? He would put another case, and one not of unfrequent occurence.
A stripling, who has adrunken father, and has been seduced into a crime,
plaped at the bar of his country, iinds there, for the first time in his life,
that sympathy which he never found in a father-say, a boy of twelve
years of age. What is to be done? 1 have seen such a case, where, if
cosvicti, the boy must go to the penitentiary. Humanity interfered.They who never saw him before interfered in his behalf, looked for a
prudent master; the trial was suspended, an appeal was made to the
Govexnor, and mercy was permited to interpose. Would any one wish to
see the whole of that affair, with the array of reasons,spread on the record
bgfere the public eye ? The youth was saved by a prompt interference.Why would you delay ? Why embarrass? Persons will be found ready
TVcowe forward and claim, as a matter of right, to see the record. There
wd- be emrs to pardon, as well as errors to condemn; and, there is no
+mger of t&e Governor being too merciful. Why restrain the action of
we@y? There can be no good reason for it. Take another case-a riot.
Would you send hundreds to prison, and keep them there, because they
may have,been misled in a moment of thoughtlessness, by some individu+l?. So.it has been in Pennsvlvania before ; so it is in Massachusetts,
and .$ it is elsewhere. The attribute is one which he would never wish
t4, see abused. Let the Legislature interpose in case there should be
abuge, and let that body call for reasons. He had no wish to change the
clause ; he would not interpose any obstrubtion to the flow of meroy.
Mr. ~$$~WEANT(President) wished to be informed, if it is not now the
the uniform practice of the Governor to give his reasons on granting a
pardon? He never saw one yet which did not contain! the reasons. He
wver remembered to have seen one which did not. The reasons always
wwptiy
the pardon. If so, the practical execution of the power is
w t@same as it would be, if this amendment were agreed to ; with only
t ’ d$er+gw, that you would make the pardon invalid, unless the ExeIL
cutiyp aaaign,edhis reasonsfor granting it. If it is decreed that the reasons
should be aulsigned, the only object must be to require of the Governor
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that he shall give his reasons more at large. In that case,this amendment
would be insufficient for the purpose which it contemplates. It would be
impossible to say what would be all the considerations in the bosom of the
Governor, which induced him to extend the act of mercy to an individual.
This power has its origin in the imperfect condition of all human things
You make laws to punish offences. But, inasmuch as all human legislation is imperfect, something may be done which ought not to bring the
doer to punishment; or the punishment prescribed may be greater than
would be right, or something may have oacured after the conviction of the
person, and hence it is, that the power of pardoning has been vested in
the Executive. No one expects perfection in any human institutionsWe cannot expect that the pardoning power will be so exercised in all
cases, as to satisfy all persons. Some will always be found, who will
think that eit.her more or. less ought to have been done. This is the. resi
duum of imperfection, and, after all that can be done, there will be this
residuum..
We can never get all to agree, that all which is done, is done
right. The clause would not be improved by the adoption of this amendment. There always must be made to appear to the Governor sufficient
ground for pardon, before he will qe induced to extend it. There may
have been instances of pardons granted without reasons having been
assigned, but he had never seen any. If the Governor should obtain a
certifmate of good behavior-i f the jury should recommend to mercy, or
for ally other reasons which he may think sufficient, it would always appear
in connexion with the pardon, and thus as much as could be obtained if
the amendment were adopted, is obtained as the Constitution now stande.
Mr. BIDDLE said : Mr. Chairman : It is my misfortune to differ from
the gentleman from Allegheny (Mr. FORWARD) and the PRESIDENT of the
Convention. I consider the question before the committee both interesting and important. Pennsylvania has been distinguished by her benevolent institutions, and particularly by the philanthropic spirit which
induced her, at an early day, to mitigate the severity of her penal code. So
early a5 the year 1794, she obliterated from her statute book capital punishment, save in the single instance of wilful, deliberate, and premeditated
murder, or of murder commited in the perpetration of, or the attempt to
perpetrate, certain atrocious crimes. The same humanity which thus
induced her almost to abolish sanguinary punishment5 pervaded her
whole code of laws. If we desire to perpetuate this system of justice
administered ih mercy, we must be-cautious trot to render punishment 50
uncertain that the guilty may no longer dread the consequence of their
crimes. It is the certainty, not the severity, of punishments, which gives
them their etlicacy. If you increase the chances of escapefor the guilty,
you must supply the defect by adding such sternness and rigor as may terrrfy into submission. We have sought the reformation of the offender,
not his degredation and destruction. Let us persevere in our present libeml and enlightened policy. Let us not, by a mistaken clemency, defeat
our object. The chances of escapeon which the criminal calculates, are
at least three-fold. First : That he may altogether elude detection. Second:
That, if detected, through the defectiveuess of testimony, irregula&y in
his trial, or various casualties, he may escape conviction and eent+nw.
Nothing but the clearest proof, he ,well knows, will be,permited m ,prev@
against him ; and be 1s perfectly familiar with th@ pr&iple of law, :ykch
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declares that it is better that an hundred guilty should escapethan that one
innocent man should suffer. Thirdly : He cherishes a strong hope, that,
if both these chances fail, he can appeal to the mercy seat of the Executive-supplicate his clemency-and by skilful management in exciting
sympathy, escape, if not the whole, the greater part of the penalty of his
guilt. Thus, sir, that salutary fear which the certainty of punishment
alone furnishes, is taken away ; and the hardened villain laughs in scorn
at the impotent threatenings of the outraged laws of his country. The
power of pardon is a high prerogative. It confers on an individual the right
to set aside the operation of the laws. It is proper it should be so. The
PRESIDENT has well said, that the pardoning power results from the imperfection of human tribunals. If they were perfect, and all the sentencespronounced by courts were strictly just, then there would be no occasion to
invoke mercy to dispense with their rigor. The only proper casesfor the
exercise of this extraordinary power, are, either in the case of after discovered innocence, or of circumstances of an unusual character rendering
the further continuance of punishment unjust or improper. Such casesare
of rare occurencc. That this power has been abused, will not admit of
serious question. Since the adoption of the present Constitution, there
have been 4,461 pardoned, excluding remissions of fines and penalties,
making an avarageof 94 pardoned every year. This pity for the guilty is
cruelty to society. The objectsof pardon,for the most part, arenot thos.:
fortunate creatureswho, from earliest infancy, have beenexposedto the mffuence of evil associations, and, becoming the victims of guilt, have smlk into
vice in its lowest and most disgusting forms ; but those more accomplished
offenders, who, having enjoyed the advantagesof virtuous society and education, have turned aside from the paths of rectitude, and used their advantages and their talents to prey the more destructively upon the property,
the security, and the peace of their fellow men. When overtaken in the
course of guilt, and consigned to deserved punishment, they generally
have the address so to deport themselves as to excite the compassion, conciliate the good will, and secure the favor of their keepers, and of the
inspectors of the prisons. Frequently, by the douhle refined basenessof
becoming spies, and betraying their more ignorant associatesin iniquity,
they have purchased their own pardon ; and have been restored to society
more depraved and with greater facilities for criminal advantages, than
when they entered the prison house.
Sometimes powerful connexions and even politicalinfluence have,prevailed in obtaining Executive mercy. It may be asked, is the proposed
amendment adapted to remedy the evil. ? I think that if it will not cure, it
will greatly diminish it. Few Governors will be willing annually to
report to the Legislature ninety-four pardons with the reasons which have
induced them. The very publicity will prevent the excessive abuse, and
so apply a corrective. But I have heard it said, that the prisons could not
contain the criminals, and that, therefore, it had become necessary to
discharge them. If this be true, it was the more necessary that it should
be made known to the Legislature, that they might promptly apply an
appropriate remedy. The gentleman from Allegheny has said, that it will
impose an onerous duty on the Executive. To this an answer is furnished
by the President of the Convention, who spoke on the same side of the
He justly remarked, that it is customary
~ueation with that gentleman,
un-
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to set forth, on the face of every pardon, the reasons which induced it.
It is only necessary that a clerk should transcribe these reasons, in order
that they may be laid before the Legislature. A brief and summary statement is all that is asked-not a nauseating detail of crime. A powerful
appeal has been made to your sympathies. You have been eloquently
asked if you would take from the Governor the bright attribute of mercy 1
I answer-GOD forbid.
“ No ceremony that to great ones ‘longs,
Not the King’s crown, or the deputed sword,
The marshal’s truncheon, or the judge’s robe,
Becomes them with one half as good a grace
As mercy does.”

This amendment would not divest the Executive of the power of tempering the severity of justice with clemency. Such appeals always strike
a responsive chord in the heart. But let us not in mercy lose sight of
justice, and of the security of the community. Sir, while I advocate, and
shall, by my vote, sustain the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Lancaster, (Mr. HIESTER) I cannot agree to the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Union (Mr. MERRILL). He proposes that the confirmation
of the Senate should be required. Already we have imposed on that $body
executive duties, and have thus blended two departments which, I cordially agree with the gentleman from the county, (Mr. INGERSOLL) should be
kept carefully distinct and separate. I cannot agree to make the Senate
a general reservoir. But the argument of the gentleman from Allegheny
is on this point conclusive. If it should be made manifest that an innocent man was wrongfully suffering as a criminal, who would consent that
he should languish in a degrading and cruel imprisonment, until the Senate
should be convened, if they were not in session? I trust none. I shall
therefore vote against this proposition, and in favor of the original amendment. I believe that if we adhere to our present mild system, we must
take from punishment its uncertainty. I believe that, in order to accomplish this, some check must be imposed on the pardoning power. And,
in conclusion, I believe that if the Governors be required, whenever they
exercise this high prerogative, to give publicity to the act, that they will
For these reasons, I shall feel myself
use it cautiously and judiciously.
justified in voting to make the proposed amendment.
AMr.STERIGERE, of Montgomery, said that the very eloquent speechwhich
they had just heard, from the gentleman from the city, (Mr. BIDDLE) had
produced a strong impression on his mind, as well as on that of others,
but it did not lead to the conclusion to which the gentleman had conceived.
Every argument brought forward by him, seemedto be in favor of restricting the Governor in the exercise of the pardoning power. Still, he had
said, that he would vote for the amendmentof the gentleman from Lancaster,
(Mr. HIESTER) and against that of the gentleman from Union (Mr. MERRILL).
The amendment of the gentleman ftom Lancaster only required
that the Governor should give his reasons to the Legislature for granting
pardons, whilst that of the delegate from Union restrained the power.
He (Mr. 5.) did not think it at all necessary that the Executive should be
required to give his reasons. If any one wanted to see, they could .do so
by going to the Secretary’s office, where ~theywould be found recorded.
I&J thou&t @eTeww qq pbject to be ga?qedby Fvpmng the rmsq 9 by
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furnished to the Legislature. Indeed, there might be caseswhere it would
be very impolitic for the Governor to place his reasons for a pardon before
the public, and this was the chief argument against the restriction. He
had heard of a pardon being granted to one c&ninal, in order that others
might be detected and punished. In a case of that sort, then, it would be
an act of great impropriety to inform the Legislature of the motives which
actuated the Executive in granting a pardon. The necessity of having a
depository for the pardoning power, seemedto be admited by every one.
There had been frequent complaints ma& in regard to the improper exercise of it, and the abuseswhich had grown out of it. (Gentlemenwould
recollect the case of the robbery of ihe Philadelphia Bank, some years ago,
by a man of the name of LAMARD. HP was pardoned. and he went and
lived in the county of Montgomery-, where he commenced business, and
did very well. He became an honest and industrious man, and enjoyed as
high a reputation as ary one there. In t,his instance, then, the pardoning
power was well exercised.
Mr. S. related another caseof two individuals ronvicted of robbing their
neighbor, one of whom was afterwards pardoned by Governor HIESTER,
in consequenceof false representations being madeto him. Mr. S. informed the Governor of the man’s real character, but it was then too late, as
the pardon had just been granted. He was, however, not long afterwards
convicted of two crimes, and he was sentenced to the penitentiary for
twenty-six years, in which place he died not long since.
Now, he (Mr. STERIGERE) thought, that the single instance which he
had named, went to show that there shonld be some cont.rol or restraint on
the exercise of the pardoning power. He would, therefore, vote for the
amendment of the gentleman from Union, and against that of the gentleman from Lancaster.
Mr. CHAMBERS, of Franklin, said he did not think that the public interest required the adoption of either of the amendmentswhich had been submited in relation to this section of the Constitution. Every gentleman
who had addressed the committee admited that the pardoning power was
necessary, and that it ought to be placed somewhere. With one single
exception only it was conceded that no where could it be better reposed
than with the Governor. The Executive, as an individual was better qualified than any one else to judge when and where it ought to be exercised.
There had been and would be abuses in the exercise of this power. It
was, as had been observed, incident to all human institutions. They were
imperfect, and had to be executed by imperfect man. Now, the question
was-would the effect of the amendments proposed be to secure the community for the future, against the evil complained of? Gentlemen supposed
that if the Governor should be required to furnish the Legislature with his
reasons for granting a pardon, there would be a check for the evil. The
fact was, that the source of the evil was in the people themselves, who
wanted firmness to resist the importunities and distresses of the family and
friends of the condemned, and prevailed upon the Governor by their statements and petitions, to exert his power. It was a want of moral firmness in him, and was a mistaken clemency, which did great injustiee to
the State. But, this power, thus abused, was one that was not to be fettered, or embarrassed. In attempting it, we might either entirely destroy
it, and create greater abusesthan those which now exist, Now, what was
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proposed by the gentleman from Union (Mr. MERRILL) in the amendment
which he had submited? The object of it was to impose a check on the
Governor, and it requires the concurence of the Senate in granting a pardon. His (Mr. C’s) opinion was that it would not impose a check, and
it was giving to the Senate the exercise of a power, for which they were
not qualified. That body, from its organization, was rendered incompetent to investigate evidence of facts, such as would be produced in particular cases. The Senate was unlit to participate in the pardoning power,
becausethey were more liable tobe influenced by prejudice, passion, and feeling than the Governor, who knows and feels his responsibility for what he
may do. If he discharged his duty with honesty, impartiality, and
fidelity to the people of the Commonwealth, he would bestow upon every
case which might come before him much investigation, aud he would consider and deliberate long before he acted. The effect of the amendment
of the gentleman from Uniou would be to increase the number of pardons,
and to lessen the responsibility for them. The Governor, instead of deciding a case himself, after full consideration, and being unwilling to assume
the responsibility of it, would willingly submit it to the Senate. And, what
would be ita fate there 1 Why, they would go into the consideration of
the case with their prejudices and feelings in its favor. Was not the fact,
too, of his submiting it to them, evidence of his own feelings in favor of
it 1 The very existence of doubt on his part would have the effect of inducing the Senate to grant reprieve, or pardon. Again : another objection he
had in submiting the granting of a pardon to the action of the Senatewas
-that in case of the conviction of any popular man, in times of great
party excitement, of treason, or any other high crime, the difficulty would
be increased by submiting the pardon to a body, when, perhaps, it would
be acted on in reference to party feeling and interests, granted by the casting vote of the presiding officer. That would be such a spectacle as had
never beiore been witnessed in a country of liberty and law. He trusted,
then, that we would not now introduce an experiment upon our Constitution, which might bring about that state of things. We knew that all investigations into the guilt or innocence of a party were always conducted
in a secret manner by our courts of justice by the impannelling of a grand
j ury to enqnire into the circumstances, and bring in a bill accordingly. The
Senate, then, being a distinct body, and unconnected with the Executive
power, ought not to participate in the power of granting pardons, for it was
not proper that anything done in reference to it should be exposed to the
scrutinieing eye of any part of the community. And, therefore, for these
reasons, he was opposed to the amendment submited by the gentleman
from Union, and he objected to that of the gentleman from Lancaster, because he believed it to be unnecessary, and did not create more checks
than now existed. It appeared that from the establishment of the Government down to the present time, the average number of pardons per
year had been from eighty to one hundred; and he had no doubt that ninetenths of them were granted with great propriety. He would repeat what
he bad said before that he could seeno good reasonwhy the Senate should
part&p&e with the Governor in the exercise of the pardoning power.
Whatever information that body might require in regard to any pardon
mightbe obtained from the Secretary of the Governor in whose office was
preserved a register of all the official acts of the Governor. The fifteenth
section of the second article provides that,
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‘* He shall keep a fair register of all the official acts and proceedings of
the Governor, aud shall, when required, lay the same, and all papers, minutes and vouchers, relative thereto, before either branch of the Legislature,
and shall perform such other duties as shall be enjoined him by law”.
This section was introduced for the purposeof giving the Legislature the
power of bringing before them the acts and proceedings of the Governor,
in relation to the pardons which he had granted, and which they might
wish to lay before the public. Now, he regarded this as sufficient public
security, if the Legislature were disposed to look into any cases for the
purpose of spreading these facts before the people.
Mr. HOPKINSON, of Philadelphia,remarked that the opinion he entertained
was that this judiciary power required some restriction, and his objections
to the amendment were that they were inadequate to the object. Such
had been the construction of the criminal codeof Penusylvania as to render
the exercise of the pardoning power unnecessary. There were only two
classesofcasesin which pardons ought to be granted under our system. The
first was, in caseswhere such circumstances of palliation exist as take away
from the crime the character of guilt. And, the secondwas, in caseswhere,
subsequent to judgment, a man was found innocent of the crime for which
he had been sentenced. Beyond these two, he knew of no caseswhere
the power ought to be used. He had now no hesitation in declaring that
pardons in this State had become a business of political patronage, Whom
does the criminal go to in order to obtain his pardon 1 To the court where
he was tried 1 Or to any one who knew anything about the case1 No,
they do not. They go to influential party men, and these they induce to
get up a petition, and procure the signatures of influential men to it. In
this way more pardons were got from the influence of the men who act
for them, than by the merits of the application. He would go SO far as
to take away from the Governor the right of pardon, unless in those cases
where the court, by which the convict was sentenced, recommended him
to pardon. He would vote against the amendments, and would, at the
proper time, introduce an amendment to that effect.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said the attention of the public had
been turned in various parts of the State to this subject, and great complaints had been made in many places of the manner the pardoning power had been exercised-he might say abused-but he did not think the
amendment proposed by the gentleman from Lancaster (Mr. HIESTER)
would cure the evil complained of. His amendment only required the
Governor to lay before the Legislature his reasons fOT granting a pardon, a reprieve, or the remission of a fine or forfeiture ; but what good
could result from this ? The Legislature could take no measures on the
subject. No matter what might be the motives or the reasons he might
assign, however feeble or fraudulent the evidence on which he acted, they
could neither punish him foi what he had done, nor prevent him from doing the same again-his power was derived from the Constitution, and not
therefore subject to legislative regulation or control. This great powerthe power to open the doors of the prisons and penitentiaries, and let loose
upon society any number, or all, of those who had been placed there by
the judicial tribunals of the State under the solemn requisitions of the law,
-Mr.
B. thought ought not to be vested any where in the mere will or
caprice of any one man, no matter what might be his character or his of-
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fice. The gentleman from the city (Mr. HOPKINSON) has shown, what
has been too well known, the great abuses that this power has been subject to where it now is-how liable the Governor was to imposition, and
how often he had been imposed upon by designing, interested persons.
Almost every member of the committee could recur to caseswhere pardons had been obtained that ought not to have been obtained. He (Mr.
B.) had known many casesin the city of Philadelphia, where persons had
been convicted and sentenced to imprisonment, who were set at liberty in
a few days after committal. Now, he could not say how they came to be
imprisoned, and then liberated. He apprehended there were others who
exercised the pardoning power besides the Governor, although, by the
Constitution, he had the sole right to pardon; he judged this from the
number of the caseshe had alluded to as having occured in the city of
Philadelphia alone. He did not wish throw any obstacles in the,,way of
the exercise of clemency when it was proper to be exercised ; but mercy
ought to seasonjustice, not to supersede it. If the penalties of the law
were too severe, let them be ameliorated. But it was follyt o make lawa to
punish crimes and go to the expense of detection and solemn trial to have
their violation punished, and before the criminal is well in prison, suffer
some interested friends, or feeed attorneys, who can induce some respectable persons to aid, to petition and obtain a pardon from the Governor. The
safety of society and the laws of the land, are thus sacrificed to mistaken
feelings of sympathy or interest. Its operations were frequently injurious
and unjust, inasmuch as the criminal pardoned used the first hours of his
lberty to commit another crime, and thus is, himself, far less an object of
mercy than the larger portion of those left in prison, but who had no friends
to apply for pardon, or means to fee an attorney to plead with the Governor for them.
The power. in his opinion, was wrongly placed. It was a servile imitation of the British Constitution, which held that the people belonged to
the King, who could do no wrong; and the Constitution of Pennsylvania
intended to make the Governor the shadow of the KING of England ; and
while we are stripping the Governor of his royal robes, he thought it
would be well to take this one from him also, and place it where it could
be more judiciously exercised. Where that power should be placed, he
was not prepared to say. If it was left with the Governor, he had thought
the grand jury, whose duty he believed it was to visit the prisons, would
be the proper persons to certify to the Governor the propriety of granting
a pardon. It had been suggested to him that the court before whom the
case had been tried, would be more likely to know the whole facts of the
case, and it ought to recommend to the Governor those proper for his clemency. Perhaps some other mode might be devised by which this power could be more safely and properly exercised than by either of themhe was not particular where it was placed, so that it was properly guarded. It would be better left, he thought, somewhere in the county where
the prosecution had taken place : in any event, the recommendation ought
to come from some otlicial and responsible body, and not be left as now,
in the power of a few irresponsible individuals, who might and who had
imposed on the Governor, who was himself too remote to ascertain truly
the facts of the case. Indeed, the power was too much for any one man
to have in rr Government of laws. It had been said that ours wan a GovII3
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@nineat of laws. That could not be true when the mere will of an indi+&al, without trial or evidence, could overrule the requisitions of the law,
and prevent its execution.
The only case, he thought, where fines ought to be remited, or crimin4s pardoned, were, when facts and circumstances, developed subsequently to condemnation, changed the aspect of the case. All punishment was
for the public good, and it was necessary, to have a salutary effect, that its
amount be known before the crime is commited, and that it shall be certain in its infliction. It was this certainty, more than the degree of punishment, that had been found salutary. If’ the penalty of the law was in
auy case too severe, the law ought to be amended; but this was the duty
of the Legislature, aud should not be left to the Executive. He would
repeat that he did not wish to close the avenues to the mercy seat; but he
wished to keep them pure, and and open alike to all who ought to approach
it.; and he merely threw out these suggestions to the committee that, when
the section should come up on second reading, the Convention would be
ablest furnish a remedy for the evil complained of.
Mr., BIDDLE, of Philadelphia, said it had been remarked by his friend
from Franklin, (Mr. CHAMBERS) that the source of the mischief was to be
found in the people themselves. He believed that, in this respect, the,
gtdeman had fallen into a mistake. A reference to the record would
show, that by far the greater number of pardons that had been granted,
were to inspectors ; and that the interference of the people had been like
‘aAngel’s visits-few, and far between”. He agreed with gentlemen that
the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Lancaster, did not altogether meet the evil; still he thought that the Governor, having to communicate to the Legislature the reasons why he granted the pardons, would reduce the number, and that there would notbe ninery-six each year. The effeoteonsequent upon having to submit his reasonsto public inspection would
he:tomakehimvery careful how he exercised the pardoning power. He(Mr.
W) rose principally to say that he cordially acquiesced in the suggestions
of:.his venerable colleague from the city, (Mr. HOPKINSON) and which had
beera.carried out by the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. BROWN). If
theamendment, now pending, should not be carried, he would offer one
providing that no pardon should be granted without a recommendation
frbm the Judges before whom the criminal was tried. He had had it in
vi& to of&r an amendment of that character, but on a consultation as to
it; he-had come to the conclusion not to do so, lest by trying to get so
nwaeh9 he might lose all. He heartily rejoiced to see that the differem
vi&i whi,ch had been given on the subject, were treated with so much
respect. He could see no difference between the recommendation of the
Judges of a court, and giving publicity to the act annually. He (Mr. B.)
d&not require that the details-the circumstances attending the crime
should be furnished, but only a brief exposition of the reasons for the exe&se of Executive mercy. It did appear to him that the amendment
pr+ed
by the gentleman from Philadelphia was in perfect consistency.
He-CMci .B.) would vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Lanca&te&and. with equal satisfaction, as for that offered by the gentlemen
fro#4?hila&lphia.
Mr, F:aaza~c+,of Lycoming, said that the subject under considerat&
wae.&te of great importance, and therefore ought not-.to be acted up@n
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hastily. He confessed that he had had some difficulty in making pp an
opinion in regard to it. He did not feel that he was under any obl&?tioq
to advocate any particular side of the question. He went fw what he
deemed to be right, not only as respected the subject immediately t+&
consideration, but every other that might be discussed in this Couven$ion. .
He was glad to say that he had been relieved from some other dig+, lt&
which occured to his mind, when the amendment was first suggestd by,
the arguments of some gentlemen who had spoken on it. But still he
could not exactly see the force of the reasoning relative to exposing thf
reasons of the Governor for exercising the pardoning power, to pub&
view, when called for by the Le islature. He was entirely at a loss tp:
perceive what advantage the peopf e would gain from that expo$tion, and
which rendered it important that there should be an amendment inserted
in the Constitution to restrict the Governor’s power. It appeared to &m
thet the present mode of obtaining the reasonsof the Governor for gram&
a pardon, or reprieve, was am ly sufficient, without requiring that ,he
should lay his reasons before tt e Senate. He conceived that there was
nothing to be gained by the adoption of the latter course, and, therefore,
he ww opposed to altering the Constitution in this respect, Accord:, to the present langua e of the Constitution, the Legislature pess3 I, __j
authority to call on t1 e Governor for the reasons that have actuated
him in discharging that high and important duty. Then, why, he won@
ask, was it nesessary to insert a provision such as was proposed ? It
appeared to him to strike at the very root of the objects to be obtained,
by the clause in the Constitution. It was not difficult to conceive of
cases where it would be impossible for the Governor to spread before &e
$egislature, reasons which would be satisfactory to the public. A diyersrfisd combination of circumstances and considerations might properly
influence the Governor to grant a pardou ; yet, if he is compelled to
spread his reasons upon a record, they may not appear suficieut in law
and fact to justify the exercise of that power. He opposed the amead;
ment of the gentleman from Union, becausehe was unwilling to connect
the Senate with the Governor in the exercise of such a power. It converted the Senate into a high criminal court, where every agitating an4
exciting criminal case would be tried over again, and the sentencesof
the courts overruled and set aside, from considerations of interest or
politics, or merely from paysion, or caprice, or mistaken clemency. The
Governor, in every case where he was urged for a pardon, would refer
the application to the Senate, where many influences could be brought to
bear in favor of or against a pardon, and the Senate would be forced into
a trial of each case.
He (Mr. FLEXING) would say that with regard to the position assumed
by the gentleman from Philadelphia, he considered it a very objectionable one in many respects. He desired to see some degree of certainty
in the punishment of an offender. He did not want a man to be tried
over again by a whole community; nor did he wish to place the pardoning power in the hands of the Senate, or the House of Representatives,
to be there tried and convicted over again. It wa8 easy to imagine that
all the political feelings and influence that could be brought to bear on the
body, would be introduced, either for or against the individual. Wes it
not to be expected, that the influenqe, pf both friends a&foes, would be
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uspsdthere 1 Under that state of things, he would ask, if it was possible
t& tBQPar&ring power could be fairly and impartially exercised? The
Sent&e would then gxant a reprieve, or pardon. But would not the
Executive be relieved from all respousihility ! What a scene would there
be pr&mted: the accuser and the accusedwould be brought face to face,
aitd the result might be, that a rehearing would be ordered before another
tribuneI. And what good was to be effected by the adoption of that
conrae ? He would ask, if the Convention were willing to take away from
the Supreme Court the revisionary power, and give it to the Senate ? A
body, which it had been said here, was influenced by politicinns, and
by letters, and other means of that sort. Well, then, he was not at all
inalined to place this all-important power in the hands of a body where
it would not be properly and fairly exercised. The venerable delegate
from Philadelphia, (Mr. HOPKINSON) for whose opinions he entertained
the highest regard, made use of an argument in which he (Mr. F.) could
not acquiesce, and that was, that no pardon ought to be granted, and no
fine remited, unless through the recommendation of the courts before
whom the individual was convicted. Now, what would be the consequenee? Why, it would be to deprive the Executive of the right of
exercising the pardouing power, and to transfer it to the courts of law.
For hi own part, he would have more confidence in the Governor’s
exercising the power impartially, than in the courts. Will the Executive
of Pennsylvania say that he will not grant a pardon, or remit a fine, when,
at the same time, the court which tried the offender recommends him to
do so in the strongest terms ? He (Mr. F.) would venture to say, that in
ninety-nine casesout of one hundred, the Governor would not refuse one
instant. It seemedto be contrary to the nature of man, that he should not
only be vested with the power of trying and punishing a fellow-being, but
also have the power of psrdonmg him ! In that case, not a little of responsibility would be left with the Executive. On the contrary, the whole
of the responsibility would be left with the officers who try the offender.
He would ask the committee if they were really serious, and whether they
were prepared to vest in the judges the power to grant pardon and to remit
fines 1 He trusted that they would hesitate a long time, before they would
venture on so dangerous an experiment. It was his opinion, that there
were few men who would have the boldness to undertake so fearful a responsibility, in addition to his other duties. One among the many other
cbneequencesof the judges being vested with the pardoning power, would
be, that they would continually be pestered with petitions and prayers and
appnals, to induce them to depart from their duty, by granting reprieves
and pardons to unworthy objects. Nothing that he had yet heard, had
convinced him that a better provision than the existing nne could be inserted in the Constitution. And, after all the reflection which he had been
able to bestow upon this important subject, he was unable to arrive at the
conclusion, that the authority could be placed in better or safer hands than
those of the Executive of the Commonwealth. If, as had been alleged, a
few individuals had been pardoned who ought not to have been, within the
eriod of forty-seven yeara, he did not regard that as a sufficient and welI
Poqtied objeotion why*ths olauce nhould be rtricksn born the Canatitutton,
hand,,
mtl $ha power sf grantln# pdem tmrfersd ta oQ~,her
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when in the honeat discharge of hi6 duty, and in endeavoring to do good,
he had commited an error. He had never heard of an instance, where
the Governor, by the exercise of the pardoning power, had endangered
the rights and interests of the people. When had a murderer been turned
loose on society ? If no grievauce was to be complained of, why make
any change in the Constitution 1 We could not foresee any more difficulty hereafter than we suffered now in this respect. If the people were
to be the judges of the conduct of the Governor, and, if they continued to
elect him to the office, with a view to his competency for it, as long as the
Constitution remained, so long would there be a sufficient check upon the
exercise of this power. If the Governor should exercise the power corruptly, he could be impeached and removed. He was not beyond the
reach of the law. There was as easy, and as certain a remedy against
him a6 against the Judiciary. On the whole, therefore, he could see no
reason why this power should not be left where it was, and he should
vote against both propositions.
Mr. FORWARD asked the indulgence of the committee, while he made a
few remarks on the proposition of the gentleman from Philadelphia.What was meant by the court; in this proposition, he did not know. Did
it mean to include the jury? Would the people of Pennsylvania accept
of a Constitution which confered such a power as this on the courts?
They would have an invincible repugnance to it. Leave the power of
pardon to the court ! Why not submit every case between individuals to
the determination of a court wit,hout a jury? The Judges are supposed to
be placed, by their function, above the mass of the people, and to have no
sympathy with, nor to know, their feelings. No Judge was trusted to
decide a private controversy ; much less can he decide the fate of an individual in a matter of life aud death. The people do not look to the court
for mercy, but for stern and inexorable justice. They were not supposed
or required to have any feeling of mercy. They were required to do justice according to law, and only in accordance with its stern mandater.Rut, how were the courts to exercise this authority ? Were they to hold
a special session to cousider tbe claims upon them for pardons ? Were
counsel to be employed both by the convict and the Commonwealth ?Was the trial to be gone through with again, and the case again decided
upou principles other than those of law 1 How often did it happen, that
on the trial of a case, there were found impressive circumstances which
strongly appealed to the feeliugs of. every man, and which should require
the interposition of the pardoning power, but which, in law, could furnish
no excuse nor palliation of the crime, and which, by the stem rules of
evidence, are excluded from consideration. Would. the court permit these
circumstances to have their proper weight, and if they did not, ought the
pardoning power to be trusted to them ? Would the court stop to consider
all the minute circumstances which go to afIi)rd a palliation for criminal
acts, and should all the facts, which might pertain to a question of clemency, be exposed to the public eye ? The people would not justify
in making such au innovation upsm their usages and feelings. We had
heard of very little complaint of abuse under the present provisions ofthe
Concltitutian, Would the Execudve nf the Commonwealth gain popularity
by lottin orimindc !~ors upg? anciety ? Will party men seek favor in thir
t-i .thm ir 897 @p! $8 Iq$8l8~Ya% PPUOQmct !I: Tly 08))
wyt
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fie reasons which influence the decision of the Govergor, at$
him false to his duty, a penalty awaits him, from which there
is,lr;o escape. The number of pardons granted had been refered to. But
it $a$ i&l to pardon convicts out of a penitentiary a few months before
the’;% f&ion of their term, and few of them remained there for the whole
ti&b R
’ )r which they were sentenced. It madea useful impression on their
m%ds, to be pardoned out even a few months or weeks before the expirati&n of, their term. He had known many instances where mercy had
reached the convict before justice had fully meted out to him its punishr&t, and he did not think there was any Impropriety in it.
Mr. MERRILL remarked that it was truly a great aud important power,
and one as to which there might well be doubts, and very grave deliberatipn. Many complaint,s had been made in his county in regard to the
application of the power. He knew of no particular instances which had
b$en the subject of complaint ; but the people had complained that here
was a great power-a power capable of defeating the ends of justice, and
of being exerted to the deep in,jury of the community, placed in the hands
of one man, without responsibility for its exercise. The people say that the
i&i&e
of this power had been to encourage crime, and that it ought to
be, in some way, controled and restricted. He agreed that this was an
in&dispensablepower, and that it would be irnpossihle to guard it entirely
from abuse. But the question was where it would be least liable to abuse?
If gentlemen thought the propoeition of the gentleman from Lancaster
would be sufficient to prevent abuse, he was quite willing to take it. But,
if the power should be taken from the Governor, where should it be put?
Was there any place where it could be with more propriety deposited than
in the Senate? It might be allowed to stand where it was in regard to all
petty offences, but be restrained in regard to high crimes. Withregard to
the suggestion of the gentleman from Philadelphia, it was certainly a qnestion of very grave consideration whether tribunals, created only for the purposeof dispensing justice, shouldbe authorized to depart from the strict principles of law-w hether they can passsentence in mercy, and be governed by
those mitigating circumstances, which arise in equity, and restrain the administration of the law. It was said that there should be somepower to grant
reprieves. But he did not propose to interfere with the power of the Governor in regard to reprieves, nor in regard to pardons in small cases. He
did not think that there was any other body so well qualified for the exercise of this power as the Senate.
The motion to amend the amendment was negatived.
Mr. BUTLER moved to amend the amendment, so that the se&n will
read as follows, viz :
‘6 He shall have power to remit fines and forfeitures, and grant reprieves ;
and he may also grant pardons upon the representation and advice of the
Judges of the court before whom the individual may have been convicted ;
but no pardon shall be granted in casesof impeachment”.
Mr. M’CAHEN said that he did not approve of the amendment of his
friend from the county, (Mr. BUTLER) and could not vote for it. He
believed the court might be best acquainted with the character of a case
before them ; but the judgment of the court might be prejudiced; they
might be partial : he believed the jury would be as praper authority to
recommend as the court ; they became acquainted with the facts : they
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may, +om their situation in society-better know the individual condemned;
h&h%%&Judges of courts are famdiar with sentences: it is true, they are
li#‘e otiei men, partaking of the feelings of humanity, yet they are less liab1e.m employ the merciful attributes in favor of its object.
That ‘the pardoning power may have been abused, he did not doubt ;
but better that it should be so in most cases,than that in any case a meretoridus application should be denied. He was opposed to surrounding the
mercy seat with such barriers as would prevent the humble supplicant
from being seen. The power of pardoning was a great prerogative, perha-psa dangerous one. He hoped that no Executive would be guided by
pi&ha1
interests in the dispensing of mercy-it
was a subject which
approached all the sympathies of the human heart, and error in such case
was virtue: we are early taught lessons of mercy: we are instructed to
forgive injury. Divine authority has enjoined it upon us ; and he hoped,
therefore, that we should not hastily decide in favor of any amendment
that would debar the wretched from obtaining forgiveness. He had understood that other gentlemen had propositions which he trusted would suit
be’tter the views ofthe committee and his own.
iW: S~RIGERE: If any thing has been clearly demonstrated, it is the
inexpediency and impracticability of lodging the pardoning power in the
courts. But, one objection to it had occured to him which had not yet
bden mentioned : That it would give us fifty-eight tribunals instead of one
for dispensing mercy in the form of pardons, reprieves, &.-for
every
court in the State would, under the proposition, have the power. Now, it
was .,arule that justice should be equally dispensed to all. But here we
shall have one court in one county that will deal out justice with mercy,
while another court in another county, will dispense it in inflexible rigor.
In every point of view the proposition was inadmissable.
M!?. DUNLOP said the amendment required that pardon should only be
grant& on application to the court, where the criminal was convicted.
But where are all the Judges to be found? Suppose they are dead. How
then is the application to be made 1 They might be in different places.
How was that to be remedied ? We were talking of changing the tenure
of th& ‘udiciary ; anl perhaps the term of the criminal in the penitentiary
would iJe longer than that ofthe Judge on the bench. After the expiration
of the ‘Judge’s term ot service, what was the criminal to do? Perhaps
the Judge who sentenced him might be dead-perhaps emigrated, or it’
might be. living in obscurity.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said the gentleman was rather hvpercriticab It was not the Judges, but the court to which the application was
proposed to be made-the court where the conviction was obtained.
Mr. DWLOP: They must apply to new Judges, then, who knew nothing about the case.. They might as well go to TOFU,DICK, and HARRY, ai
to JuiIges who never knew any thing of the facts. This put at rest the
argument that the circumstances in relation to the case could only be
propew known to the couti where the convict was tried.
MI’: BwH;- said we should undoubtedly preserve justice as well as
mercy ; and justice was, in itself, sometime only mercy. He wished to
have some reepotiible person whose duty it should be to certify to the’
G’&a~#6r irf an+&,
that the facts’ justified the interposition of. the’
pztr@iUig+$Cictf, The Qovdrrior was often misled by pe’tions who were:
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either interested in deceiving him, or were themselves imposed upon by
interested and partial statements. But, if the application was to come
through a responsible body, whose names were known, and whose oficial character was at stake, they would be extremely careful to represent
the facts of the case. It did not matter whether this body was the judges.
It might, perhaps, be as well to confide the duty to the grand juries.What he had in view was, to enforce justice, while, at the same time, he
did not wish to check mercy.
He would not, as his colleague said, throw
a barrier in the way of the mercy seat ; but he would limit the applicatiou
of the pardoning power, to those who were fit and proper subjects for it.
Mr. CHAMBERS remarked, that he was of opinion, that public policy or
security did not require the adoption of either of the amendments proposed in relation to the Constituttonal provision on the subject of reprieves
and pardons. The dispensation of mercy, by the exercise of this power,
was deemed a necessary one in the organization of Constitutional Government, and public opinion indicated, throughout the several States, that it
could not, with propriety, be lodged in any other department than the Executive. The Executive is qualified to exercise the case, deliberate, and
decide. He does it under the entire respousibility which he is supposed
to feel and respect.
The power has, without doubt, been abused : pardons have been granted
that ought not to have been granted. The source of a large portion of
this abuse is with the people, who, by their memorials and petitions,
It is well known how easy it is to prohave often misled the Governor.
cure names to a petition to the Executive for pardon. There is in society
a want of resolution and moral firmness to resist such applications.
The
tears of the wife of a convict, or the importunity of an aged father, soliciting the signature of a name recommending their husband or child to
Executive mercy for a pardon, are seldom unsuccessful. The Executive
is often censured, when, if the public were made acquainted with the
names and number of those who recommended the pardon, their surprise
would be turned from the Governor to the acts of respectable and influential neighbors, who have signed the petition for it.
There are cases requiring the interposition of the Executive after judgment, when subsequeut discovery shows that the accusation was unfounded or malicious, and where public justice does not require the execution
of the sentence.
If this power be abused, would the concurence of the Senate remedy
the evil, or be the desired check on the Executive ?
He was opposed to the concureuce of the Senate, as that body is not
so constituted as to qualify it for the exercise of this power. The Senate
being a numerous body, would not investigate the charge and evidence,
and consider the circumstances with the attention and deliberation necessary, and which, as we are to presume, would be given by a single Executive who was alone responsible.
The responsibility in the Senate is
too much divided to be sufficieutly felt in rxercising mercy.
Senators
would yield more readily to solicitatious of friends, or be iufluenced by
prejudices from some other quarter.
I The Governor, when he doubted the propriety of the pardon, would
relieve himself of responsibility in refrriug it to the Senate. The Senate
would be inclined to view favourably all such cases ; and the very circum-
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stance that there was doubt, when the question was between punishment
and mercy, would operate in favor of the pardon. The effect would be,
not to lessen the number of pardons, but to exercise them in caseswhen
the Governor doubted their propriety, and was unwilling to grant them on
his own responsibility, but relieved himself by a reference to a numerous
body with whom the responsibility was divided.
Again, we will suppose the case of a man of influence in society convicted of high crime, perhaps a popular favorite in time of high party excitement. There is an application for his pardon, which is submited by
the Governor to the Senate. Would the floor of the Senate be a suitable
place for the discussion and consideration of such a case after trial and
judgment by the proper tribunals ? Would not that Senate be likely to
participate in the feelings or excitement of the day, and under those feelings be debating on the life of a fellow citizen ?
The juries that have passed or tried, and pronounced on the guilt of the
convict, had done it in their retired chamber, out of the presence of.every
other person ; but the Senate would, in public, be debating whether they
should take away the life of a citizen or not, and that to be decided by t.he
casting vote of a single member.
This would be a spectacle that had not yet been witnessed in this land
of liberty and law : and it is a spectacle that I would be unwilling should
be exhibited by an experiment under the proposed amendment of the gentleman from Union (Mr. MERRILL).
As to the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Lancaster, (Mr.
HIESTE!~,) it is unnecessary and objectionable. It requires that the Governor shall communicate to the Legislature all the pardons he may have
granted, with the facts in relation thereto, and his reasons. Of the pardons granted, the nine tenths are probably granted with propriety, .and
some proper cases for the interposition of the Executive clemency. Why
should all those cases, with the evidence and reasons, uncalled for, be
spread before the Legislature and the public ? Under an existing provision of the Constitution, the Legislature may require the Governor to lay
before them the papers, &c. in relation to any pardon granted by him. By
the provisions of the fifteenth section of the second article of the Constitution, ‘1 the Secretary shall keep a fair register of all the official acts and proceedings of the Governor, and shall, when required, lay the same, and all
papers, minutes and vouchers relative thereto, before either branch of the
Legislature”. Of the act of the Governor in granting a pardon, a register
is to be kept by the Secretary: the papers and documents in relation to it,
and on which it was granted, are to be laid before either branch of the Legislature, when required. The Legislature can have the information when
they require it. This power can be exercised by them, for their information,
as well as for the public, and may operate as a check on the Executive,
by causing him to lay before the Legislature the papers and evidence on
which he acted in granting a pardon. This can be had whenever tlte public is dissatisfied, or there is,reason to believe that the Executive power
of pardon has been abused. So far as the ca!l for information and the
evidence is to operate as a check on the Governor, it can be had when
there is occasion for it, under the provisions of the existing Constitution.
Entertaining the opinion that the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster is unnecessary, and that the amendment of the gentleman from
c3
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wuld be mischievous in its operation, he would vote against both.
$&& ,+f retaining the Constitution, in that particular, as it is.
tion on the amendment offered by Mr. RUTI.ERW~~ then taken
e amendment of Mr. ~~ZSTEK,
to amend it hy striking out “ fines and forfeitures”. It was not necessary, he said, that the Governor should give his
reqonri for remiting militia fines of from two to tive dollars.
Mr. PARLINGTON could not agree with the gentleman as to the propriety
of $&J&g out these words. Fines and forfeitures were not confined to
the militia. Though they were vested in the counties, yet the Governor
rep&d ‘them, and the Treasurer took the money out of the county treasuries. This was a greater subject of complaint than any other in connexion
wiih the &hject. In some cases, where taverns had been kept without
liceyes, and where the tine had been imposed to the amount of the license,
i@&ity
given for its payment, the individual, though well able to pay,
&@re,$ a remission of the fine from the Governor. If there was any abuse
of the power requiring correction it was this. These indulgencies had,
he said, been granted, at times, for reasons which would not bear the
light
Mr. MCDOWELLsaid whether it was necessary or not to make any alteration in this part of the Constitution, it was altogether unnecessary to
ikpese on the Governor the onerous duty of laying before the Legislature
hit reasons for remiting every petty fine. Whether any alteration at all
wdnld be proper was a matter of grdve consideration. He was willing to
~&$i+t the pardoning power, but not too far ; and he believed it would be
a i&i&&
check to require the Governor in such case to lay before the
Le&lSture his reasons for granting. the pardon. It was more or less unsafe
to l&ve to any man to exercise his discretion. There was a difference,
too, between public discretion and private discretion. When the Govern& snbmid his reasons, then the Legislature may consider them as partiti or4not, according to’ their judgment. This provision would, in agreat
m&si$m, prevent the abuse of the pardoning power.
' ‘&r; ~ELLITO
said a great deal of light had been shed upon this subject
in th~,d$ebate. He did not think it would be advisable to make any alter$&: &it11 after further reflection. The question, he hoped, would be
d@fed $11the second reading.
I he motion of Mr. M’DoWELL to amend, was then negatived.
I@1’E&E was extremely anxious, he said, that something should be
don& iu’this’ matter. We came here to carry out some of the wishes of
thi people, and there were few, if any, objects that the people had more
at h.earJ,than a change in the pardoning power. He believed that the
&icialIist of pardons before LIS, was sufficient. to convince all that there
weid iu@bient reasons for the compiaints on this subject. He refered to
a ‘cask;’where a person convicted of murder in the second degree, was
+&red,
after a few months coniinement, through the political influence
dr )ii ftidnds. There had been many cases, he said, where an improper
i&h&tee had been successfully exerted in obtaining pardons. He hoped
t8i;; &&ds of reform would rally to day, and carry through this propo:
s&o, ’ j@icularIy as those which pro osed stronger re@rjctinns on #,
ix&it$
of that power had been votecr down. The tenants of the pehi:
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tentiary were to be pitied, and should be treated with kindness and care,
It should be considered as a hospital for those who were so unfor&&te
as to be afflicted with mommania; for most crimes were the result of
physical formation. These unfortunate persons should be kep.t out of
harm, for their own sake, as well as for the benefit of society. But they
should be employed and compensated for their labor; and they should
have books and amusement, aud the means of happiness. If p&ten:
tiaries were conducted on this plan, they might effect the reformation of
their inmates; for reformation was to be produced, where it can be
ifiected at all, by kindness, and not by cruelty. But he would never
pardon a criminal who had been convicted twice of the same offence.
Mr. HIESTER said, that after the able arguments that had heen prestetit.&
it would be presumptuous in him to attempt to throw any further Ii& u ‘on
1
the subject, and he only rose to reply to an enquiry put by the Pre 14 en:
of the Convention, and to answer one or two objections that had been
made by gentlemen. The PRESIDENT had asked whether the Governor drill
not now accompany all pardons with the reasons for which they were
granted 1 And if so; whether he was to be required to furnish othiS reasons
to the Legislature? Mr. H. said if such were the case, as had been
already sttated by the gentleman from the city, (Mr. BIDDLE) nothing
further would be required than for him to transmit to the Legislature the
reasons en file in the Secretary’s office. That his (Mr. H’s) object ii
aubmiting the amendment, was to give publicity to the reasonsby which
the Governor was actuated. The gentleman from Franklin (Mr. CHAMBERS) had said that the evil was to be traced to the people themselves.That there was too great a readiness on the part of men of ehamcter and
respectability, to sign petitions to the Governor for pardons, and that he
was often deceived’in that way, If, (said Mr. H.) the Governor had no’
other or better reasons than the respectability of the application, let th$t
be published, and it would check and prevaut men from signing so freely,
yrhen they saw their names to those petitions exhibited to public inapection. The gentleman had also said, that under the fifteenth section of. the
article then under consideration, the Legislature was authorized m call on
the Secretary of the Commonwealth, for any information on file in his
office-and that they could, therefore, at any time, ohtain the reasons for
which pardons were granted, if they thought there was an abuseof power.
Although this might be done, (said Mr. H.) it was not require&, and he
wished to make it obligatory, so that the information
before the public. The gentleman from Lycoming (Mr.
told the committee, that it could not be expected that reasons
assigtied that, would be satisfactory to every one. This was very true ;
but they ought to be such as to satisfy a mqjority of the community, and
if that were the case, it would be quite sufficient. It had been stated by
the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. FORWARD) that there might, in many
instances, be mitigating circumstances in favor of pardoning offenders,
which, it would not be proper to have published, as it ‘might be 8n injury
to them, or to their relatives and friends. Mr. H. said that+ as the trial
and conviction of all offenders was notoriously public, and wa8 spread
upon the record8 of the courts, he could therefore not con&ye that the
publishing any palliating circumstances as a reason for granting ,a pardon,
could possibly be detrimental to the individual pardoned. That, in a
republican (kqwnment, nq pgent ou@t to bg allowed to do $+pyact that
.,
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sbo~d not be published to the community for their scrutiny and animadREKURT called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered.
had not intended to say any thing on the subject, but an
. FILER
and nays had been called, it might be necessary to give some
ation of the vote he should give. When the amendment of the
an from Lancaster was first proposed, he thought it rather objec-we,
and had supposed it would have been better to make it the duty
of the Governor to publish his reasons in some of the newspapers of the
@Wagfor remiting fines or pardoning criminals; but when he came to
dect upon it, he found he had objections t.o that course; and he now
t&m ht the amendment was such a one as would serve for a sufficient
&w f upon the Executive, and he thought some check was necessary.
It WLSthe opinion of the people of his district, that the pardoning rower
buf been abused, and for the purpose of putting some check upon the
&-or,
he would vote for this amendment.
‘I&e question was then taken on Mr. HESTER’S amendment, when it
wosdisagreed to-yeas, 51 ; nays, 67-as follows :
YME-Massrd. Ayres, Banks, Barndollar, Bedford, Biddle, Big&w, Bonham, Brown,
af&ncnater, Butler, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke. of Indiana, Craig, Crum, Darlington,
I&&
Denny, Dickerson, Doran, Earle, Fouikrod, Fuller, GlenelI, Hamlin, Hiester,
Ii&h, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Konigmacher, Krehs, Long, Lyons, Mann,
M%alI, M’Donell, Merrill, Merkel, Miller, Myers, Nevin, Reigart, Riter, Ritter,
S&i&, Seheetz, Sill, Smith, Stickel, Swetland, WhitP51.
IQia-Messrs.
Agnew, Baldwin, Barclay, Bayne, Eell, Brown, of Northampton,
&my, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver, Cleavinger, Cline, Co&s, Cochran, Cope, Cox,
C&a. Crawford, Cunningham, Curll, Dickey, Dillinger, Donovan, Donnell, Dunlop,
Fanally. Fleming, Forward, Fry, Gearhart, Gilmore, Harris, Hayhurst, Helffinstein,
H&~~BIxI, of Dauphin, Hopkinson, Houpt, Kerr, Maclay, Magee, M’Caben, M’Sherry,
M&m&& Montgomery, Overfield, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, PurviRead, Rogers, Royer, Russell, Sseger, Scott, Serrill, Shellito, Smyth,Snively,
Btt&gere, Stevens, Taggart, Todd, Weaver, Weidman, Woodward, Young, Sergeant,
PFbdident-67.
Mr. EARLE moved to amend the section by adding the words-“ in

. canoxof capital punishment, the Legislature shall have power by law duly
dire&cd, to commute the punishment”.
Mr. EARLE said that one of the principal reasons why complaints had
been made in relation to the pardoning power, was, that the persons convioted ‘of capital punishment had been pardoned, when it was believed
thoy’nhould have been punished in some manner, if not by death ; but
tWe was no discretion in the courts in case the evidence was sufficient
to convict the offender, of murder in the first degree ; and by a construction af the present Constitution there had been no casesof a commutation
of punishment of this kind. He thought, therefore, that every one must
perceive that there might be cases where the offence should not be
punished with capital punishment. but which shonld be punished in some
other way. Under this provision, the Governor will be enabled to postpone
.the punishment until the Legislature meets, when they can act upon it, if
they think proper.
Mr. BELL moved to amend the amendment, hy striking out 1‘ the Legislam shall have power”, &c., and inserting ‘6 the Governor shall have
power to commute the punishment”.
Mr. BELL, said if it was proper to lodge this power any where it ought
, p III?bdged in the hande of the pardoning power Ne did not kawy that
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it would be proper to give such a power as this to any one, but if it was
given to any one he should think that the Goveruor would be the proper
person. That one body should have the commuting power and another
the pardoning power, he thought inconsistent.
Mr. BELL'S amendment was then disagreed to, ayes 24 : noes not connted, when
The amendment of Mr. EARLE was disagreed to without a division.
Mr. CRAW then moved to amend the ninth section by adding to the
end thereof the following: 6‘ provided that an application, signed by the
Commissioners of the county in which the case originated, shall first be
presented to him”.
Mr. CRAIG, regreted that there seemed to be so much indisposition on
the part of the Convention to do anything in regard to a reform of this
section of the Constitution. He was fully persuaded it was one of those
articles in which the people have been calling for reform, and under the
operation of which many abuses have been commited in the Corn onwealth. The gentleman from Allegheny has appealed to us to say w&her any abuse had been commited on the part of the Executive in thispartitular, in any part of the Commonwealth. We might answer this qnestion by enqniring of him in what part of the Commonwealth abuses of
this kind have not existed? If we were to attempt to state the particular
cases it would occupy the attention of the committee for a great length of
time. He apprehended there was not a gentleman here who could not
relate cases in which there was a flagrant abuse of the power. He himself knew of casesof men being pardoned, who, on trial, narrowly escaped
from being brought to the gallows. He had known of one individual being pardoned, after one or two years confinement, who had been sentenced
to ten years imprisonment for the crime of murder in the second degree.
He had known casesof pardons where the moral senseof the community
had been shocked when the fact was made known to the public. He had
known a case where an individual who had narrowly escapedthe gallotis,
was pardoned before he reached the penitentiary, and that too without any
additional enidence in the case. Nor did he suppose that there was any
thing very singular in these instauces. He presumed similar cases could
be presented from every part of the Commonwealth. It was in the very
nature of things that the Governor would be deceived in these cases.
How was it that pardons were procured for criminals ? There were two
ways, and a variety of operation9 under these two ways. A briminal, who
has rich and independent friends, hires meu to procure a pardon, and they
go to the Governor with a petition signed by some of the neighbors of the
criminals ; and this testimony in his favor is entirely ez ports, having been
taken separate and apart from the rest of the community, and the men
who leud their names for this purpose hope they will never come to light.
This is the way the testimony is got up, to be laid before the Governor,
and when it is brought before him it is entirely ez pa&e. He has heard
nothing of the case, perhaps, except by distant report. Then the friends
of the criminal, or those hired for the purpose, importune and harrass the
Governor. Instances, too, have been known where men of high character
have come before the Governor and presented this kind of testimony, and
failing to obtain their object, have gone to the political frie& of the Gov.
war te obh their aid ancl .ti~ypc~, and they youlfi come is and plead
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,and perhaps they would succeed, as was too frequently the case,
community was well rid of the criminal, and would saffer by his
ue. When applications are made for pardons for criminals it ought
always to be taken into consideration, that a due regard should he had for
the community.
All the efforts which had been made to amend this section had been to
ioe the community light on the subject, and that was exactly what was
t *#&ng. When a court and jory have waded through a ease for a week,
&perhaps more, and brought forth all the testimony which couId be had,
you leave it to be set at naught by the decision of the Governor. Now,
we want to have brought to light the whole matter, so that the community
ia which the transgression has been commited, may be made fully
acquainted with all the facts of the case. The amendment he had present;
&had only been presented as a last resort. There were others before the
@@noent,ionwhich he prefered to it, which had been voted down. He
thetight it was desirable that t,he community in which the crime should
h&+e been commited, should be first made acquainted with the case when
anapplication is about to be made to the Governor; and he apprehended
&tie Commissioners who were generally men looking ahead for offices
f&m their fellow citizens, would feel some responsibility : and if the case
w&s of an outrageous character, they would, in all probability, not lend
their names to it; but on the other hand, if it was a proper case for the
&&se
of the pardoning power, and new testimony had come to
light after the decision had been made by the court and jury, it
wtts probable, and almost certain, that they would aid in rescuing
the criminal from punishment. A few words more and he would
tie done. The object of punishment was not merely for the sake
of punishment, but it was, perhaps, two fold; First, to reform the
&mind ; and, secondly, to deter others from the commission of crimes.
Naw, under the present system, as the Constitution now stands, there is
no certainty, when aman is convicted, that he will remain any time in the
@itentiary, and, as had been truly remarked, one of the greatest checks to
prevent men from commiting crimes, was to know that offenders would
aertainly be punished without the possibility of escape. Now, how was
itwith vagrants, generally, who were every day commited to the penitentiary? Why, sir, the hope is entertained and they have reason to entertain
ti hope, at the time they commit the crime, that if it is discovered, and they are convicted to the penitentiary, that they will be
able to procure a pardon ; and more especially so if they were in the
possession of any money, for he did hold that money would do a great
deal. By this he did not pretend to say, that any Governor had ever been
b&bed ; but he did say, and casescould be substantiated where men had
heen hired to procure pardons for criminals, and they have succeeded in
procuring those pardons in some most notorious cases. Well, sir, this
criminal is not detered from the commission of crime again, because, if he
was again convicted he would entertain the hope of being again liberated in
a%hort time. It has also become customary for keepers of prisons to us(t,
their influence to have liberated those who behave well, and this infiuenoe
&brought to bear on the Governor. Many of the most notorious criminals
behave remarkably well when they are first put in prison, for the purpo@
of getting the favorable opinion of the keepers, and they make application8
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for their release, in connexion with the friends of the criminal or those
employed to procure his pardon. He thought something ought to be done
oa this subject. He was not certain that his amendment was the best
which could be proposed, but he submited it with the hope that some gentleman would examine it and suggest such modification as would make it
acceptable.
Mr. DUNLOP was of opiniou that this amendment would not be any im- .
provement on the present system. He had heard it urged, that Governors
had granted pardons in many cases, when it was not proper that they
should have done so, and that political partisans had influenced them in
o&hercases, and that the power of pardoning had been greatly abused.He did not kuow, but what there might have been some cases where
abuses had been eommited, but he did not believe that any of the Governors had been influenced by political considerations in this matter. If
you take up the report on this subject laid before the Convention, you will
find that the number of pardons granted annually, from the commencement
of the administration of Governor SNYDER, up to the present time, have
been about the same. During the three terms of Governor SNTDER’Y
administration, he granted 996 pardons. In Governor HICSTER’S single
term he granted 303 pardons. Governor FINDLAY, in his single term,
granted 431 pardons. Governor SHULZE, during his administration, consisting of two terms, granted 664 pardons, being 332 in a single term,
and Governor WOLF, during his administration, consisting of two terms,
granted 494 pardons, being 202 to the single term. This showed that
the Governors had pardoned about the same number. Mr. D. had a conversation with Governor SHULZE on the subject, and after telling him of
the complaints which the people had made in relation to the granting of
pardons, the Governor had told him it was not in the nature of things that
it could be prevented, because the penitentiaries would be overflowed. He
was told at that time, if he recollected aright, that the Walnut street penitentiary, in the city of Philadelphia, had twelve hundred convicts in it, so
that it became necessary for the Governors to pardon a portion of the
convicts, to prevent the penitentiary from being overflowed. It appeared
b t& statement, that the Governors, since the commencement of the
a,i mytstration of SIBEONSNYDER, had pardoned about theLsamenumber of
erimmals, on an average,excepting Governor, WOLF,and it might be proper
to say, that &hereason he pardoned so few was, that the new penitentiary
I& b&n completed, where ample accommodations we&provided.
The
I&$&&e
l&d also passed a law lately, providing for the punishment of
certain o&en&, by a confinement of one year in the county jails. This
would, in a great measure, correct the evil which had been complained of.
There was one singular fact in relation to the new penitentiary, which was,
that there never had been returned to it a single person who had served
ant the.time for which he had been sentenced, in that establishment, It
either effected a complete reformation, or produced such a dread in the
ppinds of those who had once been there, that they conducted themselves
p most cautious manner in the commission of any crimes. He had
t ar;dq story told in relation to one of the old convicts, at the time that a
&mpIeof gentlemen, who had been sent from Europe to examine our priaou
wq+,mr which clearly showe,d the good,ei&ets which that-institution had
m
w&in&(
one. of the- geatlempn equired of one of +e @I
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, how this sort of punishment seemedto operate upon them. Sir,
old fellow. ‘6 I tell you what it is, no man of science, who has
l&err hena once, will ever come back again”. Mr. D. should 1iKeto know
of the gentleman from Washington, what the commissioners were to
do in this matter ? It was a matter which no one liked to meddle in,
being an extremely unpleasant duty, and unless we require the commis. sioners to do something, it did not appear to him that we would effect our
cbject. In reply to a remark of the gentleman from Bucks, he would say,
that he had been informed that the Governor never remited military fines :
that did not come within his duty.
Mr. MCDOWELL : The report just laid on our tables says that he doea
remit military fines in certain cases.
Mr. DUNLOP had not spoken on his own knowledge; but upon the
information of a Major or, perhaps, a Colonel of the militia ; and if he had
heen misinformed all he had to say was, that he would never trust a militia Colonel again to give any information as to a matter of law. In eonelusion he would take occasion to enquire whether it did not strike every
gentleman in the Convention that every attempt to deface, alter, or change
this Constitution brought it out more pure and beautiful, ant! cast a haol
of glory around the heads of the framers of this “matchless instrnment”
The’ amendment of Mr. CRAIG was then disagreed to, without a division.
The committee then took up the report of the standing committee on $he
tenth section.
The tenth section reads as follows :
a*SECT. 10. He mav require information in writing from the of&era of
the Executive department, upon any subject relating to the duties of their
respective of&es”.
The committee proposed to amend this section as follows :
‘* SECT. 10. He may, at all times, require from all, except the judicial,
officers, written information eoucerning their of&es”.
Mr. INQERSOLL said it was the intention of this bodv, if he could anticipate any thing, to deprive the Governor of most of 6s patronage, and of
course his time and attention would not be so much occupied in future as
it had been formerly. It was the intention of the committee then, by this
amendment, to give the Governor the supervision of all the officers, so that
he might call upon any of them for information in relation to, their rerpective occes, excepting the judicial officers ; whereas, by the present Constitution, he only called upon his cabinet officers for information.
Mr. DARLINGTON had somereverence for this Constitution, and thou ht
we should adopt its phraseology in all caseswhere it could be done. ii!
would, therefore, move to amend the report by striking ont all after the
word ‘ from”, and insert LLall except the judicial officers on any subject
relating to the duties of their respective offices”.
Mr. STERIGERE could not see the necessity of this amendment or tha
re ort of the committee. It seemed to him that the Governor only want&
in Pormation from the Executive officers, and not from the county o&em, 5
and that he should be confined, exclusively, to the Executive of&us.
Mr. DARLINQTON said a part of the duty of the Executive always hafP
been to communicate to the Legislature such information as he may think
l
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necessary for their action. Now, in certain cases, it might be proper to
call on the county officers, Registers, Recorders, and other county officcre,
for this information.
The committee which reported this amendment
could see no objection to it, and could see no difficulty which might arise
from it, and thought that, at times, it might be productive of good results ;
therefore, they had introduced it for the consideration of the Convention.
Mr. DICKEY could not see any reason why this, amendment should be
adopted; nor could he perceive the object to be attained by it. It wan
right enough that the Executive should have the power to call upon those
officers who were properly executive officers for information, but he could
see no pond to result from extending this power.
Mr. INGERSOLL said the gentleman from Beaver had not adverted to what
appeared to be generally conceded, that the Governor was no longer td
have the appointment of a large portion of those officers, and they were to
be in no way answerable to him for their appointments.
Then, it being
made. the duty of the Executive to see that the laws were faithfully executed, it appeared ohvious to him that some such amendment as this’ought
to be adopted. It being about the time that the committee should rise he
would make that motion, so that gentlemen would have time to consider
on this amendment by the time the committee met this afternoon,
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to rit
again this afternoon.
The Convention then adjourned.
FRIDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O'CLOCK.

SECOND ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole
on the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question being on the motion of Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, to
amend the tenth section so as to read as follows: ‘6 He may require written
information except from judicial officers, upon any subject relating to thr
duties of their respective ofiices”.
The question being taken, the motion was decided in the negativeayes, 34.
The question being on agreeing to the report of the committee as relateq
to the tenth section,
Mr. DUNLOP, of Franklin, said he did not care much about the proposition in the report of the committee.
It might be well enough to pass it,
because the Legislature sometimes require information which can only be
obtained from the Governor.
The Legislature were only elected for one
He was sorry for it, and wished there was a feature in the Conyear.
stitution to change the term. The Governor only had the power to collect
If the Legislature want information, they are obliged to
information.
appoint a committee, and to give that committee power to send for person@
and papers. This sometimes occupies one half of the session, and the
other half is consumed in fabricating a bill. It will induce the officers of
the Governor to pay respect to the Governor. They would be compelled to
supply him with the information which may afterwards be called for by the
D3
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L&islature, and this information can better be procured from the Governor, than from any other quarter. For this reason alone, he was in favor
of the section. But why should it be confined to the Esecutive, when
there arc departments, not strictly Executive, from which information may
be required. We may want information from the canal officers, and these
cannot be termed Executive oflicers. All of us who have had the slightestlegislative experience, are acquainted with the difficulty of obtaining that
They had to go all over the State to look for it, and
kind of information.
collect it. This was a di&ull and inconvenient matter for the members
of the Legislature, when the time of every man was occupied with his
private bills. Therefore there ought to be some provision to facilitate the
obtaining of information from those who are not strictly Executive officers, to enable the Governor to answer satisfactorily any calls of the Legislature.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said that it had struck him that the terms used
in the report ot’ the committee were rather 1.00broad, art1 that too many
officers were included. There was a great munber of mlhtia officers, all of
whom might be brought within the operatiqn of this section. As Commander-in-chief, the Governor could now call on these officers for information, but this was usually done through the Adjutant General. He thought
it unnecessary to say L’al1”, cso as to include everv oflicer in the Commonwealth. It might be made to include some others than those which are
strictly Executive officers, such as those of the canal department,
When
the question was up before, he had not thought it necessary to give this
enlarged power. N,othing, as yet, seemed to have been set.tled. We
cannot tell how much the patronage of the Executive is to be diminished,
until we come to the sixth article. It would be better to let it remain as it
is in the Constitution, until we come to the second reading. Then if it
But gentleshall be thought necessary, we may make this amendment.
men would only get into difficulty by adopting the amendment in this
place.
Mr. M’DOWELL, of Bucks, expressed a desire to act understandingly
on this, as well as all other questions. He would be content if only a
few amendments were made iu the Constitution.
Before this question
was settled, he would wish to know from those who were wiser than
himself, what constitutes the Executive department. He was not so
skilled in the mysteries of these high places, as some gentlemen were.
He did not ask who were Executive officers, but what was the Executive
department.
He had heard of many men, who had not been appointed to
office, who had a great deal to do with the Executive department.
In
this Government, as well as in other Governments, there were men who
had control over many things, and influenced the course of the Executive.
He did not know what officers these were 1 Whether they were the
Secretary of State, the Canal Commissioners, the Attorney General, or
who they were. He would be glad to know who it is that constitute
the Executive department ? For aught he knew, there was no difference
between lhe report of the committee and the old Constitution.
All
officers are to be called on to give information, and, for aught he knew,
all these officers constituted the Executive department.
He wished for
lome information.
Mr. DICKEY replied : He ~+oouldattempt to answer the gentleman from
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.,Buckr, ,q far, a~ he could. According to the thepl;y,of our
.tJ’rere are but two distinct brancher+he law <re$ing,
e qcuting ’ power. The Governor constituted the law exe&fi’&&;.
f ,he Governor haa several departmenta under hi8 ,im~okdiate”sliije’~$ibn.
: An important one-the Internal Improvement departtient an&&rs~ ev’
call, made upon it by the Governor. The Auditor General, the’;htto
Beneral, and the Head of the Land ofice, constitute a part of t$e
tive .department.

. view I wish to present. When I came to this body, I wai’unddr 3he”
.impreeeion that my duty ends with suggestions, aud that I am ridt
called upon to support, to defend, and carry propositions.
’ with no such impression as that. I look upon it that we are’all sit&g
here, as a special, or a standing committee of the jeople of PennaylvaI%a,
selected by them, for our age, for onr wisdom ; ,and’from the Oor&d@e
i! they have in us that we will faithfully do the+ ,wiIl and ard their
.interests. II,ere all the members-although we ark‘‘a hundred !rnd twehty
_three-all told-like the members of a standing pr select comtiittee, ark’ to
report; and no member is bound to go ,further than that ; and~it is fot;‘the
wisdom of the people to decide upon the wisdom of that report. I 8’ dak
not of the -theory, but the fact; for we are, perhaps, ae well &l&b k! of
deoidinm as any, when I Say that the suggestion of a sub’ect iS SuI%$mt:
and I Kold myeeif ready pn all occasions.,,on any sui-jeci, or on any
branch of any ewbject, without any explanation-for the grdnnd has been
well broken weekscltgo-to go into the exercise of .rny duty, so’far as to
submit. propositiorm~to the people, for :their judgment to decide tipon.
TherefQre, I hold myself not reeponsible fQr any suggestions I may make.
I came ‘here, like my friend from Philadelphia, whh a Con&ititbon’, $$ritten from beginning to end, but I did not come here to’force that lnarnment
eithsr on the Convention, or on the people, but for the pUrpOSf?$fhU&8ting it, and then leavin it to the3Convention to act in relation to it, a~they
might think proper, w5 ile I profess myself to be indifferent as ‘td n@ suggestion, having explained it. I beg leave to consider myself f@c?uti ,I$@cio, and by no means, and in no manner, responsibIe for it, whatever may
be its fate. Gentlemen around me are better able to judge of, ?tSk&rite
than I am. I am only bound to state iti bearings as far as I can do so:‘and
after that I shall have nothing further to do with it. I have no:,anxiety
concerning it ; and, therefore, having briefly subinited what I have to bay
i(,conaerning it, I shall leave it to its fate, determined, as I am, he&aft&, to
‘now
; ‘record my vote on every subject, and indisposed to ask more
than for, the eim.ple explanation of the proposition,
.I- #fr, I, @en prusesdcd to jqatiiyts a p+lyj bstyen thy q$qfiti!&? t+
timti
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the H&d
States and the Constitution of Pennsylvania, to shew that, .in
hot+-btruments,
there was a provision authorizingthe Executive, in each
Gmmment,
to call on certain public officers, constituting what is com,rnonly known as his Cabinet, to furnish him with information in writing.
He.thqn proceeded with his argument. This, then,’ IS the Constitution of
the United States ; and here is the Constitution of Pennsylvania, modelled, (as he understood) on that of the United States, both confering on the
President, or the Governor, the power to call on what we understand to be
the cabinet of the President or the Governor for information in writing,
It may
He was not aware what constitutes the cabinet of the Governor.
be, the Secretary of the Commonwealth, and the officer at the head of the
Land office. The cabinet of the Presideut of the United States consists of
the Secretary of the State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of
War, the Secretary of the Navy, the Postmaster General, and the dttorney
General.
The Executive of the United States, and the Executive of the
State, are Constitutionally empowered to call on the Heads of the Departments for information concerning the state of their departments, and no
more. The words of the Constitution of the United States are, LLhe may
require the opinion, in writing, of the principal officers in each of the
Executive departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of their
He came here as a reformer ; whether he belonged
respective offices”.
to what is called the radicals, the aristocratic party, or the monarchical
party, after reading all that the papers had said on the subject, he confessed himself to be at a loss to determine.
Could he not have come here,
anxious that the Governor may be divested, as far as possible, of the
immense power of patronage bestowed on him by the present Constitution,
-borrowed, as he believed, from the Constitution of the United States, from
a bastard analogy to the British Constitution, so far as to give him this
patronage, without wearing the uniform of eit,her of these parties? The
patronage of the British Government was not given to tbe sovereign to
enfeeble, but to strengthen the Government, aud he did not come for the
purpose of debilitating tbe Government.
A weak Government is a foolish
Government. He wished to make this Government strong, not by increasing the amount of individual patronage, but by other, and more legitimate
means. He came here to strengthen our Government, by taking away the
patronage from the Governor- the inferiority, he would call it, of distributing lime offices throughout the Commonwealth-by
stripping him of
this inferiority of the Chief Magistrate, and making him, what it was
intended he should be, the Executor-an d the mere Executor of the laws.
He wished to make his duties conform to the language of the Constitution as contained in the thirteenth section of the second.article, which is
i,dentical with that of the report of the committee of which he had the
“ He shall take care that the laws be faithfullv
honor to be a member.
He wished to see a Governor of this Commonwealth so of6
executed”.
cially constituted that this should be his sole duty-that
he shall superintend the immense system of finance which bad now become incorporated
A debt of five or six and twenty millions, itself
with our Government.
clothed with a heavy, and daily expenditure, and tending unavoidably to
s’system of taxation-for
delude ourselves as we might, that debt could
@ever be paid without calling on tbs people to pny It. Na inatitution~na

bmk, he ovcauldn0y It> M%haut pPRjW!lCti

nr

politica,

QF a!aything

Oh,

lloth*

\

pay dre debt Which thq,g~ple
Ld c&kt&i
ad
them. This ignnanse rystdmef~debt~and p&+tr&mge,
he rep&-in
all of which did he rejoice as productive
of‘great public benefit and advantage as connected ‘wjth public improvement, must be followed by some privation on the part of the people.
.You sir, (said Mr. I.) know better than I do, for I never heard it until
’ 1 came on this floor. that there are no less than nine hundred otllcers connected merely with your system of internal improvement. If there are,
” sufFer
~. me
_~~to sav. that there are nine thousand conne’ctedwith internal .ih@&tness. It ii ‘my wish-my daily care-my anxious solicitude thatthe
CHief Magistrate shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed-that
he shall not be perplexed-not be belittled-not, be ‘perplexed with the ap
spointment of Mr. A. or Mr. B. but that he shall see the laws faithfully
executed4hat that system of finance, indebtedness,+internaliimprovement
and land department shall be his constant care-that he’shall know-reeligible, or not-that he shall know his political character-his reputation
-hi@ re&etion, if he be re-eligible by the people-his promotion to F&le+al’e&e beyond that of Chief Magistrate of thir.State; (if there can be
‘-a point beyond, which I deny, and I concur in the opinion that when any
; Chief Magistrate of this Commonwealth descendsto be a clerk, under the ,
Federal Government, he forgets what he owes to the Commonwealth) are
not to be affected by the bitterness of party collisions and’the fury of poIitical strife.
He Mr. INQ~WOLL) wished to see the Governor of this great State,
really t6 e Governor, and looking to the great interests of the State, and-to
nothing else. And he wished him to understand that that waethe way,
a,ndnot to look to the little preferment- which’ men in meaner oflioes may
covet. And, if there was a higher dignity to be obtained, and he knew
but of one, if any higher, he could only obtain it by doing his duty to .bis
fellow citizens, and seeing the laws faithfully executed, and not by the
paltry dispensation of the little offices of the State. How wae this to be
done ? He had said that when he came here he understood himself to be
so far a reformer as to wish to see the Governor,sttipped of that patronnge
yhich had a tendency to belittle, and to destroy him3he spoke impemon,.‘gaIly, without intending to give offenei, for he n-et‘ teuk the tIeor without
’ ‘fearing to give offence te some of the friehde af the favorite dynaatiea of
~Bo~clrs--he wished to see the Chief Magistratwof the Con&mnwe&b,
what the Constitution of 1780 intended to make him-a mere exeeu:
tor of the laws-merely
a superintendent of the public interest-the
!’ mere%eature, if gentleman chose-and he used the term in no grovelling
Or offensive sense-of political FRdhietorioal recollection. How is this to
be doue ? In his opinion, aud he v& not anxious about the effect of that
opinion, any more thau au individual ought to be anxious-he deemed his
’ duty done when he had made that suggestion, and if gentlemen tigered
1 from him, and the Convention thegbt otherwise, he aoquiesced with
..oheerfumess--it could only be done by diminiehing the patronage of the
‘Governor. He came here impressed with the idea whick, it seemed to
kimi had resounded through this Hall from the first moment that he came
“3i@oit, up to this hour that the Governor. was to be deprived of thiadebil;: lrtbg prPaerp s And if so, what WM to br hiarituatiott2
Ha:~rte
L0cMa~~t1f.f’
of (In-rrayr
3’4d Wdi @aId Mrs L) we havm-ppr
CO&!
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army. Be was commander in chief of the navy. He (Mr. I.) behaved
we had no navy, unless it was our canal boats. and we were not likely to
have any other. What, then, was he to do ? He was to superintend the internal affairs of a million and a half, and before long, it would be two millions, and to give to from time to time to the general Assembly, information
of the state of the Commonwealth. How was he to get it! As long as
he was the appointing power, and could say to his officers LLyou must give
me an account of the state of your department, or I will dismiss you”-as
long as he could say ‘tyou must do this, or take the consequence”, it was
easy to see how he could obtain the information-it was easy to undcrstand how at the commencement of every session, he could give information of the state of the Commonwealth. But all this would be at an end
if his theory WEB adopted. He knew not if it would be adopted : he
knew not that the Governor would be stripped of his patronage ; he could
only act in theory-in the hope that he would he divested of his patronage, and if so, what would be the object of his labors ? He would be con- fined to the only Constitntional power in his hands, which enjoined him
to call on all his officers for information, that every man connected with
the internal improvement system, canal debt, the school system, and school
fund, (which he hoped would be made actual and operative, and not a mere
vision as it had been under the old Constitution) and every man connected
with thelaw department, Prothonoatriea, Clerks in court, and all subordinate
oflicere, and other officers that he could not immediately recollect, for they
.were all, with their respousibilitiee, directly answerable to the Chief Magistrate, for a full statement of the officers of the Government that he
might be empowered to inform the body, usually occupying this Hall’ (tbe Legislature body) what amendments, alterations, or improvements
might be necessary. As he understood the matter, according to his theory, though this appointing power be taken from the Governor, It must be
vested somewhere, in the Governor, the people, the Legislature, or some
depository of power.
Men in public offices will die-wi 11resign, or behave ill, and there must
be power to substitute others. It must be deposited somewhere. That
power appeared to him a provisional power-an Executive power. He
would say that if a clerk of a court, or any officer elected by the people,
should die, resign, or vacate his office, the Governor should not only be
_ empowered, but enjoined to fill it by ordering an election, or othorwiee.
The Executive should superintend the affairs of the Commonwealth.De had thought, at one time, of putting in a Constitutional provision, requiring him to visit the whole Commonwealth-that he should see with
his own eyes, public improvements, and become particularly acquainted
with all that was done. It appeared improper to introduce this into the
Constitution, but it would be according to practice. His object was to
make the Governor the Executive Magistrate of the Commonwealth, to
see that the laws were faithfully executed. How could he do this, unless
he could at all times call upon his officers for information ? Suppose that
information was given to the Governor by petition, or letter, from an individual citizen, that the Prothonotary of Westmoreland or Chester-the
Ca& Commissioner of this, or the other county, or any other ,o$lioer. is
doing this, that, or the other, produotive of much malversation in their
#I?cer. Suppm thet the Gavernor way iqformsfl sf M,ir in 1)wdibla
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wi z ou ht he not to be authorised to say to these‘officers, you are cl% d
T e-,
witNib&I. l&our in your office, and you must furnish me with a full ata
rn$@f the 8l&s of your office? Should not this power be giv’en to’the’
G&e&or t ’ It was possible that his idea covered too much ground, but,’
he”+& .&t sure that it did. Perhaps his suggestions in reference to .mifi-.
tia%l%E&s was going too far. He was not versed in military matters;
but ,he would empower the Governor to call on a Major General, General,
an AdJutant General, or without beingrestrained by form, to ask a Captain
or ‘Corporal, if he chooses. He merely threw these ideas out for considera
tion.“’ These were the reasons which induced him to take the course’.
which he had adopted.
kt. ‘SCOTT, of Philadelphia, said he felt it his duty to protest against
the assumption by the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. INGERSOLL) of*
th fact that it was universally conceded bv all men, of all patieb,. in the
C&%&ion, that the’. patronage of the Governor of the Commonwealth
w’&‘to be taken away. And he presumed the gentleman intended it to,be
un&&od by that sort of bare and naked stripping which the power and
and authority of that officer received by the vote of yesterday
without an opportunity being given fooldiscussion, and an Opof making amendments, and without, regard to,Mr. INIJERSPLL here stated that he was not in the House when*the pre-.
vious question waa demanded, and he had uniformly, upon all occasioua,
.
protested ‘agalhst calling the previous question.
’
Mr. SCOTT continued : He had not yet said “previous question”;’ ‘It i
l&&t yet issued from his lips. But he did not wondtx that any anticipatlon of it should startle the gentleman from Philadelphia. The annala ofif-..
thelegislation of this country furnish no precedent like that of yesterday.
HeI wanted it to go abroad to the people of this Commonweahh, howtheir
Constitution was to be swept away from under their feet, and its defer&r&.
not eveln allowed to be heard. The framers of the Constitution of Penn+Iiiania occupied twelve months in constructing it, and yet we who had.
now lived under it in the enjoyment of happiness and prosp&ty, fti forty-’
seven years, begrudged a day, or an hour’s consideration and reflection,
before we put the axe to its roots. We did cut down, yesterday, one of
its main props, and it was te be,forthwith leveled .to thegronnd; .&rr&
how was it done ? The ‘ournals would show. Whp+the eommittae:on:
t~~&cond’article of the & onstitution made s,majoriryireport,.ruggabting;.i
&h&ye in: the patronage of the Governor, and ithat his ‘pewev &n&l! be 1
&l&e&. ” it was made in oppoeltion to the opinion5 of one half of tbia
b&$; br, at any rate, within one or two, of one half. It was then laid on
the ‘table. A motion was then made to take it up and consider it. By.
whom ? Not a conservative 9 No : but by a gemleman under the other
flag. Being then taken up, it was debated through Monday and Tuesday,
a&d thena motion was made to amend the report. The amendment’wnb
debated through Wednesday and ‘Thursday. Aird, on the latterday, at
f&r o’clock, the proposition to amend:rhe Con&&on finally me&red the
&apd which gentlemen’ wished to give it. And,,theni for-the fimt &ime,:
&eC;dtiveution came to the question as between the,amendntent and the
oRl Constitution. In one hour after that question was paieseniedto ‘ue,
dYl;itp’mooth wad:i+eed+ and-every chance of sating the L&i ~&natlt&ioa
&&lied itb&*tta by a call for rhe previour queatior~,or’t+pg9 u&t; wp~.
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atedina certain legislative body. Not one word was,
amendment and the ancient Constitution of-our faat the way in which the members of this body were
on that Constitution-the law in which they are to
lh,@ &+,.wgu)test posterity ? He would say that it was in vain for us
to &&sy.aut the Constitution if it were to be acrom panied by this speventixereflection. Why could we judgerea,of Mifflin, (interposed :) He did not wish to interupt the
nor would he call him to order, though he had wandered from
n. But he really did hope that this battle would not be fought
over again.

The; ,Cwlir. asked whether the gentleman called the gentleman from
Z!hi@ld*
t4 o$r?
$F &~$::a
he &not.
He was very happy to find that gentlemen 4
oxor,&e doure were &lined to hear him out. When interrupted, he w,as.
gpk..to, ask how it was possible for the committee to consider the quest@mhefate them, or.how they were to understand it 1 What officers were
thereto be.calLd upon by the Governor 1 What was the meaning of thq
vote of yesterday ? What did it leave the Governor of the Common
*
0f.P ennar1v#ir 1 It gave him,the
b’ ~r&crstqry.
Tbrt was the extent of
P he eighth section of the tacoad uti& of
we*
af nominating certain.
$nv&room of it we had given him the patter
eple&s~ti the Senate, provided, that in the mean time, we did not change
onrrm$&
Can t&r Governor appoint an Attorney General 1 No. Sect&a Land 05iee ? No. Sttrveyor General 1 . No. An Au&w:
*
Fi MO. ,A SIsperintendent of Publir Works? No, no. He can
uit no ongof the heads of the departments which it is his duty to
’ ‘Do yoy turn to the Constitution of the United States, a$
t furnishes an analogy to this Constitution, which we are thus
s said that the powers thus left to the Governor are analogous
towed on the Federal Executive. Why, sir, the National
Emutire hae the pawer, with a stroke of his pen, to blast the fartunes of
ns%inna. Bti you strip the Governor of tits State af all power for good or
1.. I;rso r&tee the Gouornor to the ra& of a Chief Coneta@. Yaw
m IM~anrungs& the departments of the publia service, as a sort of chief,
am in ;the camp-a p&oe constable for the people. All that he can do @,.;
to a&et infunnation from the difFerent departments, and report it to t&
Le#slature. Were the of&em to be elected by the Legislature, or triennially by the people at large ? How was the plan to be carried out ?Suppose the Governor, in accordancewith his duties, should call upon the
Neadsof Departments before the session of the Legislature for information,
upon the subjects pertaining to each department, for the purpose of lay,
ing,it before the Legis&atnre,what answer will he receive from the officet$
ItwiFilb he this: 4‘ I hold my atiority from a source as high as you
yenra, and I owe no tosponsibility to you. When the
ielatnre ct
upcm me I will do it”.
That is the answer he will be 1ike.y
9
to rece&,
a&hue asntkeffgada of Deparments evade the law if they ahooae: eiw
I$ giving nnsatisfactory information, or withholding it altogether. Is t$;srll
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(ask@ Mr. SCOTT) the kind of reform that the people asked when they
ta&?d of diminishing Executive patronage ? He did hear complaints of
copnty officers, and of offices being obtained by and used for electioneering.
But he and his political friends were free from any reproach on this
account, for they had no part nor lot in the appointment of those officers
who were charged with abusing their trust. The remedy for these defects
is ta elect the county officers by the people. The report of the committee
did not propose to go beyond the limits of the county, in changing the
mode of appointing officers. What had this subject to do with the Heads
of Department.
With the exception of the State, however, all the other
Heads of Departments ought to derive their existence from the Governor,
whose duty it was to supertntend those departments.
A great anxiety
(Mr. S. said) was evinced, on the part of the members of the Convention,
to return to their homes. He had heard the fifty-one farmers here expressing a great anxiety to be at home. What was the cause of this general
restlessness ? Why did they wish to go home ? Because, they knew
they.would find there fair and flourishing fields ; yellow harvests ; spacious
barns; no tax-gatherers; no police officers to forbid them from doing with their
produce whatever they pleased ; no one to interfere with their enjoyments.
What more than this, he asked, can be desired at the hands of any Government. ? If the people were happy and free, and unmolested in their
possessions, and their industry, and if io this overflowing ocean of happiness, there was not one drop of poison, what more could be demanded of
a Coastitution, from which such results flowed? We had, he feared, in
altcr’ing this Constitution, gone too fast and too far already; but still we
were driven on to make further innovations. He entered his protest against
stripping the Governor of his power, and he trusted it would not receive the
sanction of the people. These few remarks had been drawn from him prematurely. When the friend* of the Constitution could once more be heard
in its behalf, this matter, he hoped, would again be brought before this
body for consideration.
Mr. IM’CAHEN: Because it was my lot yesterday, and of my own
accord, to move the previous question, I find myself brought to account.
Mr. SCOTTexplained : He had spoken of the previous question, and it
was a fair subject of remark.
But he had made no remarks of a personal
bearing.
He did not allude to one person more than another.
Mr. MICAHEN said the gentleman had commited a great mistake, in
sayipg this was the first time that the previous question had been resorted
to. 00 the seventh of May, it was demanded by the gentleman from
Northampton,
and others, and it had a salutary effect then; and he
beliFt?d that it had a salutary effect yesterday.
He would, however,
state ‘ttiat, if he had known that the gentleman from Philadelphia had
intended or wished to speak, he would not have prevented him, by
making the motion at that time. He did expect to be scolded for the
motibn, but not by the gentleman from Philadelphia ; for he had known
him long, and had the highest respect for his learning and gentlemanly
depbrtment.
Mr. E.ARLE remarked, that before we met, a plan was well known to
ha& been made to force this body to an early adjournment, sine die,
withobt doing .any thing ; and that.plan having failed, we were now
to be represented as tyrants, sefusing to listen to any discussion. The
la3
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acted yesterday, attracted public attention for
d determined, that the patronage of the ExeeuIf we had decided that question the first half
ve been premature. After all, we had decided
nate should have a negative on the higher judicial
decision was made after a debate of four days.
iladelphia says that the people are happy and
prorprmus on their farms, and he gives that as a reason why the
GO~~IK$S patronage should not be reduced. Has not the gentleman
coxt&Rzme in these happy people, to let them vote, whether their happy
&n&on shall be changed ? The Constitution had not yet received the
nmrtal stab; and when it did, it was the people that must give the fatal
blow. We could do nothing more than to propose amendments to the
people. If there was any suppression of debate here, the people would
ha= mple time to debate the subject hereafter. Was it a reason that the
Cmtion
should not be altered, that the people were happy on their
fam9
If competence produced happiness, it would be found every
who-in
Russia, and in England. Every where there were laws for
the pzoteetion of property, and every where you might find people who
were rich, and surrounded with the means of enjoyment. But there
wez+~o@~er
modes than this, of testing the excellence of a Constitution ;
and, 8 there are not, the gentleman need not be so much alarmed, lest the
peo s’should desire a change in their Constitution.
T”’he CHAIR would take occasion to say, that gentlemen had wandered
wieleky from the question under discussion, and from this time forward
he wohld endeavor to keep them more close to it.
Mr. DICKEY would ask, whether it would not be better to let this
report be passed over for the present, and let us come to the sixth article,
and set upon it first. When that was done, we would know to what
extent the patronage of the Executive would be diminished, and then we
would be able to say which officers it might be necessary to authorize the
Governor to call upon, and we can then adopt this section in such form
as seems best. It did appear to him that at present it covered too broad
ground, because he could see no necessity for the Governor calling
upon all the militia officers who were elected, for information. It was
whoBy unnecessary to call upon them for information in relation to any
neglect of duty, or misdemeanors in office, because they were not amenable to the civil officers in such cases, but were subject to a trial by court
martial. He did not know that there was any Constitutional provision
on tlw subject of electing militia officers ; but it is settled by a law of the
Legislature that they shall be elected. In the State of New York, when
they revised their Constitution, they confered the power of electiig militia
o&ers upon the citizens, by Constitutional provision. In this State it
has been done by law, and he did not know hut it was contrary to the letter of the Constitution. But be that as it may, he could see no necessity
for giving power to the Governor to call upon those officers who were
only zeeponsibleto their superior officers ; and he hoped it might be passed
over for the present.
& wished now to make a single remark in reply to one of the entlemen nuho had opoken from the county of Phidelphi,
which he f id not
wisIx to zee go abroad without some notice. That gentleman had expreas-
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ed an opinion that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was burthened
with an oppressive debt, from which she never could be relieved except by
taxation. Now, he (Mr. D.) had always been an advocate of the Internal
Improvement system, and he believed the work6 of the State would yield
a revenue in the course of years amply sufficient to pay off the entire debt
of the State, without resorting to taxation at all.
The report of the committee was then disagreed to, yea6 30, noe6 not
counted.
The report on the eleventh section wa6 then taken up, but there being
no amendment proposed, it was passedover.
The twelfth section was then taken up. The committee having proposed no amendment to this section, it was read a6 follow6 :
“ SECT. 12. He may on extraordinary occasions conveue the General
Assembly ; and in case of disagreement between the two Hou6e6, with
respect to the time of adjournment, adjourn them to such time a6 he shall
think proper, not exceeding four months.”
Mr. SILL moved to strike out the word6 “four months” and insert
u eight months”.
Mr. S. said, the usual time of adjournment of the Legislaturehad been
April or May. This section was iutended in caseof disagreement between
the two Houses, that the Governor should adjourn them, but not for a
Ionger period than four months. well, in case of an occuronce of this
kind, they would be adjourned until about the month of August, which he
apprehended would be.a very inconvenient time, and such a time a6 the
Legislature never had met. If the amendment he proposed wa8 adopted,
it would allow the Governor to adjourn the Legislature to the time of their
next usual meeting. He was aware that an occasion of this kind never
had happened, but if this provision was of any use, it ought to be in a
form which would make it of some practical utility.
Mr. HAYHURST suggested, that the gentleman would perhaps obtain hi6
object better by modifying his amendment, so as to make the adjournment
be for a time not exceeding their next annual meeting.
Mr. S. accepted this as a modification.
Mr. DICKEY could see no necessity for this amendment, because, if the
‘Governor adjourned the Legislature over the second Tuesday in October,
P
it would he a new Legi6lature.
.The amendment was then disagreed to.
There being no amendment reported by the committee to the thirteenth
section, and no motion made to amend, it was passedover.
The committee then took up the report of the 6tanding committee on
the fourteenth section. The section was read as follows :
.
‘6SECTION 14. In case of the death or resignation of the Governor, or
of his removal from office, the Speaker of the Senate shall exercise the
office of Governor, untrl another Governor shall be duly qualified. And,
if the trial of a contested election shall continue longer than until the
third Tuesday in December next, ensuing the election of Governor, the
Governor of the last year, or the Speaker of the Senate, who may be in
the exercise of the Executive authority, shall continue therein until the
determination of such contested election, and until 6 Governor 6hsII hg
qu&ed a$ afotesaid”,
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The standing committee had reported the following amendment to the
fotr&serith section, which was read :
~~E&IQN 14. In case of the death or resignation of the Governor, or
oli’ Ms’removal from office, the Speaker of the Senate shall exercise the
o&e of Governor. And, in case of the death, resignation, or removal
f%omoffice of the Speaker of the Senate, the Sneaker of the House of
Representatives shall exercise the office of Governor, until another
G%~mor shall be duly qualified. And, if the trial of a contested election
shall continue longer than until the third Tuesday of December next,
ensuing the election of Governor, the Governor of the last year, or the
Speaker of the Senate, or of the House of Representatives, who may be
in the exercise of the Executive authority shall continue therein until the
determination of such contested election, and until a Governor shall be
duly qaalified as aforesaid”.
Mr. STERIGBRE moved to amend the report of the committee so as to
m&e it conform to a former amendment, by stroking out ‘* December”, and
inserting “January”, which was agreed to.
Mr. BELL then moved to amend the report of the committee, by inserting after the word “ Governor”, where it is printed in italic, the fallowing
words : 6‘ until the next annual election of Represennnives, when anorbsr
Governor shall be chosen, in the manner herein before mentioned, and u&
tiI another Governor”.
Mr. BELA said, in a discussion here some days since, the question was
raised as to how long the Speaker of the Senate should exercise the o&e
of Governor, and there appeared to be great doubt in relation to it. He
found upon refering to the minutes of the Convention of 1790, that a
provision had there been introduced similar to the one he had just proparsed; but why it had not been adopted, he was not abIe to say. He
thought a provision of this kind should be inserted in this section, so that
there might be no doubt asto the time, which the Speaker of the Senate was
to hold the office of Governor, in case of the inability of the Governor.
Mr. STEVENS was not sure the amendment would get us rid of any difficulty without introducing one as great. If there was any defect in the
present Constitution, we have never yet experienced any evil results from
it, and probably we never shall, as he supposed a Governor would never
die here. Suppose the amendment now introduced should be incorporated in the Constitution, and the Governor should die one week befere the
election, who was to fill the office of Governor after that eleation? No
new G,f)vernor could be elected, and the Speaker of the Senate could not
fill tlie of&e after that election should have takeu place. Then who is to
fill the office ? Suppose he dies within twenty four hours of the election,
by the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, no person Can fill the
office after the eleciion, and consequently it must be vacant.
Mr. BELL thought, that by the report of the committee as it stood, the
Governor then in the exercise of the oflice. or the Speaker of the Senate I
would exercise it until another Governor should be elected at the next annual election ; and in case of the death of the Speaker of the Senate, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives would come in. He could n&i
see the dif%ulty in the same light in which the gentleman from Adsmnas
viewed it; but he thought the report of the committee had provided fo,,.
61ling the vacancy in all possible contingencies which could &se. It tie
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\%, aa.th$,@man
from Adains .hd remarked, that we.have aver $rad
s& a,coatiz@cy, but no mPn cau assure us ,that such an eve&t as tile
dea.# .qf a Governor will not take place, and then the question would be,
.w .!yg &owl+3 the Speaker of the Senate fill the office of Gov&..or.
x?~-t&y he should think no gentlemau would be willing that he iehould
e cise that of&~ for four years.
3 : r. CUNNINO;HAM saw an objection to this amendment. Of course
tbw &ctiona were to take place in consequence of proclamatiozasissue3
by thy #reriff ; but suppose the Governor if lie resided in the &&tern $&t
c$ the $$a&, phould die on the first of October, after the proclamations
we*?. publishqd, there would not be time for the news to go to western
zty,
so thft, but a small portion of the! counties wouldhave the i&r/ pn. In this way the forms prescribed by law could not be cdm lied
&h, if the Governor was to be ele’ctedat the next annual election, BEd if
&iplied with it would be in but a very few of the counties. In his estimation we had better leave the Constitution as it is in thid particular, or
t+kq th? amendment aa reported by the committee, ltiving the Speaker of
the &u~& to ew$ise the office until a Gbvemor was re ularl~r e&tad,
b*qsqj h cz+semight arise where if an election was to ta76e place at the
ne;rt annual election, al! the couwties would not be able to participate in, it.
B$r, $ELL said, it was evident that the committee endeavoredto goride
for e,perpcpntiogency, $ut.i$ was intended that the Speaker.of the Ho&m
should, in no c&se.fill the chair of the Executive bevondpthenext &&ion.
If gqnaelqe@look& to the language of the. section: they would ti ttidrs
was a doubt on this mint. The ssotion now reads as follows :
I
;t.In&&:of’th& &a& & &&titi
of the Govern&, or of.his remo&
fmy owe, the Speaker of the Senst&shall exercise the 0%~ of Gevsrngrr,npt$ another Governor shall be duly qualified. And, if the trial of,a ’
cqn@.+l @ation shal& continue longer th$n until the third Tuesday in
DegFn$er nMt, ensuiug the election of Governor, the Governor of tl@last
ye+ q theSpeaker of the Senate, who may be in the exercise of the.
Executive authority, shall continue &.erein until thedetermination of such
cqntest?d e&tion, aud until a Governor ahall be quali&d as &resaid”.
YI; proppsed to :Ir?akeit read, 6‘ until the next annna#electinti of se@&
sent&@,
whe.am%her Governor shall be chosei~,in the.msnner here&
..
Now it ,would be impossible, under that:&lhreudtient,.
b@w,meqtipn&‘.
thn&tl+eSp&+F could enjoy the dignity and patronage 6f .the Exeeutite,’
0% lopger,than ape year. What objection was there to this 1 Did genwsn wish that doubt and difficulty should still overhang this feature’ of
the Constiiution ? He refered to the letter which had just been published
by +the Postmaster General, (Mr. KENDALL) iu reply to 9 letter add&sea
b bun, or a! him,. by Mr. WICRLIFFE, in wh.ich Mr. &INNAU puts &’
very, cape, whi&. he would refer to. Mr. METCALFE, (ha .Governor of :
K?n+u4~y, didb in of&e, and shortly afterwards the Lieutenant Governor
asqumed ths,Exeoutive functions, insisting ou his right to do so. Some
thought he had no right, and a politlcal war ensued. Mr. KENDALL soyshe..yps,, hi@+@, opposed to this ass:lmption of power hy the.Lieutena&
Governor, who held on to the office, and succeeded in having hia ri he‘:,
ert#@@d., I-&+rg,:the object of&
araeudmear icl to w-b
'a a$ ‘Igqfg, ,P$ 8 &R),, 1~ w&h; a lemwd,ge eawa the.&et. +y+ abin+
them wv,mi$.
If &Ultletbt%.dll~fr Vbt .of FQJldb#.
thi$&@&t+&!
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pointout any mode of change which would be more acceptable, he (Mr.
a) m&c&4aheerfully accedetc it. He was only anxious to avoid the difficulty, and he thought it would be avoided by adopting this amendment.
Mr. CWNNINOHAM, of Mercer, agreed that it was desirable to remove
this d&Bculty. Suppose that the Governor should die on the first of October.
The annual election is now proposed to be on the third Tuesday of October.
The Governor has died on the first, and the Constitution provides that the
e&&on of a new Governor shall take place at the next annual election,
which will be on the third Tuesday. If the Governor died in Philadelphia,
how are those of the people, who reside along the shore of Lake Erie, to
learn the fact before the day of the annual election ? It would be impossible that they could get the information, so that other counties would
obtain it, and could proceed to the election, while we, on Lake Erie,
should not be in possessionof it, and could not elect at the annual election,
becausewe should be ignorant of the fa,ct. He concured in the first part
of the proposition.
Mr. AGNEW, of Beaver, thought the principle was a good one, for the
purpoee of filling vacancies. He would put another case. Suppose a
Governor should die, or resign, and the new Goveruor was prevented from
being qualified under the law, who is to fill the office in the interval? If
he understood the proposition, the Speaker was only to hold the ofice
until the next election. If the Governor could not be qualified, who
would hold the office ?
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, expressed his regret to see the conservative spirit so strong among reform members, that they were disposed to
psss over this proposition without debate. It ias one of great importance.
The gentleman from Chester (Mr. BELL,) had told the Convention what
had happened in Kentucky, because they did not like that the man, not
chosen by the people, should fill the office. The case here is still stronger.
The Speaker of the Senate is chosen by the members of tbat body, and
may owe’his election to successful intrigue. He only represents a part
- of the people, and he may have changed his politics since he was elected.
Should such a man continue to fll.tha office 1 Every man would answer,
“ No”. He was glad to hear the gentleman from Mcrcer say, the first
proposition should be to fix the principle. He would suggest a modifica‘tion, that if the Governor die or resign, six weeks before the annual election, so as to give time for information to reach every part of the countryif-he should die between that period and the meeting of the Legislature,
the Legislature could make provision for an election in the spring, or at
the next annual election.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, would suggest that if the Governor
should die on, or before the first or fourth of July, then the election should
not take place till a later period. The reason he suggested this modiflcation to his colleague was, becauseit would be found i&possible to get the
party of the late Governor, or of the one that was opposed to him together
immediately.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, offered a further modification of his amendment.
Mr. FORWARD,
of Allegheny, said, suppose the death of a Governor
occurs three weeks before a new Speaker of the Senate is appointed, then
tha Speaker of the J+ouse.would exereiee the authority of Garernor,
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Mr. Jhxs~~, of Beaver, moved that the committee rise ; but afterwards
withdrew the motion.
Mr. DARLINGTON renewed the motion, and then withdrew it.
Mr. STEVENS,of Adams, said he thought that as gentleman did not
know what to do, the safest way would be to let the old clause alone.
The further we departed from each provision of the Constitution, the more
difficulty we got into. He was opposed, not only to the amendment but
to the report of the committee.
Mr. BELL remarked that it’ was manifest that the gentleman from Adams
was afraid lest gentleman should get into the habit ofmaking amendments.
Mr. STEVENS: I want some change.
Mr. BELL said-want somechange ! Oh ! yes, but we want. a little more
than the gentleman does.
Mr. FORWARDobserved that he had previously said that the Constitution
was really defective .in this particular. He had remarked that contingenties might arise, for which the Convention should provide.
Mr. BELL said that he had not heard exactly what had fallen from the
*gentleman. It was impossible to provide against every contingency. And
suppose that the Governor, Speaker of the Senate, and Speaker of the
House should all die, what was to become of us 1 The objection arose b
not from the amendment, but from the face of the Constitution as it 6bod.
It was acknowledged that there was a defect in principle on the face of the
instrument, which his amendment was -intended to remedy. But if any
gontleman could propose a better, he would accept it.
Mr. AYRES, of Butler, said that an idea occured to him in the course of
this discussion which he desired to notice. In the event of the Chief Magistrate being removed or dying, provision was made to meet the con&rgency by placing the Speaker of the Senate in, the chair. Rut it might
happen that there would be no Speaker of the Senate at the time of the
deceaseof the Governor ; he might be out of that body, or might die be- ,‘
fore the term for whtch he fills the office had expired. The provision would
then be entirely nugatory.
The difficulty might be obviated, by providing that some‘person, other
than the Speaker of the House of Representatives, should fill the vacancy,
in the caseof the death of the Speaker of the Senate, when there was no
Speaker of the House. This difficulty had escaped the notice of the committee, but it could be easily obviated by an amendment.
On motion of Mr. DICKEY, the committee rose, reported progress, and
obtained leave to sit again to-morrow.
The Convention then adjourned.
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Mr, Rxrxx, of Philadelphia. from the minority of the con&tee to
whom was refered the seventh article of the Constitution, and to whbsn,
was reoommited the report of a minority of that committee, made the following-report, which was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :
All banks chartered hereafter, shall be upon the following conditions,
viz :
1. No bar& shall be chartered unless it has the concurent action of two
thirds of two successive Legislatures, and that public notiee be given of
such.@entiou in the immediate neighborhood where such bank’& to be
located, at least sixty days prior to said application to the Legislature.
2.. Nqbank ohall be,chartered for more than five years.
3.. No rote ,for directors or president of a bank shall be given by proxy.
4. No bank shall divide more than seven per cent. per annum of the
profitsof said bank ; the surplus of profits over seven p& cent. per annuti,
to he, aid. annually into the State Treasury.
5. h&end every stockholder of all banks to be personally, and to the”
ex@ $f a& his property, answerable for all debts of the bank in which he*”
holds.‘xtook.
GEORGE W. RITRR,
TORWS SEI;U&2S,
GEORGE M. KEIM.
Mr. J&ZJLQ~,,ctf.Prantin, having asked and obtained,leave to ma@64
moth , mov&7that when the Convention adjourns, it adjourns to meet ori
MQ$7 8~ mgsning, at TV o’clock.
Mr. ,M’Z;rbL, qf Washington, asked for the y+e;u,and nays.
M$ $~WWX,.af PhiladeQhia, asked if it uas rn order to call the yeau ”
and m,e qp..3 qncetion of daily adjournment.
The J%qc~pxnnastated that the motion was to change%hehour of meet-’
ing, therefore, the yeas and nays might be called.
Somg short-&~~iou~enrued, .and the yeas and -nayabwereord&d on
the motion, after an unsuceeanful attempt to interpose a motiou to post- ’
we.
On up * t+,oE&, .BWWJJ,of PhiJsdelphir,
The 3 onvention sdjdurned.
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MONDAY, JUNE 19,1831.
SECONDARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
on the second article of the Constitution, Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, in the
Chair.
The question pending, being on the amendment of Mr. BELL, of Chester, to so much of the report of the committee as relates to the fourteenth
section,
Mr. B~.L modified his amendment so as to read as follows : “ In case
of the removal of the Governor from office, or his death, resignation, or
inability to discharge the duties of the said office, the Speaker of the Senate
shall exercise the office of Governor until another Governor shall be duly
qualified : but, in such case, another Governor shall be chosen at the next
annual election of representatives, unless such death, resignation, or removal shall occur within three calendar months immediately preceding such
nest annual election, in which case a Governor shall be chosen at the
second succeeding annual election of representatives. And if the trial of
a contested election shall continue longer than until the third Monday of
January next ensuing the election of Governor, the Governor of the last
year, or the Speaker of the Senate, who may be in the exercise of the
Executive authority, shall continue therein until the terinmation of such
eontested election, and until a Governor shall be duly qualified as aforesaid”.
Mr. B. said that the gentleman would perceive, that he had adhered to
the language of the old Constitution, as far as it was applicable, -The
amendment agrees with the provisions of the present Constitution, so far
as relates to the Speaker of the Senate exercising the power. But it goes
on to introduce a new principle: “Unless such death, resignation, or
removal shall occur within three calendar months “, &c., in which casethe
Speaker of the Senate will hold the office of Governor for one year longer.
After this new principle, the amendment again adopts the words of the
present Constitution. His object was, not to depart from the old Constitution, except where it was absolutely necessary. He was not aware that
any opposition would be offered to his amendment.
Mr. STERIOERE said this amendmentwas to provide in all possible cases;
but there \vas still one case which was not provided for, and that was,
when there was no contested election, and the Governor was incapable of
taking the of&e. He had looked into the other Constitutions, and especially that of the United States, and had found a provision. He would
suggest, therefore, an amendment to fill the vacancy in case of other disability than death or resignation. He hoped the gentleman from Chester
would modify his amendment.
Mr. BELL said he would have introduced some words to meet such cases,
when they occur, as such casesmay occur, tf he had not been fearful of
departing from the words of the Constitution. He accepted the proposition, and modified his amendment accordingly, by inserting the words
between brackets [or inability to discharge the duties of the said office.]
Mr. KERR.of Washington, askedthe gentleman from Montgomery what
was meant by inability, and who are to judge of the inability 4 I
13
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Mr. 8TSEIQERE replied, that we may suppose the case of a Governor,
who becomesso sick as to be unable to put his name to a bill, or to take
the oath of office when elected. The second article of the Constitution of
the United States says: “In case of the removal of the President from
mr or of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge the powers and
&rti~ of the said office, the same shall devolve on the Vice President “,
&c. The gentleman may imagine a great many cases, in which inability
may exist.
Mr. PURVIANCE, of Butler, said he did not think it necessary to amend
this section. It was only troubling the people to present such an amendDent to them. On reference to the second section, it would be seen that
ao difXculty could arise as to the Constitution. It was provided that the
Governor shall- be elected on the second Tuesday of October. He apprehended, in the event of the death of the Governor before the expiration of
his term, a Governor would be chosen before the next meeting of the
I&gslature. There would be no difficulty about it; and we should not
r&e amendments to meet a contingency which may never arise, and
&out the construction of which there might arise a dihiculty.
Mr. BELL said, that the ambiguity of the language of this section had
given rise to much discussion, and diffkrence of opinion among distinished jurists, and every one who reflected on the subject would see the
f ifficulty. It was doubtful, whether in case of the death or removal of
the Governor, the Speaker of the Senate would hold the office till the
next annual election, or till the end of the term forWhich the Governor
was elected. Some gentlemen hold, with great strength of argument, that
the Speaker would be entitled to hold the office to the end of the term,
while others held that he could only retain it till the next election. The contingency had occured in the State of Kentucky. The same difficulty had
arisen in relation to the construction, and a contest between the Lieutenant
Governor and the other party took place, in which Mr. KENDALL participated.
The contest continued during the whole term in which the Lieutenant Governor continued to hold the office. He was carelessabout a mere ambiguity of
form, but where there was any ambiguity in a matter of principIe he was
desirous to remove it. Did any gentleman believe, that it should be put in
the ower of the Speaker of the Senate to wield the office and authority
of tii e Governor of Pennsylvania, if the latter should chance to die on the
day of his election, during the full term for which he was elected ? He
asked if gentlemen would consent to leave this at the mercy of construction, and whether they would not think it better to provide against any
such contingency. His object was to fix the principle beyond the danger
of misapprehension. Gentlemen had not listened very attentively to the
discussions which had taken place, or consulted their own judgments very
closely, or they could not have come to the conclusion that there was no
ambiguity. Is there no ambiguity?-no doubt ? Then there is no neces
sity for amendment. But Constitutional lawyers of distinction have
thought that there is ambiguity, and that there is great necessity for amendment. Such a contingency may happen every day we live, every hour
we breathe. There was another provision which had suggested i&elf to
his mind. If the Speaker of the Senate should not be a member after the
expiration of the session of the Legislature, who would have to fill
the off&iceof Governor, after the adjournment? or would the next Speaker
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of the Senate have to’ fill the vacancy ? or might it not becomenecessary
to issue a writ of~quo wart-ado.
It was not necessary, however, to raise
shadow6 merely for the purpose of driving them away. The provision
iKhich he had now offered was both necessary and proper.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, said that two days ago, when the gentleman
from Chester proposed to introduce a provision for a Lieutenant Governor
into the Constitution, he (Mr. F.) objected to it as unnecessary. One of
the reasons assigned for the introduction of this officer was, that it might
happen that the Speaker of the Senate might exercise the office of Governor, for two years or more, and if so, he might hold it in opposition to
the will of the majority of the people of Pennsylvania, as he would not
have been elected by the people. Then he (Mr. F.) objected, and
expressed a hope that some such provision as this, to prevent the Speaker
of the Senate tram exercising the duties of the office of Governor longer
than the. time which would be necessary for the election of a Governor,
would be mtroduced. The present proposition met his approbation. He
had thought the modification of the entleman from Montgomery unnecessary; but, as it could do no harm, t e would make no objection to it.He knew ther&.was a variety of opinions as to the Constitutional authority
of the Speaker ‘to.$11the otlice of Governor beyond the time of the annual
election, and it was very proper that the doubt on the subject should be
settled by an explicit provision in the Constitution. An important principle was involved, whether the people of Pennsylvania would have a man
in the Executive Chair who had been directly elected to it through the
ballot box, or one who w*aselected by the Senate. Altogether, he thought
it important that the proposition should be detinitely settled here, and at
this time, as doubts seemedto exist in relation to the subject.
Mr. DARLINOTON, of Chester, said he felt rather inclined to favor the
amendment of his colleague, on the subject of the vacancy in the office of
Governor, and was disposed to restrict the length of the time during
which the Speaker of the Senate should fill it. But, he thought they
should cot be able to provide against every contingency which might arise.
He was struck with the force of the question put by the gentleman from
Washington, (Mt. KERR)what was to be considered disability, and who wan
to judge of it? No answer had beengiven to the second part of the question,
He wished to have something definite on the subject of disability. There
was another difficulty also in the amendment of his colleague. It proposes, in case of death, resignation, or removal, of the Governor, within
three calendar months preceding the election, that the election of a Governor shall not take place until the second succeeding annual election.Suppose either should take place in the fall of 1838, when the term of the
Governor will expire. Suppose within three months of the next election,
the Governor should die or resign, would it not be considered as creating
a vacancy only to the time, when a new Governor would be elected undei
the Constitutional urovision. or would the Soeaker have to fill the office
one whole year aft& the new Governor was Alected1 It would be impossible to provide for every case which might be named. He would be
willing, in view of the difficulties in the way, to trust the question as to
the length of time for which the Speaker of the Senate should hold the
o&e, to be settled wheuever the contingency should occur.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, said it was admited by some, that there
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He was not disposed to admit
W’PLI grMt purity in the English language.
Lie. He. would not agree’, that a hundred and thirty-three gentlemen,
rrotie scholars and some lawyers, could not provide language which would
meet all contingencies which we could foresee. We may not, it was true,
foresee all; but such as we can see, we ought to provide for. It might
be said, that the person last elected should continue to fill the office, until
the new Governor should be qualified. The contingency of the death of
the Governor, within three calendar months of the electiou, was worthy of
consideration, and might be remedied by the insertion of a proviso,
Mr. KERR, of Washington: The proposition of the gentleman from
Montgomery, (Mr. STERWERE) I presume, still remains as it was accepted
by the gentleman from Chester, as a modification of his amendment. I
have. felt. disposed to vote for the proposition of the gentleman from
Chester; not that there is any necessity fijr the alteration, because we
have never yet had any difficulty under the Constitution, as it is now
planned ; but, as it was stated that there was some ambiguity in the langnage, and it was proposed to cure that, I was disposed to vote for it.But, as the amendmentnow stands. with the.modification of the gentleman
tim Montgomery, 1 shall go against the whole. I asked the gentleman
ivhat was the to inability which the modification looked. He made me
no answer. I asked who was to be the judge of the inability ? To this
the gentleman made no answer. Suppose the Governor should be sick,
rud not able to sign a bill. This would be au inability, but who would
he the judge ? Suppose that the Legislature was opposed to the Governor,
and should take hold of the occasion, pronounce the Governor unable to
exerc’se the duties of his office, and declare that the Speaker of the Senate
shall act. As it was possible that difficulties may arise under this new
clause, he would go against the whole.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, moved to amend, by striking out so much of
the amendment as comprised the modification of the gentleman from
Mbntgomery, as accepted by the geutleman from Chester. The motion
was agreed to without a division.
Mr. AGNEW, of Beaver, asked, how long is it intended that the Speaker
of the Senate shall remain in the office ? Suppose the Governor dies, and
a new one is elected; the o&era on the hiM are appointed to hold their
offices for fixed terms, for three years, how is their tenure to be affected 1
The cabinet is appointed by the Governor. The new Governor finds
the cabmet officers of the preceding Governor, who had appointed them
for three years. When it shall so happen, that their terms of service
expire in the last year of his administration, the Gorvenor must appoint
new ones, and transfer them to the new Governor, until their three years
may have expired. Should uot the commencementand end of their terms
be made to correspond with the term of the Governor. He also wished
to know if the new Governor was to hold his office only for the term
unexpired.
Mr. BELL apprehended that many imaginary difficulties would be started.
The gentleman from Beaver bad asked bow long the new Governor was
to exercise his office. If the gentleman would look to the Constitution,
he would find his answer there--that the Governor shall hold his ofice
for the term of three years. If elected for three years, he will serve for
that term, We propose to say nothing about the term ; onIT, that, in ease
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of the death, resignation, or removal of the Governor, another shall erigcutethe duties of the office until a new Governor is chosen. Was there
any difficulty here? Could any gentleman conjure up a dream of any ?
Did not every one know that the Constitution, or the laws of Pennsglvania, had fixed the terms of of&e? and that the oflcers on the hill, as they
are called in popular phrase. are independent of Executive will. Gentlemen had said that when they come to that part of the Constitution, where
there is a proper place for it, they will introduce a provision to make these
officers dependent on the Governor, so that he may control them. The
,queetion would then have to be settled, if a cabinet oticer shall be dependent on Executive will, and not hold his office for a term of years. He,
however, would object to such a change. But the Convention had, after
deliberation and discussion, decided that the Governor should have no other
appointment than that of Secretary of the Commonwealth ; all others of
the officers of the hill, were to be appointed, in conjunction with the
Senate, such officers as were not of the cabinet should be independent of
the Governor. His friend from Adams (Mr. STEVENS)had presented a minority report in which he proposed to merge the oflice of Surveyor General
in that of the Secretary of the Land office. If the gentleman would refer, he
would find that this was not a cabinet officer, but that he was chosen in referenceto duties which mightbe required in the wild lands of Pennsylvania. His
office has recently becomeof less importance. He is rarely called on for
any duty, and, therefore, it was proposed to merge the office in that ol the
Secretary of the Land office. If it could be shewn that the Secretary of the
Land office or any other officer is a member of the cabinet, he (Mr. B.)
would be willing to give the appointment to the Governor, but until that
could be shewn he would prefer to keep him independent. The Governor
is to exercise the duties of his oflice for a term of three years, and ought
not to have the appointment of officers.
Mr. AGNICWsaid he was well aware of the nature of the appointment and
duties of these officers; and the committee would recollect that he had
designated them by the terms-o fficers of the cabinet and officers of the
hill. The Constitution provided that the Governor might require information from the officers of the Executive department, and they were ‘often
considered and called cabinet officers, and;‘iu fact, and in practice, were
cabinet officers. The laws had provided, also, that these officers should
hold for three years, the term for which the Governor was elected. The
purpose of this arrangement was to give consistency and harmony to the
administration of the Government. What are the officers of the departments ? He understood they were, though not in law, yet in fact, and in
practice, cabinet officers. The Governor could not discharge his duties
with the same efficacy, nor be responsible for the operations of the Executive department, unless ,he had a share in appointing those who were to
aid him in the different departments. But if the Governor should die in
,the first year of his term, the officers of the chief Executive departments
would continue during two years of the next Governor’s term, who in the
last year of his term would appoint the officers to continue durmg two years
of his .successor’sterm, and so on thenceforward Thus the Governor and
the heads of department might always be in opposition to each other, not
only ,asit regards parties, but also particular systems of State policy. He
bad &wire< to w4l the attention of the corwqitte~ 9 the pmfyion which
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mjght ensue on the death of a Governor. If the new Governor intended
to pursue the same policy as his predecessor, he would desire officers of
the same political complexion, and then might continue in office those he
found there. The discussion which had taken place showed the propriety
of adhering to the exisung provisions of the Constitution on this subject,
as any alteration would be attended with some difficulties.
Mr. MONTGOMERY,moved further to amend the amendment by striking
from the report all after the word ‘6 Governor” in the third line, and before the word “until”‘, in the sixth line, and inserting in lieu thereof as
follows, viz : “And if the removal of the Governor should have taken
place three months before the next election for members of the House of
Representatives, then a person shall be elected to fill the place of Governor so removed, at said election. But if said removal should not have taken place three months before said election , then a special election shall
be held within three months after said removal to fill said vacancy : Provided, that if the time the removed Governor had to serve shall not exceed
nine months, then no special electiou shall be held, and the person who
was the last Speaker of the Senate, shall exercise the office of Governor,
until a person shall be duly elected and qualified for Governor, which election shall be held at the next election for members of the House of Representatives”.
The motion was negatived.
The amendment offered by Mr. BELL was then agreed to.
The question then recuring on the report of the committee as amended,
Mr. EARLE said the difficuly suggested by the gentleman from Beaver
QNEW) was one that ought to be provided for. He suggested a pro%’ iat “ nothing shall prevent a new election of Governor at the end
of the term for which the last Governor was elected”. This might be
adopted provisionally, and, upon the second reading, the section, if ueedful, could be perfected. The principle, he hoped, would be adopted.
Mr. SMYTH said the provision could not be accepted as a modification
now.
Mr. DICKEY hoped, he said, that the report of the committee, as amended, would be rejected. The amendment proposed by the gentleman from
Mercer (Mr. MONTGOMERY)was the one which ought to have been adopted ; but the committee saw fit to reject it, without discussion or coneideration. That amendment remedied the whole difficulty, whereas that of
the gentleman from Cheater created new difficulties, without remedying
the present defect.
The question was taken, and the report of the committee as amended
was agreed to : ayes 53, noes 45.
The committee then proceeded to consider so much of the report as
declares it inexpedient to make any amendmeut in the fifteenth section,
which section was read, as follows :
‘4 15. A Secretary shall be appointed and commissioned during the
Governor’s continuance in office, if he shall so long behave himself well.
He shall keep a fair register of all the ofIicia1 acts and proceedinga of the
Governor, and shall, when required, lay the same, and all papers, minutes,
and vouchers relative there to before either branch of the Legislature ; and
shall perform such other duties as shall be enjoined on him by law”.
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to amend the same by striking outhall after the
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.word 4‘ the *‘, in the second line, to the word “ he “. in the third line, and
inserting in lieu thereof, as follows : ‘6 pleasure of the Governor”.
Mr; READ said a moment’s reflection would convince the gentleman
that this was not a proper amendment, as it was a repetition of a provision made in the eighth section. He moved to amend the amendment by
striking out all from the begining of the section to the word 6‘shall”, in
the third line, and inserting in lieu thereof, as follows: “The Secretarv of the Commonwealth”.
Mr. DARLINGTON would, he said, state in a few words his reasons for
offering this proposition. He was not able to see why the provision for
a Secretary of the Commonwealth was to be stricken out of this section
which was its appropriate place, and inserted in the eighth section. Thin
was the proper place for providing for the appointment, and prescribing
the duties of the Secretary. Was it proper to provide for the appointment of an officer in one section, and to prescribe his duties in another ?
The provision in the eighth section was forced upon us by the previous
question. No one doubted the propriety of giving the appointment of the
Secretary to the Governor at pleasure, but the provision should be strickout of the eighth section and placed here.
Mr. READ had hoped, he said, that the gentleman would be content to
drop the subject of the previous question. The gentleman well knew
that every one had as much right to move the previous question as the
gentleman had to rise here and speak. It was a legitimate motion ; and,
if it was not, the gentleman and his friends would prevent us from doing
any thing here. It was childish to object to decisions that they were
forced by the previous question, when that was a legitimate and pa&amentary mode of proceeding. The gentleman now wished to upset the decision, solemnly made, after a long discussion, that the appointment of the
Secretary should he provided for in the eight section. We had solemnly
decided upon one clause of the Constitution, and now the gentleman asked us to go back and undo what we had done. If this dilatory and vaacilating mode of proceeding were adopted, we might make up our minds to
stay here for years, and, indeed, to lay our bones here. There was a proposition to put the same identical words in two different sections, which
would be absurd. It was ridiculous to go on so, at the very time that we
were talking of dispatching our business and going home.
Mr. DaRLINGToN said it was not strange that the gentleman should feel
a parental solicitude for a measure that he brought forward himself. But
as to the eommittee having solemnly decided to change the location of this
provision from the fifteenth to the eighth section, it was no such thing.
The committee did sustain the previous question, and did agree to the
amendment. But many said that it must be altered so as to conform with
other parts of the Constitution on the secondreading, It was only adopted
for the purpose of altering the principle. Will the gentlemen who thus
voted and expressed this opinion, abandon it to please the gentleman from
Susquehanna 1
Mr. DICKEY said this fifteenth section was the proper place for all provisions relative to the Secretary of the Commonwealth. If the eighth
section had been considered the proper place, we should have gone on and
provided the duties of tbe officer in that section. It was true that the
amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanno was adopted after much
r’
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debate, but not by a full vote. He did not think with the gentleman that
the vote taken under the pressure of thefprevious question. was a solemn
and fine1 decision. It was yet to be determined whether we should suffer
the provision to remain where it was put by that vote. Time would show
whether it was to remain there or not. He was in favor of adhering to the
landmarks of the Constitution of 1790, and he should, therefore, vote for the
amendment of the gentleman from Chester. Though the committee passed the amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanna, after several
days labor, yet they were satisfied that it was imperfect, and that it had not
been well considered by those who advocated it. Some modification
might have been made in regard to it, had not gentlemen, being afraid to
go on with the discussion, chased it by the previous question.
Mr. SMYTH asked the yeas and nays on the question, and they were
ordered.
The question was taken, and
The amendment offered by Mr. READ, to the amendment proposed by
Mr. DAFUINGTON, was agreed to-yeas 57 ; nays 49-as follows:
YsAs-Messrs.
Banks, Bedford, Bell, Big&w,
Bonham, Brown, of Northampton,
Brown, of Philadelphia, Clarke, of Indiana, Cieavinger, Craig, Cram, Crawford, Cur&
Darrah, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Doran, Dunlop, Earle, Farrelly, Fleming, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hamlin, Hastings, Hayhumt,
Helffenstein, Hiester, High, Hyde, Kennedy, Krebs, Lybns, Mann, Martin, M’Dowell,
Miller, Myers, Nevin, Overfield, Read, Ritter, Rogers, Sellers, Seltzer, Scheetz, Smyth,
Stickel, Swetland, Taggart, White-57.
NArs-Messrs.
Agnew, .4yrrs, Barndollar, Bayne, Brown, of Lancaster, Carey,
Chandler, of Chester, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cline, Cochran, Cope, Cox,
Chum, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dickerson, Forward, Harris, Hendererson, of Allegheny. Henderson, of Dauphin, Houpt, Jenks, Kerr, Konipmacher, Long,
I&clay, M’CaIl, M’Sherry. Merrill, Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter,
of Lancaster, Purviance, Reigart, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Sill, Sterigere, Stevens, Todd,
Woodward, Young, Sergeant, President-49.

Mr. DICKEY moved to amend the amendment, by striking from the
section all after the word “ Governor” to the end of the section. He
would, he said, briefly state his views on this subject. By the decision
on the eighth section, the Secretary of the Commonwealth was to be
appointed and removed by the Governor, at his pleasure, on the ground
that he was the confidential adviser of the Governor. Then the question
ocuured, how far the Secretary was subject to the Legislature, and under
obligations to perform duties imposed on him by the Legislature. If he
was not amenable to the Legislature, it might be improper to require him
to “ perform such other duties as shall be enjoined on him by law”. He
offered the amendment in order to test the principle, and gentlemen would
vote on it as they pleased.
The amendment was disagreed to.
The amendment, as amended, was agreed to, and the report of the
committee as amended was adopted.
The report of the committee, recommending the adoption of the following as a new section, was taken up for consideration.
SECTION 16. ‘* The Prothonotaries, Registers, Recorders of deeds, and
Clerks of the several courts, (except Clerks of the Supreme Court, who
shall be appointed by the court during pleasure) shall be elected by the
citizena of the respective counties ; and, the Legislature shall prescribe
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the mode of their election, and the number of persons to hold said offices
in each county, who shall hold their office for throe years, if they so long
behave themselves well, and until their successors are duly qualified;
vacancies to be supplied by the Governor until the next annual election”.
The minority report was also read, as follows :
SECTION -.
“The Prothonotaries, Recorders of deeds, Registers of
wills, and Clerks of the several courts, (except Clerks of the Supreme
Court, who shall be appointed by the court during pleasure) shall be
elected by the citizens of the respective counties qualified to vote at the
general election, and shall hold their offices for three years, if they so long
behave themselves well ; and, the Legislature shall provide for the mode
of their election, and the number of persons in each county, who shall hold
aaid offices ; the Governor shall supply any vacancy that shall occur by
death, resignation, removal, or otherwise, until such vacancy be supplied
by the people, as herein before provided for”.
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to postpone the further consideration of this
portion of the report. The question involved in it could be better considered
when the sixth article was taken up. He objected to bringing in all the
county officers into one section.
Mr. DICKEY was in favor of the postponement. All the officers proposed to be elected by the people ought to be provided for in the eixth
section.
The CRA~Rsaid the committee might either negative the motion, or a
motion might be made that the committee rise, and then the Convention
might refuse to sit again.
Mr. DARLIWTON asked if there was not another section to be considered ?
The CHAIR said, a motion might be made to postpone that for the
present.
Mr. D~RLINQTONmoved to postpone the sub’ect.
Mr. STEVENS hoped the postponement woul d not take place. He could
am no reason for it. It did not matter where these officers were provided
for. He.had no doubt that, when we got through, it would be neceaaary
to appoint a committee to revise and arrange the different parts of the
amended Constitution. All these officers could then be’ placed in one
1section, if it was desirable.
Mr. DICKEY said, these provisions properly belonged to the sixth
r&on.
That was the appropriate place for all the officer8 to be elected
by the people. ,He had no objection to test the principle now, but it
would be more appropriately in place in the eixth article. He hoped the
subject would be postponed. The other section also might be postponed,
and the committee rise.
Mr. READ thought we had better postpone this subject and let it be
iinterted in the sixth article where it will appropriately belong. The
committee on the second article had reported it, becausethey deemed it a
pFOperamendment, and they did not know whether the committee on the
llimth article would report one similar to it, and, furthermore, they did set
l&&w whether the appointments would be vested in the Governor. The
report in relation to the Superintendent of the Public Work8 ehould also
ba” t nedi until we arrive at the eixth article.
‘1ia7r; KXEY congretnlated the oommittee on the disposition evinced ti
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consider subjects in their proper place. He would have been much gratified if this disposition had prevailed at an earlier day, and that the gentleman from Susquehanna had permited the matters, appropriately belonging to the fifteenth section, to have remained there.
The motion to postpone was then agreed to ; and,
The committee rose, and reported to the Convention the second article
of the Constitution, as amended.
The PRESIDENT having resumed the Chair, it was ordered that the report
lie on the table for the present.
Mr. KERR then moved that the Convention go into committee of the
whole on the fifth article of the Constitution.
Mr. Cox moved to postpone the consideration of this subject for the
purpose of taking up the third article of the Constitution.
He thought
we had better take up the subJects in the order in which they stood in
This was but a short article, which he apprehended
the Constitution.
might be disposed of in a day or two at most.
Mr. WOODWARD said, if he was right, the fifth article was the special
order of the day. He did not, however, feel disposed to press its consideration upon the Convention, iuasmuch as the Chairman of the committee
on that article (Judge HOPKINSON) was not now present.
Mr. MERRILL hoped the motion to postpone would prevail, for the reason
suggested by the gentleman from Luzerne.
The motion to postpone was then agreed to.
TliIRD ARTICLE.

u

The Convention went into committee of the whole, Mr. KERR, of
Washington, in the Chair, on the third article of the Constitution.
The first section of the third article reads as follows :
‘6 SECTION 1. In elections by the ciuzens, every freeman of the age of
twenty-one years, having resided in the State two years next before the
election, and within that time paid a state or couuty tax, which shall have
been assessed at least six months before the election, shall enjoy the rights
of an elector : Provided, That the sons of persons qualified as aforesaid,
between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-two years, shall be entitled to
vote, although they shall not have paid taxes”.
The standing committee on the third articie had reported the following
as a substitute for this section, which was read.
Cl SECTION 1. In elections bv the citizens, every freeman of the age of
twenty-one years, and upwards, who has resided in the State one year
immediately preceding such election, shall be entitled to vote in the county
or district in which he shall reside”.
The minority of the committee on the third article had made the following report, which was read :
‘6 The minority of the committee have had the sub.ject under consideration, and report as an amendment to section first, and instead of two
years’ residence, &c. The remainder of the section they report without
amendments. To the end of the section they report the following additional proviso, viz :-And provided further, that thesons of persons qualified
as aforesaid,shall have a right to vote between the ages aforesaid, although
their fathers may have been dead more than one year”.
Mr. RUSSELL moved to amend the report by addiug to the end thereof
the following ; 4’ And prorided also, that the temporary absence of any
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dtiren from this State, even with the intention of residing elsewhere,
shall not deprive him of the rights of an elector, if such absencedoes not
exceed one year”.
Mr. R. said he had known several cases of great hardship under the
Constitution as it now stands, in relation to persons who had moved to
one of the western States, with the intention of residing there, and returned
again immediately. The construction placed upon our Constitution is
such, that if a citizen leaves the State, with an intention to reside in another
St&e, although he may not remain there a week, he is deprived of e%e.rcising the right of an elector, and has again to acquire a citizenship by
remaining two years, without having the power to vote in that time,Now, he considered this a great hardship, and had proposed the i-dment for the purpose of meeting the case, because, under such citiumstances, he did not think citizens should be deprived of a vote.
Mr. RIWART perfectly concured in opinion with the gentleman who had
proposed this amendment. He thought it a hard measure of justice that
a citizen of Pennsylvania should be deprived of the rights of au el&tor,
becauseof the mere circumstance of his baving left the State for the pnr
paw .of residing in another and changing his mind and coming back again
The construction however put upon the Constitution, prevented citisdns
*under such c@oumstancesfrom exercising the right of suffrage. In our
community there are many young men ivho, thinking they can’better tlmir
~ eoadition, leave our Commonwealth and go to one of the western States,
and &er they get there they find the prospect perhaps of improving their
situation not so good as they anticipated, and they return to the place of
iheir nativity in a very short time, and it was certainly very hard that
these men should remain two years, as was the case under the old Con:
stitution, before they are entitled to the privileges of an elector. To’be
rare the present amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery proposed
to reduce the time to one year, but still the amendmentofthe gentleman.t?om
goes farther, and very properly as he eo#meixed.
Redford (Mr. RWS~~ELL)
Although he was not une of those who had cried out for equality of I.&ileges and made loud professions of devotion ,(o the people, still it see&+d
to him that this proposition was right and proper and he hoped it would be
adopted.
Mr. CUNNINGHAPSwould suggest to the gentleman that he had o&red
his amendment in the wrong place. It seemed to him it should be in the
report ‘of the committee.
Mr.. DUNUP would enquire of the gentleman from Redford w&er
absence, with the intention of residing elsew.here, deprived a man of $he
lights af a citizen 1 The intention was not thematter, it was theaet rhieb
deprived the man of the right. A man’s going away with an intention to
reside elsewhere was not changing his residence, but it was &e set of reai.
ding in another State which showed that he had changed r&&noe.
The
intention was nothing, it was the act which carried out this-in&&a w&oh
we vliere to judge from. If a man aotually takes up a new tisidense~,&en
Ike wodd be deprived of the rights of an eleotor if he uhonlilrsk~,
Mr. C~4mm344 k4cw Of laany inrtances is his es&on of .tbe +eu ’
.of Biin$B%xahm@r with tboea mentioned tha gentleman #QQ ii3
Cod, ad ,wJMb 11tvm tbobj40( of hir &mm
7 mwt w protrid4foi, I&
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of residence, and he hoped some such amendment as this would
‘.Q
be agreed to. In his opinion the mere circumstances of a man leaving the
State with the intention of changing his residence would not disqualify
him 3s an elector ; but that coupled with the act of taking up his residence
in another State if it was but for a single day, must be considered as a
change of domicil, and consequently if he returned he would be deprived
of this right. Now he bad known of a case of a man going to Illinois, for
he purpose of residing there, and, becoming dissatisfied, he returned immediitely to this State, and he was deprived of the right of suffrage until he
resided here for two years. Now this he considered a very hard case,and
one which ought to be provided for. Thercfole he hoped this amendment
would be agreed to, or some one of a similar nature.
Mr. RUSSELLsaid, as it had been suggestedthat there would be a more appropriate place to insert this amendment than where it now was, he would
withdraw it for the present, and introduce it at a place where it would probably meet the views of gentlemen better.
Mr. STERIOERE then moved to strike out the report of the committee and
insert the following :
SECT. I. In elections by the citizens, every.free white male citizen of
the age of twenty-one years, having resided m the State one year next
before election, and within that time paid a State, county, road or poor
tax, or a militia fine, which shall have been assessedor imposed on him,
or shall be exempted from the payment of tax, shall enjoy the rights of an
elector. Every free white male citizen born in the United States, between
the age of twenty-one and twenty-two years, and every son of a naturalized citizen, between the age of twenty-one and twenty-two years, who
may have resided in the State one year before the election, the last year
thereof in the county where he may offer his vote, shall enjoy the right of
an elector, although they may not have paid tax or militia fine. Provided
that neither paupers nor persons under guardianship, nor persons who
have been convicted of any infamous crimes, nor persons who may be
found non compotes me&is, shall be permited to vote at any election.
The election laws shall be equal throughout the State, and no greater or
other restrictions shall be imposed on the electors in any city, county or
district, than are imposed on the electors of every other city, county, or
district.
Mr. STERIOERE said, in the first place this amendment differed from the
old Constitution, by the introduction of the words “free male white
citizen”. This amendment he considered proper, as it was the language
of some Beventeen or eighteen Constitutions in the Union. It also provides for confering the right of suffrage on all persons who have paid a
State, county, road or poor tax, or a militia fine. It does not go so far as
the Constitution of New York, allowing those who work on the roads, to
e’xeroise the right, becauseof the difficulty of obtaining correct evidenee of
this fact at the polls. In the paying of a road tax or a militia fine, there
was an evidence of the facts on record which could be produced at the
polls, which was much better than any par01 evidence, It also excludes
paupers, and .peraons under guardianship, and persons of unround mind,
fmm the rights of an elector. All these propositions he ooaridered pktin
and Pimple, and had brought them forward because he oonaidaredthat the
right of 1WffT8@4
ought tQ be W’IIWWb~t Wended i butt @t Cha&J?Wtig\(,
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he was not disposed to go as far as they went in some of the other
States.
Mr. ROGERS said, Mr. Chairman : The subject is one of importance,
and one in which the great mass of the people feel a deep interest. It is
to them the vital part of the Constitution. Well has it been said that the
laws which establish the right of suffrage, are fundamental to a democratic
Government. The sentiment is a true one. It is the very foundation upon
which we are to rebuild the political fabric. Determine into whose
hands you will trust the right of suffrage, and you fix at once, the controling and sovereign power of the community.
In no one of the northern, middle, or western States of the Union, with
I believe, but two exceptions, has the right of suffrage been heretofore trammeled with such rigorous and disqualifying provisions as in Pennsylvania. While the great States, the one upon our northern, and the other
upon our western border, have demanded but one year’s residence to acquire the rights of a citizen, Pennsylvania, with singular severity, has required a residence of two years and a tax qualification, which, in its silent
practical effect, amounts in the most cases to more than an additional year.
The extreme northern states, Maine and New Hampshire, have been still
more indulgent, aud, by mild Constitutional provisions, have limited the
term of mere residence to as short a period as three months. The States
of Indiana, Illinois, an’d Michigan, settled principally by the hardy sons
of New England and Pennsylvania, who have modeled their frames of
government with all the lights of experience to aid them, have adopted
the same liberal and enlightened views upon the subject of suffrage.
None have added the tax qualification, or founded their political institutions upon property. Shall Pennsylvania be less liberal than those states?
Shall she treat with colder distrust and suspicion those free citizens of the
United States, sons, perhaps, of sires who particpated in the revolutionary
struggle, who in the spirit of adventure, from necessity or choice, seek
her soil as the theatre of business or ambition ? Shall Pennsylvania, distinguished for her simple institutions, her integrity of character, her peaceful and illustrious founder, WILLIAM PEXN, a name that breathes nothing
but good will, ,kindness, and concession-shall she found her supreme
laws in harshness, injustice, and seeming oppression ?
But in my opinion the most odious feature in the present Constitution.
is the requirement of tax as a qualification for voting. A principle that
oannot be sustained upon any ground of expediency or right, and wholly
inconsistent with the spirit of equality. I view it as a relic of that property qualification, which has been deemed in all ages, by the privileged
class, so powerful a chain to bind and restrain the people, and to strengthen the foundation of society. It is a sentiment of English growth that
will not flourish upon American soil. It had its origin in the fanciful visions of the early theoretical writers upon Commonwealths, who wrote, like
HARRINOTON, m the first struggles of liberty with tyranny, with no examples before him of free republics, but those drawn from ancient history,
and with no impressions but those derived from the circle of licentious
courts. Very different are those noble sentiments of natural freedom and
, natural equality, espousedby LOOSE, defendedby MM,TON, and sealed with
the blood of SIDNPIY, npon the scaffold.

?&tccsrAvnr.-that “no Government can long continue free unless by a frequent recurence to first principles”. Sir, let us go back to first prihcius examine into the foundation of things. What is the right of
pb-let
suf.liBge1
By suffrage, I apprehend, is meant, in its most enlarged sense, that
expression of will by which man signifies his disposition to enter into the
social compact-and to institute Government. It is by that also he manifests his assent or dissent to the measures of that Government. It is
evidently, then, a natural and inherent right, and not at any time surrendered ; for, by the exercise of it alone, can man pass from a state of
nature into the social compact. If a natural right, then, so precious is its
nature, that the humblest man in the community cannot be divested of it.
Forfeited it may be by crime and other circumstances, but taken from
him never without violence and injustice.
The enquiry has been often and repeatedly asked, will you surrender
to men who pay no taxes,’ and who have no property, a control over the
property of others ? Sir, does property, merely, elevate the character of
an individual ?.-does it confer independence of mind? does it brighten the
intellectual vision, or fit the possessor in sny degree for the better discharge of the duties of a citizen ?
Sacred, are the rights of property -yet compared with our other great
and essential rights, they sink into insignificance. 6‘ Life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness”, not of property, are set forth in the Declaration of
Independence. What greater stake can any one have in Government than
he, whose life, liberty, and happiness, are at the disposition of the laws ?
Sir, who has not witnessed in this State, the hardship and severity of
the tax qualification ? Who has not seen the old revolutionary soldierhe who had fought your battles- and poured out his blood to rear this
fabric of free Government, presenting itself at the polls, and his vote
rejected, becausehe had not been regularly assessed,or becausehe was too
poor to pay a tax ! Sir, there is another class of citizens upon whom the
tax qualification is much more onerous and oppressive. I mean the laborers
of the community-w ho work tn your manufacturing establishments-who
follow the current of your improvements-who build your railroads and
canals. The tendency of their employment compels them often to change
their residence-they cannot be regularly assessed,and they consequently
lose their vote.
Yet, sir, is there any portion of the community more industrious,
more patriotic, in whose breasts the love of country is more deeply
planted, or who feel a greater interest in the political questions of the day?
Who rally with more alacrity to the field of battle, leaving behind them
the workshop and the plou h, when foreign or domestic foes threaten the
liberties of the country ? Ftvho fought with more gallantry, or filled in
greater numbers the ranks of your armies, than the laboring class, during
the last war ?
Disqualify them from voting, and what is the moral effect I You destroy
all incentive to exertion-you stifle every generous impulse-you ourb the
spirit of independence and manly pride of freemen, and quenela the
bwnings of that fire of ambition whfah @r&s M nimy, in &k oow+#ry,
from tbo humblat Paa% ta the hi heetrtwtisns OP1%
@rt thwfin of ~psniufibunra IUI0;rightly ht tht kurH+k n@pt M Itr t@
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hali of we&b and.splendonr. Let those who would coldly disfranchise.
poverty, recollect some of its numerous instances.
&omamber Arkwright and the peasant Glare,
&urns o’er the plough sung sweet his wood notes w&j,
And sweetest Bhakspeare was a poor man’s child,

%,, the. hi$tiry of a great State, contiguous in geographical.p&tion,
and &selg alhed m habits, interests, and pursuits-I mean the State of
New Yoxk furnishes us interesting proof, as well as a prominent exampje, upon the present subject of discussion In the Convention of that
Sta&,:whichmet in 1821, to revise its Constitution, the fears of the timid, and,
the eloquent efforts of distinguished men, Chancellor KENT, Chief Justice
SPEWER and others, caused a list of qualifications to be addedto the right
of s#&ag.q, viz.: the highway qualification, and a military and tax qualification. mat, the, same Constitution contained in it a provision for its
futQrR,amendment, by the action of the Legislature, and a vote of the
PeQPb
, Scarcely had the Constitution of 1821 been adoptedbefore a proposition
wasintrsduced in the Legislature of that State, to amend the provision-by
1opPiw otF the various qualifications, which was sustained by the people,
andi tinally e&&ted in 1826. Leaving as a Constitutional provision of
thai State, the naked and simple proposition of nniversat s&age, qualified.by the single circumstance of a year’s residence in the state-very
ljiinilartci the *port of the majority of the committee.
Sir, the man who was foremost in that measure of reform, and who, as
Qore.mpr of the State, recommended it in his message, and whose name
woutd lend. respect to any principle advocated by him, was one of the
brigltt+st omamentrJof his time : I mean DE WITT CLINTOF. Struak down
by dgMi ih the very blaze of his geni&, in the full meridian height of his,
career of, boner and usefulness. Has not property been secure in the
@ate of New, York since 1826, the time of the adoption of that principle ?
Has not that State gone on since, with. the &ides of a new born giant in
an Ctiniihftig career of internal improvement, commercial enterprise, and.
general proaperjty ?
Sir, iy ali. this glorious confederacy of States, can you point me at the
pres&nt;timi, to a more pleasing spectacle than the State of Iliinoir ? Can .
$0~ point tge to a State that has made more ra id advances in the useful
a@a,&id in every thing that embellishes life ? ? et that State, sinee 1818,
l$s i@&l’ uq+r a mild Constitutional provision in re@rd to suffrage-that
of aw &+hs’ r,e+denc.e,merely, without any other qualificaiion. Have
nbt!ae sopie of that State been prosperous1 Has not its Constitutiop
$&duke B,‘with as quick a growth, the manly virtues, as ita teemin tuxuriwt’ $+jl; fruits and flowers ? Has not, since the adoption.of ita 6 onatit?tion; social order prevailed ? Have not the ribhts bf the people been
protected 1 Has not, during that time, the improving hand of civilizatidn
tiapsfdrined the wilderness to a garden, dotted it with villages, and chccjuered ii with improvements ?
. SF!, I’~K$ &posed to be liberal upon the subject of su@age. I had the,
e+&n
of it nr+r my hqart when I came into this Convent+
If, in
m.*fi..R?~$T~I T?uJ~ I wd this Goverqmeot upon two broad aod enduring
.d xwJ and genera&education. W&b I would concede
pl ars -univerbaJ 4,
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the one au an estimable right, I would advocate the other as a measure of
incalculable good.
I would c,arry into the lowliest hamlet in this wide extended Commonwealth, that knowledge, and that political power which would enable its
possessorto pursue correctly his happiness, and maintain his rights and
independence. Then would Pennsylvania occupy her just and proper
position. The proud fortunes of her past history would be eclipsed by
the brighter events of the future. And every citizen, whether native or
adopted, wherever or in whatever circumstances he might be, would feel
his heart glow with pride, that he was the humble son of an honored and
venerated mother.
Mr. JENKS moved to amend the amendment hy striking out the word
“ white” wherever it occurs. Mr. J. said he lived in a county where there
were a number of colored individuals, and he had never heard the provision in the Constitution, as it now stands, objected to. There are in the
county of Bucks individuals of this description worth twenty and fifty, and
he believed, in one instance, worth a hundred thousand dollars. Now, he
would ask whether it would be proper for an individual who has so deep
a stake in society to he excluded from the exercise of the elective franchise.
If this amendment should be adopted, he thought he should have no objection to the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery. It struck him
that we ought to have a tax qualificatiou ; but by the report of the committee all tax qualification was thrown aside. He would ask gentlemen if
this was right. If this report should be adopted you might go to your poor
houses and bring forth some hundreds of voters who were a county charge
and they would have the right to say to what amount the property holders
ehould pay a tax. This he considered wrong in principle, and although
he was disposed, on all propeT occasions, to make the elective franchise as
free as possible, yet he was unwilling to allow individuals who had no
interest in society to say what amount other citizens should be taxed.
There was nothing onerous in the present qualifications. Thousands and
thousands have the right to vote on paying a tax of some ten cents a year,
and was it desirable that the elective franchise should be made cheaper
than this ? Was it desirable that a number of persons should have the free
exercise of the right of suffrage, who not only had no stake in the community, but were dependent upon that community for support? Yet
by the report of the committee you put it in the power of this class of persons to say to what amount your farmers and mechanics shall be taxed. It
was wrong in principle, and he would ask gentlemen to cdnsider upon it
before they gave their vote for this amendment, for depend upon it, if it is
adopted it will be impossible to see to what extent citizens of the Commonwealth may be taxed by the influence of the votes of paupers ; because
they would have a voice in the election of your county commissioners, who
have to make the whole fiscal arrangementsof your counties, and they can
lay your county taxes at what rate they see proper. These paupers, too,
would contribute largely to the election of representatives of the people, who
‘yould have the right to say to what amount the people of the State shall
be taxed for purposes of internal improvements. The thing was wrong
in principle, and he trusted the committee would not sustain it. If the
amendment he proposedwas madein the proposition of the gentleman from
Montgomery, he thought there could be no objection to it.
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Mr. MARTIN, of Philadelphia, was opposed to the amendment just now
oaered to strike out the word 6‘ white” , and thus make the blacks, not only
vaters, but eligible to office. He would go as far as the gentleman whohad just taken his seat, or any other geutleman in this Convention, to open
and extend the right of suffrage ; but he would not hold out pretensions
which were never intended to be realized, and which could not be realized.
He would not excite the hopes and hold out the delusive shadows of privileges to the black men which must end in disappointment. So far from
such a provision as this in the Constitution being a blessing to the black
population, it would be a curse, and would bring upon them misery and
ruin. This matter of raising the blacks to a level with the whites, might
be a theme of declamation for some gentleman, and they might discourse
upon equality and freedom when they had not the least idea of bringing
the black man to an equality with themselves. There was not a man in
this Convention who had auy idea of placing himself and the black man
upon an equal footing in society. The object, and the only object was to
place the black upon a level with the white laborer, and thus degrade the
poor laboring white man. For his own part he could never consent to do
it, because he foresaw that misery must inevitably follow to the African, if mistaken philanthropy or political hypocrisy should tinally bring
down the standard of the white man to a level with that ofthe black man.
We are attempting by this amendment more than we can carry out. Any
.at#emptto amend the Constitution to place the black population on an
equal footing with the white population, would prove ruinous to the black
people. He was certain’that in the county of Philadelphia any attempt of
;the black population to exercise the right of’suffrage would bring ruin upon
their own heads. Public sentiment, rising above all law, prevented them
from coming to the polls, then why will we hold out to them expectations
* which never can be realized? He knew that much might be said on this
subject, and he had, perhaps, heard as much on this subject as any other
gentleman. This discoursing about equality, however, was a mere sham,
and.only intended to deceive. There is no intention or disposition in any
gentleman in this Convention to raise the standard of the black man to his
_!own level. This never was anticipated or thought of by any otie h&e;
and it was only intended to raise the standard of the black man to that of
the ,poor white laborer, and thus pull down the standard of this class of our
citizens. He hoped the committee would examine this subject in all its
.bearmgs, before they adopted a measureof this kind. He was in favor of
extending the right of sufIrage as far as any other gentleman here, but still
‘.we must have some limits and some bounds to it.
With regard to the tax qualification, he thought that a slight modification
:of the clause would be necessary, and before it should be disposed of, he
*would move that it be so modified as to’read “ liable to be taxed”. He
conceived that there was no object to be attained by holding out views to
,,thesepeople, which would never be realized. Those who had not aided.
and were-not liable to support the Government, ought not to claim to di:
k.ract it. Now, had we any right to bestow the elective franchise on those who
may have forfeited it? He would offer an amendment to that effect, as he
.,had&ne a veeolution, which was now on file. He thought it was absolute! ily $mcwwory w insert the word “ free” in the first line, unless it was, the
(1 in&n&m of.t& Convention to deceive the colored people by inducing them
H3
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to suppose that they were very favorably inclined towards them, and were
-/ ing to open a door by which their brethren in the southern States would
If”ave an opportunity of coming to Pennsylvania and being put on an equality with the whites. Now, he felt satisfied that there was not a member
here that entertained any idea of that sort. Then, why, he would ask,
should we clothe any article of the Constitution with fraud and sophistry,
for it was nothing else? Why should we not express our real meaning in
words that could not be misunderstood? The gentlemanwho had so forcibly urged the striking out of the word ‘6 white”, would not he willing that
a colored man should take his seat in this Convention, and be a colleague
of his, And, even if the gentleman were not to object, he (Mr. M.) would.
He could never give his consent that a hlnck man should sit in this body.
Was there a man in the Convention who would like to see a county represented by a black man on this floor? Was there one who would take
his seat beside a negro, and deliberate on the questions before us. There
were no such feelings of equality here, and the attempt to make the black
people believe 80 was a gross fraud. They could not vote now-public
sentiment rising above all law and the Censtitutiou, prevented them from
coming to tbe polls. 4Ie had never known of their voting in any county
in the State. In the county of Philadelphia the colored man could not,
with safety. appear at the polls, and to bring him there would endanger the
peace and happiness of the whole black population. He would ask the
gentleman from Bucks (Mr. JENKB) if the blacks would not be eligible to
office, should they be equal to the whites at the ballot boxes ? Would his
respectable black fellow, who was worth $100,000, be elected, if he should
run for the Legislature? And, if he should, did the gentleman suppose
that he would be allowed to take his seat here? He would not ; he would
be turned out of doors. Then, why, he (Mr. M.) would ask, should the
Convention do any thing that was only calculated to deceive the colored
population ? It was to do them injustice, becauseit was holding out expec-‘r
tations to them which could never be realized. He trusted that the word
‘6 white” would be retained, and at the proper time, he would move to
bmend the tax qualification by the insertion of the words “liable to be
taxed”.

Mr. MERRILL, of Union, said that according to the laws and Constitution of the United States, every man who was not either a fugitive from
justice, or labor, was a free man. Was it possible that freemen who possessedproperty, and even those who did uot, but were qualified m other
respects, were not to be allowed to vote, on account of their complexion ?
If there were men in Pennsylvania so situated, he would like to know
under what sort of a Government we had been living-what kind of freedom we’ were supposed to enjoy, and whether we deserved to continue
-free under such an extraordinary state of things? Gentlemen had undoubtedly a right to interpret the Constitution as they chose, but for his
own part, he had no hesitation in avowing his opinion, and that was-that
a colored man (if free and otherwise qualified, according to the Constitution of Pennsylvania) has a right to vote, and there existed no power to
prevent him. It could not be alleged, that because the colored population
of the county of Philadelphia had not come forward to vote, on account of
the excitement which would be raised against them if they did, they had
not the right. Was that any argument 1 Were they not frss men 3 He
had been in hopes that there would have been no difficulty concerning
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the word @a
white”, and he did not know how far the Judges of elections
might not be inclined to go-whether they might not enquire into the
genealogy of a man, in order to discover if he had any Choctaw or other
Indian blood in his veins, so as to deprive him of the right of voting.They could not, however, do this, no matter what might be the color of
the voter. It was useless to discuss the matter any longer. He hoped
that the word b4white”, would not be inserted, for there was no necessity
for any change in the Constitution. He would vote against the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery (Mr. STERIOERE). It was altogether too complex.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, would suggest to the gentleman from Bucks,
(Mr. JENKS) that it would be better to withdraw the amendment.
Mr. JEKKB, of Bucks, said that he perceived that the amendment which
he had offered was likely to consume a great deal of time. His object in
offering it was, to secure that part of the Constitution that was now under consideration, and under the operation of which we had suffered no inconvenience, from being altered, as it left this exciting subject slumbering as it
were. Mr. J. then withdrew his amendment.
Mr. MARTIN then proposed to offer a modification, but the Chair decided that it was not now in order.
Mr. DORAN, of Philadelphia, regreted that he felt himself compeied to
differ from his friend from Montgomery ($Ir. STERIGERE) in regdrd to the
ameadment which he had offered, because, he entertained the highest
respect for that gentleman’s intelligence, good sense, and political honesty.
The amendment contained some features which he found it impossible
that he could vote for. If the principles which it embraced were carried
out by the Convention, they would operate to a great extent, to disfranchise a large portion of the citizens of Pennsylvania. It was not his intention now to introduce the question of the abolition of slavery, but he
intended to offer some remarks upon a few subjects which had not been
refered to in the progress of the debate, and in relation to which we could,
he thought, all arrive at a fair and proper conclusion. Now, what, he
would enquire, was the object of the amendment 1 Why, he found that
the effect of it would be to disfranchise at least three fourths of those citizens who are entitled to vote. It was to deprive paupers, persons under
guardianship, persons who have been convicted of any infamous crime,
&c., of the iight of exercising the elective franchise. Did the gentleman, by using the word (4pauper”, mean to say that the man who had
no property should not be entitled to vote, whilst, on the contrary, the
man who had, should exercise tha,t light. ? Did he mean, to use the lanuage of Mr. WEBSTER-~‘ a poor man in opposition to a rich man”?
f-l e desired, and hoped that the gentleman would give him a satisfactory
answer to these quesuons, before he could vote to disfranchise those of
his fellow citizens who might comeunder the denominotion of “paupers”.
But, suppose we took the word ih its general signification, and were to
ray that the poor man shall not vote. in what a condition should we place
our country, and what would be its fate ultimately ? Let it not be forgotten, that our forefathers declared that every man who pays a tax shall
vote., Was it possible that we were going to assert the doctrine, that a
poor man who earns his bread by the sweat of his brow, shall not he
dermited to vote. as well as the man who rides in his c@h 1
Mr. STERICEBE explained : It was proper that he should state that the _
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word ‘I pauper” has as definite and distinct a meaning as any other word
in the English language. His meaning was not a poor man in opposition
to a rich, but that a man who is kept in the work house at the public
expense.
Mr. DORAN continued: He would ask, even taking the explanation of
the gentleman as to the construction he put upon the word, whether the
Convention would go so far as to adopt a provision of this sort 1 Did it
follow because a man had been so unfortunate as to be compeled to go to
a poor house, that therefore he should be disfranchised, and held up as not
entitled to give his vote at an election. Why, sucb were the vicissitudes
of fortune, that he who might. be rich to-day, would, perhaps, be poor
to-morrow, and compeled to exist on the public bounty, aud, the moment
they partook of it, arcording to the amendment of the gentleman from
Montgomery, they were to be deprived of the elective franchise. How
many men of talent, and men who had fought the battles of their country,
but who, through misfortune, and hy some untoward event, had been
compeled to throw themselves on the bounty of the public. And yet
these poor men were to be deprived of the right of suffrage. He was free
to confess that he could never give his consent to such a propos?tion; and
he was much mistaken if it would meet the approbation of the Convention. To say that the war-worn veteran, the man of science, and the
ingenious mechanic, who, in their more fortunate career, paid a county
tax, and were entitled to vote, should be deprived of that privilege on
account of their misfortunes, was going further than he could give his
assent to. Independent of the principle, there was a great difflcultp connected with the proposition, for there were paupers of various sorts in
Philadelphia, and perhaps in Montgomery-some were yearly, and some
occasional. The more he examined, the more was he convinced that he
could not vote for an amendment of this character. It was his intention
to ask for the yeas and nays, in order that the people might see what
gentlemen here thou ht of a qualification of that sort.
He- said, that the 8 onstitution declares that poverty is not a crime, and
insisted that our fathers held it not to be so, and they did not introduce such
a proxision as was now proposed. He cared not what a man had been,
or was, provided he was honest wheu he went to the polls, he would take
his vote. How many instances, he would ask, were there of men who
had been convicted of great crimes, undergone punishment, and become
better men, who would, by this provision, be deprived of ‘the elective franchise ? It. at least, would not have the effect of inducing a man to become
honest. The amendment, indeed, was not to be tolerated. He would
ask what harm had ever originated from allowing a man to vote who had
ever been convicted of an infamous crime 1 And, until he should hear
some more plausible argument for depriving men, whose characters were
impeached, of the right of suffrage, he would vote against the proposition. Although the Constitution says that every freeman of the age of
twenty-one years and upwards, shall enjoy the rights of an elector, the
gentleman had nevertheless put in words destroying the former part of the
section. Now, what sort of aconstruction was to be putonthe wordsminors
shall not be allowed to vote? He (Mr. DORAN) supposed the gentleman
miant to say that every person under twenty-one years of age is not to
have the right of suffrage.
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Mr. DORAN : There was many a man under guardianship who was not
entitled to vote. He believed that his friend from Montgomery was a
single man. However, there was many a man in a state of guardianship
to his wife. And, because the gentleman happened to be a bachelor, he
would avail himself of the opportunity of disfranchising those who were
under guardianship-petticoat government, if gentlemen choose to call it
so! Why, if the gentleman was determined to go on offering propositions like this: aad thus ietting a text for all bachelors-the married men
must retaliate by saying that those who are not willing to come under
the guardianship of a wife shall pay a still heavier tax. The Chairman,
he,thonght, from his happy and contented apppearanee,must be a married
man, and he doubtless would sympathise with those on the present occasion, who were similarly situated. Now, because the gentleman from
Montgomery was in the enjoyment of single blessedness, he would
exclude all the married. ‘men, becauseunder guardianship, from the right
of s&rage. He (Mr. D.) felt himself extremely sorry to differ from the
gentleman, but still as he could not vote conscientiously in favor of the
amendment, he should be compeled to vote against it.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, remarked that it was somewhat difficult
to determine who were paupers, according to what he apprehended was
the gentleman’s meaning. For, the definition of the word “ pauper” was
all that receive alms. Now, he did not suppose that the gentleman meant
to disfranchise all who received alms. He would suggestto the gentleman
that the term *‘ pauper” was too. general in its application. With regard to
the disfranchisement of those convicted ef infamous ‘crimes, it might so
happen that a man might be convicted who was afterwards found not to be
guilty.
Mr. STERIGERE said that, at the request-of someof his friends, he would
modify his amendment by striking out the word ‘a white”.
Mr. S. remarked that he thought. the observations which had fallen from
the gentleman who had just taken his seatin referenceto what he(Mr. STERIGERE) .had said, as most extraordinary Indeed. It was not at all difficult
io start objections in relation to almost anything. A proposition to exclude
every person who received alms, whiah meant the samething as ‘6pauper”,
from voting, included those who existed on the bounty of the publicwhether in doors, or out of doors. The term LLpauper” was plain and
definite as L‘citizen” or any other word in the language. In many of the
States of the Union these people were excluded from voting, and in his
-opinion with great propriety. He thought that men who were supported
by the bounty of the public ought not to be permited to vote. So far from
deeming it a hardship as some gentIemen seemed to .think it, that a man
who had been punished for some great offence, should not be permited to
exercise the elective franchise, he thought it nothing more than was just
and proper. Inasmuch as our laws were made with the avowed object of
preventing crime, and for the purpose of punishing, disgracing those who
.commited it, the offender ought not to be allowed to participate in the pop‘tilar suffrage. He denied that this exclusion would have the effect, as
had been argued, of encouraging the commission of crime. On the con,-t&try, he thought it would have a tendency to prevent it. His amendlment had been somewhat misunderstood as regarded ‘6 pauper”. His
ohly object wzy to prevent tbep? so long as they revq$wd at the Publie
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charge, and no longer, from exercising the right of voting. Those, of
course, who contributed to the support of the Government should be allowed to participate in its advantages. Mr. S. after having explained the objects contemplated by his amendment, stated that it embraced a principle
which ought to be incorporated in the Constitution. He then asked for
the yeas and nays.
*Mr. DORAN, of Philadelphia, said that the interpretation he gave to the
word “ pauper” was a poor person; particulnrly, one so indtgent as to
depend on the parish or town for maintainance.
It would be found in the second volume of Noah Webster’s Dictionary.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver observed, that he was in favor of extending the
right of suffrage. It was at this time particularly called for, by the people of Pensylvania. The requiring of a two years, residence had led
to its restriction ; and the people of the county whom he had the honor to
represent, wished that restriction to be removed. He believed the tax
qualification, required by the present Conetitution,was totally unnecessary,
and that its tendency only was to disqualify those from voting who were
entitled to vote, either-from the neglect, or some other fault on the part of
the assessors. Every one well knew that the tax qualification was merely
a nominal thing, for any person in the Commonwealth may be taxed a very
small sum to entitle them to exercise the right of suffrage. He had known
a tax as low as three rents to be levied for the same object. He was in
favor of giving the right of voting to every citizen in Pennsylvania without
their having any tax qualitication whatsoever. And, he wss not for
excluding those individuals whom the gentleman from Montgomery deeignates as ‘6paupers”. He knew of a case, at the last Session of the Legislature, of a poor old revolutionary soldier being deprived by the Senate
of a pension of forty. dollars because he was a recipient of the public
bounty, being then an inmate of the Bucks county poor house. The course
of that body, on the occasion,was treated with scorn, if not with contempt,
by the honorable Senator of that district, who took the opportunity of
stating, in answer to what had been said, that these forty dollars would add
to those comforts of the poor house which were furnished the old veteran,
whose days were fast drawing to a close. Now he (Mr. D.) would ask
the gentleman from Montgomery whether, in a case of this sort, he would
deprive the individual who had assisted in obtaining our independence, of
the right of suffrage ? He, for one, was not disposed to do so. He did
not think that poverty should deprive a man of the right of voting. And,
a man should vote hecause he was a man, and not becausehe paid a tax.
He would vote against the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery
and in favor of amending the report.
Mr. DARLNGTON, of Chester, said that he should vote against the amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery, notwithstanding he was in favor
of retaining the tax qualification, because he wanted it unconnected with
the other matters contained in it. If the amendment should be rejected,
he would offer one presenting the question fairly-as to whether or not the
tax qualification shall be preserved or not.
Mr. BELL, of Chester said that he was opposed to the amendmentof the
gentleman ftom Montgomery, and in favor of amending the report of the
committee, striking from it ‘6 one year’s residence” and inserting six months
and requiring that a man’s property &all be taxed that period of time
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before he shall be allowed to vote. He thought it only right that every man
who paid a tax should be entitled to vote: but it was manifestly necessary
that he should reside some time in a community, in order to feel an intere6t in its welfare before he should be entitled to exercise the right of voting.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana said, that he would vote against the amendment
of the gentleman from Montgomery. He was in favor of the report of the
committee. for it exactlv met his views. and those of his constituents, that
there should be no othdr restriction upon the elective franchise, except the
requisition to be a freeman. It had been remarked abroad that this country has been for years progressing in extending the right of citizenship.
He had no faith in the old doctrine that no man should have a voice in
the Government, because he had no property, no freehold to give him
an interest in the community. It was the old contest between power and
right, which had been antagonist principles from the time that men entered
into society. The freehold qualification had been obliged to yield to the
advance of free principles ; and the tax qualification, which was a part of
the same system, ought also to be abolished. Every man, whether he had
property or not, had a stake in the community, and was bound, when called
upon, to serve the country. One object of the ,amendmentof the gemleman from Montgomery was to exclude those who have been convicted of
infamous crimes, from the exercise of the elective franchise. Now, the
objections which existed to that were many, and they had been well stated
by the gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. DORAN). In the Constitution of
New York, a clause was ineerted giving the power to the Legislature to
pa66 an act to exclude persons from voting who had been convicted of infamous crimes. This was far enough to go, and as far as reason dictated.
The tax qualification grew out of an incident connected with the war
of, the revolution, when our fathers contended that the British Parliament
had no right to tax the people without giving them a representation, and
that taxation and representation should go together. Now, that was a right
sound doctrine. But our fathers never meant to place taxation before the
right of representation. No taxation should be a pre-requisite-a freeman
rhould be a freeman-and no question should be asked at the polls of a
freeman, except *‘are you a resident of the district” ?
There was another and a stronger objection to this tax qualification. It
would put the dearest rights of freemen into the hands of third persona.
A diehonest or forgetful assessor,or a negligent collector, could deprive a
free citizen of the right of suffrage. For his part, he wished to keep this
rig& in hi6 own hands, and would never vote to put it into the hand6 of
thud persons. A poor man should not have his rights, his dearest right6
taken from him, for the pitiful consideration of a six or ten cent tax.
He had known several instance6 of great hardship to have occured
under the operation of this tax qualification, of men being deprived of their
vote :’ he trusted therefore, that it would be abolished. His belief was that
the poor man had a4 great a stake in the community as the rich. The
protection of life and the enjoyment of liberty, were as dear to the poor
man as to the rich, and his personal right ought to be the 6ame
On motion of Mr. STERIQEEE, the committee rage, reported progresr, and
obtained leave to eet again.
The Conxantion then adjourned till 4 o’clock.
t,
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O'CLOCK.

THIRD ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into committee of the whole on
the third article of the Constitution, Mr. KERR, of Washington, in the
Chair.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. STERIQERE,to amend
the report of the committee as to the first section.
Mr. STERIGERE remarked, that the report of the committee was in favor
of universal suffrage. To enable the committee of the whole to take the
question, and test this principle, he would withdraw his amendment.
Mr. BELL moved to amend the report, by striking out in the second line
the words “one year”, and insertinv in lieu thereof the worda I‘ six
months” ; and, after the word ‘6 elect?on’” in the third line, by inserting
the following words, 4‘ and shall have paid a State or county tax within
two years”.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester : Is it in order to make an amendment,
to strike out the whole of the report of the committee ?
The CHAIR : It is in order. r
Mr. DARLINGTON : I move to strike out all after the word ‘6years” in
the secoud line, and inserting in lieu thereof, as follows :
“ In elections by the citizens, every freeman of the age of twenty-one
years, having resided in the State one year next before the election, and
within that time paid a State or county tax, which shall have been legally
assessed,shall enjoy the rights of an elector : Provided, That the sons
of persons who are, or may have been qualified as aforesaid, between the
ages, of twenty-one and twenty-two years, shall be entitled to vote,
although they shall not have paid taxes. And provided also, That the
temporary absencefrom this State of any qualified elector, or his actnal
residence elsewhere, shall not deprive him of his right of suffrage, if such
absence and residence shall not have exceeded the term of one year”.
Mr. D. explained the object of his amendment. It proposed three
distinct changes. 1st. To change the term required for residence from
two years to one year : 2d. In regard to assessmentof tax. It had been
suggested to make the qualification the payment of a State or county tax
within two years, to have been assessedwithin six mont.hs. He had substituted the words “ legally assessed”. The assessormight be neglectful
of his duty, and by his neglect, deprive a citizen of the right of suffrage.
He would leave it open so that the Legislature may remedy this at any
.time, and thatby paying his tax, if himself a citizen, may be entitled to vote :
i)dly. He had introduced a provision in the casesof sons of persons qualified to vote. Under the existing Constitution, there had been cases of
fathers having died before their sons had reached the age of twenty-one
years. In many.instances, it had been decided according to the Constitution, that the sons were entitled to vote. This was the just construction ;. but, in other cases,it was decided that they had not the right. The
amendment he had proposed would let in the sons of any individual who
had ever been qualified, so that if’ these persons had moved out of the
State, if they ever had been entitled to vote, their sons were still to be
entitled. He was not in favor of raising the tax. He held it to be
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right that he who was entitled to avote, should pay his part of the expenses of the Government. The principle of taxation and representation
would thus go hand in hand, as it was established by our fathers in the
revolution. What was complained of then ? That we were taxed without
being allowed a representation. No one had complained of the operation
of this principle. Government could not be kept up without expense ;
and all, according to their respective means, ought to contribute? Ifit
was considered wrong in Great Britain to tax us without representation,
would it be right in us to separate taxation and representation. Were
there any prepared to say, that the many thousands who either will, or
cannot be made to pay a farthing, by way of contribution to the expenses
of the Government, should have a voice in that Government ? Let every
man pay according to his means, the poor according to their poverty.The man who has only his cow, may pay his five or six cents. NO
matter how small the sum, if it be only contributed. He had heard,in
Chester county, of such a thing as hunting up a cow to be taxed. Every
man’s occupation is taxed ; even the day laborer is called on to pay
according to his slender means, and in casesto which this principle has
not yet reached, he would leave it to the Legislature to. fix the amount of
tax.

Mr. REIGART, said, Mr. Chairman, I cannot support the principles contained in the amendment of the delegate from Montgomery, (Mr. STERIOERIE)which he has just withdrawn; because, in the first place, it contains somenew doctrines and untried experiments ; besidesit is too much
in detail, and not sufficiently explicit : nor can I give my cordial assentto
either of the amendments proposed by the respectable delegates from
Chester. My object, however, in addressing the committee at this time,
is more for the purpose of correcting an error, into which the delegate
from Indiana (Mr. CLARKE seemsto have fallen. He has told us that he
admired the revolutionary doctrines, as to the right of suffrage: that delegate had told us that the tax qualification was odious ; that it should not
be retained in the amended provisions of the Constitutian ; and that the
people expect, and have a right to expect, its expurgation from the Constitution which we shall submit to them. Permit me, sir, for a moment,
to examine the positions he has assumed,before answering hia other argu
men&. The charter of liberties granted by Mr. PENN, to the colonists
in 1682, (and I now speak from recollection only) imposed a freehol d
qualification of some fifty acres of land and payment of tax, on the elector
as well se the elected, and this continued to be the qualification until the
commencementof that blessed revolution, which sundered us as a nation
from the parent country, when our ancestors, goaded to desperation by the
long continued oppression of a foreign tyrant, and still more tyrannical
ministry, reared the standard of freedom, and proclaimed liberty to an astonished world. It is, sir, the history of all ages and all nations-that,
however difficult it may be to commence the revolution of a long established and strong Government, it is no less true that wheu the ball of revolution has commenced revolving, it revolves with fearful rapidity, and that
there is sometimes great danger of anarchy. This danger was happily
averted by our politic,and wise revolutionary fathers : these great men had
the history of the world before them : they foresaw when they commenced revoIution in what it must terminate, when they renounced their all*
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giance to kingly r&, if they failed to adopt another better suited b their
rondition. ‘lY~~semen, in the midst of revolution, flushed wi& victory,
elevated with the mote pleasing anticipations of the future, untried in the
science of self-~~(~\~cr~~~~~ent,
d&l not lose sight of the great fundamental
principle of Government : they had long contended against taxation.Withonl the right of rcprcsentation, this, as all are aware, was alleged as
one of the priApa1 moving causesof revolution. In the Constitution of
1776, we find the principle engrafted. None can exercise the right of
suffrage withoul the payment of a public tax, and one year’s residence in
the St&. The properly qualification was rightly abolished : it was not
then, and is not now. 111unison with our feelings, nor our policy as
Pennsylvanians. Our D&iware neighbors, it is true, still retain the property qualificat,ion in their amendedConstitution : it may be suited to their
condition; it may he their policy, but it is not ours ; and 1 hope we shall
not outlive the tnne in Pennsylvania when the possessionof a few acres
of land shall confer on any of our citizens any right which those who own
no land cannot enjoy : let there he an equality of rights in every respecta community of interests-and let the laws operate mildly and equitably
on all. I have thus endeavored to show that the delegate from Indiana is
mistaken in the view he has taken of this matter, and that the revolutionary Constitution contains no doctrines as he has contended; for in one
thing, I apprehend, we shall agree ; that is, that’one year’s or six months’
residence in the State shall he sufficient to ccnfer the privileges of an elector on such resident, if he be a citizen. 7’0 this I would superadd the
payment of a tax, however small it may be; and this, if for no other purpose than as evidence of his citizenship, and of hi;; rights as an elector.
Gentlemen map declaim as much as they please of the rights of the
people: they may talk as they will of their love for the dear people.Without, for myself, making any such professions, and without truckling
to any man, or set of men living, I am willing to be judged by my own
kind and indulgent constituents, and by my fellow citizens generally ; by
my public acts; by my votes .here, and not by my professions of love for
them, although I yield not to any gentleman in true respect for my constituents : they have that high intelligence and virtuous indignation which
would teach them justly to despise and loathe me if they suspected me
capable of the base offence of trnckling to any human being. I then,
sir, avow myself opposed to the exercise of the elective franchise by any
man within this Commonwealth, who shall not have paid a tax of some
kind within two years, of the exercise of his privileges as an elector.This may sound harsh to the ears of some gentlemen who avow themselves to be the exclusive friends of the people : the sentiments are my
own ; I am responsible for them : if this be aristncrtir, then I am an aristocrat. Sir, I have yet to learn that any poor man in this Commonwealth
has complained of the payment of a tax of ten ccl ts: the poorer classes
of my constituents have never thought on this subject; many of’ them
would be oKended with any collector of taxes who omited to call on them
for the payment of their taxes : if they are poor, they are generally honest
and industrious : they pay their taxes cheerfully : they know that it places
them on a level with the rich and powerful : they have the same rights as
the rich man : they pay in proportion to their means and ability : they
know that they are all under the protection of the same mild laws, and in
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the spirit of freemen they go to the polls, vote for whom they please unquestioned, there heing nothing to make tilem afraid. But, sir, what does
the delegate from- Indiana propose? To place the viciou.s ?jagrant, the
wandering Arabs, the Tartar hordes of our large cities on a level with
the virtuous and good man-on a level with the industrious, the poor and
the rich? These Arabs, steeped in crime and in vice, to be placed on a
level with the industrious popnlation who inha4it our hills and valleys,
our towns and villages ! Why, sir, the bare proposition is insulting and
degrading to the community. Let the delegatefrom Indiana give us some
cogent reasons to induce ns to place the Government of the country in the
keeping of such a crew as this. In the name of an honest and industrious community, I protest, sir, against such a subversion of all principle
as this: in the name of my constituents, I hold up my hands against a
proceeding which confers on the idle, vicious, degradedviigabond, a right
at the expense of the poor and industrious portion cf this Commonwealth :
in the name of reason, of justice, common sense, and common honesty,
I deprecate any thing of this kind, and hope for deliverance in the good
sense and sound principles of this Convention.
But the delegate from Indiana asks us to adopt his proposition on another ground. He tells us that he will never agree ‘* to commit his rights
to the keeping of another”. He tells us that before a man can experience
the privileges of an elector, he must have been assessedat least aix months
before the election. This, sir, is true ; it is properly so ; it is a wise Constitutional provision ; one that I trust may long exist; one that is calculatkd to preserve the purity of our elections, and to the elector the free and
unbiased exercise of the elective franchise. Does this work injustice 1
Why the delegate tells us that it is placing his rights as an elector at the
mercy of the assessor; in this the delegate is entirely mistaken. He has
arrived at a wrong conclusion from assuming too much. The exercise of
the rights of an elector are at his own disposal. He may give the assessor notice to assesshim at the proper time: he may call on him for that
purpose if he pleases: if he suspect hitn of fraudulent intentions, he Ivan,
with great easeto himself, prevent it. But I apprehend the conclusion at
which he arrives is rather imaginary than real : it is baselessand unsubstantial. The acts of Assembly secure the righls of electors beyond the
possibility almost of failure : if he have paid a tax within two years, the
elector cannot Constitutionally be deprived of his vote : if he has not paid
one within that time, it is perfectly within his knowledge, and he knew
the fact long enough to do himself justice in this respect, by calling on the
amessor and apprising him pf the omission ; and if he neglect doing 50,
he is certainly himself in fault, and should not complain of his own omission; or if he remove into a new neighborhood after the assessorhas visited it, and taken the enumeration, he should apprise the assessorof the circumstance, that he may make the proper entry in the book. I have thus,
air, endeavoredto show, and I trust successfully, that the last ground assumed by the delegate from Indiana, is equally untenable, and that, in&ad of the privileges of the election being in the keeping of others,
it is entirely in his own, and if he does and will not attend to the requisitions of good and wholesome laws, he must only blame himself,
a&d take the consequencesof his own act, In conclusion, sir, permit me
p @wwve, that the gentleman frolq CbesteT(Mr. PAWNWON) should aI3
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w hir amendment, so as tu fix the time at which the assessmentshould
-bs made, and give the right of voting to all young men between the ages
of twenty-one and twenty-two years of age, without reference to the qualifiations- of the parent. With these alterations, I would give to his propo&ion my zealous and cordial sopport.
Mr. CLARKE,of Indiana, said the gentleman from Lancaster (Mr. REIBART)
had misunderstood his argument. ‘I’hzre must be some particular
magic in this tbres or six cents. He had no objection to it as a tax.But, he objectedto the payment of it as a preliminary to the exercise of the
elective franchise. Ha would ask if there was no distinction to be made
between the principie which our fathers contended for in the revolution,
nnd
_..- this. It was then said to Great Britain. vou shall not tax us without
giving us the right of being represented. g&v we say, you shall not be
reoresented
without vou are taxed. There was a great difference between
‘
the two propositions: All progress in the arts a:d sciences, and every
sort of improvement, is gradual. The gentleman had refered to WILLIAM
PENN, and primogeniture. PENN made a great stride towards free principles, when he made an attack on the principle of primogenitnre, by
decreeing that only two shares of the estate should descend to the eldest
ron. All were considered bv him equal in the eye of the lam. But our
forefathers did not see all thi”ngs at once.
The revolution of 1488 did not establish liberty as far as it had since
been enjoyed, and neither did our revolution. It was too late in the day
to say that a man’s privileges should only last while he paid a six cents
tax. No tax ought to be made a pre-requisite for the exercise of the right of
rating. But it W~F said wondering Arabs may come, men withouthouse or
home, and that persons must be here a year ; that these men who pay no
tax carednothingfor the Government, and that those who were most interested in point of property ought to regulate the Government. But, Mr. Chairman, thisis the old antagonist principle of wealth againstliberty ; but it was
a principle that had come to us from our predecessors,and would descend
from us to the latest posterity. Itwas the principle of wealth standing in op
position to liberty. What poor man was there in the country, who had no
stakein its prosperity? Had he no interest in the safety of his life, reputation,
and family 1 What man was there so poor as to have no interest in the Government under which he lived ? Was his personal liberty, his freedom
of conscience, his right to worship his MAKER in such way as he pleased,
nothing to him ? Was not his family, his children, as dear to him as to
the rich? Put all these things into the scale against property, and the
fortune of 3 GIRARD would be a trifle as light as air, in the comparison.
Don’t tell me that the poor man has no etake in the country. He has a
stake in the country and its Government as great as that of the wealthiest
man in the community. Wealth was never permanent. It was here
to-day and gone to-morrow. While it lasted, it gave a man a sufficient
preponderance in the community. When it was gone, the right of snfCage was more necessary to a man than ever. The poor man required
the protection of that right, more than the rich : and, if any man ought to
be entitled to two votes, instead of one, it was the poor man. There was
no fear that riches would ever fail to have influence enough: Poverty
ought to have some privileges that would counterbzzlancethe influence of
wealth. These were a few of his reasons for opposing any tax qnalifica-
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tion.
All men ought to be considered as men, and, as such, were entitled
to vote. He hoped the amendment of the gentleman from Chester would
not prevail.
Mr. DICXEY was anxious, he said, to have this question settled on a
broad basis, and he hoped the gentleman would withdraw the amendment
and let us test the question. He concured altogether with the gentleman
from Indiana in his views of this question.
Mr. HAMLIN said he came from a part of Pennsylvania, which, for two
hundred miles, bordered on New York, and he had never heard there any
objection to a tax qualification, as an evidence of citizenship, though in
the bordering State of New York there was no such qualification. The
people of his district, required no change in this pqrticular. It was there
considered as the easiest mode in which the question could be tested,
whether a man had come across the line from New York to vote, and for
that purpose only, or whether he had become a citizen of Pennsylvania.
There was no better way to obtain this evidence than by a tax qualification. He did not think the amendment of the gentleman on his left went
far enough. He had begun the construction of a magnificent bridge, but
he had carried it only half way across. He wished to prevent the introduction of fraudulent votes at elections, by maintaining some proper
restrictions. The elections in New York and Pennsylvania took place at
different periods, and some might cross the line and vote in both States,
unless there were restricnons. There should be some way to show that
a man was a citizen of Pennsylvania. There was another reason for
reqairing a residence as a qualification for voting. A man should live long
enough in a community to understand its interests, and to know the qualifications of the candidates for whom he voted.
He could, by inquiry, obtain the necessary information in six months,
and he thought it was about the proper time to fix, as necessaryto entitle
the citizens of one State to vote in another. He was opposed to the term
oftwo years. A man from a sister,State ought not to be looked upon as
an alien. It was against, common sense an2 common justice. A man
from another State had all the aualities of the head and heart that a native
born Pennsylvanian had, and should only be required to wait long enough
to enable the officers of the election to determine his residence, to enable
him to vote.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, was opposed to the amendmentsof both of
the gentlemen from Chester, and he was not perfectly satisfied with the
report of the committee. The amendment of the gentleman from Chester
(Mr. BELL) was good, so far as it required but six months’ residence; but
it retained the tax qualification which he was opposed to. The report of
the committee required one year’s residence, to which he was opposed.
He did not like the words I‘ citizen”, and L4freeman”, in the report ; they
appeared to him without definite meaning, and he intended, at a proper
time, to offer an amendment giving the ‘6rights of an elector to every citizen of the United States of twenty-one years of age, who has resided six
months in the State”. After comparing the different propositions before
the commiitee, he asked why we should retain the tax qualification 1 The
gentleman from Chester, (Mr. BELL) and the gentleman from M’Kean,
(Mr. H~LIN)
say it is evidence of residence ; but neither of these gentlemen say that it ought-to be,assessedsix months before the election ; t&en
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where is the evidence of residence 1 It may be assessedthe day before
the election. This six months’ assessmentprovision seemsto be given up
on all sides. Then, as an evidence of residence it is defective. But this
is not the objection to it-it is wrong in principle. The qualifications of
an elector should be higher and deeperthan the mere payment of taxes-he
should be a man and a citizen. True, he ought to pay his taxes ; so
every man ought to pay his debts: but they should be collected as other
debts are collected, and his inability to pay should not disfranchise him.
His poverty should not be made a crime. The rights of an elector should
be so established that no other power than the body politic by Constitutional acts, could prevent its exercise.
Under the tax qualification, electors might be disfranchised by the Legislature, orby the wilful or carelessneglect of au assessor. The gentleman from
Lancaster (Mr. REIGART) says every one can have himself assessed.True,
he may if he dances attendance on the assessor,who may be some miles
off, a dozen times before he finds him at home. But is this the tenure by
which the rights of an elector ought to be held ? The rights of an elector
was justly described by the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. ROGERS) as
the foundatton of our Government. It is the rock on which the temple of
liberty is built-the fountain from which all free iustitutious flow. Ths
electors are the Government itself, and to say that the payment of a mere
pittance was requisite to establish this high and sacred right, was degrading its character, and impairiug its obligations. Here Mr. B. went into
an argument to show how electors might be deprived of the right, by not
being taxed-how the State and county might dispense with personal tax.
By the receipts from the Public Works, Banks, &c. the State might need
no such tax, and the counties might require some service in lieu of the tax,
and thus deprive, by law, the citizen who had no property to tax, from his
right to vote. The gentleman from Lancaster (Mr. REIGAZT) says, by
taking away the tax qualification, we will be overrun by “wandering
Arabs”, vicious vagrants, who have no interest in the State. Is this so!
said Mr. B. Has the poor man no interest? Are his personal rights and
safety nothing ? Is the sacred right of conscience nothing ? Is it nothing to him that he stands among men a man, equal to the highest and
wealthiest? Has he no love of country 1 N one of that devotion to liberty ?
Has he no attachments to his home, though it may be another’s 1 Is it
nothing to him that, around his humble hearth, his wife and children
gather in peace, and dwell in security- and when he goes forth, no presegang awaits to drag him from them 1 Government to the poor man is his
all! Take from him what it gives, and you leave him nothing-he sinks
to the level of the brute. All history proves that the poor man feels as
great an interest in the Governmeut of his choice as the rich-nay, if he
bight make a comparisou he would say a greater. Who fought ihe battles of lihertv ? Who were the first and the last to defend its sacred temples? Was it none but the rich ? What poor man ever deserted his home
or his country in times of peril ? What poor man during the revolution
ever turned traitor? When the liberties of the country are in dangerwhen tyrauny is about to usurp her place-the poor man will be found
fighting in the last ditch, on his own hearth stone, until the last droR~+rfhis
blood be shed. He can purchase no greater good than free Govsrn&t#&
But the rich man may buy favor even with tyranny itself; under some
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such forms of Government, the rich flourish most. His very propertythe pleasure he derives from it -will induce him to purchase its safety and
I.m&@GbiOn.Then, why say that the poor man has no interest? That he
has not au equal interest with the rich ? Why denounce him as a vagrant,
or an &rub, and attempt to disfranchise him, as was designed by the gentleman from Lancaster, (Mr. REIGART) and others? Mr. B. said it was
not his wish to make any distinctions between the rich and the poor. The
rich men of the State are as patriotic as any in the world-it was their
intereet to be so. But this was no reason why the poor should be stamped as less patriotic, and it was to disprove this that he had instituted a
comparison. He wished them to be in the service of the Government
equal, and was opposed to any distinction.
Here Mr. B. went into an argument on the provisions of the other Constitutions of the several States on the right of suffrage, which required short
periods of residence only ; and said he was anxious to break down the
harriers that divide the citizens of separate States. He thought that the
provision of the Constitution of the United States, that 46the citizens of
edh State shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens
in the several States”, ought to be carried out to its fullest extent. He
W&I m favor of State rights ; but we ought to make the people of these
United States, as far as practicable, one great family ; and wherever the
citizen of any one of the States might go, he might find himself at homea citizen and not an alien. Mere lines established for the purpose oflocal ’
Qovernment, ought not to divide too strongly a people whose habits, feelings, interests, and knowledge of each other, and of the great prmciples of
free Government, were so similar and so perfect. All that ought to be
asked of any citizen of the United Stateswasa residence-not a temporary
hut a permanent residence. All other barriers should be removed. What
equality of privilege was there when a citizenof Peunsylvania mi ht go to
Virginia, and, in one day, by the purchase of a twenty-five dollar 9reehold,
‘or, by, a three months’ residence in Maine, become a citizen, yet, when he
returned, to Pennsylvania, the home of his youth, he must remain two
years before he can be again acknowledged as a &t&n 1 This was not
only unjlurt, but impolitic. We should found our institutione in the hearts
of, the people, the whole people-there should be no complaining voice
within our borders. This was the kind of Government he hoped we would
.ermblioh..
Mr. BELL said, there was not so much difference between these two
amendments. The principal difference was as to the time of residence,
e&his was .more liberal as regarded taxation. Although his amendment
-coiled for a State or county tax, it gave two years to pay it in. The ques.
tion theu b&g between the six months and the one year resideuoe, he
would state briefly why he preihred the former. He resided in a.county
bordering on .two States-the States of Delaware and Maryland. We
ere somewhat of a wandering people, moving from one State to another
very freiluently, and every one who wen& over the line and came back,
or persons.wh’o came over, would, by the amend)nent of his colleague,
haveto remain one’year before they would be entitled to a vote ; but, jn
fnut, ‘they would have to remain eighteen monthe, becausethe establjsh&
time far tnav’ is on the firat of. April, and fxom that,time to ‘the time of
dectidn, wau3 betjust &out sir montha. If, however, they were not
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would have to remain a year longer, before
In making a Constitution, we ought to take
the habits of the people, and so frame it as to conform
nearly as may be deemed expedient. It is well known,
e in the habit, all over the State, of removing on the
you provide for a six months residence, you
ril and October ; whereas, if you make the
mpel citizens to remain eighteen months before they
Br#someentitled to this privilege. We have heard a great deal about State
r#%ts, and State pride, and the Legislatures of some of the States have
paglsedacts asserting those rights, but he (Mr. B.) prided himself in being
a citizen-not of the little town of Chester, not of the circumscribed
twbmtv of Chester, and not of the widespread Commonwealth of PennIrylvania, but of the great confederation of the Union, a citizen of the
United States. That was the name on which he would pride himself.If he were in France or England, would he pride himself on being a citim of this State, or that 1 would he base his claim to respect abroad on
lwrin a citizen of a northern State, or a southern State, on being a citizen
of b* ame or Louisiana? No, sir, he would point to the flag which repremnted his whole country, and he would tell those who interrogated him,
&tit he was a citizen of the United States. This was the sentiment of
those who framed the Constitution of the IJnited States, and it was the
sentiment of those who formed that flag which represents the whole
Union. He would call the attention of gentlemen to a clause in the Condtution of the United States, which secures our individual rights, not as
NILinhabitant of a State, but as a citizen of the United States. That Constitution says : ‘6The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the several States”. Why was
this inserted in the Constitution of the Uuited States ? Because, the framers of that Constitution felt that they were forming a nation ; they felt
that they were building up a great union of States, which would present
to the world the idea of magnificence, of dignity, and of consolidation.But, whv the necessity of requiring residence as a qualification for the
exercise. of the elective franchise 1 Our Constitutional provision on this
sub’ject, has been called in question, as contravening the Constitution of the \
United States, Be this as it may, the only reason why we require a term
of residence is, that persons coming from other Statesmay have the opportunity of becoming acquainted with the political and local concerns of
those among whom they reside. It has beeu well said, that every citizen
of the Union is acquainted, to some extent, with the characteristic features that distinguish the different States, and would any man tell him that
it would require one year for a person coming from New Jersey, New
York, Delaware, or Ohio, to make himself acquainted with our particular
concerns? It seemedto be admited on all hands, that a two years’ residence was unnecessary, and he contended that a residence of one year
was unnecessary. The whole. question was, as to how long it should
.be deemed necessary for an intelligent citizen of the United States, to
remain in a place to make himself acquainted with their concerns.&. had heard no reason yet which would induce him to believe that it
would reqdire a longer term than six months. If a term of residence had
not bean required in the Constitution of 1790 he did not know but he
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&uld have been disposed to dispense with all residence qualification. As
it vprfixed there he was willing to dispe’nsewith it entirely, but he would
go&r making it as short a term as possible. As to the tax qualification,
he agreed that every individual should, in some degree, contribute to the
bu+ens of the Commonwealth. He who receives protection from SF
ciety should, in some way, contribute to the burthens of society ; and he
bplw of but one way in which this could be done, and this was by the
Mzment of a tax, which was large or small, in proportion to the means of
the individual. The gentleman from Beaver (Mr. DICKEY) had said that
tpe,y;go as low as three cents in taxing those who are poor in his county.
Now in the county of Chester he had never knowu persons to be taxed
less than twenty-five cents ; and no man in the community, he thought,
Qqght to exercise that inestimable privilege, the privilege of exercising’the
rigw of fmnchise, who would not pay twenty-five cents. But there was
another view to be taken of this matter. In all the counties to the south
and:east we have what are called poor houses, where all the paupers of the
w$y are kept, and they are there put under the charge of a ?uperintendent qn whom they are dependent for every thing. Take away your tax
pl.lalifications and what a spectacle would be presented to the eye, to see
zome four or five hundred of these miserable and degradedwretches marching up to the polls, ‘and votmg according to the direction of the person
who had them in charge, and turning the scale, if the contest was close.
These pe*ons +re generally degraded, miserable, and infamous characters,
who are the mere slaves of their keepers. We have heard that the revolutionary soldier, the man who hss fought youibattles, would be deprived
of a vote. Why he must tell gentlemen that particular instances do
not make rules. He would appeal to any gentleman to say whether the
charaoter he had given of the inmates of your poor houses was not a correot oharaoter. He did not wish to exclude from the polls any poor, virtuous, industrious man, and he believed that there were none such who would
r@t be able to pay twenty-five centa tax, but he did wish to exclude the
ppers who were the mere slaves to the men whom the law places over
’ th@m. He would ask the entlemau from Philadelphia (Mr. Doa.4~)
w&her he had eirer enteref one of those lazarettos, and contemplated
Msight of .mieery, and infamy, and crime, which were there to be seen ?
If he has,. he must have forgotten it, or he would not have stood up and de.olaimed in favor of the inmates of such a place ; and endeavored to put
them in a situation to give them a voice in our elections which might overrule &eexpreas will of the majority of the freemen of a county in many
illetamw.
vr. WOODWARD would like to enquire of the gentleman from Chester,‘
&-the gentleman from Philadelphia, both of whom iri their arguments
had refered to a clause in the Constitution of the United S&es, whether
tl@ q]ause had any kind of influence upon the regulatidn of the elections
J. &elwveral States, and the rights of the citizens of those States to vote.
Ef &hosegpntlemen answer that it has not, he should like’to know what it
wao.do with the whole subject.
8&r. BSLL said he had not refered, to it aa governing this question ; ‘but
w m&p refered to it with regard to the political relations in w;hich ape
f#gJ@wl~. to~alpgthef.
Wr. BRowN.had mentiqqed it.aa a plain common sense mat&$, a& he
33
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it to mean precisely what it said, that ‘6 the cilizena of ~aeh
be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the
mweral States”. He presumed it only had reference to a particular clan
of privileges and immunities, but he wished to carry out the principle in
its broadest form. He wished to carry it act as far as possible, and give
it the most liberal construction.
Mt. D~CREY rose and asked the two gentlemen from Chester to withdnw their amendments for the present, so as to give them the opportuni of testing the question, on the principle of the tax qualification.
‘Krr. DARLINGTON would have no objection to withdraw his, in case ir
c&d again be moved, after the vote was taken on the report of the committee.
Mr. BELL considered that the question could as well be taken, and the
principle tested, on his amendment, RRon the report of the committee;
themfore, he could not withdraw.
Mr. DICSEY said he must then make some few remarks in explanation
of his views, with regard to these amendments. He concured with the
amendment of the gentleman on his right, (Mr. DARLINGTON) so far as the
one year’s residence was concerned, but he was opposed to the tax qualification, as introduced by the other gentleman from Chester, for the
reasons ably given by the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. CLARKE).
Gentlemen on both sides of the House had asked, whether an elector should
not have a stake in the community ? This had been answer&d fully by
the gentleman from Indiana, who had shewn that the poor man had as
great a stake in the community as any other, if not more, and he would
not take up the time of the committee by repeating those arguments,
which must be fresh in the memory of every gentleman. He objected
to the six months’ residence, as a qualification. If the principle contended for by the gentleman from Chester, over the way, (Mr. BELL) was
correct, why require six months 1 Why require any time 1 He conceived that a year was a short enough time for a person coming from
another State, to become acquainted with our local politics, and interests.
The gentleman from the county of Philadelphia (Mr. BROWN) had made
sllusidn to the State of Virginia, where a man might become a citizen
immediately, and be entitled to a vote. The gentleman, however, must
recollect, that there a property qualification is required, and persons only
are entitled to the right of suffrage after they own property. It was a
very different matter in this State, as no such qualification was required.
Although the doctrine of State rights and State pride had been repudiated
here, he was nne of those who prided himself on being a citizen of Pennsylvania ; and he would permit no man, coming from another State, to
vote rt our local elections, until he had been a sufficient time among U+J
to identiQ himself with the interests of Pennsylvania, and become acquainted with her policy. He would require a residence of one year, aad
bb would do that upon the principle of reciprocity, because the State of
Ohio, and many of the other States, required a residence of that length of
time. It was necessarythat we should require a residence of some len@
of time, for the protection of the intires of the State. We have a
wd
Improvement system to protect, and its resourm to husban
bs purpose of paying off our heavy State debt ; and, immediately Q U&
n&h, we have a great State with rival interests, and unless we require a
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r&dance to qualify an elector, we may be interfered with by the citizens
of another State. Unless we require a residence qualification, citizen8 of
Nsw York might be thrown upon us at the time of an election, by thousands and tens of thousands, for the very purpose of putting down the
* interests of Pennsylvania, and putting up the interests of New York.
He would require of a citizen coming from another State to reside in
Pennsylvania a longer period than six months, in order that he might
become identified with the feelings and interests of the community in which
he lives. He would require one year, as was done in Ohio. ‘Therefors
he should vote against both the amendments of the gentleman from Cherter ; and to the report of the committee he would offer a new section which
would exclude persons guilty of infamous crimes from the right of suffrage,
and at the same time, authorize the Legislature to pass an act requiring
that a registry should be kept of the voters in the different districts in order
to prevent men from voting in more places than one.
Mr. RUBSF.LL, of Bedford, offered an amendment to the amendment, providing that the temporary absenceof a qualified elector, or his residence in
another State, shall not deprive him of the rights of an elector, unless it
shall exceed the term of one year.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, accepted the modification.
Mr. .RUBBELL remarked, that the proposition he had offered was EOplain
as not to require any explanation from him. It was ~11 known that by
the existing provision in the Constitution, men have been deprived of the
right of suffrage on account af a temporary absence from home. His
amendment, if adopted, would prevent the continuance of the grievance.
Mr. STERIGERE, of Montgomery, observed that the amendment would
conflict with the other propositiqn. There seemed to be some bcongruity as to it. The gentleman’s proposition required a year’s res’idence,
whilst his Mr. S’B.) required a longer.
Mr. M’ 6 AHEN, of Philadelphia, said that he was in favor of every man
paying
taxes for the support of his country ; but he thou ht that taxes
ought to be, like the other requirements of law, collected anlf paid without
reference to the right of suffrage. Ever man was bound to observe the kw*s,
and no difficulty could interpose that Yoes .not now exist in the collection
of taxes levied upon our citizens. He wonld have the sacred right of vc+
ting FREE - and not shrouded in a qualification necessary to support
your
Goverumek
He wished that our citizens might not be deprived of their
votes when the election came, becausethey had omited to pay their taxes,
or because the assessors had neglected to assess them. He wished that
perfect equality should prevail upon the election day. The gentleman from
Chester (Mr. BELL) thought that the inmates of our alms-houses or poorhouses, chiefly in the eastern part of the State, would be brought by the
managers or directors to the polls, and vote agreeableto instructions. Hs
believed that the tax proposition would not obviate the complaint, becaun
if they could “turn the election”, the directors or managers could pay the
The consideration of ten dollars’ would be nothing, if the result of
tsX.
* the eh&%n depended upon these votes. He thought the gentleman’s argument w&d apply with equal force against persons employed in factories
who mig)+tbe presumed to be under the influence of the employer, and
therefore jt lost its foroe in its application to paupers, He b&red ths
@yMiofj qf ttte tax qu@ifkation wnul4 do mwh to &wqqp
et3 +bajq ^
his
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m,&ur now used to obtain an election ; the reform now proposed would
in,t$vdncebetter feelings, and our elections would passoff without many of the
attending evils heretofore experienced. The paying of taxes did not confer greater interest in our affairs : everv man had some stake in his country :
the mdustrious citizen who reared an;! educated his virtuous family, had
the greatest possible interest in the welfare of his country. The payment
of taxes had frequently been made by others than the individual required
to pay it, and the voter was far more inflnenced in consequenceof it, than
if he had been without obligation.
Mr. SHELLITO, of Crawford, said that he would be in favor of requiring
six months’ residence as a qualification for a voter, particularly if them
should be no property qualification.
&$r. STEVENS, of Adams, said that he would vote against the amendment
of the gentleman from Chester, opposite (Mr. DARLINOTON) not particularly becausehe did not like it, but because he thought there was more probability of obtaining some secority against bringing all the vagrants or vagabonds in the State, to the polls, and of running into the extreme of radical
licentiousness, by the adoption of the amendment of the gentleman near
him (Mr. BELL).
~ .lt was well known that any man who chose to be assessed,could compel the assessorto tax him, if he has any taxable propert.y, or any occuGon. It embraced every man who was worthy of exercising the right.
Pt was not necessary that he should have property to the amount of one dollar, if he had any occupation whatever. If he laboured one day in the
week, and begged all the rest of the time, he could compel the assessor
to return him as a voter. No one could be deprived of a vote by this
small tax qualification, except paupers, who were placed on the public
charge by the certificate of a magistrate, common vagtants, and convicts
in the penitentiary and jails. Now, he asked whether those gentlemen
who talked so much about the inalienable rights of voting, would contend
that such persons were entitled to exercise that right ? Surely it was only
the victims of vice, intemperance, and folly who became paupers-and
he asked whether the republican principle required, that they should come
to the polls, and direct those who fed and clothed them, whom to choose
for office ? It was not true, in fact, as has been declared here, that wealth
was the old antagonist principle to liberty, and that the rich were enemies
to freedom and to the poor. De had listened with regret to declamations
so well calculated to array classesof the community against each other.
The doctrine would break down all the barriers of free Government,
Who were HANCOCK, WASHINGTON, and CARROLL? Were they poor
men ? Were they not rather of the aristocratic class? Rich men were
sometimes t.yrants, and poor men, too, when they had the power. In the
heart, and not in the condition, were to be found the principles which
governed the actions of men. Every man of virtue and good feeling,
would be a patriot and a friend of freedom, whether he was poor, or
whether he was rich-at home or abroad. But the man of ambitious
feeling, would be a tyrant, whether he was rich or poor-whether he was
the owner of a hundred slaves, or the hired and miserable driver, who
lashed them to their tasks, they were alike tyrants in principle, hewever different in condition. The doctrine of the natural hostility of the rich to the
poor. was that which CA~~II.IN~
rauc$t to the dcbanchecl, and rnint~d, and
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‘&&ione~ men, whom he engaged in his conspiracy against order, and
virtue, and liberty.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, rose and said, that the gentleman from
Adams (Mr. STEVENS) had, heretofore, been allowed, on all occasions, to
deliver his usual harangues about 6‘ JACK CADES”, ‘6 slang mobs”, and
bbmad dogs”, without any one noticing them, knowing, that such epithets
hati no other effect here than to characterize their author : but, as that
~gkotlemanhad thought proper, recently, to take some three or four days
;O write out his inflammatory effusions, and thus send them prepared to
&e commuuity, through the Daily Chronicle, he (Mr. B.) thought they
ou ht not to be allowed to go thus forth from this Hall without notice.
& he friends of an extension of the right of suffrage had given arguments in favor of their propositions. The gentleman from Adams ‘httd
not attempted to meet these arguments ; he found it easier to declaim than
argue. The friends of reform had not said one word about rich or poor,
until the distinction was made by their opponents. The gentleman from
Lancaster (Mr. REIOART) denounced the attempt to take from the right ef
s&age the tax qualification, ‘as one that would bring to our polls a host
of wandering Arabs, who would have an equal weight in the elections,
with the property holders of the State, and patriotically asked what interest such men had in the country 1 He (Mr. B.) had attempted to show,
that the poor man had proportionately as great, if not a greater interest
than the rich-his personal rights were his all. He had asked, when and
where the poor man had proved untrue to his country? When were they
not found ready to shed the last drop of their blood for the soil on which
they lived-for the hearth stone ,around which their wives and children
gathered, though the soil and dwelling were not their own ? What poor
man was ever a traitor to his country ? He (Mr. B.) had also said, when liberty was endangered-when tyranny was about to usurp her sacred temple,
the iirst to sacrifice their aonntry’s interest to their own, were the rioh. He
did not say the rich were all such-he spoke of history. To the poor
man, his liberty, his right to worship his GOD, and enjoy the peace.$f.his
home,’ were his all ; he was the first and the last to protect and &fend
them. He had not the means to buy their security, if invaded, nor to
remove where they would be secure-the rich could do both. Does ‘the
gentleman from Adams deny this 1 No : he ,meetsit in his accustomed
~nmrrner,by talking of vagabonds and CATILINES, ‘and says he neverexpeeted to hear, in this Hall, such appeals to liberty-such distinctions
made between the rich and poor. But, the gentleman from Adams should
recollect, it was his own friends that made the distinction, by attempting
to degrade and disfranchise the poor man. He (Mr. B.) would say to
that gentleman, he never expected to hear, in this Hall, such declamatory
appeals about JACK CADES, mad dogs, and CATILINES ; appeals to the lowest
gassions of the lowest of mankind, and made for other.placesthanthis Hall.
We have given argument, and I ask that gentleman for argument, If he
.zlenies what I have said, I am ready to meet him now, or at any time,
and prove, from history, all I havecaesertedto be true. We have only
:,a&& for the rights of suffrage for citizeus of ihe State of Pennsvlvanis,
hident up04 her soil. If they are not to be allowed the rights of &uiedas,
“@I us some reasons for it, not abnue ; we want argument, not denanttianon, Ta$e f:om them the dearest rights of freemen,buf do got denounca
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them aa wandering .&a!~ and vagabonds, and those who advocatetJmm
aa CATILINEB.
Such denunciations are out of place here, in this Hall, or
in Pennsylvania; they are worthy only of the last days of Rome, and
those who debasedand destroyed her ltberty.
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
again.
A conversation arose in Convention concerning an irregularity which
hali taken place in reporting the second article of the Constitution, as one
of the sections of that article had neither been postponed by a vote of the
committee of the whole, or considered. Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, thought
the most proper course would be to recommit the report. to the committee
of the whole, and made a motion to that effect. Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved to amend that motion, so as to commit the report to the
committee of the whole on the sixth article. Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana,
suggested that the Convention might go again into committee of the whole,
and then rise, and ask leave to sit again, and that leave might be refused,
and thus the difftculty would be removed. Mr. CUNNINGHAY, of Mercer,
said that would not do at all, as it would be destructive to the amendment,
an error had certainly been commited, and the Convention might go again
into committee of the whole, to consider the subject. Here the conversation terminated, Mr. READ having moved an adjournment.]
The Convention then adjourned.

TUESDAY,

JUNE 20, 1857.

Mr. &MYTH,of Centre, presented a memorial from citizens of C%ntr6
county, praying for certain regulations and restrictions on banks and
banking.
Mr. MAUEE, of Perry, presented two memorials from citizens of Perxy
cotmty, similar in their tone and prayer.
These memorials were laid on the table.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, presented a memorial b
citizena of the city and county of Philadelphia, on tJm
payments by the banks, and the issue of small notee by corI~& author&
ties, which was refered to the committee to whom had beep refered the
seventh article of the Constitution.
Mr. MILLER, of Fayette, submited the following resolution, whioh was
laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :
Armlved, That the thirty-second rub be so amended, that it be in order to call &MI
ayca and noes on questions of daily adjournment, and thltt for that purpas, the
words *‘ except on a question of de& adjournment”, be stricken out.

Mr. B~YEZW,
of Venango, submited the following reeoluiion, whti
laid on the table, and ordered to be printed :
.Reuokd, That the f&r&

s&on

of the BAh heb

af the

ml,that fromaadaftertha tbrt dayof Jwnuatp, ens thoulsaJ
tine, the *4
ooU* of CommonPleassbslfbs*tdisbsd
The Ellato
(excepting
tke aity an4county of PJa$lscfelpkia,
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Aweny,
in which the district courta already eatablisbed by law shall remain as hemtofora, ruhjwt to euch alteration se the Legislature may from time to time direct) shall be
A Presidivided bvlaw. into convenient distticta. consisting of three adioiningcounties.
dent and two Jud-es, persons of knowledge aniintegrity,
ikilled7n the laws, shall be
appointed in each d%trict, one to reside in each county, any two of whom aHall be a quorum ; but the Legislature may, from time to time, vest such powers in a single Judge as
they may deem necessary, to expedite the proceedings of the conrt and effect the ends of
]Wice: Provided, That whenever it shall occur that the number of counties in the State,
with the exception aforesaid, is such that each and every district cannot consist of the
precisenumber of three counties, the Legislature may provide for one die&t, to con&t
of two or four counties, as in theu opinion will best promote the public u&zest and further the administration of justice.
The report of the committee of the whole on the second article of the
donrtitution
was then taken up for consideration, as the order of the day.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. STEVENS, (made after

the rising of the committee of the whole yesterday) to recommit the report
to the committee of the whole,
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved the indefinite postponement
of the
_ subject.
Mr. CUNN~OHAH, of Mercer, hoped the motion would not prevail.
The sixteenthsection of the second article was under consideration when
the committee rose. It may be supposedthat the committee were discharged after reporting the article to the Convention. But the committee had
not yet got rid of the subject. The Cohvention had r8fered the whole
article to the Convention, and all of it had not yet been considered. He
did not see any inconvenience which could result from going again into
committee of ihe whole ; and our course would go down to posterity, as an
example, as a precedent, and as an illustration of oqr mode of doing business. You, sir, who preside with so much digmty, will be shewn to
the world, unless we correct oar proceeding, as exhibiting a strange example. We ought to go again into committee of the whole, with the same
Chairman, and correct our proceeding, or the committee might ask leave
to sit again 0B.a distant day. He did not care mnch about it as regarded
himself, but he desired to see things done correctly, in older that generations to come may not laugh at onr mode of going through our business,
and call us blunderers.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, said he had talked with someold legislators
on the subject, and they all agreed that the subject stands now in as good
a situation as it can occupy. A motion was made to postpone the new
auction for the present. A motion was then made that ‘the committee
ri8e. The committee had thus gone through, and, in his opinion, were
discharged. The section was postponed for the present ; the report was
made, and the committee were discharged. The Convention had power
at any time to go into committee. He did not think they would be commiting themselves to thoae who would come after them, by leaving the
subject where it was. It was just in as good a situation as it could occupy.
If the motion of the gentleman from Suaquehannagave the whole matter
the go by, he would vote for it.
Mr. M’SHEPRY, of Adams, thought the difficulty might be got over by
amemdingthe journal.
My. Cox, d ~i%menset, tid the bet&r way would have b88s for the
eommitke to rise, and report, and that the Convention should then have,
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retied leave to sit again. Had that been the course pursued, the sections
would have come up again before the Convention on the second reading,
and thus the whole matter would have been put into its regular form.
Mr. READ had no great anxiety on the subject. It ~‘1s making a great
deal of a small matter. If the ideas of the gentleman from Somerset, and
the gentleman from Mercel were carried out, it would then become of
great importance. The remedy proposed by the gentleman from Somerset, would strike out all the amendment. The gentleman from Mercer
would have leave given to the committee to sit again, on a distant day,
and that might turn out to be when the Convention would not be in
session. If we go into committee of the whole again, amendments may
be ofl’ered, which will keep us three weeks. The gentleman from Indiana took the correct view of the subject. It would be better to let the
matter rest, and not pursue a course which will carry us over the whole
ground again.
Mr. Cox said he had no desire to go into committee again : so that the
gentleman from Susqnehanna misunderstood him if he supposedso. He
had said it might have been the better way to have done so yesterday.He did not apprehend that such a course would have cut out all the
amendments.
Mr. CUNNINOHAM : The report of the standing committee was refered
to the committee of the whole, and the sixteenth section was under consideration. During the consideration of that section, the committee rose
and reported the report with amendments. Where is the report on the
sixteenth sect&? What had been done with it ? It is postponed for the
present, and lies on the President’s table unfinished. It is laid by, until
we have gone through the other articles. Thus when the report has been
reported, it is laid by with one section unacted on, while it appears on
the journal as though all the sections had been gone through.
Mr. STERIOERE, of Montgomery, did not see the subject in the same.
light. The great objection was in the disposition of the business. It was
equivalent to a motion to postpone indefinitely, if a motion be made to
postpone for the present, as it is understood that the section is not
again to be taken up. All knew the reasons for this. But on the record
ofour proceedings it appears that this particular report is disposed of,
Mr. BAYNE, of Allegheny, said it occured to him that the motion of the
gentleman from Susquehanna, would put the subject in a situation in which
it wilt be just as UnintelIigible. The best mode would be to discharge the
committee of the whole from the further consideration of the article, and
20 refer this sixteenth section to the committee on the sixth article. The
committee could make it a part of their report ; and It could be received by
the Convention as a part of their report.
The question was then put, and the motion to postpone indefinitely was
decided in the at%mstive.
On motion of Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, the report of the coapnrclltee
on the second article of t.he Constitution was postponed for the present.
THIRD ARTJCLE.

The Convention
ain resolved itself into a comn&tae of tlm
On the third arttole o7 the Constitution, Mr. K~ea, of F%&rg&m in tRi
Ohfllr.
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The question pending, being on the motion of the delegate to amendthe
amendment of Mr. BELL,
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, rose and said, that he had intended to
make some observations on the subject, and it was immaterial when he
made them, now, or at any other time. However, as he was in possession
of the floor, he might as well proceed now, as at any other time to deliver
his sentiments. He would then observe that it appeared to him that the
swct which at present occupied the attention of the committee, was one
of the very highest magnitude and importance. It involved the laying of
the foundation-the very superstructure of the Government. He would
lay the foundation of the Temple of Liberty broad and deep ; he would
found it on a rock, so that when the winds come-the rains descend, a;;d
the floods arise, it shail not fall, bat shall stand for ages, affording protection, and producing happiness to the whole family of the Republic. No
system could be adopted which could operate without someinconvenience, and the best was that which secured the greatest degree of liberty and hap-:
piuess to the greatest number. There was a good idea in the celebrated
Marseilles’ Hymn : ‘4 Man is man, and who is more” ? Those who held
that some were more than men and others less, had endeavored to introduce distinctions into eociety, the effect of which was to reduce one portion
of the community to the condition of slaves--while it raised the other to a
grinding aristocracy. Having found it difficult to attain their, object ‘by
direct, open, and fair means, they had generally attempted to introduce,
under the form of a republic, and under the name of lrbertg, the substance
I of slavery and despotism. And, among the most insidious and effectual
means of accomplishing their object, had always been found these two
I measures-long terms of office, and of residence as a qualification for the
right of citizenship. They sought long terms of office, because by that
means they were enabled to become the oppressors of the people-the
humble classes who were compelled to change their places of residence
more frequently than the wealthy and affluent. Free Governments, when
rightly organized, were founded on this principle. that although mankind,
on.the whole, were beneficent beings, yet when our interest comes in contact with the public good, we were apt to be biased, and our jud,mnents
were not to be trusted. In the ancient democracies,which were established in small communities, every man was allowed a voice in making the
laws, and thus every portion of the community was protected against
oppression. All experience had shown that if any portion of the community was deprived of any political right, the republic must fall. It had been
found important to extend the principle of absolute democracy into a Govornment of extensive territory-hence we had adopted the nearest resemMepoe. In. forming this Governmeut the intention of its framers was to
bring it as near as possible to an absolute democracy, and that was by
estab~isishing
short-terms of o&e, and universal suffrage. He would place
IL,Government, which was based on the right of suffrage, upon several
nds : First, he would say that man should vote becausehe was a man.
e would lay that down as a broad and general principle, and he would
‘ff”u
mvgrr depart from that principle in a single instance, unless the most cogent
.md,pawerful mason could be shown for departing from the general rule.
h the nest place, a man had a fight to vote becausehe was subject to the
ti&-being
liable F3be punched for vrolatmg them. And, there were
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l&s,passed as to where he might fish, and hunt, &C.-when he might
labor, and not, and where he might smoke a segar,or not ! Thts was actually a fact, for he bad seen it m the Boston papers that a law had been
passed there that no one should be allowed to smoke a segar longer than
two hours after dinner. Well, then, he (Mr. E.) would say that every man
who was subject to bear a portion of the public burden, should have a voice
in that Government-he should participate in that Government, which
he helped to support. And, as he (Mr. E.) thought that on a careful
examination it would be found that these reasons went to show the
necessity of supporting the most liberal proposition that was ever presented for our consideration. He would say that all exclusions which
are not absolutely indispensable, are perniiious. First, because they
are oppressive, as opposed to the natural equality of man, which
is deelared in our Declaration of Independence. They are pernicious,
beozusedegrading, and the tendency of them is to sink that portion of the
community, who are deprived of their rights, in their own estimation and
that of their fellow-citizens. Treat a man as an outcast. and he becomes
an outcast, m fact, and he is ready to aid any set of men who desire to
destroy your Government. There could be no doubt, then, that the strong
est Government was that which exists by the voice of the whole people,
for they were ever ready to rally around it, and to defend it. But, the
moment you exclude any portion of t.he people, they felt little or no interest in your Government; and it was much easier to stir up discontent
and rebellion among those who are deprived of their rights, than those who
have them. Such men would almost prefer a despotism to the free institutions in which they have no share.
But, adopting these general rules and principles, let us examine the reasons which are given for excluding some men from the enjoyment of the
right of suffrage. The first exclusion which is proposed is the term of
residence, and before we require a term of residence, we must enquire
whether there is some intrinsic justice in, or absolute necessity for, it
apart from the question of policy.
If the narrow minded restrict&s which prevented men from going where
they pleased, and doing what they pleased, were removed, how much would
it tend to improve the arts, and to extend the principles of philanthropy,
religion and civilization ? Man had a natural right to the earth, and to live
where he pleased upon it. No restrictions ought to be placed-upon this
right, and all such restrictions tended to maintain and strengthen bigotry, prejudice, ignorance, and tyranny. There was no correct principles upon which the exclusion of citizens of another State, who came to
reside among us, from voting at the polls, could be sustained ; nor was
there any reason why a long residence should be required of them as a
qualification for voting.
Supposing Pennsylvania to be overrun with optition, and thst some
Pennsylvanians should wish to go, in order to 1 etter their condition, a&
settle in Wisconsin, xlichigan, or Arkansas, but that they found that ths@a
had been been restrictive laws passed there in reference to the sales +f
the best lands, and that they, as Pennrylvanians, were not entitled to &s
same privileges as others. Now, why should Pennsylvania set towstrangers in a manner that she would not approve of in respectto herself? I;it
Pennsylvanians rememberthat somenfour worthiest and moat distinguiahvl
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citixens had come from other States and countries-among whom were
FRANKLIN, (who came from another State, and of whom we
are justly proud)-Mr. DALLAS, and Mr. GALLATIN. Such examples
should teach us to rid ourselves of this narrow feeling. It had been said
that this restriction was not on account of the birth of an individual, but
was a mere requisition of that residence which was necessary to enable
him to act as a citizen. He (Mr. E.) would admit, this principle might
be acted upon, as far as it could be shown that it was necessary to apply
it. He thought that on a full examination of the subject, it would be
found that the term of residence was of little consideration only. There
had been no inconvenience experienced whatever by the State of Massachusetts, from the year 1776 down to 1820, from persons coming into it,
although just before the day of election. When the Convention was
called in 1820-21, to amend the Constitution, he was then in the habit of
reading the newspapers containing acconnts of the proceedings, and he
did not now recollect having read any thing concerning any objections
having been made in reference to the matter. When we considered the
manner in which we, ourselves, exercised the right of suffrage, we should
find. a very short residence, indeed, sufficient to enable the emigrant to
vote intelligently.
We could not expect the emigrant to act differently
from what we ourselves acted. We must not expect him to act as a different being, but to act according to some set of rules. How do we, ourselves, act ? Do we not act according :o some general principles ? Do
we not act as the parhy forms its opinions? And, do we not act,
generally, without even knowing the persons whose names may be placed
on the ticket ? That principle had been acted on for twenty or thirty
years, and’yet we expected people from abroad to act more intelligently
than ourselves ! Was it reasonable to expect it ? At the election for Chief
Constable in Philadelphia, in 1830, which was decided on party grounds,
men of the highest standing, both as regards talent and respectability.
voted, although he verily believed that not one out of five knew the man,
or any thing relative to his character or competency; but they had confidence in the honor and integrity of those who nominated him. Now,
that was just what we should all have. A man who comes from New
Jersey knows perfectly well what are the political distinctions which
divide us. He read the newapapers, as we do, and saw the political
questions of the day, that were canvassed in Philadelphia. We, oureelves, generally, got our information from newspapers, and private
conversations, a few d ys only before the election; and the candidates,are
brought to the knowle ase and notice of the‘people, but a few days before
the election took place. Now, we did not act upon this principle, when
we formed our opinions in regard to the politics of other States2 Then,
why should not the people, who come here from some other State ? He
saw it stated in the Umted States Gazette, that the successof one party
at the recent election in the State of New Jersey, was owing to the praiseworthy exertions of a gentleman in Philadelphia, who had traversed the
State, and who had sent there many voters ; and that .persons had been
loaned money to enable them to go to the polls. Now, here was an instance-a proof of the politics of a neighboring State being well understood by individuals not living in it. Well, then, he would repeat what
he had elrpdy said, that a very short residence was all-sufficient to enable
B~JAMIN
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men coming here, to understand our politics, and to vote. A long term
of residence was objectionable, because the end in view was never
obtained, and becauseit was not founded in principle. It required a man
to reside two years in the State, before he could vote for members of the
Legislature ; while in a less period, he was allowed to vote for township
officers, or members of Congress. He thought the rule not only unreasonable, but unjust and oppressive ; because it deprived a man of the
right,to vote, who returned to Pennsylvania, after having been compelled
to seek employment in another State. It operated as a sort of penalty on
the laboring man. It was unjust to ohlige a man to submit to laws, and
bear burdens, without giving a participation in making t,hoselaws, and in
imposing those burdens.
This system of long residences was never enforced in practice. Every
year men went away from the State and returned before the election, and
if a man were asked, had he lived in the State two years before, he,
perhaps, answers that he had : but how were they to know that he was telling
the truth, or not ? The effect, then, of this rule was to deprive au honest man of his vote, while it permited a less honest man to tell a falsehood. He might have come from New York, or crossed the Ohio line,
and how was his assertion to be denied. It was impossible, in general, to
contradict his assertion. Hence, the impolicy of reqniring so long a residence. It was wroug, becauseits defects were demoralizing, and in altering our Constitution we should do away with every thing calculated to
demoralize the community.
He had been greatly disgusted at the want of morality in politics-men
having resorted to things contrary to the principles of sound morality, and
aoted so as to change the entire character of an individual. And, indeed,
some politicians had gone to such a length, that, to be actually a politician
was an imputation on a man’s character.
With regard to the objections that had been urged against a short residence, they appeared to him (Mr. EARLE) not four&$ in reason.
It had been said that. if we abandoned this restriction, wandering Arabs
and vagrants, would vote, and people from New York would be imported
to control our elections.
He entertained no apprehension that t.he free wandering Arabs from
Adams county would overrule an election so as to prevent the election of
the honorable gentleman near him (Mr. STEVENS). But there was nothing
in these objections-no truth and no reason. As to these wanderers, even
if two or three of them did get a vote now and then, it was but a slight inconvenience, if any, in the operation of the system. As to importin votes,
several weeks before an election, it was absurd and impossible. ‘c4 e could
not even get our citizens in a body to the polls. In every district many
st: id away from the polls from neglect or from occupation. How could
people from another State be induced to come over then to vote ? Our _
offices were not profitable enough to tempt the candidates and their friends
to such expensive efforts. It was difficult in any district to collect, by
party subscription, a sufficient sum to defray the expenses of printing
attending an election. There was nothing at all in these objections,
Mr. E. said he would next proceed to consider the tax qualification.
With regard to one of the reasons alleged forthe tax, which was, that it led
to the nscertnining of the vntw’~ r&k-we,
if thiR wm the nhjorotqf .
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it,,&en he would say that a different and a better mode could be adopted
than that; one that would not be attended with so much inconvenience and
tiouble. According to the time proposed-time was allowed a man to ‘go
away to another State, and return again. If you wished to ascertain a voier’s
residence, let your assessmentbe made one or two months before the election, and let that assessmentbe taken asprima facie evidence of his right
to vote. And let no man vote unless he can show such other proof as the
law and Constitution require. But taxes (continued Mr. E.) were to be
evidence that a man contributes to the public burdens. He thought the
rule would be a good one, if every man was allowed to vote, without any
qualification of this sort beiog necessary. Take the instance which had
bgen mentioned by some gentlemen in the courseof the debate, of the poor
revolutionary soldier who was unable, through misfortune and poverty, to
pay a tax-ought he to be excluded 1 Was a poor man, who hadlaboreh
_ hard all his life, and who was now suffering from infirmity and old age, to
be deprived of a vote ? Where, he would ask, had that man’s money gone ?
ft had gone into the pockets of the wealthy. The property of the wealthy was generally the product of the labor of the poor. He did not say
that it was wrong. But, was it right that the poor man, who was unable to pay
a tax, should be prohibited from voting 1 The objections did not appear to
him to rest on principle. It was alleged that if persons in the poor house
were to be permited to vote, there would be a dangerous influence exercised over their minds. Now, he apprehended that that influence would be
much less than was imagined. He’believed that in this free country there
was but little to fear on that score. Men were generally disposed to act
according to their own volition. They valued the right of suffrage too
highly to allow themselves to be tampered with. Could not tbe manager
,of the alms house pay the tax 1 and would there not be a greater influence
’ exercised over the voters, if he were to pay the taxes for them ? And, if no
tax were required, was it not more probable that a much less influence, at
Ieast, could be exercised ? Then, if these men were allowed to vote, they
might vote under influence, but it might be an honest intluence. Xt dih
not follow, as a natural conclusion, that it must be a dishonest influence.
Most of us vote under an intluence of some kind or other. Most young
men in the country would be found voting under the influence of their
parents, their friends, or their associates,or under the influence of the newspapers which they read. There was no such thing as freedom from infludnce. We voted under the nomination of a party-often without knowing any thing about the candidates for office. The merchant’s clerk, the
carman, the laborer, and others, frequently voted under the influence of
their employer. Now, that might be a bad influence; but, nevertheless
they voted under it. Indeed, you might take the whole of society together
and it would be found that the majority of it voted under the influence of
others-because all men have not time to turn their attentiou to political
affairs, and, ,consequentlg, have to put their confidence in those upon whose
information and judgment they rely. And those did no harm ; for both
@ties were operateduponin the same way.
He would maintain, then, that the rule of permitin a man to vote only
‘m oiinditios that he contributes to the public burden, an%which de ended on
zpe‘repersonal inquiry, muot be an unsound rule, and oonld not 1e ear&d
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of the Government, while a man with a family-a large one, too, perhaps,
-tributeed many dollars. He had a great stake in the welfare of the
tspnblic-for, not only himself, but his children after him would feel a
deep interest in the prosperity of the country. There was no man, not
an absolute tenant of a poor house, who did not, in someshape, contribute
to the support of the public burthens. If he rented a house, or a spot of
land, he paid in the rent, the tax on that house or land; if he ate bread
and salt, he paid a tax individually by contributing to the reimbursement
of the producers of the articles, who did pay taxes ; if he wore clothes, he
paid a tax ; and, by laboring on the high-ways, or serviug in the militia,
he contributed to the service of the public.
The amendment of the gentleman from Chester (Mr. DARLINOTON) had
been objected to, for the reason that the requisition contained in it would
be of no avail, as a man could go and get himself assessedthe day before
the election. And with regard to the assessor’seither negligently, or wilfully omiting to assessvoters, he agreed with the gentleman from Adams
(Mr. STEVENS) that the assessorscould be compelled to assess every man.
Gentlemen had argued that offices held during good behaviour, were not
life offices. Now, that assertion was true to a certain extent-as to the
theory, but not the practice. Those offices were generally held during
life.
It was tiue, ashe had already remarked, with respect to the assessors,that
you may prosecute an assessorfor not assessingyou, but you must prove
wilful neglect on his part, but that was a very difficult thing to do. It could
not be done once in a hundred instances. You might say that a poor man
ahall go and be assessedsix months before he should be entitled to vote. It
was imposing an unjust distinction between the rich man and the poor
man. For, the first was always assessed,,while the last was overlooked,
he not having at all times a residence to enable him to vote. It had been
contended here that if there was to be a general suffrage, the consequence
would be the admission of the degraded and worthless part of the population to participate in our elections. Now, he did not think that among our
population there were so many degraded and debasedbeings as the gentleman from Adams had intimated. It did not necessarily follow that because
men were poor, they were debasedand degraded. Nor, was it to be imagined that if paupers were deprived of the right of voting, that necessarily
YOU excluded all that was vile and disgraceful. He would enquire whether
there were not among the voters of the city of Philadelphia, the educated
sons of our most wealthy men, who practised all kinds of vice and dissipation, while much better and more worthy men were excluded from a participation in the elective franchise 1 He thought if we looked around society, we should find as many dishonest and corrupt men among the tax
iavers as among the non tax payers. It appeared-to him, therefore, that
no-sound or valid reason could be assigned for reouirine a lone term of
residence, or the payment of a lax, but &at the law 8jlouldube m;dified so
as to require citizenship only to entitle a man to the exercise of the eleetive franchise. And, ‘if any restrictions were to bt! imposed at all, let them
operate as penalties. He would not allow a vagrant to vote. It was easy
to prevent improper influence from being exercised by providing for M
punishment of those who do it. He would introduce a provision agai&
permjting any man from votiug who coul? he proved to have betted on an
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eh#ion. The practice of betting had been carried to a great extent, and
its e#eeb on the community generally, were of a disreputable, demoralizing and.dahgerous character. It was, in fact, turning the whole population
into gamblers.
16Iewas in some doubt as to whether the proposition of the committee,
or the amendment of the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. DARLINGTONL
should be prefered. He was in favor of a three months’ residence, and,
therefore, he would vote against the report of the committiee, and, also, the
amendment of the gentleman from Chester. If, however, he could get
nothing better, he would vote for that amendment. If there was a alight
modification of the amendment, he would decidedly prefer it to the report
of the committee. He wished that some gentleman would amend it so as
to.provide for the performance of service in the militia, labor on the high.
way, or ,examination by the 13w of taxation. The amendment, if thus
. modified, .would meet his approval. One strong objection he had to it
now was, that it required too long a residence, the consequence of which
was to ita being absolutely out of the power of a citizen to eujoy his righta.
He might be a native of the State, and beeb away from it, and be well
*quainted with its true interests, and yet he could not vote after he had
paid his tax. A man coming here a month after the election would have
to.wait twenty-three month8 before he could vote.
Mr. FLEUINQ rose, he said, to say one word on the queetion before the
, committee. The question was, whether we should require any evidence
by which we can satiefy our minds, that a man has a permanent common
interest in the co munity ? This was the question-whether we should
compel them to ex
“phibit some evidence, or not, of that interest in the community 1 He was not disposed to go to any extreme on either sideImd it appeared to him that the discussion ran into extremes on both sides.
On one hand, he had heard it alleged, and he heard such language with
sin-that the proposition for the removal of all restrictions was vile, .
soelisb, and dishonest; and that such a policy would tear up and break
down any thing like reason and justice. For the mover of the proposi.tion, he had a high regard. The question, as he understood rt, was on
the motion of the gentleman from Chester. How did that proposition
differ from the present provisions of the Constitution ? It was in effect
the same. Gentlemen would make an alteration in the article, with a
view, it was said, to promote the convenience of the voter. Was the
mere convenience of the voters the subject of discussion here’? It was
,bte rights of the pebple under the Constitution and laws that we were to
aehsider. He did not look on the matter of residence as a tritling con-.
If we were to require any evidence by which an identity of intc‘tttttt was to be found, there was none more established and certain than a
.kwown, fixed, and settled residence amongst us. A person would not
zettle in the State for a year for the mere purpose of voting. If he bedame a reeident here for a year, it was a eatisfactory proof that he was
:rrilliag to be governed by our laws, and to assist in supporting the laws ;
*npd that he has a commoninterest in the welfare of the community. Hew
‘+rs it with tax qualifioatione ? Wiehing to treat this question fairly, and
&t#wing aside all extraneous considerations, he would ask what it is 1 It
##a neeemary to exclude improper persons from toting. He aontended
f4&t there wefe no poor in Pennsylvania, unless it was those who were
l
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sustained as paupers. There was no man in Pennsylvania who would
labor that was unable to vote; for all the taxes were imposed in this State
according to the means of the individual who paid it. Every man who
was able to labor could pay his tax, and become entitled to vote. But
still he was opposed to a tax qualification, because he could not but view
it as a part of the old fifty acre lot qualification.
Why do we require a
man to purchase his vote? to pay in dollars and cents for the elective franchise? Was there any difl’erence in receiving payment for a vote, and
requiring the possession of property and the payment of tarts, as a preliminarv to the exercise of the right. 7 IJnless this property qualification
was stricken out, his friend from McKean, (Mr. HAMLIN) who yesterday
raised so fine a bridge to land him to his conclusions, would have to take
the ferry before he got half way to them. We had heard no reason given
why a man should be compel!ed to pay for his vote in dollars and cents,
. as if his title to the elective franchise depended upon the accidental poasession of a certain amount of property ; nor had we heard any reason
why the payment of a tax should be considered as affording a sufficient
evidence of a permanent interest in the welfare of the community.
Was
a man’s interest, in the community where he resided, proportional to the
amount of his property ? Would that principle be sustained by any one
here ? He was disposed to strike out every thing that looked like a property qualification.
He considered residence and occupation as the best
evidence of such an interest in the community as entitled a man to take
a share in the choice of public oficers.
It ought to be stricken out, because it was not the strongest and best evidence of a common interest in
the community.
Now, sir, what is the payment of a tax when carried out, in practice. We
have all been at elections. The evidence of the payment is often taken from
the lips of an individual at the polls, where every possible inducement is held
out to commit the base and destructive crime of perjury. Will not this provision cause thousands and thousands to commit this most detestable crime ?
No man of any degree of experience can doubt that perjury, base and vile
perjury, will be commited daily, at the polls, in consequence of the requisition of this tax qualification.
What, he asked, would be the effect of
this influence on the morals of the country?
An individual who once
steps over the line of truth never retraces his steps, and to give such an
individual the right of voting, was, by no means, a desirable object.Instead, therefore, of being an evidence of the character of an individual,
the polling of a vote might, under temptations to perjury, have a direct
tendency to demoralize, both the individual and the community, of which
he is a member. It will not tend to the improvement of the moral character of the voter, upon whose choice of men the interests of the country
so much depended. He had not risen to make a speech about this matter.
He should vote for the report of the committee ; and, when we got to that
report, perhaps it might be necessary to make some addition to it.
Some were in favor of such an extension of the privileges as would
throw open the door, and give every pauper the right tovote.
He did not
believe in that. It was right to give those a vote who bore the burdens of
the communit,y- who were tugging, toiling, and laboring all the year round
for their subsistence, a,nd that of their families, and who were called upon,
in times of public danger, for military service. These were the men who
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were entitled to vote, and none of these ought to be excluded. It was
s&I~.tbat a soldier of the revolution. or a person who had becomea cripple,
might be in the poor house, and that it would be very hard to deprive
them of a vote. He did not think so. Every one must bear his own misfortunes. When any of us cannot render an equivalent for the rights we
enjoy, it is time to retire. Such persons cannot have the same interest
iv the welfare of the community, as those who are striving for the support
of themselves and their families.
Ur. DUNLOP stated the provisions of the pending amendment, and said
that the question brought up the whole subject of residence and tax qualifieation, and of the right of young men to vote. It was his opinion that
there were some evils in the present provisions of the Constitution on this
subject, and that the property tax, as a qualification for an elector, ought
to be taken away. He had come to the conclusion that it would be better
for the peace of the commuuity, and for the personal welfare of the voters,
to abolish the tax qualification entirely. With regard to the qualification
of residence, he was in favour of retaining it, at least, to some extent.
Ought not some residence to be required ? Yes, every man must, of
COUIW, be a resident of the district where he votes. But for how long a
time ? It made little difference, perhaps, whether six months, a year, or
two years. But,.if we took away the property qualification, we ought to
fix upon the longest term of residence. A man who came dodging into
the community for a short time, and was then off again, ought not to have
the privilege of voting ; but, he should stay long enough to show his
attachment to the community, and to be recognized by the people, as a
resident of the district. Six months was too s,hort a time for that. The
time should be long enough to show that a man is not a stroller or vagabond-long enough to be known and designated as a resident by his
neighbors. Two years was not too long a time to require as the evidence
of a man’s attachment to a place, and his intention to reside in it. Very
little complaint had ever been made by the people in the country, of the
length of the residence required. There might have been some in the
county of Philadelphia ; but, perhaps, it arose there from an anxiety to
importvotern. From what he had.heard, he said this without meaning
any offence to any body ; he believed that both parties, in that county,
were sometimes so much interested in the result of their elections, as to
introduce persons to the polls who were not known as residents, but who,
by dint of oaths, made their way through as qualified voters. Upon these
ptaetiees we ought to put a restraint, by requiring a long residence, so
that every man, when he came to the polls, could easily be recognized as
a resident. He did not deny, that in six months, a man might take much
inbmtst in the affairs of any community in which he might settle ; but, so
short a term would offer inducements for emigration into the State, for
the very purpose of taking a controling part in its political affairs. The
provieion in tbe proposition of the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. DARLINWON) allowing the privilege of suffrage to those qualified voters who
removed from the State, and returned to it within a year, he was opposed
to, tmohring ;too much encouragement to emigration from the State. .He
w&Jask, whc@er it was not better to put trammels on theemigration of
em titireps, than to offer any encouragement for it ? What was the tax
qus&atroe in e’fecg It was a tax of a fivepenny-bit, the smallest picae
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of,88in known in the State, in any employment, occupation, or properly.
%?88oha payment of this jIp to confer on a man any additional qualificatioa 88 a voter? But a property qualification could not be maintained,
hat at the point of the bayonet, in any free Government. It was giving a
privilege to the few over the many, that the many would uot submit to.
I)oas it give a man any better character? Does it make him a better
citizen ? Does it increase his interest in the community to pay a tax of
five pence ? Suppose a man should forget to pay, would he not neverthe1888be just as much entitled to vote.* Suppose a mau is not designated
as tslr paid on the a88eSSOr'S list, and cannot prove that he has paid a tax,
and, as a conscientious man, declines t,o takean oath about it, is he any the
lstts entitled to a vote, as a free resident citizen of the community ? The
payment of a tax gives him no additional qualification. The most dissolute
men in the community, who are led to the polls in a state of intoxication,
may vote, though we know that their tax is paid by others, who direct
th8ir Vote. Are these vicious and dissolute men, who exercise no opinion oftheirown at the polls, made the better by having a tax of five pence
prrid forthem ? Is any man the better qualified, as a voter, by having his
4 tax paid for him, or paying it himself? The fact was, it was no test of
citizenship, none of discernment, none of honesty or worth. Many evils
reedted
from this provision in the present Constitution. When the
contest is a hard one, a man’s vote is frequently challenged. He is charged with swearing falsely, and with not having paid his taxes-the consequence was wrangling, blows, and a general fight. Every man who has
ever been at the polls with the darling people, has witnessed this, and has
se8nmany oaths taken too, which he believed to be false. Every one has
h8ard the dear fellows, when a man has gone to the window to vote, or
come from it, after voting, cry out, ‘6that man has paid no tax”. Men
cOmeto the polls, anxious to vote, and, sometimes, hesitate and equivocate
a little, when asked if they had been assessedand paid a tax. In cases
where a man has paid a tax, if he has taken no receipt for it, unless the
assessorknows him, he has no right to vote. t A man who has no receipt,
:mndia not known to the tax gatherer, is rathex awkwardly situated. He
cannot vote without swearin that he has paid a tax, and, if he does not
choose to swear upon so tr iff mg a matter, he loses his vote. But another
man, who is less conscientious will swear through and vote, though the
byst8nders cry out that he has paid no tax. How disagreeable was it for
a conscientious man to be put on a footing with one who has just perjured himself. The system was a discouragement to honest and conscientious men, and a benefit to rogues. It produced lying, swearing, cheating
and drunkenness. This very tax qualification was the causeof more of the
lying and fighting that took place on the election ground, than any thing,
eloe. All the d&mutes there were about the tax. It was the fruitful
sonree of the the ;iot and the false swearing, and the drunkenness that
attend the elections; and, if it was taken away, there would follow calm
and tranquil elections, such as were never before known in the Commonwealth. The whole experience of fifty years showed that it produced
tb#re results, and every man who valued the peace and quiet of sooiety,
aad wi8hed to maintain the respectability and purity of popular elecrions,
r8&I approve of the proposition to abolish this provision of our present
C8n8&ution. It would be no benefit to the community to retain a quab-
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fication which could be so easily purchased by all, and which, in faot, is
purchased for those who are too idle and useless to procure it for themwlvea. The number added to the list of voters by abolishing this provision, would not be great. The number in each county who are not asseaaed, is not great-perhaps not exceeding twenty or thirty in each county,
But it would save that many fights to abolish the qualification, and save
still more in lying, cheating, and swearing about the matter. It would
save many squabbles and suits too before rhe Justice’s Courts. In the
county of Philadelphia it might make some difference in the number of
voters, but in the country, where the people in general were more aobe\r
and pure, it would not make a difference of more than twenty or thirty
votes in each county.
It would prevent the only bribery that occured at our elections-those
cases where votes were bought for elevenpence or a glass of whiakey.A party man, who is on the watch for votes, will offer to treat a man,
and pay his tax, if he will vote SO and so. Well, the man says he does
not care-he will accept the offer. Wh.y, then, not let this man vote as
he pleases,without the tax? In some districts, the judges and inspecton
of the elections will not suffer a man to vote, until he produces a receipt
of the payment of his tax. The man who has lost his receipt goes away
discontented, and, after, to drown his mortification in the bowl, or to
engage in a fight against those by whom he feels himself to have been
wronged. There was no end to the disputes arising from this source.
He should say little about the subject of rich and poox, which had been,
very unnecessarily, as it appeared to him, brought into this debate. He
liked the poor as well as the gentleman from Indiana, who had said so much
in_theirbehalf, and he also liked the rich. He liked all. The gentleman from
Indiana had talked of the hostility of wealth to liberty, and the attachment of the poor man to liberty and democracy ; but, his doctrines were
not borne out by our experience in our own country. Let the genvleman
go amongst the rich fat farmers in Berka, who were firm and unwavering
democrats,and tell them that they are too rich to be friendly to equal righta
and privileges. Let him go to Fayette, and the rich county of Westmoreland, and tell the wealthy farmers there that they are no democrats. Why,
they. were all democrats, and were only anxious for the peace, quiet, and
welfare of the community. If the gentleman talked in this way, he
would talk without reason or fact on his aide. Let him turn to the founders of our free institutions-to
WAS~~OTOI,
who commanded our
armies, without receiving any compensation for his services-to H~cocx,
and CARWJLL, and others of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, whose large fortunes were pledged to the cause of independence,
and say, if he chooses, that they were not friends of liberty-that they
were not poor enough to be republicans, or to take an interest in the welfare of their fellow citizens. He would also refer the gentleman to Mr.
VAN BUREN, the head and front of his party, who was very wealthy.Let him tell Mr. VAN BUREN, and the KEIHS, INGERBOLLS,BUTLEBS,and MuLENBPRGSof his’ party, that they are no democrats, and that they are opposed to the righbs.of the people. Where was THOXAS LEPER and that blmd
eyed old merchant who helped the country with their mone , at the darkest orbia of the late war. The poor men were the whiga ani anti-maaona,
who were good democrats, and willing to preserve )be peace and or&wand
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prosperity of the country. There were democrats both among the rich and
the poor. Where did the gentleman find any ground to found such doctrines upon. Every man in the community was a democrat as far as the
peace and welfare of the community was concerned, though he might not
be a radical, nor in favor of disturbing the rights of property, nor of throwing it into one mass to be divided, on agrarian principles, among the idle
and industrious, the ,thrifty and the profligate. Do we not teach our youth
economy and industry, and do we not tail upon GOD to hless them in their
basket and in their store ? Do we not hold to them the pursuit of wealth
a8 a laudable and proper object ? But, when, after years of toilsome industry, that object is arquired, shall we then denouncethem, as the gentleman from Indiana has, as the enemies of liberty, and of free institutions,
and equal rights ? He (Mr. D.) deprecatedthis cry of the rich and poor,
and he thought it unworthy of the gentleman from Indiana. The gentleman had himself held various offices under the Commonwealth, for many
years ; for what ? To make himpelf poor in property, and rich in virtue 1
He had too much respect for the gentleman to believe that the receipt of a
salary had corrupted him. If he continued to receive a salary to the end
of his life, he would he just a8 honest, and a8 well meaning, and democratic a citizen as he now was. He had heard it declared from the pulpit,
by a very able and eloquent divine (the President of Dickinson college) that
the tendency of Christianity was to lead men to riches, becauseit rendered
them economical, industrious, and moral. We are taught industry and
economy by the scriptures and these necessarily lead to wealth. We are
also urged to toil and industry, that of our abundance we may give a portion for the purposes of charity, and for the propogation of the Gospel. He
hoped we should hear no more of this doctrine of the hostility of the rich
to liberty.
It would suit the JDHNNYCADESin the purlieus of the cities, where-there
were many who desired turmoil and confusion, and clamored for convulsion8 in which they had nothing to lose and much to gain. But, in this
me assembly, which can be operated on by no such considerations, it
ought never to be mentioned. This, he said, was an episode, and had
nothing to do with the question under consideration, to which he now
came back. We ought not to exclude any one from voting, in his opinion,
becausehe has not paid a tax. He had seen the vote8 of honest and intelligent men rejected, becausethey were not assessedby name, though their
estates were assessed. In one case, where the inspector of the election
had a bet depending, he had great difliculty in getting him to admit 8ome
votes that were objected to on this account. He had also witnessed cases,
where very meritorious young men were excluded, because they had paid
no tax, and younp; men were our most ardent, and patriotic, and disinterested citizens. He would never exclude young men of twenty-one from
the polls, whether their fathers voted or not, or whether they had been
assessedin the wrong way, or not at all. We dont want these dirtinctions in society-we dont want any register to entitle the citizen to a vote.
For these reasons, he should vote to take away the tax qualification, and
he would be in favor of continuing the two years residence ; 80 that every
citizen of the Commonwealth, old enough, should be entitled to vti-~, but
he would not open up your alms houses and permit the inmates theMof to
~xarpisa We right of su%age<
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Mr. CLARK, of Indiana, said, the efforts of the gentleman were like
the mhols of a kitten playing with a ball, instead of watching the hole
fort 8”e rat. There was an old rat which he wanted to catch here, and he
should have been pleasedto have had the aid of the gentleman from Franklin, if he would leave off his play, to catch it. The gentleman had entirely misrepresented him, when he said that he (Mr. C.) had charged the
rich farmers with being the enemies of liberty. When he had spoken of
the wealthy, it was in reply to arguments of a gentleman from Lancaster,
and he did not mean the farmers, but he meant your bankers, your speculators, and a large portion of the mercantile class ; and, all that class of
ineti who make the counting houses their churches, their ledgers their
bibles, and gold their idol and GOD. These were the men he had spoken
ofthe farmers were, in principle, democratic, whether they were rich or
poor. But, the gentleman had been buffeting his own friends, and principally his friend from Lancaster. Mr. C. was situated. with relation to
sheaetwo gentlemen, something like the English man of war, which got
Wtween two Spanish cruisers, on a very dark foggy night, and gave e+h
one a broadside, and slipped out, and left them to sink each other. Mr.
C. was combating the argument of the gentleman from Lancaster, when
he spoke of the poor, but certainly, with no intention to draw distinctions
between them and the rich. He was, however, delighted to hear that the
gentleman was not in favor of the tax qualification, and he hoped he would
have his aid in eradicating this principle from our Constitution.
Mr. SERQEANT said, that on all questions of this kind, there was a sort
of middle ground; hut, unfortunately, though it was often the best and
ahfkst, it seemednot to have a great deal of attraction. The copious and
ready topic of declam&ion appears to be against the rich and in favor of
the poor, treating the rich and the poor, not simply as extremes, but as the
&ly existing classes. Without meaning any thing disrespectful to those
who have been bandying thebe word8 about, he would say that such discuasion was perfectly idle, if not worse ; that it had no intelligible meaning
at all, and he would venture to assert, that, if those who had used these
terms so liberally were called upon; they oould not tell what they meant
by them. Yet, they answer the purposes of what has the color of argument, and, sometimes they answer a far woise purpose, for every man
must see, with regret, that of late years, in this country, there has been a
growing inclination to produce a war between two claeses, denominated
the rich and the poor. Who are the persons meant by these denominationa ? There are but very few who are rich any where., If there were
many, so as to make it common, the distinction would be lost. There
are, unfortunately, too -many who are poor, but they, too, are,comparatively few. If there were none, then again the distinotion would be confounded and.loat. But, these things have been wisely ordered by a good
Providence. That book, which never leads us astray, tells us what is the
best e
of man. It teaches us to ask, L6Give neither riches nor
pwoeIf~+ *I d 4%~. in his wisdom, has so o&red it, that the great majo& j af ‘tnankind, in an ordinarily constituted community, are neither rich
ZJ poor, b the extreme sense of those words. ‘Thus, the happiness of
a#l@nd is pwvidtul fdr b the government of a gracioua.Providence, who
hp so brdmd it, that the Targeet class shall consist of those who have the
smuts of kttppinesh Tt w811&rely id@ too, for g8ntle*n to talk 8b@u)..
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the vices of the city, and the vices of the country, and to endeavour to draw
distinctions, founded on comparative viciousness in the one and the other.
He did not doubt that there was vice, to some extent, every where ; and,
where there is the greatest number collected together, in a given space,
there will there be the largest quantity of vice, and, he hoped the moral
government of the world was not so entirely confounded, that there would
not also be the greatest amount of virtue. Where there were but few
inhabitants there would be a mixture, probably, in the very same proportions ; and, he believed, this was all that could be made of it. It was
wrong and unjust, and it was injurious too, to be arraying the city against
the country, and the country against the city. They were both inhabited
by the same kind of men, of one common nature, and if you wish to
make a comparison, YOUshould deal justly and exactly with the matter.
If, in searching the city, you find a vagabond there, and then, in the same
pursuit, find a vagabond in the country, they will be pretty much alike.The essential character is the same, of equal worthlessness, though, perhaps, modified, in someparticulars, by external circumstances. If you would
make a more general comparison between city and country, you must
take the middle grade, the great body of the people ; not those who are
very poor, nor those who are over rich ; not those who are oppressed
with poverty, and its temptations, nor those who are surrounded with the
snares and seductions of great wealth ; and, we can show you just as
good men, and in as large a proportion in the city, as you can show us in
the country, and we can show you just as many good men among the rich
in the city, and in as large a proportion, as you can in the same class in
the country. Within the last twelve months, the city of Philadelphia, and
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, have received a vast benefit from
two men, who were as plain and simple in their style and deportment, as
any in the Commonwealth ; men who had lived no life of ostentation, and
did not aim to make a great figure in the world, although one of them had
served in public life, and a good deal too. One of these men bestowed
he accumulations which he had made through a long life upon an
establishment for the benefit of poor females. The other of them, who
has died within a few months, has vested the residue of the accumulations
of his life, in an institution for the relief of the blind. One of these individuals lived originally in the country, and the original sources of his
wealth were in the country, although the latter years of his life were spent
in the city; and the other was a resident of the city throughout, and had
entirely accumulated his property there. The one was a good c,ountryman, and the other was a good city-man, and both have been benefactors
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. There had a strange kind of
spirit overtaken the Convention. It was but a few days since it had been
spoken of as a wealthy body, obnoxious, he supposed, to the imputation
of being rich men, and, therefore, enemies of the poor. He did not
know how the fact was as to their wealth, but he took it for granted that
the body was composed neither of very rich men nor of very poor men,
but generally of men who were in moderate circumstances, and belonged
to that great middle class which was the strength of a Commonwealth, It
WBBcomposed of men who are to be relied upon, because they have a
stake in tbe community. But this-body, yesterday and to-day, would seem
10 have been almost exclusively engaged in taking care of the rights of
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the poor, and he did not exactly know ivhat the result of this wan to be.
Not very long since, he was present at a meeting of a highly respectable
religious body-the Methodist General Conference : a question was brought
up, not of very great serious importance in itself, chat is to say, as he understood, whether they would permit pews in their churches such as were
&nerally to be found among most otber denominations. On this question
they run into precisely the same kind of discussion which we have heard
here in relation to poor and rich, until at last a gentleman rose and said :
aa he (Mr. 5.) thought with great good sense-he feared his brethren had
turped their faces so much towards the poor that they had turned them
entirely away from the rich, who, as men, and fellow creatures, were certainly entitled to some considera:ion. Now he too wished to know, what
gentlemen mdant by talking so much about the poor ; because,we might
go into dangerous extremes on this point. He had heard it asked, whether
the victim of misfortune was to be deprived of the right of suffrage, no
matter under what circumstances. But he would, on the other side, ask
these partial philosophers, whether an industrious labouring man, who has
an established residence, and maintains his family, and besides; pays something to the support of the Government, was to be entirely lost sight of in
order that all our kindness may be bestowed on his next neighbour who
does none of these things? He would ask, gentlemen, whether we were
td forget the meritorious classes, who keep themselves out of the poor
house by their industry, work for a livelihood, and have a little to contribute
to the maintenance of Government ? He did not care how small it was ;
whether it was ten-cents, or five cents, or three cents. The man who is
able to contribute three cents, has three cents abovewhat is necessary for the
maintenance of himself and his family, and he is to be considered an industrious and useful citizen of the community. The surplus, however little it
may be, is a proof that he supports himself and his family, Well sir, shall
we take his ten cents or three centa from him, and give them to one who lives
in the poor house and earns nothing, and contributes nothing to the publie burthens, and yet declare that there is no distinction between them ?
This would be making the man to whom you give, more meritorious than
the man from whom you have taken ; and this was the whole burthen of
the argument of those who advocated the principle that there ‘should be
no tax qualiiication. This was the unavoidable fesult of that argument.
Now let US come to the point of this matter, on which we have been
making an experiment, on a pretty extended scale. What is that experimqnt? Why, have gentleqen forgotten our structure of Government.
Each of the States of the Union is a family by itself; and all these familig are united by the common bond of the General Government. Then it
was the duty, as well as the right of each &ate, tomakeup ita own family and keep them distinct fmm every other family, in order to maintain
ita integrity and qualify it to perform its duties as an independent State of
the confederation. Can you, then, or will you allow citizens of other
&tes to come here and vote ? If you do you are bringingaboutconsolid&on, and you SO far destroy the nature of the Government and ;the
aeun&y of the Federal Union. This is wrong.
But, to return from this digression, and there seems to be a growing
sition toma& political reasoning and judgment directly contrary to
a
a&
T d icasoning and judgment. 1 What in the judgment of men individu-
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ally is virtuous, and good, and right, and deserving of esteem aqd confidence, is, by political reasoning, to be condemned and ostracised. As
has been remarked by th-: gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. DUNLOP) what
is it which a parent teaches his child 1 If he cannot get any thing better
to put into his hand, he gives him Poor. RrcrrAan-sound philosophy on
some points, in simple language-aud it teaches him to make himself rich
and independent by industry and economy, learned by assiduous study,
and worthy of confidence by practising virtue and self restraint; and this
followed out, makes him a rich man, a virtuous man, and, it may be, a
learned mau. Well, are those things which a man teaches his child to
aim at, and strive to attain ; those things which gives him rank and character, and fix his claim to high respect and confidence, to be lost sight of;
nay, to be contemned and disparaged? Is the man who has those traits
of character which induce the parent, on his dying bed, to single him out
as the person to whom he is to leave the care of his fortune, and the protection of his children to be made obnoxious, becausehe has been successful in life ?-because he has been successful in worthy pursuits.
What is this talk about the rich and the poor to end in ? A gracious
Providence, for his own wise purposes, has permited the distinetion of
poor and rich. The poor are among us, that the rich may aid and assist
them, and in distributing charity, improve their own hearts. Who is it
that would destroy this order, and set the poor and the rich at war?Providence has wisely distributed riches and poverty for the benefit of
both poor and rich ; but the politician would destroy the work, and counteract the benevolent designs of his MAKER on earth-aud for what?There is but one way of bringing all men upon an equality. The canon
of Heaven is against making all rirh, but the work of men may succeed
in making all poor. This the politician can do, for bad laws and bad government can accomplish it. And who would be the gainers by this 1
The poor: No, sir. He represented a city abounding in monuments of
charity. The halt, and the lame, and the bhnd, the helpless, the destitute,
the poor, and the unfortunate of every description, all have institutions
provided for them ; and there charity ministers to their aid in every form
their circumstances require ; and upon what foundations were these incti,
tutions laid ? Their foundations were laid by wealth! He would not
speak of the individuals alluded to by the gentleman from Franklin, whose
magnificent endowments were known ; but he would refer to the late JOHN
KEBLE, said to have been himself educated at free school, at the end of a
long life, spent in employments not of great profit, he had left upwar j
of one hundred thousand dollars to charitable institutions. He wou2
refer to the late Dr. PRESTON, who had left. between two and three hu&
dred thonsand for the foundation of an establishment of charity. He
wouid refer to Mr. BIRCH, who had recently left a large amount for similar objects. Wh o has been harmed by such men being rich ? Who wig
be blessed by it? The halt, the lame, the blind, the unfortunate, the poor.
Is the stream of charity which flowed from these good men’s hear++
(which it refreshed and purified to their great benefit) to alleviate the wan%,
and gladden the hearts of the poor-is this beneficent stream to be c,t$
off? Where would those charities all have been, if that city had beqn
made.up of nothing but the popr. Yet here is to be a war got up o
poor against the rich-of those who are benefited, against those
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done can be their benefactors. He should be glad, he repeated, to know
what was meant by gentlemen in this use, or rather abuse, of the terms
pbn and rich. Here is a tenant who hires a farm, and makes enough to
pay his rent, and maintain his family ; and there is but very little more
wanting to make him a rich man. If he lavs up but ten pounds a year, he
is improving his condition, and he has in t&s, one of the greatest elements
of happiness, because happiness does not consist so much in the amount a
man has, as in the continued improvement of his condition. Such a man
is a very rich man, compared with your pauper in the poor house. If,
then, this malignant feeling which it seemsto be the desire of some to see
engendered, is to be excited, between whom will it exist with the greatest
intensity ? Not between the extremes. It will be between those who
are nearest to each other. The greatest animosity would be felt by the
poor man against the one next above him in wealth ; he would be the rich
man to him, becausehe is the nearest of those above him. These were
now, perhaps, thought to be mere matters of speculation, but he apprehended the time might come when this land would be infested with
demagogues,and every one knows what are the peculiar dangers in such
casea. The monarch on the throne, especially if he be clothed with
despotic authority, never hears the voice of any but of parasites and flatterers; and the man who would speak the truth to him, if not worse
treated, would surely be asked to ,walk out of his royal presence, never
again to enjoy the sunshine of his face ; for &he presence of the monarch
is sunshine to those seeking hi favor. Well, who is your monarch, in
this country? The people. You are always in the presence of your
sovereign, and are you different from those who are in the presence of
other sovereigns ? Is there not the same inducement to flatter, cajole and
deceive the sovereign here, as elsewhere ? One kind of sovereign as
another 1 7ya.sit not just as easy to flatter the sovereign under one form
of Government, as another ? The people as a king 1 And did not every
one know that the danger ti be apprehended in republican Governments,
was, that this sovereign might be flattered and fooled, just as other
sovereigns are? Then, where is the security against this ? It is neither in
the poor, nor the rich, but in the middling classes; who are the stay and
support ofevery community. They enjoy the real independence, because
they look for nothing in the shape of office, and what they do is for
the good of the country. But once have a dass of politicians, by
trade, who are looking for office, and nothing but office, and are
dependent on’ what they can thus get, then will your security for
property be unsafe, and your institutions begin to tremble. To
be ‘sure, should such a race of men come, they would be little to be
em&d, for they will generally share the same fate as under other forma of
Government. They may bask in the sunshine of their sovereign for a
time, by the use of unworthy means, but sooner, or later, the smile will
be changed to a frown, the chill of disgrace will strike to their hearts, and
you will see them ready to exclaim with WOOLSEY,if they had servedtheir
” Gkrn as faithfully as they had served their sovereign, he would not have
themdeserted them. But they have, in the mean time, helped to ruin their
country,Iand new demagoguessuepeedthem, till the work is done.
Iow in the Constitution which is to govern this family of ours, is it
t-.&rat there is such an inherent right in that class of persons who are a
X3
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charge, to participate in the Government of the State, that we canmt regulate our elections so as to exclude them ? Have we no right to
.srry that the man who is a public charge ; who, not only contributes nothto the support of the Government, but draws from the pockets of the
zn
3 ustrious poor the means of his support ; shall not come into our family
upon a footing with those who contribute to its support 1 We have a duty
of charity to perform towards them, enjoined upon us by authority too high
to be disregarded. We are bound to help the pauper, but where is his
* right, while he remains in this state of dependence, not only to demand of
us alms, but also the privilege of regulating the affairs of our family ? If
you proceed from the case of the pauper to the caseof any other, he would
like to know where the principle was in a republican, or any other Government, which does not make a test of. contribution of something, how
ever small, to the common benefit of society ? Where is the inherent right
under which we all claim to be associatedas a Commonwealth ? It is that
each contributes in proportion to his means, and each receives protection
according to his wants. The poor man is protected in his house, his famir
Iy, his occupation, and his industry, and hc is secured, also, in the prospective enjoyment of all he can accnmulate, but exltctly in the proportion
of that accumulation of property is he called upon to contribute. He would
give the right of suffrage to the poorest of those who contribute any thing.
But the lowest of those in this scaleof contribution, are precisely those who
would be most wronged and offended by forcing upon them as their equals
thone who contribute nothing. If you had granted this privilege to all the
men in the country who were unable to pay, it would have made no difference to STEPHEN GIRARD, and he would, probably, never have grumbled
about it ; but bring up along side of a poor but honest, industrious laborer,
a pauper from your poor house, and that poor man will feel that an injury
is done him, in giving the pauper a share of his right; becwse you thus
take away from him a part of his rights. There is where the distinction
is to be produced, and not among the rich, becausethey are too far distant
to feel it. Those who are nearest together will be those who will feel the
destruction of this distinction most. He went for a residence of some time,
and a contribution of something to the support of society, and he went for
this upon the principle of mutual contribution and protection, and he could
not see that any one had the right to expect any thing beyond this.
Mr. MARTIN was opposed to the amendment before the committee, and
it was not becauseit required a tax qualifioation, but becausethe qualification as proposed by the amendment, was entirely unsuited to the purposes
for which it was intended. We are told by gentlemen who have spoken
that in some of the counties the personal tax in some casw is reduced as
low as ten cents ; anil the amendment required that this tax should be paid
within two years. It seemed to him that the paying of ten cents within
two years should not entitle a man to give a vote. He believed it was pipsible to introduce a tax qualification very far superior to that of having p&I
a State or county tax of ten cents within two years. He was not aware tbps
the tax was so exceedingly low in any of the counties, and he was cert&r
there was no tax qualifieation~in the county of Philadelphia much behw
one dollar. When he acted as assessor in Philadelphia the lowest QXS
qualification was seventy-five cents, and this was a personal tax on -$re
occupation of poor men. It was possible however, by the law that asses
public

.
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sors might reduce this tax as low as ten cents or to one cent,but this appeared to him to be no qualification at all. Hc thought it possible to introduce
into this Constitution an amendment which might b.econsidered unexcep.
tionable. He wished to see,an amendment incorporated in the instrument
which would entitle all citizens to a vote who were liable to pay a tax. It
is not the mere matter of paying ten cents in two years which should entitle, the individual to the right of franchise ; but it should be based upon
hrs liability to pay a tax. He had given notice that he intended to move
an amendment of this character and he should do so as soon as he could
get the opportunity. He was not at all disposed to exclude the independent, virtuous poor from the enjoyment of this Inestimable right ; nor did
he believe there was .a man in the Convention who has any disposjtion
to make wealth a qualification, so that all these remarks about rich and poor
was so much thrown away. F&ehad lived long enough to see the poor
grow rich, and the rich ,grow poor, and all we want is equal and just laws
to make us a happy people. His object was to have the Convention
examine this subject carefully and incorporate into the Constitution the
principle he had suggested, and leave it to the Legislature to carry it out in
detail. He could not go for placing our industrious, virtuous, but poor
citizens upon an equality with vagrants, for no one can go through the city
of Philadelphia without seeing that there are such individuals there. If
these men were to be placed on eqnality with other men, the Legislature ham
done wrong in passing vagrant acts. Who was”it that would attempt to raise
the standard of the vagrant to the standard of the poor, ‘but virtuous laborer ? He conld not believe any such thing was ever intended .here. He
would never consent to bring down the standard of the laboring classes
to the standard of the vagrant or of the black man. He never would
consent that the man who wandered about from one place of debauchery
to another, and lived by dishonesty or upon charity, should, if he could
scrape together ten cents within two years to pay as a tax, step up along
side of the honest, industrious poor man and enjoy the same rights
with him at the polls. If they have the right-to vbte, they also have the
right to be elected as representatives and this right he did not think should
’ be granted to them. He did not believe the amendmentwas foundedupon
a sound basis. It requires a State or county tax to be paid within two
years. Now it was possible in thecourse of human events that the Corn
monwealth would require no tax for its support, and it was also possible
that there miglit be a time when there would be no county tax required.
Then, what is to become of this amendment? Is it ‘to remain in force and
if it does, is there no person to be allowed to vote if there is no tax levied ?
Under this tax systemc as proposed, a person may lose his right to vote because the assessormay not have assessedhim, or he may lose it by the
neglect of the collector ; but if we have a clause in the Constitution granting the right of franchise to all liable to pay a tax, all those difficulties will
be avoided, and this appeared to him to be the true basis. He threw out
these views to the committee for their cosnideration, not intending at present to pursue this subject further, but reserving to himself the privilege of
going more at large into the subject if it becamenecessary. In conclusion,
he would say that it was not his intention toraise the vagrant to a level,
with the poor industrious citizen but-to draw the lines of distinction by
a Constitutional provision and leave it to the Legislature m carry it out.
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The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
again this afternoon, when
The Convention adjourned.
TUESDAY

AFTERNOON-4

O'CLOCK.

THIRD ARTICLE.

I

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole, on
the third article of the Constitution, Mr. KERR, of Washington, in the
Chair.
The question pending, being on the motion of Mr. DARLINGTON to
amend the amendment of Mr. BELL,
Mr. BIDDLE said: Mr. Chairman, if I were not greatly deceived, the
gentleman in front of me, from Indiana, (hr. CLARKE) used this morning
language substantially to this effect : He had spoken of wealth as an antagonist.power, constantly warring against,free institutions ; and being pressed
by the gentleman from Franklin, (Mr. DUNLOP) he rose to disclaim having
intended reference to wealthy firrmers, who were, he conceded, a meritorious class of the community, and said he refered to bankers and merchants
whose counting-houses were their churches, whose books were their
bibles, and, of consequence, whose GOD was wealth. Sir, I heard such
sentiments with surprise and with pain. Of our farmers, my inclination
and truth both impel me to speak in the most favorable terms. A more
intelligent, upright, industrious, and patriotic yeomanry exists no where,
than the Pennsylvania farmers. But let me appeal to the farmers, and
enquire of them, who enhance the value of your farms, and bear the rich
harvests of your fields to foreign climes 1 The merchants. Who, in
return, bring back to your doors the merchandize and productions of every
part of the world 1 The merchants. What has created our splendid improvements, our canals, and our railroads 1 The spirit of commerce.
What, in the darkest hour of our late war, shed a halo over our country,
and, in a blaze of glory, effaced the stain of a succession of defeats on
land ? Our navy, the child of commerce. Who bears a higher character
of honor, punctuality, industry, integrity, and enterprize, than the American merchants? None. Who, when in the year 1793, pestilence stalked
through the deserted streets of our fair city of Philadelphia, and the hand
of death was marked on every door, ministered by the bedside of the suffering and dying ? A Philadelphia merchant. Who was the first to subscribe
his name to that declaration which proclaimed to the world, lhat these
States were free, sovereign, and independent-and which pledged life,
fortune, and sacred honor, to maintain its principles 1 JOHN HANCOCK, an
American merchant. Who, when the resources of our country were
prostrate, her credit gone, and ruin impended, by his great abilities and
patriotism restored confidence, and once more gave a vital impulse to the
finances of our country ? ROBERT MORRIS, a Philadelphia merchant.Who was one of the earliest and most devoted promoters of that great
scheme of Christian benevolence-the American Bible Society-which is
s reading the bible and ita blest influence throughout the world? ROBIGRT
8 rns~o~~ a Fhiladelphis marahont, whose wealth WBEalways freely
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might easily swell the catalogue of liberal, munificent, enlightened, patriotic, American merchants. When, as a class, have they ever merited
reproach 1 Never. Stigmatize and degrade the merchant, and what will
become of public credit, and how and when will the State debt be paid ?
Credit, commerce, and free institutions, are closely connected and flourish
together. The occasion does not require that I should enlarge my
remarks.
the first of human avocations,
Commerce,
Unites, enriches, civilizes nations.

As one of the representatives of a commercial ‘city, and one proud of
the unstained character,of our merchants, I have felt it my duty to repel
the reproach attempted to be cast upon them. If it had been the outpouring of boyish petulence and folly, I might have passedit by unnoticed;
but when it gravely fell from one whose age and experience should have
taught him wisdom, and who, from his intimate connedIon with our great
to strike such a
works of improvement, should have been among the
blow, I could no longer restrain an honest indignation ; and I now pro;
nounce every charge against the patriotism of our merchants a foul calumny.
Mr. CLINE, of Bedford, rose to make some remarks. A great deal had
been said, in the discussion which had arisen out of the question before the
Chair, which had no strict relevance to the subject, as a great deal had been
said before the committee, on other questions, which seemedto him to be
entirely irrelevant. But, inasmuch as he expected te be called on solemnly
to record his vote on the very important question which had employed the
attention of the committee for a considerable length of time, he would take
the liberty, very briefly, of giving his reasons for the vote which he was
about to give.
‘The disLvssion before the committee seemedto involve the simple question, how far a man is to be permited to partake of the benefits ofsociety,
without being himself willing to contribute to the support of that society I
This is at least the most important question on which we are called to
decide.
I shall say nothing about the two propositions ; one offered by the gentleman from Chester. on the other side of the House : and the
.~~ other
~~.. offer_---ed by the gentleman from Chester, who sits behind me. I will merely
remark, that I prefer the proposition of the latter gentleman, inasmuch as
it provides for a greater length of time, during which a man must reside in
the State before he will be entitled to vote. So far, as regards the ordinary transactions of life, it would not he proper to take a beneficial act without contributing something.‘ This principle holds good as to ordinary
transactions. No member of any association, formed for a particular object,
is permited to exercise an equal influence with the rest unless he has contributed, in some degree,to the support of such association, and divides with
the other members the responsibtlity and the expense. In religious societies, also, no one is permited to vote on any question con&rning the
church government, unless he has made some contribution: no one is
allowed to have a voice in the election of a minister, unIese he is a pew
holder, or a contributor in some mode, and tb some extent. So, also; in
r$ference to other institutions which exist in oociety. In banking institu.
last
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partakes, in some degree, of the responsibility of the transactions of the
bank. This is considered all right and proper, as regards those institutions, as well as other institutions, moral or literary, or whatever their character may be. And some hold the principle to be good a8 to political
societies ; an individual comesinto society, he is willing to enter into the social
compact; now, on what principle can it be said that he has a right to exercise
all the privileges of a free citizen, and to eujoy the rights which are guaranteed to him by that compact to which he has becomea party, and ,more especially, to exercise the inestimable right of voting, without being willing, at
the sametime, to contribute in common with the other members of the same
political community. As soon as he becomesa member of the body politic,
he becomesa party to the compact ; and there is an implied obligatiou on his
part to share in the burthens of society ; and he cannot expect to share its
privileges or its blessings, without, at the same time, performing, in good
faith, the obligations which that society impose on him. Government must
be supported from some source, and I know of no other means for this
purpose, than a resort to taxation. This means has heen resorted to by
all Governments, and I suppose will continue to be resorted to so long as
Governments shall continue to exist.
But it has been said, that the Legislature may impose taxes, without
making such imposition a necessary qualification for voting : and that the
payment of a tax is now no more than evidence of qualification, and has
nothing in it essentially necessary to c.onstitute a qualified voter. This
position I am disposed to controvert. I believe, after all, that there is
some good reason for paying taxes, even those which amount to no more
than ten or twenty cents ; and the best reason in the world is, that Government stands in need of support, and can only be effectually supported
by taxation.
But again, sir, we are told that this tax qualification bears oppressively
and injuriously on the poorer classes of society, and that it necessarily disfranchises a large portion of our meritorious citizens, whose only fault is
that they are poor and unfortunate. But we ought to remember, that few men
are really so poor as not to be able to pay the small amountof tax required,
except those who have rendered themselves so by their own folly and
extravagance. I know there may be exceptions to this rule, as there are
exceptions to all general rules, and these exceptions cannot be provided for
in the Constitution. But this is the necessary result of our imperfect institutions. No system of human policy is so perfect as to secure to every
individual those rights which, in strict justice, he might be entitled to. We
are bound to arrive as near to perfection as possible, but ought not to intrdduce a general evil, merely becauseit would be the means of benefiting a
few.
It appears to me that the importance of this policy is not to be regarded,
in reference to the paltry sum which may be collected, but in reference to
the influence which the measure would exercise on the individual himself.
It would be saying to him-“ as you are a member of society, you ought
to have a voice in the Government, and you cannot be considered a member of the State before you share in its responsibilities, and are willing to
put yourself on an equality with the rest of your fellow citizens”. It would
thus tend to elevate the poorest man in his own estimation. If you tell
him he has POright to pay t& tax, but may yet enjoy all the privileges of
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a citizen, what would be the effect upon him ? Would it elevate him in
the scale of society, or make him a better citizen? Would it not rather
lower him m his own estimation ? Would it not lead him to believe that he
may neglect his duties, because it would not be necessary for him to be
industrious in order to be respectable, and to shale equally the benefits of
a citizen? I would wish to have same reference to the individual, with a
view to elevate him up to the standard of the community, and not degrade
that to his standard. How often would it happen that, instead of men having the good of the community at heart, as a primary consideration, their
views and efforts would take a downward direction? How often do we
discover motives purely selfish actuating individuals, and lying at the bottom of their schemes? Is it not notorious, a policy and such schemeshave
been advocated even in the doctrines asserted on this very floor ? Would
it not be better to elevate those who desire an equality of rights by showing
them that they cannot enjoy that equality of right without exercising those
qualifications by which we, and all the members of the community, may
be benefited ?
There is another consideration which has its weight with me. These
taxes are of some importance to support the Government. They would
not be as readily paid by the man, who has been told, that he is entitled
to be admited into all the benefits of the compact, without such contribution. If he is told he must pay his tax before he can vote, he will exert
himself to pay it. He will endeavor to make himself able to pay it, when
he understands the payment will increase his weight and importance in
society. Tell him he need not pay a tax, and he will evade any legislative
enactment to the contrary, unless it be positive, which compels him to
pay. This would be peculiarly the case, in relation to those whose welfare we have in view, when we say they shall pay no taxes. It has been
said, if you take away the provision which compels the payment of a
county tax, you will let loose a horde oFmen-of what character and description 1 Of that which would destroy any Government, who have rendered qemselves incapable of paying any tax, becausethey have lost sight
of all those feelings which impel an individual to hold a station in society.
And shall we, for the purpose of gratifying and flattering the sovereign
people, adopt a measure which would let loose upon us men of &his description ? For, if any thing can disorganize a Government, it would be
only to carry this principle, contended for here, a little further than it has
already been carried, to produce these results which we should mourn,
without being able to counteract. Tell them that they have all these inalienable rights by nature, and, notwithstanding they may be able to contribute, they will throw their weight in the elections, and the most degrading
consequenceswill ensue. Would this be doing justice to society ? I agree
with the President of the Convention, that some regard is due to the rich
as well as the poor, and the middle classes. We have heard a good deal
said about an array‘of the rich against the poor. I am sorry for it : it
should be heard no where, much less should it be heard in this grave Convention. I am sorry that the opinion has been reiterated here, that the
poor are oppressedon account of this by the rich. I think it is not so. Instead
of gentlemen letting themselves down on a level with certain classesof our
citizens, they ought to endeavor to elevate those classes on a level with
themselves. Their course of proceeding may be popular, but is it patrio-
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tic? Let us rather endeavor to cultivate the minds of such as seem not
properly to appreciate the rights which they ought to exercise. Let them
understand that the intelligent are prefered to the ignorant, that the wise
and thrifty, and understanding, are held in higher estimation than the indolent and the careless. In reference to a certain class, you may do all they
ask, and the more you do the more they will expect. It is in vain to say,
then, they shall be benefited at the expense of other portions of the community. Are they so to be benefited? The exertions in behalf of such
will not be made by politicians, but by those who are disinterested, and
noble minded enough to use the only effectual means, by giving them the
advantagesof light and knowledge ; and, until they receive that light and
knowledge, it will be as well that they are not permited to vote at all. I
trust they will receive that light and knowledge, and then they will not
ask to be excused from paying taxes. I wish to see men at the head of
the political parties, who will consult the real good of these individuals,
and who will give them that knowledge and evidence which will enable
them to vote advisedly, and to pay their contributions before they are permited to vote. He would vote for the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester, behind him, becausehe liked the term of residence better than
that proposed by the other gentleman (Mr. BELL).
Mr. Cox, of Somerset, said that he would not detain the committee
long, as the subject had already been very fully discussed, by gentlemen
who were, perhaps, better able to do it justice than himself. But, inasmuch as it was a question of very considerable importance, he thought it
was only proper that he should assign some reasons why he would vote
against both the amendments, and in favor of the report of the committee.
Now, it was right that he should enquire, whether the payment of a tax
gave a man the right to vote-whether it was that only which qualified.
him for an elector, or other considerations taken in connexion with it.He was free to confess that he did not believe that, in justice, the paying
of a tax should give any man the right to vote, although coupled with
other reasons. Because, if the payment of a tax were that which gave an
individual the right of suffrage, the right of voting for officers who are
to govern the country, and make the laws for it, then there ought to be
some standard-some certain amount of tax specified, which each individual ought to pay, in order to entitle him to a vote. Now, it appeared to
him, and it must appear to every one else, who would bestow a moment’s
reflection on the subject, that, rf it were the payment of a tax which constituted the right of suffrage, how happened it, that each man was entitled
to one vote only, he having paid a tax, no matter what might have been the
amount? Under the Constitution and laws of the Commonwealth, no difference was made between a man who had paid a tax, within two years,
of but six and a quarter cents, and he who had paid, in the same period,
one hundred, or even five hundred dollars, they were entitled to only one
vote each. He (Mr. C.) would maintain, that the very circumstance of
the exact amount of the tax to be paid not being specified, went to show,
that the framers of the Constitution of ‘90, did not mean that the payment
of a tax was to qualify a man to vote-to give him the right of suffrage,
Notwithstanding, he contended that the payment of a tax does not, and
ought not to qualify a man to vote ; still, he was free to admit, that theie
were good reasons, which he would give hereafter, why persons should
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not vote who were a public charge. It was a principle which was incorparated into the Constitution of all the States, except where men were held
in bondage, ‘6 that all men are born free and equal”. This declaration
was engrafted in the Constitution of Pennsylvania. ‘6 All men are born
equally free and independent, and have certain inherent and indefeasible
rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and librtyof acquiring, possessing and protecting property and reputation, and of
pursuing their own happiness”.
Now, this is a principle which is recognized as sound in Pennsylvania,
and he trusted that it would always be considered so. It was important
that we should look at this feature in our Constitution, and see whether,
in order to maintain those rights which are guaranteed by this instrument,
it may not be necessary, and right, and proper, and just, that every man’
should exercise the right of voting, although he may not have paid a tax
within a year or two, or even in the course of his life. The Constitution
says, among the rights which a man possesses are-those of “ enjoying
and defending life and liberty”.
He would ask, was it not a liberty and
a privilege for a man to vote for those who were to govern the country ?
And might it not be essential to his own liberty. and happiness that hc
should have that right and exercise it, notwithstandmg he might have paid
no tax ? If the time should ever come, when there should be an attempt
to overthrow the Government, it might be of great importance, that men
of small property should be able to rally in defence of freedom. Suppose
that, hereafter, a Convention should be called, who would take away the
right of suffrage from all those who did not own five hundred dollars, or
that no man should vote who had not a freehold estate. would not the principle of a tax qualification be taken as a precedent? Would not the same
argument be used, as we have heard on this floor, in favor of this amendment? And, suppose a clause of that sort to be now inserted in the Constitu
tion, and to become a part of the fundamental laws of the land-what, he
would ask, would be the situation of a vast number of our citizens, who
were, at present, entitled to vote? Why, perhaps, as many as one-fourth,
or one-fifth of all those who now exercised the elective franchise would be
deprived of that right. It would, then, not be improbable that the next
movement on the part of those who, in a great measure, would have the
power in their hands, would be to enact and declare that such citizens as
did not possessa freehold of the value of one hundred or five hundred
dollars, perhaps, should be bond men-s honld become the vassals, or the
slaves of those who possessedproperty to a certain amount. Well, as it
was possible that such a state of things, as he had just described, might
arise, it was manifestly incumbent upon us to do every thing in our power
at this time to avert it. He was not disposed to draw any invidious distinction between the rich and the poor. He hoped, then, that he would
be pardoned by some gentlemen on this floor for using the appellations
“ poor ” and ‘6rich “, becauseit was almost unavoidable in a discussion
of this character.
-He was about to observe that it was true, unfortunately true,and every
day’s observation proved beyond ‘controversy that there are poor persons
in this land, and we are bound to believe, from the lights of experience
that it would always be the case. The time would never arrive, he thought,
when all would be wealthy, or comfortably circumstanced. It would&be
N8
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recollected that a few years ago a law was passedabolishing imprisonment
fos;d@$mlperfi,ve dollars and thirty fou.r cents, and it ha&m -4
tiws atne.n&dsq. as to bear ns lightly as possible on that e&ss~~&
w&.intenw
to benetit. That act was passed in order to asm~&#e
the conditinn of the poor. Now, it was right and proper, andiwas our
duty to make the candition of the poor as good as possible. GOD knows
that they have a hard task enough, to struggle with misfortunes that spring
from poverty. They have to bear up against the ills of liTe, and bu$%tthe,
cold and unfeeling tempests of the world, unprotected. How different,
then, was the condition of the wealthy, or even those who were comfortably off! He gave his full assent to the truth of the old and trite adage
th&“ wealth is power “. All experience, indeed, had shown it to be so.
Those who are rich, as well as those who were iu middling circumstances,
have the power to protect themselves in all their rights. The President
of this Convention, he has no doubt, had seen the truth of his remark verifiedinathousand or five thousand casesin the city of Philadelphia, whioh,
although not the largest city in the Union, certainly possessed as much
virtue, honesty, and intelligence as any other city in the world of the same
size. He doubted not, then, as he had already observed, that the gentleman had seen in the Mayor’s court, a poor man tried for some petty
offence, without a friend being present to raise his voice in his defence.
And, how happened it? Why, it was becausehe had not the wherewithal
to employ counsel. But, on the other hand, and it illustrated the fact
which he had stated that ‘6wealth is power”. Let the rich man be accused, and brought to the bar of justice, and he will not be accused without
reason. Able counsel surrounds him : men dependent upon him sympathize in his behalf, and he will not be cleared if he is notguilty: and it
is sometimes hard to convict him of guilt.
Now, all that he (Mr. Cox) had. stated, only went to shew the duty
whjch devolved upon this Convention, to do all in their power, consistently,
with justice and propriety, to secure the poor all those rights which were
essential to their happiness and their liberty. He would maintain, then,
that, the paying of a tax ought not to be considered, and could not, in
justice, be assigned as a reason why a man should have the privilege of
voting for those who were to govern the country-to make itslaws, or to
carry them into effect. There were many and all-sutlicient reasons which
could.be assigned why a man ought to vote, without paying a tax. Let
the qmstions at the polls be not, have you paid a tax? but, are you a
citizen of the State, or of t$e United States1 Are you liable to do mlitary
duty ? To shoulder arms m defence of our common country ? The duty
of fighting in defence of the country was a high and important duty, and
gave;‘a man higher claims to high privileges than all the taxation that
could. be imposed. The poor as well as rich were liable to this duty.
Durmg the. late war- he was too young to know much about it-yet he
believed that if a man was called upon to defend the country, he had the
pri&ge.of hiring a substitute, which would cost him from one to thm.
hundred dollars. The poor man could hire no substitute; when c&&d
This was. another reason why i.he tax qualiAcatian ’
:lE$i kt l-G2:i.
He,insisted that the theory of tax qualification, of compelling men to
eontr+bute to the Government before they exercise the rtght of choosing
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*gr. rulers, coultl not he sustained m any prinriple of justice or eq+-.
‘$%-day,men might be wealthy, and to-morrow, in indigent circam&nces.
And, becausebe was so unfortunate as to be placed in that condiii‘bh, he
was deprived of a right which he enjoyed while rich. He fully cox&red
ia the sentiments expressed by the getitleman from Indiana, (Mr. CLARKE)
that the right of suffrage does not depend upon the payin of a tax, but
Ppon P man’s being a citizen of the State-subject to tft e laws foi its
Coverntitifit, and being at all times readv to uPhold them. L-t g&ttctien
revert to first principles, and see ho% ii could possibly be that the riiht
oftaftatioti vhould precede that of suffrage. Suppose all the metibeH bf
+ community to meet together, as was dotle in ancient iimes at Athe7fs,
for the purpose of making laws for their own governkent, and appointing their own rulers. In fixing the rate of taxation amolig thems+eb,
they would, of course, adopt the principle that every dne shotild p;riy
accordidg to his means, towards the support of his Gobernment. The
inability of one man to pay as inuch as aoothrr, would not ai aI! affect h’is
right to a share in the Govertiment which he assisted in erecting. He
(Mr. C.) would tiay, then, that according to every principle of‘ natuj;al
right, and of natural justice, the right. of voting took precedence of
taxation.
Again, Mr. Cox said, this theory of tax qualification, of compeilitig
men to oontribute to the Government before they exercise the right bf
choosing their rulers, cannot be sostaindd on any principle of justice or
equity., To-day men may be wealthy, and to-morrow in indigent circu&
stances. The existence of the right of taxation was su&cient. The
power to tax all men in the community for the support of the Government
was all that was necessary. If the assessorpasses over a man, it is no
reason for depriving him of his vote : his liability to taxation is s&&e&
t0 entitle him to the right. In regard to those who w&e supported at the
,public charge, in accordancewith the humane spirit of our institutions, he
could not see that they were entitled, on any principle. to exercise irie
right of suffrage. Those who had for a long time been confined in the
‘poor-house, and thereby in a great measure cut off from the communit
could know very little of the public interests, and, if they voted at d’
would probably vote in accordance With the will of their overseer, wl&
would take them up in a gang to the polls for that purpose, Many persons, however, were, under the present system, deprived of their votes,
who were intelligent, industrious, and honest citizens, by the neglect or
refusal of the assessorsto tax them. In some towns, the assessorswere
not in the habit of taxing laborers, on the ground that the occupation was
not such as was contemplated by law. These men might be aa p&trio&
,as any, and they could not but feel indignant at being excluded frsm the
privilege of voting. Again, it was said, that in some! inst&es, revolutionary soldiers, who were not paupers, had been deprived of their votes.
He knew of a case himself wherein a revolutionary soldier, having nel, ther property, profession, nor occupation-nothing by which he could &
taxed under the existing law, was debarred from the exercise of the right.
Qn no principle should this man, who fought for the liberties ihi& we
~Qoy, be deprived, when now on the brink of the grave, by the lais of
that country for which he had risked all, of a voice in the electiuns; He
vould rather three or four unworthy men should vote, than that oqe sqcl~
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man should be denied the privilege. He should vote for the report of the
committee, with a provision for the exclusion of persons supported at the
public *charge, and a provision requiring one year’s residence, which he
thoughti short enough.
Mr. FTJLLER said, that with some exceptions, this appeared to be rather
a one-sided subject. An object of great importance in the right of suffrage was uniformity ; and the question was, whether it would be best
effected by citizenship or taxation 1 With respect to taxation, in what
way did that give uniformity to the exercise of the right ? Was a man
identified with his fellow-citizens hy paying a tax. or by contributing to
the support of the Government 1 There were various ways in which a
man could be forced to pay a tax, or to perform a service for the Government, without becoming entitled, under a present law, to the right of
suffrage. Those who, in any way, contributed to support the Government,
ought to participate in it. He was disposed to give a man a vote after
one year’s residence, because he is a man, and not becausehe is subject
to a tax. He was opposed to the amendment, on account of the six
months’ residence which is proposed. Six months was too short a time.
The election in Virginia took place in April, and the citizens of that State
bordering on ours might come into Pennsylvania about that time, and yet
be entitled to vote at our election in October. This ought to be avoided,
if it could he done without any sacrifice of principle ; and there was none
in saying the time should he six months longer. The advantagesof such
a provision would greatly overbalance any of the disadvantagesthat had
been pointed out. He repeated that he was opposed to the tax qualification, and in favour of six months’ residence. In the Constitutions of Michigan and Arkansas, the two last States which were admited into
the Union, citizenship and residence were required, and nothing else.
With all the experience of the older States before them, they had thought
proper to adopt that policy. There was a difference in the views which
had been brought out in regard to the protection of the poor and the rich.
He did not think the gentleman from Indiana, (Mr. CLARKE) was so
mnch out of the way in saying, that a poor man was better entitled to two
votes than a rich man was to his one, becausethe rich are protected by
the influence of wealth. The poor man alone was called to do military
duty in time of war, while the rich man provided a substitute, instead of
going in person. It is true that the rich man thus d scharged his duty;
but he considered the mere payment of fines as very inferior in merit to
personal service. The poor man, in fact, was deeply interested in the
defence and welfare of his country. To make any distinction, therefore,
between the rich and the poor, to the disadvantage of the poor, was highly unwise and improper. It was idle to make any difference between
them, for the reason that the poor man of to-day may he rich to-morrow,
and those who are rich to-day may to-morrow he poor. We seldom see
wealth pass into the second generation ; and honesty, industry, and economy are, in this country, a sure road to riches. This would be the case
as long as this Government endured. Property would he constantly ,
changing hands. No line of distinction was, therefore, to he drawn, and
the rights of the poor were never to he lost sight of. There was no danger that the rights of the rioh would ever be forgotten; if they were inju.
yd, they would make their voice be heard, He would go againri thr
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amendment and for the report ; hut he hoped some alteration would be
made in that.
Mr. CLEAVINQER said although he observed that there was a great deal
of impatience in the committee to take the question, he must ask their
indulgence for a few minutes, while he presented his views. He should
endeavor to take something like a practical view of the right of suffrage,
inasmuch aa he represented a people who were practical persons. Now
the argument which has been introduced here on this question, with regard
to the right of suffrage, is either founded upon a property qualification, or
it is not. Although some gentlemen had intimated something which might
convey the idea that it was founded upon a property qualitication, still it
had not been contended for to any considerable degree; and although arguments had been adduced, which went, in some measure, to show that the
Constitution of ‘99 required a property qualification to entitle an elector to
the right of suffrage, still he had no hesitation in saying that that Constitution was not founded upon any thing like a property qualification. Then
if the right of suffrage did not depend upon a property qualification, what
is it in practice 1 He considered it to be nothing more than a mode of evii
dence by which to determine the personal right ; becausein his opinion,
the right of suffrage was a personal right, which attached to the individual
upon his becoming a member of the community, and did not depend upon
the contingency of possessing property, or the paying of a tax. It was
a personal right which attached to him as a member of the community ;
and so important a franchise ought not to depend upon any thing transient,
uncertain or contingent. Well, if it be merely a personal right, and does
not depend upon a property qualification, let us examine whether the payment of a tax is a proper criterion by which you can test that right. He
contended it was not a proper criterion, and that it was altogether too
uncertain a contingency for the right of suffrage to rest upon. The idea
was not to be entertained for a moment that the inestimable privilege of
exercising the right of a free citizen of Pennsylvania, should depend upon
the payment of a few cents to a tax collector. Suppose it should become
unnecessary or inexpedient to impose a tax ou the people, then, according to this doctrine, the right of suffrage would ceaseto exist, and there
would be an end of the Government. This contingency may, or it may
not happen, but if it does happen, and this provision stands, then the state
of things he had pointed to must inevitably occur. But supposing this
contingency does not happen, what is the next step to ascertain the right of
suffrage ? The Government employs an agent for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not a person is entitled to the right of suffrage. And
suppose this officer proves unfaithful, and neglects or refuses to perform
his duty, then, the right of suffrage, would, by this neglect or omission,
cease to that extent. Then, again, supposing the assessorsshould perform their duty, and lay the tax, and the collector should neglect to collect
it, as was frequently the case in some parts of the country, the individual
is again deprived of the right of suffrage. Then, in the formation of a
fundamental law, he would say that it ought to be founded upon just and
equitable principles, so that it would neither curb nor restrain the people
in the free exercise of their just powers. He was opposed to all kinds of
nalificatione which depended upon taxation, because it was unjust, and it
%id not BPP~IBFto him that the dootrine of a property qualiffoa~on, wag
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eki’. n&t question then, to be examined, was, whether or hot @re
&o$d be some form of det,ermining the person’s right which appertamed
the community, as he held that the right of s&age
, which should be exercised by every member of the
the only inquiry was, as to how long a person should
L to entitle him-to t.his privilege. It, in his opinion,
sary to require a person coming from another State
remain long enough to become acquainted with our
“n&&ns
and State interests. Well, all the citizens of the different
i&de a in the Union are supposed to be somewhat acquainted with the
rinciplee Of Government practised here, and it would only be necessary
tpor‘ them to remain long enough to become acquamted with our particdlar
State Ilcy, and to do this he thought six months would be sufficient. He
apprer ended that no difficulty would arise from requiring persons from
(j@r St&s to remaiu here only six months to entitle them to the right of
sg@v.
+4tany rate, our own citizens coming back from another State
oughr to be entitled to a vote on a residence of six months. In the county
he h&I the honor to represent, they were not in the habit of taxingoccupati&, and without a person has something to tax, he is deprived of a vote,
&Iron
be an actual resident. He would then take away the tax
qn&l
fix the term of residence as short as might be deemed
&litficient to prevent fraud, and enable a person to become acquainted with
the interests of the coumry. He was opposed to extending the right of
snt#‘~e to vagrants and paupers, and he wouldso amend the section as to
prevent them from voting, but to every bonajtle resident, who was not a
pauper or vagrant, he would allow the privilege as a personal right,
&i&, he contended, he ought not to be deprived of.
i%fr, FORWARD regarded this as a vital question, and lying at the very
fon&tion of the Government. No gentleman could think of addressing
the committee at this late hour, and he thought they could profitably spend
an;sjhar #ay in the consideration of this all important subject. He hoped
there&e, that the commitee would rise, and he made that motion.
Tb Convention then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to
sit a&in to-morrow, when
The Convention adjourned.
1
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THIRD ARTICLE.

The Convention resolved itself into committee of the whole, on the
third article of the Constitution, Mr. KERR, of Washington, in the Chair.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. DARLINQTON, to
amen&
@3m FQRWAR~

addressed the committee, giving his views in favor
ab&ehmg the tax qualification, and substituting the system of
of Vate~. He was also disposed to take from paupers, crimina$s,
and lttnatica, the right of votin . phe remarks of Mr. F. are
becausethey were never retnrne“it) after being sent to him.]
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Mr. SCOTT,of Philadelphia, said, the elective franchise is a .subject of
gr#at~t.eital
importance. Its just arrangements, and the ei&e s&nri~%Hve &i&m in its enjoyment, lie at the foundation of: our intttitutions.
‘Por~sednrity of its enjoyment we have not directed any attentionyet, ikm dbvicais, if that point be uot well guarded, it is of little consequeti how perfect or imperfect the thing may be, which we adopt in relal’
tiatl.9 the right itself.
Iti is rmattir of notoriety, that in some parts of the State, violence pre:
venti the exercise of the right, by the acknowledged possessor,and repels
many ‘from the polls, without reference to their wealth or their poverty,
theif station, or their pursuit. In many cases, the only qualification which
ens$rei, the enjoyment of the right, is personal strength. The freeman’s
dearest @ivile@ must be assertedat the risk of his life-and the Pennsyl:
van&+ born on the soil, must contend, in personal conflict, with men, who
are strangers to her institutions, and almost to her language. To the aged
man, and to the peaceableman, the polls are often practically closed.
It is said too, that the places of the real voters are usurped by fraudand, that the numbers on the tally list, are too often swelled bg large additions’of individuals voting against all right, and in defiance of all law.Arid-it is not asserted, that these evils, and these. injuries, are confined to,
or’ perpetrated by any one class of politicians, or denomination of parties,
butfare common to all-that wrong begets ‘wrong, and injury ,is enoum
bered;by greater,injury. It is even asserted, (by the delegate from Lycoming) that perjury stalks abroad,,on the election grounds, and the moral
sense is lost in the phrenzy of a political contest.
* If these things are true, and that they are in some particulars true,
wherever the population is densely congregated, must, I fear, be admited,
and t&t! they will become more palpable to, our senses, as our poputition,
our cities,. our towns, and our boroughs increase, must be equally admited,
If these things are true, then the foundations of republican government
are shaken ; and it is folly, and worse than folly, to discuss a question of
the expression or limitatidn of the franchise, before we have secured’ the
freedom and the purity of its exercise. I would demandof gentlemen,,who
advocatethe broad doctrine of a tzatural right to vote, as an essential feature ofcfreedom, the preliminary pledge of sincerity in the adoption‘of
effeotmnlmeans to secure the practical exercise of the right, and to guard
it fromunauthorized invasion and base prostitution.
Let:thisbe first done. Let the freeman’s right, in the extent to which
it nati exis,?, be secured to the freeman-put it in the power,of the poor
man and rtch man, to walk unmolested, unsolicited, unbought, uncorrupted; untimidatnd, unwatched, to the box, and there deposit his own,
free, u&es&l expression of sentiment, as to who shall make his laws, and
whoshallrexecute: them ; you will then have done much for the cause of
repnbliian government, and may then call, with more show of reason,
for Ia r+xation of the few and simple gnards imposed ,by the present Cons&ntlon~
Sir+ fitsis not attempted. We are content that violenae, that fraud;
that perjury, shall dishonor our elections, and are solicitous only to give a
greater theoretical extension, to a privilege now practically denied to
many+ and) I &m t&id, abused by more.
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%?&.C$$, &hatthe amendment proposed to the Constitution asks us to
do, Ua. VI&%, the two delegatesfrom Chester have, by their respective
~ma&rente, endeavored to modify ?
‘Ph@:aatendmentproposed by the committee, dispense6with the payment
of a tur as ‘a pre-requisite to a vote, and lessens the term of residence !And, it is upon the question of taz, that the argument has chiefly turned.
It seemsto me, that this provision in the Constitution has not been duly
appxeeiated. It is spoken of, bv some, as a property qualification-by
others, it is called a tax qualificatibn. I do not regard it as a ~~aZ$ca!ion
at all. The qualifications of a voter, are those features of his political character, which make him out as one fit to be trusted with the privilege of a
vote. And they are-full age, citizenship, residence. These are, strictly,
the only qualifications. And then, when he is thus qualified, the Constitution has imposed on him a duty, which, it says, he must perform, before
he shall avail himself of his qualification. He doesvote, becausehe is a
man, and a citizen-he does not vote, becausehe has neglected an important duty to the society of which he claims to be a member.
If the provision in question is not a qualification, what is it? There is
no difficulty in the question. Government cannot be conducted, in other
words, the rights of person and property cannot be guarded, the life and
liberty of individuals cannot be kept sacred, without the expenditure of
correspondent means. The financial department of Government is not
the least difficult, or the least important, and, it is matter of great moment
to secure the necessary contributions of the citizen, without annoyance to
him, and so as to be effectual for the pub&. No better machinery for
this purpose could be devised, than the provision in relation to his vote.The desire to participate in your elections is a never failing stimulus to
induce to payment ; the mortification of a public rejection is a never failing
check upon avarice. The principle operates silently and constantly.Suite, collectors, distresses, sheriffs’ officers, do not suit the genius of our
people, and inatead of enriching, would impoverish the Commonwealth.
The provision in question has substituted a sentiment of honor. Its influence is erfect and magical.
Sir, I aBvacate the cause of the poor, when I entreat that this principle
may not be broken down. To them the due and proper support of the
Government is of as much interest as to the .wealthy. They are more
wedded to the soil, less able to seek new lands, when their own ceases to
protect them. The principle is of deep moment to them, becauseit brings
forth the means of the wealthy, and deposits them in the Treasury of the
Commonwealth.
The character of the voter is ennobled by it. He presents himself at
the polls in the attitude of one who has done his duty-who has contributed his share to the support of that Government, in the management of
which he demands to participate. He meets the proudest of the land on
a footing of perfect equality, because he has done ae much, according to
his means, for the common weal. Degrade the voter and you destroy the
frauchiae. The time will come, if you do so, when wealth will urchase
votes ; and, the sports of the Circus may, among us, as among the ft.0mans,
decide the fate of the nation. I consider the principle to be at the basis of
republican Government. Men will love, and will uphold those institutions
which they support by their own contributions. Freeholders are the
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fiercest republicans upon the same principle. They feel their interest in
the nation. Nomatter how small, how humble. It is their’s, their home,
their castle-paid for by their own labor. What class of people have
asked for this exemption ? Sir, if you should assemblethe humblest among
us, and offer them the exemption, they would reject it with scorn, and tell
you, that the same honest labor which supported wife and children, would
enable them to support their Government.
The very fact too of the payment of tax leads to reflection, induces
examination of measures, and of men. We examine that for which we
pay. It is true, that the spirit of party has done much to depress the
spirit of inquiry, and that we too often vote, not as our judgments would
dictate, but as our leaders order, and the destruction of the fabric of our
liberties may be the result. So much greater theu the necessity of adhering to every counteracting principle.
It is essential too for the preservation of the rights of the minority. A
majority is assessed,and pays its contributions, becauseotherwise its votes
are lost. Blot out this provision, and your minorities may be called upon
to support that Government which your majorities elect, and then you
will ceaseto have minorities -all will hasten to come within the pale of
protection.
The principle like all others in that admirable instrument, the existing
Constitution, is the result of wisdom. ‘I hope it will not be rashly
touched.
One word, sir, upon the question of residence. How long t/zcatshould
be before the privilege of voting is obtained, may be matter of speculation.
‘I submit, that a knowledge of the Constitution and laws of the State-f
its schemes of policy-of its resources-of its wants-of the characters of
its public men-of its candidates for office, cannot be acquired in a very
brief space of time, by men who are at the same time attending to their
own private duties ; and yet, a knowledge of all these things is necessary
to a just and proper exercise of the elective franchise. The scheme of
throwing open your polls, your Government, your peculiar advantages,
whatever they may be to every new comer, at his own option, is wild and
Utopian. Should an individual be thus lavish, he would soon be reduced
to want, embittered by the contempt which his folly would engender. In
a Commonwealth, the madnesswould be the samein principle, and meet
with no better result.
Let the farmer look to it, sir. Blot out this principle, and the tax on
trades, occupations, personal property, will soon become a dead !etter.Land will be the only available fund, becauseit can be seen and be reached,
and the burdens, now equally distributed, will fall there.
I shall give my vote for the amendment of the gentleman from Chester,
because? I believe it to be better than the report of the committee-and
then, for the existing provision of the existing Constitution, because I
believe that to be better than either.
Mr. PIJRVUNCE said that he disclaimed any intention in any thing he
might say, of creatin invidious distinctions, or presenting improper contraste between the nc
-1 and the poor. For the sake of the argument, nothing of the kind was necessary, and he should deprecate here, and elsewhere, any appea calculated to enlist th’e poor against therich. Both these
classes of the community, as has been shown by the worthy President of
03
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this body, are intimately counected with each other iu interest, and
C ti+it$~poaizibu,
tbhich cannot, and, ifit cvould,onghtnot to be searIti‘my tibronce whidh may be made to the peculiar condition of&e
~r,.&t’~~shcd it to be clearly understood, that it was becausethe sub&t
~~&&$ty.kd
him to do so, and he hoped it might not be attributed to any
*‘to
a+%&& and provoke unhappy prejudices on the part of one class
of ehe oommnnity towards another.
He Mr. P.) was opposed to the amendment, and the amendment to the
at& d ment, o@eredby the two gentlemen from Chester, (Messrs. BELL
and f)nmrNaTon) and was in favor of the report of the committee, with
some slight alteration or additional provision. The article of the Constit&&n, v&rich has been materially amendedby the report of the committee,
harabon the subject of much complaint -not only in the county which I
h&e the honor to represent, but as it appears from what other gentlemen
have said, in other sections of the State. It requres two years’ residence
and t&lopayment of a State or couuty tax, which shall have been assessed
atdeart uix,months previous to the election. By this inflexible provision
of be Constitution, a citizen who may have left the State for a short time,
to reside in another, and who may, in a month or two, have changed his
not&n and returned, is necessarily obliged to remain two years withoutthe
en’oyment of his former inestimable privilege of election franchise. Another
diibt n y equally oppressive, in the same provision, is the requisition of
&&ozsment six months previous to the election, which puts the rights of
our fellow citizens in the hands of assessors,some of whom neglect, and
others may wilfully refuse to make the assessment. He (Mr. P.) knew
of oases where assessorshad been requested to insert names upon their
list; but omited to do it until it was too late, and thereby prevented citizens from enjoying their much desired privilege. These evils he was
anxious to remedy, and believed the report of the committee would answer
that end. This report had met with serious opposition from gentlemen,
lnmmmeit proposesto dispense with the tax qualification-a restriction in
his opinion, as unnecessary upon the right of suffrage, as it was uncalled
for at the adoption of the present Constitution. Tax qualification and
property repreirentation are relics of Govermnents unfit to be the models
of afree republican people, where distinctions do not exist, and where the
hirmble citizen has equal chance of attaining the highest o&e and honor
of the country. It was doubtless introduced into the Constitution, for the
purpose of fixing the residence, and ascertaining the citizenship of the
voters; and was thoaght to be the most practicable mode of obtaining a
registry of the resident population. If the object of its introduction into
that instrument, can be attained by any other mode, gentlemen should ti
willing to yield to the wishes of the people, in striking out a revision
umedssary and odious in its character. A registry of all the maPe iahabitza(e of the State could be had without reference to their property qua&
C,
and less diPculty and excitement would occur at our electi-.
Sir, said Mr. P.) reforms, such as will remove the excitement and tams&
di.I , periodically. a&ate the oountry, are such as shonld Lst re&ive
praduuing whol6ueme and 66hgsry
L;.titention of this body. Ch
e#k&, are most Peeded znd ion&eat ca&d 6~. The lifJht to vote ,ti:s
nard xig.ht,.znd z&o&l be unres(aainad by any regtdatioa but thst of&izenship. It is our birth-right, and should be kept as free as Qe air wa
OCCU-
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l&the.’
The lame, the blind, and thk halt are equally entitled lo the
dajoyxnetit of thii greatest and be& of privileges. But, say the g&eman
$%XZIthe city, (Mr. SCOTT)and the gentleman from Bedford, (Mr. CL&a)
an t?te donstitition of society every member acknowledged the obligation
to Bupport the country by the payment of taxes. He (Mr. P.) did not d@jpte the proposition, but was at a loss to discover its connexion with the
prihciple of suffrage. The payment of a tax is a duty every one owe& to
his con&y, as long a‘sit may require such support, and a duty from which
none can bB relieved by any change in the art.icleunder consideration. The
right of suffrage is a privilege-a natural privilege to which all are entitled,
and of which none can be divested. The one is a duty, the other‘ a privilege-the one an obligation to the Government, the other an i&spuuable
right, to which no requisite but residence should be prefixed. Why should
a man’s right to vote be founded upon the payment of a tax ? Does money
make the mind ? Does the payment of a paltry tax clear the judgment atrd
enable the voter to make a better choice at the polls 1 Such queries cannot fail to receive a negative answer from every intelligent mind. Let us
&aid Mr. P.) examine this doctrine of tax qualification further, andsee the
$#rrable extent to which it may be carried. You confer upon your LeFsiature for all time tocome, the power of saying what the amount of the tax
shall be, and to what particular class of citizens it shall apply. Although
ao such abuse of power has as yet occured, yet under the existing provi+on of the present Constitution, such abu-eemight readily happen, and for
the time being, no remedy could be applied. Suppose a Legislature should
pass a tax law, imposing upon each citizen of the Commonwealth a tax of
five dollars for Government purposes, and declaring that no county should
make an assessmentof rates and levies under such law as the Constitution
now stands. No citizen could exercise his privilrtge of voting, until he had
first paid his tax of five dollars. The power of the Legislature is u&a&d
in the regulation of taxation, and might be extended to ten, or twenty, or
fifty dollars, for the non payment of which the citizen must inevitably suffer disfranchisement. But further. Suppose the Legislature shoulddeclare
a certain description of persons alone to be taxable, would it not neceagatily follow that all others would be excluded from the right of suffrage,
becausethat right is made,to depend upon the payment of a State or cotinty tax?
If farmers were exempt by law from taxation, they would be completely
disfranchised and compelled to relinquish a privilege aa dearly cherished,
as it is important and intimately connected with their immediate interests
Thus it may be perceived, that this power in the present Constitution; ir
to say the least of it, dangerous and alarming in its tendency, and requires,
at the hands of this body, the application of a praper remedy. In striking
out the tax qualification, we are not without precedent. Gentlemen have
refered to the Constitution of Vermont, and have spoken of the wisdom
and excellence of the institutions bf that State. In that patriotic little State,
so dev&d to sound principles, there is no such thing to be found aa t+r
qualification. Where;let me ask, is a more happy and prosperous pe&e
to be found ? Where a people more ardent in their love of liberty 1 I+$*
virtuous and patriotio 3 Universal suffrage, universal freedom, and unieraal happiness pervade thie magnanimous little &ate. Will pntlenren,
ia #aping: UPOQ
thic @lateaaI) pod@is #her rerpeatr, deny It43fwco iq
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this ? The 6LGreen Mmntain Boys “, identified with the history and glory
of our country, have repudiated the doctrine which charges a man with a
dm, which he may be unable to perform, before he can obtain a privil@ei, to which, by nature, all are equally entitled. But is this the only
State which is without a tax qualification on the right of suffrage ? New
Hampshire, the Granite State, a people of steady and industrious habits
-the birth place of the lamented SCAMMEL-has refused to tax the inestimable privilege of elective franchise. Are the people on that account less
hau y, less virtuous, less true and devoted to the institutions of their coun2 Are they more excited and disturbed hv their periodical elections 1
g ‘State in the Union is more exempt from p&v conflicts, and none more
peaceableand quiet in the management of their Government affairs. Maryland, the home of the CARROLLS
and WIRTS, by an amendment of her old
Constitution of 1776, made in 1801, dispensed with the tax qualification,
and required nothing more than a twelve months’ residence in the county.
The States of Kentucky, and Tennessee, and Maine, have adoptedthe same
principle. The States of Indiana, Missouri, Mississippi, Alabama, and
others, have, in the construction of their fundamental laws, adopted the
principle, the rational principle, that votes should depend upon the mind,
and not the money of the voter. This principle, in whatever aspect it may
be presented, cannot fail to strike the mind as the only rational and proper
basis of suffrage qualification.
The gentleman from the city (Mr. SCOTT)has declared his belief that
we have commenced our reform of the suffrage principle in the wrong
place, and has refered to the scenes of excitement which occur in the city
as the place necessary to apply the remedy. I deplore the evil refered to
:t~ much as that gentleman possibly can ; but 1 cannot believe it falls within
the legitimate scope of our Conventional duties. The Legislation of the
country should he brought to bear upon this unhappy state of things ; and
if I mistake not, a salutary change for the better has been effected in behalf
of that gentleman’s constituents in the particular refered to, and, with him,
I hope the time is not far distant, when the evil will be entirely removed.
That gentleman, (Mr. SCOTT) in portraying the evils which he supposed
might result from a change in the principle of suffrage, has put a case, the
inevitable consequence, as he believes, of dispensing with the tax qualification. He was understood to say, that in the registry of citizens, some
dishonest assessor,or register, might put the burthens of Government on
his political opponents. This evil so much dreaded by that distinguished
gentleman, in my humble opinion, would not be so likely to occur under
a system of univeral suffrage, as under the present Constitution. Referencehas been already made to omissions in the assessmentof voters under
the existing provisions, and has always proved a source of great, and, 1
may say, painful excitement.
Much, said Mr. P., has been said on the subject of paupers, vagabonds,
and wandering Arabs ; and gentlemen have fancied that, by dispensing
with the tax qualificatiou, it would admit to the polls hordes of paupers,
who would, in the language of the gentleman from Chester, be led there
in regiments ; and, when there, be made to vote as the keeper of the pool
house might desire. Sir, said Mr. P. this is but a picture of Fancy. No
high-minded honorable man, having a regard for his reputatton and standing in society, would so far forget hnnself as to appear in public at the head
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of a regiment of paupers. There is nothing to be apprehended from an
&urence of the kind refered to. The tax aualification is odious in it.=
effects upon a class of citizens upon whom it was certainly not intended to
have any operation; I mean the war-worn veteran-the soldier of the
Revolution, who, by toils and perils, has worn out his existence, and left
himself in the possession of nothing but the clear, unshrouded judgment
and intellect, with which, by the GOD of Nature, he had been endowed ;
and who, although physically disabled from earning the pittance necessary
to purchase his vote, is not the less able to discover the interest and desire
the promotion of the happiness of his country. Such a man would scorn
to receive that small pittance even from the best and nearest friend on
earth, to purchase a rtght and privilege which had been earned by his
blood. I shall vote against the amendment to the amendment, although 1
believe it better than the preeeut Constitutional provision, with the hope
that if voted down, we will have an opportunity of voting directly upon the
prihciple Of tax qUalifiCat!?n. If a majority should agree to retain it, it
should at least be so modified as to prevent abuses by the adoption of a
proper mode of assessment.
Mr. BAYNE was not in favor of the amendment, and with the exception
af a single item in the clause in the present Constitution he would go for
retaining it. He believed as soon as we attempt to abolish the tax qualification we endanger the very elementary principles on which Government
was founded. He did not hold that the mere paying of the tax made the
manbetter qualified to judge in political matters ; but it was a relation which
must necessarily exist between individuals and the Government. If you
do not have a tax how are you to know your citizt%nson an election day ?
Whena man comes up to vote) what evidence have you that he is a citizen
and ought to have a vote ? or what evidence have you that he will become
a citizen? He would be willing to reduce the tax to the lowest possible
amount, but he would retain it, if it should not be more than one cent.
His colleague (Mr. FORWARD)had suggested a registry as a substitute for
taxation,
but this principle was certainly lisble to most of the objections
which had been brought against the tax qualification. Certainly those entrusted with the making of your registry would be on the same footing
with the assessors,and,collectors and would just be as apt to overIook, and
neglect to register citizens of the Commonwealth, as the assessorswould be
to neglect to assessthem. He was of opinion, however, that the tax qualification might be retained and a system of registry introduced, which would
furnish to the citizens of the Commonwealth a better security for their
votes than they now have, or than they would have if the tax qualification
was abolished. The abolition of the tax qualification would, in fact, be a
restriction of the right of suffrage. Suppose you elect inspectors and
judges in times of high politicalexcitement, no matter of what party, when
your poor men come up to vote, if they do not happen to be of the same
politics with your election officers, they may be excluded because these
officers may say to them t,hey are not residents, and what evidence could
b prodweed that they were residents 1 They would have no assessors,
bk: no duplicate to refer to, to prove the fact, and in this way ihey would
b.ealuded from voting. He considered the very origin of the idea of
taking away your tax qualificationas an attack upon your institurione, calo&ed to ufidermine and uproot the settled principles of your Government,
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Government, is formed of a community of individuals who have plighted
their faith to sustain and support it, and the moment you attempt to take
awav the evidence of that pledge, y-au make an attack upon the settled
principles of your Govei-nment,. He must therefore hold to the tax qualification ; but at the same time he would be in favor of the registry suggested by his colleague.
Mr. BROWN said., gentlemen had placed this tax qualification on variour
grounds. Some as an evidence of the character of the citizen; some as an
evidence of residence ; and some place it on the ground of having contributed
something to the support of Government. The gentleman from Allegheny,
however, he considered had pointed out the proper mode to be pursued
in this matter, which was by a uniform system of registry.
The tax
qualification was wholly useless ; and had been shewn by the gentleman
from Franklin, (J&-. J)UNLOP) and other gentlemen, to be defective in
every respect. Who was it that could stand up here, and say, that the
foundations of Government should he laid on principles so narrow as the
payment of a small sum of money 1 He was opposed to any such principle, and would vote against any proposition which would require the
payment of one dollar, or fifty dollars, to entitle a man to the inestimable right of suffrage, aud he thought it must strike every man as
entirely unequal, mgust and degrading to the elective franchise. He
would place the elective franchise on higher grounds than the mere payment of a sum of money. When a man comes to the polls to exercise
that sacred right, he would only desire to know of him, if he was a freeman and a citizen ; and he would not require of him to produce a
certificate that he had paid one dollar, or twenty-five cents, or any other
sum. He would have him come forward and claim his right, as a man
and a citizen, and aot because he had contributed a sum of money.
He.
would have him come forward and claim his right, because he was here
on the soil laboring for the support of his family, and to build up the prosperity of the State.. These are the men who are the very life of the body
politic, and thev should be entitled to all the privileges of citizens of
Pennsylvania, without any restraint whatever.
They are the men who
build your public works, develope the resources of your State, contribute
to the support of your Government in time of peace, and fight her battles
in time of war, and why should they be restricted? But, gentlemen have
said, that if you take away the tax qualification, you will not he able to
collect your taxes for the support of Government.
This was not the
case. It was the pride of poor men , generally, to contribute to the
They pride themselves in paying their
support of their Government.
taxes, and will not only pay their money for the support of Government,
but they will give their services to their country whenever they are
required.
If tile poor man feels a pride in paying for his right to vote, it is :I false
pride, and ought to be done away. ‘rhe poor man when he goes lo vote,
He ought
ought not to look at his paying a tax as giving him that right.
to feel that he came there to exercise his right as a freeman, and not that
he obtained that right by the payment of a tax. He (XIr. BROWN) thought
that the difficulties stated b the gentleman from the city (Mr, SCOTT) as
existing in the city of I’111
-iadelphia, by which native oitizens had been
rleprivod of the right to vat,o by fwoigwm--snore pnrsqnal coufl/ctsls
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arose, in part from the large number that are brought together to vote, and
.BBR, pirka&r, from the fact ‘that many native’citizens present themselves
iorear, and’ are refused, in consequenceof the very obsta$es ineidant to
40 ‘f8@fa& riequisitias of a tax qualification. So far as the difli&ier
aae,b&+tabout by the first cause, the election districts could be made
amtJLar;.but this was a subject for legislation, and needed no Constitutioanal.ptiision.
If, by the latter, they would be remedied by removing
dl dmtzueti~ from its free exercise by those entitled to the right of an
&actor. The gentleman said, if we take away the tax qualification, the
payment of taxes would fall upon the farmers. And, he called on the
amention
to look well to the effect of it, before they determined to
aah@ that course. Now, he did not know whether the gentleman was
ieaious or not; but, he thought that this was intended for effect elsew+re. .J%e(Mr. B.) believed that a man might be coerced into payment
of his taxes, as for other debts, and he would not like to have his tools
an &w&y .from him, any more than a man would like to be deprived of
Aiis Iad. The grievance is the sameto each.
‘He hoped&&their support of the Government would not be wanting,
zr& e they would find the means to pay their taxes, without being
to the loss of property, or being rendered ineligible to uote
“j=+&
%e ge eman from Allegheny, (Mr. BAYNE) has called us itmendiaries-Mr. BAYS explained: He said the effect of the proposition was incendiary ; l&t that he .had no idea of charging gentlemen uith being actuated
ljy incei&ary <motives.
’ Mr. &OWN continued: That might be. It was, nevertheless, imprap;erto use terms of that character here. Long harangues had’ been delivered abaut the ‘6rich and the poor”, and those in favor of extending the
r&&i of au&age, had been denounced for making diitinctions between be
&h .& she goor. And the entleman from Adams (Mr. STEVEN) B&j,
that if the .poor man felt the d ovkrnment oppressive, he might leave it.
Mr. STEVEM : I never thought it-much more said it.
Mr. &OWN said the gentleman might have a short uiemory. He (Mr.
did not wish to refresh it. Yes, the gentleman said that&e poor-man
ld Lure the;Government if he felt it oppressive. The p&r man ha
a ‘&rep interest in the elective franchise, as much so as the rich man. hi
&a onLy argumentfor a registry was-that a poor man is not so easily .icfen
&&.d aa ,a rich ti,ne. Indeed, it might be said that the .poor mari had a
r
inter& in the 6overnment than the rich man, ae the latter o&d
fz? his P;ioperty, and remove to anotfier State, or ecu&y, while the f&
m& c@d not remove. No one here had contended for bringing te the
j&&is any class of citizens who could not now be brought there, and
*
were not considered as having a right to vote. Every man m the
eomiritmity &ad a right to vote under the tax qualification. The opp
aa&, iharn, of ,the tax qualification only wished to remove the r&t&lee
&&tiexperierme had ahown might be, and had been, placed inthe wav of
~b@eyment of that right. They had been char@ with odvanein ‘.in~~deet.
33n.tthey had owly attempt&l Doobt& what$ati L en
aW6dy .ieOpt# by #aMean Stases of this Union. .Vhey wa&ed fo try
m *&ieory,
hbt to.idopt for Pennsylvania ohat had been Fe& pod
N&&r m,.Fd
what
they beliaved a majority of her citizens would
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qniring a shorter residence than two years, they had acted
* ‘pie. Eight States required but six months, or lasr, and
one year ; and he thought Pennsylvania ought to be
r mstitutions as any other State. We ought to require no
necessary to obtain a sufficient knowledge of
to exercise the right properly. There was
matter of opinion, and he thought six months
who could not, in this period, obtain the nenot be likely to obtain it in six years.
had some difficulty in understanding the legitim mbject of debate,in consequence of the two amendments submited
* Qe respective gentlemen from Chester, the general features of which
were EIOlirtle dissimilar. He presumed, however, that the whole subject
F opn, as well the report of a majority of the committee, as the amendm&nts. He did not know whether he should vote for the amendments or
&e
had not examined them in all their bearings ; but he had no diffirrdltJr in coming to a conclusion upon the report of the committee. The
(ardsnoy of his mind was positive and direct. He could not for one mom,$ve
his sanction to such a report. Sir, what is it ? Evey reeman
‘t&b Comonweallh,

who has resided therein one year, shal f be enti-

t“zrt?dLOvote. This IS, in substance,the report. Did the respectable comm&ee whomade it, anticipate and weigh all its consequences? Is there
any member of this body willing to have it incorporated into the Constit&on, unaltered and unamended ? He was not a little surprised that such
8 ,report should have been submited, and this Convention gravely asked to
m&e. it the fundamental law of the land, andthat inestimable right of freemen,
h tight of suffrage, made to depend upon it. Sir, said he, we are to take
ti report as a whole, and, consider it in the light of a Constitutional provi&-m which is to regulate and ‘govern the elective franchise for ages to
come. We are asked that it shall be the law of the land. Let us for a
moment examine its provisions.
Every citizen of this Commonwealth who is a freeman, is entitled to
vote. Every man who comes from another State, and resides here on*
yeor, ie a citizen. All foreigners who have been natural&d in any of the
&tea of the Union, and resided in this State one year, are citizens of thin
w.
Sir, who are the freemen of this Commonwealth? The learned
ge&xuan from Philadelphia (Mr. DORAN) asked, the other day, who or
what a pauper was ? He (Mr. M’DOWELL felt mischievously inclined
at the time, to call upon that gentleman to define afreeman. In a moral
point of view, it might puzzle that or any other gentleman to say, who
were free or who were not-politically, he was certain the inquiry would
rplexity. But, sir, the present inquiry is into Constitutional and
dam. Who is afreeman according to the Constitution and laws
ylvania? Sir, every human being (except slaves) who is born
or lives in this State, is a freemn;
consequently every male who residaQ
here one year, is a ritizen and a freeman, and entitled to vote, accord4
to&mereport of the committee. Foreigners are freemen, but they ar mc
G&w till they become naturalized, when naturalized, they have the SW
&@s ae native born citiaens; and so they ought to have. But let ue
carry the axamination a little further and see how it operates. Evea
worthy and every worthless negro in the Commonwealthis entitled to vote
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without inquiry or restraint. Was he right, in his construction of the report? If a negro is a human being, and nota baboon, assomecontend-if
he is born in Pennsylvania-is twenty-one years of age, and is not a slave
then he is a freeman and a citizen, and is eititled to vote. Sir, is it not 50 ?
A free negro is the freest man on earth- his freedom is unrestrained and
irresponsible-unmixed with a rational intervention or Constitutional limitation. Are we seriously asked thus to enlarge the ballot boxes? He
did not deny the right of-a neuco to vote unde; the present Constitution,
if he broupht himself within %s nrovisions-was assessed and oaid his
tax. He believed he had the abstiact right to do so. But under the present Constitution few colored men exercised the right of suffrage in the *
State : in his county a few voted : in many places they were restrained by
public opinion or public prejudice. In the present state of their mental
and moral condition, it was, perhaps, best 50. But, sir, are all the negroes in this Commonwealth to be turned loose upon us on election days:
the five thousand in the city and county of Philadelphia, and ten thousand
elsewhere 1 Adopt the report of the committee, and every negro in the
State, worthy and worthless-degraded and debased,as nine tenths of them
are, will rush to the polls in senseless and unmeaning triumph. The
chimney sweep aud the boot black will eat the fruits of liberty with the
virtuous mechanic, laboring man, farmer, and merchant-the master and
the man contend for victory at the same poll.
And who shall gainsay this state of things 1 Adopt the report of the
committee, and no man would dare to question the right of any negro to
vote. Sir, said he, is not this a highly co2ouredillustration of the beauty
and perfectability of univerral su$TageB But we do not stop here-the
penitentiaries and county prisons are to be opened, and the felon and the
traitor to his country, who escapes from the prison walls in the morning,
walks to the poll before night, and votes, becausehe is a freeman, and because his imprisonment prevented him from Rying from crime, and compelled him to remain a citizen. Th e man who violates all law, and glories in
that violation-he who plot5 treason against the State, and seeksbut the opportunity to destroy it, is to enjoy, undiminished and without interrogation,
the elective franchise. The alms-houses, too. are to yield up their decrepid
and unfortunate inmates-and paupers, publicly charged upon the counties,
and dependent entirely upon the benevolence of Government for subsistence, are to be permited to direct and perhaps contra!, by their votes,
themeaaures of the charity that sustains them ! Adopt the report of the
committee, and these things will all happen--their occurence is Constitutionally’provided for, and no human power, while that Constitution remains, can interpose to prevent it.
I know, Mr. Chairman, said he, this is a delicate subject-there is 50
much love for the dear people, in and out of this Convention, since I came
here. It seems to be matter of strife who can say most pretty thiygs
about the peo L-the dear people. I suppose it is all genuine. The nch
and the poor Rave been dragged into the discussions, and some of the genrlemen seem to think, that Government is only instituted for the benetit of
the poor. I should be very glad if my venerable friend from Indiana (Mr.
CLAREE)would, carry out his project of procuring four votes for every ,.
oor man ; the probability is. that at least three of them would fall to my
Pot. There are rich men it is true, and there are poor men, and there are
E-8
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good aud bad of both kinds. There are some vcrv honest. liberal men
&mg the rich, and some great scoundrels no doubt, aud much ill-gutten
means. There are many honest, sound-hearted, industrious men among
the poor, very, very many have become indigent through vire and crime.
But, sir, neither the rich, nor the poor, have any exclusive claims upon
this Convention, and this incessant cam about the rich-the poor-the people-is liable to great distrust. I do uot believe all 1 see nor all I hear in
this world, sir. At all events, let not this profligate love for the peoplethis ranting about the poor and the rich, betray us into wickedness and
folly. Let us not forget the purpose of our assembling-the high and
noble duties we ought to perform- the purity of motive and soundness of
judgment which ought to govern US. GOD knows, sir, (said he) I am the
last man that ought to abridge the liberties and rights of the poor man ;
and if I know myself. I am the last that wouZE do so. But, sir, there are
other ingredients that lay at the fouudation of our Government, than popular’ representation-than the right of suffrage. I have been taught to believe that virtue in all things ought to take precedence of vice, and that
that Government is best whose people are most virtuous and enlightened :
like man, it needs a constant moral vigilance to keep it from perversion
and profligacy. I admired the sentiments of the gentleman from Indiana
some days ago, in support of his amendment to fix the age of a representative at twenty-eight. I am not willing to go quite so far as he, but I hope
yet to have the opportunity of sustaining him in his views. Like him, I
am anxious to improve the moral sentiment and feeling of the Government
-to elevate its tone and character. But I am sorry to find that, while he
aims to amend one branch, he does that which prostitutes another.
It is said the tax qualification operates oppressively upon the poor man.
Does it do so ? If the argument of any gentleman had the least tendency
to convince me, I would abandon it. Sir, every man can, if he will, and
has it in his power, to obtain a vote. Every man who receives the
benefits of Government, owes it certain duties-a mere pittance is paid by
the poor man, by which the State is benefited, and he is not injured. I
wirdi to make the right of suffrage a prize to awaken the people to its importance-to make every man feel a deep and abiding interest in it-to
aecnre for it a proud and generous feeling. Is this to be done by rendering it so cheap that it loses its character and its interest 1 I wish to
inspire the poor man’s heart with the noble feeling, that when he goes to
the poll to exercise the highest and most sacred right of a freeman, he
does so in consequenceof a duty he has performed to that Government.
which cherishes and protects him. Besides, sir, it encouragesvirtue; it en* joins industry, it fosters patriotism, it lights an ambition to do that which
secures a high behest. It deprives no poor man of a vote, who deserves
or tries to deserve it. It is true, sir, there is one class of poor men upon
whom it may operate oppressively, and may exclude them from this inestimable right. The gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr.
E~LE) who has studied more reform, and knows more of the rights and
wants of the people, than any man in this Convention, or out of it, has
his eye upon this class; and, therefore, his notion of universal suffrage,
is, that a man should vote becausehe is a mm, and not a beast. I mean,
Mr. Chairman, a class of beings that they have in large numbers in the
eity and county of Philadelphia, and of which a few, very few, may be
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found in all parts of the State : I mean, sir, vu abonds-men who have
neither home nor country -who desire none, and delight in the privation ;
who eschew Government and law as an evil, and an encroachment upon
their liberties; who prowl and depredate by night, when honeat rireu,
sleep ; who lodge in beds of ashes and charcoal, and shake themeelvcg
like other lazy dogs when they get up-men, some of whom commit
crimes for the sake of plunder; and others, that they may obtain the,
luxuries of the watch-box, the prison, or the alms-house, as matters of
choice.
Mr. Chairman, although I am for retaining the tax qualification, it is
not for the anzount of tax I do so. It is principally becauseI believe that
the assessmentand payment of a tax, however small, is the best and most
simple evidence of a man’s residence and right to vote. I am, therefore,
for simplifying and reducing the assessmentand tax as much as possible,
so as to render the process practicable and accessible to all. I would
deprive no man of his vote, becausethe assessorhad neglected or omitkd,
to perform his duty ; but I would endeavour to impress upon the elector
the necessity of feeling sufficient interest in the right of suffra e, as to
place it out of the power of an assessorto defeat him. Sir, said “he, these.
are my reasons for opposmg the report of the committee. I believe the{
operation of it would prostitute and degrade the right of suffrage--that it
would tend to fraud and licentiousness.
Mr. HASTINOS, of Jefferson, said, as I have not been troublesomeheretofore, I will ask the attention and indulgence of this committee for a few
minutes, while I as briefly as possible try to explain my views on the.
very important subject now before them. I am opposed to the amend*
ment offered by the gentleman from Chester on my right, and if that proposition should he negatived, I shall then ask for a division of the question.
on the amendment of the gentleman from Chester on my left, (to end with’
inserting six months in lieu of one yea!‘8 residence). In that part of .hi
amendment, I will go with him. I am in favor, sir, of coming as near as?’
may be to the system of universal suffrage. A residence in the&ate for
six months by a naturalized, or a native born citizen of the United States,
is, and of right ought to be, a sufficient qualification for an elector. I am
for expunging from the Constitution, that aristocratical feature of tax,
qualification. I am for retaining, and cherishing, and observing, and keeping inviolate that sentence so appropriately inserted in our bill of rights,
‘6that all men are born equally free and independent”, and “that all power is inherent in the people”. I desire to see that principle carried into
full effect. You know, Mr. Chairman, and every member of this cornmittee, I think, can, or ought to respond to the well known fact, that many,
very many intelligent poor men, are deprived of the right of suffrage for
no other reason, than that they have been unfortunate, and have now no .,
property to tax-or that the assessorshave either designedly or otherwise
neglected to assessthem. It has been argued here, that to take away the
tax qualification, would open the door for paupers and vagabonds to enjoy
the right of suffrage-be it so : I go upon the well known maxim, that it
is better that ten guilty persons should go unpunished, than that one innooent man should suffer. Sir, retain the tax qualification, and you are ,viuirturlzlp saying to the ‘unfortunate poor man-we are williug that you
ahall perform military duty-y?
am willing that you phalj be dpp
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ged forth to fight our battles- we are willing that you shall spill your
bI&& y tief&nce of our sacred rights-but you shall have no voice in
OI&&‘@C~S ; we will not allow you the right solemnly guaranteed to you
in another part of this Constitution. Sir, as the principle has (on a form@%e&&on) been sanctioned on this floor, that the basis of representat&h@ id be founded on population, and on that occasion it was clearly
sIrew&-‘that, in the cities and counties, many hundreds of inhabitants were
taken into that enumeration, who were not allowed to vote. Sir, if you
retain the tax qualification, you are saying to these men, we want to make
use of you to increase our representation in the halls of legislation ; hut
we do not want your votes ; you shall have no voice in saying who shall
represent you. I hope the amendment to the ameudment will be negatived, and that the latter part of the amendment, offered by the gentleman
from Chester on my left, will also,be negatived.
’ MT. DICKEY, of Beaver, remarked, that before the vote was taken, he
would bring into the view of the committee an amendment which he had
drawn up, and would offer in the event of the amendment pending being
rejected. He should not vote for the report of the committee, unless it
was amended. He was opposed to the tax qualification as unnecessary
and contrary to the principles and genius of our Government. The gentleman from Bucks, and the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, had
contended for the tax qual&ation, as being particularly necessary and
highly beneficial in its effects in society. It seemedthat those who had
contended for the necessity of identifying the voter, had now abandoned
that ground. He concured with the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr.
FORWARD)that a registry of voters was preferable to a tax qualification ;
indeed, it was the only thing that was wanted. He believed that the requirement of the payment of a tax before a freeman could exercise the
right of suffrage, was a violation of the principles laid down in the bill of
rights. Mr. D. then read the following, which he said he should offer,to
come in as a new section, in case the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester, was voted down, and the report of the committee prefered. That
report Would require some amendment. He was of opinion that it was
too extensive in its application, and should be confined to a township :
1. In section 1, to strike out bLcounty”, and insert “ township, ward,
or”Land to add to the end the words “not elsewhere”, so as to confine
the voter to the township, ward, or district, in which he resides.
2. To add a new section:
Se&n
. Laws may be passed excluding from the rights of suffrage, persons who have been, or may be, convicted of infamous crimes.
Laws &all be passedfor ascertaining, by proper process, the citizens who
shall be entitled to the right of suffrage hereby established ; and the Legislature shall provide, by law, that a register of all citizens entitled to
the right of suffrage in every election district or ward, shall be made at
least twenty days before auy election, aud shall provide that no person
shall vote at any election, who shall not be registered as a citizen qualified
to vote at such elections.
MY. STEVENS, of Adams, said be had risen merely to make a suggestion
to the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. DARLINQTON) which he thought
would obviate the difficulties which seemedto exist in the minds of some
gentlemen. The proposition which he held in hira hand, hs trusted the
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gentleman would accept and adopt as a modification of his amendment, to
which some objection8 had been raised. Mr. S. then read the following :
(* In elections by the citizens, every freeman of the age of twenty-one
years, having resided in the State one year, or if he has been previously
a qualified elector of this State, six months, and having paid a State or
county tax in the Commonwealth within two years next before the election, shall enjoy the right of an elector, provided that all citizens between
the agesof twenty-one and twenty-two years, having resided in the State
one year next before the election, shall be entitled to vote, although they
shall not have paid taxes”.
Mr. DARLINDTON, of Chester, remarked that he was anxious to preserve
the tax qualification, and to fix the residence at one year, and asthere was
nothing in the amendment of the gentleman from Adams conflicting with
these principles, he would accept it as a modification of his amendment. In
doing this, he hoped that all those who approved of the main principle in
the amendment would vote for it. If there were any thing objectionable
in any particular part, it could afterwards be amended. Those who approved ,of the tax qualification, and not the year’s residence : and those
who were in favonr of the years’ residence, but were opposed to the tax
qualification, could call for a division of the question and thus obtain their ends. The gentlemen from Allegheny, Somerset, and Beaver, who were in favor of a registry of voters in preference to a tax
qualification, would be found, in the end not differing with the friends
of the amendment. The registry, he believed, would be found inconvenient in the country, where the population was sparse, however well it might be suited to the dense population of the cities. He
therefore believed a registry would not be adopted ; and if it was not, he
thought its friends would support the amendment. He did not propose
to go into any lengthy examination of the subject, but merely to notice the
argument of his colleague, (Mr. BELL) who had endeavouredto convince the
committee that one year’s residence was equivalent to eighteen months, in
consequenceof the practice of moving on the 1st of April. He thought that
no considerable number of farmers came, on the 1st of April, into Pennsylvania to rent farms; but if there was, there were other elections besides those in the fall ; and if there were not, he thought a citizen of
another State would feel no great hardship by waiting one year before he
exercised the right of voting at our elections. Now, be did not put the
tax on the ground of evidence, but on the principle of reciprocity, that
every one who undertook to direct the affairs of the Government niust
give something to its support. No man allowed a stranger to come into
his family and direct its affairs ; and no stranger should be allowed to come
into any community and dictate without paying his taxes, and bringing
something to the support of that community. But it had been said that
the poor men, those that pay no taxes, were obliged to bear arms in defence of the country. But did not the tax payers beal arms ? He bore arms
and paid the tax also. He also paid a tax in time: of peace to support
him in the poor house, if his improvidence or hia vices had brought him
there: so that if there was any inequality in the public burdens, It fell
upon the tax payer.
Who supports the pauper while he is in the ptir house ? Is it not the
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tr+rrm*m ? DOW not the tax support the Government, and 311the public
in#t$#torrs of the country 1 If then, we should give to the pauper an
equal privilege at the polls with him who bears the public burdens, it
wopId he unequal and unjust. It would also tend to encourage vice, idlensss,.lprdimprovidence, by putting them on an equal footing with honest and
fsllgrl industry. We had heard something of the practice of other States
in m&ion to this subject? In fourteen of the States there was, it is said,
no tsx qualification. But, in someof them, there is a property qualification ?
l’,he,:case was entirely different in Pennsylvania. Hers we had no property qualification. Did gentlemen propose to introduce one as a substitute for a tax qnalification 1 There was an essential difference in the principle of the two. He denied, that, in requiring the payment of a tax, we
imposed any property qualification. It did not render it necessary, that a
man should have a dollar’s worth of property in order to be entitled to vote.
If: he had any means of getting his daily bread, he was entitled to be
assessed, and upon the payment of a few cents, could vote. Now, sir,
I look upon a tax qualification as important in another point of view, as 3
means of inducing many cheerfully to contribute their portion towards the
public burdens. This was the only means of collecting a tax from thonsands of those who were careless and indifferent 3s to the public interests.
Suppose the county should undertake to collect its dues, and should imprison a man in order to coerce the payment of taxes, the result would be,
that the county would get nothing, and would he obliged to add to the
public bnrthens the amount of the costs. But, by connecting the payment
of the tax with the exercise of the privilege of voting, the tax was volnntarily, cheerfully, and punctually paid.
Mr. DORANput 3 question to the gentleman from Adams, whether, by
his amendment, he intended to make a distinction between native citizens
and naturalized citizens, and if so, for what reason? Why did he put the
naturalized citizens on a level with blacks ?
Mr. STEVENS replied, that he considered all citizens of the UnitedStates,
whether native or naturalized, as American citizens. He had no objection
to naturalized citizens. He would modify the amendment, so as to read
‘6citizens of the United States”.
Mr. BELL said, every one felt the argument to be exhausted, and every
thing which could throw any light on the question, had been urged on the
one side or the other. He should not have risen to add any thing to what
he, had before said on the subject, if it had not become necessary, amongst
the various and rival propositions that had been submited, to point out
the exact difference between his proposition, and that which was now
under consideration. His colleague, he said, had given up one of the principles of his amendment, which he had insisted upon, viz : the assessment
previous to the election. The proposition of, the gentleman from Adams
did not require any previous assessment. This difference, his collea ne
seemedto have overlooked, and it was one of leading importance. Wfi at
was the difference now between his proposition and his colleague’s ? It
consisted only in this, that he requires one year’s residence as a qnalification, instead of six months’ residence. Why should there be any distinetion between citizens, who had always resided in Pennsylvania, and those 1
who had resided in any other State 1 What difference should it make OR
which pi& of the Delaware a man is brought up 1 For what reason rho\tld
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a r&u& who is brought up in New Jersey, or Maryland, or Delaware, and
then~~s
to remove into Pennsylvania, and become one of. us, as he
h&l a’fQht: to do, under the Constitution -be compelled to reside here for
and year, or, in fact, as he had previously proved, for eighteen months,
b#&& hb can be entitled to the rights of citizenship 1 At the same time
th@ we make this onerous distinction, our own citizens may be gone to
IWyhd,
and become entitled tc the rights of electors in six months.Why should we draw this deep line of distinction between our own citizens
and thbiie of our sister States ? Why should we fix this deep gulf between
them and us, and say to them, you shall come, no further ? The only
reason offered is, that it is necessary that thev should take some time to
acquaint themselves with our local policy and”interests, and the qualifications of those who are candidates for their suffrages. But this reason
wtidldnot apply in many cases. He did not think so meanly of the general iutelligence of our people, as to suppose that they are not sufficiently
w&l acquainted with the interests of the States, in their neighborhood, as
td be’ able to discharge the duties of an elector, without any residence.Dut,‘if through ignorance or incapacity, any one should be unable sufficiently to comprehend our interests, after a residence of six months, he
would not be any better qualified at the end of eighteen months, or of as
Many years. The only good reason for requiring any residence, as a prerequisite to the right of voting, was, that it furnished a proof of the intention of the person to become a part and parcel of our community, where
he offers to exercise the right. This was the only reason that could justify the requirement of any residence; and, it was only, because some
satisfactory evidence of this fact was necessary, that he would agree to
require any residence. Surely, it would not be alleged that a’man, in
‘reference to an approaching election, would abandon his home, and come
h&e and reside for six months, for the mere purpose of voting at that election. ,He should, therefore, deem a six months’ residence, as ample for
the purpose of furnishing satisfactory evidence of an intention to become
a permanent resident. The only question to be decided, in these cases,
wits that of domicile. Why, then, shoold we retain a restriction which had
itsari in in ignorance, in fear, and in jealousy of foreign States ? Before
the af option of the Constitution, we were disjointed provinces, and
strangers to each other, and so strong and deep were local rejudices then
rootid, that it required all the influence and exertions oP WA~HMCITON,
Jrwnnzsotii and MADISON, to induce the several States to sacrifice some of
thpir local feelings to the general welfare. We were not then a nation.Wir had hardly be tin to pride ourselves upon our national flag. But
now‘, each citizen of every State prides himself upon being a citizen, not
of&at aingle State, but of the whole and undivided Union. One more
word in regard to the question, and he was done. It was agreed by all,
tbr one year’s residence was sufficient for the purposes for which any reside& should be required-amply sufficient to enable a person to become
SdQllaintodwith, our local interests ; but, he would tell the gentlemanthat,
i&w
his proposition made a residence of a year and a half necessary.
Tb& who were engaged in agriculture, generally, removed on the first
of .bpril-this was a rule which they never departed from, except in cases
of. Iu33&ng necessity. The individual, who moves into the State at that
sauon, must wait till the election succeeding that of the next fall, before he
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e residence qualification eighteen months, in&ad of a
This was a simple fact founded on experience.-willing, he now asked, under auy circumstances, to
months’ residence ? Why should such a distinction be
ve born citizens of Pennsylvania, and those of our sister
ould we make a distinction between a man who, at any
time, has bQen a citizen of Pennsylvania, and one who has lived all his
life on th@ bcu&rs of Pennsylvania ? Why should only six months’ residence be reqt&ed in the one case, and in the other, eighteen months ?He co&3 zee SD reasonable ground for any such difference. He was not
influenced in this question by any petty pride of opinion, nor by any part&y
for I&r own proposition. It was to the merits of the proposition
6
alone that hi lcyked.
Mr. maanz
had intended, he said, to make some remarks on this
subject, but the views which he entertained, having already been
brought b&se the committee in a favorable manner by the gentleman from
&I&r, [I&,-BANKS) he should not now say a word, but for what had
f&en frem the gentleman from Chester, who had just taken his seat. That
gen&man, he said, held his seat here in virtue of the votes of the people of
Mon#,gomaryeounty, which he in part represented, and he had risen to
disclaim the sentiments of that gentlemanjon this subject, as far asthe people
of that corm&ywere concerned. He had mixed much with the people of
that county, and he had never heard one of them say that a residence of
six month6 wes a sufficient qualification for voting. This was not the
sentimen$of $he people of that county, so far as he knew any thing of their
opinions. The consideration that the qualification required under the
amendment would, in effect, be equivalent to a six months’ residence,
was not s&cient to induce him to reduce the term below one year. We
should have some regard to the fact that Pennsylvania is an old State, and
that her population is of a staid, settled, and fixed character. The people of
Pennsylvania had been associated together, uuder different forms of Government, for two centuries, and had becomeassimilated to each other.Moreover? being an old State, it was not so much her policy to invite and
encourage emigration into her limits, a8 it was with new States which
up out of the wilderness. and were in want of people. If we
were sp
were a&w
7 t&s, and sparingly peopled, it migh tbe consistent with propriety,
to abolti aU&inctions between our own citizens and emigrants from other
Statea, The argument, therefore, that these restrictions do not exist in
some Cor&utionons, did not apply here. The policy of Wisconsin and
Michigan, would necessarily be different from our8 in regard to this
subject. If we, regarding our own interest8 as on old State, gave a preference to our own people, over all occa8ional immigrants, or transient residents, it did not follow that it was an onerous and improper restriction
ple of other States, or that we considered them as interlopers
upon the
and in x .rs. It was not 80. All that we required of citizens of other
States, who came among us was, to NOWand reap, to exhibit evidences of
intention to reside among us, and to become acquainted with the operation of qar inrtitutions, before he offered hi8 vote at our elections. In Vir.
ginia, end in some other States, a shorter residence was required, and,
why ? &eauee their Conetitntions required a property qualification, and,
as a further proof of residence, they required house keeping, &c. But, he
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did not believe that strangers from other States would be as well qualified
immediately to participate in our elections, as our own citizens, who had
always lived here. And he could not see why they might not as well
exercise the right after one day’s residence, as after so short a residence as
six months. He regarded the proposition of the gentleman as unsuited to
the interests and feelings of the State. In regard to the proposition which
looks to universal suffrage without restriction or qualification, the gentleman from Allegheny had, he said, blown that sky-high. He had clearly
shown that the right of suffrage was not a natural right. If it was a natural right, then we could put no restraints whatever upon it, aud every
negro, and pauper, ;ind convict in the State, would come to the polls and
exercise the right as freely as any person in the Commonwealth. If it
w,a8a natural right, we could not confine it to persons of twenty-one years
and upwards. The law creates and fixes the right of suffrage : and it was
not a natural and inherent right, but one which was subject to legal regulation in regard to sex, age, color, residence, and other things. As to the
abuses of the right of suffrage which had been so much complained of,
they were now, perhaps, of small consideration. But he should be very
sorry to see the time when respectable citizens of this Commonwealth
would be jostled at the polls by negroes, and prevented from voting by the
character of the persons who surrounded the polls. He did not believe
that the item of universal suffrage would be tolerated by the people of this
State, and it was not at all adapted to their habits and interests. He had
risen merely to object to the sentiments of the gentleman from Chester, as
those of the people of Montgomery whom he represented here. The
opinions of the people of that county were averse to an,y great extension
of the right of suffrage. They did not wish the tax quahfication dispensed
with, nor the residence qualification reduced to eix months. Not seeing,
however, any difference between one tax and another, if it contributed in
any degree, to the support of the public hurthens, he hoped the proposition
in reference to the tax qualification would be so amendedas to include a
tswnship, as well as a county or State tax.
Mr. BONHAH thought it, he said, inexpedient and improper to fix upon so
short a term of residence as six months. There was one circumstance
which furnished an argument against it, and had been adverted to. In the
State of Virginia, the membersof Congress are elected in April, sixmonths
before the election for members and the general election here. A person,
therefme, who had voted in April for a member of Congress in Virginia.
would then remove across the line into this State, and, the next October,
vote again for a member of Congress from this State. This would be confering upon the same man a two-fold privilege. Every man ought to he
satisfied with voting for one member of the same Congress. The residence of six months was too short at all events. It was not proper, in his
opinion, to confer the privilege of voting upon every wanderer that hap
pened to come along. There was no reaeon why every transientresident
should be permited to participate with the citizens of the State in the elections. The residence required should not be less than one year certainly,
and it would not be considered as any great hardship upon citizens of
other States to wait that long for the privilegeof voting. In regard to that
part of the proposition which permited those who have been citizens of the
State to vote in six months after their return to it, he did not know that
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<therewas any serious objection to it. He would agree to that, though he
took no great interest in the matter.
Mr. FLEMING would say one word as to the time of the assessments,as
it had a bearing upon the term of residence. Under the old system of
laying taxes, the assessmentswere made before the first of April.
If,
therefore, a person came into the State on the first of April, he had to wait
two years and a half before he could vote, because the assessmentwas
made before his arrival. But, under the act of 1834, the assessmentsare
made after the first of April, and the difficulty is, thereby, removed. A
person even coming into the State in April, would he assessedand pay a
tax before October, and would be qualified, so far as that requisite was
concerned, to vote in October. The assessmentwas directed to be made
before the first Monday of April, with a view to prevent the great loss
consequent upon the number of removals after this time. So this provision -notonly removed the collection of taxes, but it removed the evil complained.of by the gentleman from Chester (Mr. BELL).
Mr. SMWH, of Centre, said that, in acting on this matter, we should act
with a view to the interests of the community generally and not of any
particular district. He had not risen, therefore, to speak of the sentiments
which his colleagues entertained on this subject, nor in reference to the interestsof the people of his own district. He never met with a question of a
more difficult and intricate nature than this. In respect to the tax and reside nce qualifications, as imposed by the present Constitution, he had never
heard any complaint ; but of the neglect of assessorsto perform their duty
in asses&g every individual, he had heard a great deal of complaint. There
were many cases where poor men, who were unable to carry on a prosecution against the assessor for omiting to put their names on the tax list,
came to the polls to vote, supposing that they had a right to vote, and there
found that they had not been assessed. They had not had an opportunity offered them to pay a tax, so as to entitle them to vote. The tax qualification was required and was necessary, not as a source ofrevenue, nor as
a property qualification, but as the meansof ascertaining the residence and
citizenship of an individual. The very highest assessment he had ever
known, was five mills on a dollar. No one would refuse such a tax, or a
few cents tax on an occupation, for the sake of coming within the
It was a very small snm to pay, and he had never
requisition.
heard any complaint of it, but the neglect of the assessor was a
matter of general complaint. Many of the inhabitants of Centre county
had turned out, as the records would show, as volunteers in the last war,
and some of them were now poor. They were hard working laborious
men, wiiling to pay their quota, and anxious to vote. They changed their
place of voting often, because they were many of them attached to the
iron works. A tax qualification for them would be preferable to a register,
for they moved from place to place in the county to get work. If they
were obliged to give a certificate of registration before they voted, it would
subject them to great difficulty. There ought to be something to show
that those who vote are citizens, and a tax qualificaticn was better than a
registry for that purpose.
Mr. MEWILL said, the community had certainly a right to prescribe the
terms upon which persons should be admited into it as voters. The ,people are the sovereigns, and when they are asked if they will part with their
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sovereignty, t,hey can say yes, or no. I might as well go to you, sir, and
say that I will be a co-tenant with you of a farm, on my own’ terms, as citizens of another State can come here and prescribe the terms on which
they will exercise the rights of citizenship in this State. There might be
some complaints, that Pennsylvania was not liberal enough to &an&&
Suppose he had thought so himself. It was certainly his choice tormaiti,
or go away ; but, he had chosen to remain, and had never yet had aasion to repent of it. He found fault with the amendment as it siood,
because it did not require a residence in the district where the VOW was
given. A requisition of that kind was the only mode of knowing ihe
rights of voters, and preventing intrusion upon them. A tax qualificarion
alone would not do it. There was no other way than to requiie a r&idence in the district where the vote was offered, SOthat the vot& mightbe
known, and recognized as a member of the community. If the ‘e&try
principle could be introduced, it would, in his opinion; be one of uns@kable value. Otto country was increasing in population. We could ScaFeely
see what it was coming to. But, no part of this State was long to be
sparsely settled, not even our mountains. It was becomiug every year of
greater importance, then, to secure the freedom and purity of elections.Elections were unequal, and not free, just in proportion as persons not
entitled to vote were permited to vote. It was our duty to protect t)re
rights and interests of the people of the State-the people who were he&,
and who had always been here. What was complained of? That somo
people might come here, and fiud that they could not vote quite as soonsu
they might wish. Well, was that an injury to us? Not at ali. It wabarr
injury to them, if to any body. It might be an injury to us, if personu
could come into the State, and voting upon a short residence, control, an
election. There was one county in Pennsylvania, where a member was
three times elected by a majority of fourteen votes. How easy would; it
be, in such close elections, to turn the scales by the introduction of a f&w
fraudulent votes. That member, thus elected to the Legislature, might pr&ably hold the balance in that body on an important question, and carry a highly
important law by his vote. In this way, the whole policy of the Stati
might be controled\by means of a few spurious votes. He had no attar&ment to a tax qualification, but he was attached to the rights and interesa
of the people of Pennsylvania, and would stand by any thing that would
go to secure them. He would be willing to give up the tax qalification,
if sufficient evidence could, in any other way, be secured of citizenship.
The committee then rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit
again, and
The Convention adjourned.
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The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole, on
the third article of the Constitution, Mr. KERR, of Washington, in the
Chair.
The question pending, being on the amendment offered by hr. DARLINGTON, Of Chester,
Mr. HAYHilRST addressedthe committee as follows : Mr. ChairmanI am opposed to the tax qualification as a qual~~cation for voting, because
I do not believe that the payment makes a man more wise or more honest;
but I am, nevertheless, willing to vote at present for the amendment offered by the gentleman from Chester, as modified at the suggestion of the
gentleman from Adams. I do so, however, under the impression that the
same can be so amended and modified as to be more liberal and comprehensive in its terms. If it should not be so modified, I now reserve my
right to vote against the section as amended.
Sir, I am prepared to vote for the assessmentof taxes, not as a matter
of principle, but simply as a matter of practical convenience. It is necessary in the management of the affairs of society to proceed methodicallyand not at random, as savages do. That method which secures each
person in possession of his rights, with the least trouble and expense is
best. It is necessary that each voter should be easily able to convince the
election officers of his residence and his right to vote. For this purpose, I
see no more convenient method than the usual assessment. The township or ward assessorreturns his annual list to the county Commissioner’s
ofice, from whence an official copy is transmited to each election district,
and thus, without any expense or trouble to individuals, a registry is furnished.
Now, sir, the assessmentbeing made and returned, furnishes the evidence of residence, and, as such, is all I desire ; but I am still willing to
go a little further. The record is the assertion of the assessor,that a certain
citizen is a resident of a certain district, and I am willing that the citizen
so resident may aflirm that declaration, by some act of his, however
trifling that act may be.
If you provide for a register of voters in some other manner, it will
increase the machinerv of Government, and be burdensome rather than
beneficial to the poor man ; because, if he reside four or five miles from
the register, it will consume half a day to go to, and return from, that
officer, which loss of time will exceed the amount of tax proposed to
imposed. Therefore, as a matter of convenience, it is better to allow the
Assessor to make the requisite record of residence as heretofore.
But I wish the plan uow nnder consideration to be made more liberal,
and if this be not done, I possibly may vote against the sect.ionas amended, either now or on a second reading.
As the record made hy the assessor is easrntially what is desired, I
conceive the least possible addition to it is all that ought to be required.
The assessmentofcounty tax is the root of all other taxes ; and, therefore,
the payment of either road tax, poor tax, or any other public contribution
of that nature, ought to confer a tight of suffrage, bccaase the payment 01
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the one signifies the acquiescenceof the individual in the record of the
Assessor as well as the other. It will be a relief, and have a tendency to
extend the right of suffrage, to permit persons to vote on having paid a
poor tax, road tax, or having wrought on the high-ways : because, some
men are unable at the moment to discharge their county tax, who have
paid one or other of the minor taxes.
Poor tax is usually about one fourth of the county ratio, and consequently the man who pays ten cents county, will pay two and a half cents
poor tax, and thus he can, if unable to pay more, secure his vote by paying
less than three cents.
As the poor rate is less expense than any other mode of proving his
residence, I conceive it would be beneficial to adopt it as the qualification
-if, however, that proposition be not introduced, I still conclude to vote
against the amendment.
Mr. FARRELLY, of Crawford, wished to state the grounds on whidh he
should vote for this amendment. He was entirely opposed to the tax
qualification. He was also opposed to the alternative of a registry ; but,
on that point, he was open to conviction. Why should a tax be adopted,
as evidence of qualification ? Who are the voters 1 Why are they
entitled to give a vote ? We are told they derive their right from Govemment, and that the community are to determine who shall vote, and who
shall not. Who is there to set himself up and say, I have a right to vote,
and you have not 1 Who will say, you shall not vote, and I will ? How
then do the community determine ? It belongs, as a right, to every man,
as a party to the compact, as one of the individuals upholding, sustaining
the Government ; and it is always in the power of the majority to annihilate the compact. The only qualification required is implied in the
question. Are you a member of the community ?-a resident member ?
How is this to be ascertained? By the fact of a residence for a certain
time. One year is the fitt.est period ; because,in the course of a year, a
citizen will have performed all the duties of a citizen ; so that, within that
space, he will have become fully qualified. It is, therefore, a proper and
fit period. A shorter period would not answer, and a longer would exclnde those who have a right. But if we adopt the principle of taxation,
the right will be uncertain. It will vary according to the principle of
taxation in different counties. According to an existing act, only certain
property is liable to taxation ; and it is possible that a man of wealth may
hold none of that description of property, and although he may have been
born and reared in the county, still, not holding any of that property, in
despite of his having a large family, and every other qualification, he is
excluded from the right of suffrage. Neither was it so much of a concession to the poor, as had been represented. He was not for giving the
right any more to the poor than to the rich, unless the poor was better
entitled to it. He desired to do justice, and nothing more. He would
simply enquire as to the matter of right., and not if -it related to rich or
anoor. The nrincinle of in&e was the onlv one in which he was guided
to his concl~sionu’. Tge payment of a iax is one of the dntiei of a
citizen-the giving the vote is another. Why take away one duty, to
discharge the other? It is the duty of every young man to give his vote,
and he ought not to be deprived of the power of discharging that duty.
We had been told. that taxation is only required as evidence of a qualific+
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tion. Why are we called on to substitute the evidence of a qualification
for the qualification itself? Why are we to substitute this evidence? It
appears to be an absurdity. It can answer no good purpose. If a person
be clearly qualified, why not give him his right 1 Let him show his
qualification in the way which IS most fit. We may fix the qualification of
one, by this evidence, when thousands are qualified who will not be able to
produce the evidence. It has been said men may be qualified to vote, but
until they perform this preliminary duty, they have not a right to vote.
These reasons were somewhat too refined; they effected no practical
purpose, and ought not to have any influence. The people demand
the most extensive right of suffrage. This was one of the principal
reasons for calling the Convention, one of the grounds on which the
people voted for it. They expect that the right of suffrage will be extended, that the tax qualification will be dispensed with, and that every
member of the compact shall be allowed to give his vote ; becausehe is,
at all times, liable to be called on to discharge the oneions duties imposed
on him. They do not ask it as a concession to the poor : they do not
plead it for the poor. These appeals to our sympathies in behalf of the
poor, are .not calculated to produce auy good effect. He went on the
broad principle, that whatever was the right of an individual, as a member
of the Government, and a free citizen, let him have it, whether he be rich
or poor.
Mr. DARLINGTON asked for the yeas and nays on the amendment, and
they were accordingly ordered.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, wished to say a word or two before the vote
was taken. He did not wish any vote to be influenced by what he had
said as to offering a clause. But he cautioned gentlemen not to be led
astray by the idea that this amendment would destroy the tax qualification.
He would ask the friends of reform to vote against all these propositions
to amend, and then he would propose his registry of votes, or by some
other mode endeavour to carry out the principles of a more satisfactory
extension of the right of suffrage.
Mr. EARLE, of Philadelphia, hoped that if the Convent,ion should determine to adopt the principle, that wealth shall govern, and not numbers,
they would make it as liberal as possible, and shorten the term of residence. He was against the amendment of the gentleman from Chester,
(Mr. DARLINGTON,) and was disposed to take that of the gentleman from
Chester, on his right (Mr. BELL). He wished brief, to notice an error
of the gentleman from Fayette ; and the gentleman from York, whose argument struck him with force, and he did not detect its fallacy till after
consideration. That gentleman had stated that persons could come from
Virginia, after voting at the elections in that State in April, and vote again
at our elections. The gentleman did not advert to the fact that our elections for Congress, instead of being six months after, were eighteen
months before the elections in Virginia. The elections in Maryland,
he believed, took place about a month later than in Pennsylvania. He
had not heard a single argument of any force against a residence of six
months ; not a reason why a citizen of a neighbonring State, after a six
months’ residenceamong us, should not enjoy the rights of an elector. He
believed that the citizens of other States should, according to provision
in the Constitution of. the United States, have all the privileges of’ citizens
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of all the States. We all are brethren, people belonging to one nation,
and ought to be allowed to migrate from State to State, without losing
our rights. We have no right to require a longer residence than is required to prepare for the duties of the election. A term of six months is
sufficiently long : our State politics are so organized, that in six months
they may be properly understood. It was said t.hat persons who come to
settle in our State, knew the disabilities to which they would subject
themselves. But did that establish a right to exclude them from voting.
The right to emigrate is a natural right, and belongs to every man. It
was said that our population is filled up. Suppose a man chooses to sell
out his property and to go to Michigan. He leaves a vacancy in the population. 3M[ashe not a right to sell out to a New Yorker, and has not that
gentleman, who has become the purchaser, a right to all the privileges
which belonged to his predecessor1 Much complaint had been made in
reference to the introduction of the old question between the rich and the
poor. Who introduced that question ?. It camefrom the other side of the
house. It was a question that bad been agitated from the time that men
began to know their rights. In the ancient republics, it was a subject of
cont.coveasy,and it is now the subject of controversy in Europe. 3t comes
not from the poor-it comes from those who wish to exclude ,them fnrm
any participation in the Government, except the payment of taxes. In all
Governments, a portion of the rich endeavour to tax the poor for their benetit, and this creates the controversy. Once in England, Mr. FOX, who
was prime minister, imposed a tax upon incomes. This would affect the
rich, and the consequence was, that as the poor were unrepnesented, he
was turned. out of office. In the Convention which assembleda few years
ago to amend the Constitution of Massachusetts, a leading member advocateda representation on the basis of property instead of population, and
since +at time has made a speech against exciting the poor again& the
rich. .One gentleman in this Convention says, that the middling elrps~ee
are the most virtuous. But what is’ the conclusion ? Why, the rich as
well as the middling classes are to vate, and the poor are to be deprived of
the privilege.
Becur to all history and you will find this to be the fact. There was a
constant contest in Greece between the poor and rich, and it was the same
casein Rome and the rich always commenced this contest. It was the
same case in England, and the poor have not yet attained their. rig&s
there. It was not the side of the House he belongedto, who had madethese
distinctions. We have only replied to them when they have been made,
It haa.beensaid by some gentleman that a poor man shall not vote because
he contributes nothing to the Government. Well, if you adopt this principle,pou should carry it out. One gentleman had said that,youmust take
the middling class as a basis as they were the support of the Government.
Well, taking them as a basis what would be the patural conclusion ? It
would be that you reject the poor and the rich, and stand by this basis ;
but gentlemen do not do this ; they exclude the poor and retain the rich.
Gentleman have said too that the man who contributes to the support of
Government is the only one entitled to the right of suffrage. Now let us
see if they will carry out this principle. The poor laboring man m&ibutes more than the rich man. He works upon your highways, pqs a
tax on nearly all he wears, on nearly all he eats, and on nearly all that his
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family wears, and his tax is infinitely greater than that of the wealthy
man. He, is, too, a producer in the community and both the wealthy
and his country are reaping an advantage from his labor. If he is engaged as a workman in a manufactory he is actually paying a tax to the Commonwealth, for although the money comes out of the hands of the proprietors they always regulate the prices which they pay to their workmen
by the profits of the establishment, so that they pay their taxes out of the
industry of the poor laborers. The producers, then, are the only tax payers after all, and these are the men gentlemen will not allow to vote unless
they come up and pay a tax. When, however, the wealthy man dies and
leaves his property to a spendthrift who has never been a producer of any
thing, you allow him to vote as a meritorious citizen. Thus the man who
has been brought up in idleness, and has, perhaps, launched out into debauchery, is recieved at the polls asa meritorious citizen, while the man who
has been a producer all his life, and who has, perhaps, paid twice as much
tax in the manner he had before alluded to, as the rich man, is excluded
from the polls as unworthy to exercise the right of franchise.
The gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. SCOTT) had drawn a distinction
between qualification for the right of suffrage and the condition precedent
to the enjoyment of the right of suffrage. The gentleman says, that paying a tax is a condition precedent to voting and not a qualification. Upon
reference to authority he found the word qualify to mean to fir for any
purpose. Now, if the man was fit to vote, why not allow him to vote
without restriction. Then, this was a mere purchase of the right of suffrage, and a man is not entitled to it until he has purchased it.
Some gentleman have said that if you abandoned the tax qualification
you will introduce corruption on your election grounds. And what was
the remedy which they introduce for this ? He did not suppose any gentleman believed that votes could be bought for less than fifty cents a piece.
Gentlemen however, stick to the tax qualification, and have introduced in
their remarks the idea that the tax will not be more than six cents. Will
this prevent corruption? If any one was disposed to buy votes and could
do it, he need only pay the tax, and this would he no preventive to corruption at all. Then the only way to prevent corruption was by opening
up to all this right; make the right of suffrage entirely free, and there will
not be any to be bought. The gentleman from Philadelphia had said that
they suffered under a grievous system upon the election grounds; that
aged and infirm men were driven from the polls by the violence of the
multitude. He would ask, however, what this had to do with the question before the Chair. It was to be sure to be regreted, but it only showed that there were more persons led to vote at one place than there ought
to, and if the gentleman would go with him at,a proper time, he would insert an amendment in the Constitution that there shall never be more than
four or five hundred citizens vote at one place. A bill had been brought
before the Legislature to divide the city and county of Philadelphia into a
much larger number of wards than at present, and the political friends of
the gentleman from the city had voted it down. If the evil complained of
by the gentleman existed, let him go for dividing the wards and it will
be removed. The gentleman from Allegheny has said that a man’s paying
a tax was an evidence of hrs willingness to obey the laws, and another
gentleman had said that it was an evidence of his adhesion to the Govern-
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qt.
He could not agree to the doctrines of either of those gentlemen,
Ho tpok it that you could make a man pay a tax the same as any other
d&t $ and isit an evidence that a man loves his country becausehe pays what
ho’+ ann@led by the laws to pay ?: or was that an evidence that hew&
a good a$tzen 1 Neither, was sarvmg in the militia an evidenee. The
true e&@ce of his being a good ciuzen was his going to the polls and
puttillg:~u hi! vote. That is an evidence that he is one of your cornmu-.
nity, and will obey your laws ; and the man who comes here and stays
six months doeu not vote for laws to operate upon others, but for laws
which are to operate upon himself.
It is said we have a degraded population in this country. If this be true
what is the best way to elevate them? It is to make them feel that they
are men. It is to make them feel their self respect and consequence in
society. Permit them to enjoy all the rights of men, and if they abuse
those rights the rich will perhaps set about improving their character and
condition by education and wholesome laws. He would give every man
a note because he was a man, and becauseif you do not give him a vote
he is gorerned by laws which he has no voice in making. He would give
over-y man a voice in the choice of his masters so that if he is oppressedby
them he could have the opportunity of changing them. He would give
a horse, or a dog, or a cat, a choice between a cruel and barbarous, and a
‘ust and a humane master if it were possible for them to make a choice.
k e would give every being who was under the hand of a master, which
all were in a Government of laws, the . ht of choosing that master. This
was the true principle of democracy, au
T he wished to have it carried out
in our elections, aud carried out in our Legislative Halls.
Mr. ,CUNNINOHAM,said a plan had suggested itself to his mind within
a rknrt time,which he thought would prove satisfactory to the Convention,
which wss something similar to the outliie suggested by the gentleman
from Beaver, (Mr. DICKEY) in regard to a registry of voters. He believed
a large majority of the Convention were opposed to what is called a tax
qualifleation, and, entertaining this impression, he wished so soon as the
proper time artived, to introduce something into the Constitution as a substitute for the tax qualitication. The outline given by the gentleman from
Beaver, he did not think went far enough, as it only left it with the Le *
laturs to make provision for the registry. If the tart qualification was r spensed with, he wished to see in the Constitution itself something which
will be imperative. Something which would establish a&residency which
would amount to about the same thing as a tax qualification, becauae if
&ii was not done there would be no means of ascertaining at the polls
whether a man belo d to one district or another and he might give hia
vote in three or fourT ~stricta. Prom all he had heard on the subject he
hadcome to the conclusion that the imposition of a taz was for the purof revenue, and not for the purpose of showing any moral and p
‘tieal improvement in the man which made him more capable in ju ing
.Eo”
of the iflairm of State. The man tazed was no better qualitld, z ram
that fwt, to judge in political matters, than the man who paid no taz.
His idea was that the taz was introduced for the purpose of showing,
wkan the person came to vote, that he was a resident; that he +as a
person who had a residence in the State, and in the particular district
whew ho would be entitled te vote, and had an intereat, H) far aa a reri-
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would go to give him any in the community ; and that that #&
den* distinguished him from a stranger who happened there accid&t&
at the &me of election.
Mow, if we can fix some substitute for t.his tax qualification, which d
anawcr every purpose at the polls, to draw a distinction of this k&d, It
lLpaeared to him, we shall have accomplished every thing desipd by B
majprity of all parties here. H is i dea was, that if we ran establisli a peieanent adld equal registry, to correspond somewhat. wit.h the sti gestioti qf
the gentleman from Beaver, it would answer every purpose at tfl e poll@ 00
revent fraud, which a tax qualification would answer, and perhaps better.
h e thought gentlemen of all parties, from the city and county of Philadelphia, would bear testimony, that the registry system, since adopted
there, had added greatly to the peace and safety of the cit,y, and prevented
fraud to a very great extent,. We have all heard of the effect it has had
there, and it was not to be doubted, it would have a good effect all over
the State. He threw out these ideas, riot expecting tllat the question
nou!d finally be determined upon to day, and if the amendment pending
should be rejected, he would submit. his proposition, and ask the comniittee to rise, so that, it might be printed by b-morrow morning, for the examination of gentlemen.
It appeared to him, that all partics concured that, there should be some
distinction as to the persons eniitled to vot.e, but it appeared that taxation
was not .the proper distinction.
Moderate men of all parties, howeire?,
must agree, that no man ought to have a vote, unless he has obtained a
residence in the State-he would s,ay for one year, and the evidence of
eat residence must be either taxat.lon or registry.
The man, before he
should be entitled to a vote, ought to come forward to some known offieer,
and re,port himself as being a citizen, and place his name on the district
book, so that it might remain there 10 hc examined by all who wished to
see it. If he removes from that district to another before the election he
can take a certificate which will show that he has manifested his intention
of becoming a citizen of the State. This would guard against all the evil
to be apprehended from persons coming in from other States atld inter&+
ring in our elections, which he repudiated as much as any one. The ‘man
iho comes into our State and manifests no disposition to become a citizen ought not to be entitled to the same privileges as the one who shdwr
a willingness immediately
to become a member of our great ,fan&
ly. Then, by theproposition he intended to submit, all a person ha& to
do, when.he came into the State and had resided the proper time, wati’to
go ro the proper oflicer and manifest his desire of becominga aidzed by
lacing his name in the district book, to be kept for that purpose ; @if
Re removes from that district he can obtain a certificate-which will bean
&ilence at the polls of his having become a citizen of t,he State.
’
Be thought this would prevent vagabonds and other idle persons;who
‘have nb. fixed residence, and who feel no interest in the affairs of&e
State, g&g .from place to place and voting.
The proposition B the
ntleman from Beaver differed from his in this respect particularly : it
z id .not say there shall be a register, hut that the “ Legislature may providi for registar”.
Tn the session of 1835-6, the Legislature pas& ti
act authorizing the assessors of the city and county of Philadelphia, &
oMain the narnm of the resident voters. That law had worked well;abd
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me entleman from that quarter would advocata the keep
$t would be re~ollectd ,@at at the nGkt*e~Wt C*
olitical’&omplexion of the House of %pre&#atI~~~W4
law in question was repealed so far its thtit bu@~W
, the Senate refused to do it. His pFopeaF@m4&&&
e gentleman from Beaver. He woUd, tlie&f&;~
the permission of the Chair, read the following: I‘ Prdviiled, IhatWoi;R:lien’shaQvote at any election for representative, unless he-)Me Lh@&~ or
ehif&d to be entered, his name in a book to be kept by the priniGp@l;~Waeme
or in some ward, district, or township in this State, at least
before such ‘election in each year ; and until the Legislature shill @a a
I&v w laws to carry into effect this proviso, no citizen shall V& ttt 4&d
&&on, &o has not paid a State or county tax, which shall haW’%&Gn
*&&&‘d at least six months previous to such election”.
‘.
-’
Sh@d such a proposition be adopted, (Mr. C. said) there wett~%eao
$e#8 of a tax qualification as evidence of citizenship. A~peraotl:W&md
:&en fegistereh in one county, if, he removed to another, inay.. -’ ,zi&&
-is&+ 4f registry, which would answer not only the@or$o% it? r+b&i&& of a tax qualification, but furnish the evidence of z’iti~s,hi$ 10%
$&ug% to vote in the State of Pennsylvania. Mr. C. saW%is#an~W~
.&a : ‘to tiitipense with taxation, and require a re ‘stry of v+%elb4 &,
.$til the Legislature shall establish some law by wFich it shall be &I&“$&ed &o shall vote, to require that none should vete but thoaeWhWp&l
a.&. ‘In this way, he believed he should meet the vieWe &;a
‘of the Convention and of the people’. He had never
’ +nong liis constituents of the ‘tax qualification ; but ‘be 2md0~
i’
‘~onc”~~on@tinthat paupers were not excladbd from voting.
'J$I~.'i;)ibkle~,
of Beuver, said that he did not knot,
@.lprinciple of tax qualification, how -they ‘Could’dispen
‘fdr lt tv6dd be of great service to the inspe&ora, aa’it
them as to those who were entitled to vote in paiti&ar
vent their being excluded. However, ‘he tiaenbt ten
ject., He perfectly comcided with the trtleman from’ lWere&,-lb & the
..tixp~&ency.of throwing guards aroundt 7-F
e right of su%+ge; eib~ad&~prevent it from’being;abused ; and, if the tax quaiificatioir waa~itbui&i&~
‘&e ‘was wtlling it -should be, what \kas ealbd aregietry dught t&be&&&
hte$I for .it, in order u~establish citizenship and residence. He ie$&tcl
::@I iAport of the aommittee as being much too general in ~ta’te?ms;:‘#$d
r aourse would be to establish a registry. &ltl&igh $n
: ,thmgbtkfl~b
) ;m
*lit,he
.made to render it odious, beewe ‘by a ape&l etit
’ a$t it WIS ‘,eoutined to the city and county of. Rhiladelp&%lapr,~~e
&h!h it wodd prove abortive, It had been allegedthat %l%hw+~~rtir*#@tional,
because it was not general. That -objtctiou,;~~w&Wr,
w\d$e
gotrid of so soor~as the law was ma& to oper&in & ’ die4;ohit dike. It ww very certain that some PU& safe$fa+l ai’ &a’! ZL ‘4d
4tW&ownaronid&e
elective franchise. And, if-ii.rereinot#gPPi’@
;‘%@ be eommited, no matter what might be the ebaraeter~:~.~Praria&t’ in&&d in .the Constitution. There wae not a ~gen?h$imWG&@l$r
with the le ‘blation of the State for the last two yearn, but ~$W&&+rara
that, fr@da f’ &l beeti committed in the city and eeudty of3W@iel@$, in
‘ka’b&pq~f@ia:dthe.#jw t’we ft-+ncliise, 4nd, the oBj@t of@uJU&ff-a ru@atry
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Mr. DICKEY replied, that he would endeavor to do so. He was sorry
that he had departed from the subject immediately under consideration.He trusted that gentlemen would vote for the amendment which had been
suggested by the gentleman from Mercer, or some other that would e&t
the object contemplated by it.
Mr. STEVENE,of Adams, was sorry to hear the gentleman from Mercer,
(Mr. CUNNINGHAM make the proposition he had to the committee, and at
the same time, dec1are that he had never heard the tax qualificationobjected
to. He infered, from what had fallen from the gentleman, that he only
meant his amendment as a substitute for the report of the committee, provided it was negatived. He (Mr. S.) trusted that the report of the committee would prevail, and the committee would be saved the trouble of
discussing the proposition. He had not heard a single farmer here, who
was not in favor of the present proposition, and of giving the Government
of the country to the real and substantial part of the community. He
hoped that the question would be taken now, instead of in the course of
fhree or four weeks, when, without having taken up the other plans, we
should be driven into the sickly season. He was persuaded that the committee were ready for the question.
Mr. BANKS,of Mifflin, called for the reading of the amendment of the
gentleman from Chester.
[The amendment was read accordingly].
Mr. DARLINQTON, of Chester, asked for the yeas and nays.
The question was then taken on the amendment to the amendment, and
decided in the affirmative-yeas, 69; nays, 54-as follow s:

j

YUS-Mm.
of Lsmter,

Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Barndollar, Barn&, Bayne, Biddle, Bnno
Carey, Chambera, Char&x, of Chester, Chaunmy, Clarke, of Beaver

Long, Msclay, Ma

:

SiU, Snively, Sterige
s&t, Selleq SfJlt7.er, Se
men, Young, Sergeant, hmhfcnt-69.
NAT+M~&,
Banks, Bedford, Bell, Bigelow, Bonhem, Brown, of Nortb*a,
Brown, of Philadelphia, Slit&, Clapp, Clatke, of Indiana, Cleavingsr, Car, diz:
Cmvford, Commin, Cunningtam, Curll, Dar&
JXckey,
.&de, Far&y, Fleming, Forward, Foul&d, Fu&r, Gemble
HcdtTm&u, Hyde, Kennedy, Kreba Lyons, Martin, M’Cab
Aunmce, Read, Ritter, Rogers, Shellito, Smith, Smyth,
WI&e, Woodward-54.

The question being on the report of the committee as amended,
Mr. MANN moved further to amend the amendment, by adding to @I
end thereof the following : “ but no person shall be entitled to vote, ex&p(

.

Mr. brti~uo bowed further to amend the unendment, by iwstiq &w
thr word 46tvety”, the following words, viz : ‘I white male”.
Mr. M. PaLrd the indulgence of the committee to ripe, ita order to ?dord
him an bpportunity to be heard, in auppott of the amendment to-tnorrow.
The motion wae disagreed to.
The C~UIR decided, that the amendment offered by Mr. 8uvrxn WDL~
out of order, in the place where it was offered.
Mr. MARTIN’s~~~,it must be in order l omcwhere, and he did not care
where, eo he could get a vote upon it.
The amamittee then roee, reported progress, and obtained leate ti eit
apin, and
The Convention then adjourned-
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46, 68, 69, 70, l!B;
124 134, 167, 168,
1+3, 206, 207, 208,
m, !a& $34
i\lemorial ooncerning b’ks.
presented by,
188
Remarks of, on Wolutioti
of adjournment, 144,
145, 14& i49, N7,
On 2d articld, 246, 247,
253, 254, 278, 280,
281, 328, 329, 330,
333, 344, tQ 349, 362,
366, 370, 382, 385,
394, 421, 422, 433,
434, 468,459
Motion’ by, to amend 2d
article,
328
That committee rise,
332
Report by, i
403
Remarks of, on 3d article, .
WI

I

6Y4

INDEX.

PRY, Mr. (of Lehigh)-Motionby,
to amend 1st article,
Remarks of, on 1st article,
Proposition of, to amend Constitution,
FULLER, Mr. (of Fayette)-Remarks
of, on 1st article, 24,
25,35, 36, 80, 81, 82, 87,
88,
Motion by, that committeee
rise, 82 ; motion withdrawn
by,
To amend resolution concerning order of business,
Remarks of, on 2d article,
248, 267, 281, 321, 322,

,Gm,

On resolution of adjournment,
Motion by, to amend 2d arti. de,
Remarks of, on 3d article,
6..
Mr. (of Charfi&l)-Motions
by, to reconsider,

-

108
ls‘8

-

230

04,126,171
.

*
6

08
1b7

440, 463
2Q@
464
628,629

ala, a18

3%
Mr. (of M’Kean)-Motion

by, to amend first
article,
Y
67, 00
Remarks of, on first article,
57 to 61, 62, 63,71, 72, 60, 86, 9596
On 3d article,
48Q
of.. on motion
HA~TWX~, Mr. (of Jefferson, &.)-Remark
to amend 1st article,
210
HAWURST, Mr. (of Colurnbia)LReport
by,
230
Remarks of, on 2d article, 256,257,465
On 3d article,
552,553
HIE~YPBR,Mr. (of Lancaster)--Motions
by, to amend 1st
article,
35, 132,173, 21.6
Remarks of, on 1st article,
172,178
Motion by, to amend 2d article,
- 268 878400
Remarks of, on resolution of adjournment,
299
Motion by, to amend resolution of adjournment,
300. 301,
Remarks of, on 2d article,
400,401,439,440
On 3d article,
643, 544
~OPElNsoN, Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Remarks
of, on Iit
article,
- 0, 47, 87, 108
On 2d article, 2’79,
357,358,359,
360,361,428
On resolution of adjournment,
801,302
1.
INQERSOLLr Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Remarks
of, on 1st arti
cle,
.
126, 217

E~ABUIN,

BY6

INDEX.
INGERSOLL.Mr. (of Philadelphia)-On

resolution of ad144
journment,
On resolution concern167
ingorder of business,
Motion by to amend 1st
article, 172
Remarks of, on resolu-.
a02
tionconcerning slaves, Remarks of, on 2d article, 246, 382, 444,
445,447,448,449,450,451
l

l

J.
81
by, to amend 1st article,
Remarks of, on 1st article,
31, 41, 42
Motion by, to amend 3d article,
476,479
e
Remarks of, on 3d article,
476,479
.
66
JoaaNa%s-Resolution concerning printing of,
Motion to correct,
32
JURY,TRIAL BY-Memorial concerning, 9 K.
Knrrx, Mr. (of Rerks)-Remarks of, on 1st article,
72,369 74, 98
Resolution by, to amend minutes
of committee of the whole,
N??
Remarks of on 2d article,
250, &l, 256
Re art by, 404
KERR, Mr. (of Washington P-Remarks of, on 1st article, 109, 110, 225
On 2d article,
397, 461, 464
Motion by, to go into cornmittee on the 6th article, l ’
‘470
KONIWUACHER, Mr. (of hncaster)-Re~c~ks
of, on 1st ara
.
i
19
MemoAal presented
by, from Seventh
280
Day Baptiste,
KREIS, Mr. (of SchuylkilI)-Motion
by, to amend let artitle,
44, 481
. Remarks of, on motiod to
amend 1st article,
44,'4B
L.
Lowe-Memorials
against,
3, 61
Report concerning,
68
rrr.,-,:
MAORE,
Mr. (of Perry)-Motion by, to amend 1st article,,
tta
Remarks of, concerhng slaves,
P99, !a&
Motion by, to amend ad article,
260
Ihmorial presented by,
295
17, 18
Mn#n, Mr. (of Montgomery)--Remarks of, on 1st article,
On motion to reconsider,
36, 37
On motion concerning slaves,
200
.%
On 2d art&,
261, 26% 280 278,‘49$

JENK~, Mr. (of Buoks)-Motion

l

l

1NDEX

Rem:1r!;::01’. 011holding :ril.ernoolt Sc>aaiona,
On redniion of adjourn-

tif:ic,
7, 14, 16,21, 22, 55
294, 434,435,453
On %I xticle,
question called
396
bJ.7
Rcnnnks ofion 3d article,
495, 496
iv0 OWELL,&; (of Bucks)-Remarks of, on order of business,
154, 155
qotiou by, to amend 2d
article,
438
Remarks of, on 2d article. 438, 444, 446
540,541,542,
543
On 3d article,
45, 10, 71
&AX~N, Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Remarks of, on 1st article,
On 3d article, 477, 478, 479, 518, 519
Ip~ccio~~s

52b

Motion by, to amend 3d
article,
That committee rise,
presented by,
~SERBDITH, Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Memorial
Remarks of, on 1st article, 76 to 80, 86,
100, to 109, 111,

561
561

3

118, 119, 173,20&221,2!A

&N,

On resolutionconcerning previous question,
140, 14k
Motion by, to refer
minutes of committee of the whole, .
174
~Remarksof, on motion
to refer,
176
On motion concerning
slaves,
On 2d article, 262,-263, 26&, ‘2
Mr; (df Union)-R emarks of, on 1st article, 87, 122, 123, 124,
164,166, 186, 187
Propositions by, to amend
Constitution,
Motion by, to amend 1st article, @I?, 184, !%
Motion by, that committee rise,
173
Remarks of, on 2d article, 391,392,393,401,
1

420.436

INDEX.

577

401, 420
MERRILL, Mr. (of Union)-Motion by, to amend 2d article,
Remarks of, on motion to postponc 5th article,
476
Ou 3(1article,
478, 479, 550, 551
MILITIA FINES-Communication
from Auditor General re.
227 to 230
celvmg,
498
MILLER, Mr. (of Fayette)-Resolutionby,
M’SHERRY, Mr. (of Adams)-Remarks of, on amendment
to 1st article,
34,117, 118, 119
On motion to refer minutes
of committee of the whole,
174, 175
On 2d article,
279
On motion to recommit report, of committee of the
whole,
499
MONTOOXERY, Mr. (of Mercer)-Jt;zzues by, to amend 2d
a
466
MYERS, Mr. (of Venango)-Proposition cy, to amend Con-.
m
ctitution,
498,499
8.

ORDER-decisions of President, on points of, 56, 14!?
Decisions of Chairman of Committee of
the Whole, on do. of, .8, 32, 33,
37,41, 42,49,50, 51, 158, 168,219,
220, 222, 223, 256,. 280,331, 387,
397, 402,454,469, 484, 660, 661
Of business, Remarks of Chairman of
Committee of the Whole concerning,
8% 49, 41, 43, 81
Resolution concerning,
T
154
?
Debate on resolution concerning
154 to 157

P.
P~wo&--Statement of,
:
56
58
. - PQBTER,Mr. (of Northampton)-Report presented by
Remarks of, on resolu- - 146
tion of adjournment,
Previous question called
.
158
by,
Remarks oi, on motion to
*refer minutes of Corn.
mittee of the Whole,
174
Resolution by, to grant
use of Hall to Rev.
a
Mr. Abbott,
21e
Remarks of, on 2d arti:
cle,
- 243,244,245,248
:
-sxLmwr-Petitions
presented by,
1pmmus &nwrrow---;position
concermng, i
-’
,
.

INDEX
PU~VIANCE Mr. (of Butler)-Remarks of on 1st article, 14,
15, 16, 43, 44, 120, 133,
134, 135, 169, 184,185,

186

Motion by, to amend 1st arti14,16,31,43,
196
cle,
to postpone 1st article, - 157, 158
that Committee rise,
158
Remarks of, on 2d article,
234, 235,268,

i
I

269, 270, 399, 46‘2

On 3d article, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537
w.
READ, Mr. (of Susquehanna)-Demand by, of division of
question,
16, 34
Appeal of, from decision of
CHAIR,

-

-

-

33

Remarks of, on appealfrom
decision of CHAIR,
33
Appeal of, withdrawn by,
34
Remarks of, on motion to
I
reconsider,
38, 40
Motion by, to amend 1st
article, 42, 133, 157, 161, 166, 168
Proposition by, to amend
rules, 116, 138 to 143;
w
withdrawn,
143
Remarks of, on 1st article,
120,121, 124,125,126,

i

i

129,130,133,

134,136,
137, 138, 160,161,

On motion to amend rules, Resolution of, concerning
previous question, agreed
.
w
Retzarks of, on 2d article,

167
138
259

282,285,286,361,362,
363,364,366,366,368,
383,384,386, 387,390,
394,398,3$9,469

Motion by, to amend 2d
isrtido,

i,
I
~*~~otl
Rgw,

882, 383

. -

To indefinitely postpone
motion to recommitreport of committee of
the whole,
Remarks of, on same motion,
.
COll~‘~,
Mr. (of ~~+x&+&aIIarks
of, ol; let article,

Resolution by, concerning
adjournment,
-

499
two
-

&

l

*

104

579

INDEX.
RWI~ART,Mr. (of Lancaster)-Remarks

of, on 2d article,
233, 234, 270, 271, 420, 421

Motion by, to amend 2d ar263
ticle,
Remarks of, on resolution
296
of adjournment;
On 3d article,
471, 485, 486, 487, 488
91
&TSR, Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Petition
presented by,
Proposition of, to- amend
230
Constitution,
Motion by, that committee
rise,
374
Report by, - 404,460
%QERS, Mr. (of Allegheny)-Remarks
of, on 3d article,
473, 474, 475, 476.
200
RUf&$ELL, Mr. (of Bedford)-Remarks of, concerning slaves,

Raxs-Propositions

Motion by, to amend 3d article,
- 470, 471, 496
Remarks of, on 3d article, ’ 471, 472, 475
to amend,
116, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143

%EBER, Mr. (of Crawford)-Remarks

S.

of, on 1st article,
6, 7
81
SCOTT,Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Petition
presented by,
Remarks of, on 1st article,
- 180,181
On 2d article,
249, 250, 451, 452, 458
On 3d article,
831, 632, 533
56
SEI+EIW, Mr. (of Montgomery)-Memorial presented by,
259
SXSSIONS,Afternoon-Resolution to hold,
259
Proceeding relating to,
%?MWUNT, Mr. (of Philadelphia)-Remarks of, on 1st article, 18, 19,20, 39, 51,
52,53,64, 66,67,127,
128, 129, 137, 138, 189 to 19S

On 2d article, 251,253,
271, 27’2, 273, 274,
275, 276, 314 to 319,
371, 372, 373, 374,422,

423

On 3d article, 513.514.
8HxLLIT0, Mr. (of Crawford)-Remarks

sis;

516, 617, 618

of,. on order of
businesa,
-*
.
On 1st article,
391:
On Bd’article,
237, i38,83,
402, kit8
On resolution of adjournment,
296
On .3d article,
408
krJI, Mr. (of Erie)yRemarks of, on 1st article,
et, 126
On 2d article, , 351, 352, 863,8M, 364,465
Motion by, to amend 2d article,
45%
&V&olution
concerning immigration of,
II?9
Debate, concerning,
?Ql, l

199,

ooa

l

wt

TNDEH.

;;
.I

82, 87, 123, 167
Spnrrrr, l%r. (of @ntre)-Remarks of, on 1st article,
On 2d article,
240, 278, 292, 393, 394, 466
Demand by, of division of qnestion,

-

-

-

-

278

281
Motion by, to amend 2d article,
Remarks of, on resolution of adjournment,
- 297,296
On 3d article,
550
%lY&RII)SRE, Mr.. (of Montgomery)-Remarks
of, on 1st article, 31, 61, 62, 63,
71, 111, 112, 113,
114: 115, 119, 123,
124, 167, 170, 171,
197, 198, 199, 218,
214, 217, 223,224,

I

225

On motion to reconsider,
37, 38
An appeal from decision of CHAIR,
51,
Y
56
Resolution by,
Motion by, to amend
1st article, 62, 66,
116, 117, 166, 167,
168, 170, 171, 213,
214, 217, 218, 223, 224
To correct Journal,
81
Amendment withdrawn
by,
81
,Atn;;dment by, negaI32
Remaiks of, on resolution concerning previous question,
.
141:
On resolution conceming adjournment,
Division of question
I
157
demanded by,
Motion by, that committee rise,
173,894
Remarks of; on motiw
to refer minutes of
the committee of the
m
whole,
e
174
Remarks of, on 2d article, 264, 265, 282,
283, 294, 354, 355,
356, 367, 380, 381,
&2, 390, 397, 425,
426,436,&& ME, 4%

‘$ f.
4.
;,

INDEX.
STERIBEBE, Mr. (of Montgomery)-Motion

by, to amend 2d
article, 281, 284,295,
380, 390,39;, 456
To refer back the minority report on artia
cle 7,
464
Motion by, to amend 3d
article,
4)12,481,484
Remarks of, on 3d article, 472, 473, 479,
480, 481, 495, 548, 540
On motion to recommit report of committee of the whole,
500
STBWNS, Mr. (of Adams)-Remarks of, on 1st article, 14,
32, 34, 35, 40, 45,63,64, 65,
66, 82, 96,. 97, 98, 99, 100,
110, 160, 161, 169, 170, 173,
216, 217, 218, 219,222,223
Resolution by, 32
Appeal by, from <decision of
CHAIR,1 51
Motion of, to amend 1st article,
96,162,218,223
Motion of, to postpone resolution of adjournment,
144,145
.
Motion of, to reconsider,
173
Motions of, to amend motion.
concerning slaves,
199,209
Remarks of, concerning, slav,es,
200,203
Motion of, to consider 2d article,
230
Remarks of, on 2d article, 231,
233,235,239,241,242,243,
246, 252,.278, 279, 295, 307,
308, 309,310,311,3h,,329,
383, 384,385,38tj,387, 3.es,
398, 401, 456, 459-m
Motion by, to amend 2da$+, 233,240,397
Motion by, that committee,
s
m
s
rise,
e95, 874
".
Remarks of, on resol&n
of
.
adjournment,
399
OS 3d as&le* 4?a,,497,,
544, 645, 646, &MB
m!.

’ Tdaarnr,:Me. (of Lyooming)-MemoriP
TuaBLp IrrriaB~T~ns-Statement of,

pnreatedby,
:
-

,j
!

*

oet

INDEX.

w.
WOODWARD
Mr. (of Luzerne)-Remarks

of, on 1st‘ article,
27, 28, 47, 135, 136, 337, 157, 100, 220, 221
On motion to reconsider,
:M
On resolution of xljournment, 147, 14FJzIA!), 300

.

15 f, 256
Mntion of indcfiuitc postponement hy.
L’73
Motion by, that committee rise,
Remarks of, on 2d article, 255, 256, 278,288, 289,
338, to 344-360,

.

I,

387, 3H8

Motion by, to amend resolution of ndjournment,
395, me
Remarks of, on motion to postpone5th nrticlc,
470
On 3d article, 493
%r’.
YXU md Nays-On motion by Mr. GAMBLE of Clearfield, to
57
reconsider,
On the previous question, on resolution of ad153. 154
journment, On motion by Mr. WOODWARD, of indefinite
154
postponement, 165,166
On amendment of Mr. STEVENS to 1st article,
166
On amendment of Mr. DORAN to 1st article,
168
Onamendment of Mr. READ to 6th article,
On amendment of Mr. CLAKE to 1st article,
182
On motion by Mr STEVENS of’ indefinite postponemeut of resolution, concerning slaves,
200
On motion by Mr. ,STERICIERE to amend 1st
article,
214
On motion by Mr. MERRILL to amendlstarticle,
216
On motion by,Mr. STEVENS to amend 2d article,
258
On niotion by Mr. DROWN to postpone indefinitely, resolution of adjournment,
302
oh motion by Mr. CUNNINGHAM, to amend 2d
article,
328
On motion by Mr. FORWARD, to amendadarticle,
328
On motion by Mr. ‘Awaw, to amend 2d article, 332, 333
On motion of Mr. STERIGERE, to amend2d article,
382
On motion of Mr. READ, to amend 2d article, 389, 390
396
On inotion of Mr. READ, to amend 2d article,
On motion of Mr. STEVENS, to amend 2d article,
397
On the previous question, on the 8th section of
2d’tirticle,
399, 400
On the report of the committee on section8, article 2, 400
.
440
On m&ion by Mr. HIESTER, to amend 2d article,,
On motion of Mr. DAWN~TON, to amend 2d article, 468
On motion of .Mr. DARLINQW, to amend 8dlartirale, 606
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